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PREFACE. 

Tue following pages are introductory to an edition 

of the Greek text of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, which 

has been long in course of preparation, and will 

appear as soon as it can be got ready. The 

general object which I have had in view in the 

present, and shall continue to pursue in the suc- 

ceeding, volume, cannot be better stated than in 

the words of the Emir of the Faithful in the 

passage which I have selected for my motto; 

commenter ce livre et en expliquer clairement le 

sens, pour le rendre accessible aux hommes. In 

one word, it is, as far as I am capable of effect- 

ing it, to render Aristotle’s Rhetoric thoroughly 

intelligible. It is a work worthy of all study, and 

one of the very best and completest, and I may 

add, one of the most original and characteristic, 

of this wonderful author's most original and mul- 

tifarious writings. Explanation in its most com- 

prehensive sense I take to be the first and foremost 

duty of the Editor of an ancient classic, to which 
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all others are subsidiary and subordinate. With- 

out seeking to underrate or depreciate the other 

services that may be rendered towards the eluci- 

dation of a deceased author, who wrote in a lan- 

guage long dead and forgotten by the world at 

large, and surviving only in the thoughts and 

affections of the few who have time or care to 

devote themselves to the study of it, and with a 

full acknowledgement of what we owe to those 

who have bestowed their special attention upon the 

critical, emendatory, palseographical, philological, or 

grammatical, departments of scholarship, I still can- 

not but think that the highest service that a 

scholar can render to literature and the unlearned 

is to bring, so as far as that may be possible, the 

great thoughts and great works of a bygone age, 

the representations of a state of feeling, of society, 

and of civilization, far removed from us and now 

hard to realise, within the range of modern appre- 

hension and sympathy, and to make them at once 

intelligible and acceptable. This kind of light may 

be thrown upon ancient institutions and modes of 

thought best it is true by a searching and critical 

history, but in a lower degree and within nar- 
rower limits by a good explanatory commentary 
upon any important and characteristic work. The 
kind of illustration of which I am speaking will 
of course not be confined to a mere verbal or gram- 
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matical explanation of phrase and idiom, though 

that should certainly not be excluded. It should 

embrace not merely peculiarities of expression cha- 

racteristic either of the author himself individually, 

or of his age and country, but also all that throws 

light upon the character, opinions, modes of thought, 

of himself and his age, and particularly upon the 

associations by which he was surrounded, the views 

and feelings prevailing in the society with which he 

mixed, which give their colour to his own thoughts, 

views and feelings, and upon which these often 

mainly depend : and this is more especially desirable 

in @ commentary upon an ancient author, between 

whom and ourselves the difference in all these 

points is likely to be very wide. I write this with 

the fullest consciousness of the utter inadequacy of 

my own knowledge and abilities to realise this 

conception of an Kditor’s duty; and indeed the 

deficiency of our actual knowledge of things and 

events, persons and circumstances, must often and 

in many points interpose an insuperable obstacle 

to any such realisation: still it may be well to 

keep it in view as a standard and an ideal to aim 

at, however far we may fall short in our efforts 

to attain it. 

Judged by the standard of our modern notions 

of its value and importance, rhetoric might seem 

to be a subject rather below the dignity of a philo- 
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sopher and unworthy of his express notice and study: 

but there were many peculiar circumstances in the 

social life of Athens during the latter part of the 

fifth century, and down to Aristotle's own time, 

which might well have the effect of attracting 

universal attention to this art. To say nothing of 

its natural and obvious value as a means of attaining 

distinction in public life, it had acquired a purely 

artificial and factitious importance by the ingenuity 

and accomplishments of its sophistical professors, 

who introduced it from Sicily, and established it in 

Greece proper; and especially at Athens, where it 

seems to have entirely superseded for a time the 

earlier system of education. During Aristotle’s 

early residence at Athens, Isocrates and his rhetori- 

cal school were at the height of their reputation. 

The boundless assumption of this teacher and his 

lofty pretensions to ‘philosophy’ and general know- 

ledge, contrasted with the actual reality of his 

literary and philosophical performances, as well as 

the real influence that he had acquired over his 

pupils and followers, seem to have moved the in- 

dignation of Aristotle to such a degree that he set 

up a rival rhetorical school to counteract it, and 

inaugurate a better system. This it was that gave 

him his first practical impulse to cultivate rhetoric 

as an art; and that he retained his liking for the 

study through life, is shown by the amount of atten- 
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tion that he continued to bestow upon it; for he not 

only seems to have occupied himself through a 

considerable part of his life in collecting the mate- 

rials of the work that remains to us, but also ofthis 

lost writings, three at least appear to have been upon 

the subject of rhetoric. But he did for rhetoric what 

he has done for so many other branches of know- 

ledge; he imparted to it an original character and a 

new direction, so that in his hands it became a 

system distinct and peculiar, with a new interest and 

value, which I believe I may say with truth no 

succeeding treatise on the subject has ever equalled. 

I may refer particularly in evidence of this novel 

character to the subtle and penetrating observations 

upon life character and manners in the first and 

second books which give a life and interest to the 

work such as no other art of rhetoric can pretend 

to. This and the logical element are perhaps the 

two most characteristic features of the Aristotelian 

system. 

I have endeavoured in this Introduction to 

illustrate to the best of my power, as preparatory to 

the detailed explanation of the work itself, the 

general bearings and relations of this Art of Rhetoric 

in itself, as well as the special mode of treating it 

adopted by Aristotle in his peculiar system; I have 

collected and examined the available evidence upon 

one or two doubtful and obscure questions immedi- 
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ately connected with the subject, such as the date 

of the work itself, the Theodectea, and other works 

upon rhetoric, now unhappily lost, which Anistotle is 

believed to have composed; and have entered very 

fully, as the importance of the subject demanded, 

into the relations which rhetoric is made to bear in 

Aristotle’s view to the kindred art of logic in its two 

varieties, demonstration or scientific method and 

dialectics. I have given a connected analysis or 

outline of the contents of the work itself; in some 

parta, where the obscurity of the text or the especial 

importance and difficulty of the immediate subject 

seemed to require it, in the form of a paraphrase; 

herein following the example of that excellent 

commentator Victorius: and with the view of re- 

lieving the commentary upon the text of certain 

notes which might have grown to a length too great 

for the space that could be there allotted to them, 

have thrown a few notices of matters that seemed 

to require longer and more detailed consideration 
into Appendices annexed to the first and third books. 
As a general appendix to the Introduction, and as 
offering a marked contrast to Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 

and the best representative of the antagonistic system 
and method of his predecessors and the school of 
Isocrates, I have given a complete analysis of the 
rhetorical treatise known under the name of the 

‘Pyropsxn mpos ‘Adekavdpov, a work long attributed to 
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Aristotle and incorporated with his writings, but 

now by almost universal consent ascribed to Anaxi- 

menes. This latter question I have also examined, 

and have offered some arguments in favour of, at 

all events, a suspension of judgment upon a hypo- 

thesis certainly not yet beyond the reach of question, 

or even refutation. It has been my object also to 

show by this analysis what was the true character. 

and what the probable and natural result, of the 

teaching of the systems of rhetoric of this school, 

and the practice they inculcated ; and how far there- 

fore Plato was justified in the views that he held 

of their unscientific character and demoralizing in- 

fluence. 

And now, commending this little book to the 

students for whom chiefly it is intended, and with a 

hearty desire that it may help to throw a little light 

upon a great work in every way worthy of their 

study, but certainly requiring much elucidation; a 

work which, partly no doubt from the want of such 

aids, has been hitherto at least in this country some- 

what unduly neglected by students and scholars, as 

well as Editors, who have been led away by the 

supposed superior attractions of the Ethics and 

Politics into other more flowery paths of Aristotelian 

literature; I will conclude this brief notice of the 

design and contents of this Introduction, and bring 

these prefatory remarks to a close. 

Trinity OCottecr, May 31st, 1867. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ARISTOTLE’S RHETORIC. 

ARISTOTLE’S PREDECESSORS. 

THE origin and growth of the art of Rhetoric have been 
traced from the earliest times, by Spengel in his Artium 
Scriptores, a work executed upon the model of, and intended 
to replace, Aristotle’s lost treatise Zuvaywy?) reyvar, a collec- 
tion of the preceding ‘ Arts’’; very briefly by Westermann 
in his Geschichte der Griech. u. Rém. Beredtsanskrit. The 
same subject has been treated by myself in a series of papers 
published in the Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology, 
Nos. 5, 7 and 9*; and I need not here repeat what I have 
already said elsewhere. 

Rhetoric, as an art—as a faculty or practice it is as old 
as human language and intellect—was born in Sicily, where 
its earliest professors Corax and Tisias practised and taught 
and quibbled: but it was soon transplanted by Gorgias and 
the wandering Sophists into Attica, where it grew and 
flourished in a congenial atmosphere and soil. In a state in 
which public speaking was an indispensable accomplishment 

1 The treatises on the art of rhetoric * I hope at some future time to re- 
were so called par excellence, to mark publish these papers in a corrected and 

the superiority of this over all other enlarged form, which may serve as 
arts. Isoor. x. r. Zod. §19. al xadod- a further introduction to the present 
pera: Téa. work. 

1 
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for a statesman or politician; and at Athens to be a poli- 
tician was the rule rather than the exception; and in an 
unusually litigious society, where every citizen was obliged 
to plead his own cause in the law court, the value of such a 
powerful instrument of self-defence and personal aggrandise- 
ment was of course at ouce recognised’, and the study 
became so popular that it completely supplanted, as the con- 
servatives of Athens complained, the old-fashioned training 
by yupvaorixn and povorxn, and supplied an education to 
the young men who were preparing for public life. The 
extant notices of the teaching of its professors and of the 
practices which they inculcated, as well as the contents of 
one remaining specimen of their writings, which I shall 

notice more particularly by and by’, the substitution of plau- 

sible and sophistical reasoning for sound logic and scientific 
inquiry, the cultivation of quickness and dexterity and 
address at the expense of veracity and honesty and sincerity, 
their aim being ‘persuasion’ at any cost, to make the worse 
appear the better cause, to pass off falsehood for truth upon 
the hearers by a juggle of plausible arguments—all this 
would surely seem fully to justify the disapprobation and 

1 “* When the only way of address- 
ing the public was by orations, and 
when all political measures were de- 
bated in popular assemblies, the cha- 
racters of Orator, Author, and Politi- 

cian almost entirely coincided ; he who 
would communicate his ideas to the 
world, or would gain political power, 
and carry his legislative schemes into 

effect, was necessarily a Speaker; 
since as Pericles is-made to remark hy 
Thucydides, ‘one who forms a judg- 
ment on any point, but cannot explain 
himself clearly to the people, might as 
well have never thought at all upon 
the subject.’” Whately, Rhetoric, 
Introduction. The ‘remark’ which 
Whately has thus expanded, occurs 

in Thucydides 11. 60. Pericles had 
just been laying claim to an equal 

capacity of judging what was right 

and expressing it in words, and adds, 
5 re yap rods xal wh capds dcddtas éy 

low xal el py éveOunhOn. 

* In order not to break more than 
is neceasary the thread of my story, 
I will reserve the evidences of the im- 

moral tendency of the Sophistico-Rhe- 
torical teaching derivable from their 
own writings for an Appendix: which 
will include an outline of the contents 
of the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum, now 

generally attributed to Anaximenes, at 
all events the only extant Texyn of 
this Sophistical school. 
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dislike of Plato and Aristotle, or indeed of any honest man 
and patriotic citizen, for this new system of education, with- 
out having recourse to the supposition of any unworthy pre- 
judica entertained against them as rivals or charlatans, or an 
irresistible inclination to satire finding a convenient object 
in this particular class. 

That these charges are not unfounded will appear, I 
think, from all the notices that remain to us of the systems 
and practice of this Sophistical School of Rhetoricians; and 
some acquaintance with the nature of their ‘Arts,’ the subjects 
they dwelt on and the precepts they delivered and the modes 
of arguing that they recommended will be of all the more 
importance, as it will illustrate by way of contrast, the 
novelty, the systematic completeness, the acute and varied 
observation of men and things which distinguishes Aristotle’s 
‘Art of Rhetoric’ from all others preceding and succeeding. 

Aristotle himself in several passages of his work’ gives us 
some account of the mode in which Rhetoric was treated 
by’his predecessors in their system. He says that they had 
confined themselves almost exclusively to one branch of the 
subject the judicial namely or forensic, neglecting the higher 
and nobler department of deliberative, public, or Parlia- 

mentary speaking (the ‘Pytopixn mpos ‘AXéEavdpov, the only 
extant treatise belonging to the Sophistical School, is free at 
least from this defect); and that even in this they left un- 

1 Rhet. 3. 1. 3, 4, 9, 10, 11. 1. 2. 5. 
Compare mI. 13. See also some re- 
marks on the growth and progress of 

Rhetoric in de Soph. EL c. 34. 183. b. 
2s.et seq. He there refers, 183. b. 38, 

to the practice common amongst the 
rhetorical teachers of giving their 
pupils loci communes, select extracts 
of speechea, to learn by heart, as the 
dialecticians provided theirs with the 
most familiar and useful ‘topics’ of 
argument; implying apparently that 
some of these teachers did little else 

for them. This, he says, they called 
education. But in reality it was not 
the art of rhetoric that they taught 
them, but the products of the art: and 

&@ man might just as well profess to 

communicate an art for protecting the 

feet from injury, and then, instead of 

teaching the art of shoemaking, or 

providing the pupil with any means of 
making such things himself, present 

him with a great variety of ready-nade 
shoes. 
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noticed the most important and the only scientific part of 
the subject, the theory of proof, and confined themselves 
to suggesting various arts and devices for working upon the 
emotions and affections of the audience, or describing the 
due arrangement of the contents and divisions of the speech, 
and such like comparatively trifling and insignificant mat- 
ters, which are either positively vicious, or at any rate 
unscientific and ‘beside the (real) question’, éw rod wpay- 
paros, extra artem—outside the limits of a genuine ‘ Art of 
Rhetoric’; of which the proper object is proof, and that 
alone. (111. 1.5.) And all this is fully confirmed by Plato 
in the Pheedrus, cc. 50, 51, 56 seq. and elsewhere. 

APPEALS TO THE FEELINGS. 

It may be as well here by the way, though I shall have 
to return to it hereafter, to notice and explain an apparent 
contradiction between Aristotle’s theory and practice in con- 
nexion with this subject of the defects of his predecessors : 
for it is quite certain that he does himself dwell in great 
detail upon the various modes of producing certain impres- 
sions on the minds of the audience, and exciting in them 
certain feelings, as of sympathy, compassion, indignation, 
resentment, kind feeling, and others, and that this occupies 
a considerable space in his work and is treated as a matter of 
great importance. The necessity of it is shown principally 
in the treatment of 740s, and wa@os; that is, in the mode of 
conveying a favourable impression to the audience of your own 
character and intentions, and in inspiring the listeners with 
such feelings and sentiments as are desirable for yourself and 
your own case, and adverse to the opponent. Now this may 
be done in two ways: scientifically, through the medium of 
the speech itself, which is indeed one of the modes of proof— 
of which there are three, aioreis, 700s, and wafos—and 
therefore forms part of the art of rhetoric in its strictest 
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sense; and unscientifically, by the introduction of considera- 
tions ab extra or beside the real point, arguments ad hominem 
and ad captandum, such as direct appeals to the feelings, 
impassioned and exaggerated language (defvwats), or even, as 

was often done, the actual production of the widow and 

orphans or friends of a deceased person to excite compassion 
and blind the judges to the real merits of the case. This 
was indeed the constant practice in the Athenian law courts 
and public assemblies, and notoriously in the trial of the 
eight generals after the battle of Arginuss’, However there 
is always more room for the employment of arts of this kind 
in forensic than in public speaking (1. 1.10): in the latter 
they are less serviceable, and therefore less used; and conse- 
quently this branch of Rhetoric is nobler and purer than the 
other, appeals to higher and more generous motives, and is 
more disinterested and liberal: in the practice of the Courts 
of law on the other hand there is more scope for trickery and 
chicanery (xaxouvpyia), which indeed explains the preference 
of the Sophistical Rhetoricians for the forensic branch of the 
Art. But besides this scientific use of them, there is another 

reason for not excluding appeals to the feelings from the 
practice of rhetoric; they are justified to a certain extent, 
like the attention which must necessarily be paid to the com- 
position and language, harmony and rhythm, of the speech 
(111. 1. 5), dca tiv poyOnplay rév dxpoatav: the depraved 
judgment and taste of an ordinary audience requires this 
kind of ‘flattery,’ as Plato calls it, and the speaker is there- 
fore obliged to give way; to relax the rigorous observance of 
the rules of his art, and to humour their perverted inclina- 

Inst. Orat. 11. xv. 7. In § 8, the case 

of Servius Galba is quoted, and in 

1 Nam et M’. Aquilium defendens 
Antonius, quum sciss& veste cicatrices, 

quas is pro patria pectore adverso 
nuscepisset, ostendit, non orationis 

habuit fiduciam, sed oculis populi Ro- 
mani vim attulit: quem illo ipso 

aspectu maxime motum in hoc, ut ab- 

solveret reumn, creditum est. Quint. 

8&9, the famous case of Phryne and 
the orator Hyperides. The story of 
Hyperides and Phryne is told by 
Athenszous, XIII. 5go. E. See also, Ly- 

curg. c. Leocr. §§ t1—13. 
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tions. To some extent therefore the study and analysis of 
human motives passions and feelings belong to rhetoric, and 
are indeed an essential part of it: and the rules derived from 
it may be applied through the speech to excite certain emotions 
in the audience: this may however be carried a great deal 
too far: and the fault that Aristotle finds with the Arts of 
preceding Rhetoricians on this point is that they confined 
themselves to this indirect mode of proving their case, and 

neglected the more regular and scientific mode of proof by 
logical enthymeme. (I. 2. 5.) 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ARISTOTLE’S RHETORIC. 

From this explanatory digression we now return to the 
consideration of Aristotle’s own Rhetoric, and the points 

of difference between his mode of treatment of the subject 
and that of his predecessors. That which gives its peculiar 
and distinctive character to his treatment of Rhetoric is, as 

he himself tells us, that he has established its connexion with 

Dialectics, the popular branch of Logic, of which it is a 
‘branch’ or ‘offshoot’ or ‘counterpart’ or ‘copy,’ which 
enables him to give a systematic and scientific exposition of 
it as a special kind of reasoning and mode of proof: this had 
been totally overlooked by the preceding writers upon rhetoric, 
who as we have seen had confined themselves almost exclu- 
sively to matters outside of the Art, which do not properly 
belong to it. Subordinate to this however, and included in 
it, is another special characteristic which distinguishes his 
work from those that preceded and followed it, though he 
does not himself particularly notice it, the analysis namely 
of human character, motives, and feelings which gives it a 
great part of its value and interest. The adoption of this 
novel mode of treating the subject was in all probability due 
to the suggestions of Plato in the Phedrus, 271 c—272B, 
273 D, E, where it is pointed out, that as there is a great 
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variety of ‘souls,’ ie. minds and characters or dispositions, 
and a like variety of speeches, the latter, in order to produce 

the intended effect of ‘ persuasion, must be duly adapted to 
the corresponding varieties of the former, and that for this 
purpose the study of human nature, characters and motives, 
is requisite’. But Plato, who was always more ready to 
project than carry out a scheme, contents himself with offer- 
ing the suggestion: the execution of the plan was left to the 
great analyst and observer of Nature and human life; a task 
which he has fulfilled with his accustomed skill and sagacity. 
He is in fact the first, and we may add the last, who has 
treated Rhetoric comprehensively and systematically, in con- 
nexion and contrast with those branches of philosophy with 
which it stands in immediate relation. 

With this general theory of rhetorical proof and its subor- 

1 This is all, I believe, that can 

fairly be inferred from Plato's lan- 
guage in the Phzdrus; in proof of 
which I merely refer to the passages 

quoted, which speak for themselves, 
Spengel however, in a paper on Ari- 
stotle’s Rhetoric published in the 
Transactions of the Bavarian Aca- 
demy p. 28, comp. 8—1t1, thinks that 

Plato intended to mark the three- 

fold division of rhetorical rlcreis, into 

wlore:s proper, 740s and wdvos, which 
Anstotle afterwards adopted from him 

and developed. I confess that I can 
see no trace of any such intention in 
the passages in question. The distinc- 
tion of 700s and wd@7 at any rate, as 
Aristotle understands it, is certainly 

mot made out. What Plato says 

amounts to no more than I have ex- 

pressed in the text. But in fact Plato 

acknowledges no art of rhetoric at all, 

and therefore would not have troubled 

himself about its divisions: and he 

expressly denies that Rhetoric, if a 

true art, can be confined to mere pro- 

balilities, ra elxéra, as ita materials: 

Eruxos réxvy dvev rod ddnbclas Fp0ac 

ofr’ Eau obre ph w00’ Jorepov yéryras: 

whereas probability is the very basis 

and groundwork of Aristotle’s system. 
Plato's object in this part of the Phx- 
drus is to show that Rhetoric, if there 

be really such an art—wepl wdyra rd 

Aeybueva pla ris réxyn, elrep Ecru — 

must coincide with philosophy: that 
the true rhetvrician must be also a 

dialectician (in his own, not Aristotle's, 

rense of the word), a complete philo- 
sopher, one who has a comprehensive 

and exact knowledge of all the rela- 

tions of things. So far as he differs 
from the philosopher he is a quack and 
an impostor; so far as he coincides 
with him, his aré is superseded. And 
essentially the same view of the art is 

taken in the Gorgias: a genuine réxy 

aims at truth; one which confines 

itself to mere probabilities, is no art 
at all, but a sham and an imposture. 

I 
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dinate divisions, and the exemplification of its several ei5n 

and rérrot, two-thirds of the entire work are occupied; it is 

not until the end of the second book and the commencement 

of the third that the contents of the latter of these, Aéfus 

and rafis, style and arrangement, including the divisions of 

the speech and their appropriate topics—the ordinary subjects 

of the preceding ‘Arts ’—are even named. Upon this cir- 

cumstance, it may be mentioned in passing, has been founded 

an argument against the genuineness of this third book. I 
only mention it for the purpose of expressing my strong con- 
viction of the utter groundlessness of any such suspicion. If 
the third book of the Art of Rhetoric did not proceed from 
the pen of Aristotle, all evidence of authorship derived from 
resemblance of style manner method and diction must be 
absolutely worthless’. 

THe MarTeRiALs OF RHETORIC. 

Leaving for the present the important subject of the 
relation of Rhetoric, as a method or system of proof, to the 
Dialectical, and Demonstrative or Scientific Methods, to be 

reserved for subsequent consideration in more immediate 
connexion with the introductory chapters of the first book, 
we will now pass on to the examination of the rhetorical 
method in respect of its materials, the objects that it deals 
with. 

Rhetoric, like Dialectics, may discuss anything: any 
problem that can be brought forward upon any subject 

1 Another argument against the Aristotle’s Rhetoric, in Schneidewin’s 
genuineness of this book is derived 
from the entry in Diogenes’ list of a 
work wept pnropixijs a. B. which is as- 

sumed (1) to be correct (2) to designate 

our Rhetoric, and (3) to show that 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric consisted of only 
two books. Brandis, in a paper on 

Philologus, Vol rv. No. 1., briefly 

argues the question of the genuineness 

of the book, and the probabilities of 
its earlier or later composition than 

that of the two preceding, and decides, 
like a man of sense, for the integrity 
of the work as we now have it. 
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whatsoever may be submitted to dialectical examination : 
and Rhetoric in like manner may deal with any topic that 
can be presented to it: it is wept dravtos, epi Tob So0évros. 

Even science is not excluded from its domain’: only, if any 

question of special science has to be argued, as may some- 

times happen in a court of justice, or any results or conclu- 

sions of science stated, the subject must be treated popularly 
and made intelligible to an unscientific audience: no long 
trains of demonstrative syllogisms can be admitted, no prin- 
ciples or axioms of any special science may be adduced or 
argued from: when dialectics or rhetoric deserts its common 
ground, and employs either the method or special principles 
(i8vas apyat) of any particular science, it becomes something 
else; it quits its own province and trespasses upon an alien 
territory. It resembles dialectics also in being indifferent 
to the truth of its conclusions, so far as it 1s considered as an 

art, and the speaker as an artist: both of them argue in- 
differently on either side of a question, and may prove the 
affirmative or negative according as either of these happen 
to suit the reasoner’s immediate purpose. This is one im- 
portant point of difference between these two and science or 
demonstration: of this truth is the direct object, and the 
thinker is not indifferent to the conclusion. 

Theoretically then Rhetoric is universal in its applica- 
tion: but practically it is limited for the most part to a 
particular class of phenomena, with which its two most im- 

portant branches, the deliberative and the judicial, almost 
exclusively deal, namely human actions characters motives 
and feelings; and so it becomes closely connected with the 
study of Politics (including Ethics), which treats of moral 
social and political phenomena, of man as an individual and 
as a member of society. Hence it appears (Rhet. 1. 2. 7) 
that Rhetoric may be considered as an offshoot, not only of 
Dialectics, but also of Politics: of the first, because the enthy- 

1 Cowpare Quint. Inst. 1. 10, 34—49, on the atudy of Geometry. 
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meme, the rhetorical instrument of proof (aéorts), is a kind 
of syllogism; and of the second, because the rhetorician has 
especially to take account of “characters and virtues and 
feelings and must know what each of them is in itself and 
its attributes or properties, and what is their origin and the 

modes of their excitement.” Hence also rhetoric, “owing 
either to the ignorance or the quackery” of its preceding 
professors has “assumed the guise of Politics,” and taken a 

place in general education to which it is by no means entitled. 
Now human actions characters and motives, as well as future 

events, and the facts and circumstances of daily life which 
are constantly brought into question, are by their very nature 
only contingent and probable; nothing can be predicted of 
them with certainty; they cannot be reduced to necessary 
laws, or form the subject of necessary conclusions: they are 
essentially ‘probable,’ efxora, and only ‘usual’ ws éml 7d mrovv 

(nothing can be pronounced of them universally), or évdeyo- 
peva GdrXAwWS Exewv, ‘contingent, ‘admitting of being in more 
than one way,’ uncertain in the event: and hence rhetoric 
with few exceptions excludes the universal and necessary, 
and deals only with the probable; and this is the essential 
difference between it and the scientific or demonstrative pro- 
cesses. See Rhet. 1 2.14. The matter of rhetoric, being 
such as is above described, consists in things that we de- 
liberate about, epi dy Bovrevcpweba nai réxvas pn Exopev 
Rhet. 1. 2.12; but no one deliberates about that which is 

unalterable or necessary, ‘and can only be in one way,’ ovGeis 
dé Bovreveras rept Trav yn évdeyouévmy addws Exe, Eth. Nic. 
vi. 2. and so, as before, we conclude that we deliberate zrepi 

Tay dawoptvwv évdéyecOar audorépws éyew Rhet. 1 2. 12 
“for about things fixed and unalterable, past, present, or 
future, no one deliberates under that supposition, because 
there is nothing to be gained by doing so.” Ib.’ And con- 

1 Of the subjects which admit, and Ethics, m. 5. To the former of the 
do not admit, of deliberation, there is two classes belong, things eternal and 
an ingenious analysis in the Nicom. unchangeable, as the order of the uni- 
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sequently, rhetoric accepts either side of an alternative, and 
may conclude either of two opposites, rdvayria ovAdoyilerat. 
“ Ars enim,” says Antonius (Cic. de Orat. 1. 7. 30) “earum 
rerum est que sciuntur: oratoris autem omnis actio opinioni- 
bus, non scientia, continetur. Nam et apud eos dicimus qui 
nesciunt, et ea dicimus que nescimus ipsi’”—a different rea- 
son assigned for the same fact, that the sphere of the 
rhetorician is the contingent and variable and uncertain. 

It follows of course from all this that rhetoric is not 
an exact science, which starts from peculiar axioms and prin- 
ciples of its own, and the conclusions of which are all univer- 
sal and necessary: its processes must therefore be limited by 
the nature of its materials, the probable and contingent, and 
within that sphere it must rest. What is said of the study of 
Ethics, Eth. Nicom. I. 2, will apply equally to Rhetoric. 
“Such then is the aim of our science, which is a kind of 

Politics. The treatment of it must be considered sufficient if 
its distinctness and exactness be only in proportion to its 
subject matter (or materials) for nice elaborate finish (exact- 
ness in detail in carrying out the work) is not to be looked 
for in all subjects of inquiry alike, precisely as is the case 
with the productions of certain arts and manufactures [as 
bronze for example will not admit of so ‘high a finish’ as 
marble, or granite as alabaster].” Then, after speaking of the 
uncertainty and irregularity of men’s motives and aims 
arising from their vacillating and erroneous notions of what 

verse or the incommensurability of the 
diameter and side of the square; or 
even of things ‘in motion’ (liable to 
change) when the order of them is 

actually constant and invariable (del 

ward ratra ywoudruw) whether that be 
® consequence of necessity or nature 
or proceed from any other cause, as 
the revolutions or risings and settings 
of sun and stars. Nor of things in 
which there is no constancy at all, as 

drought and rain ; nor of things purely 

accidental. What we do deliberate 
about are things which are in our own 
power: everything which depends 
upon human volition and human ac- 
tion, and the sum of the whole is, that 

we deliberate about things which are 

not invariable, but usual, (things ‘ for 

the most part,’ which generally con- 
form to a rule) and of uncertain issue, 

and indefinite. 

— 
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is xaddv, Sixatov, ayaOdyv, and the absence of fixed moral 

principles, he proceeds, “In dealing therefore with such 

materials and arguing from such (uncertain) premisses or 
principles, we must be content to exhibit the truth roughly 

(coarsely) and in mere outline’; and, as the materials and 

principles of our subject are mere general probabilities, to be 

satisfied with the like conclusions, And in the same way we 

are bound to acquiesce in the treatment of any (&acror) 
subject: for a cultivated intellect (the man of genuine sense, 
enlightment and power of judging, which is conferred by 
education and knowledge of the subject) is shown in looking 
for scientific exactness in any branch of knowledge only so 
far as the nature of the subject admits: for it seems to 
be much the same thing to be satisfied with plausible reason- 
ing in a mathematician as to require exact demonstration 
from a rhetorician.” Everything in rhetoric must be intelli- 
gible and popular: no long trains of syllogistic reasoning 
(comp. 1. 21. 3) which ordinary people cannot follow: no 
rigorously exact definitions—this is specially mentioned in 
Rhet. 1. 10. 19. de? S€ vouitew ixavovs elvas tovs Spous, day 
Oot wept éxactou pynte acadeis unre axpiBets—but only such 
as are popularly current and recognised: no appeals to the 

axioms or principles of the exact and special sciences, which 
require a special training and study, but only to those uni- 
versal and general principles, which are common to all rea- 
soning, and accepted and understood by all mankind alike’. 

1 To exhibit the facts or phenomena 
in a mere rough sketch or outline; 

without finishing the picture by filling 

in all the details, raxuAds cal tury. 

* To the same effect Hermogenes, 
réxyn pyrop. wepl rav ordcewy, sub init. 

Eore tolvuy dugdicBirnocs Noyixn éwl 

pépous ex ray wap éxdoros Kxeydvwy 

vopuw 7 Ody wept rod voucbdvros &- 

xalov 7 Tot Ka\o0 7 Tov cuuddpovros 7 

kal wdyrwy dua % ruwy. 7d yap ws 

aA\nOGs re kal xaGddou Kaddv 7 ounde- 

poy 9 Td Toailra fyreiy ob prropixijs. 

Cicero, Orat. xxx11I. 117. Erit igitur 

hiec facultas in eo, quem volumus esse 

eloquentem, ut definire rem _ puvussit 

neque id faciat tam presse et anguste 

quam in illis eruditissimis disputatio- 

nibus fieri solet, sed quum explanatius 
tum etiam uberius et ad commune 

judicium popularemque intelligentiam 

accommodatius. de Orat. IL xxxviii. 

159. Hc enim nostra oratio multi- 

tudinis est auribus accommodanda, ad 
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With regard to the definitions in particular Aristotle’s prac- 

tice in this work is in strict conformity with his precept. 
Compare for example the elaborate and carefully constructed 
definition of virtue in the Nicomachean Ethics 11. 6. init. 
which is a complete description of all the essential and 
characteristic points by which it is distinguished from other 
éers or ‘states’ intellectual and moral, with the extremely 

superficial and incomplete one given in Rhet. 1. 9. 4: or the 
popular classification of the several forms of government in 
Rhet. 1. 8, with the studied analysis and definitions of the 
same in Polit. 111. 7—18 and Iv. 1. and Eth. Nicom. vit. 12. 
Another remarkable example is the definition of pleasure as 
a xivnots in Rhet. 1.11.1, which he himself argues against 
and condemns in Eth. Nic. x. 3.1 Again in de Anim. 1. 1. 
he points out the difference between the definitions of dpyn 
which would be given by a natural philosopher and a dialec- 
tician: the one would say it is a f€ous Tov sept xapdiav 
aipatos xal Oeppod, the other an dpekis avTiAurncews 7} Th 
totovroy: the definition of this zraQos given in Rhet. 11. 2. 1, 
making a very near approach to the latter. The one de- 
scribes the feeling as it exhibits itself in the intercourse 
between man and man and is therefore suited for the pur- 
poses of rhetoric and dialectics, the other endeavours to pene- 
trate into its true nature and to state what it ts (r7v ovclar). 
Similarly the definition of the a6m in general (Adyou Evudoz) 
which is found in the treatise de Anima (I. 1. 15.), and the 

few considerations that lead to it, are sufficient to show how 

different would have been the point of view and the con- 
sequent mode of treatment, had they been there analysed in 
detail, from that which is adopted as appropriate in the 
Rhetoric: in the former we should have had their nature and 
origin examined, and as far as possible accounted for, in 

oblectandos animos, ad impellendos, 1 On the definition of pleasure. See 

ad ea probanda, que non aurificis also Eth. Eud. Z. 13. 1133. & 14, 18, 
statera sed populari quadam trutina and Fritzsche’s note. 
examinantur. 
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connexion with the growth and development of the vital 

principle or soul pervading the entire animated world, and 

their essence expressed in a transcendental definition : in the 

latter they are described merely as they exhibit and express 

themselves outwardly, and with reference to the occasions 

and circumstances of their excitement, and the objects to- 

wards which they are directed’. téxrwy xal yewpérpns Sia- 

depovtas emitnrodat rHv opOnv, 6 pév yap ef baov xpnoiuy 

apes TO Epyov, 6 Se Ti dotw 4 Totoy Tt’ Oearns yap Tadn- 

Mods. Eth. Nic. 1. 9. 

RuHeEToRIC AN ART OR A Facutty ? 

So far we have been engaged upon a comparison of 
Aristotle’s views of the nature and meaning of Rhetoric with 
those of his Sophistical predecessors, and a description of 
some of the leading peculiarities of his mode of treating the 
subject. We will now pass on to the consideration of his 
definition of Rhetoric, and the genus to which it belongs, 
whether science or art, faculty or practice; and compare it 
with other definitions, and other opinions that have been 
held upon the same subject. 

Rhetoric 1s certainly not a science. We have already seen 
that when a rhetorician trespasses upon the field of science, 
or demonstration with its regular syllogisms and necessary 

and universal conclusions, he loses his proper character and 
becomes for the nonce a man of science; in this alien pro- 
vince he assumes an alien character. 

According to the point of view from which it is regarded, 

! See Brandis, tract on the Rheto- tively: and afterwards proceeds to a 
ric in Schneid. Philol., u.s. p. 27. 
Brandis goes on to compare the two 

lists of wd@y, in respect of the selec- 
tion and mode of treatment of them, 
which occur in the Nicom. Ethics 11. 
4. and the Rhetoric, 11. 2—11, respec- 

more general comparison of the latter 
treatise with the Ethics and Politics 

in the points where they come into 
contact. On the definitions of Rhe- 
toric, see Trendelenburg on de Anim. 

p. 177. 
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Rhetoric may be considered either as an art or a faculty. 
Quidam, says Quintilian, Inst. Orat. 1. xv. 2., rhetoricen vim 

tantum, quidam scientiam sed non virtutem, quidam uswm, 

quidam artem quidem, sed a scientia et virtute dijunctam, 

quidam etiam pravitatem quandam artis, id est xaxoreyviav 

nominaverunt. According to Cicero, de Orat. I. 21. 96. rhe- 

toric is, vel studium vel artificium vel facultas. Compare de 
Invent. 1 1. 2. Looked at theoretically, absolutely in itself, 
and generally, dardds, a8’ avro, it is an art, laying down 

rules for practice and accompanied with illustrations in the 
shape of rozrov: so far as it manifests itself in its practical and 
relative aspect, and individually as exercised by its pro- 
fessors, pos Tt, xa’ Exacroy, it assumes the form of a dvvapis 

or individual faculty, which is exercised “in the considera- 
tion of the means of persuasion possible in any subject what- 
ever,” Rhet. b 2.1. Comp. § 7 and 1.4 6. And so arts in 
their practical aspect are called duvdecs in Eth. Nic. 1 1. bis, 
again in X. 10, and Polit, 11. 12. viir. 1., where it is coupled 
with éxiorjpa:, the same arts regarded from the theoretical 
point of view. It follows from this that Alexander Aphrod. 
can scarcely be right when he tells us near the beginning of 
his Commentary on the Topics that Dialectics and Rhetoric 
are called duvayess because they are not bound to follow, or 
develope themselves in, one direction, but may conclude 
indifferently upon either side of any question proposed to 
them, opoiws tiv tav avrixepévov SeiEw oxotroy eyover. 
Schol. ad Arist. p. 251. b. 39. Bekker. This is undoubtedly 
true of Dialectics and Rhetoric, but it is not true of Politics 

and the other arts to which the term is equally applied. To 
Politics and Ethics or the military art or medicine, it cer- 
tainly is not a matter of indifference which side of a question 
they take; they aim at truth and reality, ad7@era, and in so 

far partake of the nature of science. Indeed as Aristotle has 
expressly noticed this, Rhet. 1. 1.12. trav Grwv reyvav 
ovdeula tavavria cudNoyiteras, it is all the more remarkable 

that Alexander should have overlooked it. 
Alexander in his remark is referring to the antithesis of 
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Svvayus and éevépyea. Of the former it is characteristic that 
it may be developed in opposite directions, that it is equally 
capable of producing contraries, whereas the developed ac- 
tualised Svvayis, when it has become an évépryeva, loses this 
capacity, and acquires one fixed direction from which it can- 
not depart. On the difference in this respect between phy- 
sical and mental or moral Suvdayes, and upon the entire 
subject, see Sir A. Grant, on Ethics, Essay tv’. 

But Art again is twofold; for either it may be regarded 
subjectively, as a &ts, or state of mind—and this is the view 
that is taken of it in the contrasted definitions of art and 
science, in Eth. Nicom. vi. 3 and 4 where it is divided into 

its two branches, mpaxtixn and aourtixn*, according as it 

1 See further on this subject the 
note on the definition of rhetoric, in 

the introduction I. 2. t. 

* The author, probably Eudemus, 
seems in this passage, Eth. Nicom. v1. 

4-, to confine the term ‘art’ to rules 

and practice which end in production, 
that is, the fine arts and the useful or 

mecbanical arts; which is in fact the 

modern definition of it. This I think 

cannot be really intended: it may 
however be meant to imply that art in 
its strictest sense, xar’ éfoxi, is to 

be understood in this acceptation. It 
cannot be intended to exclude rpacrixh, 

for Ethics, Politics, and Rhetoric, are 

all practical, and yet all are arts. 
Sciences they cannot be, for their 
toaterials and conclusions are alike 

only probable, contingent and varia- 
ble, wee the def. of éxiortun, Eth. 

Nic. vi. 3; and as they must be one 
or the other, and they are not sciences, 

it follows that they must needs be arts 
in one sense or other. It is true that 

all arts, even the mechanical, and 

those with them, have sometimes the 

term ¢xiorjpuy applied to them, as in 

the Nicom. Eth. 1. 1. above quoted; 

but this is only in the popular sense 

of the word, as applicable to any 
‘branch of knowledge:’ and the dis- 

tinction between ériorjun and réyry 

is very frequently disregarded, and 
the terms used as convertible both by 

Plato and Aristotle. See for example 

Plat. Phileb. 55. D—60, Polit. 304. B. 
al wept yxetporexvlas éxiorfuat, and 

Arist. Metaph. A. 1. passim. Sext. 
Emp. adv. Math. 1. 6. notices this of 
Xenocrates. Sir W. Hamilton how- 
ever, Lect. on Metaph. 1. 118., look- 

ing merely at the definition of art in 

Eth. Nic. v1. 4., and without reference 

to other and conflicting passages, 
thinks that Aristotle (the definition is 

in all probability not Aristotle’s) means 
to limit art to ‘habit productive :’ and 

goes on, in spite of Aristotle’s own 
words, above quoted, to assign Rhe- 

toric to this ‘ poetic’ division of phi- 
losophy. And Brandis, Handb. &c. | 
Aristoteles I. 147, 8, expresses a simi- 

lar opinion, upon general considera- 

tions and without special reference to 
Aristotle. Nec potest ars non esse, 

says Quintilian, Inst. Orat. 1. 17. 42., 

si are est dialectice, quod fere constat ; 
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ends in action or production; and in the latter acceptation is 
defined éfts' pera ANoyou tromtixn, “a conscious active state, 
a fixed intellectual habit and tendency, accompanied with 

reasoning or calculation, guided by general principles, work- 
ing by rule, and not by mere instinct or experience, and 
tending to production "—or objectively as a system, or body 
of rules and principles, the general result of the preceding’. 
In applying the term to Rhetoric Aristotle has usually the 
former, or subjective, acceptation in his mind—without how- 
ever excluding the other signification—and by thua regarding 
the art from this point of view, practically and individually, 
as it is applied by the professor, brings it very nearly into 
coincidence with the other term, dvvayis, by which he desig- 
nates it. It is, as we have already seen, and compare again 
Eth. Nicom. 1. 1, a subordinate branch of zrodcrixy, the 
apyttextovexn or master-craft, which prescribes to its sub- 
ordinates their several provinces and functions, as the master- 

builder or architect to his workmen’ dpapev S€ nal tds 

quum ab ea specie magis quam genere 
differat. 

Bonitz on Metaph. 983. 22. See also 
on wpayuarela Bonitz on Met. A. 6. 

1 Similarly, éuwecpla, réyvn, ércorh- 

wm, are all &es, Anal. Post. 1. rg. 

100. 10, IT, 
* This double use of réyvn to ex- 

press both a process and a result is 
common to it with many other kindred 
terms, as éxioryun, uébod80s, rpayua- 
rela, Plato's diadexrixh, et sim. For 
example, uéfodes, which usually de- 
notes the scientific process, or pursuit 
of truth, is frequently employed to 
signify the special science or treatise 
which results from such a process. So 
in Polit. rv. 2. init. rv. 8. sub init. rv. 
10. init. VI. 2. & ry pebb8m (‘ book,’ 

discussion, or part of the treatise) 77 

wpd radrys, Vil. 1,and2. Metaph. M. 
I. 1076. 9 & TH wm. TH Taw uciKuy 
wepl 7fjs Udys. and other passages from 
the Metaphysics and Topics cited by 

987. 30. and Waitz, on Anal. Post. 1. 

13. 96. b. 15., and (on ué8080s) Comm. 
ad Anal. Post. 1.1. 71. a. r. Similarly 

xuués and éou7 in the de Anima and 

Parva Naturalia are used to denote 

the sense or process of sensation, and 

the object of sense; just as we our- 
selves employ the terms ‘taste’ and 
‘smell.’ Comp. Trendel. on de Anima 

II. 9.1. These are only a few exam- 
ples of a common ambiguity. A great 

number of words in -ois Gk. -io Latin 
and -ion Engl. such as sensation, per- 
ception, conception, discussion, termi- 

nations which denote some operation 

or process, have this double use. 

* So dpxcrexromxés is opposed to 
Snusoupyol, the inferior craftsmen and 

artisans, in Polit. mr. rr. 11. (Oxf.) 

1282. 3 (Bk.). In Phys. 11. 2. 194. b. 3. 
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évriporaras tev burdpewsy WEO TalTHY Ovcas, Clow OTpaTTT KTP, 

cizovopany, prropiayy. Eth. Nicom.L 2 6 Osf 11. Bk: 

and thus falls under the second head in the general divisivn 
A science or philosophy, viz. xpacriucn éxtozrpn. didrocodua, 
that department of knowledge whose end is practice or ac- 
tion’. So Quintilian, Instit. Orat. IL 18.2. The passage 1s 
wath quoting, and seems to me to settle the question. 
It begins with a very clear and concise accuunt of this 
threefold division of “arts,” or philosophy, in general Quum 
sint autem artium aliz positz in inspectione, id est cogni- 
tione et xstimatione, rerum, qualis est astrologia, sed ipso 

the dpy:rexrcoah réy77 is said 7d elBos 
yuplfes, the inferior and subordinate 

arts only rhy or. 
1 This division of philosophy and 

knowledge into Oewpyrucn, wpacrixn, 

and voanreuy, defined severally by 
their 7éAn of objects, truth, practice, 
and production, ‘ speculative’ ‘ prac- 
tical’ and ‘productive,’ is set forth 
at length in Metaph. E. 1. and assumed 
elsewhere as the only true and natural 

classification. See the reff. in Bonitz's 
note on 1025. b. 18. In this passage 
however the basis of the classification 
fe w different one, viz. the origin or 

cause to which the objects upon which 

the speculation is exercised owe their 

existence. This gives rise toa two- 
fuld division of objects of knowledye, 
(1) things which are entirely indepen- 
dent of buman action and human 
power, which are the objects of spe- 
culative philosophy, and (2) things 
whose orlyin does depend upon human 
will Impulse and action, whether they 
terminate in the action or évépyea 
iteelf, as in Ethics, Politica, Rhetoric; 
or are carried on to an tpyoy, the 
production of something permanent 
und concrete, as in art proper, Sce 

the commencement of the Nicoma- 
chean Ethics. The other division, 

which appears incidentally in Top. i 

14. 10S. a. 20, into Physics, Ethics, 

and Logic, which was afterwards gene- 

rally adopted, and became eventually 

the recognised classification, (see Diog. 

Laert. 1. 18. Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. Hyp. 

II. 13. adv. Matth. wir. 16. Seneca, 

Ep. 89. 8.) is not intended, as Waits 

remarks in his note, for an exact and 
scientific division, but merely as one 

convenient for the use of dialecticians. 

This Aristotelian division of philoso- 

phy bas been criticised and condemned, 

and the entire subject illustrated by 
Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Metaphy- 
sics, Vol. 1. Lect. vil. His editor re- 
marks (p. 114. not. a) that ‘the 
division of philosophy into Logic, 
Physics, and Ethics, probably origi- 
nated with the Stoics,” referring to 
Diogenes, and Pseudo-Plutarch. We 
have seen that at any rate it did not 
originate with them. 

On xpaics and wolnocs in the divi- 
sion of the sciences, see some remarks 
by Bernays ‘‘on the Dialogues of Ari- 
stotle,” p. 58. seq. 
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rei cujus studium habet intellectu contenta, que Gewpnrixy 
vocatur: aliz in agendo, quarum in hoc finis est, et ipso actu 
perficitur, nihilque post actum operis relinquit, quae mpaxtex) 
dicitur, qualis est saltatio: alis in effectu, que operis quod 

oculis subjicitur consummatione finem accipiunt, quam 7rotn- 

tixny appellamus, qualis est mictura: fere judicandum est 
rhetoricen in actu consistere; hoc enim quod est officii sui 
perficit. And the chapter concludes § 5 Si tamen una ex 
tribus artibus (the three kinds above distinguished) habenda 
sit quia maxime ejus usus actu continetur, atque est in eo 
frequentissima, dicatur activa vel administrativa; nam et hoc 
ejusdem rei nomen est. 

Rhetoric is a practical art. 
From another passage of Quintilian, 11. 17. 14, we learn 

that Aristotle himself argued against its being an art in his 
lost dialogue upon Rhetoric, the Gryllus. But, says Quin- 
tilian, this was only in accordance with his usual practice, 
querendi gratia, to show what could be said on both sides of 
a question: sed idem et de arte rhetorica tres libros scripsit, 
et in eorum primo (I. 1. 1, 2.) non artem solum eam fatetur, 
sed ei particulam civilitatis (vroAurtatjs poptov), sicut dialec- 
tices, assignat. This may help to account for his vacillation 
between réyvyn and dvvayuis in the designation of rhetoric. 
See Bernays, die Dialoge des Arist. p. 63. 

ART, AND 1T8 DEFINITIONS, 

It may be well before we quit this subject of ‘art’ to 
enter a little more in detail into the views which were en- 
tertained upon it by the ancient philosophers, and some of 
its current definitions. We will begin with Aristotle, who in 
an interesting chapter at the opening of his Metaphysics 
gives an account of its nature and origin. The substance of 
this chapter is as follows. Knowledge varies in degree from 
the mere perception of phenomena to the knowledge of the 

2—2 
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highest and most universal causes: the order in the ascend- 

ing scale is ala@noss, pny, eureipla, réyvn, émiornyn. 

Sensation of some kind is the distinctive mark of anvmal 
life: from sensation, in some animals, arises memory, and in 

proportion to the strength of this faculty is the force of in- 

tellect and the power of acquiring knowledge. In man, 
memory, by repetition of the same impression, gives rise to 
experience, éuzretpia, and from it proceed art, and ultimately 
science. Experience deals only with individuals, wept ra xaf 
éxactoy, rav Kal Exacrov éott yvaots, 981. 15.; but collect- 
ing its several memories of the same thing into one sum— 
the common properties being collected, the rest rejected. 
Bonitz.—it forms in some sort a general notion, yet never 
separated from these particulars, nor accurately defined. 
Art is a further process of generalisation from experience, 
“when from many mental impressions arising from ex- 
perience a single universal conception is formed about their 
common properties,” 981. 5. “For to have a conception that 
such and such a remedy is beneficial to Callias or Socrates 
when he has such and such a complaint is a case of ex- 
perience: but to know that it is serviceable in all like cases 
(marked off from the rest, apopioOeior) determined under 
one kind is characteristic of art.” Similarly in Rhet. . 1. 11. 
we are told that art deals with classes (generalises), ex- 
perience with individuals; but of these latter we can never 
attain complete knowledge because they are infinite: and 
the same example is used in illustration. The principle is 
then applied to Rhetoric and Dialectics. 9 8€ téyvn tov 
xaBonov. Met. A. 1. 981. 16. 

All real knowledge is the knowledge of causes; and it is 
this that constitutes the true superiority of art over expe- 
rience—though in practice the skill derived from experience 
may often be more useful than the rules of art—“ for empirics 
know the fact (the ‘that,’ ro d7:, that it is so) but not the 

why: but the others, artists and men of science, know the 

why, and therefore the cause.” Hence it is that the master- 
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craftsmen, apyttéxroves, are more esteemed and held to be 
wiser than the handicraftsmen because they know the reason 
for all that they do; whereas the others work almost me- 

chanically, by mere habit, like inanimate things. Another 
sign of knowledge is the power of teaching what we know, 
and therefore art is nearer to exact scientific knowledge than 
experience. And so also though the senses are the most 
authoritative organs of knowledge, yet as they know only 
particulars, not causes, nor universals, we do not attribute 

knowledge (in its strict and proper sense) to them. All this 
tends to show that bnowledge is ray xaBodov and mepi dpyds 
or gitias. Then follow some observations upon the order of 
the several arts and sciences in origin and dignity or value. 
The order of invention is inverse to that of dignity. The 
necessary and useful arts, wpos TavayKaia, pos ypnow, are 
first invented in the earlier and ruder stages of society: then 
come the ornamental and ‘fine’ arts, wpds 7Sovnv, rpds Sia- 
ywynv, whose object is the adornment or embellishment of 
life and the gratification of a more refined taste: this is a 
mark of a more advanced stage of civilisation, when men have 

acquired wealth and leisure enough to allow them to devote 
themselves in some measure to the cultivation of their minds: 
and thirdly, there arrives a period when men have leisure 
enough to follow scientific pursuits and to seek truth and 
knowledge for their own sakes; and this is the age of theo- 
retical science or philosophy. Hence it is that mathematics 
were originated by the Egyptian priests. By the same rule, 
that the value of knowledge is in proportion to the appre- 
hension of cause, Metaphysics, 7 mpwrn ptdoaodia, which 
deals with first causes and ultimate principles, is the highest 
and most commanding, apyixwtarn, of all sciences, the apex 
and crown of the pyramid of knowledge. 

The substance of the foregoing passage is repeated more 
concisely in the last Chapter of the Anal. Post. 11. 19. 99. b. 
34—100. 9.; and the resemblance is so close that the latter 

passage might be taken for a condensed epitome of the earlier 
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part of the former. Art and science, as distinguished from 
éutrecpia, are found év r@ npeuety rd Kaorou ev TH vuy7, 7d 
éy trapa Ta ToAXa, 0 av év arracw ay evi} éxeivous TO avro. 
(which may possibly be a reminiscence of Plato; the expres- 
sion Td éy—ro avto is at all events strictly Platonic). In this 
‘rest’ of the universal in the mind—opposed to the «ivnats, 
the constant shifting and changing, of the particular and 
phenomenal in nature—the one universal notion gathered 
from the many individuals by abstraction of their common 
quality, art and science have their origin: these two being 

further distinguished by their aim and object, art being 
‘ directed to and employed upon production, zrept yéveou, 
which, supported by the authority of Waitz, Comm. p. 431, 
si-ad agendum et faciendum pertinet, I will interpret of 
‘practical’ as well as strictly ‘productive’ ends; (see above, 
p. 16. n. 1. p. 18. n. 1.), science upon absolute truth and reality, 

 aept To ov. 
The upshot of all this is, that dywzrepia is an trrational 

procedure; manifests itself in a merely mechanical mode of 
operation, working like a machine, and displaying a skill 
which results from nothing but habit and association, and is 
acquired by mere repetition; that it deals only with indi- 
vidual cases, and never rises to general conceptions or rules ; 

or at least if it ever does form a general notion, this is never 
separated from the particular objects nor accurately defined ; 
and as particulars are infinite and phenomena changeable 
they cannot in themselves convey any certain knowledge: 
art is a systematic rational, (wera Adyov) procedure, or fixed 
intellectual character and tendency (Arist.), governed by 
general rules derived from experience, guided by general 
principles which are carried out in practice; its end and 
object is either action and practice, or the production of 
some concrete and permanent work. When it is said, as 
both Plato and Aristotle do say, that art implies a knowledge 
of causes, which as Aristotle tells us again and again is the 
characteristic of science or érvernun properly understood, it 
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is plain that the distinction between réyvn and émornun is ¢ 
lost sight of, a confusion which, as I have already observed, 
is by no means uncommon with the ancient Greek philoso- 

phers. It is however this knowledge of causes which con- 

stitutes the certainty of an artist's knowledge, distinguishes 
him from the Empiric, and enables him to predict results; 
which in fact, says Plato in the Phedrus, would be the case 
with the Rhetorician if rhetoric could be made a true and 
genuine art’. This is the subjective aspect of art. Objec- 
tively it may be defined thus. An art is a body of general 
rules for practice, the application of which enables us to 
predict a given result. 

This view of art and its distinction from empiricism 
which we derive from the above cited passages of Aristotle is ¥ 
in perfect agreement with Plato's opinions upon the same 
subject, as the following passage of the Gorgias, 501. A., will 
show. “What I said was, if I remember right, that cookery 

seems to me to be no art at all, but a mere empirical habit; 

medicine an art; meaning that the one, that is medicine, 
has inquired into the nature of that of which it treats and 
the causes of what it does, and can give an account of each of 

them: but the other enters upon the pursuit of the pleasure 
which is the object of all her care and attention quite 
unscientifically, without having bestowed any consideration 
upon either the nature or the cause of pleasure, and proceeds 
tn a manner absolutely irrational, as one may say, without 
the smallest calculation, a mere knack and routine, simply 
retaining the recollection of what usually happens, by which 
you know in fact she provides all her pleasures.” Again, 
465. A. réyynv ov Kad@ 3 dv 7 ddoyov mpaypa: anything 

1 This power of looking forward to 
Suture results is likewise dwelt on by 
Plato as distinctive of the artist, the 
man of real knowledge and skill, in 
the Theatetus p. 178, and the fact of 
its existence alleged as a conclusive 
argument in favour of some objective 

standard of truth, against Protagoras’ 
theory of the sole validity of the pre- 
sent subjective impression. See fur- 

ther on this matter in a paper on Mr 
Grote’s Plato ([heetetus), read before 

the Cambridge Phil. Soc. in May 1866, 
and since published, p. 27. 
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short of this is a mere éureipia, an acquired dexterity or 
knack. 

And all this may be applied to determine what Aristotle's 
meaning is when he calls Rhetoric an art. In fact we may 
infer it from his own words at the commencement of the 
treatise, 1.1.1,2. where it is implied that Rhetoric may be 
made an art, because it can be systematised (odo7rotety) and 
rules laid down to direct practice towards the attainment of 

a given end, namely to prove or seem to prove any point’; 
which agrees precisely with the views of the nature of art 
in general which we have already gathered from his other 
writings. 

Another definition of art which became popular in later 
times—Quintilian says of it, Inst. Orat. 11. 17. 41, that it 
was ab omnibus fere probatus—from its celebrity and some 
difficulties that attend the interpretation of it, deserves a few 
words of notice. It is attributed by Sextus Empiricus, 
Pyrrh. Hypot. 111. 188 and 251, to the Stoics, and, so far at 

least as the word xaradn es is concerned, is expressed in 
their technical phraseology. Sextus repeats it several times 
in the course of his works, sometimes in the naked form 

ocvoTnpa éx xatadnewv, sometimes with the addition of 

ovyyeyupvacpevwy, and in a passage adv. Math. B. apds ‘Pytop. 
§ 10, at full length, thus: waca réyvn ovotnua eotw ex 
KaTradnpeov ovyyeyupvacpévoy nai eri Tédos ebypnotoy Te 
Bip ANauB8avoyvtwy thy avadopav. This, or something like it, 
is translated by Quintilian in the passage already cited, 
artem constare ex perceptionibus consentientibus et coexer- 
citatis ad finem vite utilem. This however is at all events 

1 What he says is, that it may be quired habit. That is to say, that 
systematised and a way paved towards 
the attainment of its objects, because 
it is certainly possible to discover the 

causes and the means of the success 
which rhetoricians meet with, whether 

they speak at random, without any 
care or training at all, or from an ac- 

the modes in which their object is 
attained may be discovered, and re- 
duced to general rules, which again 
may be applied to practice: and these 
are the various modes of proof, logical 

and ethical, which are the very body 
or soul of the art. 
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not a literal translation of the form of words used by Sextus, 

because Quintilian evidently construes ovyyeyupvacpévoy as 

feminine with xara Wewv, whereas in Sextus the former 

being connected with NapBavévrav by xal is manifestly 

neuter: and the meaning of the words as given by Sextus 

must be, not that the apprehensions or conceptions themselves 

are drilled or exercised together (so as to act in common), 

but that this is the case with the things that they represent. 

But passing over this as of little importance, we will assume 

that the participle in the correct form of the definition 
belongs to xatad7ewr and is to be construed with it: and 
according to Quintilian, who translates cvotnya by consenti- 

entibus to express the uniformity of the impressions, the defini- 
tion will mean, that art is a system of uniform conceptions 
drilled, i.e. brought to work, together to one common end; 

that end being something serviceable to human life and 
happiness’. By aid of this definition Sextus proceeds to 
demolish the claims of rhetoric to be considered an art at all, 

since he finds that its actual phenomena by no means agree 
with the terms of the other. 

I have little doubt that this is the true meaning of the 
phrase, and we see that this interpretation has the authority 
of Quintilian in its favour. But Lucian, having occasion 
to employ the definition in his Parasite, c. 4, in applying it 
to test his wapacitixn, to see whether that is an art or not, 
goes on in the following chapter to compare the two in such 
a way as to furnish an explanatory commentary on the terms 
of the definition; and he evidently understands éyyeyupvac- 
péveov (as he writes it) of constant exercise or practice or 
application; so that according to him it means nothing more 
than “a set of consentient impressions exercised upon some 
end beneficial to human life.” 

Quintilian in the same passage, § 41, has given Cleanthes’ 
(the Stoic, Zeno’s pupil) definition of art, potestas via, id est 

1 The notion seems to be that of thoughts or impressions are gathered 
generalisation. A number of similar into a general rule of action. 
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ordine, efficiens, ‘a faculty attaining its end by a systematic 
method,’ which he says is equally applicable to Rhetoric with 
the preceding. 

In Cicero de Oratore, I. 20. 92., Charmadas, the Academic, 

is made to give the fallowing definition of art, que cognitis 
penitusque perspectis et in unum exitum spectantibus et 

nunquam fallentibus rebus continetur. This is the Platonic 
conception of a genuine art, and of course therefore cannot 
be applied to such a pursuit as Rhetoric which dealg only 
with probabilities. Antonius notices this, c. 23. § 108, 9; 
admitting that by such a definition rbetoric is necessarily 
excluded from the sphere of art: but if we substitute a less 
rigorous one, a generalisation, viz., with a technical designa- 
tion, a system of rules classified for application to practice, 
derived from the observation of clever and well informed 
men upon the usages and methods adopted by speakers in 
their ordinary practice’; he thinks that rhetoric may still 
retain the place that it has always held in popular estima- 
tion, as a member of the great family of Arts. Further on 
in the same work, c. 42. §§ 187, 8., a good summary account 

is given of the way in which art acts in combining and 
generalising and reducing to rule and system, and so 
making practically applicable, the scattered and desultory 
observations of phenomena already noted and existing in 
various departments of nature and human speculation, as 
grammar, music, geometry, astronomy, rhetoric; que rem 
dissolutam divulsamque conglutinaret et ratione quadam 
constringeret. 

The entire subject of rhetoric as an art is ably discussed 

1 Quintilian mm. 17. §. styles this 

reducing rhetoric to mere ‘ observa- 

tio ;’ but it seems in fact to mean a 

great deal more: and I think that the 
interpretation I have given in the text 

to the words ab hominibus callidis ac 

peritis animadversa ac notata, verbis 

designata, generibus illustrata, parti- 

bus distributa, does not go beyond the 

import of them when fully developed, 
though that meaning is certainly 

rather vaguely and rhetorically ex- 
pressed. 
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by Quintilian in an interesting and well reasoned chapter. 
Inst. Orat. 1. 17, and the affirmative concluded against those 
who for various reasons, either that it 1s coeval with the 

existence of men in society and therefore antecedent to art, 

or that it has no peculiar subject matter and no definite end, 
which all genuine arts have, or that it contradicts itself by 
proving indifferently opposite conclusions, or others similar, 

denied its artistic character, and held it rather to be a 
natural gift or faculty developed and improved by habit and 
exercise. 

Having dwelt so long upon the views and opinions of 
ancient authorities as to the nature of art and its relation to 
Rhetoric, we will pass over the Moderns with brief notice; 
referring merely for the discussion of these two questions, 
general and particular, to the Introduction to Campbell’s 
Philosophy of Rhetoric; to Whately’s Introduction to his 
Rhetoric; to the instructive chapter on the relation of art 
and science in Dr. Whewell’s Philosophy of the Inductive 
Sciences, Bk. XI. ch. 8, (1st. Ed.); and the introduction to 
Lectures on Moral Philosophy 1839 and 1841 p. 40. by the 
same author: Dr. Whewell like Aristotle, points out the 

priority of art to science in the order of invention: also some 
observations on the various meanings of the term ‘art,’ in 
Sir G. C. Lewis’ Method of Observ. in Politics. Vol. 11. ch. X1x. 

Various VIEws AND DEFINITIONS OF RHETORIC. 

We now proceed to give some account of the various 
definitions of rhetoric current amongst the ancient writers 
on the subject; which are all the more important, as by 
indicating the object and aim to which the art was sup- 
posed to be directed they throw some light indirectly upon 
the moral character of the art itself as thus understood, 
and of its professors whether schools or individuals. Quin- 
tilian in his second book, ch. xv, has given a very extensive 
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list of definitions of the ancient rhetoricians from the earliest 
times down to his own, with critical remarks upon the 

defects and general bearings of them. He says he has 
selected only the most remarkable and those which have 
been most discussed; to go through them all was neither 
possible nor necessary for his purpose. This last observa- 
tion may be applied to his own list, and I will follow his 
example by exercising a judicious selection out of his some- 

what miscellaneous assortment of those that are most charac- 
teristic and due to the best known authors. <A few com- 
ments and two or three corrections of careless misstatements 

are all that will be necessary in addition’. 
The views of the originators of the art, Corax, and Tisias, 

upon its nature and object may be gathered from Plato's 
description of the account Tisias gave of the rhetorician’s 
functions, Phedr. 272. D, 273. A. and from a notice in Aris- 

totle’s Rhetoric. 11. 24. 11. it appears that Corax’ ‘art’ was 
completely occupied with the analysis and exemplification of 
the single ‘topic’ of to eixds or the probable; of which 
Aristotle gives a specimen, and adds that the topic is neither 

more nor less than tov 7TTw Adyov Kpelrtw Troveiv, in other 

words, to subvert truth and justice. It will appear from 
this that, whether they actually adopted it as a definition 
or not, persuasion at any price, 70 7re/Gevv without restriction 
or qualification, was their motto and their declared object; 
and ‘the art or faculty of persuading’ continued throughout 
to be the definition employed by the sophistical school of 
rhetoricians down to the time of Isocrates, and this it was 

that gave it its highly immoral character. This definition 
was at all events assumed by Gorgias the pupil of Tisias. 
He styled rhetoric retOods Snuscovpyés ‘the artificer of per- 
suasion, as we learn from Plato’s Gorgias, 453 a. 465 A. 
To the latter passage Quintilian alludes, Inst. Orat. 11. 15.18. 

1 I have treated the same subject in the Journal of Classical and Sacred 
of the ancient and some modern defi- Philology, Vol. 11. No. 5. p. 161—169, 
nitions of rhetoricin a paper published to which I will here venture to refer. 
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Gorgias apud Platonem persuadendi se artificem in judiciis 

et uliis coetibus esse ait; de justis quoque et injustis tractare : 

and he again refers to Plato's Gorgias as the authority 
for the same statement in § 5. It is strange therefore that 

in the face of this he should attribute the origin of this 

definition and the view of the office and object of rhetoric 

which it implies, to Isocrates in § 4, as it seems impossible 

that he should have supposed Isocrates to be the elder of 

the two: and I can only account for the blunder on the 
supposition of its being a careless oversight, of which there 
are one or two other examples in this very chapter. 
Quintilian expresses some doubt of the genuineness of the 
réyvn extant in bis time which passed under the name of 
Isocrates, and contained this statement: but the statement 

itself is confirmed by Sext. Empir. adv. Math. B. arpds ‘Par. 
§ 62. Icoxpatns dyot pndev adro emitndevery tods pytopas 
énustnpynv metOovs. In the same passage, §§ 61, 62, Sextus 
attributes this opinion and definition of rhetoric to the 
followers or school of Plato and Xenocrates oi wept rdv TIA. xat 
Eev..—whoever that may mean—to Ariston son of Critolaus, 
Hermagoras, and Atheneus, as well as Isocrates. These 
three are likewise mentioned by Quintilian, c. 15. §§ 14, 19, 
23. and elsewhere, with the definition which they assigned to 
the art. These do not exactly correspond with those at- 
tributed to them by Sextus, although there is no absolute 
contradiction. Athenzus’ fallend: ars, may be meant for an 
interpretation of the art of persuasion. To the list of writers 
on rhetoric who adopted this definition Quiutilian adds the 
name of Cicero, who, pluribus locis scripsit (viz. de Orat. 
I. 31.138. de Inv. 1. 5. init, Acad. Post. 1. 8. 32. In the 
last of these passages however the doctrine is not given 
as his own, but as held by the Academics and Peripatetics.) 
oratoris officium esse dicere apposite ad persuadendum. 
Quintilian justly condemns every definition of rhetoric which 
makes persuasion unqualified its object, on the ground that 
it includes too much, to pass over here the objections to 
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it on moral grounds, Persuasion is not peculiar to rhetoric. 
Verum et pecunia persuadet, et gratia, et auctoritas dicentis, 
et dignitas, et postremo aspectus etiam ipse sine voce, quo 
vel recordatio meritorum cujusque, vel facies- aliqua misera- 
bilis, vel forme pulcritudo, sententiam dictat. § 6. quoting 
illustrative cases, amongst them the famous one of Hyperides 
and Phryne (to which the forme pulcritudo refers), and 
commending Gorgias and Theodectes for their addition of the 
qualifying ‘dicendo’ to the then current definition. §§ 7—10. 
But even this is insufficient; for it includes processes and 
influences which are not within the sphere of rhetoric; as 
those employed by meretrices, adulatores, corruptores. [This 
is going too far: so far as these ‘ persuade by speaking’ they 
use rhetorical methods.] It is open also to another objection, 

that the genuine orator does not always succeed in per- 
suading; whereas this form of the definition makes success 
essential to the art. Aristotle’s modification of it, as we shall 

see by and by, removes this defect. 
Plato's opinions upon rhetoric as it was understood and 

practised in his time have been already incidentally noticed. 
An art which he did not recognise as such he was not likely 
to take the trouble of seriously defining. He has it is true 
given a contemptuous description of it, which may pass 
for a definition, in the Gorgias, viz. that it is no true art at 
all, but a mere knack, or empirical habit, or routine, an 
éutretpia or tpt8n (‘usus, Quint. 11. 15. 23) a process of 
‘flattery,’ the object of which is to tickle the ears, to gratify 
and unfairly influence a popular and unintelligent audience: 
but Quintilian is so scandalised at the notion that an enlight- 
ened philosopher like Plato could have taken such a view of 
his favourite study, that he indignantly rejects this interpre- 
tation of Plato’s opinions as a mistake arising merely from 
ignorance of what he has actually said. If those who have 
asserted this, he says, had not contented themselves with a 
few extracts unskilfully selected from the Gorgias, and had 
given themselves the trouble of referring to Plato’s other 
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volumes they never would have fallen into such an error. 
But he carefully abstains from quoting chapter and verse, and 
leaves his readers to find out for themselves in which of bis 
other writings Plato has expressed a more favourable opinion 
of the art of rhetoric—at least in any sense in which it can 
be considered as rhetoric, or indeed an art, at all. Plato's 

real meaning, he continues, in the Gorgias and Phedrus is to 

show that the true rhetorician must also be a good man, or 
that the art of rhetoric cannot be complete without the 
knowledge of justice—which in fact, he adds, is his own 
opinion, §§ 24—29. This indeed we knew before; and we 
now see how an obstinate prepossession may lead an able 
and intelligent and clearsighted man utterly to miscon- 
strue the opinions of another when they happen not to be 
in agreement with his own. I must also take the liberty 
to doubt whethér Quintilian had either extensively read 
or carefully studied the works of an author whose views he 
can thus egregiously misinterpret: there is at all events 
little evidence of such acquaintance or study either here or 
elsewhere in his book. 

But let us consider for a moment whether there are any 
such indications of a different opinion in Plato’s other works, 
and particularly in his later writings in which, if any where, 
we might expect to find such a change. I confess I can find 
none: on the contrary what we do find as far as it goes 
seems to show that he maintained his unfavourable opinion, 
at all events of the prevailing study and practice of rhetoric, 
steadily to the end. In proof of his continued disapproba- 
tion of these, I will first notice—what seems to be conclu- 

sive on the point—the entire omission of it, the absence 
indeed of all allusion to it, in the course of study recom- 
mended for the philosophers and guardians of the model 
Republic. Surely if Plato when he wrote that work had 
recognised rhetoric as a useful and instructive art, he would 
not have denied his perfect governors all knowledge of that 
which he must in that case have considered so important an 
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element in an education for public life. There is nothing 
very explicit in the Republic on this subject: what we do 
find there represents the old opinions as still strong in his 
mind. Compare for example II. 365 D, where Adimantus 1s 

made to say, in the true Platonic spirit, of the rhetorical 
instruction, eiol te mesBovs Sidacxaro, coplav Snunyopienv 

re cat Sixaviny Sidovtes, €& dv ra wey trelcopev, ta Se Braco- 
pea, ws wreovexrouvtres Sixny yy Sdovas: or the contrasted 

pictures of the lives and characters and pursuits of the philo- 
sopher and politician, Rep. Bk. vi, and the corresponding 

ones in the Theetetus, in which the results of the education 

for public life consisting mainly in a rhetorical training are 
made to appear at a most manifest disadvantage; or again 
the O@dras ndivat AGyous of the Theetetus, 175 E, which is 
very far from being descriptive of a scientific or even 
genuine artistic process. Look again to his latest work the 
Laws, where we find (xI. 937 D.) the reassertion in a sum- 
mary way of all the old objections against the rhetorical 
education and practice. To what extent the use of rhetoric 
may be admitted into the art of government we learn from a 
passage of the Politicus, c. 42. 303 E seq. He here allows of 
@ parenetic, hortative kind of discourses, homilies in fact, 

to be used under the direction of zroActixn, the royal or 
master art, whose office it is to prescribe to its subordinates 
(just like Aristotle's apytrexrovuxn) to each its several func- 
tion and limit, so that there may be no confusion or inter- 
ference, but that each may act in its proper sphere, and all 
together form a harmonious and systematic whole. As it is 
to be applied to the mob, to keep them in order and per- 
suade them to virtue, it must be of a purely popular cha- 
racter, dia uuPodXoyias, moral instruction conveyed by way of 
fable and parable, not scientific or didactic, yx d:a didayijs. 
But surely this is something very different from an ‘art of 
rhetoric.’ 

We now come to Anistotle, who, as we have already 
seen, modifies the sophistical definition in one important par. 
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ticular, in that he substitutes for the art or faculty of per- 
suading, which assumes success to be essential, the faculty’ 

(as I have pointed out, though in defining rhetoric he 
calls it merely a Svvayis, at the beginning of the treatise 
and incidentally everywhere else he asswmes it to be a 
true art—see for instance I. 1.12 and 14. even the name, 

pnropsxn, implies this) of observing or discovering in every 
case presented the possible means of persuasion, Jewprjcas 
mept Exaatov 76 évdeyouevov miBavov. 1. 2,1, Sivayls tis TOD 
moploat doyous. Ib. § 7. “a faculty of finding arguments.” 
ov TO TrEetcaL Epyov auTis, GANG TO ibely Ta UTapyovTa TiOava 
wept &xacrov: because art depends in no respect upon the 
result, but only on the method employed: a patient may be 
treated secundum artem though he should die under the 
physician’s hands ; “for it is possible to treat artistically, by 
observing the proper rules and method, even those who are 
incapable of recovering their health”: or as Napoleon was no 
less a general when he lost the battle of Waterloo. A similar 
modification is applied to the definition of yenuatiori«n in 
Polit. 1.9.10. Its office is not absolutely to make money, 
since rules most ably devised and applied may fail of their 
effect, but, 7d Suvacbas Oewpnoat méBev Extras TAGs yYonpa- 

twy, the ability to discgver the sources and means from and 

by which wealth may be obtained. And again in another 

place, Topic. A. 3., obre yap 6 pnropiKds éx TavTos TpoTrov 
melcet, ov 6 larpixds Uytdcer aX dav tov evdexouévoy 
pndey traparliryn, ixavas avrov éyew thy émortnuny dynooper. 
Finally this consideration may serve as a further correction 
of that confusion of émornun and téyvn which we just now 
noticed. Arts practical and productive are all exercised 
within the sphere of probability and the contingent, which 
is one of their distinguishing characters as contrasted with 
science. We cannot be absolutely certain either of the effect 
of a volition or action, or of the result of an artistic opera- 
tion: art is conversant with causes and effects, but is not 

1 Sivas, potestas, vis, Cic, and Quint. 
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master of them: exact science alone deals with the uni- 

versal and the necessary. Quintilian criticises Aristotle’s 
definition of rhetoric, 11. 15. 13., in these terms: quidam 
recesserunt ab eventu, (give up the position that success 

is necessary to an artist) sicut Aristoteles, qui dicit: rhetorici 
est vis inveniendi omnia in oratione persuasibilia. Qui finis 
et illud vitium de quo supra diximus [persuadent enim dicen- 
do, vel ducunt in id quod volunt, alii quoque, ut meretrices, 
adulatores, corruptores, § 11.” Of the force of this I have 
already given my opinion: but the fact is that Aristotle’s 
definition is really open to Quintilian’s censure in this point, 
for it does leave out the qualifying ‘in oratione’ or ‘in di- 
cendo, which Quintilian has wrongly introduced. He is 
indeed unusually careless in this chapter.] habet, et insuper 
quod nihil nisi inventionem complectitur, que sine elocutione 
non est oratio. That is to say, that it includes first too 

much, and then too little. The second objection is no doubt 
well founded: but we have already seen the reason of Aris- 
totle’s omission. In the first two books he takes no account 
of anything but the various modes of proof, which, as he 
justly says, do really constitute the essence of persuasion ; 
the style, ornaments, arrangement, and delivery, though in 
themselves important enough, are by comparison mere acci- 

_ dents. The effect of this modification of the old definition is 
to withdraw the notion of the art in some degree from the 
exclusively practical application of it encouraged by the 
sophistical school, and to fix the attention rather upon its 

_ theory and method; in short it tends to a more scientific 
treatment of the subject. 

Quintilian also cites another definition of rhetoric by 
Cicero, from the de Invent. 1. 5, 6. which stands side by side 
with the one before mentioned, hanc oratoriam facultatem in 
eo genere ponemus, ut eam civilis scientie partem esse 
dicamus: corresponding herein with Aristotle who speaks of 
it, Rhet. 1. 2. 7., as a mapagvés te ths Stadextixis Kal THs 
wept Ta On tpaypateias nv Sixaoy ott mpooayopevery 
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modTix)y, and in the passage so often already referred to of 
Eth. Nic. 1. 1. as, together with olxovoptxn, and orparnytxn, 
one of the subordinate branches of arodetexn. 

Theodorus, of Byzantium (§ 16.) described it as, vim 
(Svvayuiv) inveniendi et eloquendi cum ornatu credibilia in 

omni oratione. 

Anaximenes’ treatise, if the pytopixn wpdos’ AXéEavdpoy be 
really his, is distinguished by the absence of a definition of 
rhetoric: and that of Dionysius, which has a purely practical 
direction and consists in fact of little more than a collection 

of loci communes, choice extracts for study and imitation, is 

equally without one. I will omit the remaining definitions 
which are given in Quintilian’s chapter, and are mere 
varieties and modifications of the others, and conclude with 

the author’s own. This is brief and concise in expression, 

bene dicendi scientia §§ 34, 38, but very comprehensive in 
meaning, since it includes the possession of all virtues and 

accomplishments: nam et orationes omnes virtutes semel 

complectitur, et protinus mores etiam oratoris; quum bene 
dicere non possit nisi vir bonus.—an opinion which he had 
likewise expressed in the first section of this chapter. Cato 
the Censor took the same view as we learn from Seneca, 
Preef. ad Controv. L p. 62. (quoted by Spalding) orator est, 

Marce fili, vir bonus, dicendi peritus. 

Eloquence, that is rhetoric in practice, is defined by 

Campbell, Phil. of Rhet. init., “that art or talent (réyvn or 
Suvapyis) by which the discourse is adapted to its end.” It 

is identical with Quintilian’s definition, dicere secundum 
virtutem orationis, scientia bene dicendi. It exactly corre- 

sponds to Tully’s idea of a perfect orator; optimus est orator 
qui dicendo animos audientium et docet et delectat et per- 

movet. * The ends of speaking are four: “every speech being 
intended to enlighten the understanding, to please the 
imagination, to move the passions, or to influence the will.” 

Whately in his Introduction has not given any exact de- 
finition of it: if the words “to prove is the proper office of the 

3—2 
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advocate” are to be interpreted as implying that rhetoric is 
‘the arf of proving, the definition 1s faulty, for it makes no 
distinction between rhetoric and logic. 

I will conclude this part of my subject with the words of 
Bacon, who takes a very different view of the office and 
functions of Rhetoric from that of any of his Classical prede- 
cessors. “The duty and office of Rhetoric is to apply Reason 
to Imagination for the better moving of the will. For we 
see reason is disturbed in the administration thereof by three 
means; by IIlaqueation or Sophism, which pertains to Logic; 
by Imagination or Impression, which pertains to Rhetoric ; 
and by Passion or Affection, which pertains to Morality. 
And as in negotiation with others men are corrupt by 
cunning, by importunity, and by vehemency; so in this 
negotiation within ourselves men are undermined by Incon- 
sequences, solicited and importuned by Impressions or Ob- 
servations, and transported by Passions. Neither is the na- 
ture of man so unfortunately built, as that those powers and 
arts should have force to disturb reason, and not to establish 

and advance it: for the end of Logic is to teach a form of 
argument to secure reason, and not to entrap it; the end of 
Morality is to procure the affections to obey reason, and not 
to invade it; the end of Rhetoric is to fill the imagination to 
second reason, and not to oppress it: for these abuses of arts 
come in but ex obliquo, for caution.” Adv. of Learning, 
Bk. 11. Vol. 111. p. 409 seq. de Augm. Scient. vi. 3. Vol. 1. 
p. 671. Ellis and Spedding. Ed. 

Dats oF ARISTOTLE’S RHETORIC. 

So far we have been engaged upon the consideration of 
the general characteristics of the Aristotelian rhetoric, and 
have pointed out the peculiarities which distinguish his man- 
ner of treating the subject from that which was adopted by 
preceding and subsequent writers: we will now proceed 
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to inquire whether we have any evidence which will enable 
us to fix the period of Aristotle's life at which this work was 
composed. 

This question has been well discussed by Dr Max Schmidt 
in a little tract published at Halle in 1837, Commentatio de 
tempore quo ab Aristotele libri de arte rhetorica conscripti 
et editi sint; and by Brandis in the paper in Schneidewin’s 
Philologus, Vol. Iv. No. 1., iiber Aristoteles’ rhetorik u. die 
griechischen ausleger derselben, already more than once re- 

ferred to. These two writers have collected and weighed the 
evidence external and internal which is accessible to us upon 
the point, and to these, together with the aids incidentally 
derivable from the writings of Spengel, Stahr, and other 
Aristotelian expositors, I shall have recourse in the outline 
I am about to give of the leading facts and considerations 
which tend to throw any light upon the question’. As is 
usual in these cases the result is meagre and unsatisfactory : 
no certainty is attainable; and we have to content ourselves 
with sufficiently vague and indefinite conjectures as to the 
time and mode of the composition of the work. 

It has been very justly observed that the internal evi- 
dence of the book itself, the constant references to events 

and persons connected with Athens, often unimportant or 
obscure, and if known at Athens probably known no where 
else, by showing that the work was addressed especially to 
an Attic audience, determine conclusively the place of com- 
position as that city and no other. This will limit the pos- 
sible date of composition to two periods, viz. the first and 
second residences of Aristotle at Athens, that is from Bc. 367 
to 347, and again from BC. 335 to 322. It seems equally 

1 Clinton, Fast. Hell. Vol. 1. sub 
anno 334 B.0., referring to Rhet. m1. 
23. 6 and 24.8, and to Dionysius Ep. 
ad Amm. who supposes 4 rept Ano- 
c6évovs 3ixn to mean Demosthenes’ 
‘case’ for the Crown, an interpreta- 
tion justly rejected by Victorius, Com- 

ment. p. 475, concludes that “we only 

know therefore that this treatise of 

Aristotle was [published] later than 
the year B.c. 338.” We shall sec that 

the limit of the period of publication 
may be brought down a year or two 

lower. 
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certain that the final publication of the work did not take 

place till the second residence of the author at Athens. 

The latest historical events alluded to in the Rhetoric are 

(1) 11. 23. 6. an embassy to Thebes on the part of Philip, the 

Thessalians, and the rest of the allies, to induce the The- 

bans to grant Philip and his troops a passage through their 
territory into Attica, which occurred in 338 B.c. shortly before 
the battle of Charonea—this is satisfactorily made out by 
Spengel in a tract published at Heidelberg, 1844. specimen 

Comment. in Arist. de arte rhet. L. 11. c. 23. and Max Schmidt. 
op. cit. p. 16: and Dionysius commenting upon this passage 
says, Epist. ad Amm.c. 11. p. 740, Reiske, 6 5é ypovos obTos, 
év @ Dirsrros nEiov OnBalous emi tiv ’Articny avr@ Sodvar 
Svodov—and (2), 11. 23. 18. the alliance which all the Greeks, 
with the exception of the Lacedzmonians, made with Alex- 
ander after the death of Philip in 336 B.c., here called xowv7 
eipnvn. This discovery is again due to Spengel, who proposes 
the explanation in another Specimen Comment. in Ar. libros 
de a. Rh., published this time at Munich, in 1839. Spengel 
adds, as a note in the margin, hoc quoque exemplum post 
illud tempus ab Aristotele Rhetoricam elaboratam esse docet. 
It seems to me that this is going too far: nothing can be 
fairly inferred from the reference except as tothe date of pub- 

lication. His general conclusion, stated in another and more 
recent paper upon Aristotle's Rhetoric, published in the 
transactions of the royal Bavarian Academy, Munich 1851, 

p. 42, is that the composition of the work may be assigned to 
somewhere about B.c. 330. The other reference in 11. 24. 8. 
to ‘Demosthenes’ policy’ which Demades said was the cause 
of all the mischief, is most likely also subsequent to the battle 
of Chzronea in 338, and would so far coincide with that of 
ul. 23. 6; but may likewise possibly indicate some previous 
policy of Demosthenes, as that which he followed in promoting 
the Olynthian war; and is therefore not quite so trustworthy 
as the other. 

As these are the latest events which are referred to in 
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the work, we may here pass over without special notice 
earlier references to persons and circumstances therein con- 
tained, of which Brandis has furnished a considerable list in 

his treatise p. 10, and proceed at once to the consideration 
of an argument derived from certain notices of Aristotle's 
pursuits in his earlier life, and the relations then subsisting 
between him and Isocrates, handed down to us from ancient 

authors. This, besides the light it throws upon the question 
now before us, has also an independent interest and import- 
ance of its own in its bearing upon Aristotle's pursuits and 
studies, and deserves on that account also a few minutes’ 
attention. 

Isocrates died in 338: any intercourse therefore that took 
place between them must have occurred during Aristotle’s 
first residence at Athens, in the earlier period of his life. 

That there was at some time during this period an overt 
antagonism and rivalry between the rhetorician and the 
philosopher, and a mutual jealousy, which appears in the 

writings of the former (see Spengel in Trans. Bavar. Acad. 
Munich, 1851. p. 16, seq.’), but not in those of Aristotle, is 

placed beyond question, says Stahr, Aristotelia, 1. 63. by the 
crowd of ancient witnesses who testify to it. These are 
Isocrates himself, who implies though he does not directly 
state it; Hermippus from whom Diogenes derived his in- 
formation, Vit. Arist. a’. 2.; Dionysius, who quotes a sneer of 
Aristotle at the loads of Isocrates’ forensic speeches which 
were hawked about by the booksellers, and adds that Aristotle 
wanted to ‘befoul’ him, puzraivew, to bespatter him with 
calumny and abuse. de Isocr. jud. c. 18.; Diogenes, u.s. who 
quotes the verse of (Euripides’?) Philoctetes which Aristotle 
applied to his rival, alcypov otwmrav ‘Iooxparny 8 dav réyeu, 

1 T confess that I cannot see thein- though it is barely possible that the 
dications of this jealousy which Spen- allusions in it may be intended for 
gel finds in the letter to Alexander, Aristotle: in the other passages cited 
the fifth of those ascribed to Isocrates, from his works this is plain enough. 
(of which he admits the genuineness) 
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with the substitution of "Icoxparnv for BapBapovs as it stood 
in the original, and which Diogenes, apparently by a lapse 
of memory writes Revoxparny, confounding times and persons ; 
Athenzeus, Deipn. 11. 60. D.E, who tells us that one Cephiso- 
dorus or Cephisodotus, a pupil of Isocrates, was constrained 
to take up the cudgels in his master’s defence, and to write 
four books xara ‘AptororéXous, from which Stahr very fairly 
infers that Aristotle must have written something about 
Isocrates and his rhetoric to call forth all these books; Cicero, 
in various places, the most important of which is De Orat. 
11, 35. 141., which helps to fix the tume of Aristotle’s early 
rhetorical studies to the later years of huis first residence at 
Athens, neque vero hoc fugit sapientissimum Philippum, qui 
hunc Alexandro filio doctorem accierit &c.; and lastly Quin- 
tilian who quotes the verse of the Philoctetes, and tells us in 
addition that Aristotle set up a rival school of rhetoric in 
the old age of Isocrates, his rhetorical lectures being given 
in the afternoon. 

From all this it may naturally be inferred that this was 
the period at which Aristotle’s attention was first directed 
to the study of rhetoric, and that the indignation which he 
felt. at the undeserved popularity of Isocrates whom he looked 

upon as the perverter and corruptor of the genuine study of 
rhetoric, as one who by confining himself to the least im- 
portant branch, the epideictic, and teaching his pupils 
merely to turn phrases and round periods instead of instruct- 
ing them in the essentials of the art, exercised a malignant 
influence upon education in general—and this view was 
certainly well founded—that his indignation, I say, at all 
this induced him to set up a rival school in which rhetoric 
should be philosophically and systematically treated, for the 
use of which he may have drawn up a body of rules and 
precepts taking the form of an art of rhetoric. This is per- 
haps the ground of the opinion expressed, but with no reason 
assigned, by Niebuhr, Roman Hist. Vol. © not. 39. that 
Aristotle’s Rhetoric is one of those works of which the ‘ first 
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sketch’ belongs to the early period of the author's life, 
whilst it has continued to receive additions and corrections 

down to its close. This is in itself far from improbable, but 
is at the best a mere hypothesis: and I am at least equally 
inclined to agree with Brandis, op. cit. p. 8, 9., who after 
stating Niebuhr’s opinion, and telling us that he was at first 
disposed to yield to his great authority, says that upon closer 
examination of the extant work he could see nothing which 
seems to point to an early period of composition, or to long 
and desultory elaboration; that on the contrary the regularity 
and uniformity with which the plan of it is carried through 
rather indicates a continuous and uninterrupted application: 
sie, (die rhetorik), ist, as he says emphatically at the com- 
mencement of his dissertation, ein werk aus einem gusse’. 

But there are some other considerations connected with 
this question of the hostile relations of Aristotle to Isocrates 
which may assist us in deciding between the earlier and later 
residences at Athens as the probable period of composition 
of the Rhetoric. Victorius, as is well known, thinks he finds 

in Aristotle’s extant work constant traces of this enmity in 
the shape of disparaging allusions and criticisms, which are 
directed against Isocrates, though he is never named in them. 
See for example his Commentary, pp. 507, 605. But this is 
in reality a complete delusion arising from a foregone con- 
clusion on the part of the excellent commentator. Aristotle's 
notices of Isocrates are so far from being unfavourable that 

he draws a greater number of illustrations of excellences of 

style from him than from any other author; in a single 
chapter 11. 10, as Spengel remarks, op. cit. p. 21., no less 
than ten are taken from the I[lavyupixds, and so it is 
throughout. Of those which have been supposed to imply 
censure there is only one—the criticism upon the rule that 
the “narrative” must be “rapid”, Rhet. 11. 16. 4, which we 

1 J do not mean to deny that Ari- with Isocrates—possibly the Theo- 

stotle wrote something upon Rhetoric dectea—but only that it was the ex- 

at the earlier period of his quarrel tant treatise. 
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know from Quintilian, Iv. 2. 32., was to be found in Isocrate;’ 

Téxvn.—which is really liable to the charge: some of the 
other alleged satirical references have been examined by 
Schmidt and Brandis, ll. cc., and justly pronounced free from 
this imputation. There is absolutely no doubt upon the 
point; Spengel, Schmidt, and Brandis are all agreed about 
it; only the first of the three insinuates that as we have not 
Isocrates’ art actually before us, and cannot therefore verify 
all the allusions that may be made to it, it may be dangerous 
to draw rash conclusions as to the non-existence of certain 
covert inuendos against it which may possibly lurk under 
general criticisms. However the absence of any evidence of 
ill feeling in the work itself, and the existence of it as an 
actual fact at an earlier period are perfectly reconcilable in 
themselves: and the former not only shows a humanity and 
courtesy and easy good temper on the part of Aristotle which 
it seems to me appcars in all his Ethical writings at least, 
Ethics and Politics and Rhetoric, but may also incline us to 
adopt the later date for the composition of the Rhetoric, 
during his second residence in Athens. Nor is the early 
rivalry and opposition to Isocrates and his teaching in any 
Way inconsistent with the almost universally favourable 
notices of him in the later work on Rhetoric, as Spengel has 
remarked. I have already observed that his antagonism was 
directed against his system of teaching and its mischievous 
results: to the merits of Isocrates’ style, and the art on 
which it was founded, Aristotle never could have been insen- 

sible, and the care with which he had studied Isocrates’ 

speeches is shown in the multitude of illustrations which he 
derives from them: and it is these and these alone that have 
attracted his approbation. 

The fact is that although, as I am fully persuaded, 
Aristotle was a thoroughly kindly and good natured man, 
still it cannot be denied that a certain literary pugnacity ' 

1 He says himself, arguing perhaps wp&yna roceicbar rh» SHrnow, AdrAd 
from himself, de Cool. 294. b. 8. wdot = xpds rdw rdvavrla Aéyorra. 
yap huiv rolro civnfes, uh mpds 7d 
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and critical severity were characteristic of his habits of mind. 
He hardly ever mentions one of his philosophical predecessors 
except for the purpose of finding fault, and hence his sup- 

posed hostility to Plato, whose doctrines at any rate he 
certainly does lose no opportunity of attacking, though he 
seldom in return takes notice of any of his own very 
numerous obligations to his master. However, to suppose 
that the man who could write, or who could be supposed to 
have written, if they are not really Aristotle’s, these two lines 
to Plato’s memory, 

Baopov *"Apsororérns evidpvcato rovde IINatwvos, 
avopos, dv ovd aivety Toict Kaxotot Béuus,' 

and as a preliminary to one of the not least uncompromising 
of his attacks upon his writings—the criticism of the Laws 
to wit, in Polit. 11. 6—could speak of them in the terms 
that he there employs, could have been animated by a spirit 
of hatred or hostility or even jealousy towards his master, 
is to suppose that the beast preponderated over the angel in 
Aristotle’s moral composition to a much greater extent than 
I can bring myself to believe. Indeed criticism and opposi- 
tion being his ordinary rule of proceeding with his philoso- 
phical competitors, and compliment the rare exception, we 
shall be rather entitled to infer an exceptional esteem from 
the single compliment, than hatred or contempt or any other 
bad feeling from the frequent antagonism. When Bacon 
says that Aristotle corrupted Natural Philosophy with his 
Logic, Nov. Organ. I. 63., or that he tried to construct the 
world out of his Categories, there may perhaps be some 
foundation for the censure: but when he proceeds to talk of 

his pugnax et spinosa philosophia, Nov. Org. 1. 89.; to 
compare him with the Turk that would “bear no brother 
near the throne,’ an image of jealousy and suspicion and 
rivalry of which he is so enamoured and thinks so extremely 
appropriate that he repeats it again and again, Nov. Org. I. 67. 

1 Quoted by Ammonius in his life of Aristotle. 
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de Augm. m1. 4. (Vol. 1. p. 568, Ellis and Spedding’s Ed.) 

and elsewhere; or finally gives vent to the following piece of 

gratuitous spite, de Augm. III. 4. sub init.; Qua in re Aristo- 

telis confidentiam proinde subit mirari, qui impetu quodam 

percitus contradictionis et bellum universe antiquitati indi- 

cens, non solum nova artium vocabula pro libitu cudendi 

licentiam usurpavit, sed etiam priscam omnem sapientiam 

extinguere et delere annisus est—we merely presume that, 

blinded by a prejudice hastily taken up from a very incomplete 

acquaintance with Aristotle's writings, derived itself proba- 
bly in a great measure at second hand from the schoolmen, 
and from his experience of the bad effects that had followed 
from the abuse of his method, showing themselves in the cor- 
ruption of Natural Philosophy and the construction of worlds 
out of Categories, he took a very inadequate measure of 
the moral character as well as the acquirements of his 
greater prototype, and attributed to him most groundlessly 
feelings and motives which were at least as alien from 
Aristotle's temper as from his own’. The same hasty pre- 
possession has been taken up in like manner by Montesquieu, 
whether derived from Bacon, or from his own independent 
judgment. He makes in the Esprit des Lois, xx1x. 19. the 
following, which I must be permitted to call, very foolish 
observation. Aristote voulait satisfaire tantét sa jalousie 
contre Platon, tantdt sa passion pour Alexandre. There is 
only one more passage that I will bring forward on this 
subject, which however is neither unimportant nor unin- 
teresting; and that, because I really think it settles the 
question as to the feeling which Aristotle entertained to- 
wards his master whilst controverting his doctrines. It is 
taken from Joannes Philoponus’ reply to Proclus on the 
subject of the Eternity of the Universe, in which he tells 
us that Proclus in his defence of Plato's Timeus against 
Aristotle's objections, after enumerating, with citation of 

1 ‘What shall we say for instance of Bacon's treatment of his contemporary 
Gilbert? 
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passages, the multiplied attacks of the latter upon the 
doctrine of ideas, to be found in the Ethics, the treatise on 

generation and decay, and the Metaphysics beginning middle 
and end, he concludes “and in his dialogues he most dis- 
tinctly exclaims that he can not reconcile himself to this 
doctrine, though he feels that he shall expose himself to the 
suspicion of a quarrelsome (pugnacious) disposition by con- 
troverting it.” xad dv rots diadcyous cadgéotata Kexparyas, 1) 
Suvacbas Te Soypats TovT~ cuptrabeiv, Kav Tis avrdv olntas 
Sia pidoverxiay avrineyerv. Quoted by Bernays, die Dialoge 
des Aristoteles, p. 48. by Heitz, Verlorene Schriften des | 

Aristoteles, (Leipzig. 1865) p. 129, and by Rose, at full length, 
in his Arist. Pseudepigraphus, p. 718.: that is, Aristotle 
thought it his duty not to disguise his philosophical convic- 
tions even when they differed from those of his master, in 
spite of the imputation, false and unmerited (as plainly 
appears in the words), of hostility to Plato which he fore- 
saw that it would bring upon him. The doctrines of a man’s 
philosophy were in fact to the ancients what his religious 
convictions are amongst ourselves, and a philosopher might 
Well regard it as a duty not to conceal them’. 

Another subject which may help to throw light (or obscu- 
rity) upon the period of Composition of the Rhetoric is the 
relation in which Aristotle stands to his great contemporary 
Demosthenes. It is a startling fact, equally so whether the 
Rhetoric was written during the first or second residence at 
Athens—for even upon the former supposition additions were 
constantly made down to at least 335. Bc.—that no sentence 
of Demosthenes’ orations appears in it to illustrate any 

special beauty or peculiarity of rhetoric. A Demosthenes 

1 One more passage before closing 
this subject. Heitz. op. cit. p. 287. 
has these words—In dieser Weise 
werden die Briefe dazu bentitzt, um 

die Ungerechtigkeit des dem Aristo- 
teles hatifig gemachten Vorwurfs der 

Undankbarkeit gegen Platon zu be- 
kimpfen. quoting Vit. Marcel. p. 6. 
cal galverac dy rais ériorodais Oaupude. 

gwv IlAdrwra, cal cumoras ros Bac 

Aedoe rods TAdrwm xard yévos coww- 

youvTas. 
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is indeed mentioned as the author of a lively comparison, 

Rhet. ur. 4 3., but it is probably not the orator who is 

meant. If indeed it were intended for the great orator, to 

mention him in such a way, to cite such an extremely un- 

worthy and insignificant specimen of his powers and nothing 

else, would be almost as unaccountable as not to mention 

him at all’. According to Brandis, Handb. Aristoteles, 1. 63. 

Demosthenes is named only once by Aristotle, and that is in 
Rhet. 11. 24. 8, where a charge brought against his policy by 
Demades is cited as an example of the fallacy ‘post hoc 
propter hoc’, the interpretation of wera as if it were dia. 
Brandis remarks upon this that there is nevertheless no 
single trace of any enmity or ill will between them’. Schmidt 
on the other hand, u.s. p. 19, with much less reason and 
probability attributes this silence to political animosity. 
‘Aristoteles, Macedo, infestum animum etiam in hostem 

oppressum deponere non potuit,...... Demosthenem per omnem 
vitam zqualem eodem aut supercilio despexit aut silentio 
pressit.. Credat Judzeus. 

Before leaving this subject we must not omit to notice 
the attempt made by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in his first’ 

1 Spengel says very coolly. Auffal- 
lend bleibt es, dass er fiir Staatsrede 

den Demosthenes ganz vernachlas- 

sigte, aus ihm ist kein einziges Bei- 
spiel angefiihrt ; and that is all. Trans. 

Bav. Acad. u. 8. p. 21. note. 

2 The name Demosthenes occurs 
three times in Aristotle’s Rhetoric; 
Brandis of course supposes that only 
in one of these caxes is the Orator in- 

tended. Of the two others, the one 

quoted in the text is supposed by Vic- 
torius and commentators in general to 

designate the Athenian general whom 

we find in Thucydides employed in 
the Peloponnesian war: of the other, 

Il. 23. 3. 7 wepl Anpoodévous 8ixn xa 

ray droxrewdyrwy Nixdvopa, as we are 

absolutely ignorant of the persons 
and circumstances of the case, who 

Demosthenes was, who Nicanor, and 

what the dixy, nothing whatever can 

be determined—see Buhle’s note—It 

seems most probable that the Orator 

is not intended, though Dionysius, in 
spite of Greek and common sense, will 
have it that the reference is to the 

Speech for the Crown. Ep. ad Amm. 

I. c. 12. We learn further from the 

Scholiast on 11. 23. 18. that the words 

kal rd peréxew 77s Kowhs elpywns woreiy 

70 wpocrarréuevoy are either a direct 

quotation, or the substance, of a pas- 

sage in une of Demosthenes’ speeches ; 
but the author is not named. 
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Epistle to Ammzus to prove that Demosthenes owed nothing 
to the precepts and rules of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, which was not 
written, certainly until Demosthenes’ reputation as an orator 
was thoroughly established, that is the year 338 B.c. to which 
the historical allusion in 11. 23. 6. refers, or the conclusion of 
the war, implied in Il. 24. 8; and probably not until after the 
delivery of the Speech for the Crown, eight years later, to 
which he finds an allusion in I. 23. 3. (see above note 2. 
p. 10). The contents of the Epistle are of no great value or 
Importance: it was easy enough for him to show from several 
historical references to contemporary events that the work 
was not finished till the year 338 B.c. at the earliest —he had 
not the sagacity to detect that which Spengel has discovered 
in I. 23. 18—and that it was not published before that date: 
but he says written; and this he has not shown; nor can it be 
gainsaid, though it be not demonstrated, that Aristotle in his 
earlier life had laid the foundations of his theory, and pro- 
bably already sketched the outline of his system (I mean 
mentally, not in writing), based upon his master’s suggestions 
in the Phedrus and perhaps upon oral communications from 
him, which was afterwards embodied in a work written at 

some uncertain period during his second residence in Athens 
and not completely finished or given to the world before at 
least the year 336 B.c. And with this not very satisfactory 
result of a long discussion, which is likewise the conclusion of 
Brandis, I will here leave this part of the subject. 

To the examination of this question of the date of compo- 
sition of the Rhetoric Brandis in the treatise so often referred 
to has appended an inquiry into the relation in which it 
stands to other works of the same author therein referred to 
expressly or by implication, in order so far to determine its 
comparative date. In connexion with this he enters into a 
detailed and very instructive comparison of the Rhetoric with 
the Prior Analytics, the de Soph. Elench., the Ethics, Politics, 

and especially at great length with the Topics, for the par- 
ticulars of which I must refer my readers to the work itself. 
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The conclusions with which we are more immediately con- 
cerned are as follows. There is at least one unmistakable 
reference to tle Poetics, (Rhet. m1. 2. 1404. b. 8. Poet. «. 

xxii) which shows that this book was already written. An- 
other reference, I. 2. 1356. b. 19, is made to the peOodixa, a 

lost work upon some branch of Logic, ‘ probably occupying an 
intermediate place between analytics and dialectics.’ The 
Topics of course were already completed; and the same may 
be said at least of the Prior Analytics, which are frequently 
referred to directly and indirectly. The case of the Posterior 
Analytics is not so clear. Brandis says p. 26 that as the im- 
mediate connexion of rhetoric is with dialectics rather than 
with analytics (scientific demonstration) we need not be sur- 
prised that there are no direct references to it in the Rhetoric, 
nor conclude on that account that this, or the tract de Inter- 
pretatione, had not been previously committed to writing. 
The list of Categories was certainly already prepared, Rhet. 
11. 7. 1385. b. 5: whether the book was written, is a different 

question which cannot be decided. 
The three other subjects which may be expected to be 

brought into connexion with the treatment of Rhetoric, are 
Psychology, Ethics, and Politics;—and the books, conse- 

quently, de Anim4, the Nicomachean Ethics, and the Politics. 

Of the first of these there is no trace in the Rhetoric. The 
wa0n are treated quite independently of Physics and on 
purely rhetorical principles. The Ethics though not expressly 
named are never left out of sight: the principles appealed to 
are not different: only the popular mode of treatment which 
Rhetoric requires necessitates a different mode of handling 
and a different point of view, as we have before had occasion 
to observe. However as no distinct and decisive references 
are to be found in the one to the other, the comparative date 
of composition cannot be determined: all that can be posi- 
tively pronounced is, that when the Rhetoric was written the 
author had the outlines of his Ethical system already defi- 
nitely settled. 
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Lastly the Politics are actually mentioned by name, Rhet. 
I. 8. 7. and were therefore already in existence before the 
latter work was finally completed. No adverse inference can 
be drawn from the difference between the two classifications 
of forms of government severally adopted in Pol. 111. 7 and 
Rhet. 1 8. In the former we have six, in the latter four or 
five, varieties of constitutions. This is easily explained. In 
the Rhetoric the distinction of the good and bad forms of 
popular government, of qroAsteta and Snoxparia, peculiar to 
Aristotle, and included neither in the popular vocabulary nor 
in the schemes of preceding writers on Politics, is not recog- 
nised, because it would be unsuitable, perhaps unintelligible, 
to an audience of ‘d:dra:, who had no special knowledge of 
the subject: in the Politics on the other hand a scientific 
analysis requires the sixfold division. 

SS 

ARISTOTLE’Ss Lost Works oN RHETORIC. 

But next, was the art of Rhetoric now extant the only 
work upon this subject to which the capacious brain and 
amazing versatility of its author gave birth? By no means. 
Diogenes’ list, v. i. 22 and 24, contains at least eight titles of 
works of which rhetoric must have been the subject; without 

counting one, epi auvpPovdias, which is included amongst 
them by Westermann Gesch. der Beredts. § 60. n. 4, and 
which, so far as a title is indicative of the nature of the con- 

tents of a work, might very well have treated of the delibera- 
tive or hortatory (rd cupBovAeuvrexov) kind of rhetoric. The 
list of the ‘Anonymus’’, which as usual does not correspond 
with that of Diogenes’, has nine titles of rhetorical works; 

1 An anonymous life of Aristotle, 2 These lists are a great puzzle: 
with a list of his works, first published they are absolutely irreconcilable, and 
by Menage in his notes on Diogenes nothing certain is known of them or 
Laertius v. 35, and reprinted by of the sources from which they are 
Buble in his edition of Aristotle, Vol. derived, whether Hermippus or An- 
I. p.60. See Buhle’s note. dronicus or any or many others, and 

4 
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but I cannot suppose that Aristotle wrote either eight or 

nine upon the subject. The lists cannot be correct, (see note) 

and one of the errors is probably that of exaggeration of the 

number of works. There are only three of these titles which 

we shall have to consider; two of them represent writings 

which we can with certainty from other authorities assign to 

Aristotle. 
The Xuvaywy) texvav in two books according to Diogenes, 

in one according to the ‘ Anonymus,’ (this latter statement 1s 
confirmed by Cicero, de Orat. 11. 38. 160) is one of these: it 
is authenticated, and its contents described by Cicero in 
three passages, de Inv. 11. 2. 6. de Orat. 11. 38. 160. Brut. 12. 
In the first and third of these he gives an account of its con- 
tents. It was a history of rhetoric from its earliest origin 
down to his own time, with an outline of the several systems 
of each of its professors, so that it would have served as a 
historical introduction to his own art, and doubtless accounts 

for his having contented himself in that work with the 
merest generalities in reference to his predecessors. We may 
also infer from this that it was-an earlier composition than 
the extant Rhetoric. This is the work of which Spengel in 
his Artium Scriptores has attempted to supply the loss by a 

collection of the only too scanty notices left us by ancient 
rhetoricians and other authors, Greek and Latin, arranged 
in chronological order according to their contents, and form- 
ing a more or less connected sketch of the early history 

the authority therefore of both or 
either of them we are utterly unable 
to determine, except where they are 
checked by the notices of other and 
more trustworthy writers. One thing 
however at least seems certain: that 
neitber Aristotle nor any other human 
being could have written all the works 

that are assigned to him by either of 

the two lists. Fortunately in our 
case, they both agree in mentioning 

the three lost works which we shall 
have to consider. The author who has 

most recently treated this subject, is 

Heitz, in his Essay on the Lost Works 
of Aristotle, Leipzig, 1865. The book 

seems to be intended chiefly as an an- 
swer to the merciless and uncompro- 

mising scepticism of Valentine Rose 
in his two recent works, Aristoteles 

Pseudepigraphus, and de Arist. Libr. 
Ord. et Auctor. 
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and growth of Rhetoric from its origin to the time of Aris- 
totle. 

The subject which we are now engaged upon gives me 
occasion to point out that Cicero seems to have been ac- 
quainted with two works of Aristotle upon rhetoric, the ouva- 
yoryn Teyvev, and the now extant Art. This appears from the 
passage already referred to, de Orat. 11. 38. 160. Aristotelem, 
cujus et illum legi librum in quo exposuit dicendi artes 

omnium superiorum, et illos in quibus ipse sua quedam de 
eadem arte dixit. In Orat. x1v. 46. we have as follows. Aris- 
toteles adolescentes non ad philosophorum morem tenuiter 
disserendi, sed ad copiam rhetorum in utramque partem, ut 
ornatius et uberius dici possit, exercuit; idemque locos—sic 
enim appellat—quasi argumentorum notas tradidit, unde 
omnis in utramque partem traheretur oratio. The latter 
clause perfectly well describes, even though it be uninten- 
tionally, the method pursued in Aristotle’s Rhetoric as we 
have it; the two first books are in reality a system of rcroe for 
the supply of arguments on both sides of any given question: 
the former clause (ad copiam rhetorum—exercuit) seems to 
me to describe a part of his method of teaching the adoles- 
centes who frequented the school of rhetoric which he set up 
in opposition to Isocrates. He made them learn, as other rhe- 

torical teachers before and after him, “Common places,” select 
extracts from esteemed orations upon both sides of a question, 

which would be at once a model of style and a suggestion of 
argument. But whether or no this passage actually refers to 
our Rhetoric, or again § 94, where Aristotle is said to have 

included under metaphor both petwrupia and xaraypnacs, [if 
it does, it is only by implication, for no such statement is di- 
rectly made either here or in the Poetics, c. 21. on Metaphor], 
at all events § 114. is a most unmistakable reference to it, 
Atque etiam Aristoteles principio artis rhetoric dicit illam 
artem quasi ex altera parte respondere dialectice &c., and 
equally or still more so, §§ 192, 3, 4, 6, and 214. to Rhet. 11. 8. 

4,5,6. Now these two rhetorical works the Zuvaywyn Texvar, 

4—2 
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and the Art of Rhetoric are neither of them dialogues; the 

Gryllus is, which Cicero never mentions. And this brings me 

to the point which I had chiefly an view in making this digres- 

sion, to show namely that Heitz’s hypothesis, Verl. Schrift. 

Arist. p. 187, that Cicero’s acquaintance with Aristotle's 

writings was confined exclusively to the dialogues, which 

indeed he expresses with considerable confidence’ is totally 

devoid of foundation; and equally so the strange conclu- 

sion, p. 158. that Cicero bloss solche naher kannte die zu 

die verlorenen zahlen. It appears on the contrary that it 

not only was not confined to the dialogues, but probably did 

not include all of them; for surely if Cicero had heen 
acquainted with the Gryllus, imitator as he was of Aristotle's 
dialogues (Epist. ad Div. 1. 9. 23. ad Attic. x111. 19. 4), and 
himself the author of a dialogue upon Rhetoric, written 
too aristotelio more (l.c.), he could hardly have failed to 
mention it®. 

We now come to the second of the lost works on 
Rhetoric, the title of which is given in both lists, and their 
evidence supported by the authority of Quintilian. But 
Diogenes in this case authenticates his title by an actual 
reference to a notice in the work itself—if at least, as I 

myself believe, Bernays’ conjecture (Dialoge des Ar. p. 62) is 
well grounded, that the statement in Diogenes, 11. 55, dyot 
& "ApiororéAns ore éyxousia Kal émiragiov TipvrAdou puptos 
écot ouveyparpay, TO pépos Kal tm watpl yapitcpevos, is 
derived from the dialogue itself, as seems most natural— 
and Quintilian also seems to have been acquainted with the 
work when he says, II. 17. 14, Aristoteles, ut solet, querendi 
gratia queedam subtilitatis sue argumenta excogitavit in 

Gryllo, which certainly conveys the impression of personal 
knowledge: the statement is direct, and there is not even 

1 So haben wir allen Grund diesel- * On this mos aristotelius see Ber- 

ben als die ihm ausschliesslich zu nays, Dial. des Arist. p. 137. anm. 6. 
Gebote stehenden Quellen zu betrach- with Heitz’s observation, Verl. Schrift. 
ten. Ar. p. 150. 
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a shadow of intimation of information at second hand. The 
Gryllus who gave name to the dialogue was Xenophon’s son 
who fell at the battle of Mantinea; whose untimely death, as 
we learn from Aristotle's dialogue, through Diogenes, at- 
tracted universal sympathy and commiseration, in part due 

to regard for his father. In giving the name of Gryllus to 
his dialogue, Aristotle seems to have been following a not 
uncommon custom of commemorating a departed friend, 
especially in the case of untimely death or melancholy acci- 
dent, by a composition in his honour: and it is most pro- 
bable therefore that it was composed shortly after the event. 
In another instance Aristotle has given the name of a de- 
ceased friend and pupil to a dialogue, Evédnuos, 4 rept 
uyis; and Theophrastus expressed his grief at the tragical 
end of Callisthenes in a dialogue which he named after him. 
Heitz, op. cit. 189, 9. 

This authority for the existence of a dialogue on rhe- 
toric. by Aristotle called Gryllus, which indeed seems amply 
sufficient, is accepted without question by the sagacious 
Bernays, op. cit. p. 62, and the not over credulous Heitz, 
op. cit. p. 189, as well as by Spalding in his note on the 
passage of Quintilian. Only Rose hangs back and will not 
be persuaded. In his work de Arist. Libr. Ord. et auct. 
p. 31, he thus pronounces judgment on the question. Ita 
Hermippus in vita Theophrasti dixit de Gryllo Theophrasti 
(Diog. Laert. 11. 55) eodem scilicet quem postea Andronicus 
(he means, as the compiler of the list in Diogenes; but this 
is a pure conjecture disallowed by Heitz) et Quintilianus 
Aristoteli tribuere mallent: and in the Pseudepigraphus, 
p. 76, he gives as his reason for assigning the Gryllus of 
Diogenes and Quintilian to Theophrastus rather than Aristotle, 
de Gryllo cur in vita Theophrasti potius quam Aristotelis 
Hermippus tractaverit, vix alia causa cogitari potest quam 
quod Theophrasti dialogum noverit judicaveritque eundem 
quem Aristotelis nomine vulgo inscriptum index Androni- 
ceus exhibebat &c. a most gratuitous conjecture founded 
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upon an entire mistake. Let us see what Diogenes actually 

does say. One would think that Rose could not have read, 

or at least understood, the passage. He begins by giving 

an account of the death of young Gryllus at the battle of 

Mantinea; tells a story about his father Xenophon’s behavi- 

our upon the news of his death; and then continues—I will 

now give his own words—¢noi 8 "Apiotorédns Ste eyxapia 

cai émiragiov T'pvdrov pvproe bc0t cuvéypayray, Td pépos TH 

matpi yapitopevos. [in his Gryllus dialogue no doubt, in the 

descriptive ‘scenery’ of the introduction, as Bernays most 

reasonably supposes.] aAAd xal "Eppimmos ev te rept Beo- 
dpactou nal "Icoxparny dot Tpuvddovu eyxapwov yeypadevat : 
and it is this last clause which is the sole basis and founda- 

tion of Rose’s argument—if indeed it deserve to be so called. 
But why shouldn’t Hermippus ‘have written in his life of 
Theophrastus that Isocrates also wrote an eulogy upon Gryl- 
lus’? and what has this to do with Aristotle’s dialogue? 

Rose seems to have overlooked the «at before "Eppcmos, 
and in some way which I cannot explain to have mixed up 
this last clause with the preceding. He first assumes as 
a fact, without a shadow of a foundation, that Theophrastus 
wrote a dialogue called Gryllus (de Gryllo Theophrasti in the 
first citation can mean nothing but this), which is certainly 

not stated by Diogenes, and I believe no where else— 

Diogenes says only that Hermippus in his life of Theophras- 
tus tells us that Isocrates was one of the very numerous eulo- 
gists of Gryllus after his death—and then infers from the 
supposed mention of it in Hermippus’ life of Theophrastus, 
first, that another of the same name by Aristotle could not 
have existed, and secondly, that Hermippus must have known 

that this assumed dialogue of Theophrastus was in fact the 
same as that which passed under the name of Aristotle in the 
list of Andronicus, that is, Diogenes. How Quintilian came 

to make the same mistake as Diogenes (in v. 22) he does not 
vouchsafe to explain. Heitz who believes neither in Rose’s 

conclusion about the authorship of the Gryllus, nor in the 
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derivation of Diogenes’ catalogue of Aristotle’s works from 
Andronicus, seems hardly sufficiently sensible of the deplo- 
rable lack of logic, the false assumptions and fallacious infer- 
ences, and the misinterpretation of the Greek text which 
distinguish this precious piece of criticism, when he says 
mildly, Der Nachweis den Rose gegen die Aechtheit des Gryl- 
los...zu liefern gesucht hat, beruht auf zwei Voraussetzungen, 
von welchen weder die eine noch die andere hinreichende 
Sicherheit zu bieten scheinen. And at the end lets him and 
his reasoning off with an, ist ein um so weniger wahrschein- 
licher Schluss. I am sorry to have been obliged to dwell 
so long upon this not very important matter: but when a 
writer undertakes to pronounce judgment ex cathedra and 
upon an extensive scale upon questions of interest, such as 
the genuineness or spuriousness of the works of a great and 
esteemed author, or the right or wrong ascription to him of 
any writing, and always with a strong bias towards the nega- 
tive side, it is clearly worth while to examine whether or no 
these negative conclusions always rest upon a secure founda- 
tion before we abandon ourselves to his guidance and submit 
to the law that he so authoritatively lays down. 

The next of the three lost works upon Rhetoric which 
may with some probability be ascribed to Anistotle is the 
so called Theodectea. As to the precise meaning of this 
term great difference of opinion has prevailed amongst the 

Aristotelian commentators and expositors; and since the 
question is very far indeed from being settled, I think it 
will be the best way to bring forward the evidence in detail, 

and examine each item separately, before we either state 
any opinions that have been entertained upon the subject, 
or attempt ourselves to arrive at any general conclusion. 

We will begin with Aristotle himself. In the Rhetoric, 

111. 9. 9, we find, ai 8 dpyal trav mepidwv oyeddv ev tots 
@Bcoderretors éEnpiOpnvrat. ‘The commencements of periods” 

as Victorius thinks, are not to be confined to the first words 

of them, but to be extended to the whole of the sentence: 
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and the phrase will therefore mean according to him, “the 
several modes of symmetrical construction of periods (that 
is by the use of avriOcows, mapiowats, Trapopoiwars, dpovoTe- 
Nevrov) have been enumerated in the Theodectea.” Now 
the first thing that strikes us here is that Aristotle must 

be referring to a work of his own: for his practice is, almost 
or altogether without exception, never to quote another's 
work as an authority, or as containing something necessary 
to the elucidation of the subject in hand, which he might 
himself have supplied, merely for the purpose of saving 
trouble. He refers to authors who have treated of the same 
matters as he is at the time engaged upon in order to criticise 
them, and to supply their defects, or to represent his own 
opinions and doctrines in favourable contrast. The references 
to Isocrates’ speeches and others in the Rhetoric which we 
have previously noticed are of quite a different kind: they 
are tllustrations, which Aristotle, departing from the usual 
practice of writers of arts of Rhetoric—exemplified in the 
pntopixn mpcs ‘AXéEavdpov—preferred to draw from the 
known and accredited writings and speeches of others, rather 
than to make them for himself. I am for my own part so 
fully persuaded of this that I shall take it for granted that 
Aristotle in speaking here of the Theodectea means to refer 
to a work of his own. The name is probably analogous to 
that of the ‘Nicomachean’ Ethics, as Spalding on Quintilian 
II. 15. 10. and others’ have thought, assigned by Aristotle to 
the treatise in compliment to his friend and pupil Theodectes 
the rhetorician and playwright; that is, that it was named 
after him, or bore his name: it cannot possibly mean addressed 
to him, as it has sometimes been interpreted. See Buhle, 
Aristotle, Introd. to Rhet. Vol. 1v. pp. 4, 5. Sir A. Grant, 
Essays on Ethics, p. 14. The interpretation of the name 
given by Valerius Maximus, on which he founds a cock and 
bull story justly ridiculed by Spalding will be afterwards 

1 Compare Spengel, on the three Etbics ascribed to Aristotle, Trans. of 
Bav. Acad. 1841. p. 506. 
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mentioned in its chronological order. Meanwhile, I infer | 

from the passage of the Rhetoric, that Aristotle in the earlier 
part of his career, probably whilst he was still carrying on/ 
his rhetorical school, composed a work upon this subject,, 
mainly devoted to style and composition and arrangement,. 
the contents “in extenso” of the third book of his extant’ 
Rhetoric, to which therefore the latter would naturally refer 
for fuller details; it would probably have treated at length 
of that artificial structure which was originated by Gorgias 
and consummated by Isocrates, with its manifold figures and 
devices; holding in all probability his own golden mean, and 
steering a middle course, like Cicero and all men of sense, 
and as he does himself in his Rhetoric, between the ex- 

aggerations and affectations of Gorgias and his school and 
the entire reprobation and exclusion of the use of them; and 
to this he gave the name of his friend Theodectes, himself 
@ proficient in the art, and also the author of a treatise on 
it. Brandis, Handbuch &c. Aristoteles I. 100. seems to re- 

cognise the @eodéxreva as a lost work of Aristotle. 
And this we shall find to be in accordance with the next 

notice we have of the Theodectea in the spurious Epistle to 
Alexander prefixed to the ‘Pyr. wpos ’AXéEavdpov, and writ- 
ten, as Spengel in his Commentary (and every one else’) 
admits, neither by Aristotle nor the author of the treatise 
that follows. We have no means of even approximating to 
the date of composition of this Epistle; all that we can say 
is, that when it was written Aristotle was known to have 

written a Theodectea, and that by some at least this was 
supposed to be the treatise which is known to us as the 
‘Pyropixn mpds ’AdXéEavdpov. That this latter cannot possibly 

1 I mean of course every one who 
can distinguish between two totally 

diff-rent styles and contradictory stute- 

ments and principles, and estimate the 
appropriateness of a composition to 

places persons and circumstances, It 
is however a melancholy fact that 

there have been men of learning with- 

in the present century who have not 
been able to diecern that this letter 

could by no possibility have been the 
work of Aristotle. Such are Titze and 
Zell. See Stahr, Aristotelia, 11. 209. 
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be the Theodectea mentioned by Aristotle himself in the 
Rhetoric, whether that be Aristotle’s own work or any one 
else's, appears clearly from this, that in the Rhet. ad Alex. 
there is nothing whatever resembling in the remotest degree 
an “enumeration of the commencements of periods.” It 
appears also from a reference in Cic. Orat. LVI. 194, where 

Theodectes together with Aristotle and Theophrastus are said 
to have agreed in their views about the use of the ‘pzan’ in 
rhetorical composition. There is not a word about the pean 
in the Rhet. ad Alex. All that we can gather from it of any 
service to us in answer to the question what is the Theo- 
dectea, and who wrote it, is that the author of this letter 

believed, in common we may suppose with his contemporaries 
or some of them, that Aristotle was the author of a treatise 

that went under that name: and so far this is a confirmation 
of our interpretation of Aristotle’s own words in the Rheto- 
ric. Spengel in the note on this passage in his edition of 
Anaximenes, as he insists upon calling the author of this 
treatise, expresses a very decided opinion that the words 
have no intelligible meaning at all, and therefore that nothing 
whatever can be gathered from them. I am quite prepared 
to admit that the writer of the letters exhibits both ignor- 
ance and folly in a very high degree: but I think nevertheless 
that these particular words have a perfectly distinct meaning. 
They are, IlepurevEn 5€ Svod rovtous Bu8riots, dv 10 pév oti 
€uov, [the author is writing in the person of Aristotle] éy rais 
vm’ éuod réyvats Qeodéxtyn ypadeicais, ro 5é Erepov Kopaxos. 
“Herewith you will receive [literally, you will come across, 
light upon,] two volumes, of which one is my own, contained 
(or possibly ‘consisting’) in the art written (addressed) by 
me to Theodectes, [not by Theodectes, an error into which 
Spalding note on Quint. 11 15. 11. and others, Heitz for 
example, see Verl. Schr. Ar. p. 86. have fallen,] and the 
other a work of Corax.” If éy rais 7. is to be rendered 
“contained in” it is not very good Greek for “an extract 
from”: if “consisting in”, it of course means the whole 
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treatise. And if this is the right interpretation, as I think 
it is, the passage will imply what I have already stated. 

We now come to a piece of evidence which when rightly 
interpreted stands in opposition to the two preceding; at 
least upon the supposition that there can be only one Theo- 
dectea, and that, whatever that may mean, the ‘art of 

Theodectes’ must be the same with it. This consists in 
some verses of Antiphanes, a poet of the Middle Comedy, 
contemporary with Aristotle, preserved by Athenzus, Iv. 
134.8. which run as follows. 

OVX Opas opyoupevoy 
Tais yepot roy Baxnrov; ovd aicyvverat 
o tov ‘Hpaxretoy macw eEryoumevos, 
6 THv @codéxrou povos avevpynxas Téxvny, 
6 ta xeparaia ovyypapwv Evperldn. 

It is a fragment of his Kapes, see Meineke, Fragm. Comm. 
Gree. Vol. 111. p. 59. 

This description was applied by Max Schmidt, in the 
Essay already quoted, p. 11, to Aristotle, and it must be 
allowed that this interpretation of it is in itself tempting, 
and also at first sight commends itself favourably to the 
inquirer into the Theodectean mystery. The fourth line will 
then signify ‘the only true discoverer (i.e. author) of the art 
of Theodectes’: meaning that Aristotle laid claim to the 
authorship of the art of rhetoric which went under the name 
of Theodectes, viz. the Theodectea: and with the additional 

insinuation that the claim was without foundation. And 
this would bring the inference derivable from the present 
passage into harmony with the evidence of the two pre- 
ceding, viz. that there was one work called the Theodectea, 
which was the work of Aristotle. But aydoty dirow Svrow 
dc.ov mporiway tiv ddAnOeav, amicus Plato magis amica 
veritas; and truth compels us to admit that never was a 
theory more completely overthrown than this is by Trende- 
lenburg in a communication made by him to Meineke and 
embodied by the latter in his note on the passage. Trende- 
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lenburg produces from Diogenes notices respecting the per- 
sonal habits and studies of Heraclides Ponticus which corre- 
spond so exactly with the allusions of Antiphanes as to leave 
no reasonable doubt as to the person whom he intended to 
represent. We must consequently alter our interpretation 
of the verse in question to “the only man who ever made 
out, discovered the meaning of, Theodectes’ art,” which may be 
supposed to have been obscured by subtleties and ambiguities. 
Westermann in his Gesch. der Beredtsamkeit, § 68. n. 21, has 
a reference tu a statement of Eudocia (the learned Empress 
who composed the ‘Iwyia or Violetum, a dictionary of history 
and mythology derived from the same sources as that of 
Suidas) that Theodectes éypawe réyvnv pntopucny év pétpe. 
This was not unprecedented, for Evenus of Paros. had done 
something of the same kind; Plat. Phedr. 267. a.; and if 
the statement be well founded, it would account for a good 
deal of the difficulty which according to Antiphanes attended 
the interpretation of Theodectes’ art. I must add however 
that it seems to stand somewhat in contradiction to another 
extract from the Art of Theodectes, quoted by two anony- 
mous writers on rhetoric, Walz. Rhet. Gr. vi. 33 and vi. 19. 

Spengel, Art. Script. p. 156. not., Rose, Arist. Pseudepigra- 
phus, p. 141, épyov pytopos, as Gyot Beodéxrns, mpoormua- 
gacba mpds etvotav, Supynoacbas mpos Tictw, dywvicacbat 
apos arodufw, avaxeparamwoacGat mpds avauynow: which 
certainly does not look much like verse, but nevertheless 

goes far to establish the fact that Theodectes was the author 
of an art of Rhetoric. 

Subtlety and ambiguity might in fact have been expected 
of him from the references to his works in prose and verse 
which we find chiefly in Aristotle, who very frequently quotes 

him in his Rhetoric, Poetics and Ethics. Hence we learn 

that he was a disciple of the Sophistical school of rheto- 
ricians’, and had adopted its artificial style and crooked 

3 Theodectes was a pupil of Iso- by the former that his character and 

crates, as well as Aristotle, and it was _ literary habits were chiefly determined. 
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fallacious reasoning. See especially two of his rézroe in Ar. 
Rhet. 11. 23 and 24. But what is more to our present pur- 

pose, we gather from this new interpretation of Antiphanes, 
writing as a contemporary of Theodectes himself, that he 
also was the author of an art of Rhetoric. And here we 
might stop in our investigation: for it seems by this time 
quite clear that there were two treatises on Rhetoric which 
both bore the name of Theodectes; one by Aristotle called 
the Theodectea, the other by Theodectes himself, called as 
usual 7 @eodéxtov téyvn. It does seem somewhat strange, 
though I believe it to be a fact, that this very simple and 
complete solution of the difficulty should not hitherto have 

occurred to any of the numerous scholars who have discussed 
the question’. The possibility of it however is so far recog- 
nised as to be sternly and uncompromisingly denied by Rose. 

This is fully confirmed by Dionysius, 

de Isev Jud. c. 19. who in a chapter 
of which the object is to show that 

Tsocrates was the most finished speci- 
men of his school of rhetoricians, 

places Theodectes with several others 
amongst his imitators. Oudé ye repl 
Tav cuppwwodsrwr Iooxpare, xal rv 

Xapaxripa rhs éppnyvelas exelvou éxp- 

pnoapdrwy od0erbs, Geodéxrou Ady, cal 

Ocordurov, x.7.X. which means as the 

Latin Interpr. renders it, neque de 
quoquam eorum qui Isocratis tempore 
v:xerunt, et characterem locutionis ejus 

exprimere conati sunt. See also Epist. 

ad Amm. L ec. 2. where he speaks of 

the contemporaries of Isocrates and 
others as wapayyeA\uarwy rexviKdr 

ovyypadeis, xai dywmoral Adywr pnro- 

ptxa@y, naming as instances Theodectes, 

and Philiscus, and Iseus, and Hy- 
perides and Lycurgus and ‘Eschines. 

On this Rose, Pseud. Arist. p. 135, 
well remarks, argumenti (the contents 

of Theodectes’ treatise) observatio, quo 

TEXVKA Wapayyé\uara (mere precepts, 
hints to follow—one of theseis censured 
by Aristotle, Rhet. 111. 12. 6) in Iso- 
crateorum fere modum auctor traderet, 

non artis ipsiua naturam legesque ex- 
plicaret cum Aristotele et Theophrasto. 
Add Athen. x. 451. B. Qeodéxrny 82 

tov DacnNurny, pnolv“Epucwwros év rots 

wept rdv "locxpdrovs wabnray, lxarw- 
Tarov yeyovdvac x.7.X. See on Theo- 

dectes and his style, Miiller, Hist. of 
Gk. Lit. c. xxv. § 7. 

1 I must however make an excep- 
tion in favour of Spalding, who does 

leave the question open whether there 

might not be two arts known by the 

name of Theodectes. Neque tamen si 
maxime td Ocecdéxraa sunt ipsius 

Aristotelis, protinus neges Theodecten 

quoque aliquid de arte oratoria com- 

posuisse... This had escaped me as 1 

was writing the above. But no one 

has put this distinctly forward as an 

explanation. 
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The evidence of Cicero as to Theodectes and his writings 
counts for something. Besides the passage already quoted, 

Orat. Lv. 194, in which his Art of Rhetoric is plainly 
recognised by implication, we learn also from the Orator, LI. 
172. that he attended the lectures of Aristotle, as supple- 
mentary, I conceive, to the instructions of Isocrates, from 

whom he manifestly derived his rhetorical style and practice. 
Cicero says, Ejus (i.e. of Aristotle) auditor Theodectes, in pri- 
mis, ut Aristoteles szpe significat, politus scriptor atque arti- 
fex. This may probably have been intimated by Aristotle in 

his sketch of the early history of the art in the ovvaywy)) 
teyvov: at all events there 1s nothing like it in the extant 
Rhetoric. And finally in c. LXIv. § 218, he is again named 
with Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Ephorus, as an authority 
for the use of the pzean in rhetorical composition. From all 
which we may certainly conclude, that he wrote an Art of 

Rhetoric, and that Cicero was acquainted with it either at 
first or at second hand. 

Next Quintilian, to whom I have already referred, in 
quoting Theodectes’ definition of rhetoric, which was much 
the same as that of Gorgias, adds, sive ipsius id opus est, 

quod de rhetorice nomine ejus inscribitur, sive, ut cre- 
ditum est, Anistotelis, Inst. Or. 11. 15. 10. From this it 

seems that in Quintilian’s time there was only one Art ex- 
tant, or generally known, under this name: and Spalding 
(not. ad loc.) thinks that he has explained Quintilian’s doubt 
on the subject (as I understand him, for his expressions are 
not quite clear) by his interpretation of the name @eodéxreva 
on the analogy of Nixouayea, which might mean either 
‘written by,’ or simply ‘bearing the name of,’ Theodectes, 
and in the latter case written by Aristotle. There is nothing 
in this, as Spalding truly says, against the hypothesis of two 
works, one by each of these writers. This explanation is 
adopted by Heitz. Op. cit. p. 86. Subsequently Quintilian 
seems to have mace up his mind that the Art belonged to 
Theodectes, de cujus opere supra dictum est, 111. 1. 14. 
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We now come to Valerius Maximus, whose story about the 

Theodectea will not detain us long. The passage runs thus, 
vill. 14, extern. 3. Aristoteles Theodecti discipulo oratorie 
artis libros quos ederet donaverat, molesteque ferens titulum 

eorum sic alii cessisse, proprio volumine quibusdam rebus 
insistens planius sibi de his in Theodectis libris dictum esse 
adjecit. The story which seems to admit of no rational ex- 
planation and to rest upon no foundation either of history or 
probability, was probably, as Spalding, note on Quint. 11. 15. 
10, conjectures, made up by Valerius himself or somebody else 
out of the reference in the Rhetoric 111. 9. 9, to which the last 

words refer. It deserves no further notice. 
In an anonymous author of an art of rhetoric, Rhet. Gr. 

Vol. 1. p. 454, Ed. Speng., we find the words "ApsororéAns Se 
éy tais Qeodextixais téyvais gyno, Ste 6 ewiroyos TO pey 
xeparaoy Eyes mpoTpéyracbat tovs axovovras; which also 
assigns the Theodectea to Aristotle, and confirms as far as it 

goes the description I ventured to give of the probable nature 
of its contents. Heitz in the work so often quoted does not 
refer to this passage. He supplies however another, from a 
‘semibarbarous’ Scholiast upon the passage of the Rhetoric, 
év Tois @eodexrious | mpos Tov @eddexrov [sic] éypapey 6 ’Apt- 
ororéAns pyropieny, ev 4 amnpiOunoato tas Tey Treptodwy 
apyas, olas opeiAovery elvar. 

These are I believe all the notices of the Theodectea 
which ancient authorities have handed down to us; taken 

together they seem to me to show beyond reasonable dispute 
first, that Aristotle was the author of the Art called the Theo- 

dectea: and secondly, that there was besides this another 
Art by Theodectes himself, which also, according to the usual 

mode of designating them, bore his name. The latter I think 
must be admitted in deference to the statement of the con- 
temporary writer Antiphanes. 

Of the moderns who have treated of this subject I have 
already incidentally noticed several; and amongst them have 
referred to Max Schmidt's opinion upon the interpretation 
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of the verse of Antiphanes (p. 23). This is taken from a 
complete essay upon this question of the Theodectea incor- 
porated in his tract on the date of composition of Aristotle's 
Rhetoric pp. 3—13. His primary object is to determine the 
comparative dates of the Theodectea, presuming it to be 
Aristotle's, and the extant Rhetoric; but before that can 

be done a discussion of the several claims to the work of 
Aristotle and his pupil, and an examination of its nature 

and contents, is a necessary preliminary. He accordingly 
collects all the evidence from ancient authors who have 
touched upon the question, and from this shows first that 
the views of Aristotle and Theodectes differed widely upon 
the subject of rhetoric—this appears in two points; first the 
difference of the definition respectively given by the two 
authors, Theodectes (Quint. 11. 15. 10) adhering substantially 
to the original definition of the sophistical school and his 
master Isocrates; Aristotle altering and improving it by 
‘recedens ab eventu’: and secondly a precept which ap- 
peared in Theodectes’ Art that the ‘narrative’ of a speech 
should be peyadomperns and deta (Quint. Iv. 2. 63.) is 
censured by Aristotle without naming the author, in Rhet. 
lI. 12. 6.—but after all arrives at the conclusion that there 
was only one work called indifferently @eodécrera and 7 
e068. téyvn, the joint production of Aristotle and his friend. 
And this is the way in which he reconciles the conflicting 
statements. Theodectes under Isocratean influences had 
composed an art of rhetoric which he submitted to the 
judgment of his preceptor, who corrected and enlarged it. 
[It would seem however from the preceding that Aristotle 
must have left uncorrected a good deal that he seriously 
disapproved of.] That afterwards in later life, Aristotle, 
when he came to write his own treatise on rhetoric, cor- 

rected (finally, I suppose) the errors of Theodectes, and, 
non admodum sollicitus cujusnam opus putaretur esse, in 
the third book quoted the joint, corrected and uncorrected, 

production as his own! 
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Of the more recent writers on this subject Heitz and Rose 
remain to be noticed. The former of the two is not very in- 
structive on the matter: he seems to assume, though he does 
not expressly say so, that there was only one art that went by 
the name of 'Theodectes, and he arrives at no conclusion at all, 

referring to the passages, and then leaving them to tell their 
own story—in which they do not agree. He first cites the 
passage of the Rhetoric; then combats the sceptical views of 
Rose ; next draws an inference as to the antiquity of the opi- 
nion that assigned the Theodectean Rhetoric to Aristotle from 
the title in Diogenes’ list réyuns ris Geodexrou cvvaywyn 4, 
and the reference in the letter to Alexander (which, as I 
remarked before, he mistranslates): then gives Valerius 
Maximus’ story without comment; he thinks that the solu- 
tion of the rniddle of Valerius’ story is to be sought in the 
verses of Antiphanes preserved by Athenzus, of which he 
says no more, except that Marcker's explanation of them is 
unsatisfactory. Lastly he borrows from Spalding without 
acknowledgment his explanation of the way in which the 
name @eodéxreva came to be misinterpreted, and concludes 
with the citation of the ‘Semibarbarous’ Scholiast, which 

I have already given. 
Rose’s views on the question are stated in the imperious 

and magisterial style which seems habitual with him. More- 
over he has changed his opinion; though the change of 
opinion has produced no corresponding change of tone, for 
the second is expressed in just as positive and peremptory 
language as the first, and has perhaps about an equal founda- 
tion in fact and reason. In the treatise de Arist. Libr. ord. 
et auct. p. 89. he was driven to the supposition that the 
Theodectea mentioned in Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 111. 9. 9, are 

to be understood of the frequent citations of Theodectes’ 
dramas and declamations made in that work ; ‘a desperate 
attempt, as Heitz truly says, ‘to escape from a not very 
serious difficulty.’ In his later work, the Arist. Pseudepi- 
graphus, p. 135. seq., he bestows a much more careful con- 

5 
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sideration upon the matter, and pronounces, it is hard to 
see upon what grounds, that the clause in question which 
contains the disputed word has been interpolated from the 
margin, where a copyist had set down a gloss of some 

commentator or grammarian, who was comparing [what he 

supposed to be] the Theodectea of Aristotle’. If it were 
Aristotle’s, it could mean nothing else than he had supposed 
it to mean in the other treatise, viz. the quotations from 
his plays and prose writings; for Aristotle would never have 
cited an ‘art’ of Theodectes under such a name, nor one 

of his own, any more than he would have cited his Ethics 
as ta Nixouayea. [I cannot see the force of the reasoning, 
if indeed there be any, here. If the Ethics had been gene- 
rally known by the name of Nicomachean, why should he 
not have employed it to describe them? He had in fact 
no occasion to do so because these were most probably the 
only Ethics in existence during his lifetime, or at any 
rate till his pupil Eudemus wrote the Eudemian. Then, 
and not till then, it became necessary to distinguish them 

by a specific name. But the case of the rhetorical works 
was different. Upon this subject there were most probably 
already two works of his own in existence, the cuvaywyn 

texyvov, and the Gryllus, or zrepi pyropixyjs; and this at 
least might easily have been confounded with the Theo- 
dectea, if that had been simply called 7 pytopixn or ta 
pntopixa, as Rose seems to suppose necessary when it was 
referred to by Aristotle himself; and at the time when he 
was using the word he was actually writing another Rhetoric 
with no special title at all. I ask, how could he avoid 
giving the Theodectea a distinctive name?] However the 

3 I have given what I suppose to 
be the meaning of the original words 
which are merely qui compararet 
Theodectea Aristotelis. As I under- 

atand him to deny altogether the exist- 
ence of such a work as a genuine 

‘ Aristotle's Theodectea,’ I can only 
presume that the meaning is intended 
as I have rendered it: or perhaps it 
may be, ‘the Theodectea falsely as- 
cribed to <Aristotle.’ 
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best way of meeting the difficulty is to suppose, as we 
have seen, that the clause is not Aristotle’s, but inserted by 
some scribe from the margin: or if that is not sufficient, we 

are offered two alternatives in a note; we may suppose 
either the third book, or the entire Rhetoric to be spurious! 
Is not this mere trifling? As to an independent art of 
Theodectes, he denies the existence of this in toto. ‘It is 

quite certain [no reason is given except that Aristotle who 
so frequently quotes his writings never mentions his Art] 
that there was no ‘art’ of Theodectes except that which is 
attributed (falsely?) to Aristotle, and wherever the doc- 
trines of Theodectes are referred to it, is this PseudAristote- 

lian work that is to be understood.’ But enough of Rose, 

and his sceptical dogmatism. 

SS 

THe Rewations OF DEMONSTRATION OR SCIENCE, DIALECTICS, 

AND RHETORIC. 

Having, tant bien que mal, dispatched this preliminary mat- 
ter, we can now proceed to examine the nature and peculiarities 

of the three kinds of proof or zioress which constitute the 
body and substance of the art of rhetoric, and the two logical 
instruments which it employs, corresponding in dialectics 
(and science) to syllogism and induction, viz. the enthymeme 
and example. 

And first we will consider the relation in which Rhetoric 
stands to Dialectics on the one hand, and scientific demon- 

stration on the other. | 
Dialectics and rhetoric are both of them supplementary 

to science and its method, which is confined to the universal 

and necessary. Dialectics on the other hand is the ‘ Logic of 
Probabilities’, and, like its ‘offshoot’ Rhetoric, deals solely 

with the contingent and uncertain, Td ws él modu’, and rd 

évdeyouevoy drAdws eye. Dialectics, well expressed by the 
Latins as ars disserendi, the ‘art of discussion’, is more 
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usually devoted to speculative inquiries: though theoretically 
its province is not confined to any special class of subjects, 
but includes and may deal with every proposition or problem 

that can be submitted to it, even those of science, provided 
they be not treated on peculiar scientific principles (apyat 
diaz), and the conclusion be left an open question. The 
arguments of these discussions ought to be reducible to regu- 
lar syllogism, and are always carried on by question and 
answer between the questioner or assailant 6 éruyetpay, 6 
épwrdv, and the maintainer of the thesis or respondent 6 
d7roxpivopevos. Rhetoric again is confined to a particular 
class of probabilities and contingencies, such namely as we 
can deliberate about, things which depend upon ourselves, and 
are in our own power to do or to abstain from, ra éf’ nyiv, 
to effect or to prevent, to thwart or promote; and as these 

are for the most part either human actions or things imme- 
diately depending on them, Rhetoric thus becomes associated 
with Politics, or Ethics, which takes account of men in 

society and as individuals, and analyses their motives, and 
feelings, and actions, their habits and tendencies, virtues 
and vices. Rhetoric, like Dialectics, takes either side of a 

question, and proves the affirmative or negative indifferently : 
and it proves, or tries to prove, its propositions—not merely 

examines or discusses them. And this it does in a continu- 
ous discourse. 

The difference between Logic and Rhetoric has been 
represented by the ingenious comparison of the closed fist 
and the open hand: the reasonings of logic are ‘close’, the 
thoughts compressed, and the style condensed: in rhetoric 
the reasoning thoughts and language are expanded, discur- 
sive, diffuse. This illustration is ascribed by Cicero, de Fin. 
II. 6.17, Orat. xxx. 113, and by Sextus Empiricus, adv. 
Math. 11. mpos ‘Pnt. § 7, to Zeno the Stoic, and its applica- 
tion explained by both. However its author seems to have 
applied it differently on different occasions, for in another 
plave, Acad. Pr. 11. 47. 145, he tells us that Zeno described 
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the different degrees or modes of apprehension of truth, 
visus, assensus, comprehensio, scientia, by the different de- 
grees of compression of the hand. The passage is interesting 
and worth quoting. Et hoc quidem Zeno gestu conficiebat, 
Nam quum extensis digitis adversam manum ostenderat, 
visum inquiebat hujusmodi est. Deinde quum paullum 
digitos constrinxerat, assensus hujusmodi. Tum quum plane 
compresserat pugnumque fecerat, comprehensionem illam esse 
dicebat. Qua ex similitudine etiam nomen ei rei, quod ante 
non fuerat, katadmpw imposuit. Quum autem lzevam manum 

admoverat, et illum pugnum arcte vehementerque compres- 
serat, scientiam talem esse dicebat. To give the other side, 

I will transcribe from Sextus his explanation of the logical 
application, with which that of Cicero exactly corresponds. 
Znvov 6 Kerreevs epwrnbels rm Svadéper Suarextixyn pytopt- 
Kis, cvotpeyas Thy xeipa Kal Tadw éEaTtrAwWoas Edn, Toure, 

Kata pev Thy cvoTpodiy To oTpoyyuAov Kai Bpayd Tis Sia- 
Nextians tattov (Siapa, Sa 5é tis éEarAWoews Kal exta- 
cews tay SaxtiAwy TO TrAATU THS pyTopiAns Suvamews aiviT- 
ropevos. Cicero, Quod latius loquerentur rhetores, dialectici 
autem compressius. Both of them in their explanations seem 
unnecessarily to confine the illustration to difference of style. 
Not so Bacon, de Augm. Scient. Lib. vi. c. 3. [p. 673. Vol. 1. 
Ellis and Spedding]. Porro non eo tantum differt Dialectica 
(which is not to be understood of the special Dialectic of 
Aristotle) a Rhetorica, quod, ut vulgo dicitur, altera instar 

pugni, altera instar palme sit; altera scilicet presse, altera 
fuse tractet; verum multo magis quod Dialectica rationem 

in suis naturalibus, Rhetorica qualis in opinionibus vulgi 
sita est, consideret. 

So far of the leading differences of Analytics, Dialectics, 
and Rhetoric in general. We will now consider them more 
closely and particularly. I have already to some extent 
gone over the ground which we are now about to enter upon 
a second time, and have sketched in outline what I am now 

going to fill up in detail. I hold with Plato, that in some 
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things ovdey oloy 16 mroAXaKis uxovev. In a subject of some 
difficulty and importance, repetition not only enables the 

expositor to illustrate and elucidate his explanations by re- 
presenting the same facts in different language and from 
different points of view, but by familiarising the student 
with unaccustomed conceptions aids in an equal degree both 
the comprehension and the memory of one who is perhaps 
entering for the first time upon a new subject of inquiry. 
Without further preface or apology I proceed to fill up the 
outline by exhibiting in detail the points of difference 
between the three modes of reasoning or proof, by scientific 
demonstration, by the dialectical, and the rhetorical method. 

The difference in the mode of treatment which must be 
applied to the same subject matter by a science’ like Politics, 
and a popular and practical art such as Rhetoric, is very 

clearly stated in Rhet. 1. 4. 4. “To look for an exact enume- 
ration and a regular division into ‘kinds’ of the ordinary 
subjects of men’s deliberations [he is speaking of the ovpfov- 
Neutixoyv yévos of rhetoric], and further to enter into every 
possible definition and distinction according to the scientific 
method, would be out of place on the present occasion, 
because this does not belong to an art like Rhetoric, but to 
one more intelligent and true [éudpoveorépas which looks 
into the nature and causes of things, and is therefore better 

informed, and capable of instructing, and again, adnOuvijs, 
which having truth for its sole object uses the regular 

3 wohirix# is here so called, § 7. 

I have before drawn attention to the 

frequent disregard of the technical dis- 
tinction of réyvn and émiorynyn even 

- bythe Greek Philosophers. The author 
is here speaking loosely. At the be- 
ginning of the Nicomachean Ethics we 
are expressly told that the study of 
man, his motives and actions, does 

not admit of strictly scientific treat- 

ment, of demonstration, and the use 

of syllogism, precisely because in this 

practical department of Philosophy, 
there is nothing universal and neces- 
sary; human motives and actions, 

with which Politics are especially con- 

versant, can not be reduced to rule 

and system, so that causes and effects 
can invariably be traced in them. 
However it can be treated more scien- 

tifically than Rhetoric; by comparison 

it may be regarded as a science; which 
is doubtless all that is meant here. 
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scientific method, mpés ad7Oevav ov mrpos Scfav]; and a great 
deal more has been already assigned to it [by the Sophistical 
Professors who confounded it with aroAstixn itself. 1. 2. 7.] 
than really belongs to its peculiar sphere of observation.” And 
further, § 6, any dialectician or rhetorician who attempts to 
convert his faculty [dvvaycs, rhetoric and dialectics being 
here regarded as the practice of individual professors, see 
above, p. 15. seq.], into a science, so far as he succeeds will be 
unconsciously and unintentionally obliterating the very nature 
of his pursuit, and in reconstructing it pass over into sciences 
which have for their provinces each its special and definite 
subject matter of things, and not mere words, which is all 
that really belongs to rhetoric and dialectics. 

Now, to state summarily the characteristics of science, 
émiotnun, as distinguished from other methods of investi- 
gation. First, science has truth, and truth alone for its ob- 
ject; it is directed mpos adnGeay and is satisfied with nothing 
short of it. This is Qewpia, or Oewpntixn dirocodia. Prac- 
tical philosophy, including rhetoric (and dialectics?), must be 
content with mere Sofa, the sphere of the probable and con- 
tingent. Science is therefore not indifferent to the character 
of its conclusions, whether they be true or false; all these 
must be universal and necessary, because nothing else is real 
knowledge: nor can it like dialectics and rhetoric take evther 
side of a disputed question (cvAXoyiopos avripacews). Its 
method is that of strict demonstration, amcéerkis: and its in- 

struments (1) the regular syllogism, which deduces the univer- 
sal from axioms and first principles, which are themselves (the 
major premisses or universals of the syllogisms) obtained by 

(2) induction from particulars. All our knowledge, even that 
of the highest and ultimate truths axioms and first principles 
(apyai) of reasoning, must be derived from induction (67Aov &) 
Ore Nuiy Ta TWpaTa erraywyn yvwpllev avayxaiov, Anal. Post. 
11. 19. 100. b. 3.): these are themselves at once incapable, and 
independent of, demonstrative proof, neither can the knowledge 
(e€meotnun) of them be so acquired,—because if proof of every 
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thing were necessary for its acceptance it must go on ad infini- 
tum: proof must ultimately depend upon something accepted 
as truth; it must rest ultimately on belief—and they are ap- 
prehended and verified by the highest faculty, the vods or in- 
tuitive reason’. One peculiarity of science which distinguishes 
it alike from dialectics and rhetoric, is that which is brought 
into view in the passage of the Rhetoric with which I com- 
menced this inquiry. It is that every science has first prin- 
ciples of its own, (:at, oixetas apyai, which are peculiar to 
feel and cannot be transferred to any other. These are dis- 
inguished from the xowwai dpyai, the ultimate and universal 

principles common to, and the necessary foundation of, every 
kind of reasoning—such are, most probably, the simplest and 
most elementary axioms of space and number, that the whole 
is greater than its part, that two and two make four, for if 
these and such as these were not to be depended upon it 
would seem that no process of reasoning in any subject could 
be long carried on; and probably also, I should suppose, for it 
is nowhere definitely stated, such principles as the Being of a 
God, substance, and suchlike ideas which belong to the cate- 
gory of ro dy, and fall under the province of Metaphysics; but 
certainly, because the first of these 1s constantly cited in illus- 
tration of them, the fundamental principles of Logic, the law 

of contradiction, of identity, of excluded middle, and of reason 

and consequent (see Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Logic. Vol. I. 
Lect. 5.)—and denote the peculiar and special axioms, postu- 
lates, and definitions, which each science is obliged to take 

for granted without demonstration, and cannot discuss with- 

1 Such appear to be the resulta 
of the reasonings of that very interest- 
ing and rather obscure chapter, the 
nineteenth and last of the Posterior 
Analytics. At first sight there might 
seem to be a contradiction, as if our 

knowledge of ultimate principles were 
obtained both from sensation and 

experience by way of Induction— 

the sensationalist theory—and also 

were antecedent and intuitive, as the 

Idealists hold. My solution (for there 
is a problem to be solved) in the text 
I am glad to find confirmed by Zeller, 

in his Philosophie der Griechen Vol. 1m. - 
§ 25. His judgment is summed up 
in a single sentence, p. 387, 1st ed. 
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out trespassing upon the province of a still higher and com- 

mon science, viz. Metaphysics; 1 wparn didocodla’. 

1 Anal. Post. 1. 32. 88. b. 20. al 

ydp dpyal dirral, é dy re xal wepl 6. 
al pév of» ¢& Sy xowal, al 3¢ wepl 6 

Bic, olowy dpOyss, wéyeOos. Some of 

the :a: dpyal, as the definitions of 

geometry and arithmetic, are given, 

Anal. Post. 1. 10. 76. b. 3. See also, 
Anal. Post. 1. 9. 76. a. 16. and I. rr, 
77.8. 26. Met. I. 1, 1003. 26. The 
firat philosophy investigates rds doxds 

(the first principles, i.e. the xowds) 
cal ras dxpordras alrias. And on the 
subject of rpurn gid. as distinguished 
from the sciences. Met. I. 3. Joh. 

Philoponus in his commentary on 
Anal. Post. 88. a. 36, illustrates the 
xowal dpyal by the principium con- 
tradictionia, and the axiom that things 

which are equal to the same thing are 
equal to one another: and Aristotle 

himself uses the same illustration (the 

prino, contrad.) at 88. b. 1. olow rd 
way pdva 4 dwropdya, (both can’t be 

done at once) and elsewhere. Aris- 

totle'’s Graz or olxeiac dpxal correspond 
closely with the ‘Fundamental Ideas,’ 
which in Dr. Whewell’s Novum Or- 
ganum Renovatum form the basis of 
his classification of the Sciences; but 

include besides special axioms and 

definitions. From Metaph. I. 3. 

1005. b. 17 we learn that in Aris- 

totle’s view the highest, and surest, 

and most infallible, and most univer- 

sal of all these xowal dpxal is the 

principium contradictionis, that the 

same thing cannot be and not be, or 

cannot be predicated and not predi- 

cated of something else, at the same 
time, in the same place, and under 
the same circumstances: a proposition 

which it is utterly impossible to deny. 
Besides rd xowd and xowal dpxal, 

Dia- 

these ultimate principles are also de- 

signated by the names, drodexrixal 

dpxal (eo Bonitz), xowa dfuduara, and 

dfuwpara par excellence. Bonitz on 

Metaph. B. 2. 996. b. 26. Waits on 

Anal. Post. 1. 2. 72.8. 17. They are 

dyurd0era, like Plato's highest idea, 

and dueca ‘immediate,’ indemonstra- 

ble, known “immediately” by intui- 

tion. Anal. Post. 1. 19. 99. b. 21. 

and ©. 9. 93. b. 22. Trend. El. Log. 

Ar. § 51. Compare also de Gen. 

Anim. 11. 8. 12 and 13. where the 

olxetas doxal are practically illustrated ; 

8 9. Adyw 8 Aoytchy (Ti dwddeck) 

dd rodro, Sri Saw xadbdrov paddos, 

woppurépw roy olxelwy deriv dpxGr. 

In concluding this note, I will take 

the liberty of borrowing from Mr. 
Grote’s Plato, I. 229. note, a quota- 

tion upon this subject from M. Jouf- 

froy's Preface to Transl. of Reid. 

‘Toute science particulitre, qui, au 

lieu de prendre pour accordées les 
données a priori qu’elle implique, dis- 

cute l’autorité de ces données—ajoute 

& son objet propre celui de la logique, 

(compare A¢yw Sé¢ Acy:x#y in the pas- 

sage of de Gen. Anim. quoted above) 

confond une autre mission avec la 
sienne, et par cela méme compromet 

la sienne: car nous verrons tout-a- 

Vbeure, et histoire de la philosophie 

montre, quelles diffcultés présentent 

ces probldmes qui sont l’objet propre 

de la logique; et nous demeurerons 

convaincus que, si les différentes 

sciences avaient eu la prétention de 

les éclaircir avant de passer outre, 

toutes peut-étre en seraient enoore 

& cette préface, et aucune n’aurait 

entamé sa véritable t&che.” 
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lectics and Rhetoric have none of these otxetas apyal. They 
deal with ‘ words’ or discussion in general: and have to argue 

upon any problem or proposition that can be presented to 

them: Rhetoric however only theoretically; practically it 1s 
limited to subjects connected with Politics. Such then briefly 
stated are the province and materials, the method, and the 

instruments of science. 
“The object proposed in the following study. or treatise, 

says Aristotle at the beginning of his Topics, the analysis of 
the system of Dialectics, is to find a method (a scientific 
systematic procedure) by which we shall be able to draw 
logical conclusions (avAAoyifera:) on any question proposed 
to us from probable materials (or premisses):’ which will very 
well serve for a definition of the art of dialectics; and the 

syllogism by which it effects its proofs is further defined and 
contrasted with azrodeécs or scientific demonstration, in these 
terms “That is demonstration, when the syllogism consists 
of (when its premisses and conclusions are) certain and 
primary principles, (€€ aAnOev xai rpwrwv. ta mpata, here 
stand for the primary principles from which a science is 
deduced: its oixetas apyat. Anal. Post. 1. 2. 72. a. 5. é« mpa- 
tov & éoti ro €€ apyav oixetwv. Top. Le. ra yn 80 érépwv 
adr be’ avtav éxovta trv mlortv,) or of propositions imme- 
diately derived from such; whereas the dialectical syllogism - 
is that which draws its conclusions from the sphere of the 
probable alone. The cardinal distinction therefore between 
science and dialectics, between the demonstrative and the 

dialectical syllogism, is that the former aims at and deals 
with exact knowledge and truth, or in other words, that the 
premisses and conclusions of its syllogisms are universal and 
necessary; dialectics, which also aims at proof and uses the 
same instrument of reasoning as scientific demonstration, 
derives all its propositions from probable and uncertain 
materials. 

Dialectics again is the art of debating or discussing, ars 
disserendi, the art of maintaining a thesis and confuting an 
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adversary. This is another of its essential characteristics, 
and a point of distinction between it and amcdeEs; Top. ®. 
1. 155. b. 26. aca 7 Totattn mpaypateia impos Erepov éoriv. 

Comp. b 7 and 10. The object of the entire system of the 
Topics is to find arguments and to dispose them (ratrew) in 
such a way as to carry your point, and reduce your adversary 
to silence. Hence at the beginning of Book @., where after 
having despatched the subject of the invention of arguments 
the author comes to treat of their arrangement, he observes, 
that the invention of topics is common to the philosopher 
and dialectician, the disposition of them and the conversion 
of them into questions is peculiar to the latter; because the 
entire treatment of dialectics has reference to some one else 
(pos érepéyv éore) that is, to an opponent; whereas the 
philosopher, a solitary investigator, so long as the proposi- 
tions of his syllogisms are ‘true and known,’ gives himself 
no concern about the admission of them by a respondent, 
and therefore arranges his proofs with the sole object of 
making his demonstration as clear and cogent as possible; 
whilst the dialectician, who depends upon the concessions of 
his opponent, is obliged to use art in the construction and 
arrangement of his syllogisms, and to conceal the conclusion 
at which he would arrive, for fear the adversary should take 
the alarm prematurely, and refuse to admit some principle 
or proposition which is necessary to the proof of his position. 
So Soph. El. c. 2. 161, b. 1. S8acxarsixot Aoyor (i. g. azro- 
Severixol) of ex Tay oixelwy apyadv éxdotou pabnparos, nad 
ove éx TaY TOU amroxpiwopévou So-av cvAXoYyLCOpeEvot. 

Dialectics are universal in their application; not confined 
like dzrobecEcs to certain definite subjects (oixeta, vrroxelpeva): 
ovdepias éructnuns apwpiopevns, Rhet.1.1.1. ody évés tuvos 
yévous adwpiopévov...y Siarextixy. I. 1. 14. sept ovdArdo- 
ylopov dpoiws atravtos THs StadexTixns éotly ely. I. 1. 11. 
ov gotw 6 Starextixcs reph yévos te wpiopévov', Soph. EL 

1 wept or bxd yévos rt dpwrpévov. science. All the special sciences are 
This belongs to the definition of  iwé rt yévos wpicpévor, as Zoology id 
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11. 172.a 12. aept wavrwv éori, Ibid. 28. sept dwayrev 
Siaréyovrar, Metaph. T’. 2. 1004. b. 19. sept macav trAnv 
TH Suvayes ypntar. Alex. Aphrod. ad Topic. sub init.: and 
employed to a certain extent and at some time or other by 
every one. 6:6 qavres xai ot idtw@Tat TpoTOY Twa ypwvTat 
TH Siarextixh nal weipaotixh, wavtTes yap péxpt Twos eyxei- 
povow avaxpivey Tous étrayyeANopévous ... EAeyyovow ovV 
atravres x.7.X. Soph. El. 11. 172. a. 30—35. and the same is 
said of rhetoric, Rhet. 1. 1.1. 

The materials which it employs in the construction of its 
mpotacels, propositions or premisses, and mpoSAnpata pro- 
blems, (questions or propositions expressed alternatively, 
Top. A. 4 101. b. 20. 104 a 5. and Waitz’s note) are in 
every case ta évdoga, Ta ws él TO Todv, Ta éevdexoueva 
G\Xws Exev, probable matter, contingent, uncertain, such as 
current popular opinions and maxims; truths it may be’, 
but neither universal nor necessary; or, if they are so in 
themselves, as in the case of the universal axioms to which 

lies the ultimate appeal in all reasoning alike (rd xowva), not 
assumed as such, but left to depend upon the concession of 
the adversary, who may deny them if he sees fit. Top. A. 1. 
100. a. 20. 30. c. 10. 104. a. 8. seq. The reason of this is 
explained, Rhet. 1.1. 12. Hence it is repeatedly said that 
philosophy or science, or the demonstrative method is directed 
to truth, and has truth for its sole object, dialectics to opinion. 
mpos dirocodiay cat’ adnOeay tepl avtav mpayyarteuréor, 
Siarextixas Sé wrpds So€av. Top. A. 14. 105. b. 30. @. 13. 162. 
b. 32. Anal. Pr. 1. 30. 46. a 8. Rhet. 1 4. 4, 5, 6. These 
materials are described, Top. A. 1. 100. b. 21, as “ the opinions 

7d riv Syuw yévos, Botany brd 7d rip 

gurwy y. Medicine érd 7d rob dyrewod 

Kal vorwdois >. ‘opposites’ in each 
genus—where there are such —being 
always under the same science. In 
other words, a science always em- 

braces the whole extent of its genus. 

1 Alex. Aphrod. Comm. ad Topic. 
100. b. 33. p. 12. Scaddper 3é 7d Prdo- 

Low rot ddnOois od rg Peudes elvai, Lore 

ydp rwa Evdota cal ddr\nOf, GAAd Tz 

éxixploe. Compare Rhet. I. 1. 11. 

where we are told that these popular 
Opinions and maxims are oftener true 
than false, because ol dyOpwro wepe- 

Kkaoe wpds d\7Oecay lxapws xal rd whew 

tuyxdvoves ris dd\nGelas. 
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of all the world, or of the great majority, or of Philosophers 
(‘the learned,’ ‘Clerks’ rots codois); and of these, either 
universally, or of the most part, or of the best known or of 
the highest reputation.” Examples of both classes of propo- 
sitions, those which are universally or generally received, and 

those which pass current only amongst philosophers and are 
not accepted by the vulgar, are numerous in the Topics. 
Instances of the former are the maxims, It is one’s duty to 
do good to one’s friends, and harm to one’s enemies [this is 
the ‘Classical’ morality throughout]; the yva@ ceavrop, 
pnddy dyav, xaipoy yobs, yarerrov éoOdov ~upevas, and 
other like popular adages and proverbial maxims of practical 
wisdom: to the latter belong such as these; opposites fall 
under the same science (as health and disease under that of 
medicine); all that is good is pleasant, or the reverse; the 
world is eternal; the parodoxes of Antisthenes drs ovx éorw 
avrineyew, of Heraclitus 7s aavta xwwetrat, of Melissus and 
Parmenides, 67s éy +o 6v—all these are open to dispute; and 
moreover it is often difficult to draw the line of separation 
between the two classes, and to decide which is a popular an 
which is a philosophical dictum. However for the purposes 
of dialectics they are all alike regarded as ‘probable. It 
appears from these and other examples—as it is expressly 
stated, Top. A. 10. 104. a. 33,—that any proposition, however 

remote from vulgar apprehension, and however special in its 
character, even the axioms and conclusions of the special 
sciences, may be subjected to dialectical discussion, provided 
only it be treated as ‘ probable,’ that is, the question be left 
open to debate, and not laid down as a necessary truth. 
However when scientific questions are dialectically handled, 
they are not to be treated scientifically, argued, that is, from 
the principles proper to the science to which they severally 
belong, for that would be to quit the province of dialectics 
and to trespass upon the domain of demonstration and science. 
See Soph. El. 2. 161. b. 1. (quoted p. 39). The scientific 
investigator starts with certain principles as axioms of his 
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science which he cannot allow to be disputed: the dialectician 

may call anything in question: he may assume the affirmative 
or negative of any proposition at his pleasure: Anal. Post. L 

2.72. a 8, mpotacis & éotiv amopavoews Td Erepov poptor, 
dy xa’ évos SiarXexTixn pev 1 Opotws NapBavovea otrotepovody, 

arrodecxrixn Sé 1) dpiapévws Odrepov, Ott adnbés. atrodavors 
8 dvripacews (contradictio, opposite assertion, affirmative and 
negative) ozoTepovoty popiov. Comp. 7. ‘Epynv.c. 11. 20. b. 
23. Oarépov popiou THs avtipacews. Ib. v. 27. det yap deb0c Gas 
éx THs Epwrncews EdécOat Grrotepoy BovdreTas THS avTipacews 

poptov. Soph. El. 2. 165. b. 3. Scarexrixol (cvAArAoytopol) of &x 
Trav évdoEwy avAXroytotixol avripacews. Dialectics therefore 
differ from demonstration in this as well as other points, 
that the man of science is not allowed to choose which side of 
an alternative he will take, ovrotepovoty trav popiwy Sodvas, 

Soph. El. 11. 172. a. 16.: whereas, in the passage Soph. El. 
2.161. b. 1., above referred to it is said that dialectics é« 

Tav Tov arroxpivopévov dSofav audrdoylfeofar—comp. Top. 
@. 1. 155. b. 7—16—the respondent takes whichever alter- 
native of the ‘problem’ he pleases, and from that, or 
with that, the conclusion must be deduced. And as the 

premisses are merely probable, and truth is not strictly 
speaking the object of the debate, the conclusion arrived at, 
dialectically considered, is a matter of indifference, provided it 
be obtained by following exactly the syllogistic method : and 
as the affirmative or negative of any proposition may be taken 
for a premiss, so the conclusion may be affirmative or nega- 
tive indifferently. That pleasure is or is not the good, that 
motion is or is not possible, that friends are or are not to be 
well treated, are conclusions equally valid in dialectics, 
though when they are looked at from the scientific point of 
view as principles of Ethics or Physics, one only of the alter- 
natives in each case can be a true and sound conclusion. In 

. dialectics the form is everything, the truth or falsehood of a 
position is a matter of indifference. Hence dialectics, and 
also Rhetoric, are said ravayria avddoyiterAar “to deduce 
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opposite conclusions”; the truth or falsehood of any given 
proposition may be proved alike by them. roy péey ovy 
Grdwy texvav ovdepia Tavavria auvdAdroyiberas, 7) 5é Svadexrexr) 

Kai pnroptxr povat ToUTO Trova Gpoiws yap eiow apdo- 
Tepas Tav evavtiwv. Rhet.1. 1.12. Compare Top.1. 2. 101. a. 
35, Suvapevos mpos audorepa S:a7ropijcas, Still the dialecti- 
cian, even as a dialectician, may have a natural preference 

for the side of a problem which is generally held to be true, 
because a paradox is harder to maintain, and less likely to 
carry conviction. Rhet. u.s. del rudrnOy nal ta Bertio rH 
diac evovrAdoyiororepa nat miPaverepa ws aTAGS EvTreiv. 

The uses of the dialectical method, that is of the tech- 

nical exposition of the rules which regulate the practice of 
debate, the invention and analysis of propositions and argu- 
ments, and the various artifices that may be employed in 
maintaining one’s own thesis and detecting the fallacy and 
refuting the objections of the opponent, are according to 
Aristotle Top. A. 2. three: a fourth is subsequently added, 
which is in fact virtually contained in the preceding. A sys- 
tematic method and rules of art are useful 1. wpés yupvaciay, 
‘for exercise, as an aid to the practice of disputation, duvapews 

xapty, to cultivate the faculty; a technical method will give 
us facility in seeing what is to be proved and how to prove 
it. This use of dialectics is illustrated by Top. @. 14. 164. 
a. 12. seq. 2. mpds tas évrev€es, in conducting arguments 
which necessarily arise in common conversation. In dealing 
with ordinary people who are incapable of following a 
scientific demonstration, and comprehending scientific defi- 
nitions, we must have recourse to probable principles and 
to arguments upon probable grounds’: and this mode of 

1 The explanation in the text is 
that of Alexander Aphrod., and differs 
from that of Waits, if I rightly under- 
atand his note on the passage. It is 

however fully confirmed by the paral- 
lel passage in Rhet. 1. 1. 12. re 8é 
wpds érlous...rpds Tovs roddovs évred- 

fews. where reference is made to this 
place of the Topics. Alexander inter- 

prets évredteis, rhs wpds robs wrodovs 
ovvovolas. In this second use of dia- 
lectics we are on common ground with 
rhetoric. 
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arguing it is the business of dialectics to teach. When we 
know what the opinions of the vulgar are, says Aristotle, we 
shall be able to meet them upon their own grounds. 3. pds 
Tas Kata dirocodiay emornpas. The use of the dialectical 
method, and the habit of arguing upon either alternative of 
@ question, 76 mpos audotepa Siatropyoat, will quicken our 
discernment of the truth or falsehood of scientific demonstra- 
tions and conclusions. Compare Top. @. 14. 163. b. 9, apos 
Te yuoow Kal thy Kata dirocodiay dpovnow Td SuvacGat 
cuvopav Kal cuvewpaxévat Ta ad’ éxatépas cupSaivoyra rhs 
UmoGécews ov pixpov Spyavoy’ Aovrrov yap TovTwy apbas édé- 
Oa Garepov. “It is the office of the same faculty” as he 
says Rhet. 1.1.11. “to discern the truth (the object of 
science) and that which resembles truth (i.e. 7d évdo€ov)... 
and therefore sagacity as applied to popular and probable 
opinions belongs to the same mental constitution as that 
which is applied to the discovery of scientific truth.” 4. wpdés ra 
TpaTa Tay wept éxaoTny émiatnuny apydv. Compare Anal. 
Post. 1.11.77. a. 26—29. Aristotle had begun the chapter by 
saying that the uses of dialectics are three: he now adds a 
fourth, which, as Alexander and Waitz have both noticed, is 

already implied in the preceding. It means that as the first 
principles of any special science cannot be demonstrated by 
the science itself, ézreid) pata: at apyal amavtwy eici, as 
they are to tt avv7roGerot, absolute and independent, and must 
be taken for granted without proof; (because demonstration 
must ultimately depend for its support upon something ex- 
ternal to itself, otherwise it would be carried back ad infini- 

tum and never stop; and this basis in every special science 
is provided by its specific apya/—see the beginning and the 
last chapter of the Analytica Posteriora—) these, if they are 
to be investigated at all, must be investigated through the 
medium of the all sifting all questioning method of dialectics, 
placed upon the lower level of probability, and thus undergo 
an examination in utramque partem. Similarly of the cowwal 
apyal, Metaph. K. 5. 1062. a 2. «epi trav rowovTey (Tov 
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apyev, the principium contradictionis and the ultimate 
axioms of all reasoning) awA@s péy ove Eotw arroderkis, 

apos Tovde 8 got. Ib. Vv. 30. amoddekis pev obv ovdepuia 
Tovr@y éaoTiv amas, pos pévrot Tov Tavta TiBépevoy aTro- 
decEcs. Cum specie quadam veritatis, dsaXextixas, probari 
possunt ei qui nobiscum disputat. Waitz. Comm. ad Topic. 
p. 436. Brandis, Handb. Anist. 1. 144. has these words. Die 
Dialektik bahnt untersuchend den weg zu den principien der 
begriffsbestimmungen, die weisheit oder wissenschaft in 
strengerem sinne des worts erkennt sie, see also not. 48’. 
See on this same subject, Poste, Introd. to Transl. of Post. 
Anal. pp. 21 and 32. The view taken by him of this rela- 
tion of dialectics to science is not unlike that of Zeller. A 
good description of the dialectical practice as recommended 

1 Zeller, Phil. der Gr. m1. 384, 5. 

(1st Ed.), puts the following interpre- 

tation on this fourth use of dialectics. 
The axioms and principles on which 

the special sciences are based are in- 
demonstrable by that scieace, and can 

only be arrived at by induction. But 
from the infinity of particulars no in- 
duction (i.e. the inductio per enume- 

rationem simplicem, as it was under- 

stood by Aristotle) can be complete, 

and the axioms therefore are always 
more or lees liable to uncertainty. To 

rectify this in some degree and con- 

firm their validity we may have re- 
course to the common opinions and 
general probabilities of the case. These 
when examined and sifted and classi- 
fied will furnish a sort of induction, 

after a dialectical investigation, which 
consiste in setting them one against 
another taking alternately either side 
of each question. It ia on this prin- 
ciple, says Zeller, that Aristotle him- 

self proceeds in his scientific writings. 
Before he enters upon the dogmatic 
statement of the principles on which 

he himself bases the science, he goes 

through a series of dwopla:, examining 
the preceding views on their various 
sides, and thus bringing them into col- 
lision with one another. These dia- 

lectical discussions furnish teeta of the 
results of the preceding inductions, 
which can thus be brought under one 

point of view and harmonised, and so 

become the preparation and founda- 

tion of the dogmatic development. 
I am not sure that Zeller is not going 
a little beyond Aristotle in his inter- 

pretation of this passage. I doubt if 
the question of induction entered into 

his meaning at all. I should rather 
suppose that all that he means to say 
is this, that whereas these fundamental 

principles of the aciences are incapable 
of demonstration, dialectics may at 

any rate be made useful, by discussing 
and trying them, and submitting them 

to ‘cross examination’, and showing 
what is to be said pro and con, in 
establishing for them a high degree of 

probability, which is all that dialectics 
can do. 

6 
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and exemplified by Plato, is to be found in Grote’s Plato, 
c. VI. Vol. 1. p. 229. and elsewhere. 

These three uses of dialectics are very well and briefly 
described by Brandis, in his treatise tiber Aristoteles’ rhetorik, 
p. 12, and I will therefore quote his own words. Die topik 
soll, Nach Arist. Top. 1. 2., auf dreierlei gerichtet sein, auf 
(geistige) iibung (arpés yupvaciav), auf anweisung zur debatte 
(arpos ras évrev&ecs), auf vorbereitung fiir die philosophischen 
wissenschaften (wpds tas xata didocodiay émiotnpas), d.h. 
fiir die wissenschaften im eigentlichen sinne des worts. Den 
zweiten zweck hat sie mit der rhetorik gemein; diese soll 
anweisen durch gemeinhin angenommenes (8a tov Ko.wayv) 
in der rede zu iiberzeugen (sroceiobar tras miores Kal Tovs 
AOyous). 

The distinction between philosophy, which employs the 
demonstrative or scientific method and dialectics with its 
spurious branch sophistic, is further illustrated by a passage 
of the Metaphysics, I’. 2.1004. b. 17. After describing the 
field embraced by the speculations of the ‘philosopher’ and 
pointing out that his inquiries are directed to ro dy 9 dy, 
that is, being and its essential properties (7ra6n xa? avra, 
téua), regarded in themselves and apart from the accidents 
connected with, or properties remotely deducible from them, 
the author proceeds; onpeiov 5é ot yap dvaXexriKxol tavroy 
Urrodvovtat TYLA TE piroochy 7 yap codictixy pawopevy 
povov codia ori, cal of Svadextixot Siadéyovras rept dardytwv, 
xosvoy 5¢ raat To Gv éoti Svaréyovras Sé arepi tovTwy Shrov 
dre Sud TO THs pirocodias elvas ava oixeia. Tepl pwév yap TO 
auro yévos oTpederat 7 coguotixn Kal 7 Svarextixn TH piro- 
copia, adrc Siadépes TAS ev TH Tpor~@ THs Suvdwews, THs 
5é rob Biov rH mpoaipéce. ore Sé 7 Stadrextixyn treipactens) 
wept oy 4 pirocodla yywpioticyn, 7 5é cogiotinn hatvouevn, 
ovca Sot. One proof that the domain of philosophy embraces 
the entire range of things existing is derived from a com- 
parison between it and dialectics and sophistic. Since these 
two “covertly assume the disguise of philosophy,” the objects 
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of the three must be coextensive. For sophistic is nothing 
but sham philosophy, and every question may be discussed 
by the dialectician, whilst being is common to all three. So 

that they all “revolve about,” (versantur circa!) turn upon, 
are occupied with, the same class of subjects: only dialectic 
differs from philosophy in the mode in which the faculty is 
exercised, and sophistic in the purpose of the life (of the 
Professor), in the moral end and intention*®. For dialectic 
is tentative where philosophy aims at exact knowledge, and 
sophistic is a sham and not a real philosophy. Philosophy 
and dialectics may discuss the same questions: and each of 
them has the dyvajus, the faculty or latent power, of dealing 
with them in the same way: but this Svvapis is developed 
in different directions, and in the actuality, évepyeia (the 
complete development and exercise), they differ in the mode 
of exercising it: for whilst philosophy proceeds from true 
and certain principles to necessary conclusions, and investi- 
gates the very truth of things, dialectics, whose sphere 1s 
popular and current opinion, aiming not at truth but at the 
refutation of an adversary, in the process of sifting proposi- 
tions and arguments, tries (experiments upon) and tests the 
truth, and thus accidentally helps to illustrate it. Philosophia 
a@ veris profecta principiis ipsam cognoscit veritatem, dialec- 
tica verum tentat modo et experitur, et profecta a vulgi 
opinionibus viam quasi parat philosophie. Bonitz ad h.1L 
Dialectica ab iis proficiscens quze in communi hominum 
opinione versantur (ra évdoéa) in utramque partem disputat 
et difficultates ita quasi exagitat ut verum indagetur et ad 
artium principia patefiat accessus. Trendel. El Log. Arist. 
Not. ad § 33. p. 103. srespacrixn’ according to this explana- 

1 Quint. u. 15.15. Quidam enim 
circa res omnes, quidam circa civiles 

modo versari rhetoricen putaverunt. 
* Comp. Rhet. 1.1.14. 6 yap ao- 

Giorixds...xcarda rh» Suvapuy. 

3 Waitz translates weipacrix} que 

propositum habet ut tentet adversarium 

note on 172. a 21, a sense which 

seems to be suitable to the word when 

it is applied to a special branch of dia- 

lectics, as it is in p. 165. b. 4—6, where 

see Waitz’s note: because in this ap- 
plication of it the characteristic, from 
which the name is derived, is that it 
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tion is nearly equivalent to é£eracrixy in Top. A. 2.101. b. 3.: 

meipacticn and tetpaotixds are so frequently applied in the 
Topics to dialectics and the dialectician, as to be almost con- 
vertible with them, for instance, Soph. El. 11. 172. a. 36. 171. 
b.9. metpay XaBety 172. a, 23.183. b.2. Scadrextixn and tretpa- 

oricyn are however in the treatise de Soph. El. sometimes 
distinguished as separate branches of the general art of debate. 
See Soph. El. c. 2. and c. 8, 169. b. 25. 171. b. 4. 172. a. 30. 
183. b. 4. 

The foregoing remarks will serve also to explain another 
passage of the Metaphysics, to be compared with that 
already cited; Bk. K. 3.1061. b. 7. Aye pny Starextun xal 
n copiotixn tav cupBeBnxotwy pév eit Tois ovoW, ovY F 

8 dvra, ovdé arepl ro Gv avtTo Kal’ Goov ov eat. 

In further illustration of this distinction of philosophy 
and dialectics I will quote one more passage from the Soph. 
E]l.c. 11.172. a. 11—36. because it is very explicit, and describes 
this in detail. “The dialectician,” we are there told, ‘“ does 

not deal with any special or definite class of subjects, ove 
Gore mept yévos Tt wptopévoy, nor is his function to demon- 
strate anything (derixds i.e. azrodevxtixds), nor does he 
belong to the family of the ‘universalists’’ (men of science, 

argues from the opinions of the oppo- 

nent, wepacOa and drowepaoGa: fre- 

quently denote ‘‘ to put to the proof,” 

‘to try an adversary’s strength,” as 
Plat. Thest. 154. D. éx weptovolas dd- 

AffrAwy droweipwuevor. 157.0. &c. But 

when it is applied to dialectics in 

general, the other meaning seems to 
be the true one; as may be inferred 
from weipacrixh wept dy f p. yruwpt- 

eruxh. in Metaph. I.c. On recpacrixh, 

see further in Poste, Introd. to Transl. 

of Post. Anal. p.21. seq. A different 
distinction is given by Waitz on Soph. 
El. c. 2. between d:adexrixol and wes- 

paorixol illi quidem (colligunt) ex iis 

ques omnibus probari solent, hi vero 

ex iis que probantur adversario. But 
dialectics as commonly understood 
(when not expressly distinguished from 

wetpacrixy) always includes this latter 
characteristic. 

1 o08é rocodros olos 6 ka@édov. bxKa- 

6édov is an elliptical phrase, which 
may be supplied, either by understand- 

ing the simple wy», and then it will be 

parallel to Plato’s ol péovres, of lordy- 

res, in the Thestetus, used to desig- 
nate the maintainers of the views of 

universal motion and universal rest, 

the Heracliteans and Eleatics, by a 

sort of personification of the doctrine 

itself, and in this case 6 xa@édou ‘the 

universal’ stands for one who deals ex- 
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whose propositions and conclusions are ‘universals’):” all 
these being characteristic of the scientific demonstrator. “For 
neither can everything be included under one genus,” the 
dialectician disputes about everything, and therefore cannot 
be a man of science, “nor if it were, is it possible for all 

existing things to be reduced under, the same first principles.” 
Every science is subordinate to and based upon certain 
special first principles: if the dialectician were a ‘man of 
science,’ that is, the professor of any special science, the 
entire field of things existing, which all fall within his pro- 
vince, must be referrible to or deducible from, the same 

special first principles: but this is impossible. ‘Conse- 
quently no demonstrative art (réyvn) is interrogative,” pre- 

sents an alternative, and argues from the answer of the 
opponent; propositiones ex quibus demonstrationem conficit, 
num sibi concedantur ab adversario non querit, sed ponit. 

Waitz. “for it cannot assume (Sodvas ‘to offer;’ but since 
the ‘offering’ of a thesis to another for his acceptance pre- 
supposes that the offerer accepts or assumes its truth, so 
Sotvat here is equivalent to ‘assume’) either branch of an 
alternative indifferently (like dialectics), because a syllogism 
(that is, such a syllogism as science requires to prove its 

propositions) cannot be constructed from both (affirmative or 

clusively with the universal: or else, distinguishes the man of science from 

and perhaps more naturally, dwodex- 
vowy or guddoyiféuevos may be under- 

stood, and the meaning will be sub- 

stantially the same, ‘one whose de- 
monstrations or conclusions are always 
universal.’ This is in fact one of the 
distinguishing characteristics of sci- 
ence. All sciences, and all arts so far 

as their theory and rules are concerned, 
operate in the sphere of the universal ; 
réxvn and éxisriun are rol xadébdou, 
éuwepla rot nad’ Exacrov. Metaph. A. 
I. 981. a. 16. and c. 2. See Bonitz. 
Comment. p. 49. And this sufficiently 

the dialectician, who at any rate docs 

not confine himself to the discussion 

of universal problems. Waitz how- 

ever is not satisfied with this, and re- 

ferring to Anal. Post. 1. 4. 73. b. 26., 

understands it thus, qui ex iis solis 
colligit que cum ipsa rei natura ne- 

ceasario conjuncta sunt. The ellipse 

he does not explain. 
Coinpare Rhet. 1. 2. 9. rd 8¢ rua 

bvrwy...4 KaOddrou, 3 ws éxl rd TON), 

éxe? wey cudroyiopuds evraida 82 évbd- 

nea Kanetrat. 
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negative). But dialectic is interrogative. Had it attempted 
demonstration—though I don’t say all its propositions—at 
any rate its primary highest axioms and special principles, 
it never could have converted into questions,” (proved by 
way of interrogation in the dialectic manner. If dialectics 
affected a scientific method, it must have conformed to the 

laws of science; and it would have had some special prin- 

ciples, ofxetat apyai, from which to deduce its propositions. 
But the dialectical method is essentially interrogatory; if it 
abandons that method it ceases to be dialectical; and so 

leaves all its propositions and principles at the mercy of the 
opponent. And this shows at once that it cannot be scien- 
tific: were 1t so, it would have special principles, axioms and 
definitions, of its own, and these could not be left dependent 

upon the judgment or will of another, for that would deprive 
the supposed science of its only basis and foundation'.) “For 
if the other party refused to concede them, it would have 
no materials left to furnish a reply to his objection. Dhialec- 
tic is also Pirastic”—here is another difference between 
dialectics and science—“ for neither is Pirastic a science like 
geometry, but a faculty that may be possessed even by one 
who is ignorant of science. For it is possible for a man who 
is ignorant of the subject in question to examine another 
who is equally ignorant, provided his propositions be not 
derived froin assumed scientific knowledge, or from the spe- 
cial and peculiar principles of the science, but merely from 

1 odx épwrd &\Ad Aap Bdver (assumes) 

6 drodexviwy, Alex. Aphrod. Com- 
given principles, where the same con- 
clusion will not follow (uh SelxvvcGar 

ment. ad Top. 172. a. 18. Compare 

Anal. Post. 1. 11. 77. a. 31. 4 52 &a- 

Nexrixh ovK Eorw ovTrws wpionéwy 

TWav. ov yap dy howra. dmwrodeKvirra 

yap ovx Eorw épwrgy dd 7d Tay dyTe- 

cetpévwy Svrwv uh 8elxvvcbar 7d adré. 

In demonstration, where only one solu- 
tion of a given problem can be true, 

and that necessarily follows from the 

76 avré) from the assumption of either 

alternative, the affirmative or nega- 

tive, of a given principle or proposi- 

tion (Trav dvrixetuévwy Svrwyv)—the first 

principles of the science cannot be left 

open to question, nor can the assump- 

tion of them be allowed, as in dialec- 

tics, to depend upon the concession of 
an opponent. 
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their ordinary consequences; (é« tay érropevwy, a knowledge 
of things gained by mere experience and routine, Waitz.) 
which are such that a man may very well be acqnainted 
with them without a knowledge of the art (sic) itself, but of 
which the ignorance is absolutely incompatible with any 
knowledge of the art at all. Consequently it is plain that 
meipactixyn 18 not a science of any definite branch of know- 
ledge: whence it follows that it is universal in its applica- 
tion; (and thus in some sense may be applied to the sciences 
themselves) because all arts and sciences employ certain 
universal axioms, besides the special axioms &c. peculiar to 
each («ai xowots ticiv). Accordingly everybody, even those 
who make no profession of science (ot ids@rat), make use 
after a fashion of dialectics and areipaotixn: for every one to 
a certain extent undertakes to examine (avaxpivew) the pre- 
tensions of Professors (of any art or science. This is 
metpactixn When distinguished, as a subordinate branch, from 
diarextixn.) And these (which everybody appeals to) are 
the universal principles (ra xowa). For these they know 
equally well themselves” (as the men of science) —they have 
an unconscious and undeveloped knowledge of them: they 
know them after a fashion and can apply them, though not 
perhaps with perfect exactness—‘ though their expression 
of them may be very defective in precision’. And so every 
one practises this art of testing and confutation; for they 
employ unsystematically and unscientifically a practice of 

which dialectics is the scientific and systematic method, and 
every one who tries or tests arguments by the syllogistic art 
is a dialectician.” Compare with these last remarks Rhet. 1 
1. 1. where precisely the same thing is said of rhetoric. 

Now let us, although all this has been stated or implied 
already, repeat by way of summary the principal points of 

1 «dv Soxdct May Ew Aéyeww. The deviate from the rules by which the 
meaning of this is not quite certain. I application of these axioms should be 
have adopted Mr. Poste’s translation. regulated. 
éiw Aéyew may also, I think, mean, to 
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agreement and disagreement between science and dialectics, 
and then illustrate these by an example. 

Both of them alike follow a rigorous method: alike they 
employ syllogism and induction, the latter in collecting their 
principles and major premisses, the former in deducing their 
conclusions; the highest and most universal principles of 
reasoning, ra xotvd, which lie beyond and are antecedent to 
the special principles of the several sciences, are common to 
both alike. 

But whilst science from universal and necessary prin- 
ciples, some of them always special and peculiar to each 
science, the latter of which it assumes a priori and will not 

suffer to be called in question or submit to the caprice of 
an opponent, deduces universal and necessary conclusions, 
and all the materials that it employs are impressed with the 
same character of universality and necessity, which alone 
constitute exact knowledge and truth, the sole object and 
aim of science; whence it is said to be epi ro 8y—dialectic 
on the other hand is epi rd cupBeBnxes, its sphere is the 
probable, its principles current popular opinions: it is uni- 
versal in its application, and may deal even with the prin- 
ciples and propositions of science, only in that case they are 
not to be treated as necessary, but regarded like all the 
rest as only probable and open to question; it 1s indifferent 
to truth, and aims only at proving its point, and thereby 
refuting an adversary, whose existence 1s always assumed 
in every dialectical discussion, even when it is carried on in 
@ man’s own brain and in his own study; it therefore regards 
every thing as an open question, takes either side of an 
alternative indifferently, concludes as readily the negative as 
the affirmative (ravayria ovAdoylleras); it depends abso- 
lutely for its arguments upon the concessions of the oppo- 
nent, real or imaginary : to it the form or method is every- 
thing, the truth of the conclusion nothing, except so far as it 
follows legitimately from the exact observance of the rules of 
the syllogism, which is its instrument. 
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The Mathematician, for instance, starting from the prin- 
ciples of his science and following a ngorous method necessa- 

rily concludes in one way ; he cannot prove that two straight 
lines may enclose a space, or that the three angles of a triangle 
are not equal to two mght angles; not that he has any per- 
sonal interest in proving that the three angles of a triangle 
are equal to two right angles: in this respect it is a matter 
of perfect indifference to him whether they are equal or 

unequal ; but only one of them can be true, and he is con- 
strained by his principles and his method to arrive at one 
single conclusion and at no other. The dialectician following 

his method is equally indifferent to the conclusion to which 
his arguments lead him: as a philosopher he may have his 
own private opinion upon the eternity of the universe or 

the poasibility of motion ; as a moralist he may hold that 
the opinion that the good is nothing but pleasure, or virtue 

mere knowledge, is false; but as a dialectician following 

his rules of art he argues upon either side of these ques- 
tions and concludes either way with equal facility. It might 

seem at first sight that the truth of the conclusion is nog 
a matter of indifference to the dialectician any more than to 

the man of science; but this misapprehension arises from 
not distinguishing between the debater and the man’ The 
questions which usually come under discussion, questions of 
morals or politics, physical problems, philosophical theories, 
are such as very often involve important practical interests, 

the solution of which may materially affect the well being of 
the individtal and of society. Ifa man maintain false views 
upon such questions he may be a bad philosopher, and if he 
seek to disseminate them knowing them to be false, he may 
be a bad man; but if he force an opponent to assent to his 
thesis, and refute the opposing theory by arguments without 
a flaw, he is a good dialectician. Against those who object 
to the cultivation of dialectics and rhetoric upon the ground 
of the mischief which may arise from the misuse of it, Aristotle replies Rhet. 1. 1, that they are like all powerful and therefore 
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dangerous weapons, which when misapplied may do infinite 
harm: but this is no valid objection to the use of them for 
lawful and beneficial purposes, and therefore to the acquisition 
of skill in the employment of them by practice and study : 
that these, like all other arts, should be cultivated for the 

use and not for the abuse of them; in order to know what 

the method of reasoning is, and how to employ it to refute 
what is false and injurious, and maintain and defend what is 
true and salutary. 

The dialectical method as described by Aristotle in the 
terms which have been cited from his works may be readily 
illustrated from the arguments which form the staple of most 
of the Platonic dialogues or (not quite so well) from Bp. 
Berkeley's philosophical dialogues. We have for example a 
Sophist first laying down some antisocial or immoral doc- 
trine; he is encountered by Socrates, a debate ensues and 
issue is speedily joined. Socrates undertakes to refute the 
position and sustains the part of 6 épwray, o édéyyar, 6 éfe- 
rawwv, 6 émyerpav, the questioner or assailant, the Sophist 
being the respondent, or maintainer of the thesis, 6 aro- 
Kptvomevos, 6 Umréywv Tov royov. The principles main- 
tained and the positions assumed are all probable and open 
to question, the appeal being in all cases made either to cur- 
rent maxims and opinions or to those ultimate principles 
which are common to and the foundation of all reasoning. 
The respondent takes either side ororepovoiy poptoy of the 
alternatives offered by the assailant and the latter is obliged 
to argue from the admissions of his opponent ‘é« twv tov 
aroxpwopevouv Sokay avdAdoyitec Oat; the conclusion which is 
finally elicited from the concessions of the adversary may be 
the affirmative or negative of the position originally laid 
down, cvAroyiferat tavavria, this being to the dialectician a 
matter of indifference so long as the forms of argument are 
duly observed, though to the philosopher or the man it may 
be of vital importance. 

Of this general art of debating Rhetoric is a special 
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branch. Aristotle commences his treatise on Rhetoric with 
the remark that it is the counterpart of Dialectics. The full 
import of the term (uvytiotpodos) there employed, implying 
exact correspondence in detail, will be explained in the note 
on that passage. There are however so many points of dif- 

ference between them in respect of form and substance, 
(dialectics for example necessarily implies an argument by 
question and answer—from which indeed it takes its name— 
and an opponent whose concessions furnish the data on 
which the adversary founds his argument; rhetoric is ex- 
pressed in continuous speeches addressed to a special audi- 
ence, political or judicial, and in consequence derives its 
materials almost exclusively from politics in the larger sense, 
since it almost invariably turns upon political social and 
moral questions; nor again has the mode of argumentation 
the same formal character in the latter that it has in the 
former art; to which many minor points of difference might 
be added) that the word cannot, or at least ought not to, be 
applied here in its strict signification, but probably denotes 
no more than a general correspondence or analogy. Of the 
four terms employed by Aristotle to express the connexion 
of Rhetoric with Dialectics, avriotpodos, éuolwpa, pmoptov, 
mapagves Rhet. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 7. the two Jast seem best to 
describe the relation in which they stand to one another. 
Dialectics is the mother science of probable reasoning which 
handles every question; and rhetoric, which argues practical 
questions of politics and Ethics, (one member of her family, 
with a strong family likeness,) a subordinate “branch” or 
“department”, an “ offshoot” or “scion”. 

Still although its sphere is thus practically limited, 
theoretically considered it embraces as wide a range of 
subjects as dialectics. ep! ovdevds wptopévou ovdetépa avtay 
éotiv émiornun Rhet. 1. 2. 7 comp. 1. 2. 1. 1 1. 14 aepl rod 
SoPévros ws elmeiv. 1. 2.11: both of them are mere arts or 

1 Alexander Aphrod. on Top. 100. xeluevoy 7d wept wayrés (the addition 
a. 19 has the following remark. wpoc- of weol w. to the description of &a- 
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faculties of supplying arguments, Rhet. 1. 2. 7. Its office 
is not properly speaking to persuade, though it was usually 
so defined in the rhetorical schools and treatises, as that 

of dialectics is not to convince or refute: but as the con- 
ditions of the latter art are satisfied and its end attained 
when arguments are found and a method pursued which 
are capable of refuting an opponent and reducing him to 
silence, so in like manner the end of rhetoric does not 

require the actual persuasion of an audience, which is often 
rendered impossible by causes altogether independent of the 
rhetorician, as prejudice or stupidity; but its function is “to 
ascertain the possible means of persuasion on a given sub- 
ject,” 16 iSety ta vrapyovra miava rept Exaorov. Rhet. 1. 
1.14; the artistic process consisting in the mode of treat- 
ment, and not including the result; as is likewise the case 
with medicine and all other practical arts. 

The probable and the contingent are the province and 
the materials of both alike; of dialectics, everything that 
can be brought under this denomination: of rhetoric, human 
actions and motives and characters, and in general every- 
thing that we deliberate about, and which is in our own 
power’. Like dialectics again it does not affect demonstration 
(arrodecEts). When azrodecEis or ovddAoyiopuos is applied to 
rhetorical arguments as it sometimes is, it is not used in 
the technical sense of scientific demonstration, but stands 

Aexrixh) xwplfer ws ris Ayropuchs rhy 
Sarexrixhy. od} yap duolws wepl wap- 

ros xpoBAhmaros } pnropikh avdd\oy- 

orccy. An yap uadrow TP phrops ra 
HOucd re kal woririxd wpoPAjpara, d 

8! ddStwy wecpGra Kal abrh dwodex- 
vévar. This is quite true; but Alex- 

ander forgets that in the Rhetoric 

(1. c.) Aristotle had said the reverse ; 
else he would have told us that this 

universality of application is merely 
theoretical; an orator may speak or 
argue upon any subject whatever ; but 

practically he seldom does speak upon 
any but political and moral questions. 
I have here left the éridecxrixdy yévos 

altugether out of the account, because 
it is entirely subordinate to the other 
two: though even in this kind of rhe- 

toric, as we may gather from Iso- 

crates’ extant orations, the subject of 
these declamations was generally taken 
from Politics or History. 

1 On the objects of deliberation see 
Eth. Nic. 1. 5. 
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for ‘proof’ and ‘reasoning’ in general—nor does it pretend 

to teach anything (Sdacxandsen) 1. 2.1. 1.1. 12 d8acxnarlas 
ydp €or 6 Kata THY értaTnuny AOyoS...GdX’ avaynn Sia Tay 
Kowa qtoveicGa: tas lores. instruction is conveyed by 
science and its peculiar principles and method; rhetoric 
argues with the universally accepted principles and current 
opinions of mankind. Again, I. 2.21, of the rézroz of which 

the materials of rhetoric consist, the one kind, the xowvol torrot, 
loci communissimi, as the topic of degree tod padrov Kal 
Hrrov, will convey no instruction on any definite subject, 
being equally applicable to all; and the other, ta Mca or 
ein, topics derived from special subjects or sciences, as 
physics, ethics, politics, in proportion to the knowledge and 
exactness with which the rhetorician or dialectician selects 
his premisses from them, he will insensibly be carried beyond 
the boundaries of his own art into an alien and special 
science: for any ‘principle’ that he lights upon (that is, 
any of the cat or oixetas apyai of the sciences) will belong 
not to dialectics or rhetoric but to that science whose prin- 
ciples he has thus adopted. 

Though the rhetorician is not strictly and formally de- 
pendent like the dialectician upon the concessions of an 
adversary, yet he is so in some sense upon his audience; 
for in ordinary cases he can only assume such principles 
and sentiments in conducting his argument as he knows 
will be acceptable to them, or which they are prepared to 
admit; for which purpose he has to study their characters. 
See for example the topics in Rhet. 1 9. and the popular 
sentiments there appealed to. 

The art of rhetoric too, like that of dialectics, teaches 

how to argue on both sides of a question indifferently, ravay- 
tia auddoyiterat, tavavrla Set SuvacBar melGew, Rhet. 1. 1. 
12. This follows as a consequence from the nature of the 
materials with which it has to deal. None of these are 
universal and necessary ; and a case which is merely proba- 
ble, always leaves the alternative open to proof. Such ques- 
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tions have necessarily two sides; and therefore the art of 

rhetoric teaches how to maintain the affirmative or negative 

as the occasion may chance to require. Not that the orator 

nead argue both sides of the same question, or be indiffer- 

ant to the side which he does take, as Aristotle adds; but 

that he may be acquainted with the method, and prepared to 

meet the fallacies of an ignorant or dishonest reasoner. 

That an art may be abused is no proof of its inutility or 
immorality : everything may be misused, and most especially 
the choicest and best gifts and accomplishments and the 
most useful and necessary arts, health, strength, wealth, 

abilities, medicine, military skill and science. 

I have already entered at some length, in speaking of 
the charactoristic peculiarities of Aristotle's treatise on Rhe- 
toric, into tho differences in the mode of treatment of any 

wubject required by the rigorous exactness of scientific in- 
quiry and demonstration on the one hand, and the popular 
method of ‘porsuasion’ employed by Rhetoric on the other: 
and I have exemplified this difference especially in the treat- 
ment of definitions, illustrating it by a comparison of some 
of the most striking of these as they appear in the scientific 
or quasi scientific treatises of the Politics, Ethics, de Anima, 

and jin the Rhetoric’. For the further illustration of this 
difference I will refer my readers to Brandis’ article on Aris- 
totle’s Rhetoric in Schneidewin'’s Philologus, Vol. rv. No. 1., 

which I have already several times had occasion to mention. 
He has entered into a very elaborate comparison of the 
Rhetoric with all the other works of Aristotle with which it 
in any Way comes in coutact, first and foremost and in the 
flillest detail with the Topics—which thus furnishes a con- 
trast af the dralectioul and rhetorical manner of dealing with 
the same topics af anrument—and also the Analytics, the 
de Avima the Nicumachean Ethics, and the Politics. It is 
w concisely expressed that any epitame or abbreviation 
would do it injustice, and it is far too long to admit of being 

\ ‘Thin eceare in the cartier part of the Introdection, not here printed. 
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quoted here entire. I must confine myself to a very general 

description of its contents, and to one or two of the parallel 

cases by way of illustration, to which I will add one or two 

of my own. 

From the comparative survey of the Topics and the Rhe- 

toricit appears that the choice and comprehension of the topics 

illustrated are determined by the nature and limits of the arts 

to which they severally belong. Dialectics of course which 

discusses every thing treats the subject much more compre- 

hensively, and introduces many divisions and distinctions 

which are omitted in the corresponding analyses of the 

Rhetoric. The practical limitation of the application of the 
rules of rhetoric to human actions and characters excludes a 
great number of the general topics of dialectics, and of their 

subordinate divisions, as useless for the purposes of the other 
art. Thus in the analysis of the fallacious enthymemes in 
Rhet. 11. 24,—corresponding to the de Soph. EL., the treatise on 
logical fallacies appended to the topics,—of the first general 

division of these fallacies, those namely which arise from the 
misuse of language, vrapa tyy reEv, out of the five or six 

different kinds which are distinguished in the Topics, only 
two appear in the Rhetoric (the fallacies arising from am- 
biguous, homonymous, words, and from deceptive combinations 

and separations): of the seven kinds of the other division’, 
fallacies Ew ris Aé£ews, such as originate in causes beyond 
the range of language—he will not allow the distinction of 
mpos Tovvopa and mpos Scavoray, as if thought could be inde- 
pendent of language—recognised in the Topics, only four 
are to be found in the Rhetoric. But this is not all; besides 

the omissions, there are in both cases additions of topics 
suitable only to rhetoric; to the first of the two divisions are 
added the three first topics of § 2, and detvwors, ‘exaggera- 
tion’ (for the purpose of exciting the emotions and passions) 

1 This is an instance of the logical not-language. Its value may be mea- 

division by ‘dichotomy’; the two sured by this example. 
classes being fallacies of language and 
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§ 4., a topic especially appropriate to this art and absolutely 
excluded from the art of debating: in the second, the fallacy 
éx onpelwv, § 5., which is noticed in the Soph. El. c. 5. 167. 
b. 8. but with the remark that it belongs to rhetoric, and that 

of § 10., are over and above the kinds expressly distinguished 
in the dialectical treatise. 

This will serve as a specimen of the different mode of 
treatment required by dialectics and rhetoric in the selection 
of topics. Passing on to the Analytics we find in the expla- 
nation and definition of the instruments and materials of 
rhetoric, as onpeiov, rexpnptov, Trapadevypya, & technical logical 
analysis and detail, which is omitted as unsuitable in the 
rhetorical treatise, and replaced by descriptions much more 
popular and practical; as may be seen by a comparison of 
the treatment severally bestowed upon them at the end of 

the second book of the Prior Analytics and in the second 
chapter of the Introduction to the Rhetoric. 

Of the three remaining works which might afford us the 
means of comparing scientific with rhetorical treatment, in 
the de Anima the doctrine of the aa@n or ‘affections,’ the 

discussion of which in detail would have brought the two 

works into contact, is omitted, and the subject dismissed 

with some very general reflexions and a transcendental defini- 
tion near the opening of the book. Had it been thoroughly 
gone into, the treatment of the subject would most certainly 
have differed widely from that which is adopted in the 
Rhetoric, where they are considered merely in respect of 
their external manifestation, of the sort of persons against 
whom they are directed, and the motives and means by which 
they may be excited or allayed: and consequently those only 
are selected for discussion which are most easily brought 
under the influence of the speaker. 

In the Ethics and Politics as compared with the Rhetoric 
we have already drawn attention to the definition of virtue in 
the former, and the classification of forms of government in 
the latter, as very striking illustrations of the scientific mode 
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of dealing with those subjects in contrast with the popular 
method of the Rhetoric. These of course are not omitted in 
Brandis’ list. We may further compare the two lists of spe- 
cial virtues in the Ethics and Rhetoric—most of these are 
common to both systems; and Brandis finds in the latter 
work hints and indications of the Ethical distinction of moral 
and intellectual virtues, and of the famous doctrine of the 

mean’. The list in the Rhetoric has all the moral virtues of 
the Ethics with the exception of the nameless mean between 
irotiwia and adidroriula: the minor and social virtues which 
mark the well bred gentleman are omitted. The principle of 
selection is stated 1. 9. 6. and is characteristic of rhetoric. It 
is, that the highest virtues are those which are most useful to 
society (rots GAXows). At the end of the list are added the 
two intellectual virtues of the 6th book of the Nicom. Ethics, 

dpovnots and codia, practical, and philosophical or speculative 
(@ewpntixn) wisdom. One singular mark of the unscientific 
character of this work, which has escaped the observation of 

Brandis, is that mpaérns which in this list and equally in that 
of the Ethics is a virtue, that is a és, figures in Rhet. 11. 3. 
as one of the wa6n. 

One more illustration of the distinction between dialecti- 
cal or rhetorical and scientific treatment, and one more pas- 
sage descriptive of the manner in which rhetoric deals with 
its materials, shall bring this subject to a close. In the Topics 
and the Rhetoric alike the author’s object is to show by an 
analysis of the different sources or heads from which argu- 
ments may be derived, where they may be looked for—this is 
in fact the meaning of tozros, the “place,” locus or regio, 

1 I think that Brandis here ascribes 
a little too much Ethical philosophy 

to the Rhetoric. Of the two passages 
which he adduces in support of this 
view, one, i. 6. 21. cal od ph dor 
brepBody, rolro d-yaGéy, has certainly 

nothing to do with the doctrine of the 
mean: and in the other, I. 9. 29. 

‘excess’ is no doubt spoken of in 
contrast with virtue, but neither the 

‘defect,’ nor the ‘mean,’ is mentioned. 

Kal rods éy rats brepBodais ws év rats 

dperais byras certainly does not require 
the doctrine of the mean to make it 

intelligible. 
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where they haunt, and are to be found when wanted: the 
notion is that of a game-preserve, or a district in which a 
particular product or commodity, such as minerals for ex- 
ample, abounds, or an armoury or magazine where a store of 
weapons or other things is kept for use; or generally, ‘the 
place’ for anything—and how they are to be applied. To 
take the instance referred to by Waitz, Comm. on Anal. Post. 
p. 297, the treatment of definition. In the Analytics the 
nature and construction of a true definition are investigated; 
in the Topics, vi. +. seq., we are taught simply what kind of 
definitions may be successfully assailed. In the Analytics, 
(Anal. Post. 1. 26.) and Topics (VIII. 2) it 1s shown that a 

direct or categorical demonstration is to be preferred to a 
reductio ad impossibile or absurdum: but in the former the 
proof of this is drawn from the fact that the direct demon- 
stration is derived from principles or premisses anterior to, 
and therefore higher and better than, those from which the 
other is deduced, and more nearly related to the subject of 
the demonstration; the direct process is shorter, easier, and 
more convincing; in the Topics the reason given 1s that this 
is less easily combated and refuted. 

In the fourth Chapter of the first book of the Rhetoric 
he opens the examination of the first and most important of 
the three branches of the art, the dnunyopixoy or cvpBovrcv- 

TtKov yévos, with some introductory observations upon the 

extent to which the analysis of this department of his subject 
should be carried in conformity with the requirements of a 
practical art. After pointing out the necessary limitations 
of the area from which the topics suitable to public speaking 
are to be drawn, he proceeds to say that an exact enumera- 
tion and precise division by kinds of the subjects which 
usually fall under discussion, and an attempt to define them 
accurately in the way which would be required by the sci- 
entific method of procedure, car’ adnOecav, would be alto- 
gether out of place on an occasion like the present; and then 
goes on, in a passage already quoted, to tell us what rhetoric 
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is, and how it and its mother dialectics are distinguished by 
the universality of their application from the sciences which 
have each its own special field of study and observation; at 
the same time very decidedly intimating that in a popular 
and practical art like Rhetoric we are to expect nothing but 
& popular and practical mode of treatment. 

SyLLtocisma. ENTHYMEME. EXAMPLE. 

The subject that offers itself next for our consideration is 
the logical instruments which rhetoric employs in its popular 
and probable reasonings, the most important of its three 
miores, or modes of persuasion ; the other two being the 767 
and may. These are, as was to be expected, merely varie- 

ties of the two sole instruments of all reasoning, cvAXoyl- 
opos and éraywyy, the deductive and inductive method of 
proof. 

We must first however premise that besides these three 
kinds of logical, and quasi logical or indirect and moral 
proofs, which belong essentially to the art or system, there 
is another and totally distinct kind of proof which is unscien- 
tific, extraneous to, and independent of, the art and its prac- 
tice. But though they are strictly speaking outside of the 
art and its system, they may still be treated systematically, 
and as in the other cases the employment of these also may 
be guided and governed by certain general rules: and such 
rules are laid down in Bk. 1. ch. 15, where the treatment of 

them is described. These are the areyvoe miotecs of the 
Judicial branch, to which they all belong; evidence, the ques- 
tion (Sacavos), laws, documents or contracts, and oaths. They 
differ from the other kind, the évreyvos ariotess, in this, that 
whereas these are of our own making and originate in our- 
selves, and are supplied by the instrumentality of the speech 
itself, the others are extraneous to ourselves, already in exist- 

ence independently of ourselves and our own exertions, mpov- 
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anpxev, ready for use when wanted. This distinction 18 

very clearly put in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 8.§ 2. iat 5é dvo 
Tporrat Tay TiaTewY. ryivovTat yap ai pev e€ adtay TaV AOywU 

xal ray mpakewr xal tov avOpwrar, ai & éiPerou (adventi- 
tious) Trois Neyouévors Kal Tots TpaTTopévois’ TA wey yap ELKOTA 

Kai tapaberynata Kal texpnpia Kal évOvpnpata Kal yvopat 

xal Ta onpeia Kal of €deyyou Tictes EE avtay Tav AOywv Kal 
tay avOpwrrwy Kal Tay Tpaypyatov eiotv, eriBeror Sé papTupias 
opxor Bacavor. The one therefore must be invented—hence 

the ‘inventio’ of Cicero and the Latin Rhetoricians—the 
others lie ready to hand and have only to be advantageously 

employed. Rhet. 1. 2. 2. 
And we can now proceed at once to the consideration of 

the two great instruments of all proof and reasoning alike, 
scientific or demonstrative and probable, syllogism and induc- 
tion, or, in their rhetorical form, enthymeme and example. 

1 knowledge and instruction are acquired and conveyed 
by one or other of these two processes, syllogism, and induc- 
tion ; all belief rests upon principles so derived: the one is a 
demonstration (azrode:£is) from universals, the other from par- 
ticulars : Juniversals (whether they eaist independently or not, 
which is not here determined) can only be known to us 
by induction. Anal. Post. 1.18. 87\ov 87 ore juiv ta peta 

éraywyn yvwpive avayxaiov. Ib. 1. 19. 100. b. 3. At the 
commencement of the same treatise we are told that every 
method of teaching and learning rests alike upon preexisting 
knowledge: this is not only the case with Mathematical 
science and every other art (as he calls them), but the syllo- 
gism and induction of the dialectician are equally dependent 
upon previous knowledge (axioms and first principles), which 
the one (syllogism) takes for granted upon authority (és 
mapa Evvievtwv), whilst the other (induction) proves the 
universal from the knowledge which he has acquired of par- 
ticulars from the clear evidence of sense. The ‘persuasion’ 
of the orator is produced by exactly the same processes ;| for 
his cnthymeme is a form of syllogism, and his example 
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of induction} To the same effect, in the Anal. Pr. 11. 23. 68. 

b. 9. Bre Sov povoy ot Starexrixol Kal arrodeucticol cvANoyt- 
opol dia TOY Tpoepnévwy yivovtas oxynuatwy (the ‘figures’ 
of the syllogism: it must be remembered that Aristotle 
reduces induction to a syllogistic process), dAAd Kat of pynTopt- 
Kol Kal amwAas nTisovY miotTis Kat KaW Grrotavody péBodor, 
viv dv ein Nexréov. Amavta yap miotetopev 7 Sta ovdAXrOYI- 
apo 7 €& éraywyns. Lastly, Eth. Nicom. vi. 3. é« mpoyvyvw- 

oxonévwy 8é traca bidacKxaria, Gorep xal ev Tois avaduTixots 
Aéyouev’ 4 pev yap Ov éraywyns, 7 5é cuvdArAoyiopu@. 7 ev 57) 
éraywyn apyn éort nal tov xaforov, 6 5é acvdAdAoyianos x 
Tav KaOodov. eioly dpa apyat é& dy 6 cuddoyopds, dy ovK 

€or ouANOYLopLOS* eraywyn apa’. 
11. 19. 100. b. 2. 

Anal. Post. 1. 18. 31—40. 

[The enthymeme in Rhetoric occupies the place of the 

1 I have quoted this last clause 
partly on account of the bearing that 

it has on the question of the authorship 

of this 6th book of the Nicomachean 
Ethics. This is not the place to enter 
at length upon such an inquiry: I will 

only observe that there seems to be 
here a decided indication of non-Aris- 

totelian authorship. I have in an 

earlier part of this introduction en- 
deavoured to determine from the 

Posterior Analytics, where the ques- 
tion was most likely to be svientifically 

discussed, and the autbor's deliberate 

Opinion stated, what Aristotle's views 

were upon the ultimate source and 

origin of our knowledge, and although 
from a careful consideration of the 

chapter in which these views are 

most explicitly stated, (Anal. Post. 11. 
19.) and from the unmistakable lan- 

guage of 100. b. 3., we were obliged 

to conclude that Aristotle held that 
all knowledge is ultimately derived 
from observation by induction, yet at 
the same time he seems to admit the 

necessity of some faculty, which is 
the vous, to verify and authenticate 
by its intuitive intelligence the ulti- 

mate axioms on which all reasoning is 

founded, so that we may be enabled 
to depend absolutely upon their au- 
thority. But in this 6th book of the 
Nic, Eth. the writer seems to me to 
go beyond Aristotle, by asserting 
without qualification or modification 

‘that whereas there are principles of 
reasoning from which the syllogism 

(deductive reasoning) is derived, and 
these cannot be deduced by syllogism, 

there remains nothing but induction 

upon which they can rest.’ Here in- 

duction is all in all, and the intuitive 

reason is nothing: the only organ of 

truth which is implied in this view 

is sensation, from which in the order 

of experience, memory, comparison, 

abstraction, generalization, the uni- 

versal, we arrive at the ultimate and 

highest principle, beyond which we 
cannot rise. 
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syllogism in demonstration and dialectics; it is in fact the 
‘rhetorical demonstratio § arrodeks pntopecn évOvpnpa. 

Rhet. 1.1.11. cvdAdoyio pds tes,) ‘a kind of syllogism,’ 1. 22. 2. 

that is, not that it is a form of demonstration proper, but 

that it stands to the probable proofs of rhetoric in the same 
relation that demonstration does to science, as its principal 
instrument of proofs. The most explicit account of it is given 
in Rhet. 1.2.9. After describing the syllogism’ as “a con- 
clusion from certain given premisses (of which the truth 
must be previously ascertained) that something else, and 
different from them (érepov—this is denied by Mill and the 
opponents of Formal Logic, but we are here only concerned 
with Aristotle—) by reason of them (6:4 tadra) and besides 
them (sapa raira), because they are what they are (1@ tavra 
elvat),” Aristotle continues “(a conclusion) either universal 

or (for the most part, ws él 76 vroAv) general and probable, is 
called in the former case a syllogism, in the latter an enthy- 
meme.” So that it appears from this, as from Anal. Pr. 11. 27, 
that the only essential difference between the two is that the 
one leads to a necessary and universal, the other only to a 
probable conclusion. _\ 

The definition of the rhetorical enthymeme given in the 
Anal. Pr. 11. 27. is, omitting the interpolation areAns, “a 
syllogism from probable propositions or signs:” (compare 
Rhet. 1. 2. 14.) to which is added in Rhet. 1. 2. 13. “and con- 
sisting of few propositions or premisses, and often of less 
than those of which the primary (or normal) syllogism is 
composed.” The first of these is, as it is bound to be in 
a scientific treatise, the definition which expresses the essence 
of the enthymeme, that is, the genus, syllogism, and the 
differentia which distinguishes it from other kinds of} syllo- 
gism. The distinctive difference is this, that its prémisses 
and conclusions are never more than probable and contin- 
gent, which follows from the nature of its materials, human 

1 Compare Tup. A. 1. 100. a. 25. Taw Trudy Erepdy re Tow Keyévuw ef 

tore 8h ovdrAoyiopds Abyos dv S relly. dvd yxys cupBalver 3d Tay Kerpdvwr. 
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actions, characters, motives, emotions. The addition to the 
definition in the Rhetoric, which has been usually regarded 
by Logicians as characteristic and essential, is not so in fact 
as Sir W. Hamilton has shown at length (Lect. on Logic, xx. 
Vol. I. p. 386. seq.); for a syllogism founded upon eixora 
and onweva, and expressed at full length with all its terms 
premisses and conclusion complete, would be just as much 
an enthymeme as the incomplete one, which wants one or 
vther of these, in common use, the curtum enthymema of 
Juvenal*’. Still the suppression of one or other of the pre- 
misses or of the conclusion is so invariably attendant upon 
its ordinary use, that it may at least be regarded as what 
Aristotle would have called a cuuBeBnxos nal? avro, “an 

inseparable accident” of the enthymeme; and as such 
Aristotle himself speaks of it, in the passage of the Rhetoric 

1 The view of the distinctive charac- 
teristic of rhetoric given in the text 

was adopted mainly in deference to 
the decided opinion expressed by Sir 
W. Hamilton. I am now however 

convinced that he is wrong, and return 

to the opinion which I had myself pre- 

viously formed upon the question. If 

the only difference between the rhe- 
torical enthymeme and the syllogism 
lay in the probability of the one and 
the certainty of the other, it would 
leave no distinction remaining between 

the dialectical syllogism and the rhe- 

torical enthymeme: besides which the 
position is not true of the dialectical 

syllogism, whose materials and con- 
clusions are all probable and nothing 
more. Plainly the difference between 

the two latter is one of form. The 
syllogism is complete in al] its parts; 

the enthymeme incomplete ; une of the 
premisser SF vite contusion is invaria- 
bly wanting. IT further prool were 
needed, it would be found in this, that 

the relation of the example to induc- 
tion ia precisely similar. The exame 
ple is an incomplete induction: a gene- 
ral inference derived from a single tn- 

stance, instead of being collected from 
an exhaustive assemblage of similar 
instances. Again the argument, that 

a syllogism from probabilities expres- 

sed at full length would be just as 

much an enthymeme as the incom- 

plete one, rests upon an utterly un- 

founded assumption, which assumes 

the theory to be proved, and presents 

us with another of those petitiones 

principii for which Sir W. Hamilton 

has lately become so famous (see Mill's 
Examination). Jf,as I affirm, and as 
Aristotle seems to imply also from in- 
sisting so much upon it in his Rhe- 
toric, the characteristic distinction be- 

tween enthymeme and dialectical syl- 
logism does reside in the incomplete- 
ness of the former, the complete syllo- 

gism is not the same as the incom- 
plete enthymeme. 
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above cited and the continuation of it. The examples that 
he gives here and in 111. 17. 17. have, the one the major, the 
other the minor, premiss omitted: the two supplied by 
Trendelenburg from Seneca’s Medea 934 (occidant; non sunt 
mei. Pereant? mei sunt. or dialectically, Non sunt mei; 

ergo occidant. Sunt mei; ergo non pereant.) both want the 
major premiss: see another example in Quintilian, v. 14. 26.: 
and similarly the illustrations of the enthymeme given by 
Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Logic, I. p. 892, and in Thomson’s 
Laws of Thought § 120 p. 247, are all marked by this same 
characteristic, as it is in fact and in practice, though not 
theoretically, and therefore not included in the definition. 
Sir W. Hamilton likewise illustrates the enthymeme with- 
out conclusion. See also on this same subject Trende- 
lenburg El. Log. Arist. § 38. p. 110. and on the divisions, use, 
and application of the enthymeme Rhet. II. 22. 

In the Rhet. ad Alex. cc. 8 and 11, the enthymeme 
mstead of one of the two kinds of rhetorical proof allied to 
logic, is considered (as by Isocrates and the orators in general, 
Spengel, not. ad loc. c. X.) as a peculiar species of méoris, one 
amongst many special tozroz or classes of arguments, senten- 
tia cui qualiscunque évayriwots est (Spengel, l.c.). “a proof 
drawn from any kind of opposition.” ov povoy Ta TE OYO 
Kal TH mpaker evavtTiovpeva, adda Kal Tois dANOWS arracw,. 
ce. 11.’ (Mansel, note on Hamilton, Logic, I. p. 390): the other 

miores being, eixora, Tapacveiypata, Texunpla, yvapat, onpeta, 
Gxeyyou. Cicero, Topic. x11. 55, admitting that the term 

enthymeme is properly applicable to every kind of sententia, 
“thought” or “saying, dictum,” says that nevertheless as 
a rhetorical term it is confined to one particular kind of 
argument, ex contrariis conclusa, que ex contrariis conficia- 
tur: this kind especially being designated ‘enthymeme’ par 
excellence, as the most acute smart and striking, just as 

1 This difference in the meaning the many proofs of diversity of author- 

affixed to ‘Enthymeme’ is of course, ship of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, and the 
as Spengel has also remarked, one of ‘Pyropixh wpds ’Adétar8pon. 
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Homer is called by the Greeks “‘ the poet ;” and he illustrates 
it by these examples, 

Hunc metuere? alterum in metu non ponere? 
Eam quam nihil accusas damnas; bene quam meritam 

esse autumas, 

Dicis male mereri ? 
Id quod scis prodest nihil; id quod nescis obest. 

“ A reasoning from contraries or contradictories” Hamilton, 
Le. This coincides with the meaning given to it by the 
author of the Rhet. ad Alex.; and also with one of the three, 
or four, assigned to it by Quintilian, v. 10. 1, viz. (1) omnia 
mente concepta, a thought in general (so Dionysius Halicarn., 
quoted by Hamilton, but by no means peculiar to that 
author) (2) sententia cum ratione (Aristotle’s application of 
the term) (3) argumenti conclusio vel ex consequentibus vel 
ex repugnantibus: and these, omitting the first, are explained 
and illustrated, v. 14. 1., and again § 24. In v. 14. 1 the 
argumentum ex consequentibus appears to be identified with 
the sententia cum ratione of v. 10. 1; for the former is there 

called propositio conjunctaque ei protinus probatio, and 
again, ratio et propositio, and imperfectus syllogismus: and 
to this description the illustration from Cicero pro Ligario 
exactly corresponds. In vitr. 5. 9, the following description 
seems to be borrowed from Cicero’s Topics. Enthymema 
quoque est omne quod mente concipimus: proprie tamen 
dicitur que est sententia ex contrariis; propterea quod 
eminere inter ceteras videtur ut Homerus poeta, urbs Roma. 

As the enthymeme is an imperfect syllogism, so is the ex- 
ample an imperfect induction: the former omits either pre- 
miss or the conclusion; the latter instead of collecting its uni- 
versal from all the known and accessible instances, contents 
itself with one or two, from which the universal is inferred. 

The description of srapadeyua ‘example’ as a logical 
argument is given in Anal. Pr. 11. 24, and is in perfect accord- 
ance with the account given of it in Rhet. 1.2. It concludes 
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not inductively from “the part to the whole,” from the 

particular to the universal, nor deductively from “the whole 

to the part,” from the universal to the particular, but from 

particular to particular, és wépos mpos wépos. To take Ari- 

stotle’s own instance. You wish to know whether a war 

between the Athenians and Thebans is an evil. You take 

an analogous case, vd To avTo KxaOcXov, in which the result 

is known, as the war between the Thebans and Phocians (D), 

which you know to have issued in the destruction of the 

latter, and therefore was certainly an evil. From this last 

known case you infer the general principle that all wars be- 

tween neighbours are evils, and you can now construct your 

syllogism. <A. evil. B. war between neighbours. C. a war 
between the Athenians and Thebans. 

All wars between neighbours B. are evil A. 
The war between the Ath. and Theb. C. is a war between 

neighbours B. 
Therefore the war between the Ath. and Theb. will 

be an evil. 

And the proof is from particular D. to particular C. 
through the universal assumed or supposed to be collected 
from D. (Anrréov)’. It is also necessary for this kind of 
proof that the relation between the middle and the third 
term should be known. Aristotle had stated at the com- 
mencement of the chapter that an example is a case, érap 
Tp péow TO axpov virapyov SeryOn S:a Tod opolov TH TpiTY. 
“when it is shown by means of a term analogous to the 
third term that the extreme (major) is predicable of the 
middle.” The conclusion of the general rule or principle 
from a single instance is of course a case of imperfect 
induction, just as the enthymeme is an imperfect syllogism : 
and the process of proof in the example is up and down, 

1 Compare Rhet. 11. 25.8.0n wapa- 1d xaOédXou efra aovddoylonra rd 
Selyuara, Ta 8¢ 8: ewaywyis 8d roo = card uépos dia wapadelyuaros. 

dpolou, 9 dvds ) rAecbyun, Sray NaBwy 
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ascendendo and descendendo, from the known instance to 

the general rule and thence downwards to the particular 
conclusion required, and thus ws pépos arpos pépos. It is in 
fact an argument from analogy assuming the validity of a 
regular induction, and therefore no perfect demonstration 

but a mere probability. Waitz has this note on the passage, 
Vol. 1. p.533. Jam non demonstrat quod proposuit 68. b. 38. 
et quod exemplo demonstrari dicit 69. a. 11, predicari majo- 
rem terminum de medio; sed majorem minori tribuendum 
esse probat. Quod cur fecerit apparet ex iis que dicit vs. 19 
de discrimine inductionis et exempli: nam per inductionem 
nihil probatur de termino minore; per exemplum de minore, 
quippe quem medius complectatur, comprobatur quod de 
medio valet. I have shown by the analysis of the process 
that both these are proved or assumed to be so. See like- 
wise on the same subject Trendelenburg, Elem. Log. Arist. 
§ 38. p. 111. also Thomson, Laws of Thought § 120. p. 249. 
“In the example the proof is not of one particular judgment 
by another, but of a particular by means of a universal for 
which another particular is the sign.” and Sir W. Hamilton, 
Lect. on Logic. Appendix. Vol. 11. p. 360. 

Of the use and application and the several kinds of 
enthymemes an account is given in Rhet. 1. 22.; the next 
chapter (23.) contains an enumeration of the principal rézror, 
‘heads,’ ‘types,’ of enthymemes, which may be employed 
either for direct categorical proof, or conversely and nega- 
tively in the way of refutation of the same argument: 
rhetoric being double edged and capable of being employed 
to prove ootepovoty Tay popiwy, either side of a question. 

Of the two logical instruments that belong to rhetoric, 
évOupnpa and mapadevyya, the former is the more useful to 
the rhetorician, and more frequently employed: it is in fact 
the very body or substance of proof, dua THs wiotews, Rhet. 
I.1.3.; all the other modes of argument as well as style, 
arrangement, and delivery, being regarded for the nonce as 
non-essentials, accidents, or mere ornamental appendages, 
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with neither strength nor weight, like the dress and external 
appliances as compared with the body itself’. Again in the 

same chapter, § 11., it is called xupswratoy tay mictewy the 

most valid and authoritative or convincing of rhetorical 

arguments, or means of persuasion. So the syllogism in 
dialectics is Buacrixwrepov, more cogent, and mpds Tors avte- 
Royixovs évepyéotepov, though induction is 7Oavwrepor, 
cadéorepoy, and xara thy alaOnow yvwptpwrepov, Top. A. 12. 
105. a. 16.: and similarly in Rhet. 1. 2. 10, wiOavol pév ody 
ovy Hrrov of Aoyot of Sia THY Trapadevrypatwr, OopyBobvrat dé 
padXov of evOupnpartixot. In apparent contradiction to this 
is the assertion in Probl. xvii. 3. that an audience is better 
pleased with examples, because an example is particular, and 
therefore ‘nearer’ and ‘better known’ to us, more within 

the compass of our ordinary knowledge and experience, just 
as it is described in the Topics, l.c.; whereas the enthymeme 
is an amroderEts ex Tav KaOoXov a HTTOV iopev 7 TG pépn’. 

"HOOS. 

So far of the strictly logical wiorecs, and their instru- 
ments’. Two other kinds of proof remain to be considered. 
The term 700s or 76n in Rhetoric, when applied in its ordi- 
nary sense, is employed to denote one of the three kinds of 

1 This contrast is more usually con- 

veyed by opposing the soul, the source 
solution of this difficulty, it would be 
that different kinds of arguments may 

of life and activity, to the inert mat- 

ter of the body. So in the Schol. ad 

Hermog. Prolegom. we find, ol wa- 

Aaiol Wowep re SGow rdv Abyor Uwé- 

Oevro éx odparés re cuverrnxéra kal 

yuxiis’ Puxhv ev xadoivres rd évOu- 

Bhuara xal rhy Sivauw rhv ba rédv 

kegaralwy cuncrauévny’ capa be rhv 

dpdow Kal rd EXwOew xdddos, 8 worety 
elwOacw al ldéas. 

3 If I might venture to suggest a 

be suited to the taste of different 

kinds of audiences, 
4 The further consideration of the 

logical affinities of rhetoric, the ana- 
lysis of fallacious syllogisms in 11. 24, 

and of Adocs with ita freyxos and &- 

ordces c. 25. I will postpone for the 
present, and take them in the order in 

which Aristotle himself has placed 
them as an appendix to the theory of 

wlores at the end of the second book. 
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arguments or modes of persuading into which all rhetorical 
proofs are divided, namely (1) mores direct logical proofs 
which appeal to the reason, and indirect moral proofs of two 
kinds, those namely (2) which appeal to the moral sense 
and (3) to the feelings’. Of these two the former is the 
700s év Tm AéyovTe or Tov Aéyorros, Rhet. 1. 2. 3, 4, which 
consists in conveying to the audience a favourable impression 
of your own character (auctoritas, Quint. III. 8. 12), in making 
them believe by the speech itself that you are an honest man 
and incapable of misrepresenting the facts of the case, intelli- 
gent enough thoroughly to understand them, and well disposed 
to your hearers and their interests. In this way you express 
your own character in the speech; it is the 700s Tov Aéyovres 
that is herein represented. The third, the man (affectus, 
Quint. u.s.), is employed for the purpose rod rdy axpoariy 
Siabeival wrws, of inspiring the audience with certain feelings, 
of putting them in a state of mind, favourable to yourself 
and adverse to your opponent. These three kinds of proof 
are all effected secundum artem by means of the speech 
itself, and are thereby distinguished from the dreyvos or 

unscientific, which are not invented by the speaker, but lie 

ready to hand requiring only to be employed to advantage. 
Now this kind of 7605 is most important, nay essential, to 

the success of the speech: for the opinion of any audience as 
to the credibility of a speaker depends mainly upon the view 
they take of his intentions and character intellectual and 
moral; his ability to form a judgment, his integrity and truth- 
fulness and his disposition towards themselves; to one they 
will listen with attention respect and favour; another, if they 

1 Rhet. 1. 2. 3—5. Cicero, de Orat. 
11. 27. 118, 6. Ita omnis ratio dicendi 
tribus ad persuadendum rebus est 
nixa: ut probemus vera esse que de- 
fendimus; ut conciliemus nobis eos qui 

audiunt (70s); ut animos eorum ad 

quemcunque causa postulabit motum 
vocemus (?d6os). Ad probandum au- 

tem duplex est oratori subjecta mate- 
ries; uDa earum reruM qus& non exco- 

gitantur ab oratore, sed in re posite 
ratione trattantur: ..... altera est, 

que tota in disputatione et argumen- 
tatione oratoris collocata est. On the 
same subject, Quintilian v. 1. 1. and 

the following. 
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look upon him as of the opposite character, they will regard 
with dislike and impatience and an inclination to disbelief 
and criticism. See also Rhet.1. 9.1. and compare Rhet. 1. 2. 
3, 4 with the description of 7605 in Bk. IL c. 1. 

But besides this there are two other kinds of 760s that 
may be expressed in the speech, which must be distinguished 
from the preceding. To the first of these belong the 70 ray 
moNtrevov, in Rhet. 1. 8. 6., and the characters enumerated 

and analysed in the series of chapters Bk. 11. 12—17 inclu- 
sive. The object of the preceding was, as we have seen, to 
exhibit the speaker's own character in and by the speech so 
as to produce a favourable impression of his intelligence 
virtue and good intentions upon the audience, and in repeat- 
ing the enumeration of the three kinds of proof in I. 2. 7. 
Aristotle speaks of the second as 70 xal ras aperas, meaning 
by ‘the virtues’ these same qualities, dpovnots apern edvora, 
and nothing else. But this second kind, the characters of 
constitutions or forms of government, and of the different 
periods of life, youth, manhood, old age, and the different 

orders and degrees of society, the rich, the well-born, the 
powerful, and so forth, are to be studied for the purpose of 
accommodating our language to the tone and sentiments pre- 
vailing under certain forms of government, and characteristic 
of or peculiar to certain ages and conditions of life, and thereby 
conciliating the audience when it happens to be composed of 
members of one or other of these classes. Thus democratic 
sentiments should be avoided before an audience which is 
known to hold aristocratic or monarchical views on the 
subject of government, and vice versa. The young and the 
old are actuated by different motives and differ in their 
principles and opinions: appeals to their understanding and 
feelings must be made in accordance with their known senti- 
ments and habits of thought: and so on for the rest. That 
this is the true interpretation of this class of 7047 as Aristotle 
meant it appears from Rhet. 11. 13. 16. after the analysis of 
the characters of youth and age, in which he himself indicates 
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its mode of application. tov pév ody véwy kai tov mpecBuré- 
pwv ta On Toraita’ ot érel arrodéyovtas Trayres Tors TE 
ogdetépp 70et Aeyopévous AOyous Kal TOUS Opolous, OUK adnrov 
TOS Ypwpevot Tois ALYyoLS TOLOvTOL havoiyrat Kal avTol Kal oi 
Aoyou. Meaning—for the expression is incorrect, the reasoning 
from mpdracts to amrodoats being a non sequitur'—that as all 
men readily accept, like to hear, words and sentiments in 
accordance with their own character and resembling them- 
selves, 1.e. those that they themselves are in the habit of 
using, we may act upon this, for it is now clear enough how 
we must proceed in the endeavour to assume ourselves and 
impart to our speeches any of the characters above described*. 
Therefore although it is true that this latter species may be 
regarded merely as a variety of the former, yet it is certain 
that they are not identical; for though the latter in a sense 
may be referred to the 400s év r@ A€yovTt, yet 1t differs from 
the preceding both in the object aimed at and the kind of 
character that has to be assumed: unless indeed it be supposed 
that the assumption of the tone and sentiments of the differ- 
ent ages orders and degrees of our audiences, being designed 
to conciliate them, are all modes of showing our edyo.a to 
them: but I cannot believe this to have been Aristotle’s inten- 
tion. The object of these chapters 11. 12—17, and their con- 
nexion with the general scheme of proof which characterises 
Aristotle’s rhetoric, is very clearly and concisely expressed 
by Brandis (in Schneidewin’s Philologus, u. s. p. 5). 

1 Unless indeed we suppose that 
érel dwodéxovra: rdvres is merely equi- 

valent to drodexounévwy wderwy, and 

that ov« d&ndow «.7.Xd. is not intended 

to be a consequence of the protasis. 
* It might almost seem as if Cicero 

had this very distinction in his mind 

when he wrote the following passage 

of the Orator, c. xxI. § 71. at all 

events it is in exact correspondence 
with our interpretation of Aristotle. 

Est autem quid deceat oratori viden- 

dum, non im sententiis solum sed etiam 

in verbis. Non enim omnis fortuna, 

non omnis honos, non omnis auctori- 

tas, non omnis stas, nec vero locus 

aut tempus aut auditor omnis eodem 

aut verborum genere tractandus est 

aut sententiarum, semperque in omni 

parte orationis, ut vite, quid deceat 
est considerandum: quod et in re de 
qua ayitur positum est et in personis, 

et eorum qui dicunt, et corum qui an- 

diunt. (#00: éy rots dxpowuéras). 
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I have dwelt so long on this distinction, which is obvious 
enough in itself and plainly enough marked by Anstotle, 

because Spengel, to whose learning and acuteness all students 
of this author are so deeply indebted, has as it seems to me 

strangely confounded the two; and, overlooking the treat- 
ment of the 76n proper in II. 1., speaks of it as contained in 
the Chapters from 12 to 17 inclusive which form an appendix 
to the 7ra6n. See Spengel’s paper in the Transactions of the 
Bav. Acad. 1851, iiber die Rhetorik des Aristoteles, pp. 30—32. 

But not only does this supposition disregard the marked 
difference between the two kinds of 7m, it also breaks through 

the order of treatment of the several branches of bis subject 
which Aristotle seems to have proposed to himself; and as 
Spengel makes a great point of this proposed order in discuss- 
ing the state of the text in reference to the order in which 
these very same modes of proof are placed by Aristotle, it does 
seem most especially incumbent upon him not to violate it 
himself. But this he does. He tells us that Aristotle in his 
introduction and elsewhere places these proofs in the order, 
mlorews, i. e. eldn and tozot, abn, 76n; transposing the two 
last in accordance with his view that Bk. 11. cc. 12—17 
contain the treatment of the 767 proper: but Aristotle's order 
as may be seen by reference to the passages, see particularly 
1, 2. 7., is wlorets, %0n, 1aOn, throughout. Compare 11. 1, 2, 

3, 4, and 1.9.1. 1d 400s, frep Fv Sevrépa triotis, which seem 
decisive on the point. And this also appears to be the 
natural order of treatment. 

The third variety of 7005 (different again from the 
preceding) which may be introduced into the speech belongs 
to style, and accordingly appears only in Bk. mI. It isa 
kind of painting or ornament, but aids the proof in some 
slight degree by imparting to the speech an air of truth- 
fulness and fidelity. It occurs usually and is most appro- 
priate in the second division of the speech, Scjynocs or 
narrative; and it is accordingly treated briefly under this head 
in Rhet. 111. 16. 8,9. When we have occasion to pourtray 
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or describe any person, we ought to be acquainted not only 
with the special characteristics of the individual, but also 
with the generic marks which distinguish the class to which 
he belongs; whereby the narrative will gain in liveliness, our 
portrait or description in faithfulness, and our accuracy in 
these minutiw will convey a favourable impression to the 
audience of our trustworthiness in general. This will be 
best illustrated by the author’s own words, Rhet. 11. 7. 6. 
Kai 70cun 8& airy 7 ex tov onpuelwy Seikts, bre axodovbel 9 
dpporrovea éxaotw yéves kab Ee. réyw Se yévos pev nal” 
nrxiay, oloy ais 7 avnp 7 yépwv, Kab yur) 7 avnp Kal Aaxwy 
9 Gerrards, EFers 5é xa’ ds tows tis TH Blip ov yap na 
&tracav &Ew of Biot movil twes. That is, in representing or 
pourtraying any person whom we may want to notice or 
describe, we must take care to keep distinct the charac- 
teristics of age, sex, nationality, and moral character: and 
we should be sufficiently well acquainted with all these to be 
able duly to paint them with our words so as to give life 
and accuracy to the portraits that we draw. 7Oica ta é70- 
peva éexaote 70, oloy ort aya Aéywv EBudsLev Syrot yup 
OpacvtTnta Kai aypoixiay 7Oous. 111. 16. 9. And this is the 
third method by which the speech may be made to express 
character. These are the dramatic 70, character-drawing, 
which belongs equally to poetry and painting, and in tragedy 
is second in importance only to the «dos or plot. This was 
one of the excellences of Suphocles, who was said to be deeds 
nOotrovetvy. See Poetics, c. VI.; and on the ‘characters’ of 
tragedy, and their four requisites, moral goodness, propriety, 
resemblance (to the original), and consistency or keeping, 
Poet. c. Xv. 

TIA@O2. 

As a sequel to the examination of the 7@y, and prelimi- 

uary to the consideration of the following chapters of the 

8 
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second book, 2—17, we will now give some account of the 
aaOn or moral affections as Aristotle understands them. 

And first of wa8os in general. Ilacye, “to suffer some- 
thing,” is used to express the ‘being in any state or condi- 

tion, the having any feeling or affection whatsoever. This 

most general sense is found in the ordinary language, as 
Arist. Pac. 696, of Sophocles, evda:povet, racyer 5¢ Gavpac- 

tov. he’s affected in an extraordinary way, “he’s in a 

wonderful state.” Eur. Hippol. 340 @ mai, tl macyets; 
“child, what ails thee?” What is thy mental condition? 
Arist. Rhet. 11.16. 1. wacyovrés te (affected in some way) 

Ure THS KTNTEWS TOU TAovTOV. Ib. § 2. etxorws Toto Ta- 
oxovow “this feeling is natural to them.” Hence aos, 6 
Tt av tes (or Tt) waoyy is an ‘affection,’ and hence ‘quality’ 
or ‘property, or even ‘phenomenon’ of any kind; and in 
this general sense it is applied not merely to men and 
their feelings and states bodily and mental, but to every 
variety of objects real or conceivable. It is sometimes any 
‘accident,’ anything that ean happen to, or belong to, any one 
or any thing, as in Plato, Parmen. 136. B. os ovros xal ove 
bvTos Kal OTLOdY aAXO TrAaDos TacyorToS, or anything that can 
be predicated of another, as even the finite and the infinite, 
Ibid. 158.r. At the opening of the seventh book of the 
Republic it stands for the imaginary state or condition of the 
denizens of the cave, dire(xacov Towovrm Traber THY nyeTépav 
glow traiveias Te Tépt Kal atraidevoias’ idé yap «.7.r. and in 
c. 3. of the same book p. 518. B. it denotes ‘all that has 
happened to a man,’ or ‘his soul,’ tiv pev evdarpovioeey av 
tov traQous Te xai Biov. ‘properties’ in Phileb. 17. D. év tais 
Kiwnoect TOD awuatos Erepa ToLtavra éevovta 7aOn. 

We come now to Aristotle; who employs it like Plato to 
denote ‘properties’ or ‘qualities’ in general. So, according to 
the Pythagoreans, Metaph. A. 5. 985. b. 29. S:aatoovvn is a 
maos, or property, of numbers, and two lines further on, 

“they perceived in numbers the properties and proportions 
(1raQm Kai NOyous) of harmonies.” 986. a. 5. ra Tod ovpavod 
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wa0n cai pépn. Ib. 17. Tov dprOucv vopitorres apyny elvas nal 
ws Any rots ovat Kal ws abn Kal Ee. See also I’. 2.1004. 
b. 10. These way Bonitz, on 985. b. 23., explains as zraO 
xaf avra, idia, oixeta, or cupBeBnxora nal? avra, not 
inherent in the essence or definition, but ‘inseparable acci- 
dents, definite qualitates. 

In Metaph. A. 21, this general signification of aos is 
narrowed to that of ‘changeable qualities, arotorns xaf jv 

addowicba évdéyera, as black and white, sweet and. bitter, 

heavy and light, i.e. ‘sensible’ or ‘secondary’ qualities (Com- 
pare c. 24, 1020. b. 9.), and to the ‘changes’ themselves: and 

hence (he continues) the term ma@os in its ordinary acceptation 
of ‘suffering’ is applied par excellence to a special variety 
of these changes, viz. to injurious change, or change for the 
worse, and especially ‘painful injuries, and amongst these 
again, especially to ‘the most serious calamities and pains,’ 
‘sufferings and disasters, ta peyéOn tov Eupdhopdyv xal 
AuTrov'. 

Thirdly, as applied to the mind and moral nature, wra6os is 
any natural affection; anything, feeling, sensation, thought, 

to which our minds (in the widest sense, yuyal) are natu- 
rally liable—quidquid animo accidit, Trendel. de Anim. 
p. 205—as a ‘sensation’ or ‘impression on the senses’, Categ. 
c. 8. p. 9. a. 28. seq.; and even voeiy ‘thinking’ is included, 
de Anim. I. 1. 11., on the supposition that it is not indepen- 
dent of ¢avracia, and therefore connected with the bodily 
organs. 

In this general application the a0 are defined, de 
Anim. 1. 1. 15. Adyou EvuNos or (as may be gathered from the 
context) «fn év Urn TO elvar Eyovra Kal ov ywpiota, “forms 
that have their essence or being in matter, and are insepara- 
ble from it.” These “psychical phenomena,” Grant, Essays 

1 If Aristotle will excuse me for way’ is the primary and original sense 

differing from him, this is not the way of the word, and all the reat are deri- 
in which rdéos acquires that meaning. _vative. 

‘Suffering’ or ‘ being affected, in any 
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on Arist. Ethics, p. 236, act in and through the bodily 
organs, they are inseparable from the body and from mate- 
rial conditions—Compare the entire argument, de Anim. L. 1. 
11—19. These are ‘modes of consciousness,’ ‘ properties’ 

or ‘phenomena’ of yuy7, in all its forms and phases, ani- 

mal, mental, moral. 

But we must now make a further distinction, and sepa- 

rate the moral from the sensible and intellectual wa@y ; and 

we may call this subordinate variety ‘the feelings, or affec- 
tions, or sensibilities or emotions of our moral nature’; add- 

ing to the preceding definition ols erat ndovy nal AVTTN 
as the distinctive difference. See Eth. Nicom. m. # (Bekk.) 
11. 5. 2. (Oxf.). Rhet. 1. 1. 8. 

We now turn to the psychical analysis in the two pas- 
sages just referred to. The ma@n therein described are re- 
garded as the fundamental elements or groundwork of our 
moral constitution: they lie dormant in the soul or mind 
until they are called into play by some exciting cause 
which stimulates them to active exercise, évépyera, and so 

actualises them. In the chapter of the Ethics they are 
merely enumerated, not defined. Besides the wa@n we have 
Suvaers and é€e:s as constituent elements of our moral 
nature, and “it is assumed that every mode of the mind 
must be one of three things, either a feeling, a faculty, or 
a state.” Grant, note on Eth. Nic. 1.5.1. The wa@y are 
passive phenomena of our constitution: to call them into 
action we require Suvayes or faculties, caf as raOnrixol 
(capable of feeling) rovrmy AeyopePa, ofov nal as Suvarot 

cpyiaOnvar 4 AvTrnOHvar 4 édXenoat. “Capacities of feeling 
these emotions when excited.” And the é£es, “the de- 
veloped, acquired, settled, states, the fixed and determined 
habits”, are in a moral sense virtues and vices according as 
these feelings and sensibilities have taken a right or a wrong 
direction, and have grown into confirmed states or habits, 
conformable to or deviating from the moral standard (the 
mean as determined by goovyats or 6 dpovipos) under the 
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influence of habit and education. [The reasons for not 
using the term “ passions” to express these aa@n here or in 
any psychological analysis, are given by D. Stewart, Outlines 
of Mor. Phil. § 158., and Whewell, Elem. of Mor. § 64.] 

Before quitting this subject I will quote some observa- 
tions of Brandis (op. cit. p. 27) upon a comparison of the 
two lists of the wa@n given respectively in Eth. Nicom. It. 4. 
and in the second book of the Rhetoric. We need not be 
surprised, says Brandis, that the lists do not exactly corre- 
spond. Anger; love and hatred; fear and its opposite (or 
opposites), fearlessness, daring, rashness; mercy or compas- 
sion; envy; emulation, appear in both enumerations; but in 
the Ethics gratitude and a disposition to kindness and bene- 
volence (apes), as well as modesty and its opposite shame- 
lessness, are omitted; and also véueors, righteous indignation 

at unmerited success or prosperity—but this last, together 
with aidas, is added at the end to the list of wirtues 

in the analysis of Eth. 11. 7., where they are introduced (not 
as virtues, but as 7a@n) because they conform to the law of 
the mean. Brandis has omitted to notice this, as well as the 

curious fact that mpaorns which is a virtue or és in the 
Ethics is entered amongst the wan, as the opposite to opyn, 
in Bk. 11. of the Rhetoric—but all this only tends to show the 
great vacillation and inconsistency of Aristotle’s views on the 
psychological department of Ethics, which Sir A. Grant points 
out in his Essays on the Ethics. The place of these omitted 
wa0n is supplied in the Ethical enumeration by the inser- 
tion of éwi@upia, yapa, and mé@os. The second of these, 
joy, is left out in the Rhetoric, as Brandis thinks, because 

it is an emotion not easily excited by rhetoric, or at any 
rate that element of it in which it is distinguished from 
pleasure, which required a separate treatment in another 
place. zrofos is only a variety of ért@upzla: and the omission 
of these from the list of wa@n in the Rhetoric, whilst it is in- 

cluded in that of the Ethics, is due again to Aristotle’s indis- 
tinct conception of the true nature of these wa@n, so that 
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his opinions on the subject are determined by the particular 
object which at the time he happens to have in view. Hence 
in the Ethics, where his object is merely to distinguish the 
faculties and affections from the éeus or permanent states, in 
order to show that virtue is to be included amongst the last, 
he might very well introduce ‘desire’ and ‘longing’ amongst 
the ma6n; whilst in the Rhetoric he excluded them from it, 
and connected his examination of them with the treatment 
of pleasure and pain in I. 11—which is in fact a more suitable 
place for them, seeing that it is pleasure and pain that give 
oecasion to their manifestation. 

THE THREE BRANCHES OF RHETORIC. 

Leaving for the present the eccota, onueta, the probable 
materials of enthymemes, and rexunpia, constant, inseparable 
signs, the only, and those rare, cases in which a necessary 
conclusion can be drawn by rhetoric, till we come upon the 
exposition of them in the place assigned to them by Aristotle 
himself in his Introduction 1. 2. 14—18', we will now pro- 
ceed to describe the three kinds of rhetoric, with their 

several characters, objects, and materials, and the topics 
general and special which are either common to all of them, 
TOTrot, Kool TO7Tot, or peculiar and appropriated to each, edn. 

Rhetoric has three branches, a division which is deter- 

mined by the characters of the several kinds of audiences 
which the orator has to address, and by the end, rédos, which 
he has consequently to keep in view in each case’. Every 

1 See below, p. 159. seq. 
* Arist. Rhet. 1. 3. 1. Cie. de 

Invent. I. 5.7. de Orat. I. 31. 141. 

Quint. 111. 3, 14. 4, 1. Aristotle ap- 
pears to have been the first who made 
this division, and distinguished the Epi- 

deictic or declamatory, demonstrati- 
vam genus, from the deliberative and 

the forensic branches. This may be 
inferred from Cic. de Inv. 1. 5. 7. and 

Quintilian 1. 31. 23. 11.7. 1. It is 

directly stated, 1. 4. 1. Theon, 

Progymn. ap. Spengel, Rhet. Gr. 

Il. 61. rys yap dwobécews ef pia, 

éyxupiacrixéy, Sep éxudouy éwidecx- 

rixdy of wept "ApiororéAny, Sixamckdy, 
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rational action, and every artistic procedure, looks to an end, 

and by that end is determined. 
The first and noblest, though hitherto neglected, branch 

is the ovpBovdeutixcy yévos, so called because its principal 
object and materials is deliberation, and hence in Latin it is 
deliberativum genus: again, because it is principally em- 
ployed in addressing public assemblies it receives the name 
of Snunyopia (Rhet. 11.16.11. m1. 17. 5.) or 76 Sypunyopr- 

Kov yévos, ta Snunyoptxa (Rhet. 1. 1. 10. alib.), and some- 
times from the Latin Rhetoricians, as Cicero and Quintilian, 

of concio, or genus concionale. (Quint. 111. 4. 1 in 1. 8. 14, 
15. He thinks that this is too narrow a view to take of this 
branch, nam et consultantium et consiliorum plurima sunt 

genera): and lastly from its office of wpotpomrn and azortpo- 
ay, suadendi et dissuadendi, it is sometimes called wportper- 
Tixov and suasoria oratio. (Quint. 111. 8. 6.)' The counsellor’s 
function, Epyov, is to exhort or recommend and dissuade, 

cupBovAns To ev Tpotpomn To Sé azrotpo7rn; his end, rédos, 
object or alm, ro cupdépov nal BraBepov, the expedient or 
advantageous and injurious or pernicious, Political Expedi- 
ency: (all the objects of deliberation are in the category of 
quality, says Quintilian, vil. 4. 2., facienda ac non facienda: 
appetenda vitanda: qu in suasorias quidem maxime cadunt, 
sed in controversiis quoque sunt frequentia: hac sola differ- 
entia, quod illic de futuris, hic de factis agitur. conf. Rhet. 1. 
6.1. On the rédn Cic. de Inv. 1. 4. 12 and 51 and 156. 
Topic. xxIv. 91. The Auct. ad Herenn. m1. 2. 3. reduces 
the three réA7 to one, utilitas, subdivided into tutum et 

honestum’). With respect to these réA7 in general it may be 

oupBovreurexdéy. On the division of the 

‘Pyr. xpos’ AXéE., double ar triple, see 

Spengel in his note on the (so called) 

art of Anaximenes, p. 99. and 228. 
Also Art. Script. p. 182. 

1 It is probable that a general’s 
speech to his soldiers comes under 

this head: it is at any rate of a 

hortatory kind. Aristotle never men- 

tions it. 

1 The Rhet. ad Alex. makes the 
ré\n of deliberative rhetoric six in 

number: ray xporpérovra xph dexriew 
that the objects of his recommendation 

are just, legal, expediert, fair and 

noble (xadd), pleasant, and easy of 
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observed that the author does not mean absolutely to confine 
any one of them to a special branch, and Cicero in the pas- 
sages of the de Invent. above quoted includes the honestum 
with the utile as the object of the genus deliberativum ; they 
all cupmrapadapBSavovet ta adda, take in the rest as adjuncts 
and subordinate considerations, the special rédos being cha- 
racteristic, and the most prominent object of the genus. The 
time of the public speaker is the future. Demosthenes adds 
To Tapov ‘the present fact’ to ro wéAXov as the object of the 
aupBovros, TO 5é wéeAAOY 9 TO TrapoY THY Tod cUpBovAoU Taft 
arraitei. de Cor. p. 292 § 192. and, by implication, de Pace, at 

the opening. And this ‘present time’ is likewise slipt in, con- 
trary to the theory, by Aristotle himself, I. 6.1. saporperovta 
ws eooéevwy 7) UTapycyTwy; and again, I. 8. 7. Deliberative 
rhetoric, as we have seen, derives one of its names, 76 dnunyo- 

pixov, from the circumstance of its being usually addressed to 
public assemblies and on subjects of national interest. Theo- 
retically speaking however this need not be so, though prac- 
tically it is for the most part thus limited. For in the first 
place advice may be given privately, which is Just as much 

mpotpomn and amotpomn as the other. Rhet. 1.3.3. 1.18. 1: 
and secondly, in some cases the distinction between the cup- 
BovAeuvrixoy and the ésridecxtixcy yévos almost vanishes, as 

in Isocrates’ Panegyric and Panathenaic speeches, each of 
which was addressed to a national assembly, and the former 

designed to recommend a national policy, union against the 
Persians. The end of these is ostensibly ro cupdépor, political 
expediency, and the time referred to, the future. But the real 

object of the speaker is the display of his own powers of com- 
position, and so immediate or present, and therefore these are 
properly referred to the head of declamatory or epideictic 
speeches, made for ostentation’s sake and to gain applause. 

This branch of oratory must plainly derive its materials, 

attainment: and 6 dworpérwy must And the ends of the epideictic kind 
show that the course from which he are the same. c. 2. § 4. c. 4. § 1. 
diasuades is the opposite of all these. 
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ein or mpotaces, chiefly from Politics in its narrower or 

special sense. 
The second branch of Rhetoric is addressed to one or 

more judges, and is called ro S:aavixov or Suxacrixov, judicial 
or forensic speaking, judiciale or forense genus, practice in 
the law courts and before judicial tribunals. It comprises 
accusation and defence as its parts, xatyyopia and amoAXoyla: 
its TéAos is 70 Sixavoy cai adixov; justice in accusation, in- 
justice, or rather the removal of it, in defence. (This seems 
the only way of explaining the double end: though it is 
plain that justice in either case is the real object—no one 
avowedly aims at injustice—and the other is added in all 
probability merely to make the end of this parallel to the 
other two): and its time is the past; (comp. Quint. VII. 2. 3) 

for accusation and defence must always turn upon acts 
already committed. This is the kind of rhetoric which occu- 
pied according to Aristotle nearly the whole attention, and 

the entire arts or réyvat, of his predecessors ; because, Rhet. 1. 

1.10, this kind of practice admits of more sophistry and 
chicanery than the deliberative—jrrov dort xaxodpyov 4 8n- 

prryopia. 
The forensic kind of rhetoric plainly requires the study of 

some parts of Ethics, as the theory of Justice; and Jurispru- 
dence, which belongs to Politics. 

The third branch is inferior to the two preceding in 
extent, importance and interest. It is the émidextixov yevos, 
demonstrativum genus, the demonstrative, showy, ostentatious, 

declamatory kind: so called because speeches of this sort are 
composed for ‘show’ or ‘exhibition’, éw(Secks, and their object 
is to display the orator’s powers, and to amuse an audience 
(Quint. vir. 3. 11.)—who are therefore Qewpot rather than 
xpirat, like spectators at a theatre, or a contest for a prize, 
Rhet. 11. 18. 1. 1. 3. 2—rather than any serious interest or 
real issue at stake’. This is sometimes called zravyyupis or 

1 From this arises a twofold di- where there is some real interest at 

vision of rhetoric into wxpayparixéy, stake, or dywxorcxés, where there is a 
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To Tavyyuptxov (as by Dionysius, Ars Rhet. vin. 4. Nicol. 
Soph. Progymn. ap. Spengel, Rhet. Gr. 111. 477. Syrian. ad 
Hermog. ap. Speng. ad Rhet. ad Alex. p. 99. and Art. Scr. 
p- 184.) because these ézidetEers were often delivered at the 
mavnytpes, the general assemblies at Olympia and the other 
national games. It also sometimes goes by the name of 
éyxwptaotixoy or laudatory. To this class belong funeral 
orations’, travyyupixol Noyor, speeches for the wravnyvpes, and 
panegyrics in the modern sense (of which Isocrates’ éyxaptov 
‘Edévns is an instance); and in general, literary compositions 
in rhetorical or periodic style which have no practical pur- 
pose in view—whence it is said of them, Rhet. 11. 12. 5. 

» pev ovy émidecxtixn EELS ypadixwratn’ TO yap épyov 
avTns avayvwcis—they are meant rather to be read. Quin- 
tilian thus characterises this branch of rhetoric. Ubi emo- 
lumentum non in utilitate aliqua, sed in sola laude consistit. 
Inst. Orat. 111. 8. 7. Tota est ostentationis. Ib. §63. Well 
known examples are the speeches in Plato’s Phedrus and 
Symposium ; most of Isocrates’ speeches, and such like. 
Cicero, Orat. 11. 37. (Compare XIII. 42.) comprises under the 
head of ézideiEevs, laudationes scriptiones historie et tales 
suasiones qualem fecit Isocrates Panegyricum. Sometimes 
these laudationes assumed the aspect of a burlesque, and we 
read of Polycrates, who had a reputation for the composition 

of these évrazvor, writing one in praise of mice (Rhet. I1. 24. 
6.), another in commendation of pots, yurpas, and a third of 
counters, yidou (mentioned by Menander the Rhetorician) : 
an encomium upon salt, des, is noticed by Plato, Symp. 177 B, 
and Menander epi émid., without the authors name; and 
the same is again referred to, together with another upon 
humble bees, BouSvdAx0i, by Isocrates, Helen. § 12.2 A pane- 

struggle or effort, which implies some- 1 On Plato’s Menexenus, and funeral 
thing substantial at issue; and éxidex- —_orations in general, see Grote’s Plato, 
vixéy, where the end is mere display. Vol. 111. ch. 31. 
Syrianus ad Hermog. ap. Spengel, * This distinction of serious and 
Art. Script. p. 184. burlesque éwidelgecs is noted by Ari- 
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gyric upon the lyre by Lycophron the Sophist is mentioned 
by Alexander Aphrod. in his Commentary on Soph. El. 174. 
b. 30. There were also éyxwua trapado€a, as that of Alci- 
damas upon death. He wrote another in praise of poverty, 
and a third crept IIpwréws tov xuvos. Menander. crept émidecx- 
Tixa@v. ap. Speng. Rhet. Gr. 111. 346. 

Of this branch érawos and yrcyos are the constituent 
parts ; its réNos, TO KaXoy Kal aicypov, honour and dishonour, 

the noble and the base, fair and foul, right and wrong: and 

its time, the present. 
Here again some acquaintance with Ethics, which deter- 

mines what is xaddv and what aicypdy, is necessarily 

required, 
And thus it appears that in all the three branches alike 

the materials which the orator handles, his ey or special 
topics, must be almost entirely derived from Politics, the 

science which treats of man in his social condition, 7 zept 
tavOparwa grrocogia, Eth. Nic. X. 10. sub fin., “the study 
of human conditions and of the relation of man to man in 
society,” and therefore includes Ethics, which analyses human 
nature in the individual, investigates his functions, épyop, 
and his character, 740s, and habits, his end and aim, réXos, 
and thence prescribes his rule of eonduct. So that not only 
do the two kinds of moral (or immoral) proof, the assump- 

tion of a virtuous character, and appeals to the feelings, 
require some knowledge of Ethics, but we now see that no 
reasoning in any of the three branches of rhetoric can be 
carried on without it; and we are entitled to conclude, dote 
ouuBaiver thy pytopixny oloy mapagués te THS StarexTixTs 
elvat Kal THs Trept ta 70n Tpaypareias, Hv Sixaoy éote mpoo- 
ayopevery modrixnv. Rhet. 1.2.7. And of these two, dia- 
lectics gives the form, Politics supplies the matter. 

stotle, Rhet. 1. 9. 2. éwel 8¢ cupBalvec Gedy AANA wal dyuxa cal raw Dru 
cai xwpls oxovdfs xal pera orovdfs fewv rd ruxéy x.7.X. 

éxaweiy rodddacs ob pbvow ErOpwiror F 
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TONOI, EIAH, STOIXEIA. 

And this brings us to the consideration of the form 
which these materials assume in a system of rhetoric, when 
they appear as To7ro: or Kowot Toros and edn, general and 
specific topics. 

The object and use of romoe in general is to aid the 
memory. Top. @. 14 163. b. 24. Cicero, Top. § 2, speaks of 
Aristotle’s Topics as, disciplina inveniendorum argumento- 
rum. See also de Orat. 11. 86. 354. and 358, and on the use 

of ré7rot, Rhet. 11. 22. 10. 

But first of the meaning of the term rozros, locus, or 

topic. 
This is very clearly stated by Cicero and Quintilian. 

The former in his Topics, 11. 7., gives the following explana- 

tion: ut igitur earum rerum que abscondite sunt demon- 
strato et notato loco facilis inventio est; sic quum pervesti- 
garé argumentum aliquod volumus, locos nosse debemus: sic 
enim appellate ab Aristotele sunt hee quasi sedes e quibus 
argumenta promuntur. Itaque licet defimire locum esse 
argumenti sedem. In de Orat. 11. 34. 147. the rczrou are 
compared to the haunts of game; atque hoc totum est sive 
artis sive animadversionis sive consuetudinis nosse regiones 
intra quas venere et pervestiges quod queras. Ubi eum 
locum omnen cogitatione sepseris, si modo usu rerum per- 
callueris, nihil te effugiet, atque omne quod erit in re occur- 
ret atque incidet; and again, § 174, to veins or mines, where 
metals may be looked for; ut enim si aurum cui, quod esset 
multifariam defossum, commonstrare vellem, satis esse debe- 

ret si signa et notas ostenderem locorum, quibus cognitis 
ipse sibi foderet, et id quod vellet parvulo labore, nullo 

errore, inveniret: sic has ego argumentorum notas querenti 
demonstravi ubi sint: reliqua cura et cogitatione eruuntur : 
and in de Fin. Iv. 4. 10. they are further compared to stores 
or thesauri which may be had recourse to on occasion 
for a supply of arguments; e quibus locis quasi thesauris 
argumenta depromerentur. Quintilian, v. 10. 20—22 is par- 
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ticularly distinct in his explanation, which is exactly to 
the same purport as Cicero's, and perhaps borrowed from 
him. Locos appello...sedes argumentorum quibus latent 
(lurk, like wild beasts; where game is to be looked for), ex 

quibus sunt petenda. Next they are compared with the 
haunts or regions where animals of any particular kind may 
be found when wanted. Nam ut in terra non omni gene- 
rantur omnia, nec avem aut feram reperias ubi queeque nasci 
aut morari soleat ignarus; et piscium quoque genera alia 
planis gaudent, alia saxosis, regionibus etiam litoribusque 
discreta sunt, nec helopem nostro mari aut scarum ducas; 
ita non omne argumentum undique venit, ideoque non passim 
querendum est. Multus alioqui error, et exhausto labore 
quod non ratione scrutabimur non poterimus invenire nisi casu. 
At si scierimus ubi quodque nascatur, quum ad locum ventum 
erit facile quod in eo est pervidebimus. Lastly Aristotle him- 
self, Rhet. 11. 26. 1. describes rozros as a head or genus under 
which many enthymemes or rhetorical arguments fall or 
are collected ; tozros, eis 3 TwoAXa evOuunpata éeurimrec’. 

A rorros therefore is a ‘place’ or ‘region,’ the place where 
you may look for something you want with the certamty of 
finding it, or a store which may be drawn upon to meet an 
occasional requirement: and in its application to rhetoric 
means a ‘head’ (capita, Cic. de Orat. 11. 34. 146) or ‘genus’ 
or general conception, which includes under it a large stock 
of special arguments of the same kind. The advantage of 
referring special arguments to these general heads, is that 
you know where to find them when wanted, like game in 
their haunts, or metal in a metalliferous district or in a vein, 

1 Theon, in his Progymn. c. 7. repl 
towov, (Spengel. Rhet. Gr. 11. 106.) 
gives a different version of the meta- 
phor. According to him ‘place,’ 
means ‘head quarters’ or ‘the place 
from which you sally out to attack an 
enemy,’ and equivalent to ddopus: 

and réwos has accordingly been defined 
by some, ddoppdy émcxeipnudrwr. But 

this explanation is neither so natural, 
nor 80 applicable to the circumstances 

of the case as that of Cicero and 
Quintilian. 
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or apy plant or animal in the particular habitat or region 
to which it belongs; or like goods in a store, or arms and 
ammunition in a magazine or arsenal: the place where they 
may all be found. A passage of Cicero, de Orat. 11. 30. 130. 
may be quoted in further explanation of the term itself and 
the use of topics. As in writing, we ought to have the let- 
ters that we require to use ready at hand, and not to be 
obliged to hunt about for them whenever we want them; so 
when a case is to be argued we should have a stock of argu- 
ments all ready classified, arranged in ‘ places’ where we can 
make sure of finding them, and ticketed and labelled as it 
were in their repository, or like bottles in the bins of a cellar, 
so that they offer themselves to us at once as soon as they 
are required. And to precisely the same effect, xx xIv. § 146. 

But we have next to notice a distinction between differ- 
ent kinds of rozrot, which as far as Rhetoric is concerned is 

peculiar to Aristotle’s system. Tozros as a general term is 
subdivided into eé special or specific, and rozroe proper, or 
Kowvol Toros universal topics: and rozos is frequently used 
in both these senses. The eidn or téva, the specific topics, are 

as he expressly tells us Rhet. I. 2. 21, so called because they 
are species or kinds subordinate to and forming part of the 
several sciences, chiefly Ethics and Politics, which come in 
contact with rhetoric and furnish it with its propositions, 

mpotaces, and enthymemes. As distinguished from these, 
the rozrot or xotvol ro7rot are those general topics of argument 
which are universally applicable to all sciences, the ely 
being confined each to its own; since no ethical enthymemes 
can be applied to physical subjects and vice versa: but the 
topics of degree, rob aAXov Kal Hrrov, of amplification and 
depreciation, Tov avfeww xat pewodv, of past and future, of 
possible and impossible, which are the topics, rcqroz, or xotvol 
rorrot ‘universal’ topics, are alike applicable to all the 
materials of the several sciences from which the edn are 

derived, and are thus ‘common’ to all. Aristotle’s language 
is so very distinct on this point in the passage quoted that it 
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cannot be mistaken. Aéyw yap Siadextixovs Te Kal pytopucods 
cuAXoyiopovs elvat mepl dy tous Torrous (the xouvol rézroe of 
degree, probability and improbability and the rest, as appears 
immediately afterwards from the example given oloy 6 tov pad- 
Aov Kai Hrrov Toros) Aeyouev’ ovToL & eioly of KoLvs mepl 
Stxaiwy (Ethical) cai gvoiav (Physical) cal wept moditicay 
(Political) xal mept moddev diadepdvrwv elder (i.e. special 
sciences) oloy 6 rod padXov cal Arrov rémros. I. 2. 20, and 
again, § 22. Aéyw Se eldn pev tas nal’ Exaotov yevos (of 
sciences, Ethics, Politics, Physics, &c.) (Sas mpotacets, rorrous 

5é rovs Kotvovs Opolws Travroy (i.e. the xowvol root and the 
toTrot évOupnpatwy of cc. U. 23. and 24). Nevertheless 
Schrader, on 11. 20. 1., and Spengel, in Trans. of Bav. Acad. 
p. 38, where this is distinctly wmplied, conceive the name 
eldn to be applied to the former because they are species of 
each of the three genera of rhetoric, the xowol rémou being 
universally applicable to all three. It is perfectly true that 
Aristotle does so treat the ethical or political eiéy, as subor- 

dinate to the three divisions or branches of rhetoric, and it is 

equally true that the xouvol toro: are common alike to all 
three, and that they might therefore have been so called for 
the reason assigned: but the language of the second chapter 
above referred to leaves no doubt that Aristotle gives them 
the name of eS because they are species subordinate to the 
several sciences, from which they are borrowed, as genera, 

and not because they happen to be treated under the heads 
of the three branches of rhetoric. 

Another term by which they are frequently designated is 
oroyeia, as in Rhet. 1. 2. 22. ult. 1.6. 1. m1. 26.1. 1. 22. 12, 
ototxetov for rozros is found likewise in the Topics. A. 1. 121. 
b. 11. c. 6. 128. a. 22. Z. 5. 143. a. 13. c. 14, 151. b. 18. and 
Cicero has, Top. Iv. 25. locis...tanquam elementis quibusdam. 
The reason why they are so called appears from the Chapter 
on oTotxeiov, Metaph. Z. 3. orovyeiov is an ‘ultimate ele- 

ment’, something either altogether indivisible, or divisible 
only into similar parts. The term may be variously applied, 
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as in a language to its ultimate divisions, or letters; in bodies, 
to their elements, indivisible component parts, or atoms; in 

geometry to points, orvyuai, the ultimate elements of space; 
in reasoning or proof, to the simplest and normal form of 
syllogism, the first figure: and in the Anal. Post. 1. 23. 84. 

b. 22. it stands for dueoot mpotaces, propositions ‘imme- 
diately’ or intuitively apprehended, ‘without the intervention 

of the middle term’, when subject and predicate are seen 
simultaneously by the vovs or intuitive reason. 

A rorros therefore, the genus or head of a multitude of 
similar and individual rozoz of the same kind, may be called a 
ovrovyeiov or ‘element’ of enthymematic reasoning, because it 
is only further divisible into similar parts, and thus corre- 
sponds with the definition of the latter. And this will enable 
us to enter fully into Aristotle’s meaning when he says, 
Rhet. 11. 26. 1. 76 yap auto Aéyw otoryetioy Kai torov' ote 
yap ototyetoy Kal Torres, eis 8 qodda évOupnpata (many 
enthymemes of the same kind) éuzrimre:, and in Il. 22, 12. 

atovyetov Sé AEeyw Kai rTorov évOvynuatos To avto. And 
these are the heads of families of similar enthymemes which 
are enumerated and exemplified in 11. c. 23.’ 

There are accordingly three kinds of rozo.; (1) the ein, 
the special materials, or specific premisses, derived mainly 
from Poulitics and Ethics; these may also be designated by 
the general name, as they are in Rhet. II. 22. 16, root rap 
eldwv. Most enthymemes are derived from the eidy, I. 2. 22. 

and the latter are expressly distinguished from the tozros 
évOupnuatov. 1.1.1. gore yap ta pev elon roy é:Ouunya- 
twv, ta dé towos*. (2) The second kind is the xouvot 
tool, or Toros alone, for the general name is applied alike 
to all. These are so called, because, as we have seen, they 

1 Waitz in his note on cro:xeiov, deficiency. 
Comment. ad Organ. 84. b. 21. omits 3 On efSy, and row in general, see 
to explain the application of the term Poste, Introd. to Transl. of Anal. 
to ‘topics’: nor does Bonitz. ad Post. p. 24. 
Aletaph. 1014. b. 3—6. supply the 
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can be applied to all the materials of Rhetoric, and to its 
three branches alike. They are four in number, Rhet. Ir. 
18. 3—5. and c. 19. possible and impossible, duvardy xai 
advvarov; fact past and future, Td yeyovds xal TO pédXov; 
degree, 76 adAov xal }rroy; and amplification and deprecia- 
tion, Td av&ew xal pewvy. These are ‘common’, to the 

eldn the materials of Rhetoric and to its three branches; 
Kowa yap TavTa Tavtwy Tav Aoywv, Rhet. 1. 12. 2. zep 
Trav xowav, 11.18. 2. They are analysed and exemplified 
in 11, c. 19. and from them of course are to be distinguished 
the xowal aiotes of the succeeding chapter, which are the 
two universal instruments of proof, enthymeme and example. 
These general to7rou can be applied to the eid, and also em- 
ployed as toro. évOupnpatwy—see II. 23. 4, 5—or as rézroe of 
fallacious enthymemes, as de/vwors in II. 24. 4. The distinc- 
tion between the eS and xocvol to7rot is very clearly stated in 
Rhet. 1. 3. The former are the special materials of the 
orator’s enthymemes, and may be classified under the heads 
of the three branches of rhetoric ; although the name is really 
given to them because they are spectes, or specific topics, of 
the yévos or science to which they severally belong. They 
are the topics to which the three réA7 of the several branches 
of rhetoric, 7d cupdépov xal BraBepov, or in other words, rd 

ayabov Kal xaxov, TO Sixavov Kal adixov, TO Kaddv Kai ainypédy, 
give rise. The xowvot rozrot, four in number, which are enu- 

merated and determined in § 8, are common to all these, and 

in so far universally applicable to the edn and to the three 
divisions of rhetoric. (3) Thirdly we have the rozou évOu- 
penpatov and datvopévwv evOupnuarwv which are to be dis- 
tinguished from the two preceding; heads of families of similar 
arguments out of which enthymemes may be constructed. 
Some of these are ‘common topics’, in the sense of their 
being applicable to all the three branches of rhetoric ; others 
are confined to the dicastic branch. All of them may be 
used either way, argued either on the affirmative or negative 
side, 1. 23.1. Rhetoric ravayria cvANoyiterat. 

9 
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The communes loci of Cicero and Quintilian and the Latin 

Rhetoricians seem to be more comprehensive, and capable of 
a more extensive application than those of Aristotle’s three 
divisions. They are thus defined by Cicero, Orat. 36. § 136. 
qui communes appellati sunt eo quod videntur multarum 
idem esse causarum, sed proprii singularum esse debebunt ; 
de Orat. 111. 27. 106. quia de univers& re tractari solent : 
and are illustrated by examples in various places, Cic. de 
Orat. 111. 27. 106, 7. de Invent. 11. 16. 50. Auct. ad Herenn. 

i. 3, 5. 9, 13. 10, 14. 15, 22. 16, 24. 17, 26. 30, 48, 9. 
Quint. v. 12. 15, 6. From these examples it scems that any 
subject or topic of a general character, that is capable of 
being variously applicd and constantly introduced on any ap- 
propriate occasion, is a locus communis; any common current 

maxim, or alternative proposition, such as rumoribus credi 
oportere et non oportere, suspicionibus credi oportere et non 
oportere, testibus credi oportere et non oportere et similia de 
Invent. 1. c.: compare the passages of the Auct. ad Heren. 
Again invidia, avaritia, testes inimici, potentes amici, (Quintil.) 

may furnish loci communes; or they may be constructed de 
virtute, de officio, de sequo et bono, de dignitate, utilitate, 

honore, ignominia, and on other moral topics. Cic. de Or. III. 
27. 107. u.s. To the same effect Hermogenes, Progymn. 

c. 6. ap. Spengel. Rhet. Gr. vol. 11. p. 9. Kouvds tomas Aéyerat, 

uote auorres rep) wavrés pév iepoovdou (for example), vmép 
mwavtos 6¢ dpiotéws. This use of communes loci is also ex- 
emplified in the orations or “ School Exercises” (Miiller. H. 
G. L. c. xxx. § 2.) of Antiphon. See for example de 
Cad. Herod. § 87, and § 14, compared with zept rod yopeur. 
§ 3 and § 2. where the same rézros is repeated in nearly the 
same words, and applied to two similar cases. These loci com- 
munes were sometimes illustrated by examples of the mode of 
treating them rhetorically by the teachers of the rhetorical 

schools, such as Protagoras Gorgias and Antiphon himself, 
and given to the pupils as models of argument or of style to 
be committed to memory. Such loci communes are referred to 
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by Aristotle in a passage, de Soph. El. c. 34. 183. b. 36. seq. 

previously quoted, p. 3. not., but not under that name; Adyous 
yap ot weév pytopixods of S¢ épwrntixovs (dialectical) édiSocay 
éxpavOavew, eis ods mrAEoTaKis eutriatety @NnOncay éxaTEpot 
TOUS GAANAWY ROyouS....00 yap Téyyny GAAA TA ard TIS 
Téxyns Sudovres tratdevery veda Bavov x.7. and this prac- 
tice continued in use in the Roman schools. Bacon likewise 
in de Augm. Scient. Lib. v. c. 3. speaks of the collection of 
an apparatus for rhetorical purposes, which he says may be of 
two kinds, either a store of subjects of arguments and com- 
mon places, quam vocamus Topicam (these are more like 
Anistotle’s rozrot), or a stock of ready-made arguments and 
speeches upon the most common subjects of controversy, 
which he calls Promptuaria; and these last correspond to 

the loci communes of the Latin Rhetoricians. Protagoras is 
said by Cicero to have been the first composer of communes 
loci in his sense; Brut. c. 12. Protagoras scripsit rerum 
illustrium disputationes, que nunc appellantur communes 
loci. 

Upon the various divisions already described ; the modes 
of proof or persuasion, ioteis', 76n, and mdOos; the eldn 
and rézo.; the three genera or branches of rhetoric; are 
founded the plan and method of treatment of the work in 
its two first books. Another and more fundamental division 
which has been already incidentally mentioned, p. 7, 1s that 
which distinguishes the two first books from the third, and 
is not even noticed until we come to the end of the second 
and the beginning of the third book. The two first are 
occupied with an account of the instruments and modes 
and materials or topics of rhetorical proof, which is the 

1 The term -icres applied to  Alexand. cc. 7, 8, and elsewhere; in 
rhetorical proofs, because they are not Isocrates, dvri3. § 256, 278, 280.; and 

demonstrative or scientific, dwodex- in Plato; only in the last of the three, 

rixal, but only probable, or modes of not as distinctive of, and specially 
persuading, is no invention of Aris- applicable to, rhetorical proof. 
totle. It appears in the Rhet. ad 

9—2 
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cmcntinl part or ‘body’ of the art: the rest being compa- 

muvely of no iinmportance, a mere appendage or external 

conninent, like dress or jewels to the person. This is why 

the contents of the third bevk on style, arrangement, and 

Nelivesy, A’Ety, Takis, und viroxpiots, are left so long un- 

notice): iL in Leenun: they are unworthy to occupy the 

witention tatil all the more important and material subjects 

af the at lave heen thoroughly analysed and examined 

wud exhibited in detail, The three parts of rhetoric are 

distinguinhed by Cicero, Orat, § 43., in one of those succinct 

wid caprenive phrases which preeminently distinguish the 

Dastins Inngguape ; quid dieat, quo quidque loco, quomodo. 

lis Atintothens own introduction in the three first chapters, 

fu which after the dispatch of so much preliminary matter 

wo have at longth arrived, the province of the art is marked 

ut, ite linuts cotermined, its instruments, materials and 

puineipal divinions are in general terms defined analysed and 
eoplatnt ‘The obscurity of this part of the work is so great, 

snpe tally tu those who are as vet unacquainted with the 

(us lisivalities of Aristutle’s: Logic and the intricacies of his 

mf \ lu, (lat Uoliave herve HS Th the third book for a similar 

teen, (hati, on acount of the extreme brevity and com- 
poeacevdaett niil othiptival character of the composition, had 

Petia Fee TAMIA Sonttentary or paraphrase with occa- 
mister (iatabetue, uy enter to SUPPrv a cue of connexion 

Which wey aide the meaperienodd reader through what 

Lovey all wathont exaggeration the tangled wilderness of 
Av tute ae vaadinery weiss. har Amscotie could and did 
wette owl owe heen fem Qlore’s feguert and glowing 

“est Siatagues: that he 
eeteetab bbe Wert UAe as “oar SOS LY, that be could 

COM Ne Gta cw Ch idis of Dis meamny and 
PAN Troe Ty gee Gy ot cater s ciLingsutty, tag he 

eee Eaves a hk oN otutass soctecr and 

yo a ee goa kwceiental pov olem 

Mev ot Moone ob + bo ue cud ua wandering 

1 a 

& Vestas UUUEN a vhth utes braesthigts vf QA 
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mazes lost’, that he could often repeat himself, or again 
confuse his readers by the absence of all indication as to 

whether he is speaking in his own person, or quoting or 
even refuting the doctrines of another, and that his trains of 
reasoning in general have sometimes a rambling, discursive, 
and unconnected character—all this is but too well known 
to the readers of his Physics, of his de Anima, of his Meta- 

physics, and indeed of nearly all his extant writings, in the 
very best of which these unpleasant peculiarities will occa- 
sionally appear. There are many parts of the Rhetoric, 

especially the third book, which have to me all the cppear- 
ance of notes of lectures, jotted down in a commonplace 
book, to be filled up expanded and illustrated when they 
were orally delivered to his class; and though I by no 
means assert that this is true of the entire work, still it 

may be a good reason for dealing with such parts in the 
manner that I propose; and I am in this also following the 
example of Victorius’ excellent Commentary. 



ARISTOTLE’'S RHETORIC. 

BOOK I. CHAP. I. 

THE art or faculty of rhetoric as it is variously called, 
the one term describing it as a theory or system, the other 
regarding it from the practical side, as a faculty or practice 
in finding arguments, duvapis tod wopicat Aoyous, I. 2, 7., is 
the counterpart, avrictpodos', or as it is afterwards more 
correctly expressed (the differences between it and rhetoric 
being too considerable to admit of its being properly desig- 
nated as an exact counterpart, implying that the two arts 
resemble one another as closely as orpody and ayriotpodn in 
a regular lyrical ode) a copy, opolwpa, offshoot, branch, trapa- 
gvés, or subordinate part, poptov, of dialectics, both of them 
being employed upon subjects common after a fashion (rpo- 
qov Tid, i.e. in @ certain sense, up to a certain point; it is 
not absolutely true, because there are differences in this 
respect between man and man, some using them much more 
than others) to all men alike, and neither of them confined 

like other arts and sciences to one particular definite class of 
objects and inquiries. Medicine, for example, deals with one 
particular genus or department of things, 7d vytewdyv xat 
vooepov, geometry with the properties of magnitude, ra Tov 
peyéBous ara6n, or of space, arithmetic with numbers: botany 
is wept guTa@v, zoology mept Cewv, and the like: whereas rhe- 
toric and dialectics have no one special subject of their own, 
but exercise themselves indifferently upon any question that 
is set before them, zrept rod Sobévtos, L 2.17. In consequence 
of this universality of application every one at some time or 

1 See the note on dyriarpodos, I. 1. 1. * See above, p. 75. 
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other has occasion to make use of them; for every one is 
constantly liable to get engaged in a discussion [indeed at 
Athens, where dialectical disputation was so fashionable, and 

more especially while Socrates was alive and prowling about 
the streets and public places seeking whom he might con- 
fute, the difficulty must rather have been to keep out of it] 
in which he must sustain the part of assailant, critic, or 
maintainer of a thesis, of questioner or respondent in a dialec- 
tural debate’, or to be driven to the use of rhetoric in accu- 

sation or defence. Most people it is true do this either 
altogether at random without any regular system rule or 
method at all, or else they acquire a practical skill, still 
independent of system, an éyzretp/a or knack falling short of 
genuine ‘art’, which is due to the familiarity or habituation 
(cvvnGera) which arises out of the exercise of the acquired 
habit (é&s). But the very possibility of these two modes of 
procedure, and the undoubted success with which they are 
often carried on, show plainly by their frequent recurrence that 
causes and effects must be traceable in the processes, and 

therefore that they may be systematised (odo7roety), and a 
body of rules drawn up by which they wil] be converted into 
arts, and success ensured so far as the rules of art can ensure 

it. [It is the knowledge of causes by which art is distin- 
guished from mere éuzretpia. See on ‘art’, ante, pp. 19—23]. 
It appears therefore that rhetoric may be treated as an art 
systematically, if not scientifically’, (See especially, c. 4. 

1 éterdfew to sift, crossexamine 

here represents the assailant or ques- 
tioner in the dialectical combat, 6 

exixecpav, 6 EXéyxouv, 6 emixerpay, and 

é éterd{wy himself; the opponent is the 
maintainer of the thesis, 6 Uréxwy 

roy Ndyor, 6 dwoxpuwdpuevos, the respon- 

dent. See the description, above, 

Pp- 90. 
3 The complete definition of art, as 

it is understuod both by Plato and 

Aristotle, is, 2 systematic and rational 

procedure, governed by general rules 
derived from experience, but distin- 
guished from mere éureipla, practical 
skill or routine, which is irrational 

(Plat. Gorg. 465. A.) growing merely 

out of habit and practice, by the 
apprehension of cause (Plat. Gorg. 
gor. A. Arist. Met. A. 1. and elae- 

where), and the recognition of gcneral 

principles. Art deals with universals 

and not particulars. Rhet. 1. 2. 11. 

Net. A. 1. 
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§§ 4—6.) As itis, the compilers of the so-called ‘arts’ have 
supplied us with a very small portion of what really consti- 
tutes an art of rhetoric, and that is proof—not scientific 

demonstration, but the kind of proof that rhetoric admits’— 
the legitimate and most effective instrument of ‘ persuasion’, 
the reputed end of the art; which can most readily be reduced 
to rules of art, and admits of the nearest approach to sci- 
entific treatment. Of enthymeme, the form of syllogism 
which rhetoric employs in drawing its conclusions, which 1s 
in fact “the body”, the solid substantial matter of proof,— 
to which all other kinds of indirect proof, such as the influ- 
ence of character, or appeals to the feelings, interests, pas- 
sions of judge or audience, are subsidiary and subordinate, 
standing to the other in the relation of mere adjuncts or 
external appendages (apog@7jxar), like dress or ornaments to 
the person—their works are absolutely silent; whilst they 

confine themselves to the treatment of such non essentials as 
some of those above described, which are properly speaking 
no part of rhetoric at all, are ‘beside the subject’, €&w tov 

™pa@ywatos, and mere appeals ad captandum to the judges. 
And therefore, if all trials were conducted as they even now 

are in some cities, and particularly in the best governed, the 
pleaders who strictly adhered to the rules laid down in these 
systems of rhetoric would have nothing whatever to say: in 
some places they actually put in practice what is universally 

1 Viz. xlores. Rhetorical proofs 
are so called, first because 7d wel@ew 

being assigned as the object of the 
art, alors, belief, is the proper and 

natural result; and secondly because 

the sphere of rhetoric being proba- 

bility, and none of its premigses or 

conclusious with very few exceptions 

necessary, scientific demonstration, 

arddeces, is excluded, and belief is the 

highest degree of certainty to which 

the orator can attain. The use of the 

term xicres as applied to rhetorical 

proofs, because they are popular and 

not demonstrative or necessary, is no 

invention of Aristotle. It occurs fre- 

quently in the Rhet. ad Alex. see 

cc. 7, 8, &c. and in Isocrates in the 

same application, dyrl3. §§ 256, 278, 

280, &c. Plato uses the word fre- 

quently, but never, I think, in this 

atiictly technical sense, though the 

meaning is often implied. Of the 
nature and import of ‘persuasion,’ 

an excellent account is given by Mr 

Bain, Senses and Intellect, Bk. 11. 
Ch. 2. $40. part of this is unintention- 

ally repeated from the note, p. 131. 
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approved in theory, and allow no ‘travelling out of the record’, 
no arguments or persuasive arts which have not a direct 
and immediate bearing upon the case before the court. This 
is the practice in the Court of the Areopagus, and it is cer- 

tainly right: to appeal to a judge’s passions and feelings, to 
attempt to excite in him anger, jealousy, compassion, is to 
warp him (d:acrpépew), and prevent him from exercising 
a right (straight and even) and sound judgment; and is just 
like wilfully making the rule crooked which you are about to 
apply to test something which you want to make straight. 
Besides this, it is plain that the parties in an action strictly 
speaking have nothing to do but to prove their point; 
whether the fact is so or not, whether the thing alleged has 
or has not been done; whether it is ‘great or small’, im- 
portant or trifling, ‘just or unjust’—except in cases where 
these points have been already determined by the legislator 
—is for the judge to decide, who wants no instruction from 
the parties before him on such matters as these. § 6. 

We may observe here that laws enacted on sound princi- 
ples should as far as may be determine everything them- 
selves, and leave as little as possible to the decision of the 
judge: first, because it is easier to find one or a few with 
sufficient wisdom and capacity for legislation and judicial 
decision than a large number similarly endowed; and 
secondly, because legislation arises from long previous con- 
sideration, allows plenty of time to deliberate upon the ope- 

ration and effect of a proposed enactment, its adaptation to 
the wants and character of the people for whom it is in- 
tended, and its harmony with the rest of the system, and so 
forth ; whereas the decisions of a judge or an assembly are 
given on the spur of the moment, without much time for 
reflexion, and are therefore always liable to error, the one 
in point of justice, the other in regard of the true interests 
of the state’. But the most important consideration of all 

1 al 82 xploes é& Uroyulov, Dore xa- gpépow cards rods xplrovras. xplrew, 
Aewdy dwodiddvar 7d Sixacoy al rd cup- as Victorius notes, is here used with 
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in favour of this view, is that the legislator’s decisions are 

not partial or particular, but universal, and also directed to 

the future: he lays down general rules with reference to 
future acts and events, in which he himself has no immedi- 

ate interest; but when we come to (77) the judge and 
assembly-man, they have to decide upon things present, in 
which they are, or may be, directly concerned, and definite, 
special cases, in which their interests and affections may be 
engaged—whereas ‘universals’ are of an abstract nature, 
and interest nobody—and so from this conjunction of their 
personal feelings and private interests with the case before 
them, their judgment, or power of decision, 1s obscured or 

clouded (érvoxoretv), and they are unable to discern the truth. 
Questions of fact, however, past present and future, are a 

necessary exception to the application of this principle : these 
cannot be foreseen by the legislator, and it is therefore im- 
possible for him to provide for them by any general regula- 
tions; they must necessarily be left to be decided as the 
occasion arises by the ordinary judges’. § 8. 

a double reference to judicial deci- 
sion and legislative deliberation; in 

both cases there is a judyment or 

decision: rd Sixasov being the object 
of the former, ro cuudépoy of the 

latter. This is confirmed by the in- 

troduction of éxxAnovacr%s in the next 

sentence. Compare § ro. also I. 3. 2, 

and 11. 18. 1, where it is shown how 

the decision of the xplrns may be 

extended to all the three kinds of 

rhetoric. In the epideictic branch his 
judgment becomes criticism, and he is 

& crific. 

1 On this same question of the 

necessary insufficiency of general 

laws in their application to particular 

cases, see Polit. 111. 11. sub fin. To 

supply these deficiencies, wept dow 
éfaduvarovow ol vouos Aye dxpiBas 

did 7d eh Pddcov eTvae Kabbrou SyrAGdoas 

wept wavrwy, one of the ‘rulers,’ rd» 

dpxovra, or states officer must be 

called in. The rule or theory is that 

a state should be governed by general 

laws as far as they can possibly be 

made to reach; but as they cannot 

provide for all cases that may arise, 

a great deal must of necessity be left 

to the discretion of individuals, and 

the intervention of some temporary 

and occasional authority is therefore 

required. The nature of this authority 

must be determined by the circum- 

stances of the case. In Politics and 
affairs of state it is the éxaAnola or 

general assembly that is called in to 

pass particular measures, yndlopara, 

on any special occasion, to provide 

for special emergencies — this is the 
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From what has been said it is plain that writers upon 
rhetoric, in defining the contents of the several divisions of 
the speech, the procemium, narrative and the rest (Rhet. III. 

cc. 13—19.), are dwelling upon points which are beside the 
real subject which is before them ; for these contents consist 
of nothing but precepts and directions for putting the judge 
into some particular state of mind and feeling, to excite in 
him, that is, such emotions as are favourable to their own 

cause and adverse to that of the opposite party: the true 
method of scientific proof, or rather artistic persuasion, which 
makes the really accomplished and successful rhetorical rea- 

definition of yi¢icna as opposed to 
the »duos or general law: Sri wepl 
évlaw ddvvarov Oéobar vduor, Wore W7- 
dloparos Bei, Eth. Nic. v. 14—in 

legal proceedings it is of course the 

judge, one or many, the xplrys or 

Sixacr#s, that has to interpret the 

written law, apply it to particular 
cases, and if need be modify its 

severity. This is in fact the province 
of émeixeca, Eth. N. v. 14., which is 

a merciful and indulgent consideration 
or. tendency, especially applied in the 

mitigation of the rigour of the written 
atatute—émieixeca is consequently de- 

fined, éxavépOwya vouluov dixalov, a 

correction, rectification, of strict legal 
jostice. Under certain circumstances 
(circonstances atténuantes) the rigour 

of the law must not be enforced. 
afriov 8° Sri 6 pwev vbuos xabddrou was, 

wepl éviuw 3° obx oléy re dp0ds elwety 

xa0ddou. 

On this point Plato, though he 
holds theoretically that the true poli- 

tician, one who has a perfect and 
scientific knowledge of the art of 
government, ought to be absolute, for 
the public benefit, not for his own, 
Polit. 296. D. seq., like a physician or 
Pilot, 297. D. aq.—at 298. B. the ab- 

surdity of the democratic theory and 

practice is held up to ridicule—yet 
allows that, when this perfection of 
scientific government is not to be 
attained, the authority of the laws 

should be paramount. This is 6 3ed- 

Tepos wAovs, the second best course. 

300, a. B. Though the irregularities 
and inconsistencies, dvoyodryres, of 

human beings and their actions are 

such that no absolute general princi- 

ples or rales can be constantly applied 
to them, 294. B, and hence one would 

prefer, were it possible to find such 
an one, a perfect human statesman as 
governor and legislator who can adapt 
himself to these ever varying circum- 

stances; yet in consequence of the in- 
finity of the special cases that arise, and 

the impossibility of settling them all 
singly and in detail, ris ydp d» ns 
lxavds yévor’ dy wore, Wore did Blov 
del wapaxadyueros éxdory 8 dxpt- 

Belas rpoordrres 7rd rpocjKoy ;—time 

strength and patience would alike fail 
the judge in such an office—although 

no one would willingly limit his 

powers and control his judgment by 
laying down absolute and general 
rules of action, this must neverthe- 

less be done. 295. A. B. 
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soner (évOupnparixos), they do not even attempt to explain. 
§ 9. 

[It has been already observed (ante, p. 4), and need here 
be only briefly repeated, that it may seem that Aristotle in 
these remarks is arguing against himself, and cutting the 
ground from under his own feet ; for his system by no means 
excludes appeals to the feelings, and 76 roy axpoatny diabei- 
vai mwws (c. 2. § 3.) is one of the three modes of proof which 
are effected by means of the speech itself, and therefore fall 
under the province of the art. But he is to be understood 
as speaking only comparatively, whilst he is pointing out the 
defects in the existing ‘arts’ and their mode of dealing with 
rhetoric. They occupied themselves almost exclusively with 
these matters, which strictly according to the theory of the 
art are really é&w tod mpaypatos. For if judges and popu- 
lar assemblies were what they ought to be, all such appeals 
to feelings and interests would be as unnecessary as they are 
irregular, and proof alone, logical proof, of the question 
under consideration would be all that is required: but unfor- 
tunately they are not, and therefore dia oyOnplay tay axpoa- 
toy (111. 1. 5. compare I. 1.10. and I. 2. 5.), in consequence 
of the defects of the audience, we must accommodate our- 

selves to circumstances; and since the introduction of such 

topics is usually necessary to the success of the pleader and 
orator, they must consequently enter into a complete system 
of rhetoric, which is to be a guide to practice: only they are 
to be kept subordinate, and scientifically (methodically) 
treated, both of which conditions the preceding writers on 
rhetoric failed to fulfil: they are not the immediate or proper 
subject, and ought not to be made the ‘ body’ of the speech, 
or of the rhetorical treatise. } 

And this is in fact the reason why they have totally 
neglected the deliberative, hortative, or public kind of 
speaking, and devoted themselves exclusively to the forensic 
or judicial branch; although both of these form parts of the 
same system, and the same mode of treatment is equally 
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applicable to both; and although the former is nobler and 
larger and more liberal (or ‘statesmanlike, or ‘more worthy 

of a citizen,’ vid. not. ad loc.)—being employed upon the 
settlement of questions in which important state interests 
are involved—than the other in which private interests are 

principally concerned, and the petty disputes that arise out 
of the ordinary every day dealings between man and man 
(ra guvadrayuata): it is because the practice of the law 
courts allows more room for the introduction of this extra- 
neous matter, and for the use of trickery and chicanery 
(frrov éore Kaxodpyov 7 Snunyopia Sixodoyias) than that of 
the public assembly, which is xoevorepoy, that is, in which the 
interests and issues which are taken into consideration are 
wider and more general, and encourage a more frank and 
candid and liberal tone and habit of mind than the special 
and private interests, and the often paltry and trifling 
matters which supply the topics of the pleader’. Such 
tricks and devices, dishonest alike and unscientific, as the 

sophistical rhetoricilans recommend in their treatises and have 
recourse to in their practice, are in fact less available in the 
public assembly, because there the audience are deciding 
upon their own affairs (7repi oixefwv) in which they neces- 
sarily feel a deep interest: accordingly all that they want is 
proof that the course proposed is for their advantage, and 
every thing beyond and beside this is likely to be disap- 
proved and rejected as unnecessary and out of place: whereas 
in a court of law, the judges—and especially a large miscel- 

laneous body of dicasts like that of which the Athenian 
courts were composed—have usually no direct interest in the 
questions that are brought before them, and may be regarded 
as indifferent to the issue: it is therefore considered neces- 

* xowérepoy is rendered by Victorius meaning that I have given to it in 
quod a multitudine quoque et imper- the text is at least equally derivable 
itis tractatur, more popular, more from the Greek, and far more suit- 
Within the reach of the vulgar ap- able to the context and general senti- 
prehension: but I think that the ment of the passage. 
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sary to conciliate them (bring them over, avadafeiv), and 

awaken in them a factitious interest in favour of the parties 

by appeals to their passions and feelings: the absence of any 

real interest renders them especially liable to be led away by 
these; they are diverted from the consideration of the merits 
of the case by the artificial excitement thus raised; they 
yield to the influence, lend themselves to the more plausible 
speaker, give sentence in his favour, and the case is decided, 

but not judged (&:ddacu trois audioBnrodow, arr’ ov xpi- 
vovowv). And all this accounts for the exclusive attention 
which this school of sophistical rhetoricians has bestowed 
upon the forensic branch of their art, because it is here that 
the artifices and sophistry which are distinctive of their 
school can be but brought into play. To prevent these evil 
consequences in the administration of justice, the law, as has 
been already observed, in some cases actually prohibits the 
employment of any such indirect means of unduly influencing 
the judges: in the assembly, the members who have to 
decide are sufficiently interested in the result to guard against 
it themselves. § 10. 

Now it is plain that the scientific treatment of rhetoric, 
that is, the reduction of it to general rules of art, must 

occupy itself mainly, if not exclusively, with proof. This 
proof, since rhetoric is confined within the sphere of the pro- 
bable, and does not admit of strict scientific demonstration 

(arrodetkis), leads to no more certain result than miotis, 
belief, a mode of conviction produced by the persuasion 
(r@ aevew) of the speaker. Still it is a kind of demon- 
stration (amodekis tis), because we entertain the strongest 
persuasion or conviction of any thing which we suppose to 
have been demonstrated. [This seems to be somewhat of a 
non sequitur. he inference would be rather the other way; 
that azrodevfis is a kind of wiotis: which is in any case the 
truer statement, seeing that belief is much more general 
than demonstration.] The form assumed by this rhetorical 
demonstration is that of the enthymeme: and this is in fact, 
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speaking generally, (amrAws)—because it is possible that an 
‘example’, or even one of the ‘unscientific proofs’ (dreyvos 
mioress) may be more telling on any particular occasion— 
the most powerful and convincing of all the modes of 
persuasion employed by rhetoricians. Now this enthymeme 
is a variety of the syllogism; and the province of dialectics 
—and therefore of rhetoric, its branch offshoot or copy— 
embraces the consideration of every kind of syllogism alike’, 
demonstrative, dialectical, sophistical, rhetorical And it is 
clear from all this that a thorough acquaintance with the 
materials of syllogism, the propositions or premisses of which 
they are constructed, and the modes of their construction, 
with the addition of a knowledge of the special subjects of 
enthymemes, things contingent, viz. or of uncertain issue, 
and probable, especially things which we deliberate about, 
as human actions and their consequences; and the differences 
between them and ‘logical’ (meaning here ‘demonstrative’ 
Vict. or rather complete and regular, not incomplete like 
enthymemes) syllogisms, is the readiest way to supply a 

1 Bre 32 od ybvow ol dcarexrexol eat He thinks that pépos refers to the 
dwodsexrixol cuddoyiopol did Tur wpo- 

ecpnuévuw ylyvovra: oxnudrwv, ddA 

cal ol pnropixol, xal dxdds Frigoiy 
aloris, wat } Kad’ drotavoiy pé0odor, 

pov dv efn Nexréov. Anal. Pr. 1. 23. 

68. b. 9g. 
How far, and in what sense, dia- 

lectics may be applied to the inveati- 

gations of science and its syllogisms, 

has been already explained, ante, 

pp. 80, 81, and note; and the general 
connexion of dialectics and rhetoric, 

Pp. OI. seq. 
In the text is added after dcadex- 

Tixhs, 9 abris Sdys Bf pdpous reds. 

Mr Poste in his Introd. to Transl. of 
Anal. Post. p. 18. n. 2. says of this, 
‘general logic seems to be called a 
part of dialectics.” And Victorius 

takes a similar view of the meaning. 

two books of the Prior Analytics 
which treat of the construction and 

varieties of the syllogism in general, 
equally applicable to all kinds; as 
above described: ‘dialectics’ is there- 

fore here to be understood as com- 
prehending the entire theory ‘of 
reasoning or logic in all its branches. 
I cannot agree with this, and think 
it much more probable that by “a 

part or branch of dialectics” Aristotle 
means the treatise on Fallacies, de 

Soph. Elench., appended to the Topios 
or treatise on dialectics, just as the 
treatment of rhetorical fallacies, or 

fallacious enthymemes, is appended to 
the analysis of the réro: érOuunudrus 
in Rhet. 11. 24. sépos abrfjs therefore is 

introduced for the purpose of including 
the fallacious branch of the art. 
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student with enthymemes, and so to qualify him for the 
successful practice of rhetoric. For although demonstrative 
science, of which syllogism is the appropriate instrument, 
has exact truth for its sole object, whereas Dialectics and 
Rhetoric deal only with the contingent and probable, yet 
since it belongs to the same faculty to discern truth and that 

which resembles it, and men in general have a natural 

aptitude for discerning truth, and mostly do arrive at it 
when it is their aim; so, sagacity in discerning and dealing 
with probabilities implies the same sort of mental dispo- 
sitions as those which lead to truth, and the same kind of 
intellectual operations and processes will cultivate these 
dispositions towards both: and the study of the syllogistic 
method which belongs to demonstration and tends to the 
establishment of the verum, will be equally serviceable to 
the dialectician and rhetorician, whose syllogisms begin and 
end in nothing but the verisimile. § 11. 

Now although the unscientific treatment of the subject, 
and the exclusive leaning towards the lower branch of the 
art, together with the sophistry and chicanery promoted and 
encouraged by this, which we have noted in the writings and 
practice of preceding Rhetoricians, have not unnaturally 
brought reproach upon the Art and the employment of it in 
general, yet Rhetoric nevertheless when rightly applied has 
its proper use and value: for we must not argue from the 
abuse to the use of any art. Rhetoric has four uses. For, 
first, it is corrective: it may be employed to prevent the 
triumph of fraud and wrong when the scale of justice might 
otherwise incline to their side: for truth and justice have 
a natural superiority over falsehood and wrong which the 
use of rhetoric enables them to assert against perversion 
and imposture; and therefore whenever wrong decisions 
are given and truth and justice defeated, it must needs be 
the fault of the parties themselves! who have neglected this 

1 The explanation in the text, Mr Munro, makes a’rdy reflexive, for 

which was first suggested to me by atirdyv. This use of the pronoun is so 
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invaluable instrument for the exposure of fraud and sophistry 
and for the setting forth of their case in its true and proper 
light. That falsehood and wrong should thus be allowed to 
prevail by the mere indolence or ignorance or carelessness of 
those who might avail themselves of it is reprehensible and 
deserving of censure: rhetoric corrects this; it is therefore 
‘corrective’ of this social defect. 

Secondly it is ‘instructive’, that is, to certain classes of 
people, and to a certain extent, within the limits of proba- 

bility. With a great many people, in fact all popular audi- 
ences, a popular method of proof, avoiding the technicalities 
of exact demonstrative science, is necessary in trying to con- 
vince them; which we are obliged to endeavour to do, whether 
we have to persuade them that such and such a course of 
policy is expedient, or that such and such a settlement of a 
legal question is fair and right. ‘Instruction’ Sdacxarla 
(comp. de Soph. El. c. 2. quoted above, p. 75.) in its strict 
and proper sense, by the scientific or exact demonstrative or 
regular syllogistic method, even if we had the exactest scien- 
tific knowledge of our subject, would be thrown away upon 
ordinary hearers, and we must meet such upon their own 
ground, by reference to popular and current opinions, and 
the universal and universally accepted axioms and principles 
of reasoning (ra xowa): this has been already stated in the 
Topics (A. 2. see above, p. 79.) of the mode of meeting ordi- 
nary people in argument (é7evfis). Rhetoric therefore in 
this limited sense is ‘instructive’. 

Thirdly, Rhetoric is ‘precautionary and suggestive’: the 
study of it tends to put us on our guard against the sophis- 
tries and fallacies of others. It is characteristic of dialectics 

common as hardly to need illustra- 

tion; but it is illustrated by Waits on 
in this case bave no meaning; for 

how can it be said that in cases of 
Anal. Pr. 55. a. 14. Victorius’ in- 
terpretation of adréy by rév évayrluy, 
‘the opposites” of truth and justice, 
viz. falsehood and wrong, cannot be 
right. The conclusion, dere, would 

unjust decisions the defeat of truth 

and right by their opposites is a con- 

sequence of the natural superiority of 
the former ? 

10 
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and of this art, that they both undertake to prove opposites, 
to argue on either side of a question, for the affirmative or 
the negative indifferently. But we may have the faculty with- 
out exercising it directly in actual practice—for we have no 
right to persuade people of what is false or wrong—but it 
may be kept in reserve and made available for detecting fal- 

lacies in others: and we may habituate ourselves to the 
examination of either side of any given question so that in 
any particular case in which we are concerned we may know 
how it really stands (as Eyer), the actual state of the case, 
on which side the truth and right actually lie [so Schrader. 
Victorius “to see how the thing is actually done—how to do 
it if necessary.” The other is doubtless right]; or if the 
adverse party employs unfair arguments, that we may be able 
on our side to meet and refute them. Now this office of 
‘concluding opposites’ is amongst all arts peculiar to dia- 
lectics and rhetoric. To these two alone, abstractedly con- 
sidered, the truth of the conclusions they draw is a matter 
of indifference : so long as they are correctly drawn accord- 
ing to the rules which the arts prescribe, the theory and end 

of the arts are satisfied. Not that there is absolutely no 
difference however between the two sides of a question or 
two opposite conclusions, even in reference to the arts them- 
selves and the application of them, and independently of all 

other considerations : for what is true and right, better and 
more advantageous, is always, so to speak, easier to prove, 

and more convincing when proved than its opposite, which is 
a paradox. Rhetoric is ‘precautionary’ or ‘ preventive’, and 
‘suggestive’. 

The fourth use of rhetoric is for ‘defence’. The argu- 
ments in favour of rhetoric on this ground are derived from 
the analogy of the use of the bodily faculties and instru- 
ments: it is accounted disgraceful to be unable to defend 
oneself with one’s hands, or the body in general: much more 
shameful must it be to be unable to use speech in self- 
defence, and all the more in proportion as it is more charac- 
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teristic of man (Polit. 1 2") than the use of the members of 
his body. Rhetoric is ‘defensive’. 

Lastly if the great amount of mischief that may be 
caused by the unfair use of this ‘faculty of words’ be ob- 
jected to the cultivation and practice of it, such an argument 
from the abuse to the use may be applied alike to the con- 
demnation and discouragement of everything that is good 
and useful, except virtue, and is more conclusive against 
each in exact proportion to its excellence and utility, as 
strength, health, wealth, military skill; for just in proportion 
to the amount of service that each of them may be made to 
render to their possessor and to society at large by the right 
and proper use of them, is the amount of damage which the 
unfair and unjust employment of them may produce: they 
are all dangerous or mischievous if misused, but no one 
thinks that they are on that account not to be desired and 
pursued and cultivated. §§ 12, 13. 

It has thus been made plain that rhetoric is not confined 
to any one special and definite class of subjects, but is 
universally applicable, like dialectics, and that it is valuable 
and beneficial when used aright: it is clear likewise that its 
object and special function is not ‘to persuade’, absolutely 
and without qualification—this is, rd opitecOas ov To mpaypa, 
ava TO Tpaypa Ev Exov H TETEAEopEvov, Top. Z. 12. 149. b. 
24.: this makes the result or success (eventus, Quint.) 

necessary to the definition of an art—as the current defi- 
nition erroneously assumes, but to discover and put in prac- 

1 63 \byos éxl rg Sndody dori rc cup- mals. Hoc enim, says Cicero, de 
$tpor kal rd BAaBepdy, Wore xalro dixacoy 
kal ro d&ixor’ roiro ydp xpos rddAa fya 
Tots dvrOpuras Biov, 7d pdvow dyalod 

xal xaxod xal dtxalov xal ddlxov xal roy 

DAwy alaOnow Exew? Speech, as con- 

trasted with mere voice, gwvf, which 
is given to man for the purpose of 
expressing moral distinctions, is there- 
fore the faculty by which he is dis- 
tinguished from tho rest of the ani- 

Orat. 1. 6. 32., uno prestamus vel 

maxime feris, quod colloquimur inter 

nos et quod exprimere dicendo sensa 

possumus. 
On speech as distinctive of hu- 

manity, see Whewell Elem. of Morali- 

ty § 430. Max Miiller, Lect. on the 
Science of Language, Lect. Ix. iat 

acries. J.S. Mill, System of Logic, 
Bk. iv. Ch. iii. 
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tice the available means of persuasion on any subject: the 
successful result is not necessary to the notion of art: that 
consists in employing the proper method. It is so in all arts. 
The function of medicine, for instance, is not strictly speak- 
ing to restore a patient to health, but to promote or forward 
his cure so far as circumstances permit: for it is quite pos- 
sible to treat secundum artem even those who are necessarily 

debarred from the enjoyment of health’. 
It appears also that there is a spurious fallacious branch 

of rhetoric’, corresponding to the theory of fallacies, the de 
Sophisticis Elenchis, in dialectics, included in either case as 
a subdivision under the general art: for the difference be- 
tween sound and genuine, and sophistical reasoning, lies not 
in the faculty or art itself, nor in the method followed, but 

in the moral purpose, mpoaipeots, of the reasoner; the 
faculty is the same in both: onlyin the one ease—in rhetoric 
—the sophistical reasoner passes under the one general 
name of pyrwp or Rhetorician, in the other there is a distinc- 
tion of names as well as of objects, and the one is called a 
Dialectician the other a Sophist’. 

Having thus determined what rhetoric is, or ought to be, 
that it is an art, and when properly used an honest and use- 
ful art, we must next proceed to examine its ‘method’, the 

1 Top. A. c. 3. Eoper 8@ rerlws 

Thy p0o80r, Bray dpolws Exwuer Wowep 

dwt pnropixys Kal larpexts xal rap 

roourwy duvduewr. rovro Séori rd éx 

riow évdexoudvuw wroreiy & rpoapotueda. 

ovre yap 6 prropixds dx wayros rpdarov 

weloes, 000° & larpixds tyidoe’ aAN 

day ruv évdexopérwy undey wapariry, 

ixavyws alrdv Exew Thy éxcorhuny phao- 

per, Comp. Z. 12. u.s. de Anim. 111. 

9g. 8. Metaph. A. 1. Eth. Nic. nv. 5. 

Bovrevdueda 82 ob wepl ray reAGy, dAAd 

wept rav mpds Ta TEA. ovTE yap larpds 
Bovreverar elf Uy:doe, ovre pirup el 

weiges, ovre wodcrixds el etvoulay woe}- 

oet......dMAa Oduevos réXos Tt, was Kal 

&a thwy Ecrac cxorotc:r. See also 

above, p. 33. 

* This is treated in Rhet. 1. 24. 

3 More briefly thus: there is a 

sophistry in rhetoric as well as in 
dialectics, and the definition of both 

turns upon the same distinction ; 

that is, it resides not in the faculty, 

but in the moral purpose: only in the 
one case the Sophist passes under the 

general name of rhetorician; in the 

other we distinguish name as well as 
thing. 
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instruments and processes which it employs in arriving at 
its conclusions, the rules and means or sources or materials 

(ras te nai éx tivwv, the latter especially referring to the 
mpotaceis, premisses or propositions, from which as materials 
the enthymemes are construeted and the conclusion deduced) 
by which the proposed object, the persuasion of the hearers, 
may be attained. And we commence the inquiry with the 
definition of our subject. § 14. 

BOOK I. CHAP. II. 

Rhetoric may be defined, not as heretofore the ‘art of 
persuading’, because as we have already seen the result is 
not necessarily included in the meaning of the term ‘art’, 
but ‘the faculty of discerning or finding in any question pre- 
sented to it that which is adapted to produce persuasion, or 
the possible means of persuasion’: the ‘art’ of rhetoric being 
here regarded in its practical application by the individual 
orator’ 

1 Quintilian’s criticism of Aristotle's 
definition, that it includes too much 

and too little, has been already com- 
mented on, p. 34. To the same effect 
he adds, 1. 1§. 16, omnia subjecisse 
oratori videtur Aristoteles, quuin dix- 

it, vim esse dicendi, quid in quaque 
re possit esse persuasibile. On the 
same ground, of including too much, 

the definition of Aristotle is criticised 
by the Scholiast on Apthonius, quoted 
in Gaisford’s Animadv. ad Arist. Rhet. 
p. 30. The author says that the uni- 
versal, wepl Exacrov, requires the limi- 
tation rodtrixéy, to mark the proper 

sphere of rhetorical study and prac- 

tice ; (this, though absent from the 

definition, is amply supplied by Aris- 
totle in the body of the work:) and 

This is peculiar to rhetoric: every other art (except 

further that the wridavds Adyos (this 

gives the sense, not the exact words 
of the definition) must be limited by 

the addition of dcefodixés ‘narrative,’ 
to distinguish it from the ‘interroga- 

tive’ dialectics; with which it is con- 

founded by the omission of this and 

the preceding differentia ; for dialectics 
alone, Top. A. init., is in reality rept 

wayrés. However, as we have seen 

Rhetoric ts theoretically of universal 

application, though in practice the 

field of operations is confined to Poli- 
tics in its widest sense, to man in 

society, and his actions, motives, feel- 

ings, and character. The Scholiast 
accordingly approves of the definition 
of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who 

describes it as a 8tvayus rexmixh wi8a- 
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dialectics, as should have been added) has a special ‘ subject’, 
vrroxeievov, the materials which supply its premisses or 

propositions, as medicine deals exclusively with what is 

wholesome and unwholesome, geometry with the properties 

of magnitudes, arithmetic with numbers, and so on: whereas 

it is the province of rhetoric to discover that which conduces 
to persuasion in any subject whatsoever: and therefore we 
say that the art has no special determinate class of things to 
which its rules and processes are applied. § 1. 

Of rhetorical proofs there are two kinds, scientific and 

unscientific. By the unscientific are meant, all such as are 

‘preexistent,’ zpoumnpyev, independent of ourselves and our 
own efforts and actions; as witnesses, torture, documentary 
evidence, such as contracts, and so forth; by scientific, those 
that may be conducted and established by the processes and 
rules of the art, and by our own agency: the one kind is 
ready to hand, and has only to be properly employed, the 
other must be invented; [hence the Latin term Inventio.]' 

Of the proofs which are furnished through the instru- 
mentality of the speech itself, and therefore scientifically or 
systematically, there are three kinds, one residing in the 
character of the speaker, the second in the feelings and 
emotions produced in the audience, and the third, which is 

proof in its proper sense, logical, direct proof, in the speech 
itself, by proving or seeming to prove; the last words ex- 

vol Abyou éy mpdyuare wodktrexg Trédos 

Exovca 7d cb elwety; and this certainly 

is a very complete definition. It does 
not appear in his extant réxvn, which 

is occupied with quite other matters. 

Of Alexander’s explanation of the 

term dvvaucs as applied to Rheturic I 

have already spoken above pp. 15, 16. 
I will here add as a supplement a 
passage of Eustratius on Eth. Nic. x. 
9g. 18. (quoted by Zell) which takes 
the same view, Suvdyes éxddouv ol 

wahatol rds éxixetpovoas els rdvavria, 

olor pyropixhy scarexrixhy, ériorhpas 

5¢ ras ph roatras, oloy dpOunrixhy 

yewperpexhy duo. Let me further 

add to the argument against this ex- 

planation of the application of the 

term dvvaus to rhetoric previously 
given, that Aristotle’s own language 
is in contradiction of it. In Rhet. 1. 

2. 7, Dialectics and Rhetoric are said 

to be Surduets—not rod rdvayria ovi- 

hoylfeoPar, but—rov woploa: Adyous. 

1 On the drexvo: xicres, seo I. 15. 
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pressing the sophistical branch which is a necessary ap- 
pendage to rhetoric. as to dialectics. Persuasion is conveyed 
by the character of the speaker when the speech is 80 
expressed as to prepossess the audience in favour of the 
orator’s credibility: which is effected by leading them, 
always through the speech, to ascribe to him three virtues or 
good dispositions of mind, ¢povnats the intellectual virtue of 
practical wisdom, which contrives means to an end (Eth. Nie. 
VI.), and enables him to judge what is right and expedient, 
apern moral virtue, or integrity of character, which will 
prevent him from trying to deceive them, and thirdly edvora, 
good intentions, to themselves, their party, or their cause 
(Rhet. 1. 1). We put faith more readily and in a higher 
degree in persons whose character we approve as a general 
rule; but more especially in doubtful or ‘probable’ cases, 
where opinions differ, and no exact certainty is attainable: 
and here our confidence is entire. This however must be 
effected through the speech, and not be left to depend upon 

any previous impression of the speaker's character: and 
herein it differs from Cicero and Quintilian’s auctoritas. It 
is so far from being true, as some writers on the art assert, 

[who these are we do not know: not Isocrates, nor the 

author of the Rhet. ad Alex. for both of them assert the 
contrary. Isocr. Antid. §§ 276—280. Rhet. ad Al. c. 39. 2.] 
that the influence of character contributes nothing to the 
speaker's power of persuasion, that it might almost be said 
that this is the most effective (cupswrarny) of all kinds of 
proof’. Rhetorical proof or persuasion is conveyed through 

1 See Plut. Vit. Phocion. 744. A. 

(quoted by Gaisford). éwet xai pjjua 
cal veiua pdvov dv3pds dyaloid puplocs 

évOuphpace xal wepibdas avyrippowow 
Exee lore. 

Of the influence of auctoritas, or 

the authority of character in general, 

see Quintilian Inst. Or. rv. 1. 6—12. 

As a particular exemplification of it 

I will quote two famous examples, 
the one historical, the other fictitious. 

The first is what Quintilian, V. 12. 9, 
where the story is very briefly told, 
truly calls nobilis Scauri defensio. 
Q. Varios Sucronensis ait Acmilium 

Scaurum rempublicam P. R. prodi- 
disse; A°milius Scaurus negat. And 

that is the defence. It is to be re- 
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the hearers when by the speech any emotion is excited in 
them; fir very different decisims are given under the 
infuse A joy and grief, of love and hatred: and it is to 
this branch A the art alone, to these ‘ appeals to the feelings’ 
that the preceding and present professors of it have hitherto 
Nivel their studies and their efforts. This subject shall 
Le exatnismd in detail when we come to the treatment of 
the waOn, the ‘affections’ or emotions (Bk. 11. cc. 2—11) 

Thirdly the speech itself in the organ of proof when we have 
shown directly the truth, or apparent truth, of anything 
by the arguments or inaterials and means of persuasion that 
the subject supplies. §§ 2—6. 

Such being the nature of these three modes of rhetorical 
proof, it is plain that the employment of them requires the 
study of character, of the virtues, and of the affections er emo- 
tions—of the last the nature (7d dorc) and qualities (sotov te) 
and the sources or materials (é« tivev) and modes (ads) of 
their cxcitement—and the power of deriving arguments from 
thine: and hence it appears that Rhetoric is an offshoot or 
neion, ah we may call it, not only of dialectics, but also of 
Ethical science, which may fairly be called Politics or Prac- 
tical Philosophy. And this explains the reason why its 

marked that Quintillan here omits the 

prenotsen; which I should hardly con- 
calve it possible for a Roman under 

the clrcumatances to have actually 

done, The same atory is told at 
grentor lonyth, but not improved, by 

Aasconlus in his Comment. on Clo. pro 
Hoauro, of which a few fragmenta 

romaln quoted by Orelli, Onomast. 

Tull. 1, tg, Asconjus omits the gen- 

tile name, Amilius; J should suppose 
with equal improbability. Lastly 
Valerius Maximus Lib. 111, by dilut- 
ing it ao aa to deprive it of all its 
emphatic brevity, destroys at once its 

point forve and interest. 

The only other exemplification of 
the influence of auctoritas which I 
will refer to ia Virgil's noble simile in 

the first book of the neid, 

Ac veluti magno in populo cum swpe 
coorta est 

Seditio, sevitque animis ignobile vul- 

gus, 
Jamque faces et saxa volant, furor 

arma ministrat— 

Tum pietate gravem et meritis si 
forte virum quem 

Conspexere, silent, arrectisque auri- 
- bus adstant ; 

flle regit dictia animos ea pectora 

mulcet. 
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Professors assume the mask or disguise, uzrodvovras vid 7d 
oxnpa, of Politics and Political philosophers, whether it be 
from ignorance, or from quackery, aAafovela, or any other 
human infirmity: for it is in fact nothing but a branch or 
copy of Dialectics, as we said at the beginning of this book: 
[‘ We’ did in reality say something more; for we called it 
avrlarpodos, an exact parallel or counterpart; but we now 
see that the connexion between the two is better represented 
by a different name, and so we correct ourselves.| since 
neither of them has for its subject of investigation the nature 
or constitution, was éyer, of any special class of things, but 
both are mere “faculties of supplying arguments.” 

So much on the faculty and province of these two arts, 
and their mutual relation; we now proceed to the instru- 
ments of proofs. § 7. 

Of direct logical proof, or apparent proof, there are here, 
as in dialectics, only two modes, one the inductive, the other 

the syllogistic or the seeming syllogistic, method: for in 
Rhetoric the example 1s a kind of induction, and the enthy- 
meme a kind of syllogism: the enthymeme may be called a 
rhetorical syllogism, the example a rhetorical induction. 
In rhetoric the only instruments of proof are enthymeme and 
example: so that if it be true of reasoning in general that it 
must all be carried on and by every one (7 ovtiwobv) either 
by way of syllogism or induction—as it is clearly stated in 
the Analytics, (An. Pr. 11. 23. 68. b. 13, An. Post. init., also 

1. 18. 81. a. 40, m. 19. 100. b. 2.)—one or other of the one 
(enthymeme or example) must needs be the same with one 
or other of the other (syllogism or induction). [All proof by 
reasoning is thrown into the form, either of syllogism or 
example: the only modes of rhetorical proof are enthymeme 
and example: therefore, enthymeme must be a variety of 
syllogism and example of induction.] The difference be- 

tween enthymeme and example may be plainly inferred 

from the Topics, where the syllogistic and inductive processes 

have been previously explained; it may be wferred I say 
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from what is there said’, that to derive a general conclusion 
or rule from an vbserved simuarity in a number of particular 
cases is in Dialectics induction. in Rhetoric example; whereas 
the (deductive, conctusion that from certain assumed pre- 

misses something else dinerent from them) follows besides 
them, by reason of their being what they are (and nothing 
else’, either universally ‘as in demunstrative science) or gener- 

ally (as in dialectics and rhetoric , is in the one case called 
syllogism and in the otber enthymeme. And it is plain that 
rhetoric enjoys both these advantages ‘svllugism and induc- 
tion)— (ayafoy here, as in IL 20. 7., stands for ‘something that 
is good and useful” —for what has been said (of dialectics) 
in the Methodica ‘a lost work on some branch of Logic, of 
which beyond the reference and the simple mention of it by 

1} The passages in the Topics to 

which I suppose the references to be 

made, give exactly the same account 
of syllogism and substantially of in- 
duction as we have here in the Rheto- 
ric; and from these descriptions, now 

that we know that enthymeme is a 

kind of syllogism and example a kind 

of induction, we may readily infer the 

difference between the two. Aristotle 
does not say, as has been generally 

suppored, that this difference has been 
stated in the Topics, but only that it 
can be inferred from the statements 

there made; and by making éxei yap 

w.o. x. éw. elp. mpbrepow an explana- 

tory parenthesis, and then connecting 

bri 7d per x.7.. with the preceding 
words, we obtain the meaning that 
I have rendered in the text. The 
parallel passages in the Topics, are 

A. I. 100. a. 25, for the syllogiam, 

tors 5h cudroyiopss Adyos ev @ rebdr- 
Tue Tuy Erepoy re TO Keidvuw ef 
dvdyxns cupBalve did riv xeudrwy, 

and nearly the same words repeated, 
do Soph. El. c. 1. 165. a. t., which pre- 

sent a sufficiently close resemblance to 
the definition in the Rhetoric: and for 

the induction, Top. A. c. 12. 10§. a 

13. érayuryh 7 ao Tor cal’ Exacror 
éwi ra xaQo\ou Edogos. 

Spengel in Trans. Bav. Acad. p. 43. 

Prandis, iiber Arist. rhet. p. 13. 

Heitz, Verlor. schrift. de Arist. p. 82, 

3, and Sauppe there quoted; and 
before these Victorius and Muretus; 

all suppose that Aristotle is directly 

quoting as from the Topics the differ- 

ence leucen Enthymeme and _ ex- 

ample: and as this is not to be found 

in that work, they have recourse to 

various expedients of transposition of 

clauses and omission of them as inter- 

polated—which Heitz, who would 

leave out all the words from é« ra» 

Torixkwy to duolws Exe, carries to the 

greatest length—all of which I will ask 
my readers who are desirous of seeing 

their proposed alterations to look for in 

their own writings: for the difficulty 
which they take so much trouble to 

overcome vanishes, as it seems to me, 

before the explanation here given. 
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Diog. Laert. v. 29. nothing whatsoever is known) is equally 
applicable here—for there are two kinds of speeches in 
rhetoric, in one of which enthymemes predominate, in the 

other examples, and in like manner two kinds of speakers 
similarly distinguished. Of these two, though that which 
(proceeds by) chiefly employs examples is just as effective in 
the way of persuasion as the other, yet the enthymematic 
kind of speech is more popular and applauded’. The cause 
and origin of them (so Vict.), and the mode of their employ- 
ment we will describe hereafter (11. 20—24.); let us now 
determine more explicitly what they are. §§ 8—10. 

First of all ro mweOavoy is a relative notion; that which is 

persuasive must be persuasive to some one; persuasion must 
have an object: secondly, persuasion acts either directly 
and immediately, like an intuition or sense, when the state- 

ment seems convincing and credible at once and by itself, 
or by its own virtue, without the aid of reasoning; or else 
by the intermediate process of a proof derived from consi- 
derations, arguments, or premisses similar to those just de- 
scribed, such, namely, as carry immediate conviction; and 
thirdly no art looks to the individual or particular as its 
object and aim, as medicine to Socrates or Callias—it does not 
investigate what is wholesome or unwholesome to him indi- 
vidually—but always to classes or universals, [this is one of 
the characteristics of ‘art’ as distinguished from éuzreipla, 
Metaph. A. 1.] to one of such and such a constitution, or 
to several of the same sort—particulars being infinite and 
not to be comprehended in our knowledge—accordingly [of 

the three mporacets the amddocts follows from the third only] 
rhetoric will not consider what is probable only to this or 

1 Of these two great instruments 
of reasoning it is further said, Rhet. 

L 9g. 40, that the example is more 

suitable to the deliberative branch of 

rhetoric, because we decide upon 

what is future by reference to past 
examples: the enthymeme to the 

forensic branch, because the past 

admits more of proving and assigning 

causes by reason of the obscurity that 
attends the investigation of it. To the 

same effect, 111. 17. §. The same is 

said of the use of wicras in forensic 

rhetoric in Rhet. ad Alex. c. 7. § 3. 
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that individual, Socrates or Hippias, but that which is pro- 

bable to members of a given class, rots rotovrocs, men of such 
and such a sort or kind, of a given character and qualities, 
like dialectics. Both of them, though they may theoretically 
be applied to argue any possible question or problem, yet 
practically both are limited; for both of them alike derive 
their problems and theses not from any question taken at 
random and without consideration, €€ dv érvyev, senseless or 
immoral it may be, nor from the views and opinions of all 
persons alike, for fools, madmen, idiots have some fancies, 

galveras yap atta Kai tois waparnpovow; but dialectics 
from subjects which really require discussion, to see on which 

side of a disputed question the truth really lies, and rhe- 
toric from the subjects of ordinary deliberation’. The pro- 
vince and function of the latter lie in the things that we are 
accustomed to deliberate about, things probable merely and 
contingent, where we have no ‘arts’ ready made to furnish 
us with general rules for their decision; and it addresses 
itself to a popular audience, to hearers who are unable to 
take in at a glance (cuvopay), to take a simultaneous or 
comprehensive view of, the several steps of a protracted ar- 

~ gument, or to carry in their minds a long chain of reason- 
ing. That is to say, from the character of the audience 
who are usually unaccustomed to long trains of close and 
connected reasoning, the mode of argumentation, as well as 
the materials, the opinions maxims and principles appealed 
to, must be all alike popular. Now we deliberate about 
things contingent and probable, which appear, (are supposed,) 
to admit the possibility of opposite conclusions views and 

' Top. A. 10., 104. a 4. od yap where the principles laid down are 
wacay xpbracw odd2 war wpdBdnea 

Scarexrixdy Oeréov? otdels yap ay wpo- 

relvece vouw Exuv Td under Soxody, evde 

wpoBdror rd waox havepdy F rots wiel- 

oras’ Ta per yap ovx Exe dwoplay, ra 

3’ oddels dy Oely. On the proper sub- 

jects of discussion, see Eth. Eud. 1. 3, 

precisely similar to those of the Topics 
and Rhetoric. Eudemus is applying 

them to determine the proper subject 
of Ethics. rots wapagpovoicw is there 

represented § 1., by rots wa:daplos, 

cal rots xduvoves kal rapadpovoler. 
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results; in respect etther of the truth or falsehood, the right 
or wrong of them, as opinions; or their probable issue, as 
events, or future courses of action to be recommended or 
discouraged, in so far as they are good or evil, expedient 
or prejudicial, where the event is unknown or the exact truth 
cannot be ascertained: for no one ever deliberates about 
things which offer no alternative, which can only exist or 
issue in one way, things necessary, Ta ps7) evdeydueva EdrXros 
éyerv,—at least on that supposition; for of course such mat- 
ters may be argued in ignorance that they are fixed and 
unalterable, and we have no power to determine them, [see 
on the proper objects of BovAevots, Eth. Nic. m1. 5}—because 
there is nothing to be gained by it. §§ 11, 12. 

It is possible to reason and to draw conclusions, either 
by a connected chain of demonstration from propositions and 
premisses, the truth of which has been previously demon- 
strated by syllogism, or from such as have not yet been 
regularly and scientifically concluded, but require syllogistic 
demonstration because they are not probable: now both of 
these must be unfit for the use of the rhetorician, who has 

but a popular and unscientific audience to address; the first 
must plainly be difficult to follow from its length, the judge 
(the hearer in all the three branches may be called ‘a judge’, 
see above p. 137, n. 1.) being presumed to be a ‘simple’ per- 
son, ardovs; the second will make no impression on the 
minds of the audience, will not be readily accepted and cre- 
dible to them, because they are not gathered from admitted 
facts or probable acknowledged principles, but on the con- 

trary require proof; and from this it necessarily follows that 
the materials of both enthymeme and example must be 
things which may usually, for the most part, be other than 

they are, liable to change, contingent and variable; the ex- 

ample as a kind of induction, the enthymeme as a syllo- 
gism. The enthymene is deduced from few premisses (is a 
syllogism whose major premiss is so evident that it needs 
little or no previous proof. Schrader.), and often (always, 
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I believe; else what remains to distinguish it from the dia- 
lectical syllogism ?) consists of fewer propositions (including 
the conclusion) than the primary or normal syllogism (the 
syllogism of the first figure : or, the typical, normal, original 
syllogism of which all the rest are only varieties): because 
if any of these is already well known—and the propositions 
of the rhetorician are well known, being popular and current 
maxims and opinions, and generally accepted rules and prin- 
ciples, which he uses for the major premisses of his argu- 
ments—there is no occasion to state it at all; the listener 

will supply it for himself. Suppose for example, we wish to 
show (as in an epideictic or panegyrical speech) that Dorieus’ 
has been victor in a contest for which a crown is the 
prize; we need only say that he has won an Olympic vic- 
tory; the major premiss, that all Olympic contests have a 
crown for the prize may be omitted, because it is universally 
known. The syllogism at full length is, 

All Olympic contests (and therefore victories) have a 
crown for the prize ; 

Dorieus won an Olympic victory ; 
Ergo, Dorieus bad a crown for his prize. 

The enthymeme omits the well-known major, and merely 
argues that, 

Dorieus won an Olympic victory ; 
and therefore, had a crown for his prize. § 13. 

The materials or propositions of which enthymemes are 
constructed are only in very rare cases ‘necessary’: the 
objects of our decisions and investigations are almost always 
variable, admitting of opposite issues: for the object of deli- 

1 Dorieus is here selected as one 

of the most famous of Olympic victors. 
His second victory furnishes Thucy- 

dides with a date for the 88th Olym- 

piad, B.c. 428. qv 52’OdAuumids 7 Aw- 
preds ‘Pddcos rd Sevrepov évixa. His 
two other Olympic victorics were won 

in the preceding and following Olym- 

piads, B.o. 432 and 424. Pausanias 

VI. 7. 1. wayxparly vKjoas dAupmrid- 

ow édetis rplow. Besides these he 

likewise yained cight victories at the 

Isthmian, and seven at the Nemean 

games. Ibid. § 2. 
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beration and inquiry (which supply the materials of rhetoric) 
is human action; and since no action, possibly with this 
or that exception, ws é7ros elmeiy, (in consequence of the free- 
dom of the will) is subject to necessary laws, all of them 
must be contingent and undetermined. Again, the premisses 
and principles from which we deduce our conclusions must 
be derived from others of the same kind, neither universal 

nor necessary, but only possible, évdeydueva, and generally 
true: whereas science draws necessary conclusions from neces- 
sary premisses—which has been already explained in the 
Analytics’. And from all this it plainly follows, that the 
materials which go to the construction of enthymemes, 
though they may be necessary, yet are for the most part, 
with few and rare exceptions, only probable, and generally, 
not universally, true; whether they are referred to present 
facts as opinions, or to future events as contingencies. These 
materials are eixora and onpeia: and as the enthymemes 
are derived from them, it follows that these two must be 

identical with the same materials as previously divided into 
necessary and probable each to each; the necessary portion 
of the onpeia, the texpnpia, being the avwyxaia of the other 
division, the remaining oneta and eixéra coinciding with the 
second*, § 14. 

1 Anal. Pr. 1. 8. where three de- with the other, which is not only a 

grees of certainty are distinguished, 

brdpxew, c& dydyxys trdpxew, evdé- 

xeoGa: bxdpyew. Comp. c. 13. 32. b. 4. 

where the same three are differently 
expressed, the necessary; and two 
kinds of possibility; the usual 73 ws 
éwl 7d wodd, the next degree; and the 
indefinite, where the chances are even 
whether the things be so or not, 
to which belongs the family of acci- 
dents, 73 dxd rixys. 

* This seems the only possible in- 
terpretation of dvdyxn rotruv éxdrepoy 
éxarépw ratrd elvaz, It cannot mean 
that elxéra and onueta are the same one 

false statement, but a most faulty 
expression. Even if the interpretation 

in the text be the true one—and I 

see no other—the expression is very 
incorrect; taken literally it is not 

true: the onuefa as a whole, are not 

identical with the dyayxaia. A seem- 

ing, but unreal, interpretation gao- 
péyvn tétynows, of the passage, is to 

understand by rodrwy éxdrepov éxarépy 
rav7d ‘each of the two things’ last 

mentioned, the elxéra and onucia; 

the meaning being supposed to be 

‘that either of these is the same as 
the other,’ in so far as each of them 
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EIKOZ, SHMEION, TEKMHPION. 

As preliminary to the account, which follows in the chap- 

ter on which we are engaged, of the materials of the rheto- 

rician’s enthymemes, the eixora, onpeia, and texpunpia, we 

will first transcribe from the Organon, Anal. Pr. 11. 27, the 

logical description of them there given, and not repeated in 

the Rhetoric. 
Eixos and onpefoy are not the same thing: eixds is a pro- 

bable proposition or premiss; what is known to be or not to 

be, or to turn out or not to turn out (yiyver@a, follow, as a 

resulting event, or physical growth, or general consequence), 
usually in such and such a way; any thing that follows a 
general, not universal, rule, is said to be ‘probable;’ as 

hatred follows envy, or love attends the objects of affection, 
for the most part, not invariably’. 

is only ws éwi rd wodv. But to say 
nothing of the objections to this, 
already noticed, it is plain that with 
this interpretation the consequence 
asserted in the text does not follow: 
for how can the resemblance to one 
another of elxéra and onpeta in respect 

of their being no more than probable 
follow from the fact that enthymemes 
are constructed out of them, when we 

had been told just before that some of 

the materials of the enthymemes are 
necessary rexuyjpat And besides all 

this the statement of the identity of 

elxds and oypetow would be contra- 

dicted by the negation of the same in 
Anal, Pr. 1. 27. (in the passage which 

follows in the text.) 

1A very different account of elxés 

is given in the Rhet. ad Alex. oc. 8. 
§ 3. and the unscientific and immoral 

character of the mode of treatment 

and motives suggested, which charac- 
terised the ‘Arts’ of the sophistical 

school of rhetoricians, is made very 

clearly to appear. Tho ‘probable’ is 
that which, when it is stated, at once 

suggests to the hearers similar exam- 
ples which they have already present in 

their minds. As when a man says that 

he wishes his country to be great, or 

prosperity to his friends and misfortune 
to his enemies, every one supposes 
this to be probable, because he is con- 
scious of the existence of similar feel- 
inge in himself. There are accordingly 

three kinds of probability available for 
the rhetorician, arising from the three 

different sources of interest supplied by 
our nature. The first has reference to 

the ra@y or feelings of the audience; 

their present mood of mind ; contempt or 
terror, pleasure or pain, or any other 

emotion by which they happen to be 
influenced. These the speaker must as- 
certain, and to these he must appeal, 
and humour them by his speech, oup- 
wapahauBdrew rois A\dyos. Secondly, 

their habits and associations must be 

studied in the same way, and the 
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A sign affects to be, would be if it could, BovAeras elvas, 
(and herein it is distinguished from the probable proposition, 
which is already probable) a demonstrative proposition, ne- 
cessary or probable (the vexpnpioy necessary, the onpetov 
proper probable): for anything that accompanies an existing 
thing or fact, or precedes or follows anything that happens or 
comes into being, is a sign either of its existence or of its 
having happened’. Now an enthymeme is a kind of syllo- 
gism whose materials are e‘xéra and onpeta; and of the latter 
there are three kinds corresponding to the place of the mid- 
dle term in the three syllogistic figures. If the sign is the 
invariable accompaniment of the fact to which it bears wit- 
ness, it is a Texunploy, & certain or necessary sign, and this 
can be thrown into a syllogism of the first figure, with an 
irrefutable conclusion. Let A be conception (ave), B milk 
(the middle term), C a woman. Here the sign is invariable; 
the milk is the invariable accompaniment of conception. We 
can therefore say, 

All B is A. 
C is B. 

Cis A. 
and in this case the sign, milk, which is here the middle 

speech accommodated to them. And 
thirdly, their interests or profit («ép3o0s) 

must be in like manner appealed to, 

‘*for we are often led by this to do 
violence to our nature and our cha- 

racter.” § 7. Every thing when re- 
presented in any of these three ways 
will appear probable. 

1 The sign is well enough defined 
by the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. 

C. 13. 81. onpetow 8 éoriy GdXo AdAov, 

od rd ruxdy rol ruxéyros ovd’ dwray 

wayros, dNNA 7b + elfccuévow ylverOac 
xpd ro wpdypuaros 7 dua Te wpdypare 
9 pera rd wpGypa. His rexptprov is 

altogether different from Aristotle's, 

c. 10. Cicero de Inv. 1. 29. 46, gives 
the following account of ‘the pruba- 
ble.’ Probabile autem est id, quod 

fere solet fieri, aut quod in opinione 

positum est, aut quod habet in se ad 

heec quandam similitudinem, sive id 

falsum est sive verum. In eo genere 
quod fere fieri solet, probabile hujus- 
modi eat: si mater est, diligit filium : 
si avarus est, negligit jusjurandum. 

In eo autem quod in opinione poaitum 

est, hujusmodi sunt probabilia: impiis 

apud inferos posnas esse paratos ; eos 

qui philosophiew dent operam non arbi- 

trari deos esse. 

11 
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term, is a certain and infallible indication of the fact of 

conception. 
The same example of a rexpnptoy is given in the Rhetoric. 

Philgponus ad Arist. de Anim. 1, fol. 7. b. illustrates it by 
smoke and fire; and the changes of the moon (76 ovTw $wri- 
feo Oat, that she is lighted as she is) are a certain sign of her 
spherical form. 

Another kind of sign, which may give rise to a syllo- 
gism in the third figure, is never more than probable, and is 

always susceptible of refutation. Suppose we say that it is 
a sign that all wise men are good, because Pittacus is wise 
and good. The syllogism takes this form— 

Pittacus is good 
Pittacus 1s wise 
All wise men are good, 

but this conclusion is never safe from refutation (6 da tod 
éoyartou, the third figure, Avotpos) because we have no right 
to draw a universal conclusion from two particular pre- 
misses: in the third figure we can have only a particular 
conclusion. 

The following sign gives rise to a syllogism in the second 
figure. Here the middle term is the predicate of both pre- 
misses, as in the third it is the subject. We say, paleness 
is a sign of conception. As before let A be pale, B concep- 

tion, Ca woman. The (assumed) syllogism runs thus. Con- 
ception is pale (implies paleness). 

This woman is pale, 

.. this woman has conceived. 
B is A. 
Cis A. 

.“. Cis B. 
“but no correct syllogism can be constructed with the terms 
of this kind: for it does not follow, because a woman that 
conceives is pale, and this woman is pale, that she must ne- 
cessarily be pregnant.” The syllogism is in fact faulty: A 
and B in the major premiss are not convertible. It does not 
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follow that because all pregnant women are pale all pale 
women are pregnant, and therefore C’s paleness is no certain 
proof of her pregnancy. In the second figure the conclusion 
must always be negatiwe. It appears from all this that there 
is only one kind of sign that is a rexuyprov; when it is in- 
variable, and universally true, and can therefore be expressed 
in a syllogism of the first figure. It is to be observed that 
the distinctive name rexunpioy does not occur in the Analytics, 
though the thing itself is defined and illustrated by the first 
of the three examples. One would infer from this that the 
specific name was an afterthought, and the distinction not 
completely made out until the Rhetoric was written. The 
distinction is of course «implied in the additicen of avayxala to 
évdokos mporacis in 70. a. 7. in the definition of onpeiov. 

It is again remarked, Rhet. 11. 24. 5. that the sign, ie. 
the onpetoy proper, as distinguished from the rexpnpvoy, can- 
not be embodied in a conclusive syllogism. Examples of 
fallacious conclusions from signs are given de Soph. EL c. 5. 
167. b. 8. and in Rhet. 11. 24, §§ 5. and 7, | 

Such is the logical exposition of the oneiov and texpn- 
peov; in the Rhetoric we shall find the description of them 
much more popular. 

Ch. 2.§ 15. That which is ‘ probable,’ ecxés, usually hap- 
pens; ‘the probable’ therefore is ‘tbat which usually hap- 
pens; but this, the ordinary definition, is not absolutely 
true, ovy dias; it requires some qualification. Necessary 
things may be also said ‘usually to happen,’ they are habi- 
tual and something more. There are two limitations neces- 
sary; first that the probable consists of things which may be 
other than they are (which cannot be said of things neces- 
sary); and secondly that it stands towards the conclusion to 
be proved, apos éxeivo mpds 5 eixds, towards that to which its 

(general) probability is directed, i.e. the particular probable 
case which has to be proved, in the relation of universal to 
particular. Whereas in the case of signs, one kind of them 

stands in the relation of particular to universal—as when a 

11—2 
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man argues that such and such a particular case or instance 
is the sign of the prevalence of a general rule including all 
such cases; as in the second example given above, when it is 
inferred from the particular case of Pittacus, or Socrates. § 18, 
that all wise men are good—the other has the relation of 
universal to particular, and is illustrated in § 18. as when 
we infer from an assumed general rule that all hard or quick 
breathing is a sign of fever, to a particular case of quick 
respiration which is supposed to indicate a fever. Of these 
two kinds, the necessary sign is called texpnpcov: the other, 
which is not necessary, has no special name to distinguish 
it from its congener, but goes by the general name of the 
entire family, onuetov. By ‘necessary signs’ are meant, 
those that can be made into a demonstrative syllogism, and 
therefore this kind of sign is a texynpiov. This may be ga- 
thered from the opinion of the speakers themselves who em- 
ploy them, and from the derivation of the word. For the 
one suppose themselves to have made use of a rexpnpvov 
whenever they think their assertion cannot be refuted, as it 
is then proved and concluded, aremepacpévov; and this very 
word zremrepacjevov by the side of rexunpsoy reminds us that 
in the old language réxpap (or réxpwp, as Homer writes it) 
and zrépas meant the same thing: so that rexpmptop is a ‘con- 
clusive sign or proof. onpetov, AuTCv, UcvAAGYLOTOV, II. 25. 
12. texpnptov, drvtov, cvArNedoyiopévov. Ib. § 14. Of signs 
that stand to the conclusion in the relation of particular to 
universal, there are two kinds: the first may be thus illus- 
trated: Socrates is wise and just, therefore all wise men are 
just. A sign of this kind can always be refuted, even though 
the particular proposition be true, because it cannot be con- 
verted into a regular demonstrative syllogism. The other 
kind, included under the general name onpetoy, is in fact a 
texpnptoy, and if the proposition stated be true, is incontro- 

vertible: this arises from the fact that in these cases the con- 
nexion between the sign and the thing concluded is uniform, 
and therefore, as far as we know, necessary: as when the in- 
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ference is drawn from the milk in a woman’s breasts to the 
birth of a child; or from the existence of fever to disease in 
general. This is the only kind of sign which, if the alleged 
fact be true, is incapable of refutation. Of the sign that 
stands to the conclusion in the relation of universal to par- 
ticular the following may be taken as an example: it is a 
sign that a man has a fever when he breathes hard: this 
assumes that all that breathe hard have a fever and therefore 
A has a fever. But though the fact be true that a man does 
breathe hard when he has a fever, yet here the connexion 
between hard breathing and fever is not @ necessary con- 
nexion, it 1s not invariably true that hard breathing implies 
fever; the terms are not ‘convertible, fever and hard breath- 

ing are not coextensive: and therefore ‘a sign’ of this kind is 
always capable of refutation. The nature and differences of 
‘the probable,’ of ‘sign;’ and of ‘ neccessary inference’ which 
have been briefly stated here, have been more explicitly de- 
termined in the Analytics (An. Pr. 11. 27.), together with the 
reasons why some of them can be expressed in regular valid 
syllogisms, whilst others can not. §§ 15—18. 

It has been already stated that example is a kind of 
induction, and the sources or materials of its propositions 
described (§§ 9—13). The example stands neither in the 
relation of part to whole (as in induction, by which the 
universal is gathered from the particular and individual), 
nor in that of whole to part (as in the opposite process 
of deduction or syllogism, which concludes from the univer- 
sal to the particular), nor as whole to whole (the conclu- 
sion from universal to universal, likewise effected by syllo- 
gism), but in the relation of particular to particular, of like 
to like ; when the example, and the analogous fact that is to 
be inferred from it, are both under (i.e. species of) the same 
genus, but the one is better known than the other. For 
instance if we wish to prove that Dionysius’ motive in ask- 
ing for a body-guard was that he had a design upon the 
tyranny, because Peisistratus had already asked for one with 
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the same intention, and Theagenes at Megara: in fact from 
all the cases that we do know we may draw the same in- 
ference as to Dionysius’ motive, with which we are not yet 
acquainted: and all these ‘examples’ or cases are under the 
same general rule or principle (the same genus or univer- 
sal), that when a man has a design upon the tyranny he 
demands a body-guard. The universal rule thus arrived at 
is thus made the major premiss of a syllogism and from it 
we .may now deduce the conclusion required in the particular 
case of Dionysius, [see above, pp. 106, 7.] § 19. 

The nature of the propositions of which enthymemes are 
constructed, those proofs which are taken for demonstra- 

tive but really conclude nothing but what is probable, has 
been already explained. But the most important distinction 
of enthymemes, which is to be found also in the syllogistic 
system of dialectics, has been almost entirely overlooked : it 
is that there is a double division of them; one sort (is in 
accordance with, éorl xara) specially belongs to rhetoric, as 
also to dialectics, whilst the others are proper to other arts 
and faculties, either in actual existence or not yet esta- 
blished: and thence the distinction more readily escapes the 
notice of speakers, [omit tovs axpoaras, which is contrary to 
the sense, with Spengel.] who in proportion to the ‘appro- 
priatencss’ of the method" that they adopt, that is, to the 
degree of precision and exact scientific detail which they in- 
troduce into the handling of their subject, in the same 
degree overstep or transgress (yweraBalvovow) the proper 
limits of their art. The meaning of this will be more clearly 
conveyed if it be expressed more at length, in greater detail. 
§ 20. 

Dialectical and rhetorical syllogisms and enthymemes 
(which is included in ‘syllogisms’, here to be understood 

1 On the ‘ appropriate method,’ see 1} xara rpéwov, and explains «. rp. by 
Poste, Introd. to Transl. of Post. 8eé»rws. See his note (in Animadv. ad 

Anal. p. 20, and notes. (iaisford fol- Arist. Rhet.) p. 56. Also Schrader on 
lows Muretus’ emendation mdadAdov... the same place, p. §5, 6. 
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as a general term for any kind of deductive reasoning) 
have for their special and peculiar province what are called 
of torroc’, par excellence; the loci communissimi namely, 

which may be applied alike to the propositions of a variety 
of sciences different in kind, Physics, Ethics, Politics. Such 

a ‘topic’ is that of “the more or less” or ‘degree’; for it 
will be just as easy to construct a syllogism or enthymeme 
out of this on an ethical, as on a physical subject or any 
other of the like; and yet all these (sciences) differ in kind. 
Distinct from and subordinate to these are the special topics 
(8a or eldy) that belong to, or may be derived from, each 
kind of science or subject severally ; each science or subject 
of investigation having premisses or propositions of this kind 
peculiar to itself: as there are propositions in Physics from 
which no ethical syllogism or enthymeme can be constructed ; 
and again Ethical propositions which will furnish no conclu- 
sions in Physical science. The former, the common or uni- 
versal Topics, will convey no instruction in any special branch 
of science or inquiry, because they have no ‘subject’ viroxe/pe- 
voy, no particular class of objects to the study and illustration 
of which they are especially devoted; in employing the 
others, the ei5y, the orator, in proportion to the care he has 
taken and the judgment he has shown in the selection of his 
propositions, and to the degree of ‘appropriateness’ in the 
propositions selected, will find that he has in the same pro- 

portion quitted his own particular province, and has tres- 
passed on the domain of an art different from dialectics and 
rhetoric: for if he light upon first principles (that is, the 
idvat apyal, the axioms and definitions of the special sciences, 
he no longer retains the character of a dialectician or rhe- 
torician but assumes that of a student or professor of any 
science whose principles he has adopted. However most 
enthymemes are derived from these eién, special and pecu- 
liar ; few comparatively form the common or universal. Here 

! More literally, ‘the objects or syllogisms are the same as what we 
materials of dialectical and rhetorical call the topics.” 
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therefore, as in dialectics, we must make a distinction be- 
tween the ¢iSn and the roros, out of which enthymemes may 
be constructed. By the former are meant the peculiar pro- 
positions included under any given class of things (classed as 
objects of study and science); by the rowos classes of argu- 
ments common to every one of these alike’. Let us speak 
first of the former: but first of all we have to determine 
(‘to find’) the number of the ‘kinds’ of Rhetoric; in order 
that, when we have done so, we may discover in each case 
separately, what are their elements or tozos, and their special 
propositions. §§ 21. 22. 

BOOK L CHAP. IIL 

The kinds or branches of Rhetoric are three, determined 

by the kinds of audience to whom speeches are addressed : 
for, the speech being made up of three parts, the speaker, 
the subject of the speech, and the persons addressed, the 
‘end’ has reference to the last; and as everything is defined 
by its end or object (6plferas éxacrov 7 tédet, Eth. Nic. 11. 
10.), it is this which determines the divisions of rhetoric. The 
listener must be either a spectator, Jewpos, (a listener for 
mere amusement like a spectator at the games or in a 
theatre) or a judge; and a judge either of the past or of 
the future. But all three may be regarded as judges (comp. 
11, 18.1). The member of the Assembly may be taken as an 
instance (olov éxxAnovaorns, meaning that though he is only 
one of a number of judges of the future, yet he is so in a 
peculiar sense, par excellence, and far the most important 

1 We learn from this passage what 
the term ‘species’ ef3 has relation 

to as its genus. These special topics 
are species of the genera of the sci- 

ences which fall under rhetorical treat- 

ment. They are also (treated as species 

undor the three genera or branches of 

rhetoric, though it is not from this 

relation that the name is borrowed. 
They are not species of the réwo or 
loci communissimi: with these they 
have no connexion, except that the 
ror can be applied to any of them 
if required. 
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representative of the class) of a judge of the future; the 
dicast or juror in a court of law is a judge of the past; the 
‘spectator’ may be regarded as a ‘judge’ of the faculty or skill 
shown (Suvayews), and his ‘judgment’ or decision is shown in 
‘criticising’; he is in fact a ‘critic’. There are therefore 
necessarily three kinds of rhetorical speeches, the deliberative 
or public kind of speaking, the judicial, and the panegyrical, 
or declamatory (epideictic or show speeches). The advice 
which is given by the deliberative, hortative, or political 
speaker consists of two parts or elements, exhortation, encou- 

ragement, and dissuasion ; for those that offer advice to their 
friends privately always do one or the other. Forensic 
speaking is exercised in either accusation or defence; one or 
the other of which is necessarily the office of both parties in 
a legal process. To the epideictic or declamatory orator be- 
long praise and blame, encomium and censure. The ‘times’ 
which are the spheres of operation of these three are for the 
counsellor or deliberative speaker the future (present time 
being also sometimes included, see I. 6. 1, 8. '7.)—for his advice 
is always (so to speak) directed to some future object whether 
in exhorting or dissuading ; for the judge in the law court 
the past—for accusation and defence have always reference 
to something already done—; to the declamatory speaker the 
present time is most properly assigned ; for though he often 
refers to the past in the way of reminiscence, and to the 
future in the way of anticipation, yet it is to the present 
character and condition of the object of his declamation that 
he really and substantially directs his approbation or censure: 
[so that even in a funeral oration the orators ‘time’ may 
still be considered as the present.]. Each of the three has a 
distinct end and object in view: the counsellor’s arguments 
are directed to what is expedient or injurious—Political Expe- 
diency is the usual subject of the public speaker—when he 
exhorts or encourages to a course of action, he advises it 
because it is ‘better’, more to the interest of his audience ; 
or if he dissuades, it is because the course of policy from 
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which he wishes to divert them is ‘worse’, or disadvantage- 
ous, inexpedient for them: every other consideration, just 
and unjust, fair and foul, right and wrong, when taken into 
their argument is subordinate and subsidiary, only with refer- 

ence to, or to promote, this his principal end. 
[As Aristotle has failed to illustrate this very important 

distinction, it will be well to say a few words in explanation 
of it. No orator, unless in very rare and special cases, can 
absolutely confine himself to expediency as the sole motive 
of action, because if this is directly and nakedly stated the 
minds of any ordinary audience are revolted and alienated 
thereby: seldom indeed does it happen that any speaker 
dares, like the Athenian envoys in their dialogue with the 
Melians (Thuc. Bk. v.), to assert that it is the duty of a state 
to consult its own interests at the expense of all the obliga- 
tions of justice and mercy. Still this is his main point, the 
predominating principle to which he appeals, and the doc- 
trine of expediency is therefore characteristic of this genus. 
Justice and honour are taken in, when they are appealed 
to, as adjuncts, cupmraparapBaver § 5., and occupy a quite 

subordinate position. Though subordinate, such considera- 
tions are nevertheless, except in such extreme cases as the 

one already cited, always taken into account: and even Cleon 
in his cold-blooded and cruel argument for the extermination 
of the Mityleneans finds himself obliged to throw a specious 
veil of justice over his unscrupulous policy, é 8 Evveray 
Aéyw, mrevBouevor pev ewol ta Te Sixnaca és MurtAnvavous nai ra 
Evudhopa dua trotnoere. Thuc. 111. 40.] 

The parties in a legal case have for their object the just 
and unjust; every thing else that they introduce is subsidi- 
ary and relative to this. Those that commend or censure, 
in epideictic oratory, have the fair and foul, honour and 
disgrace, right and wrong, for their end; and all the rest 
they likewise refer to these. As a sign that the thing 
specified in each case 7s the real object that each kind of 
speaker has in view, we may refer to the fact that in many 
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cases the speaker could hardly contend for any thing else 
beyond his own special object, that so and so is either expe- 
dient or just or noble: as for instance a man on his trial 
often would not care to contend that the act with which he 
is charged either was not done at all, or did no harm; but 
that it was unjust or a crime he never could be brought to 
allow; if he did, there would be no need of a trial at all. 

In the same way counsellors, though they are ready to 
abandon every other consideration, will never admit either 
that what they are recommending is inexpedient, or what 
they are dissuading profitable; as to the injustice of reducing 
their unoffending neighbours to slavery, that they pay no 
attention to at all (they utterly disregard). And so in like 
Manner, in praising and blaming, the speakers never con- 
sider whether the acts of the object of their panegyric or 
censure were beneficial or injurious; nay they often assign it 
to their hero’s praise that he neglected his own interest in 
the pursuit of some noble and great action, as when Achilles 
went to the rescue of his friend Patroclus though he knew 
that he must die for it, when he might have lived had he 
refrained: to him life was indeed precious, but such a death 
was more glorious. § 1—6. 

From what has been said it is plain that these three, 
the expedient, the just, the fair and noble, are the subjects 
from which the rhetorician must chiefly and primarily gather 
his premisses and propositions, because these are the ma- 
terials of the probabilities, signs, and necessary inferences, 

which constitute the rhetorician’s premisses: the entire syl- 
logism is constructed of propositions (including the conclusion 
as & wporacis? or, é« ‘derived from’, meaning that the 
conclusion or result of the reasoning is deduced from the 
two premisses?), and the enthymeme is a kind of syllogism 
composed of the premisses or propositions before mentioned. 
These are the iS:ac mpotacas, ta idia, or edn, borrowed 

from Ethics and Politics. Secondly, since all rhetoric is 
conversant with human action, and all actions, past and 
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future, must be possible, none impossible; and nothing that 
has not happened or will not happen can ever have been 
done, or is capable of ever being done at any future time, 
the rhetorician in all the three branches of the art must 
necessarily be supplied with premisses in the general topics 
of the ‘pessible and impossible’, and of ‘fact past and 
future. These are topics common to all the three branches 
of rhetoric, as are likewise those of ‘magnitude’, excellence, 

importance, absolute and comparative—the latter of the two 
the topic of ‘degree’, ro wadXov Kal Hrrov, the former ampli- 
fication and depreciation, 7d avfew «al pevody—which can 
be applied alike to good and bad, just and unjust, fair and 
foul, either absolutely in themselves, or relatively to one 
another, and therefore are xo.vot, common to persuasion 
and dissuasion in deliberative rhetoric, to accusation and 
defence in judicial, and to commendation and censure in 

epideictic. These are the topics, special and common, in 

which the rhetorician must necessarily be furnished with a 
stock of propositions to draw upon for use. We have next 
to analyse individually the subjects or contents of each of 
the three branches of the art, first of the deliberative which 

offers advice, secondly of the epideictic, and thirdly of the 
forensic variety. §§ 7—9. 

BOOK I. CHAP. IV. 

We have first to discover what are the good and bad 
things which the counsellor and deliberative orator gives 
his advice about: since they do not all come within his 
sphere, but only those that are possible, that may be brought 
to pass or not (things contingent); nothing which must of 
necessity be, now or hereafter, or which cannot possibly 
exist or be made to exist, can be the subject of advice or 

exhortation. But even possible things, that may or not be, 
are not all included in the counsellor’s province; for there 
are some natural and accidental gifts and advantages, as 
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‘personal beauty, health, strength, or the gifts of fortune, as 
wealth acquired by finding a treasure, or any other piece of 
good luck, which are desirable no doubt, but not being 

within our own control are not fit subjects for advice. But 
it is plain that advice is confined to those things that we 
deliberate about; and these are all such as may be referred 
to ourselves as authors and agents, or ‘of which the origin of 
generation (i.e. of bringing about, or effecting) is in our own 
power’. For in deliberating or advising we always carry 
back our inquiries until we have arrived at this point; until 
we have ascertained, namely, whether what we are consult- 

ing about be in our power to do or not. §§ 1—3. 
Now to go through an exact and complete enumeration 

and division into kinds of all the objects of men’s ordinary 
business and deliberations, and further to attempt to define 
them with the degree of precision which would be required 
by the exact scientific method, would be altogether out of 
place in a work like the present, because inquiries of this 
nature do not belong to a popular art like rhetoric, but to a 
more ‘intelligent’ and ‘exact’ method (éudpoverrépas nai 
HaAXov adnOwijs, one which works more with its eyes open, 
can see deeper into the nature of things, deduce certain and 
necessary, and not like rhetoric mere probable conclusions, © 
and is in general more instructive, philosophical, or scien- 
tific’), and a great deal more has been already assigned to it 
than really belongs to its own proper objects of inquiry. 
For, as has been before observed, rhetoric is a combination 

of the logical branch of science (avadurixys, meaning of 
course dialectics, which is here improperly included in 
Analytics, the doctrine of the demonstrative syllogism: 
avadutixy being here put for Logic in general*), and the 

1 Comp. 1. 1. 12. d8acxadlas ydp ruch wetpaorixh wept dv 4 dpirocogla 
dorw & xara rh» émierhuny dbyos. ‘yrwpiorixh. de Soph. EL. o. 2. 

1. 2. 23. xdxeiva (the xowol réra) od 2 Poste, Introd. to Tr. of Anal. 
wWohoes wept ovdey yévos Eudpova. Me- pp. 19. 
taph. A. 1004. b. 25. fore 3@ h B:adex- 
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Ethical branch of Politics, and corresponds to dialectics 
together with its sophistical appendage, the art of fallacious 
reasoning. “But the further we recede in the treatment of 
dialectics or rhetoric from the conception of them as mere 
practical faculties (Suvapeus, Tod mropicat AGyous I. 2. 7) and 
attempt to construct or establish them as sciences, in that 

same proportion shall we be unconsciously effacing their true 
nature, by transgressing, in our attempt to reconstruct or 

reconstitute them (émzrsoxevatew, to remodel or refashion, 

alter the form), their proper limits, and trespassing upon the 
province of sciences of certain definite subject-matters’.” 
The proper business of the two arts is merely to find topics 
of argument and apply to them a correct logical method; 
except so far as the materials of rhetoric are derived from 
Ethics and Politics, they have no special subject-matter like 
the sciences; of which Arithmetic has its numbers, Geometry 
its ‘properties of magnitude’, Anatomy the structure of 
animal bodies, Botany its plants, Zoology its living sentient 
animals. 

Still, so far as an analysis of some of these topics (i.e. the 
Ethical and Political materials) is useful for the purposes of 
the rhetorician, we will now proceed to enter upon it: care- 
fully abstaining from any encroachment upon the domain of 
the Political Philosopher, and leaving something still remain- 
ing (rc) for his inquiries. §§ 4—6. 

We shall now quit this detailed paraphrase, and state the 
contents of the following chapters merely by way of summary 
and in outline, so as to trace the connexion and sequence of 
the treatment of the several parts of the system; until we 
come to the third book, in which the extreme brevity and 
elliptical obscurity of the style will render it desirable to re- 
sume the method of a running commentary. 

The remainder of the first book is accordingly occupied 

1 “Tf you try to convert Diulectic sibly eliminate its true nature and 
from a method of discussion into a character.” Grote, Plato, Vol. 1. p. 
method of cognition, you will insen- 234 note z, 
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with the analysis of the ef5n, derived from Political and Ethi- 
cal materials, and arranged under the heads of the three 

branches of rhetoric, the deliberative, the epideictic, and 

the forensic; the order in which they are actually treated. 
The 15th chapter is an appendix on the dreyvos aictes. 
These are to furnish the materials of the logical mictrets. 

The ethical or indirect wiorets are derived from two sources, 
the 70s and the wd6n, which, together with some supple- 

mentary 70” of a peculiar kind, are treated in the first seven- 
teen chapters of the second book, the 4605 being very sum- 

marily dealt with in the first chapter; for the analysis of its 
topics we are referred back to the chapter on the virtues, I. 9, 
for the treatment of aper7 and ¢pdovnats; and forwards to the 
following analysis of the 7ra@n for the topics of evvora and 
diria. In the 18th chapter of Bk. 11. the subject of the 
logical aiorecs is resumed; the xowvol torrot are exemplified 
in c. 19, the xowal mioress discussed and illustrated in c. 20, 
21, 22; and from c. 23 to the end of the book we have a ge- 
lection of tozrot described which may furnish the rhetorician 
with classes of serviceable enthymemes; then a similar selec- 
tion and illustration of fallacious enthymemes; and finally the 
various modes of refutation and solution of arguments and 
objections appropriate to rhetoric. The third book is occu- 
pied with the treatment of style, delivery, and the divisions 
of the speech, a part of the work which is mentioned now for 
the first time in the concluding words of the second. 

Ch. 4. § 7. Aristotle begins the analysis of the various 
eidn by borrowing from Politics the principal questions and 
subjects with which the deliberative or public speaker will 
have to deal. These resolve themselves into five, which are 
the chief matters of national interest; viz. finance or revenue, 
(vropot), war and peace, the defence of the country, exports 
and imports, or trade, and legislation. The public speaker 
must be in some sense a statesman, so far at least as to have 
a popular knowledge of these and similar objects of national 
concern. The analysis will furnish him with materials for 
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his enthymemes; and some of the items of the information 
which he must possess are given in detail under general 
heads or eidn. 

There is a very remarkable discrepancy between the two 
lists of the subjects of ordinary deliberation in a legislative 
assembly which we find here and in the Politica, rv. 4 In 
the latter we have in addition to some of the Topics of the 
Rhetoric, cvppayla nat dvadvers, concluding and breaking off 
alliances; decisions in legal cases involving the penalties of 
death; banishment and confiscation, zepi @avatou cal dvyns 

cat dnuevoews; the control of the accounts of officers of state, 
wep tav evOuvav; whilst those of commerce (exports and im- 
ports), the defence of the country, and finance, which appear 
in the Rhetoric, are omitted. Neither of them is, or is in- 

tended to be complete and exhaustive; and why the diver- 
gence should be so unusually wide it is not easy to guess. 
Certainly the popular character of rhetoric, and the compa- 
ratively scientific treatment of Politics, will not here account 
for it. 

Ch. 5. Again, happiness is the end of all human action 
individual and collective, the end therefore with reference to 

which men choose and avoid: accordingly to this all exhorta- 
tion and dissuasion must ultimately be directed. Hence the 
analysis of happiness and its parts. Here we are introduced 
into the province of Ethics, but we have no comparative 

views, no disquisitions, no azropiat, above all no scientific de- 

finition, such as we find in the Ethical treatise. The defi- 

nitions of, or rather opinions about, happiness in § 3., are all 
of the most popular kind; they express several of the current 
and prevailing notions as to the nature and meaning of the 
term; such as are generally known, or if not, likely from 
their probability to be generally accepted. Virtue, though 
an essential element of happiness, comes more properly under 
the émidecctixdv yévos of which 7d xadov, honestum, is the 
téXos; it is therefore reserved to be treated under that head, 
Inc. 9. 
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Ch. 6. The end of cupPovrn is rd cupdépor, ‘the interest’ 
of the individual or the nation, especially political expe- 

diency. But all that is cupdépov is ayafov; and hence ‘good’ 
is the subject of the analysis of the sixth chapter. In § 8. 
there is a series of definitions of good of precisely the same 
character as those of happiness in the chapter preceding. 
This as well as the other is introduced by the characteristic 
éoro, let it be assumed that any of these definitions is suffi- 
cient; it is not required that they should be exact, so long as 
they are accepted and intelligible. In the first three sections 
the general principles are laid down, in the remainder of the 
chapter these are applied and illustrated. 

Ch. 7. This seventh chapter contains the application of 
the xowwds téros of ‘degree,’ rd waddov Kal Hrrov, to the sub- 
ject of the last, viz. good. It is introduced with the remark, 
that as we often have to choose between two good things, it 
is not enough to know what is good absolutely, but we must 
also be able to decide between two different goods, and to 
judge of them comparatively and relatively: we want to 
know what is more and less good in general and in particular 
cases, and hence the application of the topic of degree to the 
eldn of the last chapter. 

Some of the sections of this chapter are obscure from the 
extreme brevity of expression and confusion of style: it will 
be well to explain them here, in order to avoid encumbering 
the text with long notes on the several passages. 

DEFINITIONS OF GOOD REPEATED FROM CH. 6, AND OF GREATER 

AND LEss Goop. 

Good, § 3, is that which is desirable for its own sake and 
not for any thing else: or it may be called, the universal aim, 

or object of desire: or it might be defined what every thing, 
or if not every thing, at any rate every thing that is pos- 
sessed of, or could acquire, reason and practical wisdom would 
choose (even the lower animals, or inanimate objects if they 

12 
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could get them ; compare c. 6 § 2.) and all that tends to pro- 
duce or to preserve such things; and every thing of which this 

is the accompaniment ;—here he breaks off, and introduces a 
parenthesis suggested by the first two definitions; but that 
which is the object of all actions and aspirations is the ‘ end’, 
and it is to this end that every thing else is directed; and 
good in the highest sense, in and for itself, is that which is 
‘thus affected’, presents these characteristics or phenomena 
(ravra such as we have described), or stands in this relation 
to, itself; that is, is the end in itself—such is good: and since 

the property of the greater is to exceed the less, and the less 
is contained in the greater, it necessarily follows that the 
larger number of good things is ‘a greater good’ than a single 
one or a smaller number; provided the one good or the smaller 
number, as the case may be, is reckoned into the account of 
the larger number in question. That is to say, for instance, 
virtue, health, wealth, strength, personal beauty are superior 
to virtue alone: but this one must be admitted into the class 
with the rest ; for it may be that virtue alone outweighs all 
the rest put together. If virtue be not ‘enumerated with 
them’ the proposition need not be true. This is Schrader’s 
explanation of cuvapiOpovpévov, and is doubtless the true 
one. A different one is given by Sir A. Grant in his note on 
Eth. N. 1. 7. 8. 

érrel...avayKn are grammatically protasis and apodosis; but 
the latter is not a consequence of the former, nor in neces- 
sary connexion with it. The protasis merely states a fact, 
enumerates some different notions, and some particular varie- 
ties of ‘good’ in a general sense. The dvdyxn does not in 
any way depend upon this, for what has the meaning and 
definition of good to do with the superiority of the larger 
number to one or fewer? The ‘necessity’ is argued from 
this, that the larger number contains the smaller and the 
smaller is contained in it, omne majus continet in se 
minus, 1d 6 ov évexa—rretrovOos, is as already observed 
a parenthesis suggested by the preceding. This is a not 
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very uncommon instance of Aristotelean carelessness in 

writing. 
The topic of ‘consequence’, § 5, rd érrduevoy, appears in 

the Topics, I’. 2.117. 5. where it is treated more briefly than 

it is here, and only two cases included under it 10 érecOar 

mpotepov xat Uorepov. The notion of ‘consequence’, Td ére- 

oa, is extended technically to attendants, concomitants, con- 

nexions of various kinds ; thus we have a prior or antecedent, 
as well as a posterior or subsequent ‘consequent’. The same 
word, as well as its synonym axodov@eiy, is often used else- 
where in the same extended signification. 

These ‘consequents’ have been already mentioned I. 6. 3., 
where only two of them, the contemporaneous, simultaneous, 
or coincident, dua; and the consequent proper, the succeed- 

ing, Yorepov. To these are now added the prior or ante- 
cedent, which is implied in éde&js, (‘succession’ may be 
interpreted of what precedes, as well as of what succeeds, 
any thing else) and the érduevoy Suvayes ‘the potential or 
virtual consequent or concomitant’, that which is implied in 
the other. And further in the Topics B. 8. 1138. b. 15. seq. 
we find a fifth, ‘reciprocal consequents’, 7 cata Thy avri- 
dao axorovbnots, otherwise avticarnyopoupéves, where two 
terms or propositions are ‘convertible’, avriorpédet. 

The application of the topic to the three examples given 
is as follows. When B follows A, but not reciprocally, then A 
is greater, superior to, more important, of higher value than B. 
Thus life always follows or accompanies health ; without life 
health is impossible; or, health implies life. Consequently 
since life is necessary to health, but health is not necessary 

to life—the ‘consequence’ is not reciprocal—health in this 
point of view may be considered superior to life. This is a case 
of ‘simultaneous’ (4ua) ‘consequence’ or connexion. So of 
knowledge and learning: learning necessarily implies know- 
ledge, as following, subsequent to, it, !erepov: but the con- 
verse 1s not true; knowledge, (immediate knowledge for in- 
stance, as the perceptions of the senses and the intuitive appre- 

12—2 
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hension of the vots) does not necessarily imply learning. In 
this sense therefore—it 1s a paradox, only true in this sense— 
learning may be considered superior to knowledge because it 
implies it, but not reciprocally. This I think is a fair inter- 
pretation of this second example, which is thus brought into 
conformity with the other two, as an tlustration of the gene- 
ral topic of zaddov xal frrov. Schrader however regards it 
not as an exemplification of the rule of superiority, but as a 
mere example of the second kind of consequents. His reason 
is, nec tamen de omnibus consequentium generibus proposi- 
tionem ipsam vult intellectam, sed de iis tantum que reci- 
proce non consequuntur. Discere autem et scire utique 
reciprocantur: ut enim vere dixero, didicit, ergo scit; ita 
contra pariter verum est, scit, ergo didicit. But I have 

already shown that there is a sense in which they are not 
reciprocal, that learning is not always the accompaniment of, 
or implied by, knowledge: and so Schrader’s objection falls 
to the ground. The third example is also a case of non- 
reciprocity ; where the consequent resides perpetually or vir- 
tually Suvauet, évurrapye: 4 yphows, in the antecedent; as 
cheating is implied, virtually contained (évvmapye:), in 
sacrilege; by the rule, omne majus continet in se minus. 
Schrader observes truly enough on the whole of this Topic, 
that it belongs rather to dialectics than to rhetoric, 

If we wish to determine, § 6, the comparative superiority 
of two things A and B, we may do so by referring them both 
to a third thing C: if the excess of A above C, is greater 
than that of B, A will be greater than B. Thus if A be 
12,B 9, andC 6, 12, which exceeds 6 by a greater number 

than that by which it (6) is exceeded by 9, will be greater than 
9. Or as Schrader suggests, if the Dictator has more power 
compared with the Prator than the Consul,,the Dictator 
is greater than the Consul. A comparison of this sort must 
always be made between things of the same kind; otherwise 
there can be no common standard to which to refer them. 
We cannot for example compare health and wealth in this 
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way. But it seems that it never can have any practical value 
or really facilitate the determination of the comparative value 
of two given things. To take the case of motion, suggested 
by Victorius ; if we have to decide upon the relative speed 
of two horses we shall gain nothing by referring them both to 
the speed of a third: they are all referred ultimately to the 
same standard, the amount of space traversed in a given unit 
of time ; this is the real measure, and the introduction of the 

third horse rather interferes with than helps the calculation. 
The principle of the Topic is undeniably true, but as it seems 
to me useless to the Rhetorician. 

Ch. 8. The orator must not only be acquainted with 
the manners, customs, institutions, resources, deficiencies, 

and all that the true interest of the state requires, but he 
must also be conversant with the various forms of existing 
governments; because political expediency is his end and 
object, and this expediency or state interest has immediate 
reference to the form of government, consists in fact in things 
which tend to maintain it in its integrity’, and it is by an 
appeal to their interest that people are most readily per- 
suaded. Besides this, it is the governing body whose ‘ decla- 
rations’ or decisions give the law to the people, and the 
governing body varies in every different form of constitution ; 
and therefore the public speaker must be acquainted with the 
nature of the governing body, and its several varieties under 
the various forms of government. §§ 12. Accordingly a very 
brief description is given of the existing constitutions under 
four heads, democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy, and monarchy. 

The treatment of this. subject in the present chapter, as 
compared with Polit. 11. 7—18. and Iv. and Eth. Nic. vit. 
12., in which it is likewise handled, affords an excellent 

illustration of the difference between the methods appropriate 

to a scientific and a popular treatise such as Rhetoric. The 
divisions and definitions of forma of government as they are 

1 The constitution is the state’s life. Pol. 1v. 11. sub init. 4 yap rodirea 

Bios rls dors wodews. 
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here described are merely such as were popularly current 

and recognised by the popular language; compare Polit. Iv. 
7. init.; and because they were so recognised would serve 
best for a popular and general audience: whereas in the 
Ethics the division is totally different and much more exact ; 
and in the Politics the different constitutions are all care- 
fully studied and analysed in detail, definitions discussed, 
and ascientific division—the same essentially as that which 
1s proposed in the Ethics—established’. Or again compare 
the requirements of the practical statesman or deliberative 
orator as they are described here in the Rhetoric with the 
objects of inquiry laid down and enumerated in the Politics, 
at the opening of Book Iv, and again at the conclusion of the 
second chapter, as falling within the province of the scientific 
statesman or Political Philosopher. 

The study of the various forms of government is likewise 
necessary to the deliberative orator for the purpose of giving 
an ‘ Ethical’ character to his speech, (see above p. 110) by the 
introduction of what may be called in general terms a 
political character or tone. A certain tone and certain 
sentiments and language are peculiar to the members of each 
state according to the nature of the constitution under which 
they live. The citizen of a democratic republic has views 
and sentiments and associations and a set of terms in con- 
formity with these, and will not listen with patience to 
expressions or suggestions which are not in conformity with 

‘them; he will disapprove of oligarchical or monarchical 
sentiments, and be pleased with such expressions as fall in 
with his own notions and experience and habits of thinking. 
The orator must accommodate his language to these associ- 
ations, and use democratic language to the members of a 
democracy, oligarchical to an oligarchical audience, and so 

' I will reserve fon an Appendix at and compare them with those of 
the end of this book an account of Plato, which we find in his Politicus 
these two classifications, to one of and Republic. See Appendix A. to 
which Aristotle himself refers us,§7, Bk. 1. 
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on for the rest: 7d pév ydp éxdoras HOos wBaveraroy dvcdyen 
xpos éxdoryp elvas, § 6. 

With the eighth chapter the analysis of the deliberative 
branch of rhetoric is brought to an end. It concludes with 
a brief summary of the contents of the preceding chapters, 
4—8, and the remark that the mode of treatment of these 
topics has been in accordance with the requirements of the 
present occasion; that is to say, popular, in conformity with 
the ‘probable’ and popular nature of the materials of the 
subject. The author refers his readers to the Politics for a 
fuller and more exact discussion of the matters handled in 
the last chapter. SinxpiBwras yap év rois wodstixols wept 
Toure. 

Ch. 9. The second branch of rhetoric, the éwSeucricdy 
eyévos, here taken out of its usual order—it is usually put last 
as the least important of the three—is dispatched in a single 
chapter. Its contents are the objects of praise and censure, 
Eraivos and yéyos being the ends and the constituent parts 
of the declamatory species. From these therefore all its 
topics must be derived; and we consequently have to analyse 

perm and xaxla, 7d xadév and 76 aicypéy, and in general 
all that merits and generally receives praise and blame. 

The definitions of virtue and the virtues at the com- 
mencement of this chapter illustrate, like that of happiness 

in ¢. 5. § 3. and of good inc. 6. § 2., and the Classification 

of Constitutions in the preceding, the popular method of 
treatment required by Rhetoric. It is worth while to com- 
pare the definition of virtue as it is presented here with the 
celebrated one of the Nicomachean Ethics, 0.6. “Virtue” 
it is here said § 4, “as is generally supposed (ais Soxe?), is 
a faculty capable of supplying or producing and preserv- 
ing good things; or a faculty capable of conferring many 
great services or benefits, in fact of doing any thing in 
every thing.” This last part of the definition, which is, 
as Victorius tells us, a proverbial phrase, implies an uni- 
versal ability or capacity, exercised with a good object in 
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view—that is, if we are to repeat evepyersan with mavrop, 
and not rather to understand the more general zromtixy as 
implied in it, which I rather prefer, as expressing universal 
ability or excellence in any thing, without any qualification. 
This includes all ‘excellence’ of every kind, physical, mental, 
and moral. Now contrast this with the Ethical definition. 
“Virtue is a fixed, permanent, conscious, developed, acquired 

state (all this is implied in és) of mind or character, manti- 
festing itself in a deliberate moral purpose (spoasperixy), 
residing in a mean state, relative to ourselves (no absolute 
standard of morality), the mean being determined by reason- 

ing or calculation (Acyw), not however by the individual, 
subjective, calculation, but by the general, objective, standard, 
of practical wisdom, or the (concrete) man of practical wis- 
dom (as ay 6 dpovipos opicerev).” 

The difference between the definitions of the individual 
virtues in the two treatises is not so glaring. The lists of 
virtues given here and in the Ethics, 11. 7., are substantially 
identical. In the Rhetoric the nameless mean between 
girotipia and adtActipia is omitted, doubtless because it ts 
nameless, and would therefore not be recognised by a popular 
audience: and for the same reason the three social and 
conversational virtues (arepl Aoywy wal Kowvwvias), area, & 

frank, straightforward plainness and simplicity in language 

and demeanour, (the mean between bragging and swagger- 
ing, adafoveia, and mock-humility, eipwreia); ev rpazredla, or 

well-bred pleasantry ; and ¢cA/a, friendliness of manner, are 

excluded; being invented by Aristotle himself, and not com- 

monly accepted as virtues; and with them, the so-called 
virtues consisting in a mean state of two emotions or feelings, 
aaOn, viz. aides modesty, and véueors righteous indignation’, 
The two intellectual virtues, (Eth. Nic. v1.) coé/a speculative 
wisdom, or philosophy, and ¢pévnars practical wisdom, the 
special virtue of the statesman (a practical philosopher) are 

1 On moral indignation, see Whewell, Elem. of Morality, § 56. 
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introduced; and justice, which in the Ethics is reserved for 
subsequent and separate treatment. The chapter is mainly 
occupied with the analysis into their ef5n of apet? and xax/a, 
xadov and aiocypév. Besides the episode on éraivos and 
éyxapuov in §§ 33, 34 which I reserve for the appendix to this 
book’, we have one more general observation, which deserves 

to be quoted here, in § 40. that, namely, of all the cowad efSn 
—meaning toro, with which are here included the two 
universal instruments of reasoning—that of avEnous ‘ ampli- 
fication’, is most appropriate to this epideictic branch of 
rhetoric; the example, wapadevypa, to the deliberative, be- 
cause we decide upon the future by a divination or presenti- 
ment derived from the past; and the enthymeme to the 
forensic, because past faets most readily admit of being proved 
by reason of their uncertainty. 

Ch. 10. In this chapter we pass to the judicial or fo- 
rensic kind of rhetoric, of which the parts are accusation and 
defence, and the end justice and injustice (explained as be- 
fore). Hence an analysis of the latter, and the study of the 
feelings and impulses, the characters and objects, of wrong 
doers, are necessary for the forensic pleader: and this falls 
naturally under three heads; 1st the objects and causes and 
motives which lead men to commit wrong; 2nd the charac- 
ters of the wrong doers; and 3rd the characters and con- 
ditions that render men liable to wrong. [Injustice or wrong 
doing assumes the forms of different vices according to the 
kind of defect which predominates permanently or at the 
moment, and inclines the vicious man to go wrong in that 
particular direction, and also according to the circumstances 
of the case and the particular temptation offered. Thus 
adicla may be manifested in illiberality in affairs of money, 
of licentiousness in bodily pleasures, of cowardice in danger, 
and so on for the rest. These subjects either have been al- 
ready treated in the analysis of the virtues in c. 9, or are re- 

1 On Exawos, éyxwdpsor, paxapopuds and eddaiuonouds, §§ 33, 34, see Ap- 
pendix B. to Bk. 1. 
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served fir future treatment in the 2nd Look with the waGy. 

fu that we proceso at omer ty the oomsideration, as aforesaid, 
A the nvtives and objects ff wrong doing, of the characters 
A wrmy dirs, and of those who are most exposed to ill 
treatiocnt aml weeny. § 5. And first we must determine 

the sotives or causes of wrong doing, what are the objects 

and! sims which men propos to themselves either to pursue 
or avoid when they commit injustice: it is plainly the ac- 
cuser’s businens to see how many aud what sort of these uni- 
versal motives are applicable to the defendant; the latter must 
discover how many and which of them he is not liable to be 
suspectal of, and are not applicable to his case. The treat- 
mont of this subject occupies the remainder of this chapter 
andc. 11, The two remaining topics are analysed in c. 12. 
The sources or causes of all action, and therefore of justice 
anid injustice are seven; three external and beyond our con- 
trol, accident, nature (natural disposition or tendency), and 
oxtornal force or compulsion: and four of which the cause 
and origin lio within ourselves, which subjects them to our 
control, habit, reasoning or calculation, passion, that is, anger 

and resontmont, and desire, § 8, A detailed examination of 
thonw--which they woll deserve—would, if introduced here, 
occupy too much space, and divert attention from our present 
object, which ix to supply a connected general account of 
Arviatotle’n aystem of rhetoric, and a guiding thread through 
itu detailx, 1 have therefore troated them separately in an 
Appendix to this first book (Appendix C), where they are 
oxamined, and illustrated (or obscured—this especially in the 
ono of tuyy—) by a comparison with the treatment which 
they recoive in other passages of the author's works, 

Ch. Ul. Tt is found from the analysis of the last of these, 
doaire, aaa apring of action, that pleasure as well as genuine 
yrood in the object of our desires, and therefore a proper sub- 
ject for rhetorical inquiry, Good, in the shape of 7d cupdépon, 
w man's real interest, has been already analysed, ¢. 6: and we 
may now therefore proceed at once to the consideration of 
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pleasure. This is accordingly done; and after a repeated 
warning, § 19, that we are to look for no scientific exactness 
in our definitions, but only that they shall be clear and intel- 
ligible, there follows in c. 11, the promised analysis of plea- 
sure, with which the chapter is entirely occupied. I will 
deal with this subject as I have done with the sources of 
action in the preceding chapter, and for the same reason; 
and a similar examination of pleasure, and comparison with 
Aristotle’s views of it as expressed elsewhere, will be found in 
Appendix D at the end of this book. 

Ch. 12. is devoted to the analysis of the two remaining 
heads of the treatment of aédcx/a, viz. the characters and dis- 

positions, which (1) dispose, and (2) expose, men to wrong. 
mas éyovtes kad tlvas abixovor. § 1. 

Ch. 13. In this chapter we have an analysis and classifi- 
cation of actions, right and wrong, just and unjust, for the 
use of the forensic orator, or pleader in a court of law. These 
have a double division in reference to laws and persons; 
each of which again admits of two subdivisions, Lawes are 
either (1) special, whether written or unwritten, or (2) universal 
and natural: and offences or wrongs, (and their opposites, right 
and just acts) may be committed against (or beneficial to) 
either (1) individuals, as adultery or assault, or (2) the state 
or community, 7d xotvoy, as desertion; and similarly the op- 
posites. §§ 1—4. The distinction here taken is the same as 
that upon which the distinction of civil and criminal procedure 
is made to rest in the Attic law. The grievance complained of, 
which has to be adjusted or punished, is an injury either to a 
private individual (apes &va xal wpropevor, § 3), or to society 
at large: the former is the object of a civil action, aywv idvos, 
Sen idia, or Sie in its special sense; the latter of a criminal 

prosecution dyav Snucotos, Sin (in its general sense) dnpocia, 
ypadn : here the state is aggrieved, and therefore 6 Bovdope- 
vos, any duly qualified citizen, may prefer an indictment. But 
the latter is again subdivided into the cases, in which (1) the 

offence against the individual is immediate, and against the 
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state mediate, and that (2) wherein the state is immediately 
offended, and the individual mediately. In the former of 
these two cases the process would be properly denominated 
i3fa ypad7, a criminal prosecution or indictment (such is the 
case of Demosthenes against Midias); in the latter dyuocia 
ypagy, a state proseeution, or impeachment ; though in fact 
these terms are seldom found in actual use. See Meier u. 
Schémann, Attische Process, Bk. 111. § 2. 

We have next, § 5, a definition of 70 adcxeicOaz ‘ wrong 

received’, which is, ‘to suffer intentional injustice’; in accord- 
ance with the statement already made, c. 10, § 3, that injustice, 

to be such, must always be intentional. The deliberate inten- 
tion is thus necessary to constitute an act of real ‘injustice’, and 
forms the characteristic mark of adsceiy and adicnua, by which 
it is distinguished from ar’ynpa a mere accident, and duaprr- 
pa a mistake; though by either of these the same amount of 
positive injury may be inflicted ; vice and crime being always 
characterised by the mpoalpecis, § 10. The voluntary inten- 
tion is determined by knowledge ; that is, by the particwar 
knowledge of the circumstances of the case—as of the nature 
and instruments of any particular act in question, such as 
the foil which has lost its button and so become a dangerous 
weapon, or the gun that was loaded when it was thought to 
have been discharged. In such a case the particular igno- 
rance is admitted in excuse of the act, which does not now 

auount to a crime; though death may equally ensue from 
o, mistake or an accident, and the injury be as great as it 
could be if it were inflicted with malice prepense. But gene- 
ral ignorance, of moral distinctions or right and wrong, can- 
not similarly be pleaded in extenuation or justification of a 
crime committed: here the agent is responsible for the 
knowledge of them, as well as for the formation of his own 
habits and character: herein in fact lies the distinction be- 
tween virtue and vice. Sce further in Eth. Nic. m1. 2 (Bekk.). 
Hence we have, § 7, the following distinction of various 
classes of éyxAnwata, charges, complaints, actions, prosecu- 
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tions. They have reference either to one individual, or to 
the community at large; a wrong may be committed (1) in 
ignorance, duaprnpa, or (2) unintentionally, by mere accident, 
arvyna, or (3) with full knowledge and intention; and in the 
latter case either with deliberate immoral evil purpose, mpoe- 
Aopévov, or (4) intentionally and with knowledge, but in a fit 
of uncontrollable passion, Sia dos, i.e. Oupdy or dpyry. 
This same subject is also discussed in Eth. Nic. v. 10. (Bekk.), 
where four degrees of wrong or criminality are distinguished, 
which correspond precisely with those already given from the 
Rhetoric’. dxovtos is the accidental case, dtuynua; ayvooiv- 
tos the error or mistake, duaprnua; and of the two cases 
where the act is é« mpoaipécews, the one is an adlenya, 

intentional but not deliberate, as a wrong committed in an 
overpowering fit of passion, 47 mpoBovAevcas; the last only is 
the real genuine aécx/a, showing as it does the malus animus, 
the engrained evil habit, the @£cs, the confirmed state of vice, 
or the malice prepense, mpovola, of the ddscos properly so 
called. The threefold division, with which I commenced 

this paragraph, is the more usual one, and I think simpler 
and better. It is found in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 5. § 9, 10. 
And to this Aristotle himself returns later on in this Chap- 
ter,§ 16. Compare also, Magn. Mor. 1. 34 §§ 26, 7, 8% 

Next, in § 9—11, we have a little disquisition upon the 
definition of crime and the distinctions of crimes, which in a 

subsequent treatise on rhetoric would have come under the 
head of the ardots dpixn, one of the variously classified ora- 

1 This precise correspondence espe- 
cialiy in a case where, as with this 
fourfold division, the view is certainly 

not the usual one, might furnish an 
argument in favour of attributing the 

fifth book of the Nicom. Ethics te 
Aristotle rathet than Eudemus. But 
I refrain from entering on this thorny 
subject. 

* Themistius, Orat. 1. p. 15. 0. 
(quoted by Gaisford) giving an ac- 

count of this classification, absurdly 
enough describes dudprnpa as waous 

klynots apodpordépa, émiduulas rods F 

épyiis dprw wpoetadrdopévns, ob cuver- 

Sodons dAoKAfpou rhs puxfs ry xurh- 

parc; thereby identifying dudprnua 
with the third of Aristotle’s four 

classes, acts 34 Oud» or wdéos, 

omitting the true dudprnyua altogether. 

Gaisford takes no notice of the blun- 

der. 
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oes, status, or legal issues’. It is here called the éwrypayya, 

the inscription or designation of the offence, which deter- 
mines the mode of trying the case, and the court before 
which it should be brought for trial. The same blow, for 

example, may be interpreted as an act of Spec and render 
the culprit liable to a ypadgn or public prosecution ; or as a 
simple aixia or assault, in which case the penalty or amends 
inay be settled by a den or private action between the parties; 
and similarly the same act may be construed either as sacri- 
lege iepoovdla, or as mere theft «ror; and so on. This 
status is called in Latin nomen or finitio, by Cicero and 
Quintilian. The ‘status’ in general are termed apdiofnr7- 
gets, in Rhet. 111 16. 6 and 17.1; it was not till later that 

they received the technical name of oracess. Aristotle seems 
here to include another of the orace:s with the opian, which 

is usually distinguished from it; namely zrovorys or qualitas : 
and in fact the two are not always very clearly distinguish- 

able. As we shall be called upon in pleading our causes to 
apply the proper names to the charges which we bring, and 
to distinguish the several ‘qualities’ of offences, it is neces- 
sary to be so far acquainted with these definitions and dis- 
tinctions of crimes, as to know what is the legal interpretation 

of theft, murder, adultery, &8pcs, “in order that, whether we 

wish to prove that such and such an act comes under such 
and such a legal designation, or the contrary, we may be able 
to construe it fairly and aright.” § 10. 

The remainder of the Chapter is occupied with the ques- 
tion of the difference between 7rd Sixacov and émteleeca or 
equity, together with the distinctions of voyos yeypaupévos 
and yvéuor aypadot, which are connected with the former. 
The latter of the two subjects shall be reserved for separate 
treatment in the Appendix to this book (Appendix E); the 
former, equity, shall be considered here. 

Equity, we are told, § 18, “is a kind of justice, but 

1 On the ordzes or status and their divisions see note on Rhet. m1. 15. 
in this Introduction. 
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beyond the written law,” 76 aapd tov yeypappévoy vopov 
Sixacov. This omission of the legislature is partly inten- 
tional, partly unintentional; the latter, when something that 

should have been inserted and defined is overlooked; the 

former, when it is necessary to lay down a general rule, and 
this rule has exceptions which cannot be foreseen and de- 
termined ; and also by reason of the infinite variety of possi- 
ble cases that may arise, no two of which are exactly alike. 
Whence the universal rules of law require constant modifica- 
tion and adaptation to circumstances, and this is equity, 
‘the mitigation of the austerity’ (Sopater ap. Stob. in Gais- 
ford’s Not. Var.) or the relaxation of the exact rigour of the 
written law, and a leaning to the side of mercy, indulgence; 
liberality. So 70 émcecxés is defined in Eth. Nic. v. 10., évra- 
vopOwpa vouou % édXcirer Sia TO KaOordov, “a rectification of 
the (written) law, to supply deficiencies consequent upon its 
universality.” And in the same chapter we find the follow- 
ing; “ when it is necessary to speak generally, and impossible 
to do so with rigorous exactness, the law takes the general 
case, lays down the general rule; being well aware of the 
error committed, but right nevertheless, For the error is not 
in the law nor in the legislator, but in the nature of the case 
or circumstances.” No law for instance can enter into all 
details, and provide for all exceptional cases in determining 
penalties in exact proportion to the size or material of a 
weapon with which a wound has been inflicted. It lays down 
a general rule; a wound inflicted by an iron weapon, or by 
iron in general, renders the offender liable to such and such a 
penalty. But this must not be so rigorously interpreted as 
to bring. under its operation the case of a man who happens 
to be wearing an iron ring upon the hand with which he 
strikes a blow: because here he is only following a usual 
custom, and the nature and character of the instrument that 
inflicts the wound in no respect aggravates the crime. But 
the law cannot foresee and provide for all this infinite variety 
of special cases; and here therefore equity steps in to miti- 
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gate and modify its rigorous application, § 14. Quintilian, 
Inst. Orat. vil. 6. 8, quotes an exactly similar case. Qui 
nocte cum ferro deprehensus fuerit, alligetur. Cum anulo 
ferreo inventum magistratus alligavit. The law had enacted 
that any one found abroad at night “ with iron in his hand*”, 
meaning of course ‘armed with a steel weapon’, was hable to 
be taken up and put in prison. The magistrate acting 
upon the general rule apprehended a man who wore an iron 
ring: ‘equity’ would have required that an exception should 
be made in this case. 

Equity therefore in its widest sense is ‘merciful cons- 
deration’. It takes into account, and makes allowance for 
aruvynuara and auaptnpata, (see above on § 5.) accidents 
and mistakes, distinguishing them from real injustice or 
crime, aducia, aSlienua, which is wrong done with deliberate 

evil intent, § 16. And all leanings to the side of mercy, 

compassion for and sympathy with human infirmities, is of 
the nature of equity. In the three following sections, down 
to the end of the chapter, this quality of émvedxeca is further 
illustrated by the enumeration of several rozro:, or collections 
of cases in which it shows itself. As, for instance, in looking 

to the lawgiver rather than the law in interpreting the latter; 
(this is explained by Eth. Nic. v. 14. 1187. b. 20. 5 nav 6 vopo- 
Oérns avrds ovTws dv eltrot éxet Trapav, Kal ef 7Ser evopwobernacer 
av), and to the meaning rather than the words of the law itself; 
and to the intention rather than the action in estimating the 
degree of criminality; and to the whole rather than to a part 
of any transaction; and to the past or general character 
rather than the present temper of an offender: to remember 
benefits rather than injuries, and benefits received rather 
than those conferred; to put up with wrong; to prefer an 
amicable, to a violent or legal, settlement of a dispute; or if 
it cannot be decided in this way, to prefer arbitration, where 

1 Our language here does not admit secondly the same word will stand 

of the same degree of ambiguity as for the ‘iron’ of the ring, and the 

the Latin. For first ferro may mean ‘steel’ of the sword or dagger. 
both ‘in’ and ‘on’ ‘his hand’: and 
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equity is the rule, to a law court where the judge usually 
decides by the letter of the law: all characteristic of a con- 
siderate, candid, fair, merciful, forgiving, temper, and spirit 

and disposition; and expressing a character far more amiable 
than any of the so-called virtues—which are in reality so 

many characters—of the Nicomachean Ethics. 
Ch. 14, In this chapter the common topic of degree, 7d 

#GdXov Kal }rrov, is applied to injustice, as it was before to 

70 ayaGoy in c. 7. 
Ch. 15, the last of the book, is occupied with the examina- 

tion and analysis of the dreyvos. micrets, already briefly 
referred to in I. 2.2. These, according to Aristotle, are five 
in number; laws, evidence of various kinds, paptupes, the 
question Bacavos, contracts or documents (tabule, Quint.), 

and oaths. The contents of this chapter furnish a very 
striking illustration of that characteristic of rhetoric (and 
dialectics) which has been previously noticed. viz. that it 
ravavrla ovddoylteras; I. 1.12. and elsewhere. Every argu- 
ment or topic of this chapter can be retorted against the 
opponent; the affirmative or negative of every proposition 
stated is alike susceptible of proof. §§ 1. 2. 

And first of the use to be made of laws in the pleadings of 

the Jaw courts and discussions of the general assembly. If this 
written law happen to be against us the following rovrot, 
classes of arguments, will be serviceable. First of all we may 
appeal to the unwritten, universal laws [see c. 13. 3. 2. and 
Append. E. to Bk. 1:], and to the eguttable construction of the 
written ones, in opposition to the strict letter of the law, as fur- 
nishing the grounds of a fairer decision: or we may say that 
the juror’s oath, that he will decide according ‘to the best of 
his judgment’, shows by the latitude it allows him that he was 
not intended always to follow the precise words of the written 
law: or that equity and the universal law never vary 
because they are ‘according to nature’, whilst written laws are 
liable to constant change; and quote Sophocles’ Antigone’ in 

’ Antig. 450. seq. 

13 
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confirmation of our view: similarly we may argue that real 
justice is ‘true’, that is, certain and infallible, and salutary 

to man and society, whereas the justice of the written law 
is @ mere apparent or sham justice, which is lable to 

numerous errors and can not satisfy the wants of society and 
lay down a rule sufficient to meet all cases that may arise. 
Summum jus is often summa injuria; and hence it is said 
that the written law “does not do the proper work of the 
law”, does not fulfil its proper function, which is to do justice 

equally to all. Cic. de Leg. 1.15. And further we may say, 
that the judge is like a tester of coin, and it is his very office 
to distinguish between spurious and genuine justice. Again, 
that it is the sign of a better man to appeal to, practise, and 
abide by, the unwritten rather than the written law [because 
the latter enforces obedience by inflicting penalties of which 
fear therefore is the motive, and a base one; whereas the 

obedience to unwritten law is spontaneous; it is a proof of a 
nobler and better nature, a more generous spirit, a more 
confirmed habit of virtue, to do right spontaneously, without 
the expectation of reward or dread of penalty. See Rhet. 1. 
7. §§ 12 and 16. Oderunt peccare boni virtutis amore; 
Oderunt peccare mali formidine poene.]: or again, if the 
written law that is opposed to us be also in opposition to any 
other popular law in good repute, or be self-contradictory, 
or clash with another law of the same code; of the latter case 

(Victor.) an instance is when, as sometimes happens, one law 
enacts that all contracts be valid, whilst another interdicts 

the entering into any engagement contrary to the law. 
Again we must examine the law to see if its terms are am- 
biguous, so as to be able to twist it either way to our pur- 
pose, and decide according to which of the two constructions’ 

1 In this passage aywyi isthe duc- is 7d dxpiBodixacoy the letter of the 

tus legis, as we sav ductus litterarum. law; ro ovudepov here represents the 
Via et ratio duce: legem in hance equitable or liberal interpretation 

vel illam partem. H. Stephens. ap. which forms part of the notion of 
Gaisf. that is, the turn given to it, equity—supr. c. 13. 

the construction put upon it, ro Sixacay 
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the rule of strict justice or of expediency—as either happens 
to suit us—can be applied to the interpretation of it; and 
then treat, or use, it accordingly. Lastly we may urge that 
circumstances have altered since the enactment of the law, 

and therefore that it no longer applies. §§ 3—10. 
If on the other hand the written law favours our side of 

the question, we must interpret the oath that the dicasts 
take to decide “according to the best of their judgment,” 
not as implying the right to give any decision beyond the 
letter of the Jaw, or to modify its application in any way, but 
that it is administered merely to save them from the guilt 
of perjury in case they happen to mistake the meaning of 
the law. Secondly, in maintaining the superiority of the 
written law when it tells in our favour, and the consequent 
expediency of abiding by its decision, we may use the follow- 
ing argument. It may be laid down as a general principle 
“that no one chooses abstract or absolute good, but that 
which is good to himself”, that viz. which is adapted to his 
particular wants and circumstances. (And this is probably 
a reference to Rhet. 1. 7. 35. where it is affirmed that the 
particular good by the individual is superior to good in general 
or absolute good.) Hence we infer (this is Schrader’s ex- 
planation) that the actual written laws of a given state being 
deliberately adapted to the persons and circumstances of the 
members of that state, and to the security of its government, 
are to be preferred to those which upon abstract and general 
considerations might be regarded as the absolute best: they 
are therefore to be carefully maintained and none of their 
enactments disregarded or infringed. [This is a genuine 
specimen of a rhetorical enthymeme. The major premiss 
is expressed in the general rule or principle laid down, the 
minor and conclusion being both omitted.}] Again we may 
argue that not to use the laws or law is as bad as having 
none at all: as they are enacted so must they be applied. 
Or we may derive a rule from the other arts and apply it to 
legislation. In every art the artist is the supreme authority. 
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No patient should try to be ‘wiser than his physician’; nor 
should the judgment of any ‘Svarns be preferred to that of 
the accomplished artist, the man of skill in his profession. 
The mischief caused by any error that the physician or 
professional person, in this case the lawgiver, may commit, 
is outweighed by the danger of weakening the authority of 
the ruling power: the habit of disobedience is a worse evil 
than any mistake that the legislator can make. Or lastly, 
that to seek to be wiser than the laws is the very thing that 
is forbidden by all laws that are approved. §§ 11, 12. 

Next of evidence. On this subject we have first to 
distinguish the kinds of evidence; and we find that there is a 
twofold division of: witnesses and authorities, first into old 

and new, ancient and modern or contemporary, and again 
into those that share the risk and those that do not, but are 

outside (Ew) or beyond the reach of all danger. ‘Ancient 
Witnesses’? are poets, whose verses are sometimes quoted as 
evidence and authorities for the past, as prophets and di- 
viners are for the future: proverbs lkewise are used as 

confirmatory evidence in support of a general precept or 
advice offered. To this class of modern, recent, contempo- 

rary witnesses or authorities, belong all living men of weight 
and reputation (yvwpizor), who have already pronounced 
sentence or given a decision upon any question that happens 
to be under discussion, as Eubulus quoted a saying of Plato 
as an authority in his speech against Chares. To the class 
of contemporary witnesses belong likewise all those who share 
the risk of a trial in which they are giving evidence, in so far 
as they are liable to penalties not merely if they are found 
guilty, but even if they are suspected, [S0€wou, so Victor.] 
of perjury: whereas the ancient witnesses, being long dead 
and gone, are of course exempt from all chance of danger or 
punishment. This latter class of witnesses who actually 
appear in court and run the risk of being punished for false 

1 Compare Cic. Top. xx. 78. ora- ex quorum et dictis et scriptis sepe 

tores, philosophos, poetas, historicos, auctoritas petitur ad faciendam fidem. 
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evidence can only testify to facts: whether such and such a 
thing has been done (yéyove) or not, whether so and s0 is 
true (éo7s) or not: in the decision of questions relating to 
the quality of an act, as whether it is just or unjust, expe- 
dient or inexpedient (the introduction of these latter words 
shows that evidence given in the general assembly, in favour 
for example of any scheme of policy, as well as the courts of 
law is here taken into account), they can have no voice: 
this indeed is not the office of the witness, but of the judge. 
[Also by the hypothesis, they are only ordinary every day 
people, and not jurists or philosophers; who can state facts, 
but cannot set up for authorities as to the nature and quality 
of actions.] Of the three classes of witnesses already enume- 
rated, the ancients, the living authorities, and those that 

appear in court to give evidence, the first are by far the most 
trustworthy, because they are absolutely out of the reach of 
corruption; their judgments have received the sanction of 
time and stood the test of examination, and as authorities 

are absolutely unexceptionable. The second class are also 
very trustworthy, but in a less degree. These are they that 
pronounce their decisions from a distance (ad7rwGev), not on 
the spot like the witnesses actually present in court; that is 
to say, have pronounced it some time before the similar 
question, actually under discussion, had arisen. §§ 13—16. 

Arguments on the subject (i.e. the value) of evidence are 
of the following kind. If you have no witnesses ta produce 
yourself, you may argue that the decision should rest upon 
the probabilities of the case; and that this in fact is the 
meaning of deciding—as the juror’s oath runs—‘ according to 
the best of one’s judgment;’ or you may say that probabilities 
cannot be bribed to impose upon one, witnesses may; and 
that they can never be found guilty of perjury. [This topic 
is excellently illustrated by a passage of Cicero pro Celio 
c. 9. quoted by Victorius]. If you. have witnesses and your 
adversary has not, you can urge that probabilities are not re- 
sponsible, not amenable to justice, or subject to penalty, and 
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that the evidence of witnesses would never have been re- 
quired at all in a case, if mere arguments had been sufficient 
for the investigation of it. Witnesses may be called either in 
our own defence or against the antagonist; and they give 
evidence either to facts or character; so that plainly no one 
ever need be at a loss for serviceable evidence: for if we can- 
not produce evidence of fact, either in agreement with our 
own case or opposed to. that of our adversary, at all events as 
a pis aller we can always find witnesses prepared to give tes- 
timony as to character, either to our own virtues and respec- 
tability, or to the worthlessness of our opposite. So far of 
Witnesses in general. If we have any particular point to 
prove about a witness, as that he is friendly, or hostile, or in- 

different, or of good or bad character, or intermediate, neither 

the one nor the other, we must derive our proofs from the 

same sources and materials from which we take our ordinary 
rhetorical arguments, or enthymemes. These are the eZ5n, here 

called by the general name of rozros, the materials of enthy- 
memes. Thus, if we want to show that a witness is friendly 
or the reverse we must have recourse to the analysis of the 
waQn of duria and éyOpa and picos, where we shall find the 
indications and manifestations of these affections described, 

(Rhet. 11. 4.), which we must then apply to our argument: or 
if we desire to make him appear respectable or infamous, we 
refer to the characteristics of virtue and vice described under 
the rozrot, or rather eién, of apern and xaxia in I. 9. § 17— 
19. 

On the subject of contracts, bonds, or agreements of any 
kind expressed in writing, (documents, tabule, Cicero and 

Quintilian), the speech may be made use of either for magni- 
fying or destroying their credit with the judges; our course 
of procedure being determined by the consideration whether 
we or our adversaries have such documents to produce. 
Their credit will be in exact proportion to the respectability 
of their subscribers (“those who have put their names upon 
them”) and custodians; the latter because the integrity of 
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those who have had them in their keeping is a proof that 
they have not been tampered with. And hence it appears 
that these may be dealt with in precisely the same way for 
the purpose of establishing or destroying their credit as we 
have already described in the case of witnesses. When there 
is no question about the existence of the contract, if it be on 
our side (oixelas), all that we have to do is to “magnify” it, 
or uphold its credit. One way of effecting this is to call it a 
“law;” because a contract may really be considered as a pri- 
vate or special and partial law: and it is not the contract 
that gives validity to the law, but the law to a legal contract. 
In fact, speaking generally, the law itself may be regarded as 
@ contract’, and therefore to violate its conditions (amoreiy, 
disobey it) or to attempt to upset it, is the same thing as 
abolishing or cancelling a law. And besides this, most of the 
ordinary dealings of men with one another (cvvad\Xaypata), 
as buying and selling, letting and hiring, in fact all voluntary 
transactions, are matters of contract; so that if contracts be 
invalidated, all customary intercourse of men with one an- 
other is as good as abolished. All the other arguments ap- 
propriate to this subject lie so entirely upon the surface, that 
they may be passed over here as obvious. If our opponent 
have the documents upon his side, first, we may argue from 
the analogous case of an adverse law; viz. that it would be 
strange indeed if we were compelled to abide by a de- 
fective or unjust contract, whilst we hold that illframed and 

’ The law a contract, réuos cur hxn. 

This is positive law, lex scripta, not 
the xowds, Aypados yvéuos, which is 
natural and moral law. These posi- 

tive obligations, variously determined 
in different communities, have been 

taken by these societies upon them- 
selves, and the members have agreed 
together, as it were, have entered into 

a sort of (implied) contract with one 

another to conform to them. This 

remark is not intended to give any 
countenance to the sophistical doc- 
trine, maintained by Thrasymachus 
and Callicles and Hobbes, that all law 

is a mere convention of society, and 
has no absolute basis or principles. 
See Whewell, El. of Mor. §§ 96 and 
816 on the ‘social contract,’ and a simi- 

lar observation in Arist. Pol. 1. 6. init. 
compare III. 9. 8. sal é vdpos curO4xn, 
kal éyyunrhs d\djAas Tar Sicalwy. 
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injurious laws are not to be obeyed. Or, secondly, that it is 
for the judge, and not the contract, to decide the question at 
issue; no mere written agreement ought to weigh against 
general considerations of justice. And, as supplementary to 
and enforcing this latter argument, we may proceed to say 
that justice cannot be changed or perverted, have its nature. 
altered, by fraud or force, because it is natural (duces ov 
vou); whereas contracts are altered by fraud, under false 
impressions and pretences, and under compulsion. Besides 
this, we may examine the contract to see if it is opposed 
to any law, written or universal; and of the former to those 
of our own or of foreign countries; and next, to any other 
contracts antecedent or subsequent; and then argue, either 
that the later one is valid, and therefore the earlier, which 

contradicts it, must be invalid, or else the earlier is right 
(sound, valid, legal), and the later a fraud; whichever 
happens to suit our case. Also we may take expedtency into 
account, and try to show that the fulfilment of this contract 
in question would be contrary to the interest of the judges: 
and a number of other topics of the same kind, too obvious 
to require enumeration. §§ 20—25. 

Torture, the question, furnishes a kind of evidence, which 

is supposed to be especially trustworthy, because it is given 
under compulsion, the truth being as it were forced from the 
party under examination. On this subject likewise there 
is no difficulty in discovering what may be said on either 
side. If we have evidence of this kind to bring forward in 
support of our own case (olxezar), we must of course exalt 
the authority of it, and argue that this is the only kind of 
evidence which can be absolutely relied on’: if it is against 
us and on the side of the opponent, it may be quashed or 
discredited (Ssadvou ay tis) by putting forward what is ac- 
tually true about torture in general: namely, that men 
under the stress of torture are just as likely to say what is 

1 Some arguments in favour of the use of torture are to be found in Rhet. ad 

Alex. c. 17. § 1. 
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false as what is true; whether by a resolute persistence in 
the refusal to reveal the truth, or from a readiness to accuse 

others falsely in expectation of (in order to obtain) a speedier 
release. (Rhet. ad Al. 17.2.) The speaker should also be 
able to refer to known precedents with which the judges are 
acquainted, of constancy and resolution of men under torture, 
of a steady refusal to reveal the truth and betray their 
accomplices, and such like. [“It may be urged further 
that evidence under torture cannot be true, or to be de- 
pended on, because there are some men who are fat witted 
(insensible) and thick-skinned and resolute enough to endure 
any amount of torture without flinching”—the remainder of 
the sentence as it stands seems to have no meaning, “ where- 
as those of an opposite temper, the cowardly and cautious 
or timid, are confident enough before they come in sight of 
what they have to endure, or before they have actually 
witnessed the sufferings of the others (avra@y, viz. ray trayud. 
cat r1808. xal Suvarav), so that torture is in no way to be 
relied upon’—” For even if we suppose that something has 
been lost after xatafappoto.w, to this effect, “although 
cowards &c. are confident enough before they are put to the 
question, yet when actually in the hands of the executioner 
they are sure to flinch and lose all courage, and so their evi- 
dence becomes worthless,” which seems the most natural solu- 

tion of the difficulty, still the position itself, that cowards are 

1 The above sentence def 5¢ Aéyew— 
mistoy dy Bacdvos, though preserved 
in the text of the best MS. (A°. 
Gaisf.), is un-Aristotelian in its lan- 

guage (the word xaradappety in par- 

ticular has no authority earlier than 
Polybius) wanting in the old Latin 

version, and already implied in what 
precedes. It is therefore properly re- 

jected by Victorius, Bekker and Spen- 

gel, as either a gloss, or, as Spengel 

thinks, an extract from some other 

rhetorical treatise introduced by the 

Transcribers. Aristotlein the foregoing 
remarks upon torture, even if the last 

clause be omitted as spurious, shows 
his animus in a very unusual way. The 
argument adduced in favour of the 
use of it rests upon a mere assertion 

unsupported by facts. The convinc- 
ing arguments are all on the other 
side. It plainly appears that his 
opinion as to the use of torture in 

extracting evidence is that it is cruel, 

unnecessary, and futile. 
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courageous enough until they come within the actual sight 
of danger, is so questionable, and the observation itself so 
irrelevant and superfluous, that we are driven to the con- 

clusion that the corruption is more deeply seated and irreme- 
diable.}] § 26. 

Oaths admit of a fourfold division. The oath may be 
tendered and accepted, or neither, or the one without the 
other, i.e. either tendered and not accepted, or accepted 

and not tendered’. And this fourfold division may be further 
extended by the addition of cases in which an oath has 
already been taken by either of the two parties. The argu- 
ments for not tendering the oath are such as these: that men 
are easily induced to perjure themselves; and further, that 
if the other party take the oath tendered, the prospect of 
gain will overrule any scruple of conscience which he might 
have had about forswearing himself, he will take the oath and 
keep the money (ov« azodiéwowv, not make restitution); 

whereas you are so confident in the goodness of your cause, 
that you think the judges are sure to condemn him wnless he 
takes an oath and perjures himself; and therefore from both 
these considerations it is better not to offer it (so Victor.): and 

thirdly, because it is better to leave the decision of the case to 
the honour of the judges whom one does trust, than to that of 
the other party whom one does not, (lit. this risk that one 
runs before the dicasts, by leaving the decision to their honour 
and good faith, is to be preferred to deciding it by the oath 

of the opponent; because the one can be trusted, the other 

cannot). If you refuse it, it is because taking an oath from 

1 8pxow 3:5évac is to offer an oath to 

another, when you call upon your ad- 
versary to swear to the truth of his 

statements. AauSdver to accept it 
thus offered, and make oath yourself. 
Quintilian’s offerre jusjurandum, v. 

6. 1. is ‘to offer to take the oath’: 
Aristotle's &3ova: is with him ‘de- 
ferre,’ and )apSdyew, recipere. In 

Demosthenes and the Orators the 

usage of the terms is the same as 

Aristotle's; except that sometimes 5é- 

xecOa: is substituted for AapSdrew. 

And so Aeschylus, Eumen. 429. 4A)’ 

Spxow ov Sétar’ ay, ob Soivar Oédet 

On the derivation, original significa- 

tion, and early usage of Spxos see 

Buttmann’s Lexilogus, sub voce. 
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mercenary motives, “bartering it against money,” is a scandal 
and an infamy, unworthy of a man of honour. Or you may 

argue thus; “Had I been a rogue I should have swallowed 

it at once; for it’s better to be a knave for something than 
for nothing: that is, Had I been a knave without scruple 
or remorse I should certainly have taken the oath; for I 
should have gained something by it, and if one 18 to be a 
knave, it is better to derive some benefit from one’s knavery: 
now had I taken it I should have gained my cause at once 
and the property at stake; by not taking it, I leave the issue 
to the decision of the court, and run the risk of losing it: and 
therefore the refusal to take it (ré mn) proceeds from a 
virtuous motive, and not from the. fear of perjuring myself; 
it is not because I should forswear myself if I did take it 
that I now refuse. And Xenophanes’ verse may be quoted 
in point (apporre:), that it is “no fair challenge from a 
Godless (unscrupulous, ready to swear anything) to a God- 
fearing man” (who has some scruples and belief in divine 
retribution), but it is like the case of a strong man challeng- 
ing a weak one to fight, where all the advantage is on the 
side of the former. If you accept it, you may say that you 
have confidence in yourself and your own integrity, but not 
in the other, whose character and principles you do not 
know; you don’t want him to swear. And you may reverse 
Xenophanes’ dictum, and say that the fair way is for the 
Godless man to tender the oath, and the religious man to 
take it; and it would be monstrous for you, the interested 
party, (who are of course the evoeBns,) to refuse to take it, 
when the judges, whom the adversary requires to adjudicate 
for him in this very matter, and yet have no interest in it, are 
themselves sworn. If on the other hand you offer it, you 
must say that it is a mark of piety to entrust the decision 
to the Gods, to place the matter in their hands, and that 
your antagonist ought to require no one to judge the case 
but himself; and so you hand it over to him to decide. And 
again that it is absurd for him to refuse to take the oath, 
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whilst he obliges the judges to take one in order to decide 
in his own affairs. The preceding four are all simple cases 
of accepting and rejecting an oath: but these again may be 
combined in pairs, as in the cases where (1) the one party 
is willing to accept the oath but not to tender it, or (2) to 
tender it but not to accept it, or (3) when he is willing to 
accept and tender it, or (4) when he will do neither. Now 
as these arise from combinations of the simple cases, 80 

clearly the arguments applicable to them may be gathered 
from the combination of those that have been already 
suggested for the others. Lastly, if you yourself happen to 
have already made a deposition on oath with which your 
present deposition conflicts, you may argue that this is no 
perjury: for all perjury is injustice, and all injustice is volun- 
tary: but in your case the former deposition was extorted 
either by force or fraud; now all such acts are tnvoluntary, 
and therefore there was no ‘injustice’ or criminality in the 
matter. And here it should be argued (the conclusion drawn 
by argument) that perjury consists in the intention of the 
mind, not in the expression of the mouth; it is the intention 
and not the words that make the lie: now in your case 
there was no fraudulent intention because you were either 
deluded and acting under a mistake, or under compulsion 
and so far not responsible for the act, and therefore you 
cannot be guilty of perjury’. If on the other hand it is the 
adverse party who has made these inconsistent depositions, 
you are then to exclaim that one who abides not by what he 
has sworn subverts everything, all that is most sacred and 
precious amongst man. To take an instance; why are judges 
sworn to administer the Jaws faithfully, unless it be because 
men confide in the sanctity of an oath, and its binding power 
in enforcing an obligation? he who would subvert this, is 
destroying the very foundations of society. And, appealing 
to the judges, “you we require to observe in judging this 

1 This is Hippolytus’ argument, in the famous 4 yAGoo" dudpuoy’ 4 8¢ gph» 
d2wporos. 
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case, the oath you have sworn and they (the adverse party) 
don’t observe it themselves!” for with éupevotpev. “and we 
(people in general, but especially the other side) can’t observe 
it ourselves!” or with éupevodpev; “and are we not to observe 

it ourselves?”]; or any other arguments that may suggest 
themselves for the purpose of adding to the solemnity, im- 
portance, credit of an oath. §§ 27—33. 

Such are the dreyvos mioress of which the orator and 
pleader have to avail themselves. This distinction of dreyvoe 
and évreyvot miotess is due to Aristotle (Quint. Inst. Orat. v. 
1. 1.), and derived from the following considerations. Argu- 
ments in support of a case may be supplied either from facts 
independent and external, which we don’t make for ourselves; 

but find ready to our hand, and have to use to the best ad- 
vantage; to confirm and magnify or depreciate and discredit 
(avEewy xat pecodv), according to the circumstances of the case, 
as they happen to be favourable to ourselves or the adver- 
sary. These are extra artem or dreyvoi. The others, which 
alone deserve the name of purely scientific arguments, are 
those which arise out of and are suggested by the case itself, 
follow a scientific method, the rules of the Art of Rhetoric 

(sa 715 weOodov); which we invent and apply from the re- 
sources of our own knowledge and ingenuity, “by ourselves 
and our own agency” (8' sev.) Arist. Rhet.1. 2. 2. Ad pro- 
bandum autem duplex est oratori subjecta materies: una 
rerum earum que non excogitantur ab oratore, sed in re 
posits ratione tractantur: ut tabulx, testimonia, pacta, con- 
venta, queestiones, leges, senatus consulta, res judicate, de- 
creta, responsa, reliqua, si que sunt que non ab oratore pa- 
riuntur, sed ad oratorem a causa atque a reis deferuntur; 
altera est que tota in disputatione et in argumentatione ora- 
toris collocata est. Cic. de Orat. 11. 27.116. Ac prima qui- 
dem illa partitio ab Aristotele tradita consensum fere om- 
nium meruit, alias esse probationes quas extra dicendi ratio- 
nem acciperet orator, alias quas ex causa traheret ipse et 
quodam modo gigneret. Ideoque illas aréyvous, id est inarti- 
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ficiales; has évréyvovus, id est artificiales, vocaverunt. Quin-~ 

til. u.s. The same distinction is recognised by Dionysius de 
Lys. Jud. c. 19. 

Cicero's list of these ‘inartificial proofs’ has been already 
quoted from the de Oratore. It omits Aristotle's ‘ oaths, 
and adds several other subdivisions which may all be readily 
referred to the heads of voywos or paptupia. On the same 
subjects, Orat. Part. cc. 14, 34, Topic. c. 19, Auct. ad Heren. 
ce. VI. VII. 

Quintilian’s runs thus. Prejudicia, rumores, tormenta, 

tabule, jusjurandum, testes. To the last are added, V. 7. 35, 

que divina testimonia vocantur, ex responsis, oraculis, omi- 

nibus. The list almost coincides with Aristotle’s; for the 

youot of the latter may very well be included under Quin- 
tilian’s prajudicia, which are previous decisions, and ‘ prece- 
dents’ of all kinds: or on the other hand the prejudicia may 
be reckoned with the ancient and modern or contemporary 
‘authorities’ in the Aristotelian class of ‘witnesses.’ Quin- 

tilian’s ‘public opinion,’ fama atque rumores, publicum testi- 
monium, V. 3., to which appeal may be made or not accord- 
ing as it is favourable or the reverse, is an addition of his 
own; though even this might easily be identified with a por- 
tion of the ‘universal unwritten law’ included by Aristotle 
with the vouoc. Comp. Auct. ad Heren. c. 8. § 12. 

Lastly the author of the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum in treat- 

ing the subject distinguishes four kinds of dreyvou wicres, 
though without using this technical term; which may be taken 
as an indication—it scarcely amounts to a proof—that this 
work was written at all events before Aristotle’s was published, 
since from that time forward this distinction seems to have 
been recognised by all writers on Rhetoric, The first of these 
is c. 15. § 6. 7 Sofa rod AéyorTos, novum argumentum ceteris 

rhetoribus ignotum (Spengel ad loc.). “To state your own 
opinion about the facts under discussion,” is, as the context 
implies, to state your own view of the case and its bearings; 
not of course to dictate the decision to the judges, but to ex- 
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hibit it in a favourable aspect; and in doing this you must 
make it appear that you have a full knowledge of the case 
and its details, the facts and the law, and that it is your 

interest to state the exact truth; on the other hand it must 

be shown that the adversary has no knowledge or experience 
in the matter, and that consequently his opinion, if he offers 
one, is worthless. The three others are evidence, torture, 

and oaths. 
In concluding this part of our subject we will notice the 

definitions of these three, evidence, torture, and oaths, with 

which the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. prefaces his account 
of them; more especially as Aristotle has left them unde- 
fined. paprupia is defined oporoyla cuvedoros éxovros (Spen- 

gel. corr. for éxoyri) a statement of the facts of a case in 
agreement with our own (this only includes favourable evi- 
dence), by one who was a party to the transaction or privy to 
it, (so far Demosthenes, c. Aristocr. p. 640, § 63. paprupia 
cuvedoros), and voluntary: the latter characteristic distin- 
guishes it from Sdacavos which is duoAoyia mapa ouvedoros 
axovtos, the evidence being extorted by compulsion. In fact 
Aristotle tells us, Rhet. 1. 15. 26, though he distinguishes the 
two, that the Bacavos is but a subordinate species of pap- 

tupla. Spxos is peta Oeias maparmpews pacis avarrodetKTos, 
“an unproved assertion under the divine sanction or au- 
thority, or with an appeal to God,” and with the implied 
notion of punishment consequent upon perjury’. 

1 sapddnyis is properly ‘adoption’ Gods as authorities or witnesses of the 
as wapadauBdvew is ‘to adopt,’ as a 

wife, or son, or partner, or ally; to 

bring forward witnesses, in Demosth. 

c. Euerg. et Mnes. p. 1159. 27. and.c. 
Phorm. 904. so that rapdAnyis is the 
adoption or bringing forward of the 

truth of your assertion, to give their 
sanction to your credibility; whilst 
at the same time you imply that 
you expect punishment if you swear 

falsely. 

END OF BOOK I. 



APPENDIX A. TO BOOK L CH. VIII. 

In Polit. 111. 7. Aristotle, besides the normal’ state, 7 
apictn rodteia, distinguishes six kinds of constitutions, 
which are afterwards subdivided each into several varieties. 
The apiorn modctela, or true apiotoxparia, which may be 
either the government of one, povapyia, Bactneia, or of seve- 
ral, according to the proportion of virtue moral and political 
in either, though its conditions and institutions should none 
of them be impossible (like those of Plato's Ideal Republic); 
yet under the ordinary conditions of humanity it is practi- 
cally unattainable, and must remain a mere visionary scheme 
or. theory, the object of our wishes, car’ evyny, rather than of 
our expectations. The six others are divided into three nor- 
mal, op@ai, and three abnormal, degenerate or corrupt forms, 
mapexBacets, “deviations” from the true standard “to the 
worse” (zrapa). They are monarchy, aristocracy, vrodte/a, 
democracy, oligarchy, tyranny. The two first in their high- 
est and completest forms may be included theoretically in 
the apiorn Trodtrela: but there are also lower forms of them, 
which in a classification may be referred like the vrodreta to 
the normal class, but are practically treated, as they actually 
exist, with the other. (Iv. 8). Monarchies in actual exist- 
ence are classified and described, 11. 14—17. The vrodrtela, 

1 JI prefer this term to that of 
‘ideal’ to characterise Aristotle’s typi- 

quently to correct it, and reduce it 
to a more practicable shape. Aris- 

cal constitution, in order to mark a 

slight distinction between the two con- 
ceptions of the ‘perfect state’ as they 

appear respectively in Plato and Aris- 

totle. Plato’s state is purely ideal: he 

himself admits finally after some hesi- 

tation that it can never be realised in 
practice; and writes his Laws subse- 

totle’s admits in a somewhat higher 
degree of the possibility of realisation ; 

though he too constantly implies, by 

the expression xar’ edyfw which he 
applies to it, that under human con- 

ditions the actual establishment of it 

here on earth is far from likely. 
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the normal form of the democracy, the government of the 
middle classes, (and therefore by the law of the mean the 
best practicable constitution), has no special name of its own, 

but is designated by that which is common to all consti- 
tutions. It is a mixture of oligarchical and democratical in- 
stitutions, and in it the middle class, of ywéoot, which is like- 
wise the hoplite class, the heavy-armed infantry, of ta darda 
Eyovres, of OmdTevovres, IV. 13,—the wealthy order forming 

the cavalry, the poorer sort having either light arms or none 
at all—has the supreme power. The distinction of the nor- 
mal and abnormal governments is founded upon the réAos of 
each, which always determines the definition—épiferas Exa- 
orov t@ Téret, Eth. Nic. 111. 10. 6: and this is 76 cupdépov. 
Hence all the forms of government which are directed to the 
interest of the governed are normal and right; all that have 
the private interest of the governor or governing class alone 
in view are severally deviations from the true standard of 
that form of constitution which each of them proposes to 
itself as its aim. To this latter class belong all the existing 
democracies, oligarchies, and tyrannies. The names by which 
they are known are derived from the governing body in 
each; but do not correspond to the true definitions of them, 
(1m. 8. Iv. 4. init. and 8.) which are determined not by the 
mere number of the governors but by the object and aim or 

theory of each particular constitution, éXevJepia and icdrns 
of democracy, mottos and evyévera of oligarchy, and apern or 
matéela of aristocracy. This is perhaps directed against 
Plato, who adopts this view both in the Republic and Po- 
liticus. 

The scheme laid down in Eth. Nic. vii. 12. substantially 
coincides with this; the difference being chiefly in name. 
There are six forms, no mention being made of the perfect 
state, which pass one into another, the better into the worse 
in each pair, by natural degeneration; monarchy into tyranny 

—this does differ from the view taken in Pol. rv. 12. and V., 

where democracy in its extreme and lowest form, and oli- 

14 
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garchy, are both said to degenerate into tyranny—aristocracy 
into oligarchy, and zrodureda ‘republic or polity,’ into de- 
mocracy. To the vroActeia, which he here says is the name 
by which it is generally known, he gives the name of ripe- 
xpatcxn, adopted from Plato, Rep. vill, but applied in a very 
different sense. It is a constitution, as it 1s described in the 

Politics, in which the majority have a share in the govern- 
ment, with a property qualification for admission into the 
governing class, all within these limits being equal. His 
scale of merit in these six agrees with the gradation of rank 
assigned to them in Pol. Iv. 2. Monarchy is the best; be- 
cause if it really mean anything, a monarch or sole ruler, 
worthy of the name, must be such in consideration of an im- 
mense superiority in virtue; and tyranny is the worst, on the 
principle that corruptio optimi fit pessima. Amnstocracy 
comes next; then qodrreia; then democracy, oligarchy, and 
tyranny. He is however not very consistent in his expressions 
on this point; for from different points of view each of the 
three normal forms seems in its turn the best. In Pol. IL. 
15. he gives the preference to aristocracy, because it is better 
to have several men of great merit, if they can be found, at 
the head of affairs, than one: and in 111. 10, in arguing the 
question which of all possible governors, or classes of govern- 
ors, is best entitled theoretically to the supreme power, he 
decides for the majority; because practically, though each in- 
dividual of them may have only a small portion of virtue and 
intelligence, yet the collective sum of the whole must needs 
outweigh that of any single person or small number; and this 
is extended even to their judgment upon works of art. 

This classification is derived in substance from Plato's 
Politicus; as he himself admits, Pol. 1v. 2, where by is 
atrepnvato Plato is intended. In that dialogue we have 
seven varieties of constitutions, viz. the ideal state, the only 
really op67 7roAtrela, 302 C., and six others; called five, 291 

D, but really capable of division, 302 D, and so divided by 

Aristotle, into six: three xooylas or évvopor (Aristotle’s opAai), 
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in which the governors use their powers well and observe the 
laws—zrpds To Ko.vov cupepoy dpyovorw, Aristotle, Pol. 111. 7.— 

and three mrapdvopot or axoNactot (the mapexBdacets) vicious 
and licentious governments, in which they act for their own 
private interest, and disregard the laws and the welfare of their 

subjects. These form three pairs, monarchy and tyranny, aris- 
tocracy and oligarchy, and the two kinds of democracy, which 
are distinguished in fact, though not in name. Of these, in his 
opinion, monarchy is the best, and its corruption tyranny the 
worst: and the government of the people, or the many, being 
from its inherent feebleness incapable of anything great, bad 
or good, is the worst of the better forms, and the best of the 
worse, 302. E. seq. Similarly Aristotle, Eth. Nic. vu. 12, 

calls a democracy the least bad of the three corrupt or vicious 
forms. 

In the Republic there are nominally five, but in reality 
six, forms of government recognised. We have, as with 

Aristotle, monarchy as well as aristocracy included in the 
ideal or perfect constitution (VII. 540. D, 1x. 576. D, 580. B. 
compared with 587. D); an dpiotoxparia, or government of 
the best, may be either of one or several. It cannot be of 
all, no commonwealth or republic in any shape; because no 
mrjOos can ever acquire the requisite qualifications [note 
here the difference of view of master and pupil], the true 
and perfect science of government (Polit. 297. B); and, as 
one is much more likely to attain to this than several, the 
ideal state will most naturally be a monarchy, like the in- 
ternal constitution of man under the sway of one supreme 
reason. 3005. Next comes tipoxparia, or military govern- 
ment, with institutions like those of Sparta and Crete, all 
directed to war rather than peace, Rep. vu. 547. E; in this 
TO Oupoedés, the spirited, angry, zealous, active, energetic, 
emulous element of the human constitution predominates, 
and gives its character to the polity. Fourth is oligarchy. 
Fifth democracy, for the two forms of which he has only one 
name, Polit. 292. 4: and sixth despotism. These pass from 

14—2 
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one into another by corruption and degeneration in regular 
order, the order in which they have been enumerated, until 
they arrive at the conclusion of the series, where the whole 

comes to an end. But, as Aristotle very pertinently asks 
(Pol. v. 12. ult.), why should they stop here? and how, if not, 
can the model state be produced out of the very worst of the 
whole number? The order of succession is well criticised on 
several grounds drawn from observation of real life and 
existing facts by Aristotle in the same Chapter. 

Lastly Polybius, Hist. v1. cc. 3, 4, likewise recognises 

six forms of 7rodreiat, three normal and regular, SaccXeia, 

Gpioroxpatia, Snuoxpatia, and three which arise severally 

out of the depravation and corruption of each of the three 
preceding, tyranny from constitutional monarchy, oligarchy 
from aristocracy, and ochlocracy (oyAoxparia, this is, I be- 
lieve, the earliest use of this word) from democracy. The 
natural primary and original form of government, arising out 
of no art, system, or compact, is povapyia, the government of 

one: so that Polybius unconsciously adopts the patriarchal 
theory of the origin of government, which deduces it from the 
natural supremacy of the head of the family. 

APPENDIX B. TO BOOK I. CH. IX. 

Ch. 9. In §§ 33, 34, occurs a brief episode on éatvos, 
and a distinction is drawn between this and éyxadmuop, 
paxapiopués, and evdatpovicpds. Since émawos and »poyos 

are the constituent elements and the main business of the 
émridecxtexov yévos of rhetoric, it is important to know pre- 
cisely what ‘ praise’ is and how it is distinguished from other 
nearly allied and analogous conceptions. “Praise” we are 
told means, “words setting forth magnitude of virtue”; we 
must therefore (in using this branch of Rhetoric) show that 
men’s actions are virtuous; éyxwuov ‘panegyric’ is properly 

applied to facts, things done, results of action, épya; all 
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surrounding, concomitant circumstances, are added in the 
way of proof, (to help to convince, not as the proper object 
of the é¢ycapcov), such as birth and education; because from 

these we draw an inference as to the character of the subject 
of the panegyric, arguing that fortes creantur fortibus, that 
virtue is hereditary, and that one who is educated in such 
and such a way will turn out so and so. And this is why we 
panegyrise men for having done this or that, (acts accom- 
plished). These completed acts are signs of the moral state 
from which they proceeded (which is the real object of praise, 

as showing the mpoalpeois, in which virtue resides); for we 
should praise one who had not actually performed them if we 
believed him to have the disposition to do so.” This somewhat 
confused statement seems to imply that éazvos has always a 
moral character, 1s specially and properly applied to distin- 
guish virtue, and therefore referred ‘to moral actions’ mpa€ets, 
in which virtue is exhibited. émaw,os and yoyos are in fact 
the moral approbation and disapprobation by which we natu- 
rally mark our sense of the distinction between virtue and 
vice. Butler, Diss. u. Of the Nature of Virtue. Whewell, 

Elem. of Morality, § 56. See Eth, N. 1.12. 6 pév ydp éra- 
vos THS apeTAs’ Wpaxtixol yap Tav KadNav amd tavrns. I. 13. 
ult. ray &Eewv ras errawveras apetds Kadodpev. 11.4. xara be 
Tas aperdas Kal tas Kaxias érrasvoupeba 7 YreyopeOa, II. 4 bis. 
And this is why we do not praise the Gods; because they 
are beyond the sphere of human virtue (x. 8), and therefore 

not fit objects of ‘praise’ being in fact above it, like happi- 
ness, and all that is best and greatest. Ibid. Similarly at 
the end of Bk. 1. in distinguishing the intellectual from the 
moral virtues, he says that though codia is not a moral 
virtue, yet it is a virtue. ézasvovper 5é xa rdv copdv, we show 

that it is a virtue by praising it. ray 5¢ EEewy Sé tas éesrasve- 
Tas aperds Aéyouev, That praise and blame are the ordinary 
tests of virtue and vice is constantly repeated throughout all 
the Ethical works ascribed (two of them erroneously) to 
Aristotle. See Eth. Eud. m. 1, 1219. b. 9. of Grrasvos THs 
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dpetis Sia ta Epya. Ibid. 1220. 4. aperis 52 efSn Sv0, 4) ev 
nOcKn, 7 Se Scavontixy. eratvovpev yap ov povov tovs Sicalous 
«7A. Ib. vit. 15, 1248. b. 19. seq. where it is shown that 
good which exhibits itself in moral action (spafes) is the 
proper object of émawos. Compare Magn. Mor. 1. 2. 1183. 
b. 26. ra & é@rrawerad olov aperai’ amo yap trav Kat avtas 
apakewy 6 éraivos yiyverat. and again, I. 35. 1197. 16. gore 
S¢ 4 dpdvnots apern...€mawerol yap eiow ot ppdvipot, 6 & 

Ezratvos aperis. I. 9. 1187. 19. ere 5é paprupotow of 7’ érat- 
vot Kat ot Woyor yivopevoss emi yap TH apern Erawos. Cic. 
de Fin. rv. 18. Aristoteles, Xenocrates, tota ila familia, non 

dabit ; quippe qui valetudinem, viris, divitias, gloriam, multa 
alia bona esse dicant, laudabilia non dicant. Archytas, ap. 
Stob. 1. 13. yiveras 88 6 pév Srrawos én’ apera. And this 
view has been generally adopted by the succeeding Greek 
Rhetoricians. 

éyxwpsov is said to be applied properly to épya. This 
appears also in Eth. N. 1.12. u.s. ra & éyxdusua trav Epywv, 
duoiws Kal trav cwparixav (not therefore exclusively a moral 

distinction) nal trav yuytxav; upon which Zell, éycapcov 
pertinet ad res bene vel splendide gestas; and again Eth. 
Eud. 11. 1. u. 8. xal ra éyxouta tov Epywv; and a little far- 
ther on, 5:0 érepov evdatpoviopos kal érawvos Kal éyxaptov' 
TO yey yap eyxaioy Adyos Tov Kal’ Exaotov Epyou, 6 8 
Erraivos TovovTov elvat xaOddov (again marking the moral 
character of the object of ‘ praise’), 6 8 ev8atpoviopos tédos. 
éyxwptov therefore according to Aristotle is properly applied 
to facts, deeds done, achievements accomplished; not to 
actions in operation mpafew, which have a more exclusively 
moral character’. [See Eth. N. 11.1. on the formation of a 

1 This is Brandis’ view of the dis- handlungen beziehe, das enkomium 
tinction between the two words. He auf die werke...”. My own in- 
says in his excellent little tract, tiber 
Aristoteles’ Rhetorik, in Schneidewin’s 
Philologus, tv. 1. p. 30. “Auch dass 
das lob oder das lébliche sich auf die 

terpretation was quite independent, 

adopted before I had become ac- 
quainted with Brandis’ work. 
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virtuous character.] All the other ordinary objects of panegy- 

ric, as birth, wealth, accomplishments, strength, and such like 
‘concomitants,’ are introduced for the purpose of confirming 
and strengthening the conviction in the minds of the audi- 
ence that the deeds alleged are rightly attributed to the 
object of the panegyric; because such talents and advantages 
natural and acquired imply a capacity for the performance of 
them: but the deeds themselves are the real matter of the 
encomium; nam genus et proavos et que non fecimus tpsi 
Vix ea nostra voco. It is only what a man has done himself 
that can really make him illustrious; 80, says Aristotle, éyxw- 
pratomev mrpakavras; it is only after the deeds have been 
performed that we panegvrise their authors. At the same 
time these deeds have so far a moral character that they are 
indications’ of the moral habit of the performer of them. 
The moral és we praise in any case, even if it does not 
exhibit itself in any actual reality, as long as we believe the 
individual in question to be tovodros ‘of that character’, 
possessing the virtue potentially (i.e. ready for use if required), 
and capable and inclined (by acquired habit) to exercise it. 
So that to sum up, ézrawvos is praise, the expression of moral 

approbation and therefore is referred principally to mo- 
tives and character: the object of éyxwpuov is facts, acts 
realised ; the virtue is included by implication, but is here 
secondary and nonessential: the ra xcUxdw being admitted by 
way of support and confirmation. 

This is only one of several distinctions that have been 
drawn between éraivos and éyxwptov, nor indeed is the term 
émratvos confined, except in Ethical writings, to this its moral 

acceptation. In the ordinary language it is used in the most 
general sense of praise, however derived and however be- 

1 onpeta, only signs, not necessary of splendid munificence performed 
Consequences: for a great victory from a merely selfish motive; and 
might possibly be won by accident, yet these fpya might be made the 
without either skill or courage on the subjects of ¢yxuuov; whenoe the need 
part of the commander, or an act of proof from the concomitants. 
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stowed. Nor is the distinction between the two terms gene- 
rally observed: Aristotle confounds them himself in the 
very next sentence. § 35. Alexander the Rhetorician quoted 
by Gaisford in his collection of Not. Var. p. 127", informs us 
that some made no distinction between the two words in 
question, (one of these may be the author of the ‘Pzropsxy) 
apes "AdéEavSpov), and then proceeds to enumerate four. 
1. That &ra:vos is confined to the eulogy of a single virtue, 
éyx@p.oy goes into detail and may include any number of 
them ; it may also be extended to all natural, acquired, and 

accidental gifts, accomplishments, endowments, advantages, 
as yévos, matdela, Tpopn, mpakts, amoyovel, evxrens Oavaros. 2. 
that the difference between them consists in the mere length 
and amount; émawos being simple and concise, éyxapmsov 
long and elaborate, carried into detail, as in the preceding 
definition. 3. That éracvos is aknOns; properly denotes true, 
genuine, sincere praise, to which the judgment gives its 
assent; which is due to virtue alone; éyxauoy, is miBavdr; 

the set show speech for festivals and holidays is only me@avoy, 
does not aim at truth, but only at plausibility; does not 
carry with it the assent of the judgment, or sincerity on the 
part of the speaker, who is only trying to make an impres- 
sion on his audience: as for instance when Polycrates com- 
posed his panegyrics upon pots and pebbles, he had no real 
admiration of them, but was only exercising his ingenuity in 
the invention of plausible arguments, This distinction though 
taken from a different point of view falls in very well with 
that of Aristotle. It makes the object of évrazyvos to be virtue, 
as the only thing really worthy of approbation; and regards 
the other as fallacious and liable to, or even careless of, 
error, which as we have seen according to Aristotle’s view it 
might very well be. Alexander considers this the best of the 

1 Gaisford calls him Menander. extract from his ‘Pyropixal ddoppal 
The passage is printed in Walz and = ‘rhetorical magazine.’ Did Gaisford 
Spengel’s collection of Greek Rheto- misread the word Alexander? 
ricians as the work of Alexander, an 
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four definitions which he quotes. 4 The fourth may be 
intended for Aristotle's own distinction such as I have 
described it, but if so, the latter half is strangely disguised. 
It gives Aristotle's own words for the definition of érazvos, 
Abyos eudavitwv péyeHos aperns, and for that of éyxapsor, 
Aoyos eudavifwy mpa~es xaras. The distinction between 
awpafis and épyov I have already pointed out. ‘The details’ 
which enter into some of the above definitions are probably 
ineluded also in that of Aristotle in the words ra xuxAr9. 

The same subject is touched upon by the author of the 
“‘Pyr. mpds "AXE. c. 36 init. He does not distinguish the 
two words; in fact after saying that érasvos properly belongs 
to virtue he yet § 4 continues, ra ris apetns Ssxalws éyew- 
puateras; adding rovs yap loyupovds Kal Tovs Kadovs Kal Tous 
evryeveis Kal tovs mXovalous (Aristotle’s ‘concomitants’) ove 
ératvety adda paxapltey mpoonxer. Maxapifew is applied to 
what according to Aristotle should be expressed by éyxwpuia- 
fev, and the latter is substituted for ézrauveip. 

Definitions and distinctions of the same are also found 
in other and later writers on rhetoric, as Aphthonius, mpo- 
yupvacp. (Rhet. Grec. 11.35. Ed. Spengel) and Hermogenes 
awpoyupy. (Rhet. Gr. 1. 11.); both of these coincide with the 
second of Alexander. See also Nicolaus Sophistes, rpoyup- 
vaopara. in Rhet, Greec. I. 478, who gives the same explana- 
tion as Alexand. No. 1. 

The following is Vater’s explanation. mpafis est actio, 
quatenus agitur, épyov res gesta, facinus perpetratum. mpa€- 
ews igitur consensus cum preceptis virtutis demonstrandus 
est, et haec est laus. In laudatione (éyewpl@) vero res.geste 
enumerantur et describuntur, et orator laudatione fungens 
operam non in eo ponit ut ostendat hanc partem propositi 
huic virtuti, illi illam convenire: hoc sumit, et amplificando 

magnitudinem rei exprimit. 
paxapiopos and evdaipovcpos are identical; and superior 

(wetlov xat BéAriov) to the two others, which they include, as 

happiness itself includes virtue. We learn from the parallel 
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passage in Eth. N.1. 12. that these terms are applicable to all 
that is highest and best and most perfect, as the Gods, heroes 
and god-like men, and happiness. 

APPENDIX C. TO BOOK I. CH. X. 

This classification of causes of action is arrived at as fol- 
lows. All our actions either originate in ourselves, or have 

their origin external to and independent of us; either they 
are under our own control or not. Of the latter there are 
two cases, accident and necessity; and necessity again may 
be subdivided into two, nature, and external force constraint 

or compulsion. So that actions over which we have no 
control fall under three heads, accidental, natural, and com- 

pulsory. Again of the other class of actions which originate 
in ourselves, dy avtol airiot, and of which therefore we have 
the control, some are due to an acquired habit, some to our 

natural impulses, either rational or irrational, of which the 
rational impulse is the calculating or reasoning faculty Ao- 
ytopos, which always has good for its aim and object; the 
irrational are two, anger or passion, and desire, the object of 

which is pleasure real or apparent. Hence we have seven 
causes or sources of action, accident, nature (natural bent, 
disposition, tendency, ‘ propension,’ as Butler calls it) exter- 
nal force or compulsion, habit, reasoning or calculation, pas- 
sion, i.e. anger, resentment, and desire. §§ 7,8. In §§ 12— 

18. we have the following definitions of them: and in § 19. 
we are again reminded that in definitions for rhetorical pur- 
poses we are not to look for axpiGea, exact, mathematical, 

scientific accuracy, which is here out of place; all that is re- 
quired. being distinctness and freedom from obscurity, ju) 
acagels elvat, so that they may be readily apprehended. 
Comp. 1. 5. 15. ovdéy 4 axpiBoroyia ypnowpos 4 trept TrovTwy 
els ta viv, and elsewhere. 

tuxn is defined by negatives, § 12. Actions are ascribed 
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to it, of which the cause is indefinite, such as are not di- 

rected to any particular object or end (@vexd tov), and occur 
arbitrarily, neither always, nor generally, nor according to 
any regular prescribed law or fixed order. (reraypévas)’. 
[Grant. Ess. on Ethics. p. 221. illustrated by Phys. 11. 5. 4] 
This plainly appears, he says, from the general definition of 
tixyn. The definition in question is found in the Physics IL 
5.197. a. 5.* airla card cupBePnxos dy rois Kata mpoalpecwy 
tay &vexd tov, that is “an accidental cause, operating within 
the sphere of things that have an end in view, and within 
that again, in the sphere of the voluntary, and of actions with 
a purpose.” In c. 6. 197. b. 1, he adds, 9 peey yap tix Kar 
76 amd TUyNs eotiv boos Kal 76 EvTUynoas dv UrapEeev Kad 
Odws pats’ 81d nal avayren mept ta mpaxra elvat thy TUYNY. 
By 7a @vexa tov, “things with a purpose,” are meant, in 
general, 80a re amd Siavoias dv mpayOein kal dca ard di- 
cews*: and ra Trovatra Srav Kata cupBeBnxds yévntat, amd 

ruyns gaudy elvat. Compare Anal. Post. m. 11. 95, 2—9, 
where ra amd Stavolas are said to be either 2vexd rov, or aro 

ruyns, but not both together; and the chapter ends with the 
emphatic statement amé tiyns 8 ovdév Evexad rov yiveras. 
Ib. b. 21. 30a amd Ssavolas are actions or their results, as 
oixla, avOplas, wryieta, owrnpla, (Anal. Post. 1m. 11. 95. 4, 5), 
which are originated and suggested within ourselves, the pro- 
duce as it were of our own intellect (in what sense actions 
can be said to proceed from the intellect see in de Anim. 
mt. 10. 3.); 30a amd ducews, are things which grow and 
are developed by a natural law to a certain end, but are 

2 It is hard to say whether alria, 
or 8¢a (i. e. the actions), should be re- 

peated as the nominative to yiyvera ; 

that is whether we are to understand 
that the cause operates, or the actions 
are produced in these ways. Perhaps 
the word ylyvera: is more appropriate 
to the actions than to the cause, and 
the passage should be so understood. 

2 The contents of this chapter are 
epitomized in Metaph. K. 8—on 

which see Bonitz, Comm. ad Metaph. 
p- 22—where the same definition of 
rox» is given. 

5 All nature is &vexd rov: there is 
design and purpose in all natural ope- 

rations. Phys. 1. 8. 199. a. 13—8. 
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incapable of ‘action:’ and for the same reason inanimate 
things, beasts, and children are incapable of it, because they 

have no will, no ‘moral purpose, by which mpafis moral 

action is determined. (It is plain however that mpoatpeots in 
the definition is employed in its widest sense, ‘will’ or ‘ pur- 
pose’ in general, and not confined to ‘moral’ actions. This 
appears from the whole tenour of the discussion, and more 
particularly from the illustration—to be presently quoted— 
for there surely is no moral purpose implied in going to re- 
cover payment of a debt.) Of these however ra azré ducews 
are afterwards withdrawn from the sphere of rvyy and as- 
signed to that of ravréuatov—which includes rvyn, c. 6. 197. 
a. 36, though it is distinguished from it, 197. b. 18—22.— 
and 7a amd tvyns limited to actions with a purpose, dca a7 
TAUTOMGaTOV YiveTas TOY MpoaipeTay Tois Exovat mpoalpeciy’. 
The apparent contradiction between the definition in the 
Physics and Metaphysics ll. cc. éy rots xata mpoalpecw Trav 
gvexa rov, and of the Rhetoric where it is said gore & amd 

ruyns...(8ca) pr) Evexa tov ybyverat; with which compare 
Post. An. 11. 11. 95, 8 amd riyns & ovdéev Bena Tov yiyveras; 
may be thus reconciled. Actions and events that result 
from chance cannot in reality proceed from a purpose, the 
nature and meaning of chance, which is accidental, excludes 
the supposition. When it is said that they “lie within the 
sphere of that portion of acts &vexa tov, which are done with 
@ purpose,” they are spoken of as belonging to this class only 
as acts that would have been done with a purpose +f they 
had not been accidental, if the actor had had previous know- 
ledge of the circumstances of the case. This appears from 
the example by which 7a azo riyns and td dd ravropdrou 

1 Jam réxy, ubi accurate distin- ing to the Aristotelian conception, as 
guitur a radroudry, eo in genere accidental causes, irregular agencies 
habet locum, quod a voluntate et iin which, unlike true causes, the ob- 
consilio suspensum est. Bonitz ad servation of the past affords no ground 
Metaph. K. 8. 1065. a. 30. for the prediction of the future, see 

On Chanceand Spontaneity, accord- Grote’s Plato. c. 37. III. 497. 
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are illustrated, 196. b. 33. “as, to take an instance, the lender 

would have come (to a certain place) to get back his money, 
(for repayment of his loan) had he known (that he should 
find his debtor there): he did come not for this purpose, but 
he happened to come and do this for the purpose of recover- 

ing his money: and this, though he was not in the habit of 
visiting the place, nor of necessity: the end (7d of évexa), 
the recovery of the money, is not (in this case) one of those 
things that has its cause in itself (ra dad dvcews), but one 
that proceeds from moral purpose and (so) from the intellect: 
and then it is said to proceed from ‘chance’.”. Which appears 
to be rather a confused way of expressing this; that ra 
aro tvyns belong to that class of actions in which intention 
or purpose is usually shown, which might have been done 
with a certain end in view; only in these accidental cases it 

is excluded by ignorance or some other cause: as in the case 
cited, the creditor might have gone, and would have done so 
for the purpose of getting back his money, if he had known 
that he should meet his debtor there: he did not know it; 
the meeting, and therefore the recovery of the loan, was 

accidental. 
The airla aépioros in the definition of the Rhetoric is 

explained by Phys. 11. 5. 196. b. 28. 7d wey ovv xa& avrd 
altwyv dpiopévov, 7d 5é xata cupBeBnxds abpicrov’ atre:pa 

yap av t@ év) cupBalm: and Metaph. K. 8. 1065. a. 25. rd 
8 ove avayxatoy GddAN adpiotoy, Néyw 5é 7d xata oupBeBnxds 
Tov totovrov & dtaxta xa diepa ta alria. It is added, 
Phys. 197. a. 8. dopiota pey ody ta altia avaynn elvat, ad’ dv 
dy yévouro ta amd tuyns. “Obev nal 4 tToxn Tod aoplorou elvas 
Soxed nat adnros avOpwre, cab gor ws ovdéey amd tvyns 
Séfevey dv yiyvecOa:, and this is repeated in the Metaphysics, 
1065. a. 32. See also Phys. 197. a. 18—21. xal ro davas elval 
Tt Tapddoyov Thy Thyny opOas’ Oo yap NOyos 7 THY det SvTOY 
) Tay ws er) Td qodU, 4 SE Tiyn ev Tols Yyyvopévots Trapa 

tavta’ aor erred) dépiora, TA ToLaiTa, Kal 4 TUN aopLoTos. 
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With the words (60a) yéyveras pyre ael pyre ods érr) 7d Trodd 
pyre Tevaypévws, § 12, compare Phys. Ii. 5. init. érrecd) opapev 
Ta pev del woavTws ywopeva Ta Se ws emi Td Trodv, pavepdv 
Ore ovderépou Toitwy atria 7 TUyN Abyetas ovde Td ard TUYNS, 
ovre rou €& avayxns Kai aed ovte Tov ws er) +d wodv: and 
again (in the illustration) 197. a. 3, “had the creditor gone 
with the purpose (of getting his debt paid) or with that in- 
tent; or had he been in the constant habit of going, 7 det 
govrwy, or had it been his usual habit to exact payment of 
his debts, 4 as éml 7d Todd xoptlouevos, the result would not 

have been accidental, chance would not have been the cause 

of it, ovx amd tuxns. Compare also, Eth. Eudem. vu. 14. 6, 
GANG pny i} ye guots aitla 7 rod ae dcattws 7 TOU ws emi rd 
word, 7 Se Tey ToUvavTiov. 

Yet after all, though for a moment, and in deference to 
popular opinion and popular language, Phys, 1. 5. 196. b. 14. 
wavres dal, 11. 4. 196. a. 11—17, Aristotle, following in 

this respect his usual practice, for with him an established 
current prevailing opinion is always a strong argument in 
favour of the truth of any view, allows to chance the name 
of cause, yet he subsequently virtually retracts the admission, 
and by defining this as an ‘accidental’ kind of cause (Phys. 
I1. 5. passim.) deprives it of all valid title to that name. 
For this in fact contradicts the very notion of cause, to which 
constancy and uniformity of operation are absolutely es- 
sential. It is, as he himself says in the same chapter, just 
as much a cause of an action or event, and no more, than 

whiteness or musical skill is the cause of a house, when 
the architect happens accidentally to be possessed of either 
of these two qualities. 196. b. 26. 197.a.14. ‘Chance’ is 
in fact nothing more than a name employed to cover our 
ignorance of the true cause of a thing. See also Anal. Post. 
1. 30., in which he excludes rvyn from the domain of scien- 
tific investigation and demonstrative proof, on the ground 
that it comes under the head neither of tavayxaia, nor of 
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Ta ws él ro qwoAv; and all syllogisms alike must draw con- 
clusions of one or the other kind. 

The various statements of Aristotle on this subject of 
chance as a cause are very contradictory and confusing. 
Besides the contradiction, real or apparent, already pointed 
out, in Rhet. 1 5. 17, he tells us in speaking of evrvyia, 
which is dv 7 rvyn a@yabay atria, that this chance may in 
some cases be the cause of things which are ordinarily due 
to art or nature; as health, which is a work of art, and 

personal beauty or tall stature, which are natural gifts, may 
also be accidental; which is directly opposed to the state- 
ments of the Physics 11. 6. 197. a. 36, already quoted. In 
fact Aristotle writes upon this subject like one who had 
formed no definite opinion upon it, nor attempted to recon- 
cile the difficulties it involves. Further on in the same 
section we are told that chance is the cause of all unexpected 
blessings, 1.e. such as are beyond calculation mapa Xéyoy, and 

deviate from the ordinary rule. These he illustrates by 
four examples, of which the first again belongs to ra awd 
gucews. 

On the same subject see further Eudemus, in his Ethics 
vil. 14, where he is discussing the nature and meaning of 
evrvyl(a; and Spengel’s commentary, in his paper ‘on the 
Ethical writings ascribed to Aristotle,’ published in the trans- 
actions of the Bavarian Academy, pp. 544—548. Eudemus 
is more than half inclined to come to the conclusion just 
stated, that tvy7 as an aitia is a mere delusion and a 

name given by us to express an unknown cause; and even- 
tually he resolves evruyia ‘good fortune’ into two kinds, 
the one q¢vce, proceeding from nature as its source, the 

other Oeia, from the divine favour, thus excluding rvyn 

altogether as its source or origin, though the name is derived 
from it. 

On chance as a cause or supposed agent see Bentley, 

Boyle Lectures, Lect. v.; Butler, Analogy, m. 4. 8; the 

references in Grote’s Plato, Vol. 1 76. note k. and Stewart 
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there quoted, on the Epicurean theory; and in the same 
work Vol. 11. p. 184. note f. 

In his note on Anal. Post. 1. 30. 87. b. 19, Waitz has 
written out the passages bearing on this subject from the 
Physics and Metaphysics. On the relation of chance to 
Nature in Aristotle’s philosophy, sec the excellent remarks of 

Grant in Essays on Ethics, p. 221. 
The next definition is that of vot as a cause of action, 

§ 13. “Things are said to be ‘by nature’ when the cause 
is in themselves and regular (acts uniformly), when the opera- 
tion is always, or almost always, in the same way. The 
exceptions—when the course of nature is not absolutely 
uniform—need not be scientifically gone into to ascertain 
whether these aberrations from the ordinary rule are due to 
nature itself in some sense, or to any other cause. It would 
rather seem that chance is the cause of these latter.” See 
Grant, Essays on Ethics p. 220. seq. 

The definition of Nature given in the Physics, 11. 1. 192. 
b. 13. seq., is as follows—ra guoet Svta travra paiverat éyovta 
éy éavTois apynv Kiwnoews xal oTdcews, TA wey KATA TOTP, 
ra 8é car avénow nai p0ict, ta 5¢ Kat’ GdXolwow' and, as is 
subsequently added, xa? avro py} Kata cupBeRnxos. Exam- 
ples are, all animals and their parts, plants, and the elements, 
earth air fire and water. All works of art are excluded; be- 
cause these except by accident, so far as the material, earth 
or stone for instance, is concerned, have no principle or 
origin of motion or change in them, but this is communicated 
from without. The difference between xa’ avro and xara 
oupBeBnxéds is thus illustrated, 192. b. 28. Health when 
produced by medical treatment is artificial, the product of 
art, not natural; and yet the physician may be said to be the 
origin of his own health, or to have its origin in himself. 

But this is only due to the accident of his being a physician; 
it is not the health that grows of itself, naturally. Philo- 
ponus observes upon this that Aristotle has not here given 
us a definition of Nature itself but of its activity or opera- 
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tion, (dvépyeia): for to say that Nature is the origin of 
motion or rest is not to tell us what Nature is, but what it 

does. He therefore thus supplies the omission. “Nature is 
a life or power pervading bodies, which forms and moulds them 
and regulates their motions; the origin of motion and rest 
is that which exists primarily in them, in itself and not 
accidentally :” the last words being taken from Aristotle. 
The last clause of the definition of the Rhetoric ta yap mapa 
guow—dvfee 5 av xai n TVyn aitla elvat Tadv TovovTwY, stand 
in direct contradiction to Phys, 1. 6. 197. b. 32. seq. sa- 
Mora Séorl ywprfouevoy 76 amd tiyns ev trois dice. ywvope- 
vous Stay yap yévntai Ts Tapa dicw, Tore ovK amo TUYNS 
GANA paANOY aTrO TavTOMAaTOV, yeyovevar gapév. Eats Se Kal 
Touro Erepoy' Tov pév yap é&w To altiov, Tov 8 évrés'. 

On ta wapa gvow répara, monstra, in animals, see 
further de Gen. Anim. IV. 3. ult. c. 4 init. c. 3. 767. b. 13. ro de 
Tépas ovx avaryxatoy mpds Tiv évexa Tou Kal THY TOU TédoOUS 
Gitiay, ad\Aa Kata oupReBnKos avayxaiov, érel THY y apynv 
évrevOev Set NaSetv. and Probl. x. 61. 

Béla, ‘by external force or compulsion,’ § 14, is applied to 
actions ‘which are performed indeed by the actors themselves 
and their own instrumentality, but contrary to their desires 
and calculations. Here again the definition is at variance 
with what is elsewhere stated on the same subject. In the 
Nicom. Ethics, 11. 1. sub init. we find, Soxet 5¢ axovora elvas 
ta Bia 7 Se dyvotav yiwvopeva. Blastov 5é od 4 apy? ewbev, 
Totaurn ovoa ev } pndey cupPadrETat 6 TpaTTaY 7 6 Tacywr, 
olov ei mveipa Koploat Trot 7} avOpwiros KUpior dvres: Which is 
in direct contradiction of the ylyveras 80 av’tay ray mpartor- 
tov of the preceding. In Metaphys. A. 5. 1015. a. 26, the 
definition makes a nearer approach to that of the Rhetoric. 
70 Blaiov or Bia is a species of the genus avayxn, todro & 
€or) TO Tapa THY Open Kal THY Tpoaiperw eyroditoy Kad Ko- 
AuTiKoy. TO yap Biavoy dvayKatov déeyerat...xat 1} Bla dvaynn 

1 See Grant on ¢iévis, note on Eth. N. 0. 1. 3. 

15 
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Tus...Kad Soxel 1 avayKkn apetatreiotéy tt elvat, 6pOas evay- 

tlov yap TH Kata Thy Tpoalperw Kujoe Kal Kata Tov Noyio- 
pov. Compare Anal. Post. 1. 11. 94. b. 37. 1 8 avaynn 
Surry 1 ev yap Kata piow xal thy épunv,n Se Bia 7 Tapa 
Thy opunv, @otrep ALBos EE avayKns Kal dvw Kal xatw péperas, 

GX ov Sia TH avtnyv avayeny. rapa drow 7 Bia. Rhet. 
111. 3. 

"Ee, dca da 76 TroANaKLS TreTrownxévat Trotovow. = “what 

we continue to do because we have often done the same 
before.” § 15. This is I believe the only precise and explicit 
statement which Aristotle has given us about the meaning of 
the term, and is far enough from being a complete definition 
of it, even the genus being omitted. 

00s, like many other words, such as réyvn, émriornyn, 
p40080s, mpayparela, the Platonic S:arexrixy, is used in two 
different senses, to express a process, and a result, the forma- 
tion of a habit, habituation, and the habit itself, acquired, 

developed, confirmed. (See above, p. 17. note 2.) The for- 
mation of a habit is the result of a law of association, arising 
from constant repetition: a certain course of action regularly 
follows certain antecedent circumstances: the two thus be- 
come inseparably connected in our practice as antecedent 
and consequent; under similar circumstances we always act 
in the same way. The connexion thus becomes permanent, 
and finally, inseparable when the habit is formed; which 
then becomes a law of our nature. The test of habit is that 
it makes what was originally irksome or painful, natural, easy, 
and pleasant; so that it ends by becoming a ‘second nature’ 
to us, vais 76n TO EOos, wept pununs Kat avapy. c. 2. 452, 

a. 27. 1d elQtopévov Wotrep wepuxds dn yiyverat. Rhet. I. 
11. 3. And similarly frequent repetition gives rise to a law 
of suggestion and association; as a thing which we have often 
had in our minds is most readily suggested to us when we 
wish to recal it to our recollection; and so again 76 qroAAakts 
gua arovet. Ibid. 0s as a process is distinguished from 
é€is the established habit, which in fact is produced by it. 
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Eth. N. 1. 1.1, 3. (Grant, Essays on Ethics, p. 190.); as a 
result it must needs be identical with it. What was before 
said to be distinctive of éos, that the test of it lies in the 

pleasure found in the acts resulting from it. Rhet. 1. 11. 3, 4. 
o’rw 5é rd Eos mroset 7 Ov, is likewise distinctive of the &€s. 
Eth. N. 11. 3. 1. On the formation of habits, and the Law of 

Contiguity which it exemplifies, see Prof. Bain’s masterly 
treatise on the Senses and Intellect, p. 315 and the follow- 
ing: and on the four Laws of Association in general. The 
Moral Habits are analysed and discussed in the Vol. on 
the Emotions and Will, p. 500. seq. It is distinguished 
from gvois a natural inclination or tendency; for in the latter 
this is fixed and unalterable, and acts only in one direction, 
but €805 may follow either of the two opposites; and there- 
fore it cannot properly be applied to any natural operation, 
or dvots, because in these no change can be effected by any 
amount of practice. The operation of nature 1s constant and 
invariable, that of habit has not this necessary uniformity, 
it follows only a general law, and may be altered. 9 guous 
tov ael, Td dé Bos Tod TrodNaxis. Rhet. 1.11. 3. Also, (Grant 
Eth. N. uw. 1. 3. not. 3. 1.) “ duos is opposed to habit as the 
original tendency to that which is superinduced. vu. 10. 4. 
padov 00s petaxwvncas prcews.” 

It is distinguished on the other hand, from pa@nors and 
réyvn: from the first, Metaph. @. 5. 1047. b. 32, as a mecha- 
nical process (compare Grant’s note on Eth. N. 11.1.1. “a 
mechanical theory is here given both of the intellect and the 
moral character [7 8° Oc e& ous wrepvylyverat] as if the one 
could be acquired by teaching the other by a course of 
habits”), as avAeiy the power of blowing the flute comes 
by repetition, mechanically ; whereas pa@nors is an intelli- 
gent process by which the arts are acquired: from téyvm, 
Metaph. A. 1. 981. b. 5. for the same reason as the last, and 
because it leads only to duzecpla practised skill, and makes 
men mpaxtixovs merely, not copovs; art implying knowledge, 
especially the knowledge of causes. euzretpia works by rule of 

15—2 
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thumb, the handicraftsman has merely acquired by practice 
the constant repetition of the process, the power of executing 
the work in which he is skilled, rods yesporéyvas (aroteiv) 
5: 00s. Met. u. s.; the artist works by rules which he 
understands, and with a knowledge of causes and means 
and ends. 

Habit, @0s, seems, says Grant, Essays, u.s., to be assumed 

by Aristotle, “as an acknowledged law of human nature”, 
Avvayuis by the law or process of éos is developed ultimately 
into &&s, an acquired and confirmed state; not intellectual, 
which comes from é&:dacxnadla; and the sum total of these 

constitutes the 70s or character; the name itself being 
derived from &os, the process by which it is generated. Eth. 
N. 11. 1. 1. and Magn. Mor. 1. 6. 1186. a. 2. 76ten xaretras 
bia 70 OlZec Oar. Plato, Legg. VII. 792. E. xupidraroy yap 
ovy eudteras aot tore Td wav 700s Sia Gos. A physical 
operation or process may be called an os; a ‘habit’ may be 
said to work in things physical, as fire rises and stones fall; 
but there is this marked difference between the physical and 
moral habit, that in the former the tendency is fixed and can 

only operate in one direction, “a stone could never acquire 
the habit of rising by being thrown ten thousand times into 
the air, nor fire of falling”, Eth. N. 1. 1. 2, but in the other 

it may take either of the two opposite directions and be de- 
veloped either into a virtue or a vice. 

Habit is the first of the four causes to which actions are 
due that originate in ourselves, ra &:’ avrovs. The second 
is Noylopos, ‘reasoning or calculation’, This mode of action 
is described as follows. “ Actions are performed from rational 
motives or calculation which from the several kinds of goods 
above detailed’ (cc. 6. 7), are thought to be advantageous, 

1 éx rdv elpnudvwy dyabGy. Victori- fectly admissible; but as it is the 
us understands this as though the actions in pursuit of good, and not 
preposition é«x were superfluous, ‘of, the good things themselves, that are 
belonging to that class." As far as here in question, the interpretation 
the grammar is concerned this is per- _in the text is to be preferred. 
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(that is to say, in which the conception of the advantage 
of the action is derived from the kind of good, which we 
have analysed in detail, that it is supposed to aim at) either 
as ends or as means to an end, provided these advantages are 
the motives of the actions: because it 1% possible to do 
things that are advantageous, yet not for that reason, 
but for the pleasure that attends them; as is the case with 
the licentious, who are devoid of self-control.” § 16. This 
is in agreement with the Aristotelian doctrine that the object 
of motion is always itself unmoved: but it is not in agree- 
ment with another principle laid down in de Anim. m1. 10, 
on mpoalpecis, that the 3pefis or impulsive element of it is 
the sole origin of motive, with which the calculating part of 
it, the dsavora or Aoyopuos has nothing whatsoever to do. 

Aoyiopes is the reasoning or calculating faculty, ‘the 

practical and discursive reason’. In the Nicomachean Ethics 
VI. 2. init. the rational soul, 7d Adyov yor, is divided into 
TO éructnpovixdy and 7d Aoyorixéy ; the former being the 
intuitive reason, @ Oewpodpev ta Toraidta Tay byTwy dowry ai 
apyai pn évdéyovras dAXws exetv, by which we discern neces- 
sary truth; and the other the discursive, reasoning faculty 
by which we apprehend the contingent and variable. @ 
(Gewpodpev) ta evdexopeva (dArws yew). Td AoylfecOas is 
here the same as rd SBouvdeveoGas; and we never deliberate 
about necessary truths which cannot be other than they are ; 
but usually AroyiferPas denotes ‘reasoning’ of all kinds. 
Grant observes in his note on Eth. N. vi. 1. 6 that elsewhere 
oyiorixéy rather expresses ‘rational’ in general, quoting 
passages from the de Anima in which it occurs in this sense. 
Add Plato, Rep. rv. 4. 39. D, where To Aoyiorexdy stands for 

the entire rational part of the soul. In Magn. Mor. 1. 1. 
1182. a. 18, 20. it is identified with rd Stavontixdy. ‘the in- 

tellect’. In Anal. Post. 11. 19.7. we are told that it is like 
Sofa, liable to error, capable of being misled by a false show 
of truth, whilst ériorjun and vois are unerring in their per- 

ception of truth, and can apprehend nothing else. 
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This faculty or element of the rational soul, the practical 
reason, is that of which ¢povners, practical wisdom, which 
guides men in deliberation and the choice between night and 
wrong, is the special virtue; as codia, speculative wisdom or 
philosophy, is that of the émriornpomxoy, the intuitive or 
scientific faculties, or part of the mind’. 

The calculating and practical faculty then is that by 
which we estimate, and are directed to, possible advantages, 
to be aimed at either as ends or means: and of these ad- 
vantages the nature and the measure and the value may be 
gathered ex tay eipnuéevwy ayabev, from the list of things 

good, and their degrees or comparative values, given in 
chapters 6 and 7. At the same time it is to be remarked that 
the performance of things useful and expedient does not 
always proceed from calculation or reasoning: such things 
may be due to accident, the motive and intention which 
prompt them being of a different kind, as pleasure. 

In § 7 the Aoyiopos is said to be a AoytoreKn Speks ‘a 
calculating or reasoning impulse’ ;—this serves in some degree 
to correct the contradiction above noticed—otherwise a 
Bovrnats* or ayabod dpefis; ovdels yap Bovrerat GX 7 Grav 
oinOn elvat ayabov. It is however the dpefis guided by the 
reasoning powers that gives the impulse to motion and 
action; the intellect by itself can move nothing; S:avora 8 
autr) ovOey xivel. adr’ 7 Evexa tov (i.e. with the addition of 
dpeEts; see Grant’s note) Eth. N. vi. 2. 5. and de Anim. IIL 
9.7. ovOev yap ju) Gpeyopevoy 7 pebyov xivetrat add’ 4 Bla. 
and again: ch. 10. 2, 3. dugdw dpa taira KuntiKa Kata TOrov, 

vous Kat OpeEus. vods Sé vera Tou Aoyifopuevos wal 6 mpax- 
TiKOS, ...@oTE EvAdyws So Ta’Ta gaiverat Td Kxworvra, 
Opekis Kal Stavota mpaxtixn TO Gpextov yap xuvel, eal Sia 

1 Bonitz on Met A. 1. 980. b. 28. in utramque partem perpendimus.’ 
gives the following definition of Xo- 3 & re Te NoyiorexG 4H BovrAnors 

yioués ‘eam rationem per quam, quid yiverac’ xal év re addyy 7 éwiupla 

sit verum quid falsum, quid sit facien- xal d 6uuds. de Anim. 111. 9. §. 

dum quid non, deliberamus, causasque 
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rovro 3 Stavota, Ste apy avris dot rd apextéyv. So 
Cicero, de Off. 1. 36. ult. cogitatio in vero exquirendo maxime 
versatur; appetitus impellit ad agendum. And this agrees 
with the conclusions of modern philosophers—see for ex- 
ample J. S. Mill, on Auguste Comte and Positivism. p. 101. 
and the same in Dissertations and Discussions, p. 121. 

The two remaining causes of action are updos or opyy, and 
ériOupla. §§ 17, 18. 

In the classification of these three last causes of human 
action, Aeytopu0s, Ouyds, and ériOvula, Aristotle is following 
the triple division of the human soul, the intellectual and 
moral part of man, as it is laid down in Plato’s Republic: 
but with considerable modification. Aoyouds the discursive 
reasoning faculty is only part of the intellectual portion of 
the soul, the higher and nobler speculative or intuitive reason 
being omitted, because it never does prompt to action. 
Again the Ouyds, as merely equivalent to dpy7, leaves out a 
great deal which is contained in the Platonic Qupoedés; which 
includes spirit, zeal, enthusiasm, the vigorous, active, emulous 
elements of human character, besides mere anger, and just 
resentment or indignation. émri@upia as well as @upds or 
opyn are both ma@n, according to the Aristotelian classifica- 
tion. Eth. N. 1. 4. 

In his more scientific works, as the Ethics and Politics, 

Aristotle usually adopts and argues from this Platonic division 
of the soul. He also accepts the other Platonic (80 the 
Epitomizer in Magn. Mor.1. 1.) division into the rational and 
irrational elements, as in Eth. N. 1.13. Polit. vi. 14; only 
with the modification, that the ‘irrational’ element, the 

Ouycs and ém:Ouyla, may be considered rational in a sense, 

because they are capable of understanding the dictates of 
the reason, of listening to and obeying it. And this is also 
the basis of his division of virtues into intellectual, Ssavontixal, 
and moral, 76:caé. Nevertheless in de Anim, Im. 9. 3, com- 

pare I. 5, 6., both of these are criticised together, and shown 

to be unsound and untenable. If we are ‘to divide the soul 
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into parts’ at all, the division must be carried to a much 
greater length ; indeed it seems that it might be carried to 
infinity. 

Ouzos and cpyn, § 17, passion and anger, resentment of 
injury, real or supposed, are the causes of action of which 
punishment or vengeance is the object, ta tezwpntixa. So 
in the chapter on dpyn, U. 2. 1. it is defined, dpefis pera 
hurns Timwpias «.7.r. Tyswpia and xédracrs are two different 
kinds of punishment; punishment takes the form of ven- 
geance, when it is inflicted by the offended person for his 
own sake and with a view merely to his own satisfaction; 
in the other case, when it is employed for the offender's sake 
to turn him from his evil ways, it is punishment proper, 
correction or chastisement. Plato, Gorg. 525. B.c., distin- 

guishes two cases of t:zwpéa or punishment in general; either 
for the correction and improvement of the offender 7 BeXriovs 
ybyvecOae wat ovivacOa; or for example’s sake, to deter 
others from the like offences; 7 mapadelypars tots GdXows 
yiyvec Oar, iv’ Gddot Opwvres rdcyorta & av Teayn PoBovpmevos 
Bertrious yiyvwvrat. Compare Clem. Alex. Strom. vit. p. 
895, quoted by Gaisford. @eds 5é ov tTiswpeiras gore ydp 7 
Tipwpla Kaxov avtamddoais’ Kodaler pévtoe mpds TO YpNotpoy 
Kai Koln Kai dia Tots Kodalopévors. 

There is however a different interpretation of ripwpia 
which might be applied here, derived from a different division 
of punishments. This division is referred to by Aulus 
Gellius, N. A. vi. 14, quoted by Gaisford, and is to this 
effect. ‘One kind is that which is called vouOeola, xoracts, 

or 7rapaiveots, when the punishment is applied for the sake 
of castigation and improvement, &c.: the second is that 
which is called t:uwpia, and is employed for the maintenance 
of the dignity and authority of the person offended, lest it 
should suffer if no notice were taken of the offence; and 
from this the name itself is supposed to be derived, ‘a conser- 
vatione honoris’, The third kind is the second of Plato's 
division, viz. when the punishment is inflicted for an example 
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to others. It is possible, though I think not probable, that 
Aristotle may have had this signification in view in the 
distinction of xoAacts and riywpia. 

For the further consideration of opyy we are referred to 
the treatise on the wa6n in Bk. Il. c. 2. 

érvOupia', the remaining incentive to action, § 18, is 

reckoned as one of the ma@n in Eth. N. 11. 4, though it is 
omitted in the treatment of them in Rhet. 1. 2—11. It is 
here said of it ‘that it gives rise to all actions which have 
the appearance of being agreeable’, (palvovras because the 
pleasure aimed at is often more apparent than real): and 
again inc. 11. § 5, it is called rod dos dpekis, ‘an impulse 
towards what is agreeable.’ ézr:Ouyia, desire, therefore is that 
maos or natural affection that excites us to pursue what is 
pleasant, or supposed to be so. @ 8 alcOnats vrrapyet, ToUT@ 
ndovn te xal Avan Kal 7d 750 Kal Td AVIrNpOY, ols 5é Tabra Kal 
n értOuula: rod yap ndéos GpeEis avrn. de Anim. II. 3. 414. 
b. 4. and see further on éwi@upl/a in ch. 11. § 5. 

Continuing this subject the author tells us that the 
objects of voluntary action are good and pleasure, real and 
apparent; reckoning amongst these the real and apparent 
relief from real and apparent evil and pain, and the ex- 
change of a less real or apparent evil and pain for a greater. 
It thus appears that good and pleasure are both necessary 
objects of rhetorical inquiry, and as the first has been already 
described and analysed (c. 6), we pass on in the next chapter 
to the subject of pleasure, after being warned, as before, 

that we are not to expect scientific definitions in a practical 
and popular art like rhetoric, but only such as may be readily 
apprehended by an unlearned audience; a precept which, as 
we have already seen and shall see throughout, is abundantly 
exemplified in this work. 

1 On the origin of desire, Plat. Phil. 36. a. B. Grote, Plato 11. 569. 
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APPENDIX D. TO BOOK I. CH. XI. 

Ch. 11. The eleventh Chapter therefore commences with 
a definition of pleasure. ‘“ Let us assume that pleasure is a 
kind of motion (an active state) of the soul (or of life, the 

vital powers) and a settling’ (relapse), sudden (all at once) 
and sensible, into our proper nature; and pain the con- 
trary.” 

This description of pleasure seems to be borrowed from 
Plato, of whose views on this subject gathered from his 
statements in the Philebus, Gorgias, Republic, and Timeus, 

I have given some account in my Introduction to the Trans- 
lation of the Gorgias, p. lui. “ Pleasure, especially sensual 
pleasure, the gratification of a bodily appetite, and some, 

but not all, mental pleasures, consist in the relief of a 

want, the filling up of a gap, the supply of the deficiency, 
of a certain part of the body, or of the entire bodily 
constitution, and a restoration of the whole system to the 

normal harmony of its condition.” In the Philebus 31 p. 
“pain is represented as the Avaws TAS adppovias of the bodily 
frame, and pleasure as the restoration of this balance or 
harmony, in the filling up of the void produced by this 
dissolution.” See further, p. 32. B. 42.c.D*% The same 
view is found in Timeus 64. D. (where the word d@poov 
occurs, which seems to have been thence transferred by 
Aristotle to his definition in the Rhetoric); and in the 

Republic 1x. 583. B—586. c. see particularly 584. c. and 585. 

1 See Grote, on Philebus, in his 

Plato, 11. 566. sq. with the word xard- 
oraois here may be compared ¢icews 

xaGeornxwas in Eth. Eud. vi. 13. 

11§3. a. 3., which is receptive of the 

higher pleasures of Gewpla; distinguish 
ed from 74s xa@tcrayévns or dvardn- 

pouzévns the process by which the 

pleasures of sense (in the Platonic 
doctrine) make themselves felt. 

3 So Lucretius, de Rer. Nat. m1. 
963. 
Preeterea quoniam dolor est ubi ma- 

teriai 

Corpora vi quadam per viscera viva, 
per artus, 

BSollicitata suis trepidant in sedibus 
intus, 

Inque locum quando remigrant, fit 
blanda voluptas. 
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A. Comp. Magn. Mor. 11. 7. 1206. b. 20. It is therefore 
according to Plato a «iynots or yéveots. Phileb. 53. c. 54. 
E. a doctrine supposed to be that of Aristippus and his 
followers, and referred to in Eth. N. x. 3. Eth. Eud. vi. 12. 
Magn. Mor. 11. 7. (Stallb. note on Phil. 53. c.) and so far 
adopted by Plato. A similar view was held by Kant. See 
the passage of his Anthropology, quoted by Dr. Badham, in 
Append. to Phileb. p. 102; and on this, Grant, Ess. on 
Ethics, p. 198. 

It is to be observed that the definition commences with 
vroxeia Ow nuiv, ‘let us assume’. Compare éorw introducing 
a definition, I. 5. 3. and 6. 2. This is to show that we are 

not to take this for an exact scientific description: it is a 
mere hypothesis, which will answer the purpose of the 
rhetorician well enough, and satisfy a popular audience, 
though when we come to examine it more closely we find 
that it is untenable. It is in fact in other passages of his 
writings both virtually and actually contradicted: but from 
the rhetorical point of view it is sufficient, because accepted. 
Aristotle’s opinions upon the subject of pleasure appear to 
have undergone a change, which is shown in the discrepancy 
between the view taken in the Physics 111. 8. 247 and 7. seq. 
and the conclusions arrived at in the treatise on pleasure in 
the tenth book of the Nicomachean Ethics; this later theory 
being completed and carried out by Eudemus in the sixth 
book of his Ethics (Eth. N. bk. vu.) chapter 13. 

In the passage of the Physics he says. “All moral virtue 
has reference to bodily pleasures and pains, which consist 
either in the act, or the memory, or anticipation of them. 
Now those that are felt in the act are all sensible, reside 

in sensation (cata Thy aicOnoly eictv), and therefore are put 
in motion by some sensible object; those which belong to 
memory and anticipation arise from these: for the pleasure 
arises either from recollection of our former feelings, or from 
anticipation of the future. It follows therefore that all 
pleasure of this kind must be produced by the objects of 
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sense’.” In the following sentences he speaks of pleasures and 
pains as dAXovaoecs Tov aiaOnrixod. The words ‘pleasures of 
this kind’ might lead one to suppose that the description here 
given is confined to bodily pleasure or pleasure of sense; 
the intellectual pleasures as of taste and contemplation being 
designedly left altogether out of the account: yet it would 
seem rather that the theory is intended to include pleasures 
of all kinds, divided into two classes, the bodily pleasures of 
sense, and the intellectual pleasures of anticipation and 
retrospection, all of them alike being ultimately traceable 
to sensation: the pure pleasures of taste, as of eye and ear, 
being supposed to reside in the sensations of those organs; 
and those of @ewpéa, speculation or philosophical contempla- 
tion being here unnoticed and unthought of. 

A similar view seems to be implied in the curious 
definition of pleasure and pain given in the de Anim. III. 7. 
431.a.10. “Sensation (pure and simple)” we are there told 
“is mere speaking (that is, the mere utterance of detached 
words without the combination which gives the meaning; 
or ‘words’ as distinguished from ‘propositions’ which assert or 
deny something), or thinking: but when this is accompanied 
by pleasure or pain, then, as it were affirming or denying, 
the soul pursues or avoids. [i.e. it then does what may be 
compared to pronouncing a positive judgment that the one 
viz. is good and to be sought the other evil and to be avoided, 
which it expresses in action by pursuing the one and shun- 
ning the other.*] Pleasure and pain are therefore states of 
activity (consciousness, Grant) in relation to what is good 
and bad as such, operating by the discriminating faculty 
of the senses, T7 aicOntinn pecornt’. This when it is ac- 

1 Comp. Rhet. 1. 11. 6, 7. 3 rq alcOnrixg pecbryrt. The mean- 
* Eth. N. vi. 2. fore 3° Swep d& ing of weodrns as applied to sensation 

Scavoig xardgaccs xal drédacis ror’ in explained in a preceding passage of 
dy dpdter Slwtis xal dvy}. This comes Bk. 11. c. 11. sub fin. sensation is there 

from Plato, Sophist. 263. E. seq. said to he meodrns ris é rois alc6y- 
comp. Thesxt. 189. E. 190. A. Phileb. rots évarriuscews, ‘a mean state, a sort 
38. D. of balance or harmony, between 
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tually realised in action, car’ évépyevay, becomes pursuit on 
the one hand or avoidance on the other.” Compare 11. 3. 
414.b.4. @ 8 aloOnors vrdpyet, ror ndovn te wal Avy 
kai To 750 Kal Td AvIrnpov. And we have a similar sense of 
right and wrong, rodro yap mpos tadAa ba Tois avOparrois 
tov, TO ovoy ayabov Kai Kaxov nat Sixaiov wai adixov Kai 
Toy GrXrwy alaOnow eye, Pol. 1. 2,12. Pleasure therefore 
according to this view, is an active realised operation of 
sense, which has a discriminating power to distinguish good 
and evil, and when actually developed and in active exercise 
impels us to seek and to shun. It is therefore both an 
aicOnows and a xivynows. eel 8 earl rd HdecOas dy Ta 
aicBavecOai twos waGous. Rhet. 1. 11. 6. 

This is controverted in Eth. N. x. 3 and 4. We are 
there informed that pleasure is not a motion, nor in time, 

nor divisible into parts, but entire and instantaneous in its 
operation like sight: and the third chapter closes very em- 
phatically with the words, é« rovtmy 5é Sijkov xal dre ov 
kanes éyovat Kivnow 7} yéveow elvas Thy ndovnv. ov yap 
Tavrav Taira NeyeTat, GAA Ta peptoTay Kad pr) Srwy' ovde 
yap opacews éoti yéveots ovdé oTvypis ovdé povabes, ovde 
tovtwy ovey Kivnaors 4% yévects’ ovdé 5 ndovns* ddXov ydp Té. 
c. 3. ult. Comp. Magn. Mor. 1. 7. 1204. b. 5. ore yap 
™pwrov pey ov aca oovn yéveois. «.7.A. and Eth. Eud. 

the two opposite extremes of each 

class of objects of sensation which 
are subject to the several senses, as 

sizht between the opposite colours, 
black and white, or the visible and 

invisible; touch between hot and 

cold, or the palpable and impalpa- 
ble; and so on. It is neither of 

them évepyelg, but both duvduer. The 

sense lying between these extremes 

and capable of apprehending both or 

inclining in either direction, has as a 

mean the power of judging or dis- 

tinguishing, xplyew, the objects of 
sense, 7d yap uécow xpcrixby. Similarly 

the afcOnors lying between the good 

and the bad may form ite judgment 
between them and take the direction 
of either. When it verges towards 
the good, the feeling becomes one of 
pleasure, when towards what is bad, 
painful. When this sensation or feel- 
ing is developed and realised inactivity, 
car’ évépyecay, it becomes pursuit or 
avoidance Siwts or guy}. 
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vi. 15. 1154 b. 27, j50n) parrov éy npeula eorly 7 ey 
KLVNO EL, 

Further pleasure is not a sense xX. 5. 7. though it is con- 
veyed by and accompanies the action of the senses, xard 
macay yap alcOnaiv dori ndovn, ouoiws 8& nai Siavoray cat 
Gewpiav. 4. 5—here for the first time intellectual and specu- 
lative pleasures are mentioned—and again, xa’ éxaorny 8 
alaOnow ore yiveras ndovy Syrov' hapyev yap 6payata Kal 
Gxotcpara elvas ndéa. 4,7. Neither is it as yet an évépyea 
or a és. It is said, (1) elvas ev rH evepyela 4, 8. (2) érec- 
Oa, 1H évepyeia § 9. 5, 11. Compare 5, 6. xa éxdorny 
évépyevay oixela ndovn eorev. (3) Tedevotv Thy évépyeuy 4. 6, 
8, 11. only not as a &£is evurapyovoa (growing to perfection 
within it) but w&s évvyvyvopevov te réXos, “a superadded per- 
fection”, (Grant.) as something distinct from and without it. 
§ 8. And so, “though they are so nearly allied, and the 
pleasure is so inseparable from the évépyesa, that it is even 
doubtful whether they are not identical.” c. 5, 6.; yet still 

they must be distinguished, dovrep oty ai évépyeas Erepat 
xal ai ndoval 5,7.’ Pleasure is the necessary concomitant 
of every healthy évépyea. This doctrine is carried a step 
further by Eudemus in whose ethical scheme pleasure has 
now become an évépyera. His definition is, Eth. Eud. vi. 13 
(Eth. N. vir. 13.) 1153. a. 14 evépyeca ris Kata giow EFews 
aveptroiioros’ ‘the unimpeded activity of the natural state’ 
évépyeva implying, the realisation of the latent faculty and its 
active exercise, that pleasure is an end in itself, and the 

consciousness of it’. According to this definition pleasure in 

1 “This definition then is equally temporaneously; that it resulted 
applicable to the highest functions of 

the mind, as well as to the bodily 
organs. Even in the case of pleasure 
felt upon the supplying of a want, the 

Aristotelian doctrine with regard to 

that pleasure was, that it was not 
identical with the supply, but con- 

from the play and action of vital 
powers not in a state of depres- 
sion, while the depressed organs were 
receiving sustenance.” Grant, Essays 
on Ethics, p. 199. 

* See Grote, Plato 11. 503. note 9g. 

and Bain, on the Emotions and Will, 
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its highest form of speculative philosophical pleasure, is 
identical with the highest happiness. In Metaph. A. 7. 
1072. b. 14. sq. 7 évépyera is represented as the pleasure of 
the Supreme Being; and because this is the nature of 
pleasure, all states of activity, waking, sensation, thinking 
give the highest pleasure; and to one of these all other 
pleasures, as those of anticipation and recollection, are due. 

See further on this subject Grant, Essays on Ethics rv. 
‘on évépyeia’ p. 194 seq. and again ‘on the doctrine of the 
mean’ p. 206. On the passage of the Metaphysics above 
quoted Bonitz has the following note. Propterea (8:2 tovro, 
quia 7» évépyea éorw ndovn) nobis hominibus voluptatem 
afferunt anime nostre, et ejus quidem vel Opemrixys vel 
aicOnrinns vel vontixys, actiones quales sunt éyp7yopess, 

aiaOnous, vonots: quodsi qua alia preeterea voluptatem nobis 
afferunt, veluti spes vel recordatio, causa ex eo est repetenda, 
quod ad unam ex illis actionibus referuntur, dca raira i.e. 
Sua eypyyopow 7 alcOnow 7 vonow. Brandis. Handb. Arist. 
1. 132. and not. 276. p. 131. n. 273. and Fritzsche’s notes on 
Eud. Eth. vi. 13. particularly that on 1153. a. 14, 15. 

The remainder of the chapter is occupied with a catalogue 
raisonné of things pleasant. 

APPENDIX E. TO BOOK I. CH. VI. 

The laws which Aristotle here designates as unwritten 
are only one branch of those which are usually understood 
by that term. The dypador vouo, dyparrta vopipa, which 

there quoted. Mr Grote, who at- truer. It appears in fact to be more 

tributes the Eudemian Ethics to reasonable to consider pleasure the 

Aristotle, seems to make ro distinc- necessary accompaniment of an évép- 

tion between the two theories, of ‘yea iteelf. Eudemus in going beyond 

which the former (that of Aristotle) his master has fallen into error. 

must be according to his view the 
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he here calls «xocvov, are the great fundamental conceptions 
and duties of morality, derived and having their sanction 
from heaven, antecedent and superior to all the conventional 
enactments of human societies, and common alike to all man- 
kind. On this ‘Natural Law’ to which all ‘positive laws’ 
should conform, ‘the law of man’s nature’, see Whewell 

Elem. of Mor. § 380. who quotes this passage of the Rhetoric. 
These are “the sure and unwritten institutions of the Gods” 
which cannot be contravened by any human enactments, 
to which Antigone appeals when ordered by Creon to violate 
her duty to her slaughtered brother by leaving his body 
unburied, “for not to day and yesterday, but from everlast- 
ing these have lived, and none knows what time they came 
to light’”, Antig. 450. seq.; the ‘sublime laws’ voyoe rpi- 
modes, ovpaviay 5: ailépa texvwbévres, dv “OAvprros tratnp 
povos, ovdé viv Ovata duos avépwy Erixrev, ovdée pntrote 
Aa0a Kataxotuaon, of divine origin, eternal, soaring in a 
higher sphere far above all the changes and chances of 
human institutions, and beyond the reach of human inter- 

ference; Cid. R. 865. In Xenophon’s Memorabilia Iv. 4. 
Socrates, in maintaining the theory of absolute and universal 
moral principles against the views of Hippias, who would 
reduce all morality to a mere convention, appeals to these 
dypadot voyot, which are universal, ‘the same in every land’ 
and of divine, not human, origin; and some of them are 

enumerated ; as the worship of God, duty to parents, grati- 
tude, the requital of benefits, which are universally esta- 
blished in men’s opinions as right rules of conduct, though by 
no means universally observed. Two of these are ranked by 

? So in Eurip. Suppl. 19. and 537, 
epyours 3° ol xparoiwres (sc. uh Odyas  Soxeis xaxovpyely “Apyos ob Oderuv 

vexpous), 003’ dvalpeow vexpots ; 
Sodvar Oédovew, vdur’ dritowres Oeap, qxvrra. wdons ‘EN\ddos xowds 158, 
and in the same play 526, el rods Oaydvras voodloas dy xpfw Aa- 
Odyar Sixad, rov TlaveAAhwwy vdpuov xew 
owluw, ardgous ris et, 
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Euripides, Antiop. Fr. 38., amongst the three fundamental 

duties of man. 

Tpets elow aperal, tas ypewy a” acxeiy, réxvor, 

Geos Te Tysav, Tos Te Pvoavtas yoveis, 
vopous Te Kowors ‘EAXados, xal tabra Spay 
Kdddorov ees crépavoy evxrelas ael. 

The same distinction is taken, and the same moral pre- 

cepts selected, by the author of the “Pyr. apes "Aré-av8pop. 
c. 2.§ 6,7. ‘Justice’ he says, is ro tay amdvrwy 7 TO Tov 
mwrelotwy 0s dypapov, defining right and wrong. rovro 8 
dort 1d yovéas Tidy Kal irovs ev rrotety Kal Tois evepyérass 
xapw atrodidevar; for the performance of these and such like 
duties is not enforced upon men by written laws, but de- 
rives an immediate sanction from a law unwritten and 
universal, GAN’ evOds aypady nal Kowa vopw vomitera. In 
Demosth. c. Aristocr. p. 639. the «ods véuos is the ‘right 
of self-defence.’ It is likewise recognised by Plato, Rep. vii. 
563. D.; and equally by the Latin writers, as Cicero, de Legg. I. 
6. u. 4. and de Rep. lL 22, ap. Lactant. Inst. vi. 8., a very 
emphatic passage, translated in Whewell, Elem. of Moral. 
§ 361. Add Archytas and Hierocles in Stobzeus pp. 267. and 
230. quoted by Gaisford in Notis variorum. Quintil. x11. 2. 
3. leges que natura sunt omnibus dats, queque proprise 
populis et gentibus constitute. And Aristotle himself, in a 
former passage of the Rhetoric, 1. 10. 3. vouos 8 doriv 6 wey 
ttos 6 5é xowds. ASyw 5é Wrov pev nal’ Sy yeypaypévoy trod- 

revovtat, kody 5¢ bc0a dypapa mapa maow oporoyeicbar 
Soxei. and Eth. Nie. vii. 13. 5. 

In the Eudemian Ethics tv. 10. 1134. b. 18. seq. [Nic. 
Eth. v. 7. 1. Oxf. Ed.] what is here called xowvds vopuos re- 
celves the name of 1d gduatxov Sixacov; the written law is 
‘conventional’ rd voyixdv; and the distinction between this 
natural justice or law, and the positive or written or conven- 
tional law, the {S:os véyos of the Rhetoric (because it varies 
in different states), is very strongly brought out, and the 

16 
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latter exemplified. tod 5€ arodutixod Sixaiov (as opposed to 
TO olKovopuxov Sixatov) TO wey guarxov dott TO Sé vopmsxon, 
gvoixoy pev TO wavtayod thy avrny Eyov Sivayiy, Kat ov 

T@ Soxeiv 7) 7, vopardy Se 6 €& apis pev ovOev Scadéper ovTws 
% Adrws, Stay S€ Odvtar Sadhéper, olov To wvas AvTpovobat, 
4 TO atya Ovew adda py dv0 wpoBata. ért doa emt trav Kal 
Exacta vopmoGerovow, olov 16 Ovew Bpacida, nat ta Wndi- 
oparedn. Compare Rhet. 1. 13. 2. cowdv 5€ tov xata dvou" 
dori yap, 6 wavtTevovtas travtes, pucet xowov Sixacoy Kai abu- 
Kov, kav pndeula Kowwvia mpos adAndouvs 7 unde cuvOnen. 
natural law, not a social contract, nor conventional; and 15. 

6. 6 xowds xara dvow. “ Natural justice is law because it 
is right, conventional justice is right because it is law.” 
Grant on Eth. N. v. 7. 1. 

Such is the usual mode of distinguishing the aypador 
and yeypapypévor vouor. But in the passage before us the 
unwritten law in a special sense, a branch of the former, 

and included in it, 1s introduced as a subdivision of the 

tScos or local, special, law, and in § 12. the two kinds are 

thus described. ‘“ Right and wrong under the one consists in 
an excess of virtue (i.e. above the legal standard) or vice, in 
actions to which praise and disgrace or censure (moral appro- 
bation and disapprobation), and dishonour and honours and 
rewards are attached ; as to be grateful and make due return 
to a benefactor, to be ready to assist one’s friends and so 
forth (using the same examples as in the passages previously 
quoted): in the other the dypada vouiya mean equity, the 
correction of the deficiencies of the special and written law. 
For equity is a form of justice, but not included in the written 
law.” On ézredxeca see Eth. Eud. Iv. (Eth. N. v.) c. 14. The 
law can only lay down general rules, but these often require 
modification in special cases. It is here that equity comes 
in to supply these necessary deficiencies, and it is usually 
exercised in mitigation of the strict rigour, the letter, of the 
law, 70 axptBodixacoy ; and therefore becomes a law of mercy 
or clemency. It is évravépOwpua vopisou Sixalov. 4 apa- 
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Nelqres 6 vopoberns Kat Huaptey amas elroy, éravopGovv Td 
EArecPOev, 6 Kay 6 vopobérns avTos ovTwS av elzroL Exel Trap”, 

wal e& Oe. evopobérnoey adv. Here therefore this second, 
subordinate kind of a@ypados vopos is said to mean equity, 
the modification or mitigation of the rigour of the law, the 
supplementum juris or legis scriptw, or particular decision 
adapted to the special occasion where the written general laws 
fail to meet the case, and in this corresponding to the 
Wnfiopa. And inc. 15. 6. 76 éveveés is substituted for 
aypados vouos in this second sense. See the whole passage 
§§ 3—6, from which it appears that this is the xouvos vopos 
in a particular application. This same distinction is taken 
between the written and unwritten laws of a particular state 
in the Politics, v1. 5. sub init. reBeuévous 5¢ rovovrous vouous 
kal Tovs aypadous Kai Tovs yeypaupévous of reptAnovras 
padicta ta cwlovta tas troXTeias. At first sight the word 
riWeuevous seems somewhat strangely applied to unwritten 
laws, but it is plain from this very application that the notion 
which is here uppermost in the mind of the writer is not that 
of equity—though this may be included—but rather the 
feelings on the subject of right and wrong, the notions 
habits and practices prevailing in any given society. These 
may be modified and cultivated, and so ‘instituted’ in a 
sense by education and other influences which the legislator 
has at his command. These identical adypada voumma are 
interpreted by Plato in a parallel passage conveying the same 
distinction, Legg. VI. 793. D., €n xal émirndeypara. The 

aypada voutya in this sense form the necessary basis and 
supports, oloy rexrdvey ev oixodopnpacw épelopara, of the 

written laws, and they consist in these habits and practices, 

feelings and notions; so that the laws, written and unwrit- 
ten, of any state may be resolved into vdpuous, €6n, and érern- 
Sevypara. Legg. vit 793. a—D. On this Stallbaum says, 
intelliguntur que more et consuetudine recepta sunt, non 
legibus publicis sancita. And he collects several passages in 
his note, (Legg. 111. 680. 4. adr’ eecs xai tois Aeyouévois 

16—2 
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marpios vouou émopevor Soow. VIII. 841. B. Politic. 295 A. 
&c. Dem. de Cor. p. 317. od povoy ev Trois vopulpors (sc. Tos 
yeypaupévots vopots), adda Kal n pivots avrn Trois aypagats 
vopots nat trois avOpwrrivots 7Oect Siwpixev. and elsewhere. 
Thucyd. 11. 87. pardiora (tay vopwv) door Te er’ wdedia Tov 
adixoupévwy xeivtat, Kal Soot aypados Svtes aloyvyny op0ro- 
youpnévny dépovow. Arist. Pol. 111. 11.6. ére xupi@repos xat 
Wéepl KupwwTépwy THY KaTa ypaypata vouwy oi Tepl Ta On 
éoriy,) to show that &y are often spoken of either as distin- 
guished from (written) laws, or as forming an unwritten 
branch of law itself. Add to these Hierocles in Stobeeus, |. c. 

Gos aypades tis elvas Bovreras' vouos, and we shall have 
enough reason for concluding that this is what we are to 
understand principally by the voyos dypadpot in the Politics, 
and probably here also, together with the equity expressly 
mentioned. 

1 Bodderar, would like to be, tries to be, would be if it could. 



ARISTOTLE'S RHETORIC. 

BOOK II. 

AFTER the general introduction and the analysis of the 
elén of Politics and Ethics and of the three branches of 

rhetoric, and the supplementary treatise on the Greyvos 
mores, We might next expect the xowvol rowo. and the 

enthymemes to follow; both because this seems to be the 
natural order, and also because in the second chapter of 
Book 1, where our author is describing and explaining the 
divisions of his subject, he arranges them in the following 
order, wlorecs i.e. elSn, torrot, 76n, 7wabn. If this was his 
original intention he has abandoned it, supposing that the 
work as we have it is complete and undislocated,—and there 

is no sufficient evidence to the contrary—for instead of the 
promised arrangement of subjects, we find first the efn, 1. 

4—15, then the #os, 1. 1., then the man, 11. 2—11, next, 

some supplementary 76n, 1. 12—17, and finally the xocvoi 
toot, 11. 19, and the rogros évOupnuarwy, genuine and spuri- 
ous or fallacious, 11. 23, 24. 

Ch. 1. In the present chapter, after a brief recapitula- 
tion of the contents of the preceding book, § 1., and an argu- 
ment on the importance of the indirect proof conveyed by 
the character of the speaker and the appeals to the senti- 
ments and feelings of the audience; the first of which is more 
valuable and carries greater weight in deliberative, and the 
latter in forensic, rhetoric; and the reasons for the latter 

§ 2, 3, 4; he proceeds in §§ 5—7 to point out the three 
requisites in the exhibition of the speaker's character by the 
speech for making a favourable impression on the audience, 

and giving him ‘authority’ with them. These are ¢povncns, 
dpern, and evyo.a; the first, to enable him to judge of the 
expediency of the policy he recommends, or the inexpe- 

diency of that from which he would dissuade the people; 
virtue, to lend weight and dignity to his words to obviate all 
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suspicions of passion, prejudice, self-interest or any evil 
motive ; and friendly intentions to, or regard for the interests 

of, the assembly he is addressing, §§ 5,6. We are then 
referred for the analysis of the three, from which the means 
of assuming the appearance of these qualities may be ascer- 
tained, and the topics necessary for this purpose, backwards 
to the chapter on the virtues I. 9. (see I. 9. 1.) for dpovnaes 
and apery, and forwards to the zra@n, c. 4, for edvora or diria’. 

§§ 7. 8. See further on the subject the account of the three 
kinds of 700s, above p. 108—13. and the illustrations of 
auctoritas given [p. 151. not. 1]. 

In §§ 8, 9, two general observations are given, introduc- 

tory to the special treatment of the ma6m in the following 
chapters; first that the md@n, of which he is here speaking, 
are the moral affections, which are therefore accompanied by 
pleasure and pain, such as anger, fear, compassion; and 
secondly, that in the analysis of them three things in each 
are to be regarded ; the nature of them, what each affection 
is, and how each person is disposed that feels them; mas 
Staxe(wevot dpytdos (for instance) eioi; the ordinary objects 

1 Whately, in his Rhetoric ch. 2., 

observes that these three, good sense, 

good principle and good-will, are pre- 

cisely the three qualities to which 
Pericles lays claim in his defence of 

himself befure the Athenian assembly, 
Thue. 11. 60. I have already referred 

to this passage, p. 2. n. 1., for another 

purpose. Whately’s comparison is not 

quite correct. In Aristotle the three 

qualities represent (1) tntellectual, and 

(2) moral, virtue, ¢pdvnocs or practical 

wisdom for discerning the means to 

an end (see Eth. Nic. vi.), the special 

virtue of a statesman, and dper} moral 

virtue, for the reason before assigned. 
A dpdvimor pev val émceccets 11. 1. 6.; 

and (3) good-will and a friendly feel- 

ing and intentions towards the audience 

and their country and state institu- 
tions. In Thucydides they are four; 
judgment and decision to enable a 
man to:see what is right and enforce 
it, the ability of the statesman or 
governor, and the (intellectual) virtue 
of the mind; secondly the power of 

expreasion, eloquence, the virtue of 
the tongue; thirdly patriotism, the 
virtue of the fe:lings; and fourthly, 
what might possibly be included in the 
preceding, probity and independence, 
freedom from all taint of corruption. 
It will be seen by this comparative 
statement, that the two lists, though 
there certainly is some resemblance 
between them, cannot be brought into 
exact coincidence. 
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of them, ricw eiwbacw dpyifecOar (carrying on the same 
example); and the ordinary occasions and circumstances é7 
qovous, of their manifestation. If we are ignorant of any one 

of these, we shall find ourselves unable in case of need 

to excite the required emotion. Accordingly the detailed 
treatment of the several zra6@n in the next chapters, 2—11, 
follows this rule and division’. 

Ch. 2—17. After the summary treatment of the 70» 
Aristotle next proceeds to the analysis of the moral za6n, 
for the purpose of supplying the rhetorician with topics for 
his appeals to the feelings of his audience. On the za67 in 
general I have already said something, above p. 113. foll; 
and Brandis also, in his treatise on the Rhetoric, in Schneide- 

win'’s Philologus, pp. 26, 7, has some general observations 
upon them, and a comparison of the two lists in Eth. Nic. II. 
4 and here; but as there is nothing in them that requires 
special notice, I may in this case likewise refer the reader to 
the tract itself. The list of the wa@ here given contains 
anger, and its cpposite, meekness, gentleness, or calmness, 
mildness, and composure of temper, mpaorns; love and hatred, 

or liking and disliking (f:A«ty, like the French aimer, com- 

bining the stronger and the weaker feeling); fear and boldness 
or confidence; compassion; envy; emulation; which appear 
also in the list of the Ethics; shame and shamelessness 

reckless disregard of the opinion of others; gratitude or grace 
and favour, both included in yapis; and righteous indigna- 
tion, are found only in the Rhetoric. Instead of these last we 

1 Fora genuine and really scientific 
explanation and analysis of the rd@y 
I refer my readers to Mr Bain’s work 
on the Emotions and Will. Of those 
that enter into Aristotle’s list, anger, 

resentment, righteous indignation, ter- 

ror and confidence or courage, love 
and hatred, are i:cluded in Mr Bain’. 
But the classification and the mode of 

treatment are totally different. Found- 

ed upon observation and the actual 
study of human nature, Mr Bain’s 
analysis need fear no comparison with 

the comparatively tentative, inaccu- 
rate, and incomplete psychology of 

Aristotle here or elsewhere in his 
writings, which I take to be the 
weakest point of that mighty Analyst 
and subtle observer. 
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have in the Ethics desire, joy, and longing, wd@os. And these 
are all analysed and examined from the three points of wa@n 
view described at the end of the last chapter, viz. their nature, 

their objects, and their occasions, or exciting causes and 
conditions. In treating them Aristotle confines himself 
strictly to his immediate subject: there are no general 
observations which might supply as before a link of connexion 
between the several parts of the entire subject, nor are there 
any episodes, as in some of the preceding chapters, which 

require a separate discussion. We may consequently omit 
any further notice of them here, and reserve the detailed 
explanation of them for the notes on the text. 

The analysis or e/5n of the mam carries us down to the 
end of chapter 11. From ch. 12. to 17 we have by way of 
appendix to the preceding dissertation an examination of 
certain 76, which have been already described, and dis- 
tinguished from the other 700s, above p. 110. These 747 
are, as we have already seen, the characters that belong to 
certain ages and conditions of life, as youth, the prime of 
life, and old age; birth, wealth, and power: and the treat- 

ment of them is properly appended to that of the zra@n, ra Se 
70n Trotol TWwes Kata Ta TaOn, because they are liable to vary 

in the audience under the above conditions and circum- 
stances. For example, an assembly in which young men 
preponderate requires a different style and tone, and different 
topics in appealing to its feelings and passions, to one which 
is composed mainly of old men; rich men are not moved in 
the same way, by the same kind of appeals, as the poor; and 
so on for the rest. In every case the speaker must fall in 
with the prevailing tone of feeling and humour of his 
audience, and this in accordance with the time of life and 

condition of the whole of them, or the majority, if there be 
one’, 

1 The import of these ‘characters,” applied, may be thus expressed in 
as of the 46 ray wokcreacdy in 1. 8.6., other words. Certain ages and condi- 

and the use to which they are to be tions of men are marked by different 
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11. 18. The 18th chapter forms a break in the subject, 
and landing place, whence the author looks back over the 
progress that he has made in his work, and forwards to what 
still remains to be accomplished. It is therefore of impor- 
tance as marking out the divisions of the subject. 

It will be well perhaps to enter here a little more fully 
into the consideration of the contents of this chapter, and to 
give a connected account of it in the way of paraphrase. The 
difficulty in the interpretation of it consists in this, that the 
conclusion dore—rountéov does not follow from the protasis 
or antecedent érrel 8 4 tav wiOavav—eipnrat mporepov. Now 
it is possible that Aristotle, careless as he so frequently is in 
connecting his sentences, may not have meant date to be the 
consequent to émef at all: but having originally intended to 
construct his sentence so that ée/ should have something 
correlative to it, omitted that, and varied his construction, 

leaving éreé pendent with nothing to correspond to it: and 
that dore may have merely the vague meaning ‘and so, after 
all this, the next thing is’, marking a mere continuation and 
not a direct consequence. There is a similar piece of care- 
lessness in II. 13. 16. and in L 7. 3. where it is noticed in the 
Commentary'. Spengel (Trans. Bav. Acad. p. 35) supposes that 

and peculiar characteristics. A speaker 
is always liable to be confronted with 
an audience in which one or other of 
these classes forms the preponderating 

element. In order to make a favour- 
able impression upon them, he must 
necessarily adapt his tone and lan- 

guage to the sentiments and habits of 
thought prevailing amongst them, and 
the feelings and motives by which 
they are usually influenced. And for 
this purpose he must study their cha- 

racters, and make himself acquainted 
with their ordinary motives and feel- 
ings aud opinions. And the following 
apalysis will supply him with topics 
for this purpose. That this (in spite 

of Spengel) is the true interpretation 

of these 40n, and their use in Rheto- 

ric, and that they are therefore to be 
distinguished from the 467 properly so 

called of Bk. 11. ch. 1., of which the 

object—to prove by the speech that 
you are yourself of a certain charac- 

ter, and that character exhibited in 

three particular virtues, quite distinct 

from the elements of the 40 here— 

and (therefore) the materials are alike 

different, any one may convince him- 
self by simply referring to 11. 13. 16., 
in which the object and use of them 
are explained. 

1 See alsu Zell on Eth. Nic. vi. 14. 
p. 334, and Spengel on the Rhetoric 
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the sentences évrel 5° 7—SovAevovras are a mere expansion 

of the passage 11. 1. 2. ’Evrei 5¢—xaraoxevalew; and accord- 
ingly in his recent recension (in his edition of the Rhetores 
Greeci) rejects the entire passage as an interpolation: a pro- 
ceeding, as it seems to me, unjustifiable and unnecessary. 
However, if we retain the text as it stands, and there really 

seems to be no sufficient reason for altering it, the false con- 
nexion of évred and wate, and of the sentences which they in- 

troduce—unless upon the »bove supposition—remain unac- 
counted for. 

The disorder may be rectified and the whole passage na- 

turally and rationally explained by merely supposing that a 
sentence has been lost before @ore, and that the connexion of 

the whole was somewhat as follows. It will be observed that 
in the passage 11. 1. 2., to which Spengel refers this, the fact 
that every kind of speech is addressed to a judge of some 
kind is assigned as a reason for treating the 76n and 7raOn as 

a part of Rhetoric. ‘Since all rhetorical speeches are ad- 
dressed to a judge, which is obviously true in the two first 
kinds, and substantially, though not strictly, absolutely, 
amas, in the declamatory or epideictic—for there the spec- 
tutors may be regarded in this light—[I have therefore en- 
tered at length into the analysis of the 767 and wa@n because 
the assumption of a certain character by the speaker himself 
with a view to conciliate these same judges, and the produc- 
tion of certain emotions in the judges or audience, are just as 
necessary as the proofs proper. Now the 76n I have treated 
under such and such heads (see It. 1. 0. sq.)] and have also 
discussed the aod:tecav 76) in my chapters on delibera- 
tive rhetoric (1. 8, in fact), and so (@ore) this part of my 

in Trans. of Bav. Acad. 1851. p. 34 ning of the Chapter. But to this 
on this careless introduction of Wore 
following éwel after a parenthesis. 

Muretus, who is followed by Vater, 

considers Aowwdy tyucy deXOeiy to be 

the apodosis to the érei at the begin- 

Spengel reasonably objects, that there 
is a second éwel 34, the introduction of 

which between the first éwei and the 

apodosis is quite contrary to the Ari- 
stotelian usage. 
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subject is finished and determined, and we may now proceed 
to what further remains to be considered.” 

I will now give a connected paraphrase of the principal 
contents of this chapter. All rhetorical speeches and argu- 
ments, of which persuasion is the object (m:@avav), are ad- 
dressed to a judge of some sort; because if Rhetoric is the 
art of persuasion, there must be in every use of it somebody 
to persuade; and looks to a judgment or decision: when 
we know and have decided any thing there is no further 
need of argument. This judge may be either one or several: 
for whether you are actually pleading a cause in a court of 
law, or recommending or opposing @ measure in the assem- 
bly, or conversing, or giving advice, or carrying on a dialecti- 
cal argument with a single person in private, still whenever 
you try to persuade, you constitute the person addressed, real 
or imaginary, (the latter, when you are arguing with yourself 
perchance against an assumed principle or theory, apds v7rd- 
Gectv, the opposing theory standing in this case in the place 
of the opponent or judge who has to be convinced) the judge 
of your arguments, to him they are directed, and with him 
rests the decision. It is the same with Epideictic speaking, 
when there is no real interest at stake, uo aywy, but the 
speech is a mere amusement or made to display the author's 
abilities: the ‘spectator’ in this case fills the place of the 
‘critic’ or judge; he decides, what is alone here in question, the 
merits of the composition. However in the strict and abso- 
lute sense of the term it is only in public and forensic speak- 
ing that there is a true judge. The supplement which I 
have given in the preceding paragraph I need not here re- 
peat; and this brings us to the end of § 1. Returning to the 
text § 2 we have next a recapitulation of the subjects already 
treated, and an indication of what is to follow down to the 
end of c. 23. First are mentioned the mwlorecs proper, or di- 
rect proofs, which have been analysed as e/5n under the three 
heads of deliberative, forensic, and declamatory rhetoric, and 

made to supply ‘popular principles’ Sofas, and ‘ premisses’ 
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awporaces, for the construction of rhetorical arguments (En- 
thymemes): secondly, the 74 and wa@n, both included under 

the one head of 70:xds Aoyos, which as both appeal to and 
are descriptive of the moral sense and the moral elements of 
the human constitution, and derive their materials alike from 

Ethics, is properly held to comprehend them both. 
And now that these have been dispatched, we have next 

to consider the «xowvol rédmot, and the enthymemes, which 
together with ‘example’ (the Rhetorical induction), the analy- 
sis of the fallacious enthymeme, and the modes of meeting 
and refuting it, will carry us through the subject of rhetorical 
proof in all its branches, and at the same time to the end 
of the second book. The xowda or xowwol troros here men- 
tioned are the ‘common’ or ‘universal’ classes of arguments 
which may be applied alike to all eld, as of Politics, Ethics, 
Physics, and also to each of the three branches of Rhetoric’; 
and are thus distinguished from the ein, which furnish 
‘appropriate’ topics derived from the sciences which feed 
rhetoric, and are specially applicable to each of the three, 
and treated, as we have seen, severally under each. It re- 

mains therefore “in pursuanee of our original design,” “in 
fulfilment of our original proposal,” xws darodapev ry é& 
apxns tpbbecw, § 5, to review first these universal tezroz or 
classes of arguments. The xovol rczros are four in number, 
§§ 3, 4. c. 19. 27.; for although it is possible to make them 
five by separating ro Suvardy and +o advvaroy, or six by 
counting 76 avfew nal pecoty or péyeBos Kat puxporns, and 
TO pGAXov Kal rroyv or TO weiCoy Kal EdXarTrov, separately as 
two topics, and the author's language on the point does seem 
to vary: yet we may infer from the treatment of them in 

1 The xowd waoe rots ef8eow and 

the things which xowds &es aot rots 
eer: Tas xphoas, of the Rhet. ad 

Alex. c. 7. $§ 1, 3., though analogous 
to Aristotle's xowd in respect of their 

universality and applicability to all 

three kinds of Rhetoric, yet differ 

from them in the particular things 
which they denote. They include 
such generally applicable notions as 
justice, expediency, pleasure, and cha- 
racteristics of style, propriety, per- 

spicuity, brevity, moderation, and so 
forth. 
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four divisions in c. 19, and from the expressions above quoted, 
(to which may be added a note in 19. 26, where puéyeBos and 
pixporns and peifov and éXarroy are summed up under one 
head in the phrase Ams peyadawv «al puexpor,) that he does in 
fact regard them as four, neither more nor less. Though these 
common topics, as their name implies, may be all applied to 
each of the three branches of rhetoric, yet it will be found in 
practice that the topic of amplification and depreciation or 
detraction is most appropriate to the epideictic kind, (comp. 
I. 9. 40. and Rhet. ad Alex. c. 7. 2,) the topic of fact past, to 
the dicastic, and of future to the hortatory or public speaker, 
§ 5. In1. 12. 2, duvaroyv and advwaroy are said to be xowd 
wdvrwv Tov Aoywv. In the passage just referred to, I. 9. 40, 
these xosvol réros are oddly and incorrectly enough styled 
xowa etdn, which seems like a contradiction in terms; the 
et5n being distinguished from the rozrot, when each is used in 
its proper sense, by the very circumstance that the edn are 
special, and the rozros common or universal. 

Ch. 19. The nineteenth chapter contains the analysis of 
these four xovvol rézros into their subordinate topics, and points 
out the modes of their application. They are as we have 
seen, the possible and impossible, fact past, fact future, and 
magnitude and degree. The last of them, rd avfew xat 
pecovy, we are again told at the end of c. 26, includes the 

topic of ‘greater and less’ or degree. For the analysis and 
handling of it we are referred again to the ouvpSovdeurtixa, 
1. 7, and 8, on ‘good’ general and particular, and ‘goods’ com- 
parative. The application of the topic of degree to injustice 
in c. 14. is not expressly alluded to. Good he says, § 26, 
includes the réA7 of all three branches of rhetoric, to cupudé- 

pov, ro Sixavov, and 7d xadov; and therefore the analysis of 
good is equally applicable to each of them, and will furnish 
in each topics for magnifying or depreciating; consequently 
there is no necessity for dwelling any longer on this topic here. 

Ch. 20. We next come to the two xorval ricres, the uni- 

versal instruments of all rhetorical reasoning, the enthymeme 
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and example. These are ‘universal’ even when compared 
with the xovvot ro7roe of the last chapter, and still more with 
the eiéy preceding, being applicable to all of them alike. Both 
of these as contrasted with enthymeme and example may be 
called (Sa, a term which is applied to them in § 1. éve:7rep 
elpntat trept tay idiwv. The yvwun which is a part of enthy- 
meme—a species of enthymeme, either the major premiss 
or the conclusion being alone expressed, and constituting the 
yvapn; the two premisses, or the minor and conclusion, being 
in either case left to be understood—is not to be distin- 
guished from it, and the xowat miores are only two. It 
seems from the treatment which yvwyn receives in the Rhet. 
ad Alex. c. 12., that it had been actually distinguished from 
the enthymeme, and treated separately as a different kind of 
argument. Hence the necessity of the observation here, § 1, 
and the explanation, just quoted, in c. 21. 2. 

The ‘example’, as a logical argument, has been already 
described, p. 105—7. In the present chapter the example, 
mwapacevyya, is first divided into its several kinds, and then 
the mode of its application exemplified. 

There are two kinds of examples, real or historical, and 

fictitious: and the latter are again divided into two (1) zrapa- 
Born, (similitudo, Quint. v. 11. 1; collatio, Cicero, according 

to Quint. v. 11. 23) “comparison, illustration,” general ana- 
logies borrowed from real life, of which Aristotle instances 
Ta Lwxpartixd, the analogies which Socrates drew from politi- 
cal and social life in proof or support of some political or 
moral rule which he wished to establish (analogy applied 
inductively), of which a pertinent example is given § 4: and 

(2) Aodyor, either (a) “fictions, tales, fables, (erzihlungen), 
analogous cases derived from works of fiction, as poetry, 
(Quint. v. 11. 17.) tragedies for example, or the Homeric 
poems—compare Cicero. Top. xx. 78. oratores, philosophos, 
poetas, historicos, ex quorum et dictis et scriptis sepe aucto- 
ritas petitur ad faciendam fidem. Hermogenes, Progymn. 
mept pvOov, ult. daivovras Sé nai ot pytopes avt@ (Te prvOy) 
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ypnoapevor avtl tmapadetyparos.—or (8) “fables” proper, 
like those of sop and Stesichorus quoted by Aristotle, or 
Menenius Agrippa’s apologue of the belly and the members, 
referred to by Quintilian, v. 11. 19." 

1 rdyou. When Adyos and puios are 

distinguished, Adyos is a ‘tale,’ real 
or fictitious; «ios is ‘a fable,’ and 

more especially one of Atsop’s. The 
definition of a fable is given by Eusta- 
thius ad Od. & 508. Il. A. p. 855. 

atvyos (the older word to express it) 

Adyos puOcxds expepduevos dwd ddbyur 

Spwv  durdv wpds dvOpwrwy wapaive- 

ow. Comp. Hermogenes, rept pvfov, 

Progymn. 1. Spengel Rhet. Gr. 1. 1. 
It is a fictitious story with a moral or 
didactic purpose (rdy ubdoy rpdror 
dtwoics wrpocdyew rots véus, Sri ras 

Yuxds alray pds 7d Bé\rioy pudulfew 

Sévara...rdyrws 8¢ xphoipory xpdés TL 
Trav dy r@ Bly. Hermog. u. s.) derived 

from irrational animals or plants; the 

characteristic feature being, that it 

invests irrational or inanimate objects 
with the language, sentiments, and 

actions of the human race. These 
fables, says Quintilian, Vv. 11. 19., were 

generally known under the name of 
ZEsop, thuugh he was not the real 

originator of them ; nam videtur earum 
primus auctor Hesiodus. They had 
been collected, and passed under his 

name. The earliest on record is Jo- 
tham’s fable of the Bramble and the 
Trees, in the Book of Judges, ix. 8. 

Two or three other examples from the 

Old Testament are cited by Dr R. 

Williams, Hebrew Prophets, p. 249, 

note. The alvos in Odys. §. 469—506, 

is of a different kind; being merely a 
fictitious narrative with a@ purpose. 
The next in point of antiquity, like- 
wise called alvos, is the fable of the 

Hawk and the Nightingale, in Hesiod. 

Quintilian adds a third 

Op. et D. 200. Then come in the order 
of time, Archilochus’ alvo, Fragmm. 

80, 82, Bergk. The Fox and the 

Eagle; and the Ape and the Fox 
[Reynard has always played a leading 
part in these compositions.] see Mure, 
H.G. L. 01. 170. Alvoy Greeci vocant, 

et Alowmwelovs ut dixi Néyous et AcSu- 

xovs, nostrorum quidam, non sane re- 

cepto in usum nomine, apologationem. 

Quint. lo. § 20. Compare Theon, 
Progymn. c. 3. Speng. Rhet. Gr. 1. 
72. Hermogenes. u.s. The name of 
‘ Libyan’ is likewise applied to them 

by Afschylus in a fragment of the 
Myrmidons, Dind. Fragm. 123, ws 3° 
dori ptdwy riv AcBuoriuady Aéyos. The 
fable here quoted by A¢schylus, and 
cited from the Libyan collection, is 
the famous one of the Eagle slain by 
an arrow for which his own wing had 
supplied the feather ; it is alluded to by 
Aristophanes, Av. 808.; and applied 
by Waller 

That eagle’s fate and mine are one, 
Who in the dart that made him die 

Eapied a feather of his own 

With which he wont to soar so high. 

and by Byron on the death of Kirke 
White in English Bards and Scotch 
Reviewers, 

Another collection of these fables 
seems to have been known under the 
name of ‘Sybaritic:’ Arist. Vesp. 
1259, 4 Adyor Fregas abris doreiéy rua 

Alowmixdy yehotow 4 ZuBapcrindy. Three 

or four examples of these are given at 
the end of the play. They were 
usually called by the collective name 
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species, 7raporpias “proverbs,” quod est velut fabella brevior, 
citiug Cicero’s non nostrum onus; bos clitellas. Some pro- 
verbs are yvopat. Rhet. 11. 21.12. Such ‘proverbial’ fables 
are to be found in the Proverbs of Solomon. See Prov. vi. 

6. xxx. 24—28. Cicero, de Invent. 1. 19. 27. treats of some 

of these forms of ‘example,’ and classes them under the 
general head of (ornamental) narrative. His ‘historia’ cor- 

responds with Aristotle’s first kind: fictitious narratives, and 

invented cases of analogy, Aoyou, he calls argumentum, “‘ficta 
res, que tamen fieri potuit;” and the yi0os or ‘fable proper,’ 
the second species of Acyot, is with him fabula. Angues 
ingentes alites, juncti jugo, is the example given. 

With regard to the use and application of these zrapakely- 
para in their various forms, we are told that the ‘fictitious 
examples, Acyor, are more used in public speaking, because 
it is easier to invent them than to find actual precedents or 
facts, mpaypara, in history; one well versed in literature 

(f:Aocodia) will always be able to supply them: nevertheless 
the real analogous facts, if they can be found, are far more 

serviceable in the way of proof of the expediency, for example, 
of some particular course of policy in question, because for 
the most part future events do under similar circumstances 
really correspond with the past. If you have no enthymemes, 
no regular logical arguments, which are always more telling 
because they carry the actual proof, you must use your 
examples as proofs; if you have, as evidence or authorities, 
after the enthymemes as an ‘epilogue’: because when they 
are put first they look like the particulars of an induction, 
which is seldom appropriate to the rhetorician; whereas if 

of Alowweo. Hermog. u.s. dvoud- sertation appended to the Phalaria); 
fovrac 62 dwd ray eipdyrwy ol wéev Ku- 

mpi, ol 5¢ AcBuxol, of 8@ DuBapirixol, 
wdvres 8¢ xowss Alowrese Néyorrat, 
3dr. roils uUOcs Alowwos éxphoaro rpds 

Tas cuvovalas. See also r. ldewy. p’. 
Tl. 11. 240. See Philolog. Mus. 1. p. 

280. Bentley on /Esop’s Fables (Dis- 

and on the Fable, Miller. H. G. L.c. 

xi. § 14. 

With this signification of alvos, 

compare alvety in its older sense ‘to 

tell, or mention,’ in A’ach. Suppl. 175. 

Agam. 98, 1458. Choeph. 546, 1002. 
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they are subjoined to the enthymemes they more resemble 
the additional evidence of witnesses, and witnesses always 
carry weight. If you put them first, you will require a great 
number (for your induction), if last, even one is sufficient ; 
for a single witness that can be relied on is always of service. 
§§ 7—9". 

Ch. 21. The following chapter is on yvapai, which are 
as we have seen a kind of enthymeme, but with only the 
major premiss or the conclusion expressed—all the rest in 
either case being left to be inferred. 

A yvoun is according to Aristotle a general moral senti- 
ment’, § 2. Now most enthymemes being derived from ethi- 
cal materials, and conveying a maxim, or a precept, or a rule 
of action, either the major premiss or the conclusion of an 
enthymeme, whenever it conveys some general principle, is 
& yvwun; and if we add the reason of this general maxim in 

the shape of a premiss we have a regular enthymeme. The 
conversion of a yvwun into an enthymeme is illustrated in 
Rhet. 11. 17.17. Sunt item sententiz, says the Auctor ad 
Heren. Iv. 17. 24., que dupliciter efferuntur, sine ratione 
et cum ratione—and he then proceeds to illustrate them: the 
former, sine ratione, is the yvwpn proper, when no reason is 
given, but only the general sentiment enunciated ; the latter 
is a genuine enthymeme, one premiss and a conclusion. 
See the whole chapter on Sententiz. In complete accord- 
ance with this is the description of the second of Quintilian’s 

three kinds of enthymeme, sententia cum ratione. Inst. 
Orat. v. 10. 1. Compare on yva@pae or sententiz in general 
Quint. Inst. Or. vit. 5. Aphthonius, wpoyupy. (ap. Spengel, 

Rhet. Greec. 11. 25) defines, classifies, and exemplifies them. 
Hermogenes Progymn. (Ibid. 11. 7.) defines yvwun in nearly 
the same terms as Aristotle, omitting however the morality. 
He also, like Aphthonius, classifies and illustrates them, chiefly 

1 On the subject of wapd8erypa and 2 yywuoroyla 88 ws, Seuwdy } rovnpla. 

its validity ag an argument, see fur- Schol. on Plat. Pheedr. 267. 0. 

ther, Introd. p. 108. foll. 

17 
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from Homer and the Tragic poets, and using nearly the 
same examples as Aphthonius. The treatment of the 
yvoun by the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. differs in some 
points from that of Aristotle; in one particular there is a 
very unusual accordance. His definition is, c. 12., “a sum- 

mary statement of your private judgment upon things in 
general”, a general maxim founded upon individual opinion. 
There are two kinds of yvamas, he continues, one when the 
maxim is generally popular and accepted ; the other when it 
is contrary to received opinions and takes you by surprise ; 
in the latter case only is it necessary to add a reason for it; 
in the former when it is neither unknown nor discredited 
the reason may be dispensed with. The maxim should be 
appropriate to the occasion ; if it be not, it will have an awk- 
ward appearance (oxazov, gauche) and will look as if it were 
‘hanging on’ (amnprnpévov), a mere appendage, without pro- 

per connexion. The rest of the chapter is occupied with 
illustrations of different sorts of yrouar. To return to 

Aristotle. In accordance with—most probably not borrowed 
from—the division of yv@pat in the Rhet. ad Alex. he divides 

them into four kinds, § 7. First, they are either accompa- 
nied or not with an é/doyos, an addition or appendage, 
afterwards called airla and amodefu; by Cicero and Quin- 
tilian, ratio. (See p. 105). Secondly, these maxims or 
general sentiments require this reason or (partial) demon- 
stration when they are either contested, or such as you don’t 
expect and have never heard before, new and strange, or 
contrary to your own previous opinions. Otherwise, when 
they are generally accepted and approved (évdo£a, Rhet. ad 
Alex.) they want none. Hence we obtain our fourfold divi- 
sion. The two first are distinguished by requiring and hay- 
ing no additional reason ; (1) Those that are already familiar 
and approved, requiring no additional reason: and (2), those 
that are intelligible and acceptable per se and at first sight. 
Of those that have this explanatory appendage one class (3) 
is a part of an enthymeme—it is in fact a complete enthy- 
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meme (see above, p. 102, foll.), and part of a syllogism—and a 
second (4) is of an enthymematic character, but not strictly 
speaking a part of an enthymeme. In this last kind the 
reason or ground is conveyed in the youn itself: as when 
we say aOavarov opyiy pur) didacce Ovnrds oy, the first four 
words constitute the maxim or precept, the two last give the 
reason. And this kind is the most effective and popular. 
[because it is condensed, and therefore vivid and striking.] 
Of the two classes that require the é/Aoyos, the first, the 
surprising and unlooked for maxims, may either have the 
appendage put first, and then the yvwun used as a conclu- 
sion; or else the latter may be made to precede, and the 
reason or explanation added subsequently. The second class, 
which consists of those which are not paradoxical, but only 
not readily intelligible, since there is no prejudice against 
them to be overcome, but they merely require explanation, 
should have this explanation made as terse and concise 
(acrpoyyvAwrata) as possible, § 7. In such cases laconic 
apophthegms and enigmatical sayings are appropriate as ap- 
pendages. The use of maxims and general sentiments is 
proper to old age, unbecoming at any earlier period of life, 
like story-telling; and they require experience and know- 
ledge of the circumstances in those that employ them: when 
any one attempts to introduce them without the requisite 
knowledge they become coarse and foolish: as appears in the 
practice of rustics, who are great coiners of maxims, and by 
no means averse to exhibit their skill in this particular, 
§§ 8.9. An illicit or unfounded generalisation is most ap- 
propriate in loud indignant complaint or the exaggeration of 
passion (oyermacu@ Kal Sewer), [‘Varium et mutabile 
semper foemina’, ‘ Frailty thy name is woman’, ovdéy yerro- 

vias yaderorepov, § 15. are examples.] and this may be 
introduced either at the commencement or after the ‘demon- 
stration’, that is, the assigning of the reason, § 10. Maxims 

that are popular and in every one’s mouth may be employed 
if they happen to be in point; for from their being so well 

17—2 
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known and often repeated they are as it were universally 
admitted and approved,§ 11. Some proverbs may be used 

as yvopat, § 12. Maxims that have become public property 

and proverbial, like yw. ceavrov, undev ayay, may be con- 

troverted, either in order to heighten the passion or pathos ; 

or, if the maxim be of questionable truth or morality, to re- 

present your own character in a more favourable light. In 

doing this you should contrive by the expression itself, .or 

the statement of the yvwun, to make clear your own moral 

predilections; or if not you must add the reason of your 
disapproval of the maxim in question, § 13, 14. These 
yva@uac are an immense help to the speech, partly owing to 
the ignorance and want of taste of the audience, who are 
pleased to hear any sentiment, which they entertain par- 
tially, stated in general terms—as, if a man had a bad neigh- 
bour or worthless children, he would like to hear any one 
say ovdey yerrovlas yaderrwrepoy or, nothing can be more 
absurd than the procreation of children. So that you must 
guess what the sentiments of your audience may happen to 
be, and then accommodate your generalisations to them, 
§ 15. Another still more signal service that yuamas render 
to a speech is that they give it a moral character. All 
speeches have this moral character in which a moral purpose 
is plainly indicated. Now all yvapase have their effect, be- 
cause they always contain a declaration (azrogaiverOa:), carry 
with them a judgment, upon the objects of moral choice 
or preference or purpose, and therefore if their morality be 
sound, they impart a good moral character to the speech, 
§ 16. 

Ch. 22. The twenty-second chapter commences with 
some observations upon the use of enthymemes in general: 
It points out certain considerations which must be taken 
account of, or rules to be observed in the employment of 
them. The arguments must be as brief as possible; no long 
chains of reasoning and concatenated syllogisms, (like the pro- 
positions of Euclid), ore moppwGev Set cuvaryesv, § 3.—Comp. I. 
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2. 12, 13—which an unlearned assembly unused to a con- 
nected chain of ratiocination would find difficult to follow; 
and as simple and precise as possible, ovre mravra Set ANap- 
Bavovras cuvayewv ; where ov 7ravta means as few as possible, 

not to prove what is already plain, to introduce nothing that 
has not an immediate bearing on the question, or overload the 
proof by putting in all the steps of an argument where any 
of them are obvious. Comp. § 10. Again, we must avoid the 
error into which men of science and philosophers are apt to 
fall in addressing a popular audience, that namely of always 
endeavouring to draw wniversal conclusions, and always stating 
universal principles (of wey yap ra Kowd Kal Kafodou Aéyou- 
owv), which with the uneducated usually make less impres- 

sion than arguments derived from particulars, things with 
which they are familiar, and which strike their senses, and 

are of daily experience, @ lcact xai ta éyyus. [This is other- 
wise expressed by the often recurring phrase rad nyiy yvwpt- 
porrepa}. We are therefore not to argue from any opinions 
whatsoever—things ‘necessary’ and ‘universal’ come under the 
general head of ‘ opinions’—nor from any notions and maxims 
hastily taken up and uncertified—ove é€ dy ervyer, paiveras 
yap arta xal rots mapadnpovow, I. 2. 11—but we are to 
select certain definite and special maxims, current opinions, 
and probabilities in general, which are certified and accredited 

by ‘judges’ properly qualified, rots xpivovow, or by those 

whose judgment the audience are ready to accept, obs azro- 
Séyovrat. Another error in the use of enthymemes akin to 
the preceding, the misuse of ‘universals’, is to aim at ‘ neces- 
sary’ conclusions from necessary premisses ; whereas we have 

already seen that the ordinary materials and conclusions of 

rhetoric are and can be nothing more than probable and 

contingent. § 3. 
The author next dwells particularly upon the importance 

of a thorough and detailed acquaintance with the subjects or 

materials from which these arguments are to be derived. 

Hence the advantage of the rozros or eldn, the classification 
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under definite heads of all the circumstances that are required 
to be known about any thing that Rhetoric has to deal with, 
for the purpose of rightly applying it to the proof direct or in- 
direct of any given case. Such are the qualities or properties 
of good and bad, just and unjust, enumerated in the first book ; 

the delineation of the affections or emotions, which we have 

to impart to the judges or audience, in the second; and the 
characteristics of the three qualities ability, virtue, and good- 

will, which we have to assume ourselves; as well as the cha- 

racters of the different forms of government, and of certain 

ages conditions and degrees of men, the knowledge of which 
will, enable us to adapt our time and language to the feelings 
and sympathies of our audiences, according to the form of 
government under which they live or the age, rank, station, 
of any of them. Further, these items of knowledge must be 
definite and precise, not vague and indefinite: and in select- 

ing our topics for argument or illustration we must employ 
not only as many as possible for the sake of widening the 
basis of our argument, but carefully choose such as are most 
closely connected with the matter in hand, éyyrata toi 
mpayuatos, or nearly related to it, oixevorara, the most ap- 
propriate and characteristic, and the least general, #rrov 
xowa. §§ 4—12. 

Next of the two kinds of enthymemes, Seversaa, demon- 
strative, used in direct proof, and the establishment of a 
proposition, affirmative or negative: and édeyxrixa refuta- 
tive, which refute, or conclude the negative of the opponent's 
argument’. Of the former he says that the process is, ro é£ 
Oporoyoupévwy ouvdyev, which can mean nothing else than, 

l Breyxos 82 cuddoyiopids dyripdoews 
ro0 cuurepdoparos, de Soph. El. 1. 

165.a. 2. redarguit, qui colligit quod 
repugnat ei quod ab adversario coac- 

tum est. Waitz. Comp. 168. a. 35— 

37. See also Anal. Pr. 11. 20. 66. b. 10. 
Sor’ el rd Keluevoy efn evayrioy TG 
oupwrepdopars dyd-yxn ylyecOas Ereyxov" 

6 yap Preyxos deripdoews ovddNoyio pss. 
Rhet. m1. 9. 8. EAeyxos cuvayury)} rip 

dyrixecuévwy. Trendel. El. Log. § 40. 

Thomson’s Laws of Thought, p. 271. 
Twv évOupnpdrwy ra ddeyxrind paddov 

evdoxiuec Tray Secxrcxwy, and the reason 

of this, Rhet. m1. 17. 13. 
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as the Interpreters explain it, to draw conclusions from 

admitted principles, i.e. the probable universal rules and 
maxims generally and popularly recognised, which are the 
materials of our ‘major premisses’’: of the latter, that it 
consists in To Ta avopodoyoupeva ouvayev, which from the 
nature of the @\eyyos, and a comparison of 11. 23. 23, and 30. 
dia 70 cuvaywynyv évavriov elvas Td éXNeyetixdy éevOvpnua 
must mean to draw conclusions at variance with the oppo- 
nent’s conclusions or positions, “unacknowledged by him.” 
[This is one way of understanding it, though the word 
avopoNoyouneva is used in a more restricted sense than 
its parallel and contradictory, d~woAoyovpeva’.] §§ 14. 15. 
To these two kinds a third is added in § 17, the dawwopevoy 
evOvunua, opposed to ra Cra ‘realities’, the semblance of an 

enthymeme, the sham fallacious sophistical argument. See 
c. 24. 

The chapter concludes with another summary review of 
the contents of the work past and to come. The ein, Poli- 
tical and Moral, which form the materials of the ricress, 

have been collected and reduced to heads (ro7rot), and the 
various characters, affections, and states (i.e. virtues or any 

confirmed settled habits,) of humanity, so far as is necessary 
for the purposes of the rhetorician, enumerated and analysed. 
We have next to collect and classify some specimens of heads 
of rhetorical arguments in general (as oppposed to the 

1 Top. vir. 6. 160. a. 14. “Ocoe 8’ 
€t d8otorépwy rod cuuwepdoparos éme- 

Xetpodar audroyiferOaz, S7jAov ws ov 

kadws oudrdoyl fovrat. 

* dyvouodoyovpeva, may perhaps be 
translated as above. The word is used 

instead of dyrixelueva or évayria for 

the sake of the antithesis. Otherwise, 

and more naturally, it may mean “not 
agreeing, harmonising with,” ‘‘incon- 

sistent,’ and so, ‘opposed to.’ duodoyerr 

and duodoyeioPa: are used to express 

agreement. See Rhet. 1. 15. 18. I. 

23. 23. Anal. Pr. 3x. 34. 48. a. 21. 

dvoporoyotpeva Tols wpocipnudvas. de 

Gen. et Corr. 11. 4. 11. Hist. Anim. 

I. 2. 1. de Gen. Anim. I. 21. 4. 

Ilr. 10. 28. This sense in the mid- 

dle voice is rare; Liddell and Scott, 

in their Lexicon (Ed. 11), give one re- 
ference to Xenophon, Mem. I. 2. §7, 
wuodoyeiro, ‘assented;’ but no in- 

stance of the participle. Plato has an 
example, Phsedr, 265. D. and see Butt- 
mann, Auctarium ad Gorg. Heind. 
§ 108. p. 495. A. 
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special ein), equally applicable to all the three branches 

of rhetoric («aOoXou rept amavrwy), marking the distinction 

between the refutative and the demonstrative kinds—this is 

the subject of c.23.—and then we will pass on to the consi- 

deration of the “apparent”, sham, unreal, fallacious enthy- 

meme (c. 24), a chapter in rhetoric corresponding in dia- 

lectics to the treatise arept Lodiotindy édéyywv appended to 
the Topics; after which we shall proceed to consider the 

modes of answering an adversary and refuting his arguments 

(Avows); either by counter syllogism or enthymeme, a regu- 

lar édeyyos in detail; or by évoracis, an instantia or 
‘objection’, directed against one of his premisses, c. 25. And 
with this, after a brief appendix upon avfey and peodr, 
and an observation upon a certain difference of classification 
of demonstrative and refutative arguments in dialectics and 
rhetoric in c. 26, the treatment of ‘ proofs’ the means of 
rhetorical persuasion, zriote:s is concluded, and with it the 

second book. 
Ch. 23. Of the two kinds of enthymeme described in the 

last chapter Aristotle now proceeds in this twenty-third to 
give specimens and illustrations. It is in fact an analysis 
and classification or reduction to their several heads, rozrou, of 

the most serviceable enthymemes or rhetorical arguments, 
applicable to deliberation and accusation and defence, to 
Parliamentary or public speaking, and the practice of the 
Courts of Law, and in one instance, § 14, to the laudatory 
and vituperative, the epideictic branch of rhetoric. The 
intention seems to have been, as I have stated it, to illus- 
trate both kinds of enthymemes, the demonstrative azrodecn- 
tTixa, and refutative éAeyxtixa; but as a matter of fact 
Aristotle has almost confined himself to the former; as in- 
deed scems to be implied by the opening words, § 1. gore &é 
els ev toros tov Sextiuav éx tov éevayriwv. Of course 
demonstrative arguments can be employed equally well on 
the other side for the purposes of refutation, which follows 
from the nature of the é\eyyos, the same in form as the 
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demonstrative syllogism, and differing from it only in this, 
that it draws the opposite conclusion: 6 ydp @\eyyos avtipa- 
cews avdAdoyiopds. Anal. Pr. 11. 20. p. 66. b. 10. de Soph. 
Elench. 1. p. 165. a 2. Ereyyos dé cudAdoytopos per’ avTidd- 
cews ToD cumtrepacpatos. Rhet. 1.25.2. 7d pwev ovv avtt- 
curr\00ylfecGas (the éreyyos) Sirov bre ee Tay avTay téTev 
(as have been already enumerated under the head of Secatixad 
or drrodentixa) évdéyerat trovety. This is especially the case 
with the topic of eixés, which can always be retorted upon an 
adversary ; compare the rovros of c. 24. § 11.; and Agathon’s 
Tay’ dv ris eixds avro Todt elvat Néyou Bpotoiot qodda Tvy- 
“avery ove eixora; and the amusing story of the logical 
encounter between Corax and Tisias told in the Prolego- 
mena to Hermogenes (see Journal of Classical and Sacred 
Philology. No. 7. Vol. m1. p. 44), and also by Aulus Gellius of 
Protagoras and his pupil Euathlus. And in fact in 23. 2. 
after the apparent limitation of the rdézrot of the chapter to 
the demonstrative kind of enthymemes, he immediately adds 
in the same sentence, dvatpotvra pev ef pun virapyel, KaTa- 

oxevdtovra 52 et virapyes “in the way of upsetting or refu- 
tation if you have none of this kind of argument in your 
favour; or if you have, as a confirmatory argument” (lit. in the 
way of establishing or proving your case). Compare c. 24. 
§ 3. and c. 26. 3. ovdé ra Aurixd evOvpypata eldds te éotiv 
d\Xo Tav KaTacKxevactixéy x.t.X. There is however one 
rorros, § 23, which is expressly called éXeyrixds ; and the suc- 
ceeding one, § 24, also falls under this head. However the 
treatment of the éXeyerexds cuANOYLops In general properly 
comes under the analysis of Avors in c. 25. 

These topics are then illustrated in detail, §§ 1—29; and 
the chapter concludes with two remarks upon enthymemes 
in general, § 30. 

The refutative or destructive enthymeme is always more 
popular, gains more credit and applause, than the construc- 
tive or demonstrative, because the former is the ‘ conclusion 

of opposites in little,’ éy usp, in a small compass, because 
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the syllogisms are not drawn out in extenso; and two things 
are always made clearer, and are better understood when 
they are placed side by side so as to admit of immediate 
comparison; whereby they throw light upon one another. 
The same observation is repeated in nearly the same words, 
I. 17. 13. 

But of all syllogisms (or enthymemes) those are most ap- 
plauded of which the result is foreseen by the audience from 
the very beginning: not because they are superficial, for in 
fact the hearers (think they are rather deep, and) are pleased 
with their own ingenuity in thus anticipating the conclusion 
of the argument; and those which are clear and consecutive 

enough to allow them just to keep pace (tocovdropy vatepiCou- 

ctv wore) With the steps of the argument as they are succes- 
sively delivered. 

Ch. 24. As an appendix to the preceding treatment of 
the regular constructive and refutative enthymemes, and cor- 
responding to the treatise mepl copiorixay éXéyywr, on Lo- 

gical Fallacies, added as a ninth book to the Topics, the 

analysis of the normal dialectical syllogism, we have next a 
chapter on fallacious rhetorical arguments, or apparent, not 
real, enthymemes. These are classified like the former under 
their respective réoe or heads. The objection on moral 
grounds which may be alleged against the introduction of an 
analysis like this; an art of cheating which might furnish the 
sophist and dishonest reasoner with a stock of arguments to 
be applied to purposes of fraud and deception; has been al- 
ready anticipated in I. 1. 12., where the author is speaking of 
a different kind of abuse of rhetoric. We ought to be ac- 
quainted with these artifices, not in order to put them in 
practice ourselves, but that we may not be ignorant of their 
nature and use, and so may be enabled to detect and expose 
any unfair arguments employed by another: just as the legis- 
lator or politician who has to establish and maintain a con- 
stitution must study the measures and enactments not only 
conservative, but also destructive, of the institutions appro- 
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priate to the form of government which he has in view; in 
order to avoid the latter, and to guard against their evil con- 

sequences. Polit. vi. 5. init. The exposition is likewise re- 
quired to complete the system. 

Of these fallacious enthymemes ten tozos are explained 
and illustrated. The last includes one of the modes of mis- 
using the topic of rd eixds, (TO ps7) eixds eixds, KaxoupyéraTtoy 
Tov ériyetpnuatwyv, Dion. Hal. Ep. ad Amm. I. c. 8.); namely 
the illicit substitution of absolute for particular, or relative 
probability. This, says he, is ro roy fjrrw dOyov KpeirTm 
qoveiy, the making the worse prevail over the better cause, 
which was Protagoras’ profession, the art which he undertook 
to teach to his pupils, The indignation which this excited, 
he continues, was fully justified; for it is false, an apparent 
not a real argumentation, a sham and a fraud; it follows no 
artistic method, but is mere rhetoric and quibbling, § 11. 

Ch. 25. Of Avows. The following chapter treats of the 
modes of refuting an adversary’s position and arguments, pre- 
misses and conclusions. The general term that expresses 
this is Avewy, Avots, Svadverv, and syllogisms are said to be 
Avrol or ddvrot, capable or incapable of refutation, and argu- 
ments Aurtixoi.* 

1 Similarly Avew Adyous, as Plato 
Gorg. 509.4. Ar. Rhet. 1. 1. 12. OL 
2. 13. Adew dwoplay, SiaBodrds, Rhet. 
ad Alex. 37. 12, 13, 29. in the sense 

of ‘‘ to explain, resolve, refute.”” The 
metaphor from which this application 

of the word is borrowed is explained 
by Aristotle himself, Metaph. B. 1. 

} yap vorepoy edbropla \vows Tay wpbre- 
pow dropounévwr dori’ Nvew 3° od« Ecru 

dyvooivras rdw Seouéy. Eur. Hippol. 
668, 771. xd@aupa de». Compare 

also Poet. xv1l1., where Avocs is op- 

posed to Séors, rAéxew, and w)oxh. 

The original meaning therefore is ‘‘ to 
untie a knot;” either ‘to resolve’ as 
@ difficulty, or ‘to undo’ what an op- 

ponent, for example, bas done, and so, 

‘to refute’ a conclusion or argument, 
It is found likewise in much the same 
sense in the common language, ‘to do 
away with,’ ‘get rid of,’ and some- 

times ‘to break or violate.’ The me- 
taphor however in these cases seems 
to be a different one, to “resolve a 

thing” viz. into its elements, or 
“break up” a system or organized 
whole, and so bring to an end. Hence 
we have Adew velxea (Homer), ¢d8os, 

ExGpay, wbdepov, Siagopdy, gPirlay, 
orovdds, d:adyxas (to cancel a will), 
xpopdces, réxvas (Auechines), »dpuous. 
Similarly in Latin we have solvere, 

diluere, solutio (Cicero), dissolutio 
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Syllogisms and enthymemes are of two kinds, construc- 
tive, of which the object is to establish something positive, 
and destructive, where the object is to upset or subvert an 
opposing proposition or conclusion by proving the negative. 
This is refutatio or reprehensio (Cic. de Inv. 1. 42. 78.) in the 
later systems. The ordinary technical names of these two 
processes are ovAAoytopos Secxrixds and éedeyxtinds, o. KaTa- 
oxevatery (to construct) and avacxevdteww or avatpety ‘to upset 
or refute,’ see for example, 11. 2.27; 24.4. Hence évOupn- 
para xaracKxevacotixa, II. 26. 3. Quintilian has confirmare 
and destruere, 11. 4. 18. Avows therefore may be defined 
amides or iors (in rhetoric) avacxevaotixyn. It has two 
kinds; 76 avticvAdoyifeoPat, which is the édeyyos, to prove 
the opposite, or subvert an opponent’s conclusion, by a regu- 
lar counter-sytlogism, or in rhetoric, enthymeme'; and &- 
oracts, instantia, an instance contrary, or objection’. évera- 
ois is thus defined inc. 26. § 4, 7d etrety Sofav twa éF Hs 
Eorar Sijrov Ste ov auAAEAOyLoTAL 7 Bre Yeddds Te elAnger. 
The one therefore is general, the other special. The former 
proves the contrary of the adversary’s position as a whole; 
the latter singles out a particular point, premiss or flaw in 
the reasoning, which vitiates the conclusion. There is no 
difference in form between the Auticd and xatagKevactiKa 

(Auct. ad Heren. I. 3. 4.); solvere ar- 

gumentum, solvitur questio (Quinti- 

lian V. 5. 2. III. 7. 3), objecta diluere 

Ib. rv. 2. 26. cause faciles ad diluen- 
dum Ib. & 27, 8., diluere argumenta- 

tionem Cic. de Inv. I. §2. 99, vim et 

acrimoniam, Ib. 11. 48. 143. et passim. 

Solvitur ambulando, of the argument 

against the possibility of motion: and 

go we say, ‘to solve a problem or 
riddle’ and ‘the solution of a difficulty.’ 
Other terms expressive of ‘refutation’ 
are dvaipety and dvacxevdfew, applied 
to the destructive syllogism, and op- 

posed to xaragxeud few said of the con- 

structive dvacxev} and xaracxev} are 

defined by Hermogenes, Progymn. in 

Speng. Rhet. Gr. 11. 8. 
1 On the freyxos see further on 

Cc. 22. 
* The wo:d &cracs first acquires 

ita technical logical denotation in Ari- 

stotle. We find however évéornxe ex- 

pressirg an obstacle or objection in 

Plato’s Pheedo, 77. B. and évorfva in 

a similar sense in Isocr. Phil. § 39. 

The primary meaning which gives rise 
to this secondary sense is ‘ to stand in 

the way” as an obstacle or impedi- 

ment. 
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évOuunpara, and therefore no necessity for analysing them 
separately: the rdzros are the same for both, 26.3. 1. 17. 
14. ra 5é mpos tov avridicoy ovy Erepdv te eldos, adrAd TeV 
wiarewy Erte Ta pev AdoaL évotace Ta 5é avANCyiouG@. Com- 
pare Cicero, de Inv. 1. 42. 78, heec fonte—infirmari. 

Of the logical character and mode of application of the 
évotaows, the second kind of Avets, no general account is 
given in the Rhetoric: this is supplied in the Analytica 
Priora, 11. 26. p. 69. a. 37. seq., where the following descrip- 
tion of it is given. The &voracts, instantia, instance, special 

objection, is distinguished from the éAeyyos in this, that 
whereas the latter takes the form of a counter syllogism in 
detail, with a conclusion opposite to that which it undertakes 
to refute, the évorasts is directed against one of the premisses 
of the adverse syllogism; it is a counter proposition or asser- 
tion, mporacis mpotace: évavtia, or instance to the contrary: 

if the objection be valid and capable of proof the opposing 
syllogism is disproved. It differs from the proposition or 
premiss, i.e. the universal premiss, in this that it can be 

either universal or particular; contradictory either of the uni- 
versal proposition as a whole, or of a part or item of it. This 
latter, the particular objection, is the only one that is exem- 

plified by Aristotle, and is in fact the form which the évora- 

ous or ‘instance’ usually assumes [and from which the mean- 
ing of the word tnstance in its modern acceptation is de- 
rived']. The conclusion is drawn either in the first or the 
third of the syllogistic figures: in the first when the évoraccs 
is universal, and opposed to the universal major of the syllo- 
gism to be refuted, as for example when we oppose to the 
general assertion that the science of two opposites is uni- 
versally the same, the counter universal assertion that none 

1 The literal meaning of &cracis, impediment, thwarting and running 
which stands for fvornua, the process counter to a contrary proposition ; and 
or position for the object in that posi- hence an ‘objection,’ quod objicitar, 

tion, seems to be ‘something that which indeed very nearly represents 
stands in the way,’ as an obstacle or precisely the same notion. 
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is 80: or in the third when we take a single ‘instance’ as an 
‘objection’ to the general principle, that of the two oppo- 
sites the known and the unknown the science or knowledge 
cannot be the same. In this second case it is only proved 
that the rule is not universally true, that it admits of excep- 
tions; but in both cases alike the counter syllogism is over- 
thrown. Of this third figure Thomson, Laws of Thought, p. 
173, note, says, “ Useful for bringing in examples, and for 

proving an exception to some universal statement. Thus if it 
were stated that all intellectual culture improved the heart 
and conduct, it would be natural to say in this Figure, Mr. 

A. does not act as he ought, yet Mr. A. is a person of culti- 
vated mind, therefore one person at least of cultivated mind 
does not act as he ought.” And in like manner in the ex- 
ample of Aristotle the syllogism will be, 

Things known and unknown cannot fall under the same 
science, 

But Things known and unknown are opposites, 
Therefore (in one instance at least) opposites do not fall 

under the same science, 

Or, the principle that all opposites fall under the same sci- 
ence is not universally true’, 

Q.E.D. 

Of évoracess there are four varieties, derived (1) from the 
opposing enthymeme itself, or (2) from an analogical case, 
or (3) something opposite, or (4) from a previous decision. 
In the first, suppose the enthymeme concluded that all love 
is good and respectable; we may interpose an objection in 
two ways, either (a) universally, that every kind of want 

or deficiency (of which love is one) is bad, or (8) partially, 

1 On fvcraccs and dvors, besides the 
Chapter of tle Anal. Pr. above referred 
to, see Thomson, Laws of Thought, 
§ 127. The division there adopted 
does not coincide with that of Aristo- 
tle, with whom Ade:s is the genus, and 

f\eyxos and &cracis the two subordi- 

nate species. See also Trendelenburg. 
Elem. Log. Arist. § 41. Also compare 
Rhet. m. 16. 4. and Cic. de Orat. 
II. §3. 
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by a particular ‘instance, that the proverb Kavyws gpws, the 

particular case of the incestuous passion of Byblis for her 
brother Caunus, shows that at all events there is one excep- 
tion. The third kind, from opposites, which is taken before 
the second, is thus illustrated. The enthymeme or conclu- 
sion which you wish to refute is, “that the good man does 
good to all his friends,” or in other words, that doing services 

to one’s friends is a conclusive and universal proof of good- 
ness. No, says the opponent, taking the opposite to this, the 
bad man does not always do his friends harm: a bad man 
may do good to his friends: benefits conferred on friends are 
no necessary proof of virtue. The second class of objections, 
derived from like cases, is illustrated by the following exam- 
ple. The enthymeme is to prove that ill treatment always 
produces hatred or that hatred is always a proof of ill-treat- 
ment. The reply is, that if this were so, the opposite, kind 

treatment would always produce love: but this is not the 
case: those who are well treated don’t always love their 
benefactors: and therefore hatred is not a necessary proof of 
ill treatment. The fourth kind of évoraots is borrowed from a 
‘previous decision of men well known and famous;’ as the 
enthymeme, that allowance should be made for a drunken 
man when he commits a crime, because he does it in igno- 
rance, may be met by the authority of Pittacus, who enacted 
a heavier penalty for a crime committed in a state of intoxi- 
cation. With this last variety of &varacus compare the topic 
of «plots in c, 23, 12., and the topic of waprupes in 1. 15. 15. 

Now as the enthymemes and the conclusions of the 
rhetorician are never more than probable, except in the 
single instance of the rexunpsov or necessary sign, being all 
derived from probable materials, etxés, rapadevypa, onpeiov ; 
and as they are consequently none of them without exception 
or necessary, but being probable can be nothing more than 
contingent and variable, it is plain that they must be in 
every case open to exception and objection, and can always 
be refuted in thts sense, that it can always be shown that 
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they are neither necessary nor invariable. But this mode 
of refutation is in reality unfair and fallacious: what the 
objection bas properly to prove is that the probable en- 
thymeme is improbable, not that the conclusion is not 
universal and necessary, which 1s the mode of refutation 
appropriate to demonstrative reasoning’, “and therefore also” 
§ 8, “it is always possible to take an unfair advantage, more 
easily however in defence than in accusation, by means of 
this paralogism: for since it is by probabilities that the 
accuser always endeavours to prove his case, but refutation 
by showing the improbability and by showing the non- 
necessity are two different things, and that which is only 

probable (only ‘for the most part,’ only generally true) is 
always liable to exception—for if it were not it would not be 
mere probability, but constant and necessary—this being so, 
I say that the judge is led to suppose, if the refutation be 
made in this way (by showing that the opposing argument 
is not necessary), either that the accuser’s case is not probable, 

or else that it is not for him to decide, misled by the fallacy 
above described: for he is not required to decide by neces- 
sary demonstration alone, but also by the probabilities of the 
case: and that in fact is the meaning of ‘deciding according 
to the best of his judgment.’ It is not enough therefore for 
the defendant to prove by way of refuting the accusation 
that he necessarily was not guilty of the offence with which 
he is charged : he must also show that it was not probable” 
—meeting his adversary upon his own ground. 

In other words: as the orator’s conclusions are never, 

as G7ros evrrety, i.e. with the exception of the one case of the 
Texpnplov, more than probable, they are always liable to an 

1 In $ 8 Spengel has included the very well retained, in the sense of ‘by 
words &’ éxaywyjjs in brackets, pro- an inductive process,’ a process, that 

bably as an explanatory gloss on &’ is, of imperfect, not complete, induc- 
duolov; and Victorius long ago ex- tion, which is in fact the definition of 
pressed his suspicion that the words an Example. See on the Example 

had been importuné inculcate. It and its logical description, ante, p. 
seems to me that the words may be 108. foll. 
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objection: and here the defendant, or in general any one 
who has to answer an argument, has, and constantly takes, 
an unfair advantage: det gots mXeovexrety aTrodoyoupevoy. 
He imposes upon the judges or audience by showing that the 

preceding speaker's conclusions are not necessarily true; 
which can always be done, because that which is only ‘for 
the most part,’ only generally true, 7d ois éart 1O qroAv, must 
from its very nature admit of exceptions. The judge how- 

ever, to take a particular case, is often deluded by the 

paralogism, when the defendant has shown merely that so 
and so has not necessarily happened or is not necessarily 
true, when he ought to have shown that it was not probable. 
The judge confounds the two and thinks that the defendant 
has really made out his case; and as the accuser has not 
shown that the offence was necessarily committed, lets the 
other off. He supposes either that the probability of the 
case has not been made out, or else that the whole thing is 

so uncertain that at all events it is not his business to decide 
it. But this is a mistake, and shows an ignorance of his 
actual duties, and of the meaning of the oath that he takes 
on entering his court: for that oath, ‘that he will decide 
according to the best of his judgment,’ means precisely this, 
that he will accept probabilities, the contingent, and the un- 
certain, and make the best of them; and will not always 
require absolute and necessary truths, facts, and arguments, 
as the grounds of his decision. 

This refutation of a probable argument by one of superior 
probability will be effected by producing an objection of a 

higher degree of probability than the argument or premiss 
that it is meant to refute. The degree of probability of a 
fact or event is estimated by the number of analogous facts 
or events that can be quoted in support of it; if these paral- 

1 Td yrduy ri dplory xplrex, comp. Boot. de Nom. 1006. 27. dAAd pie Ge 

I. 15. §., is usually expressed by 7. yA» wh Sor why yoy TH Sixacordry 

Ty Sxcaordry xp., and was part of the dudcoew duwudsxare. c. Aristoor. 652. 

dicast's oath. Compare Demost. a 5. ady. Lept. Arist. Pol. mz. 16. 

18 
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lel cases are numerous, the fact or event in question is 
probable: and therefore the probability of an votacrs will 
be increased in proportion as the circle of similar facts and 
events which it represents widens, and their number increases. 
This increase of probability, wadrXov +6 ws éml rd qoAv, says 
A., may be effected in two particulars, the time and the 
circumstances of the case. To take an instance—suppose 
you are charged with a crime for which your adversary makes 
out a probable case; to this you oppose an objection which 
gives a contrary but, as you argue, a more probable view of 
it: this increase of probability may consist either in the 
different time assigned, or in different circumstances of the 
case: if you can make out that there is more analogy in the 
ordinary course of events for your account of the case in 
respect of the time and circumstances of it, your account is 
more probable than that of the accuser, and your argument 
prevails. This use of ‘the time,’ is illustrated by the ex- 
amples given in II. 23. 6., ‘the topic of time.’ [This seems to me 
to be the only way of bringing the two particulars in which 
the increase of probability of the évoracis may be effected 
into conformity with the preceding description of the mode 
in which it is to be done, évdéyerar toravtny evar: which is, 
to make it uaddov ws él rd rodv, “more general, more in 
accordance with the usual course of events, or in accordance 

with a greater number of cases of a similar kind.” Victorius 
understands the words 4 ypovy 7 Tols 1rpaypacw, a tempore, 
cum crebro; a rebus, cum plurima ita fiunt, which can mean no 
more than from the frequency of similar cases, and from the 
frequency of similar cases. And not only does this interpreta- 
tion do away with the distinction between the two modes, but 
also it would seem that 7@ ypov@ can hardly signify ‘crebro,’ 
which would rather be expressed by r@ wéc or 7@ apiOue. 
Portus, quoted by Gaisf. in Not. Var., explains them thus; to 

take account of (1) times and (2) circumstances: r@ ypdve ut 
supra de Helena, Quicquid pater liberis concedit, id liberis 
facere licet; at non semper, sed dum ejus in potestate sunt. 
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Tous mpaypactw, ut, Decet filium persequi injurias patris; sed 
in alienis personis, non in matre: et jure potius quam Vi. 
But I cannot see how either of these could be said to increase 
the probability of an objection, which is what the context 
requires.] §§ 8—11. 

‘Signs’, and enthymemes founded upon signs, are always 
liable to refutation, even though they be real and genuine, as 
was observed at the beginning of this work (1. 2. 18.); be- 
cause no argument from a sign can ever be put in the form 
of a regular demonstrative syllogism—it wants the universal 
major—which is shown in the Analytics. (Anal. Pr. 11. 27). 

The mode of refuting examples is the same as that 
which is employed against probabilities. If we have a con- 
trary instance to produce which does not conform to the rule 
laid down by our opponent, the refutation must be directed 
against the necessity of the opponent’s proposition; and simi- 
larly if we have several analogous instances to the contrary, 

or the same thing occurring several times: but if the number 
and frequency of the similar cases, the superiority of proba- 
bility, be on the side of the opponent, we are reduced to con- 
tend, either that the example cited on the other side is not a 
case in point, does not prove the general rule, or that the 
thing can’t be done in the same way (ovy duolws Vict.), or 
that there is some difference or other between the case which 
the opponent desires to establish and that which he takes for 
his example. §§ 12, 13. 

Enthymemes arising from texpnpva are the only rhetorical 
arguments that are incapable of refutation. The oneta can 
always be refuted because they cannot be thrown into the 
form of a regular syllogism: but the rexpnpea can; and there- 
fore they are not refutable on this ground at least. This is 
plain from the Analytics (IL 27. Compare Rhet. 1. 2. §§ 16, 
17,18). In this case it only remains to us to show that 
the texpuypiov is imaginary, has no real existence, or is no 
real rexpnpiov. If both can be proved, that it does exist, is 

real, and is a rexpnpsov, then indeed it is absolutely irrefu- 
18—2 
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table. For when once a thing is demonstrated its truth be- 
comes clear and indisputable. § 14. 

Ch. 26. This short chapter is added as an appendix to 
the preceding analyses, and contains two statements, probably 
meant to correct certain erroneous opinions or classifications 
of one or more preceding writers upon Rhetoric. The opi- 
nions controverted are not found at all events in the Rhet. 
ad Alex. 

First of adfery and pecovv, amplification and deprecia- 
tion’, We have been already told in c. 18. that this is one of 
the xotvot ré7rot, loci communissimi, applicable aravray trav 
Abyov, to every kind of speech, and to every eldos or special 
topic, in all the three branches of rhetoric. It is therefore 
not a mere térros evOupnuaros. Avféew and peoby are of 
much wider application than a térros évOupnuaros. They are 
in fact évOupnpara themselves; specially applicable to one 
particular class of subjects, the great and small, and em- 
ployed, chiefly in the epideictic branch (comp. 1. 9. 40.), in 
showing that things are or are not important or distinguished 
or valuable; just as there are classes of arguments, including 

many Torrot, to prove that things are good or bad, just or un- 
just, and the like. 

Secondly, § 3., there is no difference in kind between 

demonstrative or constructive and refutative or destructive 
enthymemes in rhetoric. In the latter, you either demonstrate 
by a counter-syllogism (avticvAroyifopevos) that your adver- 
sarys conclusion is false; or you meet and overthrow his 
argument by an évoracis; which is no syllogism or enthy- 
meme at all, and therefore does not constitute a different 
kind of enthymeme. 

1 The Latin equivalents of these 5. Orat. § 125. 127. The Rhet. ad 
terms are, exaggerare, augere, tollere, Alex. has rarewoiy and raredrwors in 

amplificare on the one band, extenuare, _the place of pecofy and pelwors. ©. 18, 

abjicere, minuere, on the other. Quint. 2. et passim. 
vil. 3. 40. Cic. de Orat. 111. 26. 104, 



BOOK III. 

Ch. 1. So far we have been occupied with the materials 
of rhetoric ; the different kinds of arguments suitable to each 
of its three branches have been distinguished and set forth 
in detail, together with the sources from which they are 
derived : the sources of proof being three, either direct, by 
actual demonstration, or indirect’ by the assumption of a 

certain character by the speaker himself, or by stirring up 
certain emotions in the audience; and of the first of these 

the several species have been analysed, rrapadelypara, yvapas, 
évOuynnuara, &c., and the modes of answering them, Avcess, 

pointed out. §1, and 1. 26.5. This concludes the treatment 
of inventio: there remain és, elocutio, including v7rd- 
Kptots pronuntiatio and actio, and rafts dispositio, on which 
Aristotle now enters*. And first of Xé£s, or ‘style’, which is 
here made to include ‘delivery’. ‘For it is not enough to 
know what to say, we must also know how to say it:’ and 
this necessity arises from a defect of the art of rhetoric on 
the one hand, and of the audience on the other: for if rhe- 

toric were a science like geometry (§ 6), nothing but per- 
spicuity would be required ; and if the audience were what 
they ought to be and attended only to the proofs adduced, 
all graces of style, as all appeals to the passions, (1. 1. 3—10) 
would be out of place: all that the orator in such a case 
should aim at, would be a colourless medium, to speak so as 
to give neither pleasure nor offence. (§ 5) Aristotle begins 
his treatise on style with a few remarks upon the second and 
subordinate division of it, viz. Umrdxpicts or delivery. This 
subject, with the exception of a few notices by Thrasymachus 

1 Comp. 1. 1. 4. 08 wepl ro0 wpd- Aristotle’s predecessors had mainly 
yuarts éoriv, ANNO wpds roy Sixacriy. dwelt, rd fiw rol wpdyparos rexvo- 

% These, together with the appeals Acyoiow 1. 1.9. Cic. Orat. § 43, re- 
to the feelings, which entered into duces the partes rhetorice to three, 

the treatment of the parts of the as Aristotle; quid dicat, quo quidque 
speech, were the subjects on which loco, quomodo. 
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in his éAeot, had been as yet unattempted (§ 3 and 5) by 
writers upon rhetoric; and it is in fact more independent of 
art, more the gift of nature, than the other branches of Nékes 
(§ 7); and also might seem beneath the dignity of serious 
philosophical inquiry, doprixov, § 5. The management of 
the face, mouth, arms, and body, which are included by the 
Latin Rhetoricians, Cicero and Quintilian, under the head of 

actio, are unnoticed by Aristotle, and only the regulation of 
the voice, as regards volume, pitch or accent, and time or 
measure, which vary according to the emotion that is to be 
represented, is touched upon. § 4. vmdxptors is therefore 
confined by Aristotle to ‘declamation’, and is classed with 
that of tragic actors and rhapsodists, § 3. Passing on to the 
consideration of style in its ordinary acceptation of ‘the 
choice and arrangement of words and the composition of 
these in sentences’, he proceeds to say, that mere style, as 
distinguished from thought and matter on the one hand, and 
from delivery, declamation and action, pronuntiatio, on the 

other—as it is found for example in speeches which are in- 
tended to be read’, and not delivered in a court of law or 

public assembly, of ypadomevor AXGyor, such as those of Isocrates 
who is probably here referred to—deserves to be cultivated 
on its own account’ as a means of securing the prizes (a@Aa), 
of applause and public favour. § 7. But the treatment of 
style must be limited by the subject before us. It is true 
that the cultivation of style originated with the poets, be- 
cause their business is imitation; and words and the voice 

itself are the chief instruments of such imitation; and also 

that the earlier rhetoricians of the school of Gorgias, finding 
from the example of some poets that a reputation might be 
gained by mere sound without sense, copied them, and adopt- 
ed a style approaching to poetry in its language and artificial 
combinations: but this is vicious: and that it is so, we may 

1h émidecctexh Aétis ypagixwrdry direct effect upon proof; dcagépes ydp 

1.12. 5. Quint. 111. 8. 63. re wpds 7d SnArAGoar wel 7 wel Aéyew. 
2 That is, independently of its in- $6. 
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learn from the example of the poets themselves: for the tra- 
gedians have by this time abandoned their peculiar language 
and measure, and employ a diction and a metre conforming as 
nearly as possible to the ordinary language of common life’. 
It is plain therefore that we are not required here to enter 
into the niceties of poetical language and composition—TZhat 
is properly reserved for the Poetics. §§ 8—10. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON STYLE. 

The chapters on Aé€£is, on the virtues of style, are from 
2—12 inclusive. This part of the subject is implicitly di- 
vided into two® parts; the treatment of single words, cc. 2—4, 

and the combination of them in sentences; to the end that 

the style be pure, grammatically correct, lucid, ornate or 
dignified, harmonious or rhythmical, lively, pointed and im- 
pressive, and adapted to the subject in hand. cc. 5—12. Some 
writers on Rhetoric refer the aperad Xéfews, the various ex- 
cellences of style, to four heads; and these are all found in 
Aristotle, though the division is not accurately made, nor the 

order regularly followed. These four are purity, perspicuity, 
ornament, and propriety’. This division, already current, 

1 This was especially the case with 
writers like Aristotle’s contemporary 

and pupil Theodectes, who was both 
rhetorician and dramatic author ; and 

the writers of the middle and new 

Comedy. 
2 These two divisions are not kept 

very carefully distinct ; see for exam- 

ple, c. 5 § 3, 4 
2 On Purity, see Campbell Phil. 

of Rhet. Bk. 1 o. 3. init. It implies 
three things, that the words be En- 

glish: that the construction and ar- 

rangement of them be conformable to 

the English idiom: and that the words 
and phrases be used in that sense 

which custom has affixed to them. 
The opposite errors, are barbarism, 
solecism, and impropriety. Quint. de- 

prehendat qua# barbara, que impro- 

pria, quz contra legem loquendi com- 
posita. Treated by this author as a 
branch of grammar. L §. VIII. 1. (but 
not exclusively.) Aristotle’s definition 

of solcecism seems to be the same, 

from the examples of it in Top. 1x. 
173. b. 17 seq. It is=SapBapifes, Ib. 

165. b. 20. Purity is the foundation 
of style, solum quidem, et quasi fun- 
damentum oratoris vides locutionem 

emendatam et Latinam, Cic. de Clar. 

Or. LXXIV. 258.: what this implies 
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(Cic. de Or. 1. 82. 144.) is adopted by Cicero de Oratore, III. 
cc. 10O—55. See § 37. Purity, Latine loqui, is treated in 

§§ 38—47. Compare Orat. xxi. 79. Perspicuity, sermo 
dilucidus, plane dicere, in §§ 48—50. Ornament, ornate 

dicere, the ornaments, figures, and numbers or rhythm, of 
speech, in §§ 52—207. And Propriety, aptum, quid maxime 
deceat in oratione §§ 208—212. The same division is follow- 
ed by Quintilian L 5.1. and vu. cc. 1. 2. 3. seq. to the end of 
IX.; except that he does not place the last under a distinct 
head, but includes it under ornatus. Propriety must regulate 
the choice of ornament in making a speech attractive, as it 
does that of topics in confirming an argument. It is in the 
use of this last that the true virtue of rhetoric consists: to 
speak with purity and perspicuity, is rather to avoid faults 
than to attain excellence, vil. 3. 1.; and in this therefore 

propriety may be most signally shown. These four qualities 
of style are implicitly recognised by Aristotle in the two first 
sections of this chapter, purity being first perhaps implied 
in oagpnvera, and afterwards expressly stated in c. 5. § 1, 
“EAAnvifey: and in that chapter purity and perspicuity are 
discussed in conjunction. Propriety is directly mentioned and 
afterwards enlarged upon in cc. 7. and 12.: and the orna- 
mental character, at least in the choice of words, expressed 
by the terms pa) rarewny adda Kexoopnpévny, 76 eEadra€at, 
cepvorépay, and £éynv tyv SudAextov: compare rd fevixoy in 

§ 6, and Poet. xxII. 3. ceuv7 Se xal...... wapa TO Kupiov. The 
examination and criticism of the different kinds of orna- 
ments of style occupy the remaining chapters, with the ex- 

gee in de Orat. mi. 11. 40, 41. Comp. 

L §. 1. 
few. (Puritas) Latine atque emen- 

date loqui. Quint. vVIIL 1. 2. to avoid 
barbarisms, to observe the rules of 

grammar, &c. (Perspicuitas) propria 

verba, rectus ordo, non in longum 
dilata conclusio; nihil neque desit, 

neque superfluat. Id. vim. 2. 23. What 

dpxh rHs Adfews 7d ‘EAApl- 

this includes is summed up by Cic. de 

Orat. 11. 13. 49. Lastly, Orat. xx1ir. 

79. Sermo purus erit et Latinus ; dilu- 

cide planeque dicetur; quid deceat 

(propriety) circumspicietur; unum 

aberit, quod quartum numerat Theo- 

phrastus in orationis laudibus, orna- 
tum illud, suave et affluens. 
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ception of 5 and 7, from 2 to 11 inclusive; c. 12 belongs to 
the head of propriety. 

Campbell in his Phil. of Rhet. Bk. 11. ch. 5. says. “ Besides 
purity, which is a quality entirely grammatical, the five sim- 
ple and original qualitics of style, considered as an object of 
the understanding, the imagination, the passions, and the 

ear, are, perspicuity, vivacity, elegance, animation, and music.” 
The four last would be included by the Latin Rhetoricians 
under ornatus. “By vivacity” he says Ibid. p. 3. “resem- 
blance is attained; by elegance dignity of manner.” Pro- 
priety is omitted apparently as inseparable from all the six 
qualities, and not independently attainable—as it certainly 
may appear in them all. Perhaps for this reason the triple 
division is more philosophically exact. 

According to the auctor ad Heren. Iv. 12 the virtucs and 
graces of style may be classed under three heads. 1. Elc- 
gantia, which includes purity and perspicuity; qua facit ut 
unumquodque pure et aperte dici videatur: distribuitur in 
latinitatem et explanationem. Sce the rest of § 17. in which 
Latinitas, and the vices of style which it avoids, soloecismus 
and barbarismus (all this being a part of grammar) and 
explanatio, quz reddit apertam et dilucidam orationcm, are 

defined. 2. compositio, que facit omnes partes orationis 
sequabiliter perpolitas; regulates the composition, construc- 
tion, collocation, of words and sentences so as to avoid all 

harshness and inelegance (to the ear) arising from a vicious 
arrangement of words, as hiatus, alliteration, repctition of 

the same word, of the same termination, hyperbaton, and 
clauses too long to be conveniently pronounced in a breath. 
3. dignitas, quze reddit ornatam orationem, varictate dis- 
tinguens. In this classification the contents of (2) may 

otherwise be distributed over perspicuity and ornament; the 
excellences implied in the avoidance of the two last of the 
six faults named being reducible to the head of perspicuity, 

and the four others falling under that of ornament. 
Hermogenes, 7. ideav top. a c. 1. (vol. I. pp. 268, 274, 

Spengel.) adopts a sevenfold division. cadjvew, péyeBos, 
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KadXos, yopyorns, 700s, ddAnOeca, Seworns. Most of these are 
again subdivided. Purity is altogether omitted: cadnvea 
includes perspicuity, and the rest may be referred to the 
third of Quintilian’s divisions. 

Diogenes Laert. Zenon. v1. 59. aperal 5é Aoyou etal révre, 
‘EAAnvicpcs, cadivea, cuvropia, wpérov, Katacxevn. In 
this list, which agrees with that of Cicero with the addition 
of cuvtopia, conciseness, this latter quality is defined, ré£ts 

QUTa TA avayKaia TEepixovoa pcs Sndwow Tod TpaypaTos : 
mpétrov, NEEtS OlKELa TH Irpaypate: and xataoxKeun (apparatus, 
furniture, ornament), A€Eis exmrepuyvia tov idwwriopoy (com- 
mon, everyday language); and therefore corresponds pre- 
cisely with Aristotle’s Eerexov, and Févn réE«s. 

The observations upon style in the Rhet. ad Alex. are 
contained in cc. 23—29. They are slight, scanty, and frag- 
mentary. They include precepts and remarks upon the kinds 
of words, the composition of words, rules for attaining per- 
spicuity of style, amongst which are some elementary gram- 
matical notices c. 26, and explanation and illustration of the 

rhetorical figures avriMeots, mapiowots, Tapopolwots, invented 
by Gorgias, and the prominent characteristic of his compo- 
sitions and those of his followers of the ‘Sicilian’ school. 
From these Isocrates derived them, to whose school the au- 

thor of this treatise plainly belongs. 
Ch. 2. The first virtue of style, says Aristotle, is per- 

spicuity, cap elvac: for as the office of language is to 
express our meaning, if this be obscure it fails to do so, and 

does not fulfil its proper function. Next, it must be neither 
too low mean creeping degraded, nor stilted pompous extra- 
vagant, but appropriate to the subject. Of the various kinds 
of words, into which cvozata and pnuara’ (nouns, adjectives, 
and verbs, Poet. xx. 8, 9) may be divided, viz. xupta’, yAdr- 

1 dyéuara and piyara, see Appen- is therefore opposed to all the other 
dix A. to Bk. 111. kinds of words; to all figurative, fo- 

2 xtépcoy (Svoua) is the ‘proper’ word, _ reign, archaic, or in any way ‘uncom- 
by which any object is designated, and mon’, It is therefore distinguished 

commonly employed to express it. It from y\drra: and the rest, not only 
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Tat, weTabopat, Koo pol, TreTOMpéva, ETExTeTaLkva, UPypnuéva, 
éf&n\Xaypéva (common, foreign, metaphorical, ornamental, 
[embellishments, ornamental epithets I think, which are 
otherwise omitted], invented, extended, contracted, altered. 

Twining.) Poet. c. XxI, the first sort only conduce to per- 
spicuity ; all the rest may be employed to add dignity grace 
and ornament to language, and divest it of its mean every- 
day commonplace character. To alter or vary language, 
éfadda£at, in this way invests it with a higher dignity; for 
we feel towards language just as we feel towards men; 
‘familiarity breeds contempt’ for the words we are constantly 

here, but also in the enumeration of 

Poet. c. XXI., where the two are thus 

defined ; A¢éyw 32 xiproy per S xpdrrac 

Exaoro, yAdrray 8¢ @ Erepax. On the 
different varieties of nomina propria, 
see Quintilian, VIII. 2. 1—11. To xv- 

poy is opposed tévoy or fenxdy, any 
term that is not ‘proper’ and ‘usual’, 
any foreign or strange word, that 

strikes one as singular and unusual. 
Diodorus Siculus, xiI. 53. applies the 

phrase ‘rd tEdngow ris A\dtews to the 

affected exaggerated style of Gorgias 
and its ‘foreign’ ornaments. See 
Whately Rhet. ch. m1. § 1. Words, 

as regards their use in writing or 
style, are in the Poetics, XxI. 4, some- 

what arbitrarily divided into seven 

classes ; the xvUpia, and six kinds of 

ééva or extra-ordinary. Of the logical 
or grammatical division adopted by 

Aristotle I have spoken in the Ap- 
pendix A. to this book. I will add 

some other divisions of the Latin 

Rhetoricians, Cicero and Quiutilian. 

The passages will illustrate some of 
Aristotle’s technicalities. 

First, Cicero, de Orat. II. 37. 149. 

Ergo utemur verbis aut iis qu pro- 

pria (xupia) sunt, et certa quasi voca- 

bula rerum, peene una nata cum rebus 
ipsis; aut iis que transferuntur (uera- 
gopd, verba tralata,) et quasi alieno 

in loco collocantur; aut iis que nova- 

mous, et facimus ipsi. Here there are 
only three classes; words ‘proper’, 
metaphors, and a third novel, which 

we make ourselves (Aristotle's rerocn- 

pévat) ; and probably also meant to in- 
clude those which we tntroduce our- 

selves, the yAwrra: and éy)\\aypuéva. 

Again, de Or. 111. 38.152, tria sunt igi- 

tur in verbo simplice que orator adfe- 
rat ad illustrandum atque exornandam 
orationem [here the xipra are omitted, 

and only the ornamental words classi- 
fied.]; aut inusitatum verbum (yAwr- 

ray), aut novatum (reronudvor), aut 

translatum (ueragopdy). Orat. xxiv. 

80. propria et usitata; aliena; vide- 

licet, translatum, factam aliunde ut 

mutuo, aut factum ab ipso, aut novum 

et priscum et inusitatum. Verba sin- 
guia, may be divided, according to 
Quintilian, I. §. 3, into, nostra aut 

peregrina ; aut simplicia aut oomposi- 

ta; aut propria aut translata; aut 

usitata aut ficta. And in VIII. 3. 24. 

he gives three divisions, propria, ficta, 

translata. 
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meeting in everyday intercourse, whilst ‘strangers’ assume 
a higher importance and interest and dignity in our eyes. 
Hence we are to aim at a ‘strange’ ie. unusual, not familiar, 
novel, out of the common way, diction, Eévny crovety ryy dsa- 
ANextov; people admire strangers whom they don’t see every 
day, and “admiration” (76 Gavpacroy, ‘the marvellous’, any- 
thing that excites our curiosity,) is agreeable. But this source 
of interest is to be used much more sparingly in prose than 
in poetry ; because in the latter the subject and the charac- 
ters being further removed from everyday life can be more 
appropriately clothed in corresponding language. However 
even in poetry, a fortiori in prose’, the language must be 
accommodated to the subject, and raised or lowered in ac- 
cordance with it. But this being the case (é:0), admitting 
as we must the necessity of this from the attention that 
ornament necessarily attracts, we must be particularly care- 
ful to avoid all appearance of art and elaborate study in the 
choice and composition of language, because this always 
arouses the suspicions of an audience, and the manifest arti- 
fice makes them apprehend deceit*. Of this natural style 

1 dy robras in prose. Vict. In this 
case xal signifies ‘also’, and nothing 
more; ‘in prose as in poetry’. But I 
think the sense is better and more in 
accordance with the general argument 
of the passage, if we understand rov- 
ras of the preceding viz. poetry; and 

then «al is ‘even’, and the argument 
a fortiori. Poetry from the elevation 
of its subject admits of a good deal 
of exaggeration in language, but even 
in poetry the language must be adapt- 

ed to the subject.—et tragicus plerum- 

que dolet sermone pedestri—the use 
of fine language by a slave or a child, 

or on a mean and trifling subject is 

ridiculous: “but even here (in what 

we were just speaking of, poetry) there 

is a propriety which consists in a 

lowering or elevation of the tone ac- 

cording to circumstances: and if this 
be true eren of poetry where a more 

lofty tone is allowed, what must be 
the case with rhetoric and its prose?” 

2 twédate. The odré may either 

signify ‘underneath,’ as a guide or 
rule to follow; the metaphor taken 

from the tracing of lines underneath 
by a writing master for the pupil to 
follow or write over; see Protag. 326. 
D. broypdyarres Ty ypagid, and xara 

rh» Udiyynow rw ypauusy, which ex- 

plains the metaphor. There is a large 
family of compounds with dé in this 
sense, of which vdiryeicGa is the one 

that moet frequently oocurs: the enu- 
meration of them I must reserve for a 

more appropriate place. vredecrirat 
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in which art has concealed art Euripides gave the earliest 
specimens’ ; some of his best effects are produced not by the 
employment of forced metaphors and bombastic stilted phra- 
seology, yAdrrat, SirAa ovéuara, and such like, but by care- 

ful selection of words out of the common language of the 

itself is used by Herodotus, 1. 189, 

and Xenophon, (Koon. x1. 18, in this 

sense. Otherwise, the uwé may ex- 

press the under tone; the primary no- 

tion, which is extended to convey the 

idea of faintness, softness, feeblences, 

and hence a low or slight degree of 

anything. In this case drédete will 

mean, as I have rendered it, ‘gave us 

a glimpee, or hint, or specimen’: and 

eo Iscor. Paneg. § 93, Uredalvero. 

Thue. I. 77. 5. 

1 In illustrating the ‘concealment 

of art’ by Euripides’ writings, Aristotle 

is of course referring to the poet's 

ordinary and better style, which was 

celebrated for its easy simplicity and 

terse neatness, 7d orpiyyudoy, Arist. 

Zen. Karad. Fragm. 397. Dind. [See 

Thirlwall, Hist. of Greece, oc. XXXII. 

Vol. 1v. p. 262. Ed. 1. and Miiller, 

Hist. Gr. Lit. xxv. 7.]; for there are 

occasional affectations and singularities 

especially in the later plays, which 

Aristophanes has criticised and paro- 

died in the Frogs. Archimelus, the 

author of the Epigram on the difficulty 

of imitating Euripides, Anthol. 11. 64. 
seems to have more than agreed with 

Aristotle as to the amount of art em- 
ployed by the poet in disguising the 
pains and labour that the construc- 

tion of his sentences had cost him: 

he says of his style, 

Aely wey ydp lSeiy xal éwlxporos (smooth 

as a beaten road): ef 3¢ ms adrhy 

elgBalver, xahero8 rpnyurépy oxb- 
Aowos. 

Of the care which the orators bestow- 
ed on disguising their art, on effacing 
as much as possible all marks of study 
and premeditation from their speeches, 
there are some curious examples in 

Isocrates’ wepi dyri8. §§ 140, 159, 310, 

320. Though this speech, as the au- 
thor tells us himeelf at the beginning 
of it, was not only a written composi- 
tion, but never even intended for any 
thing but to be read, yet, in order to 
give the appearance of reality to the 
defence of his character and studies, 

supposed to be delivered in a court of 
law in answer to a charge brought by 
one Lysimachus—of which the main 
bulk of the entire work consiste—he 
introduces passages, such as those al- 
ready referred to, of which the only 
meaning and intention is to suggest 
the notion of an extemporaneous ha- 

rangue. It afterwards became a re- 
cognised convention in the orator’s 
practice, and was introduced even in 
speeches actually delivered in the as- 
semblies and law courts: it seems to 
have been thought that without the 
use of such artifices the impression of 
vraisemblance or reality would not be 
produced. Even Demosthenes and 
Cicero condescended to have recourse 
to them; the former in the speech 
against Meidias, written but never 

delivered ; the latter, under the same 

circumstances, in his second Philippic. 
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day, which are combined so as to produce a pleasing and 
poetical character. § 5. 

Of the several kinds of words, already mentioned, most, 

as foreign and archaic, double or compound and ‘invented’ 
(manufactured by the author for the occasion) words are to 
be rarely and sparingly employed in prose, for the reason 
before mentioned (i.e. that they make prose stilted and 
unnatural, being most frequently above the dignity of the 
subject)—the only kinds suitable to prose are the common, 

familiar (or appropriate, proper) terms and metaphors—the 
proof of this being that these and these alone occur in com- 
mon conversation. If the orator confines himself to these, 

his style may be novel and ornamental, yet without forcing 
itself unduly upon the attention, and perspicuous. And 
these are the excellences of style. Of two other kinds of 
terms homonyms and synonyms, (see the Categ. init.) the 
former are of service to the sophist in passing off his fallacies, 
the latter (such as zropeverOar and Badifey) to the poet. 

The rest of this Chapter is occupied with directions for 
the invention and use of metaphors, the most striking and 
important and generally useful ornament of speech. This 
subject may be more conveniently reserved for an Appendix. 
See Appendix B to Bk. 11. 

Ch. 3. From the virtues or excellences, we pass on in 
this chapter to the defects, of style. Faults of taste, rd 
suypda, yuyporns, are exhibited in the use of compound 
words; of words archaic and foreign, or so obscure from 
their rarity as to require interpretation; of epithets, or or- 
namental and descriptive additions; and last but not least, of 
metaphors. These are all illustrated in detail, chiefly from 
the vicious compositions of Gorgias and his follower Alcida- 
mas. The subject of metaphor is separately treated in 
Appendix B, at the end of this book: of the three remain- 
ing we will now say something. 

On yuypor in general, see Demetrius, 7. épyny. § 114— 
127. Vol. 11. pp. 287—290 (Rhet. Gr. Spengel.). Accord- 
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ing to him it is the vice akin to, that is, the abuse or excess 

of peyadorpérrera ; and is defined by Theophrastus, 7d vaép- 
Baddov tiv oixelay atrayyeXiay; an inflated, stilted, bom- 
bastic, turgid phraseology, “which goes beyond the proper 
style of narrative.” In Xenophon also, Symp. v1. 7, the term 
is applied to an expression a little too lofty for common con- 
versation, for which Socrates apologises. In § 119, Demetrius 
compares it to adalovela; xal xaOdrov croiov ti dorw 7 
aralovela, rovovTov Kat 4 Wuyporns’ 6 Te yap adatdy Ta m7) 
mpocdvTa avT@ avyel Suws ws mpocovta, 6 Te piKpois Tpd- 
ypact mepiBadrrwv Gyxov, Kal avros ev pixpots aratovevopévy 
éovxe. In § 116, Aristotle’s fourfold division of Wuypa is 
quoted from this chapter. In Latin yuyporns is represented 
by frigidum et insulsum. (Cicero and Quintilian). The 
origin of the metaphor appears in Quintilian, 11. 4. 29; fasti- 
dium movere velut frigidi et repositi cibi; words and phrases 
that have lost all their savour, and become cold and insipid, 

“flat, stale, and unprofitable”. And likewise in Demosthe- 

nes, c. Mid. p. 551, 13. éwAa wal Wvuypa ‘stale and cold’; of 
crimes that by this time have lost all their interest; and 
opposed to wpoodaros, ‘fresh’. A specimen of inflated phra- 
seology, arising from the misuse of verba nova, prisca, duriter 
aliunde translata (harsh metaphors), graviora quam res pos- 
tulat, is given by the Auct. ad Heren. rv. 10. 15. 

Sima ovepara, supr. c. 2.5; Poet. xxi. 1, 2, where they 

are defined. They are compound words, [a7rAa is not con- 
fined to words of one syllable, Grafenhan ad loc.] which may 
have either one member significant and the other not, or 
both significant. All the examples given in this chapter, 
probably with the exception of xatevopxncavras—a preposi- 
tion being a avvdecpos is a dw) Gonos, Poet. XX. 6.—are of 
the latter sort. The former means a compound word of 
which one of the elements has no independent signification, 
such as prepositions ; if adverbs are ovduara (See Append. A 
to Bk. 11. not. 1.) words compounded with them must belong 
to the second class, Most of the examples quoted being 
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compounded with adjectives fall also under the second class. 
By Quintilian, vi. 3. 43, they are called duplicia verba, a 

phrase borrowed from Cicero, Orat. Part. c. 6, where the form 
is duplicata. On the frequent employment of these in 

dithyramb, see Philoxenus ap. Athen. XIV. 642. B.; and the 
note on Rhet. 111. 2. 3. ypnotswrarn 4 Serdh réEts Tots SuOu- 
papBorrotois. 

yNe@TTas are, according to the definition Poet. xxI. 6. 
foreign words’, in a particular sense; such as ciyuvoy, a 
Cyprian term for a kind of dart; Plut. de Aud. Poet. c. 5. 
Also words ‘obsolete’ and ‘archaic,’ Dion. de comp. verb. c. 3. 
p. 15. (Reiske.), where they are distinguished from £éva: 
Galen. Interpr. gloss. Hippocr. (ap. Grafenhan ad Poet. l.c), 
dca toivuy Trav ovopatwy év pev Trois Tradat Hv cuvnOn, vuvi Se 
ouxérs éoti, Ta ev To1adta yAwooas Kadovcr. Eustath. ap. 
eund. interprets it, avrefevwuévnv Siddexrov: of this the two 
words put into the mouth of Gorgias, (Plato, Gorg. 450. B,) 
KUpwots and yerpoupynua, are examples: the Scholiast re- 
marks upon them, y. xat x. ov« elpnrar at dé AéEers T'opyiov 
éyyapior Acovrivos yap jv. On voces inusitate, Cic. de Orat. 
WI, XXXVI. 153. Quintilian, 1. 1. 35, interpretationem lin- 
gus secretioris, quas Greci yAdooas voeant. Ib. 1. 8. 15, 
glossemata, id est voces minus usitatas. Putting all this 
together, it appears that the term yAe@rraz includes all words 
that are so unusual, obscure, and little known, either from 

their being seldom employed, or because they have become 
obsolete, or belong to a foreign language or dialect, as to 

require a ‘glossary’, or explanation*, All the examples in 

1 This special application of the 
word -yAwrra may help to throw light 
upon the disputed question as to the 

meaning of yAwocas or yAWwooy da- 

deity in Acts ii. 4. and the first Epistle 

to the Corinthians. There seems to 

be little doubt that it must mean in 

both, ‘speaking in a foreign language, 

or foreign languages’. See Alford on 

Aets ii. 4. and Ep. 1. to the Corinth. 
xiii. 1. 

2 al pev ofy yNdrra: dyrwres. Rhet. 
III. 10. 2. Another reason for avoid- 
ing the employment of obsolete and 
little used words is given by Quinti- 

lian, VIII. 2. 12. It is that from their 

obscurity they carry with them the 
appearance of pedantry and affecta- 
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this chapter are of obsolete words, found only in the earlier 
poets. On verba inusitata as an element of yuypérns, com- 
pare Cesar’s maxim, in Aul. Gell. 1 10; quod a Gaio Cesare 
in primo de analogia libro scriptum est, habe semper in 
memoria et in pectore, ut tanquam scopulum sic fugias in- 
auditum atque insolens verbum. Grafenhan, Gesch. der Philol. 

I. 187. in treating of this subject, points out how particular 
attention was directed to these yAwrra by the teachers who 
instructed children in Homer. These drew up lists of obso- 
lete words occurring in his text, with explanations (hence 
‘ glosses’, ‘ glossary’) for the use of their pupils. Being con- 
tradistinguished from dyézata xvpia, Poet. XX1, words be- 
longing to the dialect in use at the time, they include also 
‘provincialisms’, dialectical varieties (such as the word cited 
in illustration by Aristotle in the text,) and may thus be 
distinguished from ‘barbarisms’, or terms of a foreign lan- 
guage, £evrxa, €Ovixd ovopata. See also Ernesti, Lex. Techn. 
Greec. 8.v. 

érl@era from the examples here given (there are two 
more c. 2. § 14.) are not confined to what we now understand 
by ‘epithets’, single adjectives; but include any ornamental 
or descriptive addition to an dvoya xvptov. Quintilian de- 

scribes them, VIII. 3. 43, as ad nomen adjuncta (from Cicero, 

Orat. Part. c. 6.), comp. VIII. 6. 29, where Tydides, Pelides, 

are epitheta. In vu. 6. 40. they are called apposita: a non- 

nullis ‘sequens’ dicitur. Comp. Ib. § 43, where ille qui Nu- 

tion. Obscuritas fit etiam verbis ab known passage, Sat. 1. 77. 
usu remotis; ut si commentarios quis 

pontifioum, et vetustissima foedera, et Sunt quos Pacuvius et verrucosa 

eas moretur 

exoletos scrutatus auctores, id ipsum =a tions serumnis oor luctificabile 
petat ex his qum inde contraxerit, quod fulta.. 
non intelliguntur. Hinc enim aliqui 

formam eruditionis affectant, ut que- Well translated by Gifford, 
dam soli ecire videantur. He pro- 

ceeds to include technical terms of art, Where in quaint tropes Antiopa is 

“e inlects cal sa local PO ene To—prop her dolorifick heart with 
phraseology. e use 0 aism teen. 

is illustrated by Persius in a well 

19 
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mantiam et Carthaginem evertit, is an ‘epithet’ of Scipio. 
See Ernesti, Lex. Techn. Grec. s.v. 

Ch. 4. From the consideration of metaphors in c. 2., and 
their abuse c. 3., we proceed to that of the simile, ecxay, 

which is a kind of metaphor with the addition of the particle 
of comparison; comp. UL 10.3. A simile is in fact an ex- 
panded metaphor ; as a metaphor is a contracted simile Cic. 
de Oratore 111 39. 157.; or a resemblance expressed in a 
single word. Quint. vil. 6. 8, 9. In totum autem meta- 
phora brevior est similitudo; eoque distat quod illa compara- 
tur rei quam volumus exprimere, hec pro tpsa re dicitur. 
Comparatio est cum dico fecisse quid hominem, ut leonem ; 
translatio cum dico de homine, leo est. In consequence of 
this distinction, metaphor, translatio, is treated by the Auct. 

ad Heren. Iv. 34. 45, under verborum exornatio; similitudo, 

simile, tv. 45. 59, under sententiarum exornatio. eixwy, peta- 
dopa mreovafovea. Demetr. 7. épy. 1. 284. (Speng. Rhet. 
Gr.) Similes therefore are to be derived from the same 
sources, and are subject to the same rules as metaphors, § 2; 

but they belong rather to poetry than prose, and even in the 
latter are to be used sparingly. Ib. The two may easily be 
converted the one into the other as occasion requires. A 
metaphor which has been approved can be converted into a 
simile, and similes which have gained a reputation and be- 

come favourites can be employed as metaphors, with the 
explanation or details omitted, (Aoyou Seouevar): a simile is 
a metaphor ‘writ large’ with the details filled in; this is 
rAoyos. § 3. 

The concluding observation upon the use of metaphor, 
§ 4, aed 5¢ Sci—quarny “Apeos, requires some special notice. 
Aristotle here says that “the proportional metaphor”—the 
last of the four kinds of metaphor, Poet. xx1. 7.—‘ must 
always correspond reciprocally (backwards and forwards,) from 
one to the other, and in words under the same genus.” If 

you can with propriety call a goblet ‘Dionysus’ shield’ (it 
stands to Dionysus ‘in the same proportion’ as the shield to 
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Ares, i.e. it is his characteristic appendage, and therefore the 
shield and the goblet both ‘fall under the same genus’, and 
are duoyevn, this genus being ‘the characteristic appendage 
of a deity’; and so the two can be ‘reciprocally transferred’) 
then you can invert the application reciprocally, and call 
the shield Ares’ goblet. This illustration of the ‘propor- 
tional metaphor’, is given again at full length as an exempli- 
fication of this kind of metaphor in Poet. xx1. 12, and also 
more briefly in Rhet. 11.11.11. It certainly seems from 
the terms in which Aristotle refers to it that he approved of 
the metaphor. Tyrwhitt observes, in his note on the pas- 
sage of the Poetics p. 175. (ed. 3. 1806.) that it was not 
received by all with equal favour. We learn from Athenzus, 
X. 433. D. that the author of it was Timotheus the famous 
dithyrambic poet of the 5th and 4th centuries B.c., and the 
great innovator in the dithyrambic style. Antiphanes, the 
contemporary poet of the middle comedy, had made a 
satirical allusion to the metaphor in a passage which Tyr- 
whitt has thus restored from the text of Athenseus, where 
the words are given in a corrupt and mutilated form. 

—jre & npws 6 drdov: 
diarnv “Apews xara Tipobecor 
Evorov re BéXos. 

The metaphor became celebrated, and was imitated by later 

writers ; see Casaubon, Comm. ad Athen. p. 728. 
Another example of the proportional metaphor is given 

by Aristotle in Poet. xx1. 13. “what old age is to life that is 
evening to the day”, and therefore evening and old age are 
umd TO avTd yévos or Guoyevn: the genus being, a waning or 
declining state, close, or latter end. Therefore they can be 
reciprocally transferred: we may call either old age the even- 
ing of life as Empedocles did, Svouas Blov (and Aschylus, 
Agam. 1123. Biouv Suvros avyais, and Plato, Legg. vi. 867. 

nets 5¢ dv Svopais rod Biov), or the evening the old age of 
the day. 

19—2 
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Demetrius zrept épunv. § 79, (Rhet. Gr. 111 280. Speng.) 
has a remark upon these passages of the Rhetoric and 
Poetics, which he evidently refers to though without naming 
them, to qualify the too general principle here laid down. 
The reciprocity is not uniform: ov wdoat pévros avtawobl- 
Sovrat, cozrep ai mpoeipnuévat, (from the ‘resemblance,’ for 
instance, of the general, pilot, and charioteer; that is, that 
they all fall under the same class or genus of ‘guiders’ or 
‘directors,’ so that the one may be substituted for the other; 
we may call the commander ‘pilot of the city’, or the pilot 
‘ruler of the ship’) éel thy vrwpeay pev tas “ldns oda 

eEnv etrety tov rrowyriv, (Homer, I. T. 59., wodes woduwridaxos 
"Idns. B. 824. vrai adda velatov “léns. He also speaks fre- 
quently of the ‘knees’, xvnyol, of Ida.) rév 5¢ rod avOparrou 
adda ovKérs virwperay eirretv. Schrader, not. ad loc, gives 
another instance of non-reciprocity in this kind of metaphor: 
Sparta may be called one of the eyes of Greece, but an 
animal's eye cannot be called a Sparta 

The chapter concludes with the words, 6 péw ovp Adyos 
cuvtiderat ex roi'rwr. This observation which may easily be 
passed over, is significant, and marks a division of the sub- 
ject. Hitherto we have been occupied with single words 
as ornaments of speech, which constitute the component 
elements of discourse. We now proceed to consider the 
requirements of style mainly in reference to construction, 
composition, arrangement of words in sentences, and their 
connexion; under the heads of grammatical’ purity, c 5; 
dignity, « 6: propriety, ¢. 7; rhythmical harmony, c. 8; the 
construction of periods, ¢. 9: liveliness. point and vigour, c 10; 
Vivacity of style, including witticisms, In continuation of the 
same subject. ¢ 11: and propriety in relation to different styles 
respectively suitable to the three genera of Rhetoric, ec 12. 

Ch. a. Acvording!y, we next enter upon the second divi- 
sion of the sulveet \eE.s. the combination namely of words in 
sentenees, and the connexion cf the iatter in harmonious pe- 
rinds | And §rst cf the orlin or fcaundation, apy7,—the first 
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thing to be considered, the basis of all ornamental construction 
and expression, which are subsequent,—of all style, 16 ‘EXAnvi- 

few, ‘EAAnuiopds, Purity; pure emendateque loqui, Vict.; the 
opposite being coronilev. § 7. What is implied in Purity 
has been already pointed out (note on Purity, p. 279.).  Ari- 
stotle distributes its contents under five heads: (1) the use 
of connecting particles and the proper connexion of sentences 
or clauses’: (2) the direct expression of our meaning by the 
simple and appropriate terms; the avoidance of pompous 
or vague periphrases, sua cujusque rei appellatio, Quint. VIII. 
2. 1. proprietas. See the examples given in the two follow- 
ing sections, and compare vill. 6. 59—61, on periphrasis, or 

circumlocutio; and Cicero, de Div. 11. 64, quoted by Schrader: 
(8) the avoiding of ambiguous words and phrases—illus- 
trated by Quintilian, vii. 2.6. Demetr. a. épp. §§ 196—202. 

on perspicuity—unless your object be to mystify or mislead ; 

to disguise a lack of meaning, for instance, or as is the case 
with oracles, and the practice of diviners and soothsayers, 

whose intention is to conceal their meaning. These two last 
rules belong more properly to ‘perspicuity’; and the former 
of them is referred to that head by Quintilian in the passage 
cited. The author of the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 26. 1. combines 
these two precepts in one brief rule, rpdroy pev ody cvopato 
Trois oixelots ovdpacw 6 re ay réyys, Svahevyor to audlBorov. 
(4) the due observance of the genders of nouns, as they were 
distinguished by Protagoras’; and (5) of (grammatical) num- 

2 On obvderpuos, see Appendix C, at 
the end of this bouk. 

9 ds IIpwraydpas ra yévn rar dvo- 
paruy Sinpe, Appeva Kal Ofrea xal 

oxevn. This is commonly supposed 
to be the grammatical classification 
still in use, of masculine, feminine 

and neuter. I have endeavoured to 

show in the Cambridge Phil. Journal, 
No. vit. Vol. 11. p. 48—s0, that this 
is a mistake; the examination of a 

passage of the de Soph. El. o. 14. is 

made to lead to the conclusion, that 

the true interpretation of Protagoras’ 

division is, that it is a classification 

founded not upon a grammatical, but 
upon areal, or natural, basis ; and that 

Appny, OFXus, oxeos, mean, not mascu- 

line, feminine, and neuter, but male, 

female, and inanimate. “Appeva and 64- 

ea would therefore be confined to the 

designation of masculine and feminine 
proper names, and to words denoting 

distinctions of sex in men and animals, 
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ber. § 6. This classification, which is very imperfect, and 
seems to include two distinct and dissimilar things under one 
general head, is reducible to two heads, grammatical correct- 
ness or observance of the laws of language, and especially 
your own language, and perspicuity. 

Again, a composition must be such as to be easily read, 

or, which is much the same, delivered—compare Quintilian, 

vill. 2. 17—,; and herein ao due regard to punctuation is 

required : inattention to this is one of the causes of the ex- 

treme obscurity of Heraclitus’ writings) Compare also De- 
metrius, 7. épu. § 192. 76 88 dovvderov nat Siadedvpévov Sdov 
daadés wav: adyndos yap 4 Exaatov Kwdov apyn Sid THY AoW, 
@omep ta ‘Hpaxdetrou nai yap taita oKotewa tov TO 
wreiotov 7 Avows. and Theon, Progymn. zr. Senynpatos. § 187. 
(11. 82. Rhet. Gr. Spengel.) also Quintilian, vil. 9. 7., who 
exemplifies it’, This precept again belongs to Perspicuity. 
Further, the ‘solecism’ is to be avoided of coupling a word 
with two others which can only with propriety be applied to 

or to any conceptions, as God, to 
which sex could be attributed. oxety 

would include the names of all other 

objects, natural and artificial, real and 

abstract. This last class would com- 
prise many words which grammatical- 

ly are masculine and feminine, that is, 

which have the masculine or feminine 

article ; d xAfjjow Exes Appevos 7 OH eos. 

de Soph. E}.1l.c. This view is con- 

firmed by the use of the term cxefos 
itself; which may stand very well to 

represent inanimate objects—see Plato, 
Soph. 219.4. Gorg. 506. D.—but not 
for grammatical neuters, obSérepa; for 

a large proportion of names of oxedy 

are roasculine or feminine: doxéds, «X- 

yn, Paxatpa, diddy, Kepxls, xdpdoros 

x.7.A. Aristotle's ueratd édyduara, Poet. 

xx1. de Soph. El. ].c.—see 173 b. 32 
—appear to have the same significa- 
tion. Alexander's commentary on the 

latter is entirely in favour of this view. 
Griafenhan, Gesch. der Phil. § 25, Vol. 

I. p. 116, who mistakes the point, 

takes no notice of this. —It is of course 
not meant that Protagoras first dis- 

tinguished male and female, but only 
that he first introduced the distinction 

into the analysis of language. 
1 No reader of Aristotle, who has 

suffered from his inattention to this 

very same essential of perspicuous 
writing, can fail to be amused with 

the naiveté and happy unconscious- 

ness which he here shows in laying 
down a-rule for others which he is 

constantly violating himself; and to 

such ar extent, as to be a source of 

much obscurity in his writings ; and 

in criticising others for a fault of 

which he is perpetually guilty: it is 
indeed a grave case of Satan rebuking 
sin. 



one of them; as when (defy is connected in construction with 

apodoy as well as ypapa, instead of aic@aveoOa:, which is 
common to both’. 

The last precept, which belongs likewise to perspicuity, 
is to avoid peratuAoyia, i.e. the introduction of a number of 
details in the middle of a sentence, to the interruption of 
the construction, and the confusion and annoyance (Theon) 
of the hearers. [I refer here to Theon's Progymnasmata, in 
Speng. Rhet. Gr. Vol. 11. p. 82, 8.] Quintilian calls this inter- 
jectio, Vill. 2.15. He says it is a frequent fault of historians 
and orators, ut medio sermone aliquem inseruit sensum. It 
is in fact ‘ Parenthesis’®, 

Ch. 6. Treats of dyxos, “swelling,” grand, majestic style, 
point or dignity of style, amplitudo, grandis oratio, Vict.* 

1 This form of violation of proprie- 

ty, or of the laws of logic, or of syn- 
tax, which resides in the use of an 

inappropriate combination, is common 
enough in the Tragic poets ; of whom 

£achylus is the chief offender in this 
respect. What shall we say to &’ 
odre purty...6yer, Prom. Vinct. 22. or 

to xrérov Sé50pxa, Theb. 103 and else- 

where? Sophocles is nearly as bad 

with his Sofrov xAvw in the Ajax, 
and dxyw rndedarijs. Philoct. 189. 

Other examples might be cited from 

Euripides and various prose authors— 

but, ecce iterum Crispinus, here we 

catch Aristotle again in flagrant de- 
lict, breaking his own rule; of which 
ebdp0adpow dxoica: Polit. 1. 8., is a 

violation not to be surpassed in enor- 

mity. When it occurs in authors of 
credit it is called by the grammarians, 
not a blunder, but a figure: and this 
with the kindred ovAAnyis, is illus- 
trated at great length from Tacitus, 
by Bétticher in his Lexicon Taciteum, 

Proleg. pp. 87—90. I will only add 

two examples of this carelessness—for 

that is what it really is—from the 
elaborate and immaculate Isocrates, 

and that too from his most celebrated 

work, the Ilas7yupixés. See § 26, a 
glaring instance; and a still worse, 
§ 80, xal awrijpes dAAA ph Aupedwes 

dwroxadeo Gaz. 
2 It is the abuse and not the use of 

Parenthesis which is here in reality 
censured. As I myself have made 
great use of the figure throughout 
this Introduction, I feel bound to say 

on its behalf, that the use of it is 

very important and valuable, when 
you have a brief observation to make, 
too short for a note, and closely con- 
nected with the immediate subject ; 

which it illustrates though it may not 

be essential, or, in a commentary, 
included in the text. It should 

therefore for the most part be em- 
ployed in explanation, or suggestion of 

something arising immediately out of 
the subject. 

3 The word is frequently applied to 
style by the later writers on Rheto- 
ric, to designate sometimes a beauty, 
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It presents a very near resemblance to cepsorys ; cepvow hike 
Gyxeodes is almost characteristic of epic poetry. This is call- 
ed by the Auct. ad Heren. Iv. 13. dignitas; and is described, 

quz reddit ornatam orationem varietate distinguens: hxc in 
verborum et in sententiarum exornationem dividitar. This 
amplitude or dignity may be communicated to our style by 
the observation of the following rules. 1. To substitute the 
definition or description of a thing for the naked or direct and 
‘proper’ term, dvoua xvpiov: but if brevity be our object the 
reverse :—both of these are found in the Rhet. ad Alex. 23. 
3—5., and perhaps come from Isocrates—or again if there be 
anything ugly, foul, indecent, disagreeable, or unbecoming in 
what we wish to express, if these qualities are inherent in 
the Aoyos, ie. in the conception or description, in the object 
described, or the associations suggested, we are to employ 
the direct designation; if in the term itself, the description. 
2. To use metaphors and ornamental additions or ‘ epithets’; 
only not so frequently as to give a poetical character to our 
composition. 3. To use the plural for the singular, as the 
poets often do. 4 In combining adjectives or pronouns with 
substantives to write the phrase at full length, repeating the 
article ; not to connect both together with one, non copulare 
vincireque uno articulo duos casus, sed utrique suum as- 
wignare. Vict. Conciseness requires the contrary method. 
5. To add the copula, and avoid asyndeton. In concise 
writing omit the copula yet without asyndeton; zopeveis 
StereyOnv, not rropevbeis nal Scare Gels, nor tropevOels Suadey- 
Gets. 6. To employ for the purpose of amplification the 
device adopted by Antimachus’, the poet of Claros, é& dy pu» 

&yee Aéyerw ; who in describing the Bootian hill Teumessus, 
introduces first all the beauties and advantages which it does 
not possess: this process may be carried ad infinitum. This 
topic may be applied either to good or bad qualities, as the 

sometimes a deformity, see Ern. Lex. 1 On Antimachus see Schrader and 
Techn. Hermog. m. [8ewy. 11. 286 bis, Buhle’s notes. Diintser, Epic. Fragm, 
and 341. Demetr. 111, 287. 30 &c. Pp: 99. 
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occasion requires. Similar to this is the use by the poets of 
privative epithets, which express the absence of some quality ; 
as dyopdov or dAupoy applied to péAos, of the trumpet’: and 
as some of them (Aéschylus especially) qualify an over daring 
metaphor by the addition of one of these as Znvds axpayeis 
Kuves, avavoos ayyedos (of the dust). Compare Demetr. 7. 
épp. III. 282 gveor 5é xal achariLovrar tas perapopas éribé- 
Tols emipepopévots, Stay avrois xuvduvwdes Soxaoww, ws 6 @éo- 
quis traparlleras +d hoppvyya axopdov émi rod te TOE~ 
Bad dovros. «.7.X. These words of Theognis are cited Rhet. 
my. 11. 11. 

Ch. 7. Propriety in style, the subject of this chapter, is 
manifested mainly in two particulars, 7005 and zrafos, both 
of them common to the Poet and Rhetorician, but less pro- 
minent and obtrusive in the works of the latter. They are 
therefore treated in the Poetics as well as here, but in them 

more elaborately and in greater detail, in proportion to the 
superior importance which they assume in Poetry. The 76m, 
so far as they belong to style, I have separated from the 
other two classes, and distinguished them as the ‘dramatic’ 
kind in a former part of this Introduction pp. 112,13. In 
these the propriety is shown by representing each class and 
disposition, yévos «al é&w, § 6, in its proper ‘character’; that 
is, by assigning to each certain marks or signs, onpeia, 
which are usually characteristic of them in language, senti- 
ments, and opinions: “for the man of education and refine- 
ment would neither use the same words, nor in the same 

1 This is an instance of ‘a propor- 
tional’ metaphor: é rais peragopais 
rais dyadoyor. The proportion is ac- 
cording to Vict. Trumpet : sound of 

trumpet (anonymous) :: lyre : uéAos 
(the proper name for the sound of the 
lyre). If therefore you substitate the 
second for the fourth, or the fourth for 

the second, you have a proportional 
metaphor. But to qualify the harsh- 
ness of this substitution, from the want 

of similarity between the two sounds, 
the epithet drupor is added. Exam- 
ples of the latter are extremely com- 
mon in the Tragic poets. Asch. P. 

V. 822. Zawds dep. xbves 899. Apds 
Awrupos. Adds rrapds xiwy. xipov dvav- 

Nérarov. Phoen. 818. Olacoy dBdxxev- 
tov. Orest. 319. pyvuriipos agbéyarov. 
Eumen. 245. dxrépas wrwrhpacu, 

ib. 250. 
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way (#cavtTws, meaning probably both in pronunciation and 
association), as the clown or boor;” nor do men at different 
periods of life, in boyhood, manhood, and old age, nor the 

two sexes, nor the natives of different countries, Lacedsemo- 

nian and Thessalian, either speak or think alike. In the 
wa0n propriety manifests itself in the due adaptation of your 
language to the emotion that you intend to express in your 
‘appeals to the feelings’ of the audience. Anger has one 
language and one set of words and a particular tone, compas- 
sion another, admiration and approbation a third, contempt 
one totally different, and so on for the rest. But in all these 
cases alike ‘propriety’ requires the observation of one rule, 
that the art be disguised; you must not by exaggerated 
or inflated language or by an undue lowering of the tone, 
allow your audience to discover that you are acting a part 
and trying to mislead them. When you have produced the 
impression that you are yourself under the influence of 
high passion or excitement, or when you have already excited 
your hearers to a state of passion or enthusiasm, you may 
then raise the tone of your expression to a high pitch, and 
use long and poetical words: men commonly use such language 
themselves when violently excited, and they construe your 
exaggerations as ‘signs’ of the real existence of the emotions 
which you are endeavouring to express. 

So much for the general subject of the chapter; we will 
now proceed to consider some of the details. 

Of Propriety, ro zpémoy, decorum. Cic. Orat. Xx1. 70. 
aptum. Quint. I. 5.1. apta oratio xI. 3. 30. quid aptum sit, 
hoc est quid maxime deceat in oratione. Cic. de Or. III. 55. 
210. ad id quodcunque agetur apte congruenterque dicere 
Ib. 111. 10. 37°. 

1 In Poet. xxIv. 23. Ar. observes in which the interest depends upon 

that elaboration of style should be ‘the thought’ and character, d:drna, 

reserved for the dpya puéon of acom- and 700s. wdéos is omitted designed- 

position; all brilliancy of expression ly; see Rhet. ul. 7. 11. 

interferes with the effect of passages 
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This quality of style consists in a due proportion, dya- 
Aovyor, or accommodation of language to subject, as lofty to 
lofty, low to low; and also (which is in reality a subordinate 
part of the other) in the due representation by language 
of, or accommodation of language to, the character and 
emotions which the speech is intended to express. Cic. de 
Or. Le. § 211. 

What this ‘proportion’ implies, or what is implied by 
wantin déEts, is explained in § 2’. This adaptation of 
language to the expression of emotion conveys an appear- 
ance of reality to the speech, comp. c. 16. § 10., even though 
it be purely artificial and uncalled for by the circumstances 
of the case, and so imposes upon the hearers; who because 
men really feel what the speech so graphically pourtrays 
under the alleged circumstances, argue from the truth of 
the delineation to the truth of the fact’: and besides this 
people always sympathise with the expression of feeling, 
whether real or assumed. And so the orators understanding 
what an effect the delineation of passion has upon the minds 
of an audience often try to overwhelm and confound them 

1 On 40s and wdéos in style, and 

what they mean, Cio. Orat. 37. § 128. 

affectus, including both, impart the 
entire spirit and soul to a speech, 

Quint. v1. 3. 7. 8. On the whole sub- 

ject of 407 and wd@y, and their use in 

Rhetoric, see above p. 108. and foll. 

On the dramatic 760s comp. Poet. o. 
vi. 34. It is always indicative of the 
character or quality of the rpoalpeors. 
Rhet. m1. 21. 16. my. 16. See also 
Poet. xv. 4. Sedrepor 82 ra dpudrrovra, 

x.7.X. defined and illustrated by Alex- 
ander, x. oxnudruy, rept hOowotlas, 15. 

Rhet. Gr. (Spengel) 111. 21. There is 
a full description and explanation of 
it in Rhet. 11. 16. 8. 

? The fallacy consists in assuming 
that because a given consequent fol- 

lows a given antecedent, the conse- 
quent necessarily implies the antece- 
dent, which is false, Poet. xxrv. 18. 

ofovra: yap dvOpwro x.r.r. In the 

case before us the emotions represent- 

ed do no doubt arise from the facts 

stated: but it does not follow that 
they may not arise from something 

else. The fallacy consists in the con- 

version, or assumption of the recipro- 

city, of antecedent and consequent. 
The language used ts the ordinary sign 
of emotion, which does usually arise in 
men as & consequence of such facts as 

those alleged: the antecedent is then 
falsely inferred ‘reciprocally’ from the 

ordinary, but not universal or neces- 

sary, consequent, 
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with the noise they make, in assuming a tone of rage, terror, 
indignation, scorn and so on, [Vict. understands @opuBSoiwres 

in a transitive sense, ‘tumultu in animis eorum excitato’: 
this makes it almost synonymous with xcaramAnrrew.} §§ 3— 
5. Style may be made ‘ethical’, (this is connected with the 

preceding, Vict.) to represent character, morata oratio, by 
using language conformable to that of the class or disposition 
or character, that you wish to represent. Every class as boy, 
adult, old man, the different ages, sexes, countries are each 
characterized by a language of their own, and the same is 
true of moral and intellectual ees, virtue and vice; the brave 

and the timid, the wise man and the fool, the temperate 
and the licentious, the cultivated man and the boor, all use 

a different language and a different tone. However it is 
not the fact that all éfes that give a definite character to 
life can be distinctly represented in speech. Physical and 
some intellectual ‘states’ must be excepted. §§ 3—7. The 
following remark macyovor &€ t...§ 7, is merely suggested 
by the preceding, and is added, in accordance with a not 
unfrequent practice of the author, as a parenthetical note, 
and so has no very close connexion with the general subject 
of the Chapter. It is in some sense, rpozoy ria, an appeal 
to the feelings, in this way. It describes a trick for making 
an impression upon the hearers, awdoy. te of axpoarai, to 
which the dAoyoypadot, those who write speeches in their 
closets for the use of others, (Victorius thinks that Isocrates, 
whose speeches are full of this artifice, is especially aimed 
at) have recourse to them usque ad nauseam, to a nauseous 
excess, xataxopws. This is to appeal to the supposed uni- 
versal belief or feeling upon some point which the author 
wishes to enforce upon his audience. The unsuspecting 
listener falls into the trap: takes for granted that mankind 
in general really do think and feel as the orator assumes, 
and not liking to stand alone in his views or sentiments 
accepts the speaker's assertion. § 7. The word caraxopas, 
the nauseous excess into which some fall in the use of the 
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preceding device, according to Victorius, suggests the follow- 
ing observation, which applies alike to all the previous rules 
of propriety’, diravrwy trav eidaév éotw: that we must have 
regard, namely, to fitness of time and place in the use of 
every Towos and every ornament of style. § 8. For every 
exaggeration or daring innovation, as in the use of language, 
every bold flight of imagination, every excess, as in dwelling 
unusually upon any point (this connects it with the pre- 
ceding), the remedy or corrective (of the bad impression 
which may possibly be made on the audience) is to acknow- 
ledge it as a fault by anticipation; to apologise beforehand 
for the assumed error or extravagance. Quintilian’s descrip- 
tion, val. 3, 37, where he refers to this passage, reading 
mpoetiTAncoey, is a complete commentary and illustration 
of this artifice. The sense of the words doxel ydp adrndés 
elyas...§ 9, is exactly rendered by Quintilian, ‘in quo non 
falli judicium nostrum solicitudine ipsa manifestum est.’ 
The hearer takes it to be all true and sound and right, adrnOés, 
because he sees that it is deliberate; that it is not said at 

random, but has been carefully considered. § 9. The great- 
est care and pains are always requisite to give the speech 
a natural and unstudied character: the rule ‘ars est celare 
artem’ is of the utmost importance in effecting the end and 
object of a speech, persuasion or conviction. This applies 
equally to proportion, as an element of propriety. It has 
been laid down that a certain proportion of style, tone, and 
manner, to the subject is always to be observed: but this 
if carried too far will defeat its own object: the study will 
appear; and the suspicions of the hearer will be aroused. 
For instance, there is a proportion in the tone of voice and 
manner of delivery, the expression of the features and the 
action, to the words delivered: these however should not 

be employed all at once; if the words have a harsh sound, 
(oxAnpa cydpara are exemplified by Hermog. 7. Wedy a’. IL. 

1 So Victor. ; but perhaps it is still more genera], and means, “is of univer- 
sal applicability.” 
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300 and 359. Rhet. Gr. Speng.) the voice and the features 
and all the rest should not be made to assume a harsh ex- 
pression, or else the study becomes apparent (I suppose he 
means that it will appear affected and overdone): whereas 
if one or two of them are made to correspond, and the rest 

not, the same effect is produced, whilst the artifice escapes 

notice. This however is not to be understood to mean that 
we are to rush into the opposite extreme’ (Schrader)—dum 
vitant stulti vitia in contraria currunt—and pronounce for 
instance harsh words in a soft voice, or vice versa, (or per- 

haps better as Vict., to use soft and mild language in de- 
scribing harsh things and the reverse; in total violation of 
the precept of rd avddoyoy given in § 2); for this destroys 
the vraisemblance, the plausibility of the speech: and most 
of all if the language of passion be not accompanied with 
appropriate tone and gestures ; for in that case no one would 
believe that the emotion is really felt: or if affecting or 
exasperating circumstances be described in cold and mea- 
sured language, no effect at all by comparison will be pro- 
duced. § 10. The use of compound words, of éi@era, of 
strange unusual or foreign words, is most suitable to the 
language of passion: a man in a passion may use language 
which would be affected and intolerable in one free from 
that emotion; or again such words may be employed when 
the orator has ‘gained possession of’, overmastered, his au- 

dience, and worked them up to enthusiasm; such is the 
language of inspiration; and being themselves in a state 
akin to this, they accept and approve of the terms appro- 
priate to such a condition. This is also the reason why this 
style is suitable to poetry; for poetry is inspired. These 
words, uncommon and exaggerated, may likewise be em- 

1 If this is the right interpretation something similar; not a continuative 
of the paragraph,—it is that of Vict. or inferential one. Can the of» and 
and Schrader, and I see no other—ofy 8é after day in the two clauses have 
must be wrong. Wo want a restric- changed places? 
tive or adversative particle, udvrot, or 
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ployed ironically: as Gorgias did. Arist. Pol. 111. 1. 9. (see 
Schneider); and Plato in the Phedrus. 338. D. (bis). 

Ch. 8. On Rhythm. Prose Composition should ‘be nei- 
ther metrical nor altogether devoid of measure or rhythm: 
when applied to practice and the affairs of common life 
a complete metrical structure makes a composition unnatural, 
and the manifest artificiality totally deprives it of all truth 
and reality, of all power of moving the feelings and pro- 
ducing conviction’. At the same time it diverts the atten- 
tion of the hearers, who instead of attending to your state- 
ments or arguments are waiting for the recurring cadence of 
your rhythm; just as the children in the market place have 
got so accustomed to the invariable reply to the herald’s 
proclamation, ‘whom does the freed man choose for his patron 
or attorney? that they chime in by anticipation with the 
usual burden of the song, ‘Cleon’. The audience of the 

orator who speaks in metre are ready, like the children, to 
anticipate the close of the sentence § 1. On the contrary 
that which is altogether destitute of rhythm is like the form- 
less infinite, which only takes shape and substance by the 
imposition of the definite form’; (arépas, the Pythagorean 
doctrine in Plato Phileb. 23. c. et seq. from whom this 1s bor- 
rowed.) but this form is rhythm, not metre: all that is indefi- 

1 See Longinus c. 41. ap. Vict. Cic. 
de Orat. 111. 57. 216. Orat. 62. 209. 

2 The dreipoy is only durdue not 
dvepyelg as Ar. expresses it. See 
Metaph. ©. 6. 1048. b. 9. infiniti ea 
est potentia que nec progrediatur nec 

possit unquam progredi ad actum. 
Bonitz. dwépayrov, rewepdvOat, we- 
palyeras Vict. Mag. and Schrader all 
translate, terminari, finiri. But rhythm 

which is itself indefinite, see Quint. 1x. 
4. 50. and Béckh. de Metr. Pind. c. 

3, cannot introduce a limitation in 

this sense, of bringing to a conclu 
sion: this is the property of metre as 

distinguished from rhythm, Quint. l.c. 
If this translation be adopted, wepal- 
vera: dpiOug way, must mean that 

everything finite can be numbered, or 
everything that can be numbered is 
finite: but this seems not to agree 
with what immediately follows in the 
next clause. The translation in the 

text seems to me to make much better 

sense. 
On the use of these rhythms in 

prose, Cic. Orat. 64.; who qualifies the 

exclusive preference of Aristotle for 

the Peon. 
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nite, being beyond the grasp of our knowledge, is unpleasing : 
tay atelpwy mas évdéyeras AaBeiv eriornunv; Metaph. B. 4. 
999. a. 27. It is number that imparts this definiteness to 
every thing (number represents law according to the Pytha- 
gorean conception); and the ‘number’ of composition is 
rhythm ; of which metres are so many sections. § 2. Prose 
therefore must have rhythm, but not metre, which would 
convert it into a poem. This rhythm however is only to 
be carried to a certain point, and not to be carried systemati- 
cally through the structure of the composition; the Bacets 
must not be continuous. § 3. (This is explained by Hermo- 
genes, Demetrius, and Cicero, quoted in Append. C.) Of 
rhythms there are three kinds ; the heroic, iambic, and psonic. 

(See further on this subject Append. C.) Of these the heroic 
is too solemn and dignified for prose, too remote from the Jan- 
guage of common conversation (reading ov Aexruxds') and want- 
ingin harmony {thisis referred by Gaisf. to Demetrius’ specimen 
of spondaic rhythm. But on the one hand, the spondaic is 
the least common of the three varieties of heroic rhythm, 
dactylic, anapeestic, and spondaic, and therefore would be 
the least likely to be selected as the representative of the 

2 The rcading od Aexrixds, which 

suggests iteelf at once from a passage 
of Demetrius, w. épp. § 42. 6 nev Apgos 

ceuvds kal od Noyixos, and adopted by 
Victorius, is at first sight a moat 
plausible emendation of Aristotle's 
text; but then dppovlas Seduevos, ap- 
plied to the heroic measure, seems 

neither true in itself, nor in accord- 

ance with what is said of it elsewhere, 

as by Dionysius de Comp. Verb. quot- 

ed in the text. Gaisford’s interpre- 

tation, who understands it of the 

‘spondaic’ rhythm of Demetrius, lim- 
its most unnaturally and improbably 
the signification of q#pyos. Nor is the 

explanation, that when the heroic 
measure is said to be ‘wanting in 
harmony’, all that is meant is that 

its particular kind of harmony is not 

suited to prose, a more natural or 
probable interpretation of those words. 
We must have recourse to a parallel 

passage of the Poetics, Iv. 19, for an 
emendation, adopted by Spalding, on 

Quint. rx. 4. 76., Bekker. and Spen- 
gel, xal Nexrixf}s dpporlas Sebzev0s. In 

the Poetics the passage runs, é¢fdye- 

rpa 8 ddcydxes (people use in ordinary 

conversation) xal éxBalvovres ris XNex- 

tixfjs dppovlas: which corresponds so 
precisely with what Aristotle is made 
to say by the alteration in the Rheto- 
ric, that there can be little doubt of 

its being the true reading. The emen- 

dation was originally proposed by 
Vine. Madius and accepted by Tyr- 
whitt, ad loc. 
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entire class; and again, of this same rhythm, Dionysius, 

de Comp. verb. c. 18. p. 109, Reiake, says the very opposite: 
Aaxtudnos wavy dati ceuvos «al eis KaéddOS dppovias afw- 
Noywratos]; the iambic on the other hand has the opposite 
defect; it is too colloquial and familiar, and below the 
dignity of the higher prose style’—Aristotle is still speaking 
of this measure as it appears in prose: no one would say that 
the iambic verses of Aischylus or Sophocles are wanting in 
dignity—and this appears from the fact that the Greek lan- 
guage even in common conversation falls naturally into the 
lambic measure. comp. Poet. Iv. 19. The trochaic measure 
again 1s too lively light and tripping, (Poet. Iv. 18.) and 
more suitable to the licentious buffoonery of the old Comedy’: 
this appears in the tetrameter as it was originally employed. 
These two constitute only one rhythm. There remains there- 
fore the third, the Pxonic rhythm, which has been used by 
all Rhetoricians from the time of Thrasymachus’, though 
none of them has defined it. It is closely connected with 
the two preceding rhythms, or ratios, Aoyor—lying in fact 
between the two, (Cic. Orat. 57.191)—1 :1, §:1,2:1. The 
heroic and iambic are to be rejected for the reasons given 
above, and also because they are too ‘metrical’, too sugges- 

tive of the cadence of regular verse; the pwon, which does 
not alone constitute a metre or verse‘ (see Herm. El. Metr. 
p. 121), is free from this defect, and so obtrudes itself 
less upon the ear. Of the Pons only one is employed, 
and that at the beginning of the sentence (so Vict.)*, whereas 

Char. 6. wepl dwovolas. Harpocrat. 1 Cic. Orat. LVII. 192. 
e.v. xopdaxiou6s. Demosth. Olynth. 11. * In comparing the trochaic tetra- 

meter to the «ép8az or comic dance, 

Aristotle means to say that it wants 
steadiness, sobriety, and dignity. See 
the description of it by Donaldson in 
Dict. Antiq. p. 277. and Miller, H. 

Gr. L. xxvill. 7. dignitatem non 
habet. Cic. Orat. LviI. 193. On the 
xopdat see further Interpp. ad Arist. 

Nub. 540. Casaubon ad Theophr. 

p- 23, 13. 
3 Quint. rx. 4. 87. says he invented 

it. 
* Peon minime est aptus ad ver- 

sum. Cic. Orat. 57. 194. 
5 Vater’s suggestion that redev- 

ravres has dropt out before cal dpyé- 

prevot had ocourred to me independent- 
ly. Perhaps however sai alone may 

20 
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of the two kinds’, opposed to one another, --~~~- and ~~-~-, 
the former is adapted to the beginning, the latter to the end : 
for a short syllable at the end carries with it an appearance 
of incompleteness, and as it were mutilates the rhythm: the 
period should be broken off at a long syllable, and the end 
marked, not however by the copyist, as by a full stop or 
marginal note, marking the beginning or end of a sentence, 

wapaypadn*, but by the rhythm coming to an abrupt and 
decided close. 

Ch. 9. The Period®, 
So far of the harmonious flow of the sentence in respect 

of the distribution of the quantities of the syllables of which 
It is composed: the next thing that we have to consider 
is the structure of the sentence itself, in respect of the 
arrangement of its words and subordinate clauses. In this 

view there are two kinds of style‘, called severally eipopévn’, 

be so interpreted ; “at the beginning 
as well” (as at the end). 

1 So Cic. de Or. 117. 47. 183. Quint. 

IX. 4. 96. 
2 da roy ypadda, wapaypagpyy, see 

Vict. note and Cicero quoted by him ; 

and Ernesti, Lex. Techn. s.v. rapa- 

ypagy. 
3 On the Period, besides the au- 

thors hereafter to be quoted, see Dis- 

sen, Introd. essay to Dem. de Cor. p. 

XXIV.; p. XXXIV. on Arist. Rhet. 111. 

g. 4.; and on derixemévy Adis, p. XL. 

seq. 
* Dionysius, de adm. vi dic. in De- 

mosth. init., distinguishes three varie- 

ties of style. First, that which is re- 

presented by Thucydides, the adornpa 

Adgis or dppyovla, described at length 

by Dionysius, de Comp. Verb. c. 22. 
This is a rough, harsh, uncouth, awk- 

ward style, without neatness, smooth- 

ness, or careful construction, like a 

wall built of rough unhewn stones, 

thrown together without fitting -or 

adaptation; and is characterised by 
exaggeration and affectation in orna- 

ment and construction. The second 

is the urh Kal dgedrs Adés, the 

smooth, simple, easy style of Lysias 

and Thrasymachus. And the third 

lies between these, as a mean, péon 

Ads; it is the periodic style of Iso- 

crates. See further on this subject in 

a paper ‘on the Sophistical Rhetoric’, 
in Camb. Journal of Philology, No. 
Ix. Vol. 111. p. 268. seq. 

§ The elpouévn Adis, or ‘jointed 
style’ (Mure) is called by Demetrius 
(w. épu. wepl wepebdwv. § 12) Senpyudrvn, 

‘disjointed’, and a little farther on, 

diadeAvpevy, and dceppcuérn, all imply- 

ing the same want of connexion and 

coherence and systematic arrange- 

ment. Aquila, § 18, quoted by Gais- 

ford, Not. Var., characterises this style 

by the terms, soluta, perpetua; as 

though it ran on for ever, having no 

natural termination. In Auct. ad 

Heren. rv. 11. 16, this loose kind of 
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and xateotpappévn, or 7 év meprodots rékis. The first is the 
style of Herodotus and the earlier Aoyoypadot, Cadmus, Acusi- 
laus, Scylax, Hecatzeus, Diogenes of Miletus, Charon, Hella- 
nicus &c. (see Mure, Hist. of Gk. Lit. Bk. Iv. ce. ii. iii) 
In it the sentences and clauses are strung together, epoyevor, 
hang one from another, like the links of a chain, or the joints 
of a reed, or onions on a rope, with no other connexion than 
that which is supplied by the ovvdeopor, or connecting par- 
ticles. This is compared by Aristotle to the avaBondai or 
preludes of dithyrambs, in which the rambling, flighty, inco- 
herent character of the modernised dithyramb’ chiefly showed 

composition, without any internal 
principle of cohesion, is called, dis- 

solutum genus orationis, quod est sine 

hervis et articulis, ut hoc modo ap- 

pellem fluctuans, eo quod fluctuat huc 

et illuc, nec potest confirmate neque 

viriliter expedire se. This is illustrat- 

ed by an example: and the style op- 

posed to it, the periodic, thus cha- 

racterised: diffluit enim totus (sermo 

dissolutus) neque quidquam compre- 

hendens perfectis verbis amplectitur. 

Isocrates wept dyrid. § 184 has cuvel- 

pew of ‘concatenation’; and Deme- 

trius applies the term cuvepecfa: to 
the ‘stringing together’ of periods. 

1 dyaBodal. Arist. Pac. 827—831. 
Av. 1385. seq. where Cinesias is made 

to describe the present flighty and 

aerial state of his art. Pind. Pyth. 1. 

7. wpoolwy duBoral. Arist. Probl. 

xIx. 18. The Schol. on Aristoph. lc. 

(referring to Homer, Od. a. 155.) ex- 

plains it, as usual, rds dpyds ray doud- 

rw. Twining on Poet. note 17. p. 
180, has this remark, ‘‘ dvafodal... 

meaning, I think, evidently, the long, 
irregular, protracted, Odes of the more 
modern dithyrambic poets; such as 

those of which he speaks in the Pro- 

blem. For the word dvafody here, 

does not, I believe, signify exordium, 

procemium, as usually understood, but 
was probably the name by which these 

Wal paxpal xal wodvedeis were dis- 

tinguished, and opposed to the old and 

simple Dithyrambic in stanzas.” I 

can see no reason for understanding 

the word here in this novel and un- 

natural sense: it is plain that the rea- 

son for sinyling out the commence- 

ment or prelude, and distinguishing it 

from the rest of the ode, in these pas- 

sages in which the characteristics of 
the altered dithyramb are brought into 
notice, is that the dvaBodx was the 

part of the ode in which these charac- 

teristics were most prominently dis- 
played. Miiller, Hist. Gr. Lit. c. xxx. 
§ 3. seems to regard these dvaBodal as 
simply musical, without words. 

The antistrophic dithyramb of Arion, 

Stesichorus, and afterwards of Pin- 

dar, was first relaxed in its structure, 

rhythm and musical accompaniment 
by Lasus of Hermione (flor. circ. B.c. 
522.), by innovations which impaired 

its set, formal, systematic or antistro- 

phic character. This relaxation was 

carried still farther by the ‘ Attic Di- 
thyrambists’ (i.e. of the Attic style 

or period, not native Athenians), Mela- 

20—2 
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itself; whilst the regular dithyrambic chorus in its earlier 
antistrophic form, as used by Arion, Stesichorus, Pindar, 

is likened to the regular, organized, system of the periodic 
construction. The eipopévn réfis, says Twining, on Poet. 

n. 17. p. 180, “has no other unity than that which copula- 
tives give it, nor any other measure (i.e. rhythm) than the 

completion of the sense, and the necessity of taking breath'.” 
As the type and exemplar of this style Herodotus is selected 
by Aristotle, Hecateeus of Miletus by Demetrius, 7. épu. § 12. 

It is there described as 1) eis Kn@Aa NeAULEVN OV para GdAN- 

Nos cuvnpTnpéva. Ta mdretota Tov ‘Hpoddrou are also in- 
cluded. 

The opposite to this is the periodic called by Anstotle 
KaTeotpapévn; a term adopted by Demetr. l.c., who refers 

nippides of Melos [the popular judg- 
ment of this writer is given by Xenoph. 

Memor. I. 4. 3. and specimens of his 
style are to be found in Bode, Geach. 
d. Hell. Dichtk. Vol. 11. Pt. 2. p. 295. 

seq.]. Ion of Chios, Philoxenus, Cine- 

sius, and Timotheus, at the end of 

the sth and during the fi:st half of 

the 4th century B.o. It seems from 
Aristoph. Pac. and Av. Il. co. that 
the compositions of both Ion of Chios 
(Pac. 835) and Cinesias were distin- 

guished by this rambling, incoherent, 

extravagant, character, and daring 

flights; Cinesias appears not only in 
Aristophanes’ Birds, but also in Plato's 

Gorgias, 501. B, as a poet who wrote 
merely to give his hearers pleasure, 
without any regard to their instruc- 
tion: and in the Nubes 333. the word 

doparoxdurrat is coined to designate 

the rhythmical and musical variations 
and twists and tricks and quavers of 

this new fangled poetry and music, 
Its authors and composers are fed by 
the Clouds, whom they celebrate in 
return. Philoxenus is parodied in 

the Plutus, 290. (Mitiller.) On this 
subject in general see Bode, Geach. d. 
Hell. Dichtk. Vol. 1. Pt. rt. p. rrr. 
seq. and 290. seq. and Miiller’s excel- 

lent account of these changes Hist. Gk. 

Lit.o. xxx. Aristotle, in Probl. xrx. 

1§., states the fact of these innova- 

tions, and accounts for them by the in- 

creasing fondness for imitation or mi- 
micry, wherein he coincides with other 
writers. To this was due the dropping 
of the Chorus in Tragedy, and the 

recitation of the Dithyramb by single 
performers, because these alterations 
both lend themselves to imitation. 

He cites the parallel case of the aban- 
donment of antistrophic construction 

in the tragic Monodes, or ra dwd 

oxnvijs. The fragments of the Dithy- 
rambe are to be found in Bergk’s ool- 
lection. Poet. Lyric. Gr. pp. 837—868. 

4 So Cicero, de Orat. rt. 44. 178. 

‘ille rudis (orator) incondite fundit 
quantum potest, et id quod dicit spi- 
ritu non arte determinate.” Opposed 

to this is the ebaydwrvevoros Aéfis of 

§ 5. 
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directly to Aristotle. In a period the members are integral 
parts of one whole, having a relation to it and to one another 
The characteristic of the period, and that which distinguishes 
it from the eipouévn Aékiss, is the organization of the sentence; 
the internal construction which adapts the several parts to 
one another so as to form a perfect whole’ which has a 
beginning and end in itself, independently. (Arist.)*. This 
is expressed by careotpaypevn, ‘ compact, condensed, concen- 

trated’’, and implied in the definition of the period given by 
Demetr. u.s. cvoTnpa ex x@Awv Kx.T.d.; and likewise in the 
description given of it by Dionysius, de Lys. Jud. 6, 4 cvotpé- 
dovoa Ta vonpata Kal orpoyyvAws expépovoa. The character 
ascribed to this construction of sentences by the term zrepiodos 

is that of a definite self-containing completeness‘: a ‘ circuit’ 
is complete in itself, like a circle; when a man makes a 

circuit he comes round again to his starting point’. So we 
speak of ‘rounding’ our sentences. Referring to the pas- 
sage of Dionysius, Miiller says, Hist. Gk. Lit. XxXvI. 5. note, 
“what is meant by the orpoyyvAov appears clearly from the 
example given by Hermogenes from Demosthenes (Hermog. 7r. 
evpeo. Trepl treptooov. I. 240. Speng.); such a sentence is like a 
circle which returns necessarily into itself.” But the circle of 
the period is not only complete and independent, but also 
comprehensive. This character appears especially in the 
Latin equivalents, circumscriptio, comprehensio verborum*. It 
is likewise called ambitus verborum, circuitus, continuatio’, 

Cic. Orat. § 204. comp. §§ 38, 208: the two former exactly 

1 So Dion. de comp. verb. c. 3 calls 
it dppovla Adyou. 

? Demetr. on this defin. ed0ds yap 6 
thy weplodov Aéyun dudalve Eri Fpxral 

wo0er xal dworeXeurioe: wo kal érel- 

yerac els rd rédos, wowep ol Spopeis 

apederes. 

3 Similarly, Dion. Ars Rhet. g § 6. 
contrasts dwayyeNa cuvecrpaupérn 

with dinonpuérn. 

4 abroredés. Hermog. x. wepiédov. 

wr. edpec. rou. 3’. 1. 240. Speng. Rhet. 
Gr. 

5 EvOev xal replodos WroudcOn, dre- 
xagGeica rais d80is rais xuxdoadtcr xal 

wepwdevpévacs’ Demetr. u.s. 
® Cic. de Orat. 111. §1. 198. circui- 

tum et quasi orbem verborum. 

7 Compare Quint. I. 4. 23 who 
adds conclusio, and IX. 4. 124. 
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render the Greek zrepiodos. Demetrius 7. épy. |. c. has a very 
happy comparison of the period to a vaulted roof or dome, 
mepidepns otéyn, in which the several clauses or x@Aa are 

represented by the stones which by their mutual resistance 
and pressure upon the centre join in supporting and keeping 
the whole together: the SsadeAupévn Epynveia, ‘ loose, inco- 

herent, style’ is compared to stones lying near one another 
scattered and uncombined. @ozep yap ceawpevpévors err’ ad- 
Anrouw Ta KoA Coxe, Kal ovK Eyovat avvderwy ovd avrépecry, 
ovdé Bonfotvra adXnXots, Worrep ev Tais Tepiodots’. Hermo- 
genes 7. evpeo. Tou. &. has a chapter on the structure of the 
Period and its x#Aa. Harris, Phil. Inquiries Pt. 11. ch. 4 thus 
illustrates the difference of the two styles. No sentences, he 
says, are so pleasing as the period. The reason is, that while 
others are indefinite, and like a geometrical right line may be 
produced indefinitely, the Period like a circular line is always 
circumscribed, returns and terminates at a given point, &c. See 
the excellent observations on the period in Campbell’s Phil. of 
Rhet. Bk. 111. c. 3. § 3°. See also Whately, Rhet. ch. 111. p. 286. a. 
(Encycl. Metr.), who shows how the periodic construction was 
better adapted to the ancient than to the modern languages. 

This ecpomévn rA€Ets, to return to Aristotle, § 2, is the style 

of all the old writers of the age of Herodotus’ and earlier, but 
is no longer employed by many. It may be defined ‘that 
which has no end in itself but runs on until the sense comes 

1 Of the ‘soluta oratio’, Quintilian 

says, that its membra...insistere in- 

vicem (this is Demetrius’ dyrépecocs.) 

nequeunt. VIII. §. 17. 

3 Campbell admirably illustrates the 
construction of a period by the follow- 

ing example. “ At last, after much 

fatigue, through deep roads and bad 

weather, we came with no small diffi- 

culty to our journey’s end.” 

3 "Hpoddrov Gouplov. Wesseling’s 

note, to which Gaisf. refers, merely 

says, after quoting Aristotle, that 

some had on his authority altered the 
text in Plut. de Exil. p. 604 and de 
Malig. Herod. p. 868 to Qouvplov. That 
Herodotus might properly be called a 
Thurian from his having joined the 

colony sent there, and there finished 

his history, as Strabo tells us xiv. 

P- 970. 
Demetr. x. épu. 111. pp. 264, 272. 

Ed. Speng. in quoting the same words 
has ‘AX\txapvacojos, as in our texts. 

It is doubtless one of Aristotle’s or- 

dinary slips of memory in quotation. 
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to an end.’ It is therefore disagreeable by reason of this in- 

definiteness; for every one is anxious to see the end: and this 

is why runners in a race do not pant and gasp and become 
exhausted till they are close upon the goal; for up to that 
time, having the goal constantly in view they are insensible of 
the fatigue’. §§ 1, 2. In the xcateorpappévn or periodic style 
the definition of the period is, a sentence that has a beginning 
and end in itself, independent, and a magnitude that can be 
taken in at one view’. This style is pleasing, because it is 
definite or finite; the other being indefinite or infinite, per- 
petua, running on for ever: and also for the reason that the 
listener is always fancying he is grasping or getting hold of 
something, because he finds something constantly concluded; 
whereas in the infinite continuity and incoherence of the other 
style there is nothing to lay hold of, nothing to get a previous 
conception of—as in a period you look forward to the end of 

1 Victorius I think altogether mis- 

understands this passage. The xap- 

aThp in his view is not the goal, but 

the turning point of the dlavdos, from 

which the goal cannot be seen. Con- 

sequently, ¢unc omnes vires conten- 

dunt, they put out all their strength, 

et ita spiritum effundunt et anhelant, 

ut prope dissolvantur (so he interprets 

éxxvéovot xal éxd\dovra:). As I am not 

quite sure that I understand bis mean- 

ing I will give the explanation in full 

in his own Latin. “et ita spiritum 

effundunt et anhelant, ut prope dis- 

solvantur, quod ab ipsis antea non fit, 

quia ipsum (finem) cernant.” That is, 

that the loss of the sight of the goal, 

makes them pant and almost melt 
away, which did not happen as long 
as they had it in view. But in the 

first place, if the race was over the 

double course, as V. supposes, they 

would not see the goal until they had 
passed the xaywrip; and secondly, it 

may be questioned whether this be 
true as a matter of fact. And thirdly 
it does not give the right interpreta- 

tion of éxxvéovct and éxAvovrat; nor, 

I think, (here) of xauzwrrfp, and the en- 

tire illustration. The general concep- 
tion suggested by reading over the 
passage is plainly this: that the run- 
ners have the goal in sight from 

the very beginning of the race; conse- 

quently, having the goal or end always 
before them, they keep up their spirits 
and their efforts till they reach it; and 

it is not till then that they flag and 
grow faint. The xaurrip is the turn- 

ing point of the dlaudos, but the goal 
of the ordd:ov or single race: it may 

therefore stand for either ; and this is 
the explanation of the familiar tragic 
phrases, xdumrrew Blov, and xauwrhp 

Blov (where it stands for répua), ‘to 

reach the goal, i.e. the end of life’. 
2 On the length admissible in a pe- 

riod, see Hermog. and Demetr. ll. ce. 
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the sentence, and seize it by anticipation before it is concluded 
—nothing to accomplish or finish, get done, (awe). It is also 
easy to learn, because as its symmetrical structure can be mea- 
sured by number, (in § 6 he calls this its uétpov, ‘measure’,) 
which is the easiest of all things to keep in memory, so also is 
the period: and this is why verse or metre is so much more 
easily recollected than prose. The period must contain a 
complete and entire sense ; and that and the period must be 
brought to a close together. The sense must be left incom- 
plete till the close of the period—the period must not be 
broken off before the sense ts complete, which would lead to 
all sorts of blunders and misapprehensions—as for example in 
the opening lines of Euripides’ Meleager (Sophocles is a slip 
of the author's; ‘a name, not being a number’, as Aristotle 

himself would have said, ‘is less easily recollected’), if we 
were to put the full stop, break off the ‘ period’, at the end of 

the first line, we should suppose the author to mean that 
Calydon is in the Peloponnesus. §§ 3, 4. The period may be 
either simple, consisting of only one member, povoxwdos ; or 
complex, of several. Quint. 1x. 4. 124, 5. The limit assigned 
to the length of the period by the Greek Rhetoricians is four 
xara; Quintilian allows a greater number. The period which 

consists of more than one ‘member’ must be complete in 
itself (as above described); tts parts must be distinct and 
definite; and such as not to embarrass the author in the 

delivery by undue length or complication, evavdmrvevoTos ; 
this latter quality must not depend upon a mere arbitrary 
division, like that of the lines of Euripides above-mentioned, 

but must have reference to the entire period, and must be 
effected by a proper arrangement of its several subordinate 
parts. The x@dov is a part or member of this’. These and 

1 On the «dda in the construction 

of the period see Hermog. l.c. and 
Demetrius |. c. x@dov is briefly de- 
fined by the former, drnpricuévy did- 

vou, ‘a completed sense’; and their 

arrangement in the construction of 

the period well illustrated. No period 
should have more than four. (Quint. 
IX. 4. 124 admits more). This is im- 

plied by Hermogenes, and expressed 
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the periods must be neither too long, nor truncated or stunt- 
ed, docked or maimed, 1.e. coming abruptly to a conclusion. 
An undue brevity gives an unpleasant check to the listener, 
pulls him up too short—he feels balked—and almost brings 
him on his knees, as it were: because he has involuntarily 
formed in his mind a notion of the proper measure; and 
when he is suddenly pulled back as he is hurrying on to his 
foregone conclusion, like a horse or man suddenly checked 
in mid career, by the sudden cessation of the sentence, is, as 

it were, nearly brought on his knees to the ground. Those 
which are too long, on the other hand, leave the hearer 

by Demetrius al uéyiorat 82 &x rerrd- 

pw». Aristotle’s dgeAys is expressed 

in Dem. by drdofs: he gives as an 
example, the first sentence of Hero- 

dotus’ history, ‘Hyodérov...... dwddetis 

Y8e; and adds 4 yap cadhs dpdots wodd 

gus wapéxera: rais ray dxovéryruy dia- 

volass. 

The distinction of «dupa and x@dory 

is given by Hermogenes in his next 
chapter wepl wveduaros. It rests ac- 

cording to him merely upon the com- 
parative length of the two; each of 
them being an dwnpricpévy didvoa. 
The difference is illustrated by a pas- 
sage of Demosthenes, q.v. This sub- 

ject is much better treated by Quinti- 
lian, IX. 4. 123. 123. His division is, 

membrum, incisum, periodus, or cir- 

cuitus. The incisum, whivh most de- 

fine merely as a part of the membrum, 

is according to him, a complete sense in 
which however the numbers or rhythm 

are not yet complete: the membrum is 
a@ complete sense, and a complete 

rhythm; but although absolutely and 
per se it has a complete sense, in rela- 
tion to the entire period and the en- 
tire meaning which the author has in 

view it is incomplete. It is like a 

limb severed from the body: it is per- 

fect in itself as a limd; but as it is in- 

tended to form part of a given whole, 
the body, relatively to this it is incom- 
plete and meaningless. One need 
hardly observe that our names for the 

‘atops’ in punctuation, comma, colon, 

period, are borrowed from these Greek 

names of sentences and their subdivi- 

sions, of which they mark the conclu- 
sion. The Latin equivalents are mem- 

bra and incisa. Cic. Orat. § arr. 

Quint. 1x. 4. 22 and 122. The auct. 

ad Heren. Iv. 19. 26, seema, like Aris- 
totle, to include both under membrum ; 

which is defined, res breviter absoluta 

sine totius sententia demonstratione ; 

and illustrated by short clauses which 
Hermogenes would have called céupa- 

ra; et inimico proderas; et amicum 

ledebas: the sentence, ‘et inimico prod- 

eras, et amicum laddebas, et tibi ipsi 
non consulebas,’ consists of three mem- 

bra. Longinus, ars rhet. x. Adfews. 1. 
309. Speng., introduces a third sub- 

division, repixor}. The xéupya consists 

of two or three words only ; the xwAo» 

is double of this in length; and the 

wepixowy includes two or three «waa, 
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behind, in the lurch; as when people are walking (as the 
Greeks took their exercise) in the porticoes of a gymnasium, 

backwards and forwards ; if one of the party goes beyond the 
ordinary bounds, the rest are left behind; so the hearer 
having the proper measure of the period in his head—this is 
the ‘limit’ of the exercising ground—if the orator exceeds 
that, stops short, as it were, and is left behind. These over- 
long periods become entire speeches (orationes Vict.), and as 
rambling and incoherent as the avafoAat And so, as the 

old joke of Democritus against Melanippides has it, when he 
exchanged the old antistrophic dithyramb for the modern 
avaBonai, they become like all evil counsels and inventions, 
most mischievous to their author. The ‘joke’ consists in the 
substitution, in a line of Hesiod, of waxpa avaBorn for xax? 

Sovd, and cannot be represented in English. Those of 
which the members are excessively short make no period at 
all; and so, accordingly (ovv) they hurry on the audience at a 
headlong break-neck pace; the audience as we say is carried 
away by them’. §§ 5, 6. 

Of periods consisting of more than one member there are 
two kinds; one in which the parts are balanced contrasted 
set over against one another ; opposed, avrixe:pévn ; the other 
in which there is no such opposition or connexion by way of 
contrast, but the members are merely divided, and uncon- 
nected in this sense. The latter is passed over in silence as 
requiring no further notice. The antithesis of the former 
may be conveyed in two ways: either by balancing opposite 
by opposite in the two contrasted members; or by uniting 
two opposites as it were under the vinculum of a single word, 
as two opposite substantives or participles by a verb. Both 

1 The quotation from Cicero, in 

Quint. IX. 4. 122, may serve as & 

specimen. Domus tibi deerat? at ha- 
bebas. Pecunia superabat! at egebas. 

This illustrates the general principle, 
though it is not strictly speaking a 
period. Of course the rapidity of 

style is in proportion to the shortness 

of the members of which it is composed. 

Abiit, excessit, erupit, evasit, is ano- 

ther example. A colon, in its wider 

sense, may consist of a single word, as 

diximus. 
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of these varieties are illustrated by an example taken from 
Isocr. Paneg. 47. D. Antithesis is further exemplified by a 
string of instances taken with one exception from Isocrates’ 
Panegyricus, § 7. The source of the pleasure which we 
derive from this figure is to be sought in that principle of our 
nature which leads us to desire above all things the acquisition 
of knowledge. (See the reff. on c. 10 § 2). For opposites 
when brought into contrast and placed alongside of one 
another are more easily recognised, and their nature better 
understood. Further we like it, because it bears a resem- 
blance to one form of syllogism, the é\eyyos (see the ana- 
lysis of 11. 25), which also places opposites (opposite conclu- 
sions) side by side for the purpose of comparison; and so it 
wears to us the appearance of a sort of proof. sraplowcn, 
another figure introduced into rhetoric by Gorgias, and adopt- 
ed by his pupils and followers, consists in the equality, in 
point of length, of two contrasted members of a period. This 
is commonly called icoxwdov; and is made by Demetrius 
(111. 267. Rhet. Gr. Spengel) a branch of vrapdpotov. It is 
illustrated by an example from Thucydides, in which the 
number of syllables in the contrasted members is precisely 
equal. 7apopzoiwcrs, also introduced by Gorgias and his 
school, is defined by Aristotle, ‘a figure which makes the 

extremities of two members resemble one another in sound’; 
when it occurs at the beginning the similarity is found in the 
entire words. The figure is usually called oyovoxdrapxtoy 
when the beginning is similar, ouovoréXevrov when the simi- 
lar sound is at the end. This latter may be effected either 
by syllables, one or more, of the same sound; or by a mraace, 
inflection, of the same word; or by repeating the same word. 
All these are exemplified. These three figures, antithesis &. 
may all occur in the same sentence, of which Demetrius u. s. 

p. 266 supplies a very complete example from Isocrates’ 
Helen. § 17’. Lastly antithesis may be false ; as in the line 

1 Theophrastus, ap. Dion. de Lys. _ fication of the varieties of antithesis. 
Jud. c. 13, has a more complete classi-  dvriGeats 8 Eors rpirris, Sray tg abr¢g 
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of Epicharmus, written iu ridicule of the Sicilian rhetoricians 

his countrymen: so Demetrius, u.s. p. 266., who quotes the 

same line. 
Ch. 10. The two following chapters treat of the means 

by which the liveliness and point and vividness which give 

an interest to composition and secure general applause may 

be imparted to style. These are, ta aoreta’ and rd evdox- 

povvra. The sources of these are found to be three; meta- 

phor’, antithesis, and évépyeca®. The last consists in placing 

ra dvarrla, 3 Ty evayrly ra abrd, F 

rots évayrins rd évavria wpockarryo- 

pn6y. Victor. in his note on the pas- 

sage of Aristotle thinks, that the two 

divisions may be identified. Theo- 
phrastus (in the same passage) has also 

some remarks on the use and abure of 

the two figures raplowors and rapopol- 

wos; and Demetrius, rep! duocorede 

rey. (Rhet. Gr. 111. 267. Speng.) 
The author of the Rhet. ad Alex. 

treats of these three figures in cc. 27, 

28,29. The names and definitions 

that he gives them are nearly identi- 
cal with those of Aristotle: the differ- 
ence, which is but slight, is in the 
name and definition of the 3rd. 

Quintilian, 1x. 3. 75—8o, treats of 

waplowo.s and wapopolwors. 81—86 of 

dyriGera, which he calls contraposita, 
distinguishing several speciee. The 

two first he refers to the general 

head of similia, and divides them into 

four species: 1. which he calls rdpicer 
quoties verbum verbo simile, aut non 

dissimile valde, queritur. This may 

occur (apparently) in any part of the 

sentence. Others however refer wdp- 
coov to members not dissimilar. 2. 
duororéAeurov. 3. duotbwrwroy similar 
(grammatical) cases in corresponding 

clauses. 4. lcéxwXor, membra sequalia, 

clauses of equal length. 

For further illustrations, and refer- 

ences to various authors on this sub- 
ject, see Camb. Journ. of Phil. No. 

VII. pp. 69—72, where these figures 

are classified. 
1 doreia, ‘graces of style,’ ‘clever 

things,’ in general, is rendered by 
Vict. voces urbanw, sermo lepidus, 

voces acutes et elegantes. faceta oratio, 

Spengel on Rhet. ad Alex. c. 22. (23). 
In these two chapters of this author 

and Aristotle it seems to signify not 

‘wit’ merely, nor ‘grace’ nor ‘orna- 

ment,’ but rather ‘pungency, pvint, 

liveliness, eprightliness of style,’ which 

keeps up the interest of an audience 

and relieves the weariness of long sus- 

tained attention. The directions for 
attaining to it are widely different in 
the two authors. 

3 With drrideocs raplowors is after- 

wards included as an instrument for 
imparting vivacity to style, c. 11. § 10. 

3 évépyeca has bere its proper sense, 

as usually employed in Aristotle's 
philosophical terminology. It is actus, 

actuality of existence or actualisation 
of action, as opposed to dormant latent 

potential existence or capacity of ac- 
tion which is expressed by 3ivauss. 
This actuality is exhibited in style by 
placing objects before the listener as 
living and moving, growing (as plants), 
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objects before the mind’s eye mpd ouparwy (the two are iden- 
tified in c. 11 § 2. and c. 10. § 6.), as though they were living 
and moving; in representing things as actually going on in- 
stead of about to take place ; which appears from the examples 
in the next chapter, § 3. This quality appears especially in 

endowing inanimate objects with life and motion. The 
source of the pleasure which we derive from style is, as usual, 
the gratification of the desire of knowledge instinctive in the 
human mind. § 2. All words therefore and figures or combi- 
nations of them which seem to convey some knowledge 
easily are the most agreeable and the most highly approved. 
Now yA@rrat have no significance at all to us, and the com- 
mon terms by which objects are designated, xvpia, we know 
already. Of single words therefore there remain only meta- 
phors; as when old age is compared to a dry stalk or stubble, 
‘the sere and yellow leaf,’ we learn by means of the genus that 
both are withered, have lost their bloom and are fallen into 

decay. Poets’ similes have the same effect: only not in the 
same degree, sinc3 they are longer and therefore less pointed: 
and besides they do not assert directly that one thing ts ano- 
ther, and so the mind makes no inquiry into the matter. Inthe 
same way rhetorical arguments are pointed lively or interest- 
ing which convey information rapidly. §§ 2, 3. And for this 
reason, he adds by way of a note, neither superficial enthy- 
memes are popular, because they are already obvious to every 
body; nor those which when stated are not understood ; but 
those in which the new information comes simultaneously with, 
or only a little after, the statement of them. This last remark 
has reference to the sense or meaning of words, with which 
we are not here concerned. § 4. Returning now to the proper 
subject of the chapter, § 5, he observes that of figures of 

and fulfilling the functions of animated ed 3tvajus as future, c. 10.86. This 

beings, c. 11. § 2: or again, events latter is well illustrated by c. 16, 7. 
and occurrences as in the course of JIparréueva admit of vivid description, 

actual transaction, sparréyeva, instead so as to produce feos or other emo- 

of describing them in their undevelop- _ tions. 
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speech, belonging to structure or composition, antithesis has 
most of the quality in question; of single words metaphor ; 
and thirdly évépyesa or vivid representation. § 6. The rest 
of the chapter is devoted to the exemplification of this qua- 
lity in metaphor, and a number of famous examples are 
cited, which like Pericles’ sayings had ‘“‘left their sting 
behind them” in men’s memory. It appears that the fourth 
kind of metaphor, the proportional, is most applauded. Aris- 
totle is here treading on much the same ground as inc. 2., 
where he gave directions for the use of metaphors, pointing 
out what is to be sought after and avoided in the invention 
of them, and the sources generally from which they may be 
most advantageously derived. He is no doubt in the present 
chapter rather giving examples of notable metaphors, than 
rules for forming them; and his excuse for dwelling so much 
upon this particular subject throughout the first division of 
this book, is that the metaphor is, as all writers on Rhetoric 
acknowledge, by far the most striking and important of the 
ornaments of style,—that in which the ability and taste of 
the writer most display themselves. § 7. 

Ch. 11. In pursuance of the same subject, we have now 
to explain more fully what we mean by the expression mpe 
Gupatwy troveiv, and how it is to be effected. The phrase is 
in fact equivalent to évepyovrra vroveiv, and implies a repre- 
sentation of things as living, moving, growing in actual 
existence: thus to call a man rerpaywvos is a metaphor, since 
it implies completeness, but this carries with it no évépyea: 
but to say that he has his vigour, all his powers “in full 
bloom” does so, because the metaphor is derived from the 
growth and flourishing of a plant. This is further illustrated 
by several examples from Homer, in all of which animation 
and active powers are ascribed to inanimate objects. §§ 1—4. 
The similitudes of metaphor are to be sought im things proper 
and appropriate to the object which is to be represented by 
the metaphor (c. 2. §§ 9, 12. c 10, 4, 6. c. 11, 10.); and yet 
the point of similarity must not be so plain and evident that 
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no one can help seeing it. It is in this choice of metaphor that 
the sagacity or cleverness and natural ability, evoroyia, evduta, 
of the speaker are principally shown; just as the philosopher 
shows Ais ability in tracing resemblances in the most dis- 
similar things when engaged in collecting facts subservient 
to an induction, or to the formation of a general conception or 
idea. (The latter process is well illustrated by Plato, Symp. 
211.) Examples of this are given, § 5. 

Most of the point and vivacity of style is imparted by 
metaphor, which often includes a sort of temporary deception 
practised upon the listener; who is imposed upon for a time, 
as it were, by the similitude in which he does not at once 
trace the resemblance; and is therefore all the more struck 

with it, it becomes more unmistakeably evident to him that 
he has learnt something which he did not know before, when 
he discovers the meaning’. He seems to say to himself— 
“So it is; and I missed it! and I never thought of it!” It is 
to this source that Aristotle with the greatest acuteness 
traces the pleasure that we derive from riddles; whether 
they are expressed in the form of Stesichorus’ apophthegm’, 
or as regular enigmas; from jokes mapa mpocSoxlay, or tap 
Urrovovay® (so numerous in Aristophanes), which take you by 

1 wapda 7d dvayrlws Exew, “from is 

being contrary to what he expected,” 

ie. when he missed the point. The 

phrase is interpreted by Victor of the 
hearer himself, who finds himself now, 

after he has recovered from his first 

suspicion, “in the opposite state” to 

that in which he was before. 

2 drbpGeyua, ‘a terse pointed say- 
ing,’ Vict. acute voces, specially cha- 

racteristic of the Lacedemonians, rd 

Aaxwuxd dropOéypnara, Rhet. 11. 21. 8. 

see Xenoph. Hellen. 1. 3. 56., and 
Plutarch’s collection. dwré¢6eyua is 

& yrdun, minus the universality and 

the moral purpose. 

3 rapddofov in illustrated by Quint. 

VIII. 5. 15, by a couple of examples. 

He calls the figure ex inopinate. De- 
metr. x. épy. III. 295. gives specimens 
from Homer, Od. 369. Ofru éyo wépa- 

roy Sona, and Arist. Nub. 179, lud- 

riov bpeldero, Cic. de Orat. 11. 63. 255. 
70. 284. jocus prester expectationem ; 

which he also illustrates. The source 

of the amusement derived from jokes 
wap’ Urévoay or rapa wpocdoxiay, is 
the surprise they cause by an ‘un- 
expected (dwpoodéxyror) turn given to 

the sentence or sentiment. As a 
modern example of it may be quoted 
Erekine’s formula of reply to all ap- 
plications for subscriptions for chari- 
table purposes. Sir, I beg to ac- 
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surprise; and from all verbal jests, puns, and plays upon 
words. These plays upon words, verbal witticisms, are in- 
cluded under the general name of rapazrerrornpéva’, in which 
the srapa implies ‘perversion,’ or simple ‘ change, turning or 
twisting aside from the proper and apparent sense. Of 
Tapatremounéva, Ta Tapa ypaypa oxwppata’, or jokes that 
depend upon a change of letter, [or upon an ambiguity 
occasioned by using the same word in two different senses], 

knowledge the hovour of the receipt 

of your letter, and to subscribe (here 

the reader had to turn over the page) 

myself your obedient servant &c. 
Rogers’ Table Talk. 

Another is Rogers’ own memorable 
epigram on Lord Dudley, 

They say he has no heart, but I 
deny it; 

He has a heart—and gets his 
speeches by it. 

When the Rev. Sydney Smith dur- 
ing his last illness was recommended 
by his medical attendant to “walk 
upon an empty stomach”, he gave an 

‘unexpected’, but not unpleasant, 

‘turn’ to the prescription by whisper- 

ing, ‘‘ whose?” 
1 From the analogy of rapdonpos, 

wapaxexoppévos, Aristoph. &. and ra- 
paroety itself, which is to ‘counter- 

feit, forge, falsify,’ in Thuc. 1. 132. and 
Athen., §13. A., rapa ypdupa. is inter- 

preted by Vict. cavillationes que mu- 
tatis litteris fiunt ; and similarly rapa- 

weronpéva are, nomina ad risum ex- 

citandum leviter immutata; and so 

Ern. Lex. Techn. It might mean also 

‘jokes that depend upon the letter’: 

wapa ‘in accordance with’; where the 
jest lies in the letter, rather than in 
the spirit, or meaning, 8idyora. srapo- 

vouacia is called by Auct. ad Heren. 

IV. 2. 29. adnominatio (80 Quint. rx. 

3. 66) quum ad idem verbum et ad 
idem nomen acceditur commutatione 

unius litters aut litterarum, aut ad 

res dissimiles similia verba accommo- 

dantur. All the examples involve 

merely a similarity of sound, which is 
effected in various ways by change or 

addition &c. of letters, just as in the 

Greek. It is to be observed that the 
writer is not here defining the mean- 

ing of wapd in the ouiginal word—in 

fact wapovouncla is not mentioned at 

all—but simply describing or illustrat- 

ing its acquired sense. Quintilian 
seems to understand the word in two 

different senses. In Ix. 3. 80 he iden- 

tifies it with duocoré\evros, and illus- 

trates it by the jingle of patrimonium 

and matrimonium ; in Ix. 3. 66, when 

he calls it adnominatio, the application 
seems quite different; though it may 
possibly be included under similarity 
of sound. See also Hermog. r. l3edr. 

11. 367. Speng. Rhet. Gr. Alterum 

genus est (ridiculi) quod habet parvam 

verbi immutationem, quod in littera 
positum Greci vocant rapovopaciay, 

ut nobiliorem mobiliorem Cato, &c. 

Cic. de Or. 11. 63. 256. wapdévupos, in 
Categ. 1. a. 11, 13. signifies change of 

the form or termination of the word. 
wapdyew TO dvduart. Gorg. 493. a. 

and Cratylus, 407. 0. Diog. Laert. 

Vit. Plat. § 26. 
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‘literal,’ verbal jests, are a variety. These are said perta- 
otpépey dvoya, tu change or twist a word out of its proper 
and natural sense, or give a different ‘turn’ to it. As in 
the example, the word Oparre: naturally seems to mean, and 
is intended so to be taken, ‘you are confounded;’ but it is 
changed or perverted in the pronunciation or application so 
as to imply a double taunt, @parr’ el (effeminacy, and foreign 
extraction). Jokes or plays upon words when the same 
word is used in two different senses, as apy7 in the following 
example, seem not to be included under ra mapa ypappa. 
They are called simply agreta, § 7, innocent lively pleasantries, 
distinguishable from oxwppata, bitter, mordant, gibes, or 
taunts; and if they have any distinct name given to them 
It is oxwvupia. Ambiguum, Cic. de Or. Il. 62. 253. 254. 255. 
§ 8. In these kinds of aoveia that we are now considering, 
the metaphor or double entendre’ or whatever else it may 
be, must always be suitable, applicable to the person or occa- 
sion, (from the connexion of mpoonxovrws in the example, 
this seems to be the sense here); in this its principal merit 
consists. To all of them alike the same rules apply, the 
more briefly and antithetically they are expressed the more 
popular they are: the reason is as before, that the contrast of 
the two seems to teach more, and the brevity more quickly. 
§ 9. In these witticisms there must always appear either a 
special individual application, or else they must be expressed 
with peculiar elegance or point; if the ‘mot’ is to be at once 
‘true’ (dAnOés, either simply ‘true’ in its ordinary sense; or 
‘apposite, well applied ;’ or ‘sound, genuine,’ and so ‘carrying 
weight,’ ‘telling,’ as Vict. sententiam gravem et honestam) 
and not on the surface, trivial, such as anybody could say, or 

might occur to any one. These do not always go together: 

1 Victorius reads duwrvulg and wera- soughtin, or conveyed by, double en- 

g@opg. He understands the words to tendre or metaphor. I think from 

mean, that the merit of these dorda what follows the version in the text 

consists in the elegance or propriety is right. 
of them, and that these are to be 

21 
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a phrase for example may be ‘true’ or ‘weighty,’ ‘sound 

sense, and yet very trite and common-place. But if it have 

both these qualities, if it be as before, and also pointed or 

well expressed, it will then be popular. In fact the more of 

these particular graces of style, which go to make dorerns, 
any phrase possesses, the more vivid and striking it will be ;— 
as metaphor, and metaphor of a particular kind, antithesis, 
parisosis, and évépyera. § 10. We have seen that the most 
important of all the aids to vivacity of style is metaphor: 
now similes may always be considered as in some sense 
(rporrov tiva) metaphors, and those too of the best sort; and 
therefore they must be included in the consideration of acreta. 
That these are metaphors, and of the best sort, viz. the pro- 
portional, appears from the fact that two objects are always 

compared in them, as when a shield is called Ares’ goblet, 
or a bow a chordless lyre. On the ayadoyoy in the first 
example see above, III. 4. 4.; and (more clearly) Poet. 21. 
12. By the same analogy, I suppose, the second example 
is a proportional metaphor; because, the bow being the attri- 
bute of Apollo in one of his characters and the lyre in 
the other,—bow : Apullo (as archer) :: lyre : Apollo (as musi- 

cian) ',—to qualify the harshness of such a metaphor the word 

dyopdos is added, which shows that it is not an appendage of 
the god in his character of musician. (On this phrase see 
Demetrius 7. épy. U1. 282, Rh. Gr. Speng.) However, he adds 
as a note, the two expressions I have quoted are not simple 
and ordinary metaphors; to each of them a word was added: 
a simple naked metaphor is when one thing is said to be 
another, as a shield a goblet, or a bow a lyre, without any 
addition as a reference (pos 6 éorw, Poet.”). § 11. Com- 
parisons may be made without the proportional metaphor, 

1 In the same way, c. 6. ult., he p. 290. 
says it is a proportional metaphor to ? Vict. illustrates by this dr) pera- 
call the sound of a trumpet dAvpoy dopd the phrase in Poet. xxI. 12, xal 
pwéos. See on c. 6, n. 1. Introd. évlore rpooriGéaow dv’ ob Neyer, pds 
p- 297. And on ¢idAn “Apeos,c. 4.84. 8 dor. 
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(see § 14) § 12, but the best contain such. In similes the 
poets meet with the most signal failure and success § 13. All 
proverbs also are metaphors ‘from species to species;’ an 
example is given, § 14. All approved hyperboles’ are like- 
wise metaphors. This implies that there are other sorts of 
hyperbole, but those which are expressed by metaphor are 
the best. As when it was said of the man with the black 
eye, ‘you'd have taken him for a basket of mulberries’— 
the metaphor lies in the common quality of redness or purple; 
for both the mulberry and the black eye are purple: but the 
distinctive character of the figure lies in the excessive amount, 
which makes it a hyperbole. [adda 76 zroAd oddpa; the ellipse 
to be supplied seems to be éorw épvOpov. The great quantity 
makes an excess of redness, which constitutes hyperbole. ] 
Again the similes quoted above may be construed as hyper- 
boles, by merely dropping the particle of comparison. Thus 
— you'd have taken him for Philammon in close and deadly 
encounter with the sack. You'd have taken his legs for 
parsley, so crooked are they. When expressed thus they 
become hyperboles. § 15. This is Quintilian’s superjectio 
per similitudinem; illustrated by Virg. Ain. vir. 691. Credas 
innare revulsas Cycladas. (This example is given by Vict. 
and Maj.). The hyperbole is a figure which expresses 
vehemence, as violent passion; it is therefore petpaxiwdys, 
characterised by those qualities which distinguish young 
men; implies fire, spirit, exuberance, exaggeration. It 1s 
therefore unbecoming in the mouth of old age. The figure 
is an especial favourite with the Attic orators. § 16. 

Ch. 12. He now returns to the subject of propriety, in 

1 Hyperbole, Quint. vir. 3. 67—76 
discusses and illustrates very fully. 
He calls it decens veri superjectio ‘a 
becoming exaggeration of the truth’. 
(The word is borrowed from Livy, 
Spald. ad loc.). Three of its species 

are expressed by similitude, compari- 
son, metaphor, §§ 68, 69, 7o. In 1x. 

1. 29. it is called augendi minuendive 
causa veritatis superlatio. According 
to the Auct. ad Heren. IV. 33. 44, 
superlatio est oratio superans veritatem, 
alicujus augendi minuendive causa. 

He also distinguishes one kind, cum 

comparatione aut a similitudine. See 

also Cic. Topica. xX. 45. 

21—-2 
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respect of its application to the three kinds of rhetoric’. 
The same style is not suitable to written compositions, (sucb 
that is as are intended to be read,) and to debate’; nor again 
to the two kinds which are included under the latter, delibe- 

rative and forensic speeches. Every one who wishes to suc- 
ceed and make himself a name in public life, or in fact do 
his duty as a citizen, in which writing as well as speaking is 
often required, must of necessity be acquainted with both’: 
for the one involves at any rate purity and correctness of 
language and grammar, a solecism or barbarism calls forth a 
smile or a hiss from the audience; and the other is absolutely 

necessary for the purpose of imparting any thing you have 
occasion to say to the rest of the world. § 1. Still the writ- 
ten style is distinguished by a nicer accuracy and a higher 
degree of polish and finish‘; the style of debate is that which 
is best adapted to declamation or delivery. Now there are 
two things in particular which render a speech suitable for 
declamation, 700s and vraQos; the accommodation of the lan- 
guage to the delineation of (1) character, the ranks, ages, 
fortunes, morals, manners, habits of men; and (2) of emotions 

and passions’, These are most suitable to the aywuotixol 
Aoyot, because in them it is most important to assume the 
appearance of reality. And this is why actors (whose busi- 

1 Compare Quint. viii. 3. 11. seq. 
which seems partly taken from Ari- 
stotle. 

* Some of the points of difference 
between the ‘graphic’ and ‘agonistic’ 
styles are pointed out by Whately, 
Rhet. ch. Iv. p. 301. a. and 299. b. and 

foll. (Encycl. Metrop.). 
® Thue. 11. 60. 5, 6. as a commen- 

tary on this. 
* On dxplBea, high artistic finish, 

see above p. 11.; Grant, note on Eth. 

Nic. 1. 7. 18. On some of its various 
meanings, see further in note on c. 12. 
§ 5. Introd. p. 328. This kind of dxpl- 

Bea, inatyle, is developed by Quintilian 

in the passage above referred to. VIII. 3. 
dxpi8fs and drnxpiBwuérvos are applied 

to style by Isocrates, Paneg. § 11. 
and opposed to dwAds, in the sense 
of ‘highly finished, elaborated, and 
adorned with all the graces of rhe- 

toric.” The same Isocrates, rept dy- 

718. § 46, seq., says that the style of 
the Panegyric is near akin to poetry. 

5 Compare Quint. 111. 8. 12. (in con- 
cionibus deliberatio) affectus, ut que 

maxime, postulat. Nam et concitan- 

da et lenienda frequenter est ira &. 
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ness is declamation) look out for plays, and poets for actors’, 
which express and are capable of expressing these qualities. 
Not but that the poets also who write to be read have their 
share of applause [Bacrafew = Soxiuafey ap. Gramm. Vict. 
This interpretation seems to suit the connexion better than 
‘in manibus versantur,’ unless that also can mean ‘are popu- 
lar.’] as (Chzeremon’ whose style is as finished as that of a 
professional speech writer (like Isocrates), and Licymnius the 
dithyrambic poet. When brought into comparison many of 
the ‘composers’, (as Isocrates, according to Hieronymus of 
Rhodes, in Dionysius, de Isocr. Jud. c. 18.) in the actual con- 
tests of the assembly or the forum appear poor and meagre, 
wanting in body and vigour; whilst some of the ‘orators’ 
speeches which have enjoyed a fair reputation [which have 
passed muster very well by the aid of a good delivery’ (ev 
Nex Pévres; so Vict. and Maj.)] when taken in the hand, sub- 
mitted to the test of perusal, lose all their effect, and look 
like the work of mean and unskilful (unartistic, unprofes- 
sional, ‘S¢«wrixoi) composers*. The reason of this is because 
they are intended for the arena of actual debate, and to that 
they are adapted; they were never meant to be read, and 
want the nice finish which written compositions require. 
And so the qualities and artifices of style which tell in decla- 
mation, for which they were intended’, when divested of this 

1$o Vict. and Maj. It may also be, 
personages for their dramas who offer 
marked features of character and vio- 

lent passions. 
? Cheremon’s writings abounded in 

minute, and doubtless highly wrought, 

descriptions, as of flowers. Athensus. 

This of course would give the op- 
portunity for introducing the minor 

graces, and elaborate finish, and nice- 

ties of composition; whether shown 

in careful construction, or in the use 

of ornament and rhetorical figures. 

® The interpretation in the text 

would require Aéyo. It can mean 
nothing but ‘well spoken of’, pjropes 
being understood. 

‘On ‘spoken’ and ‘written’ speeches, 
as to the difference of the effect upon 

the audience &c., and the prejudices 
against the latter see Isocrates, Philip. 

§ 25 seq. p. 87. 

5 On the illusion produced by the 
delivery of a speech, and the advan- 
tages which an orator derives from it 

and all the attendant circumstances 
of an actual contest in affecting the 

minds of an audience—such as the 
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aid do not ‘fulfil their proper function, —as for instance asyn- 
deta, and the reiteration of the same word—and though the 
orators employ them in their debates as adapted to delivery, in 
the written style, ‘they appear silly, and are justly reprobated. 
§ 2. To this is appended by way of note the following in- 
junction; to be careful in such reiterations [to vary the voice, 
tone, gesture; so Vict.’ Or rather,] to vary the form of the re- 
curring phrases in such a way as to avoid stiffness and mono- 
tony; such variety in the construction in fact seems to pave 
or prepare the way to the delivery, to suggest the same va- 
riety in the declamation® After illustrating this by an ex- 
ample from some unknown rhetorician—Aristotle seldom or 
never coins examples of his own’—and a most obscure re- 
ference to two plays of Anaxandrides, [on which Meineke, 
Fragm. Comm. Gr. 111. 166, throws no light,] he adds; in fact 
if such a construction of the sentence is not helped off by the 
delivery it becomes intolerably stiff and awkward, like the por- 
ter in the proverb who carries the beam, (or as we say, like a 

8éfa rot Ad¢yovros, the dur, the pera- 

Boral al é rats pnropeas yeyrbpera, 
the xa:pol, and so on—as compared 
with a written composition, read and 

criticised in cold blood, see Isocr. Phi- 

lip. p. 87. c. D. quoted above. 
1 7d peraBdd\r\e»w. Victor’s inter- 

pretation here though apparently na- 

tural is incorrect. Major., Schrader., 

Ernest. Lex. Techn., Spald. on Quint. 
IX. 3. 38., Meineke, Fragm. Comm. 

Grec. 111. 166., (and the passages of 
Anaxandrides), all understand it of the 

figure weraSor}; which is described 
by Quint. Lc. hance rerum conjunctam 

diversitatem Ceecilius peraSod jp vocat ; 

and illustrated by an example from 

Cicero pro Cluentio, exactly corre- 
sponding with that in Aristotle's text. 
Major. ad loc. cites three more of the 

same kind from Cicero in Pisonem; 

and Spalding ad loc. Quint. another 

from Demosth. de Cor. p. 328., given 
by Alexander repli peraBods III. 35. 

Sp. Rhet. Gr. It consists, as appears 
from the example, in expressing, for 

the sake of variety and animation and 
amplification in several distinct clauses, 
all sometimes introduced by the same 
word, a set of phrases which might 

all have been gathered into one sen- 

tence and connected by copulatives. 
It may thus be regarded as a sort of 

asyndeton, with which Aristotle seems 
to class it. 

2 8rep ws xpoodorae? rp troxp. 

seems to have much the same sense 

as what Dionysius says of Demosthe- 
nes, de adm. vi dic. oc. 32. p. 10233. 
(Reiske) that his speeches, adrol d:3d- 

cKxovow ws abrovs droxplryec Oat Sei, viv 

per elpuvevdpevoy...rpopopas. 

® There is one exception in a sub- 
sequent chapter. 
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man who has swallowed a poker.) § 3. Similarly asyndeta, with 
which the preceding may be classed, must be varied in the 
delivery, and never pronounced with the same character’ and 
tone, as if they all meant only one thing. While we are on 
the subject of asyndeta, he continues, again by way of note, 
it may be remarked that they have this peculiarity; that they 
make it appear as if several things were said in the same 
time, when in reality there is only one. For as it is the pro- 
perty of the connective particle to give a unity to several 

things, so the removal of this has the opposite effect of con- 
verting one into many, and accordingly serves the purpose of 
amplification®. And this is the meaning of Homer’ repe- 
tition of the word Nepevs in the Iliad, B. 671; the reiteration 
gives an importance to the name which fixes it in the me- 
mory for ever, though this is the only place in which he is 
mentioned by the poet. It is in fact the same fallacy*® which 
was noticed before (111. 7. 4); the supposition viz. that if one 
thing is the necessary consequent of another the converse 

likewise is true: a person or thing of which many things are 
said must necessarily be frequently mentioned, but it by no 
means follows from this that when one is frequently men- 
tioned many things must be said of him. § 4. Returning 
now to the main subject of the Chapter, he proceeds; the 
Deliberative style is exactly like ox:aypagia—painting in 
light and dark shades, chiaroscuro, without colour; we may 
render it for the purposes of the illustration ‘scene painting’ 

—it is meant to produce its effect at a distance, and will not 

bear close inspection or nice criticism. But the greater the 
number of hearers the more distant so to speak is the point 

of sight‘: the style should therefore be broad rough and tell- 

1 40a, habitu animi, Vict. Maj. I. 7. 5- 

4 See Harris, Hermes, 11. p. 240. ¢ So in acting, the larger the thea- 
3 It consists in assuming that ante- tre the more likely are any delicate 

cedent and consequent are reciprocal- shades of expression in feature, tone, 
ly convertible, when they are not. action, and character, to escape the 

See Top. rx. 167. b. 1. sq. and Rhet. _ notice of the audience. 
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ing massive and grand; all niceties of style and language, 

minute touches, delicate finish, are superfluous and thrown 

away in both, the painting and the speeches; whereas forensic 

speaking, where the number of hearers is smaller, admits of 

this axpiBea' in a yreater degree. Theophrastus herein fol- 

lows his master. Quint. 111. 8.62. The difference between 

the three kinds of audience, in respect of the degree of axpi- 
Bea which each of them allows, seems to turn mainly upon 

the numbers of each. In a great crowd like the assembly 

the orator can only be imperfectly heard by reason of the 

actual distance, the correspondence between oxtaypadia and 

a deliberative speech is therefore to be taken literally, the 
spectators and audience are both at a distance, and the style 
in each of them has to be accommodated to that distance, 

and the imperfect perception consequent thereupon: besides 
this, there are the distractions of the contest, party feeling, 

hope and fear, passion and excitement, which also divert the 
attention from minute and delicate points; these obstacles to 
the exercise of critical judgment upon style prevail less in a 
court of law; and least of all with a single judge,—as an arbi- 
ter, or, it may be, a ‘critic,’ («psrjs as a judge in the games, 

musical and theatrical contests, &c.). Forensic speaking 
therefore admits of a greater degree of finish of style, and 

1 dxplBeca seems to include likewise 
closeness and exactness of reasoning, 
and keeping to the point; from what 
follows, 4 52 Sixn dxpiBéorepov’ Erc 3é 

Haov...eXdxiorov ydp éorw ev pnro- 
pixots, which plainly refers to ‘ reason- 
ing processes.’ Compare also, c. 17. 
§ 12. And so Victor. note on éme:- 

Sexrixh dékts ypaguxwrdry. The larger 
the assembly, the more latitude in rea- 
soning and assertion may the speaker 
allow himself. And this seems to be 
true. Still it must refer principally 
to all the artificial graces of a finished 
composition, such as appear for in- 

stance in the writings of Isocrates: 
of course such an ornament as a bold 
and happy metaphor tells as much 
upon a popular audience as upon a 
more refined one. On the points of 

difference between compositions in- 
tended for speaking and for reading, 
and more particularly, between the 
latter and the forensic kind of speeches, 

see Isocrates wr. dyrid. § 46. seq. and 
especially, Phil. § 25, 6. It would 

almost seem as if Aristotle had bor- 
rowed some of his hints for this chap- 

ter from this and similar passages. 
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careful and minute exactness of reasoning; (for this seems to 
be included from what follows;) and most of all an argument 
conducted before a single judge or arbitrator, who is close at 
hand, undisturbed by noise and tumult, his judgment clear 
and unclouded by the passions excited by a contest’, and 
who can therefore take in the case at one view, and dis- 

tinguish between that which properly belongs to the subject 
before him and that which is not to the point. Accordingly 
there is here more room for ‘finish,’ and ‘exactness’ in style 
and reasoning. Such I think is the general meaning of this 
passage. Major. however makes the difference between the 
three audiences turn upon the degree of their refinement, 
and capability of judging, which requires a different mode of 
handling the subject specially adapted to each’. But there 
seems to be no reason why the members of a court of law, 
constituted as these were at Athens, should be more refined 
or better educated than those of the assembly; and besides 
Anistotle himself in the Politics, 111. 10, gives a (somewhat 
paradoxical) opinion, that thecollective judgment of the zroAXol 
is upon the whole superior to that of any individual, however 
highly cultivated, even upon questions of taste, or works of 
art; because the sum of the several items of taste and judg- 
ment possessed by each man in a mob must exceed the 
amount that any single person can possess. 

And therefore, he continues, the same orators do not suc- 

ceed in all these styles, and before all audiences. Where 
there is most opportunity for declamation, there exact finish 
is least in place; and this is where the qualities of voice, 
as power, flexibiity, sweetness, and especially loud voice, find 
most room for their display. And as this opportunity of 
course varies in proportion to the size of the audience, it 
follows by implication, that an orator who shows his power in 
declamation and action is most fitted to address the assem- 

1 This is equally true of the ‘critic’ the ‘ Philip’, already quoted. 
of a written composition ; and is point- 2 This is in some degree counte- 
ed out by Isocrates in the passage of nanced by Top. rx. 164. b. 27. 
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bly : those who succeed better in close reasoning and accu- 
racy and finish of style are more in their element at the bar. 

Now of all the three kinds of rhetoric, the demonstra- 

tivum genus is most adapted for writing; for as its réXos, and 
intention, is to be read, so its épyov or appropriate function 
lies in reading’: it appeals therefore more to exact and 
minute criticism ; the reader has time and leisure for reflex- 

ion; and calmness and quiet and freedom from excitement 
and passion: and in the second degree, for the reason be- 
fore mentioned, the forensic kind. § 5. 

Some writers* on Rhetoric have introduced a further and 
unnecessary distinction, that style should be sweet and ‘mag- 
nificent’: for, why these rather than any other of the moral 
virtues (of which according to the philosopher, magnificence, 
peyaNoTrperreca is one)? and besides, we have already shown 
how such a style is to be attained; nothing additional is 
required, as if this were something distinct from the quali- 
ties already inculcated. A pleasing style will be formed by 
the proper mixture of the elements of style already enume- 
rated ; the familiar, and the strange or foreign, (i.e. orna- 
mental as described. c. 2), and rhythm, and persuasiveness 

arising from the observance of propriety. I say a pleasing 
style will follow from the observance of the rules and injunc- 
tions above given; for why else have we said that style must 
be clear or perspicuous, and not mean and commonplace, su) 
TaTrewnv GAG Kexoounpuevny, ceuvorépay, Eevranv, Ch. 2. § 2., 
but appropriate to the subject? The virtues of style like all 
others lie in ‘the mean’. cadnveva for example, perspicuity, 
lies between the two extremes of loquacity, garrulity, tauto- 
logy and such like ‘in excess’, and too great brevity and con- 

1 The relation of the Epyor, ‘the from Plato, Rep. 1. 352. D. seq. 

proper and natural function of any- 2 These writers are probably Iso- 
thing’ to its dperj and ré\os—the crates and his school. A very similar 
former is determined by it, the latter superfluous distinction is criticised, 
determines it—is examined in Etb.  . 16. 4. 
Nic. 1. 6. The doctrine is borrowed 
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ciseness, which tends to obscurity, (brevis esse laboro obscu- 
rus fio) ‘in defect’. And so end the observations on style. 

Ch. 138. We now come to the second of the two main 
divisions of the contents of this baok, viz. rafts, the ordering 
of the topics which are to be handled in the speech. By 
Isocrates and Aristotle’s immediate predecessors the speech 
was made to consist of four parts, under which all the argu- 
ments and several topics of persuasion were arranged. These 
were mrpooluov, Sirynows, wioress, and émridoyos*’. The con- 

tents of these several parts, as they were usually employed, 
are briefly described in an extract from the Art of Theo- 
dectes, preserved by the Schol. on Aphthon.’ (in Gaisf. nott. 
varr. p. 31); mpoowpsacacOat mpds ebvorav, Sepyjoacbas mpos 
alotiv, aywvicacba, mpds arodeakw, avaxepararaicacbar mpds 
avapvnow: and more fully by Cicero de Or. 11. 19. 80. Jubent 
(i.e. the current rhetorical treatises,) enim exordiri ita ut 
eum qui audiat benevolum nobis faciamus et docilem et at- 
tentum ; deinde rem narrare ita ut veri similis narratio sit, 
ut aperta, ut brevis; post autem dividere causam aut pro- 

1 The multifarious divisions and 
subdivisions of the speech which were 

an uncertain writer in the same VI. 
33.; and again, with the words slight- 

adopted by the earlier rhetoricians 
may be seen in Plato, Phsedr. 266. z, 

267.8. They are however all reduci- 
ble to these four heads. The divisions 
of the speech are treated by Diony- 
sius, Ars Rhet. c. x. § 12. foll, with 

reference to the various modes of 
handling them prevailing in practice. 
Subsequently, the usual division was 
into 5 parte; wlores being divided 
into confirmatio and refutativ, 7a 

wpos dyriicxov. This appears regular- 
ly in Cicero; and, in reference to the 

judiciale genus, in Quint. m1. 9. 1. 
? This passage is cited by Schmidt 

(on the date of the Rhet. p. 7.) as a 

quotation from Doxopater, in proleg. 
rhet. (Walts. rhet. gr. VI. p. 19,) and 

ly altered in another uncertain author 
vi. 33: in the second of these the 

words oocur, ré\os 82 ris prropexijs 0b 

7d dehds weicas GANA 7d wiHavais xph- 

cacGa: pe0b8os, as from Theodectes. 

This is Aristotle's modification of the 
original definition of rhetoric, ‘the 
art of persuasion.” See also Spengel, 
Art. Script. p. 156. It does not seem 
certain however that these words are 
cited by the author from Theodectes. 
Schmidt, p. 9. takes no notice of them 
in arguing the question of the non- 
identity of the Theodectea and <Ari- 

stotle’s extant Rhetoric; and seems 

tacitly to attribute them to the author 
who quotes Theodectes. 
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ponere, (this as distinguished from Siyynots, narratio, does 

not appear in the Greek division); nostra confirmare argu- 
mentis ac rationibus; deinde contraria refutare (these are 
confirmatio et refutatio; but both may be included under 
wlorew); tum autem alii conclusionem orationis et quasi 
perorationem collocant; alii jubent antequam peroretur 
ornandi aut augendi causa degredi, deinde concludere et pero- 
rare. See also Orat. 35.122, where it is very briefly and 
clearly put. The same fourfold division appears in the Rhet. 
ad Alex., proceeding from the school of Isocrates. The tech- 
nical names there given to them are mpoolutoy, amayyeXia, 
BeBaiwors, ériroyos': and in Dion. de arte Rhet. x. § 12. 
apooluov, Supynous, wioress, éidoyot; and these are describ- 
ed in detail in the following sections. 

See further on this subject in Camb. Phil. Journ. No. VIL 
p. 40. and the reff. there given. Add Cic. de Inv. 1 14. 19. 
and Auct. ud Heren. I. 3. 4., who both make 6 divisions. 
These agree with the classification in Cic. de Or. m1. 19. 80. 
In them the third, partitio or divisio, is distinguished from 
narratio, and is the controversix constitutio, the statement of 

the points at issue, which show under what legal head the 
causa falls; and also includes Aristotle’s wpd0ects, the state- 
ment of the points that you are about to prove: narratio 
being a narrative of the circumstances which are required 
to be known about the case. Lastly Quintilian rv. Procem. 
§ 6, adopts the same division. 

This current distribution of the parts of the speech, which 
as I have said, was first made by Isocrates, is reviewed and 
criticised by Aristotle, together with some of the schemes of 
the earlier sophistical school of rhetoricians, such as Theo- 
dorus, Licymnius, and others. 

First he observes that there are in reality only two parts 

1 In the Rhet. ad Alex. there is a sions. éxfdoyos is there also called 
substantial agreement with Aristotle wad:Adcyla, as a re-enumeration or 
in the description of the ordinary and _ recapitulation of the preceding argu- 
proper contents of these four divi- ments. 
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of the speech, both of which as well as their distinction from 
one another, are natural and necessary. The object of a 
speech is to prove something; now you can’t prove without 
stating what you mean to prove, nor state without proving 
your statements—at least the latter would be so idle and 
absurd that it may be called impossible’: therefore the 
two indispensable parts of every speech are mpd@ecus, pro- 
positio, setting forth a statement of what you are going to 
prove, and mécres arguments in its support; just as in dia- 
lectics you have problem? or statement of the question, and. 
demonstration. The substitution of the term zmpd@ects, pro- 
positio, for the ordinary technical term S:ynous, narratio, 
is well explained by Quintilian, 111. 9.5. Sepynows according 
to the usual definition and conception of its meaning is, 
in the words of Cic. de Inv. x. 19. 27, (comp. auct. ad Heren. 1 
3. 4), gestarum rerum aut ut gestarum expositio: that is to 
say, a statement in detail or narrative recital of all the pre- 
ceding circumstances which are necessary to the full under- 
standing of the case, including sometimes the statement of 

the case itself; and is distinct from the other parts of the — 
speech, occupying a definite place in it. Now mpo6ecus, the 
setting forth of what you are about to prove, which may 
occur any where, and state any thing, stands to S:yrynous as 
above defined in the relation of genus to species, and is 
therefore to be preferred ; and again, diyynous in the narrower 

sense is not universally applicable to all kinds of speeches, 
hac (narratione) non semper, ill4 (arpoOects) semper et ubique 
credit opus esse (Aristoteles). Accordingly Aristotle criticises 
the received division of the parts of the speech as absurd. 

1 d3vvaroy, the ‘impossibility’ does 

not arise from the nature of things, 

but is only true in respect of the stand- 
ard of Rhetoric. In a speech which 
is in any sense what it ought to be, to 
state a case without arguing it, or to 
argue without stating it, may be call- 
ed impossible. 

3 wpd8\nua is properly an alterna- 
tive statement of a thesis or question 
to be argued. d:arexrixdy Oedpnya 
(Top. A. 11. 104. b. 1.), quod in dis- 
putando questione bipartita efferri so- 
lebat, ex. gr. voluptas estne expetenda 
annon? mundusestne eternus annon? 

Trendel. El. Log. § 42. p. 118. 
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The forensic kind of rhetoric is the only one which necessa- 
rily requires a regular dunynows in the sense usually given to 
it; strictly speaking, for this general assertion is afterwards 
qualified, (c. 16 ;) in the two other kinds it has no place’. The 
sort of Siynows that is admissible in the émiSecerixdy yévos 
is described c. 16.§ 1; and again with regard to the third, 
it is true that a regular Seynots may sometimes be found in 
a deliberative speech—as in the great public speeches of 
Demosthenes and Atschines—but this is only an accident, not 
of the essence of this kind of rhetoric. The time of the &- 
Lrryopixoy yévos is the future (1.3.2); and a ‘narrative’ refers 
not to the future, but to the past. If it 1s introduced at all, 
it is as a review of past transactions, to call the facts to the 
memory of the assembly, and enable them to judge better of 
the future course of policy which the orator is enforcing. IIL 
16. 11. The same argument—of want of universality of 
application—will apply to two other divisions commonly 
assigned to the speech by writers on rhetoric’. How can 
Ta 1rpos avTiduxoy, refutatio adversarii, belong to an epideictic 
or deliberative speech, when in these two branches there 
48 no adversary, properly speaking, except perhaps in the 
latter by accident (as for example in Demosth. de Fals& 
Legatione)? The object of an epideixis is to praise or blame 
some one; and of a deliberative speech to persuade to or dis- 
suade from some course of action, and nothing more. And 
again, if the ézidoyos be understood, as it usually is, to 
mean ‘a summary review, dvaxeparaiwars, ‘of the proofs’ 
previously brought forward, this cannot apply at any rate to 
all speeches ; for some may not even attempt demonstration, 
aTrobeu£ts*. 

1 All that Aristotle can be under- 

stood to mean here is, that narratio, 
as defined by the Rhetoricians of his 

day, and the other divisions subse- 
quently mentioned, are necessary only 

in the dcxacrixdy ydvos. They may 

occur in the others in one form or 

other, but are not indispensable, or of 
the essence of them ; only accidents. . 

2 Quint. 111 9. §. disapproves of 
the rejection of refutatio as a division 
of the speech. 

8 4 éwl\oyor Tay drodearixGr, may 
also mean ; an éwi\oyos, as it is usually 
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This long explanation of a very few words in the original, 
which is so briefly expressed as to be unintelligible without it, 
has only brought us to the middle of § 3. The section pro- 
ceeds——Again other divisions of the speech which have 
been assigned, as mpooiutov; avrimapaBodn, comparison of 

opposing views and arguments; and ézravodos, review, avaxe- 
garalwots (a subdivision of érfAoyos, sometimes identified 
with it, because it is its prominent feature,) are equally open 
to criticism. These can only appear in a deliberative speech 
when there is a dispute and an opponent. The object of 
the procemium is to conciliate the audience and invite their 
attention, and briefly describe the subject of the speech. 
In recommending this or that measure to the assembly, un- 
less there is an adversary who has poisoned the hearers’ 
minds against it and its author, or some special reason, there 
1s no occasion for this: and also, the audience is usually well 
acquainted with the subject. See further on this, c. 14 § 11. 

defined, and with its usual contents— 

which are detailed in c. 19. § 1.—can- 
not be used in argumentative, or de- 
monstrative, speeches. Supposing a 
speech to be occupied with proof alone, 

the ordinary definition and the ordi- 
nary character of the é¢x!doyos would 

not represent it: rap drodecrixdr, 

neut., or with Aédywr und., may very 

well stand for ‘arguments’ or ‘ proofs’ 
in general. I doubt if Aristotle would 
use drodecxytvac and its derivatives in 
any other sense. Victorius however, 
followed by Majoragius and Schrader, 
understand it of the éwWecxrudy yévos. 

The former cites very appositely to 

his view, Isocr. Panath. p. 288. D., 
where Isocrates in concluding his ora- 

tion says, ‘“‘I think now I have said 

enough: for the review or recapitula- 
tion in detail of all the topics that 
have been touched upon is unsuitable 
to speeches of this kind.” But I don't 

see, in spite of Isocrates, why a sum- 
mary of topics previously treated 
should not cunclude a panegyric as 
well as any other kind of speech: nor 

do I think it possible that Aristotle 
would have employed the one word 
for the other, especially as a technical 
term— unless indeed it were a techni- 
cality adopted from some preceding 
writers, of which there is no evidence 
whatever. Vict. says that Isocrates 

uses drodexviva: in the sense of ér- 

Secxyéva: more than once in the Panath. 
speech. I can’t find it except in its 
ordinary signification, either there or 

in the Lexicons. Probably in the ed. 
he used dwo8ecxytva: was interchanged 

by mistake with éwideccvdwa, the dis- 

tinction not being recognised. In Pa- 
neg. § 18, émwsSexvdva: is used in 

very much the same signification as 
the other. § 65. 
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Comparison of argument, and review, can only be required 
when there is an opposition. In fact by the same rule, accu- 
sation and defence (which are the matter of the forensic 
branch,) may be said to form a necessary part of the delibera- 
tion: for they are equally necessary when there is an adver- 
sary: they do not belong to this kind of speech, qué delibe- 
rative’; but only, if ever, as an accident. The argument is 
a reductio ad absurdum. If the former then this; but this is 

manifestly absurd. Further, the éidoyos* is not essential 
even to the forensic speech—where however it is most re- 
quired—{and a fortiori, not to the two other kinds;] as when 
the case and the speech are short, and the facts easily re- 
membered. For the very object and essence of the émldoyos 
being to enumerate in brief the preceding topics and argu- 
ments, for the purpose of assisting the memory, (which is ex- 
pressed by adatpetc Gas tov ynxovs) it is plain that when the 
arguments are already briefly expressed, and the whole case 
easily remembered, there can be no occasion for it*. The 
only necessary parts of the speech therefore are mpd0eors and 
miorts. § 3. These are proper to and characteristic of all. 
If we are to add any, let there be at the utmost the four 
above named. Refutatio is not a true division for it belongs 
to wicress; and so does aytirapaBoadn, the contrast of your 
own views and arguments with those of the adversary, by 
way of reply. You first give your own arguments in support 
of your case, confirmatio; then answer those of the adversary, 
refutetio; and then contrast the two avrurapaBoXn; which is, 

as Aristotle says, nothing more than an amplification, a set- 
ting in the most favourable light, of our own, and belongs 
therefore to wicress. For either of these proves something: 
not so however mpooluioy (which we allow): nor ézriAoyos, 
which merely recalls them to memory. § 4. If such as these, 

1 Reading #, for 4, ouvzBoudt. Schrader’s (whose words are by no 

* Read with Vict. Maj. Schrader, means clear) interpretation of these 

GAN’ 6 éxldoyos Ert x.7.X. obscure words, and I think must be 

3 This is Vict. Major. and I believe _ right. 
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refutatio and ayrirapafodn, be admitted as distinct parts, 
the divisions may be multiplied ad infinitum; and we might 
as well adopt such as those which were introduced by Theo- 
dorus and his school, ézidepynows and mpodupynois, éreyryos 
and éreféreyxos’. The fact is, that names of things (generic 
names) ought to denote a distinct kind, marked by a precise 
and definite difference’ from all other things, and new words 
should not be introduced unless they do so: (and this, 
he implies, Theodorus’ terms fail to do). Otherwise you 
have empty and meaningless and mere poetical terms, like 
those which Licymnius introduced into his Rhetoric; ézrov- 
pwo.s, amomNavnots, and 6for. On the import of these terms 
see Camb. Journ. of Phil. No. 1x. p. 256. 

Ch. 14. Having discussed generally in the preceding 
chapter the divisions of the speech, and shown that the true 
number of them does not exceed four, he now proceeds to 
describe and illustrate these, and to suggest rules for their 
practical application. All four are treated with reference to 
the three kinds of rhetoric, the deliberative, judicial, and de- 

monstrative or panegyrical. This occupies the remainder of 
the book. And first of the wpooiucov. The proomium’ may 
be stated in general terms to be the beginning of the speech, 
to which it bears the same relation as the prologue to a 
tragedy, or the prelude to a piece of music: for all these are 
openings, and pave the way as it were for what 1s to follow. 
But here we must point out a difference between the opening 
as applied to epideictic speeches and to the other two kinds 
of rhetoric. In the former namely the connexion between 
the opening and the body of the speech is allowed to be 
much less close than in the other two‘. For here, as there is 

1 See Plato, Phedr. 267. a. Plato mr. 2.dpév...Axwy Soxe?, 5 8e...0dx éxuv. 

gives instead of the two first, ricrwors 
und éxixlorwors. Were they all four 
in Theodorus’ treatise? or is this one 
of the not unusual slips of memory on 

Aristotle’s part in quoting! 
* On dadopa, Vict. quotes Eth. N. 

éwel yap diadépec (since there is a real 
difference), BéAriom Svopa Exew 8209, 

? On the ordinary contents of the 

wpooluov, see Isoor. Paneg. § 13. 

¢ On the Epideictic proemium, (af- 
ter Aristotle,) Quint. 111. 8. 8, 9. 

22 
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no real interest at stake, the author is allowed a much 

greater liberty in his choice of topics for amusing an audi- 

ence; a licence which would be intolerable in a case for in- 

stance of life and death, or in the suggestion of a course of 

action which may involve the safety or ruin of a state. Here 

the audience are too eager to come to the point to admit of 
any trifling with their anxiety. The exordium accordingly 
of the epideictic branch of rhetoric is rather to be compared 
to the mpoavAsoy in the two analogous cases suggested. Fora 
flute player in contending for the prize opens his performance 

with a flourish, by which he thinks he can display his powers 
and his instrument to their best advantage, and secure the 
favourable attention of the judges, which has usually no con- 
nexion whatsoever with that which is to follow, but gradually 
works round until it connects itself with the évdocryov, the 
real commencement of his theme. The évéddccuov’ thus seems 

to stand between the mpoavdsoy and the piece itself, to the 
latter of which it serves as an introduction (inter prolusionem 
et verum cantum. Vict.). It appears to be one or more notes 
struck, or a bar played, to mark the character of the piece, as 
the time or the key or perhaps the mode, or voyos, ‘tune, air,’ 

-—one or all; and corresponds in its use and application pretty 
nearly to the key note. An example of this common prac- 
tice of the Aoyoypador is cited from the opening of Isocrates’ 
Helen. There is the further advantage in this, even if the 

orator pass into quite a different region or climate, (the meta- 
phor, éxrozrion, is from migratory birds,) that it gives variety 
to a kind of speaking which is apt to fall into monotony. § 1. 
The introductions in this branch of rhetoric are derived from 
praise and blame; illustrated from Isocrates and Gorgias § 2. 
Another topic for epideictic exordia is advice. § 3. A third 
may be derived from topics which properly belong to forensic 

1 dvddomor, xpobopa, or dopa. Bos. ‘a guide,’ to be followed, metaphori- 

Ellips. s.v. It is used by Aristotle, cally. By Plutarch in two passages, 

Pol. Vill. 5.1, apparently in the sense quoted by Schiifer ap. Bos, for ‘a 
either of an ‘introduction’ as here; or signal,’ or ‘incentive.’ 
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introductions; to entreat, namely, the indulgence of the au- 

dience if the subject of the speech happen to be incredible or 
difficult, (or harsh, unpleasant, Vict. and Maj. ardua,) or 
trite and stale; as Cheerilus does in his poem. Hence it ap- 
pears that the mpooiuca in this branch are to be derived from 
émraivos and woyos, rpotpomn and azrotpo7n, and appeals to the 
feelings of the audience; and may be either closely connected 
with, or foreign to, the main subject of the speech. § 4. 

The procemium in forensic speeches is analogous to the 
prologue of a tragedy or the introduction of an epic poem: 
the epideictic bear more resemblance to the dvafodai of the 
dithyramb. (c. 9 § 1.) § 5. In plays and epic poems it gives 
as it were a specimen, sample, or indication, of the subject; 
and so relieves the minds of the audience from the suspense 
and uncertainty which attend everything undefined, and 
keep the mind wandering in doubt and anxiety: whereas 
the poet by putting the opening into the hand, as it were, of 
the listener, gives him a ‘clue’ to the subject, and enables him 
to follow it with ease and interest. He then quotes the 
opening lines of the Iliad, Odyssey, and Cheerilus’ ‘ Persian 
Wars,’ (according to Wolf's conj. approved by Vater, Buhle, 
Nike, Gaisford). Similarly the tragic poets explain the 
subjects of their plays; if not immediately at the opening, as 
Euripides, at any rate in a subsequent ‘introduction’’, as 
Sophocles in the “(Edipus on the throne:” and so with 
Comedy. This then is the most necessary, and the peculiar 
and proper function of the proemium, to explain the object 
and intention of the work; and therefore if the subject is 
short and plain none is required. § 6. All the other appli- 

1 The comm. object to wpoddyy 

here because the verse quoted is in 
the middle of the play. But it seems 
that Aristotle has here used wpd)oyos, 

in a more comprehensive sense than 
that which it ordinarily bears, for 

‘an introduction’ in general, by which 
something that follows is hetter un- 

derstood: and that it bears much the 
same relation to the ordinary significa- 
tion of wpéAcyos as wpd0ects does to 

Shynocs in o. 13. 

The same term is applied by impli- 
cation to speeches in the middle of 

a play, in § 10. 

22—32 
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cations of this prologue of the speech are so many remedies 
for the various defects of the audience; as inattention, un- 

favourable disposition &c.; and are common to all the three 
branches, They are derived from the speaker himself, from 

the audience, the subject, and the adversary. From the first 
and fourth arise the topics of raising and allaying prejudice 
and ill-feeling; only with this difference. The defendant 
must begin with the charges brought against him or the 
insinuations of his enemies, and clear them away, do away 
with all unfavourable impressions against him, before he 

proceeds to introduce himself to the audience's favourable 
consideration; (so Vict. Maj.); and so in his case these topics 
belong to the procemium: but the accuser must reserve all 
that tends to raise a prejudice against the accused for the 
évrikoyos, in order that his insinuations may dwell in the 
minds of the audience, and leave their sting. To the second 
head, ra mpés Tov axpoarny’, are referred all the topics and 
artifices which serve to conciliate the audience to yourself, 
and provoke their indignation against the adversary; or 
again when it is required—for this is not always the case—to 
make them attentive, or the reverse when our case is a bad 

one; or if we wish to slur over any important point which 
is not in our favour; and this is why orators when they feel 
themselves upon unsafe ground often try to raise a laugh, 
under cover of which they glide over the dangerous topic’. 
In fact anything or everything, meaning all that has been 

1 The three requisites in the dispo- 

sition of the audience according to the 
later writers on the subject are that 

they should be, benevoli, dociles, at- 

tenti. Cic. de Inv. 1. 15. 20; and fre- 

quently elsewhere. Aristotle includes 

the two latter under the one head of 

mwpocvexrixol: and in fact if a man is 
inclined to attend, he shows already 
that he is desirous of learning. The 
two are closely connected, Cic. de Inv. 
I, 16, 23. 

® This is the object of the former 
half of Gorgias’ maxim, c. 18. 7. The 
propriety of Aristotle's qualification, 
éviore, is contested by Quintilian, who 
has sume very sound remarks upon it, 
IV. 1. 37, 38. Gaisf. quotes very ap- 
positely, Arist. Vesp. 564. 

Ol 8¢ Aéyovcw pbGouvs tpi, of 3° 
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described as appropriate to the mpooiucov, (so Vict. Maj.) may 
be applied at the orators pleasure, if he only treats his 
topics with that wiew, to make the audience ‘dociles, i.e, 
ready to receive the information which he is prepared to 
communicate; which is much the same as being inclined to 
listen to him, wpocexttxot; and there is another thing which 
is of great importance for securing this object, viz. that the 
speaker should infuse 70s into his speech, i.e. set his own 
character and intentions in the most favourable light, make 
himself appear a worthy and respectable person; because 
people are always more inclined to attend to those whose 
characters they esteem. The subjects which most attract 
the attention of an audience are things of magnitude, mo- 
mentous and important; things in which they are themselves 
concerned, where their own interests are involved’; things 
surprising and incredible; and things agreeable: and there- 
fore the speaker should try to make it appear that the sub- 
ject of his speech is one or other of the foregoing. If you 
want to make them inattentive, the opposites, trifling, 
painful, matters in which they have no personal interest are 
appropriate. § 7. However we ought to be aware that all 
this is beside the real point, does not belong to the art of 
rhetoric when properly defined and understood; and the 
necessity of it proceeds merely from the defects of the 
audience ; for if they were what they ought to be, there would 
be no need of an introduction, except just to state in a 
summary way what the speech is to be about, that it may be 
as it were a body with a head*® § 8. At the same time it 

immortal gods, and important state 

interests. The author of the Rhet. ad 
1 These Sa of Aristotle are ex- 

pressed by Cic. Orat. Part. c. 8. Con: 

juncta cum ipsis apud quos agetur. 
The two others which attract atten- 
tion are there given as ‘magna ot 
necessaria.’ The same author, de Inv. 
I. 16. 23, classes them under four 
heads; magna, nova, incredibilia, and 
things relating to illustrious men, the 

Al. c. 30. 3. enumerates many more. 

* dowep capa xeparty. M. Ed- 

mond About somewhere says, in 

apologising fur a preface, which he 

considers himself obliged to prefix to 

one of his works, that a book without 

&® preface is like a man going out into 
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may be remarked that this topic is common to all the parts 
of the speech, and in fact more necessary everywhere than in 
the opening; for people’s attention is much more likely to 
flag in the middle or at the end of the speech. Therefore 
orators have recourse to various artifices for giving a fillip 
to the drowsy audience; which Prodicus called, ‘slipping in a 
taste of the “fifty-drachm”;’ i.e. his principal and most in- 
teresting lecture. § 9. All these topics for making procemia, 
with the exception of the brief summary, which are beside the 
real subject, are plainly addressed to the hearer not merely 
as a hearer’, as one who merely wants to be put in possession 
of the real facts of the case and nothing more, but as a man 
subject to the prejudices and defects above mentioned. This 
is clear from the fact that all speakers, involuntarily as it 
were, invariably employ the introduction in instilling preju- 
dices into the minds of the audience against their adversary, 

or endeavouring to remove unfavourable suspicions which exist 
against themselves: showing thereby what their opinion of 
the character of the audience really is; that is, that they 
are not unbiased and what they ought to be. This is exem- 
plified by reference to Soph. Ant. 223, and Iph.T. 1162. And 
so the procemia are most useful to those who have, or fancy 
they have, a bad case; for it is to their advantage to dwell 
upon anything rather than the case itself. Similarly and 
for the same reason slaves when charged with a fault and 
excusing themselves to their masters never answer his ques- 

the street without his hat. The open- 

ing of Gorgias’ speech quoted at the 
end of the chapter produces exactly 
that effect. A inan in the street is 

just as much a man without, as witb, 
his hat: but custom and convention 

have made a hat to be regarded as 
part of a man, or at any rate of a 
gentleman, under those circumstances ; 
and the absence of it gives him an air 

of incompleteness, and want of finish, 

like a body without a head. See the 
definition of cola, Eth. Nic. vi. 7. 3. 

and Stalibaum’s note on Plat. Gorg. 
505. D. 

1 So the jurymen in our Courts are 
instructed by the Judge to dismiss 

from their minds all that they may 
have heard out of Court and to attend 

only to the evidence of the witnesses 
which is then and there given. This 

is to make them dxpoards 7 dxpoards. 
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tions directly, and to the point, but always dwell upon inci- 

dental or concomitant circumstances (circumstantia, rd cued), 
and in effect employ what is equivalent to a mpooiusov. § 10. 
The topics for securing evvoa, benevolentia, have been already 
treated; in Bk. II. c. 4, on ¢iAta; and c. 8, on éXeos;; and the 
other 7ra@y with them in the second book. d¢edia and éreos 
are both referred to in the well-known line of Homer, Od. 7. 
327; and these are the two that should be aimed at. 

In the epideictic procemia’, the listener must be led to 
suppose that he is a participator in the eulogy, either per- 
sonally, or by his family, and race, or his habits and pursuits, 
or some how or other. This is implied in the saying of 
Socrates (Plato) in the funeral oration, (Menexenus 233. D. 
quoted already 1. 9. 30;) that it is easy enough to panegyrise 
Athenians in Athens; where every one feels himself in- 
cluded in the panegyric: the difficulty is to do so with effect 
at Sparta, amongst rivals or enemies. The topics of the 
deliberative procemium are to be drawn from the same 
sources as the dicastic; but they are naturally most rare in 
this kind: for the subject is in these cases one with which 
the audience is acquainted; ie. sufficiently acquainted to 
dispense with the preparatory summary of it; and the only 
necegsity for using one arises from those defects of the audi- 
ence above described, or from some other accident, as the 

opposition of an adversary. It is introduced either on ac- 
count of the speaker himself, or of his opponents, or of the 
subject itself, if the audience make either too much or too 
little of it. Its topics accordingly fall under d:a8arrew and 
arrodves Oat, the exciting or allaying of prejudice; and av&n- 
ots and pefwors, amplification and detraction, diminution, 
disparagement. Or lastly it may be used merely as an orna- 
ment; for without it the speech has an off-hand, careless, 

1 Vater defends the introduction of has been said about kecping up the 

this observation here, as consistent attentiun of the audience refers equal- 

with the order of the topics of the ly to the three kinds of rhetoric. 

chapter, on the ground that all that 
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slovenly air, (‘hatless’, see note 2, on p. 341) like Gorgias’ 
abrupt opening, "HXs adds evdalpov. 

Ch. 15. We have seen that the ordinary contents of the 
mpooiu.oy may be reduced to two heads, each including two 
opposites’, The two last atfew and pevovy are not peculiar 
to this and have been before examined (see the analysis of II. 
19). It remains in continuation of the subject of the pre- 
ceding chapter to analyse the remaining pair, and to classify 
the sources from which they may be derived. dca8adrexy is 
‘to set at variance’, ‘to make hostile’; and so to inspire ill- 
will, insinuate suspicions, or prejudice a person against ano- 
ther. It applies as a technical term to all insinuations and 
accusations by which one of the parties in a case endeavours 
to raise a prejudice against the other, which are to be reflect- 
ed upon, but do not include, the main charge or point at issue. 
See 111. 15. 9. and compare the example, § 3. azroAverOau 
is to clear oneself of such insinuated charges, to remove evil 
suspicions. Aristotle begins with this, because, as he told us 
before, it is more appropriate to the exordium, as the opposite 
is to the peroration (so Vict. Maj.). The first topic for 
effecting this is general; any of the methods* by which we 
encounter and do away with suspicions or prejudices con- 
ceived against us may be employed in rebutting the charges 
and insinuations of an adversary; whether they are spoken 
or not makes no difference, § 1. Another is to plead the 
‘issues’ or points in controversy, either by denying the fact ; 
or admitting that, and asserting that the alleged act was not 
injurious (ab utili. V.), or at any rate not to the complainant 
[rovrg; this is Victorius’ reading for v.1. rovro, contested by 
Spald. on Quint. m1. 6. 60. as I think without sufficient 
reason.] or that the injury was not so great as stated; or that 
it was no wrong, or a slight one (ab equo); or not dishonour- 
able, or of no importance at all (ab honesto). Or to strike a 
balance, ‘ to compensate’ one quality of an action by another 

1 With this chapter, compare the A. c. 30. 
treatment of the same subject in Rhet. * Schrader mentions some of them. 
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as a set off (so Vict. and Maj. and Schrader, avricaradAart- 
reoOas', compensare); in estimating an unjust act or wrong 
inflicted to ‘ compensate’, it may be, the injury done by the 
honourable nature, the nobility or splendour of it; or the pain 
inflicted by the profit ensuing, and so on, § 2. A third, 
to show that the crime imputed was a mistake, or a piece of 
ill luck which could not be avoided’, or done by com- 
pulsion (which relieves the agent from all responsibility) ; or 
again to substitute a different cause or motive to that alleged 
by the accuser; the injury that ensued was not intentional 
but accidental § 3. A fourth line of argument may be 
adopted when the accuser is himself involved in the charge 
either now or formerly, or any of his near relatives or inti- 
mates: this includes recrimination, § 4. Again if others are 
involved who are universally acknowledged not to be lable 
to such a charge. [In the example some change of the 
received text seems necessary. Vict.’s, Maj.’s, and Schrader’s, 

translations seem to be none of them appropriate”. Ricco- 
boni and Bekker suggest ei Ste xaOaptos potyos; which, 
comparing, Il. 4. 15. and 24. 7, seems very probable.] You 

1 dyrixaradd\drrecOa is interpreted 
by L. and Sc. Lex. “to exchange or 
substitute une thing for another”; as 
here a different name. This explana- 

tion seems unsuitable here; because 

the other name is not substituted, 

but only added; it applies better to 
the same word in § 3. 

9 ddixla, ddlknua, dudprynua, drv- 

xnua, distinguished, Eth. N. v. ro. 

comp. Rhet. Al. 5. 9. 
> olow el xadapds x.7.X. neither Vic- 

tor..s nor Major.’s interpretation of 
this can be right. In the former the 
example does not agree with the réros ; 
and the second does not express the 

Greek, nor hang together in its several 
parts. Schrader also translates duo0do0- 
yobo., adversarii fatentur, (it would be 

singular, if this were the meaning; 
the opponent is always spoken of 
as ‘one') and xa0. ‘soeleris purus.’ 
Neither, I think, can Vater’s expla- 
nation stand. His interpretation is, 

(read xaOdpios) ‘ If because the adulter- 

er is a neat dresser,’ meaning, ‘if a 

charge of adultery against a certain 
individual is made to rest upon his 
care of his personal appearance, then 
so and so and so and £0, against whom 
there is no suspicion, must be equally 
open to it, or included in it. But the 

latter are certainly not guilty: and 

therefore you may argue that the 
charge against the former is false’. 
But the Greek words as they stand 
will not bear this sense. 
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have been charged with profligacy because you are a smart 
dresser, and take care of your person: you appeal to other 
well-known characters: if a man must be a rake because he 
is a dandy then so and so must be, for they dress as well as I 
do: but every body knows that their characters are above 
suspicion. [Either reject the article, or read et dre 6 xaa- 

ptos potyos], § 5. Again, if your accuser or any one else has 
ever charged others with the same crimes that he is now alleg- 
ing against you ; or if without a direct accusation the same 
persons were ever suspected of such crimes, who have been 
shown to be entirely innocent ; you may derive from this an 
argument in your favour: you infer by analogy that a mis- 
take in the present case is equally possible; § 6. Or again 
you may have recourse to recrimination, and retort upon the 
adversary in order to shake his credit with the audience. If 
the accuser himself is entitled to no credit, neither are his 

allegations; § 7. Again, the case may have been already 
decided elsewhere: as Euripides in the ‘exchange’ case’ re- 
plied to Hygizenon*—when he charged him with impiety on 
the ground of the famous line of the Hippolytus, v. 612; as- 
serting that it was a downright recommendation of perjury— 
that he had no right to bring that forward in a court of law; 
the point had been already decided by the judges in the 
Dionysiac contest ; where if any where the case ought to be 
tried; § 8. Again, you may inveigh against calumny and 
malicious insinuations in general, and show how mischievous 
they are, and how they raise extraneous points, and divert 
the attention from the facts of the case, the real point at 

issue*, This is well illustrated by Isocrates, zrept avrid. § 18. 
Comp. Rhet. A. 30.12. The topic from signs and tokens 

1 Sauppe, Or. Att. Fragm. 1. 216. % The words Sr od mioredter rots 
3 Valck. on Hippol. v. 612. p. 232, m=pdypacw are omitted by Vict. Maj. 

suggests the correction ‘Tyialveroy, and Schrader. No notice of the 

aa more agreeable to the analogy of omission is taken in Bekk.’s ed. and 
Greek proper names. The name is it seems to be accidental. Maj. and 
right ; eee Harpocration, 73.22. 96.3. | Schr. having probably followed Vict.’s 
Bekk. text. 
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is common to both accuser and apologist. It is illustrated 
by an obscure reference to Sophocles’ Teucer. According to 
what we gather from Aristotle’s text, Ulysses seems to 
have brought a charge against Teucer of practising with 
the enemy, (of being on too good terms with them, or playing 
into their hands): in support of which he uses as a ‘sign’, 
which gives probability to the allegation, that Teucer is a 
near connexion of Priam, for Hesione his mother was Priam’s 
sister: Teucer replies by a similar argument, that even his 
father Telamon, the husband-of Hesione, was Priam’s enemy, 

and that he was at least as likely to be so too; the one 
‘sign’ was worth just as much in the way of evidence as the 
other; and also produces this further indication of his dispo- 
sition towards the enemy, that when the spies were sent into 
the city he did not betray them to Priam’,§9. Another, to be 
employed by the accuser, is to disguise your evil intention by 
dwelling at great length upon some trifling aud unimportant 
topic of commendation, and then, under cover of this, to in- 

troduce in concise and pregnant terms a censure of something 
in the adversary’s conduct which is of real importance’; or 
after a preliminary enumeration of a number of virtues and 
advantages in the opponent which have nothing to do with 
the matter in hand, to insinuate a fault which has a direct 

bearing on the question at issue”. Such tricks as these are 

1 Wagner, Fragm. Soph. p. 388., 

gives a different turn to the story and 

the argument; but allows that we are 
ignurant of the plot of the drama. 
His version does not agree so well 
with Aristotle’s words. 

* Victor reads rg and connects 

draw. puxpdy paxpas Weta, ita vitu- 

perare ut pusillam rem magno verbo- 
ram ambitu, magnam paucis, laudes. 
But this is not to insinuate censure, 

but merely to withhold or obscure 
praise. 

Maj. interprets, si paullum laudet 
ut gravius vituperet, et si quod mag- 

num atque egregium est breviter at- 
tingat: to which the same objection 
applies, 

3 An excellent example of the use 
of this topic is supplied by Victorius 

from Cicero, pro Flacco. Verum ta- 

men hoc dico de toto genere Greeco- 
rum: tribuo illis litteras; do multa- 

rum artium disciplinam; non adimo 

sermonis leporem, ingenivsum acumen, 

dicendi copiam; denique etiam siqua 
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at the same time most artful and most unfair: for they con- 

vert what is good into an instrument of mischief by mixing 
them with what is bad. Another topic common to accuser 
and excuser is, since the same act may always be attributed 
to different motives, for the former always to put the worse 
construction upon the intention which prompted the act, the 
latter to interpret it in the most favourable sense. This is 
illustrated by the different motives which may be assigned 
for Diomede’s choice of Ulysses to accompany him in his 
nocturnal exploring expedition. Il. K. 242. sq. and Theo- 
dectes, Ajax. 

Ch. 16. We next come to denynors narratio, the second 
division of the speech. In the epideictic branch of Rhet. the 
facts of the narrative should not, as a rule, be given altoge- 

ther, and in a regular string or series one after another. 

The dcyrynots 18 @ relation or description of the facts and 
actions upon which the panegyric—to take a single instance 
—is founded. From these the encomium is to be drawn by 
argument and inference; we have to show that the fact is as 
we state it, if it appear incredible; or that it has the character, 

or magnitude and importance, that we assign to it. (Hence 
the facts which are already provided for us without any trouble 
or skill of our own are, like the areyvou mictets, (I. 15,) dreyva, 
out of the province of art; the proofs and inferences, which 

we supply ourselves, are evteyvot, éx THs Téxvns, belong to 
the art of Rhetoric). Now if we recite all the facts together 
in a string, and then proceed to draw our inferences from 
them, this would lead to great confusion in the mind of the 
hearer, and render the topics very difficult to remember. 
We must therefore distribute them over the speech, introduc- 
ing the actions severally by way of mpofects, (see above, c. 18) 

and then put upon each of them as it occurs the required 
construction: as, such and such actions show that our hero 

sibi alia rumunt non repugno: testi- rei que sit vis, que auctoritas, quod 
moniorum relligionem et fidem nun- _pondus, ignorant. 
quam ista natio coluit ; totiusque hujus 
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was just; such and such that he was wise or brave and so 
on. The other method is puzzling and wants plainness and 
simplicity. §§ 1.2. Actions that are well known we have 
merely to allude to, so as to remind the audience of them ; 
in such cases most people do not require a regular Su:xyynors, 
description in detail, [not, ‘most men’s actions’, which is 

false]. For instance every body is already acquainted with 
the actions of Achilles; and therefore if he be the object 
of the panegyric, all that is required is to enlarge upon them. 
If it be Critias on the contrary, who is not so well known, 
the description is necessary. § 3. Here something has been 
lost, and its place supplied in many of the MSS. and early 
editions by a long paragraph from I. 9. 33—388; which, to 
say nothing of the repetition, is entirely unsuitable here. 
That something has fallen out appears from the sudden 
change, without a word of explanation, from the epideictic to 
the dicastic branch which is treated in the following sections; 
and also from the abrupt conclusion of the former, and equally 
abrupt commencement of the latter, subject. The words vuy 
5é€ which have no reference to any thing preceding suggest 
the same conclusion. 

In the current rhetorical treatises'—this is aimed at 
Isocrates*—there is an absurd rule that the narrative must 
be rapid. In the first place there is no more reason why the 
narrative should be rapid than any other part of the speech : 
and secondly the principle is false; the narrative must be not 
necessarily rapid and brief, but accommodated to the subject 
and occasion: the true rule is that it should be of mean or 
moderate length, («eTpiws,) neither too long nor too short for 
the occasion: that is, enough to put the judges clearly in 
possession of the case; or to establish either the fact, or the 
injury, or the wrong, according to what the issue or ‘status’ 
may be; or to produce the impression of the magnitude and 

2 See Rhet. A. 7. 3 and 31. 4. and 7é&g7, in Benseler’s Isocrates (Teub- 

the notes on the latter passage. ner), 11. 376. 

® See the 3rd fragment of Isocrates’ 
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importance of the facts which you desire to convey’: or the 
opposites of these, if the other party is pleading. § 4. You 
may slip into the narrative any thing that tells favourably 
upon your own character, or unfavourably upon your adver- 
sary's; or any thing that is agreeable to the audience”. § 5. 
The accused or defendant will not require so long a Senynoes 
as the other party, because the case has been already stated 
by the plaintiff; and all that the other has to do is to supply 

omissions, designed or undesigned, and correct errors and false 

statements. The issues he has to raise, the status, constitu- 

tiones cause, are, first the fact; secondly if he admits that, he 

may plead that it did no harm; thirdly allowing that likewise, 
that it was not wrong or illegal; or fourthly that it was not 
so bad as the accuser tried to make out. It follows therefore 
that he should not dwell and waste time upon any thing ad- 
mitted, unless it happen to make for the point which he 
wishes to establish ; because, to take an example, if the issue 
is made to turn upon the justice or injustice of the act, the 
fact being admitted, it may be necessary to go into the details 
of the latter in order to throw light upon the former. § 6. 
Similarly in relating events, he should refer to them, for the 

sake of brevity, as past and gone; unless they should be of 
such a nature that the vivid presentation of them as actu- 
ally occurring (7po opparwy crovety, see note on c. 11,) admits 
of their being applied to awakening the compassion or arous- 
ing the indignation of the hearers. As a specimen of this 
mode of narration may be cited the ‘story of Alcinous’, in 
the Odyssey, IxX—x1II. This was one of the divisions of the 

work, and known under the above name; probably recited 

1 Arp\uaira pixa BotAc. I have 

rendered it in the text as if it were, 

4 boa rahoe ra rpdypara ry. pr. B. 

Victorius connecta it closely with the 
preceding, and renders it, (perhaps 

better, for with this interpretation 

there is no change of number from 

wpdyua to wpdypara,) ‘‘or in fact as 

much as you please, and think requi- 
site.” 

* The former part of the example, 
éyw 3’ évovbérow, «.7.d. seems to have 
been suggested to Aristotle by the 
latter half which he takes from the 
story in Herod. 11. 30. Vict. says he 
has been unable to find it. 
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separately by the Rhapsodists. Poet. xvi. 8. Plat. Rep. x. 

614. B. What Ulysses relates with all the details as actually 
occurring at the moment, he condenses into a summary of 60 
lines’ in repeating them to Penelope as zrempaypéva; dry and 
dead, past and gone, without the life and vigour of passing 
events. ‘Two other instances are Phayllus’ treatment of the 
Epic Cycle (or the Cyclops, according to a var. lect.); and the 
prologue of Euripides’ CEneus; (from the 5 lines preserved 
this seems to deserve the character here given of it, as a 

model of compact neatness.) § 7. Further the narrative 
should have an ‘ethical’ cast; to effect this we must know 

what imparts this ethical tone and colour to the speech. One 
out of many ways of producing it is to exhibit clearly the 
moral purpose; it is this that gives quality to action and 

character—it is only the moral purpose that makes an action 
good, wise, brave, or wicked, foolish, cowardly and so on—and 

the purpose itself is determined by the end aimed at, the 
motive which prompted the action. It follows from this defi- 
nition that mathematical treatises can display no ‘character’, 
since as there is no moral object aimed at in them they 
do not admit of the exhibition of zpoaipeats: but the Socratic 
dialogues* (either the actual conversations of Socrates, or the 
dialogues in imitation of them by Plato, Xenophon, A‘schines, 

Antisthenes, Phzedo, &c.; or as Victor and Schrader think 
possible, all discourses on moral and social philosophy,) do 
this; for they treat of subjects which involve this moral pur- 
pose, the actions and moral habits of men. Secondly this 
ethical colour may be imparted by the introduction of any 

traits that accompany character, and mark a man’s principles, 

habits or temper. As, if you say of a man, ‘he talked as 

he was walking’, [this seems to be said of a man who ad- 

dresses some one or carries on a conversation in a atreet or 

public road without stopping] this shows a recklessness and 

1 53 is the exact number, Vater, is not the dramatic, but the moral, 

q: v. character of the Socratic dialogues 

* It seems from the context that it that is here in question. 



contemptuous indifference to the opinions and feelings of 
others (Opacvrns), and ill breeding (ayporcia). Thirdly, to 
speak not as it were from the intellect, but from the heart; 

let your style bear upon it the impress, not so much of intel- 
lectual subtlety and vigour, as of good feeling and sound 
moral purpose: the one may be the mark of a wise man, but 
the other indicates a good one, The example which in this 
case, contrary to Aristotle’s usual practice, seems to be made 

by himself, means, “I wished this to take place; in fact such 
was my purpose and intention. It is true that I have gained 
nothing by it; but even so it is better.” Here there is 
no wisdom perhaps, if that consists in always pursuing one’s 
own interest; but there is a noble spirit and goodness shown 
in the pursuit of honour. If any trait of character that you 
introduce appear incredible, (so Vict.’ Maj. takes it for a 
return to the general subject, ‘if any point in your narra- 
tive...) in that case add the reason and explanation; as 
Antigone does in Sophocles’ play, (v. 911). If you happen 
to be unprovided with one, say that ‘you know that what 
you are stating appears strange and incredible; but such is 
your nature, you can’t help it: if the occasion were to arise 
you'd do the same again’: for people never believe in disin- 
terested motives. §§ 8, 9. Besides 760s, the narrative should 

display 7a@os, feeling, emotion, passion; and the usual exter- 
nal accompaniments and indications of such, which are well 
known to your audience; and any individual marks of pas- 
sion or traits which are peculiar to and characteristic of your- 
self or your adversary : as ‘he went away scowling at me from 
under his eyebrows’: or ‘hissing and shaking his fists furi- 
ously’, as Atschines said of Cratylus. Such traits as these 
give a reality and faithfulness to the narrative which secures 
it credit: for the audience infers from the truth of these 
individual peculiarities and tokens of character and passion 
with which they are acquainted, to the truth of the facts 

1 Victorius is plainly right, we proceed from 760: immediately to wd6os. 
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stated about them which they do not know. A great num- 
ber of these are to be found in Homer; as in Odyss. T. 361. 
Present yourself from the very outset in the character which 
you wish to bear in the eyes of the judges, that they may 
regard you in that light all through your speech ; only take 
care not to betray your design. That it is no difficult task 
to convey such impressions to an audience—how quickly 
they seize and draw their inferences from any of these indi- 
cations of emotion—appears from the rapidity with which we 
gather intelligence of things of which we know nothing—as 
for example the favourable or unfavourable complexion of 
news from the face and demeanour of messengers. The nar- 
rative should be distributed over the speech (as in the epi- 
deictic branch it should perhaps be prefixed to the several 
proofs,) and not confined to one place: sometimes it should 
not occupy its proper and natural place (he is speaking here 
of his mpofects, c. 13,) at the beginning of the speech. 
§ 10. 

In the deliberative branch of rhetoric there is very little 
need of narrative’, because, its time being the future, the ex- 

hortation and dissuasion which are its subject matter always 
have reference to the future; and there can be no narrative of 

things future; narrative is of the past alone. If one ever is 
introduced, it 18 of past events by way of recalling them to 
the memory, in order to enable the audience to form a better 
judgment as to their future course. Or in the way of cen- 
sure or praise [Vict. and Maj. connect this with the pre- 
ceding; censure or praise of those past transactions. Spengel 
puts them in brackets, as an interpolation]; but in these 
cases the narrative is an accident: the deliberative orator is 
not fulfilling his proper function, which is to exhort or dis- 
suade. The last sentence of this chapter av 8 4 amuicroy 
«.T.X. 13 very obscure, and probably corrupt; and no light 

1 Gaisford quotes in illustration, faci yap ol Bovdevdperos wept Sv oxo- 

Dion. Halic. Ars Rhet. x. 14. Sdn wey = wodvras, xal S¢ovrac padeiy 8 wpaxréoy 

lSéa cupBovreurixh dirryhoews ob Setrasz. early, obx Swep Bovdeurdéow. 

23 
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whatsoever is thrown upon it by the Commentators. First of 
all it seems that te after vmioyveicOa: cannot stand; and 
Victorius, though he does not notice this, translates the pas- 
sage as if the re were absent. Next, Victorius who is follow- 

ed by Majoragius and Schrader, renders S:atatrevw by ‘com- 
missurum’; understanding 6. ols BovNovra, ‘ (promise) to 

leave or refer the matter to the judgment of any one whom 
your hearers approve. But d:atarrewy has only one possible 
sense, ‘to set out in order, duly dispose or arrange, marshal 
in order’; and hence it must mean here ‘to set forth all your 
reasons in full detail, ols Bu’Aovraz, in the terms your hearers 
desire’; that is, that ‘you promise to offer a full and detailed 
explanation, such as your hearers would like or require, of 
the apparent paradox or incredible statement. But the 
principal difficulty lies in the application of this to the two 
examples, and particularly to the second. Of the contents of 
Carcinus’ (Edipus we know nothing that will enable us to 
explain this, further than what the text of Aristotle itself 
supplies. All that we gather from it is, that in Carcinus’ 
(Edipus Jocasta is constantly promising, in answer to the 
inquiries of the man who was looking after her son, that she 
would do something or other; probably, satisfy him. Aiuov 
in the second must, I think, be corrupt. Hemon in the 
Antigone appears in only one short scene, 635—765. The 
pow which must be referred to, if the reading is sound, is 
v. 683—723.; in which Hzemon endeavours to persuade his 
father Creon to give way, and remit his sentence of death 
against Antigone. There is nothing that can be called dinyn- 
ots, ‘narrative’, at all; nor, as far as I can see, any ‘ explana- 
tion of a paradox or obscurity’, in the sense intended by 
Aristotle. Victorius explains it thus: Hsemon, cum salutem 
uxoris Antigonz contra patrem enixe tueretur, tamen osten- 
debat se in ejus potestate fore, ac quidquid ei visum esset 
facturum, cum tamen animo aliter sentiret; quod exitus 
postea declaravit : postquam enim eum a tam seva sententia 
revocare non potuit, mori et ipse statuit. I have nothing 
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better to offer, though this seems to me in the highest 
degree unsatisfactory ; in fact, no illustration of the topic at 
all. It assumes too that dvararrecy is ‘committere’. 

Ch. 17. The next division of the speech, is the proof; 
which includes the establishment of your own case, and the 
refutation of your adversary’s, c. 13. 4. c. 17. 14. Now there 
are various kinds of proof in its widest and most comprehen- 
sive sense : for instance appeals to the feelings, indications of 
your own or the adversary’s character, evidence, and other 
external aids, (the latter, the dreyvot wloress which are used 
in confirmation of the statements made,) may all be included 
in the term vrioreis; but the proofs with which we are here 
concerned are argumentative or demonstrative. [amddec£ts is 
here used loosely, including probable arguments.] The prin- 
cipal points to which these proofs may be applied are the 
several ‘issues’, the oracecs, status, constitutiones causm, as 

they were afterwards called ; the point where the case ‘comes 
to a stand’, where ‘issue is joined’, between the conflicting 
views statements and interests of the two parties. These are 
according to Aristotle four, [see above 15. 2. and 16. 6. and 
Append. D. to this book.] which may be reduced to two gene- 
ral heads, the status conjecturalis, croyacrixn, the fact; and 

qualitas, srovorns, where the fact is admitted, and the case 
turns upon the justice or injustice, harmlessness or mischief, 
or the amount or degree of either of these: the oracus 
éptxn, finitio, nomen, being either omitted or included under 
‘degree’. To establish your plea upon these the main issues 
and turning points of the case is of course the most important 
application of proof by way of argument. This relates only 
to the Scravxdy yévos. [on the interpretation of the words, 
adcavtws xal...rovto...see Spald. on Quint. 111. 6. 60. whose 
transl. si queritur an hoc maxime factum fuerit, looks as if 
he meant to apply them to a distinct issue, the dpixy 
ordots, But if this had been Aristotle's meaning he would 
surely have written woavrws 5é «nal. The words mean 
merely that the question of justice or degree is to be proved 

23—2 
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just as much, or in the same way, as that of fact] We 
must remember however that the status of fact is the only 
one in which it may happen that one of the two parties is 
necessarily a rogue’. For in certain cases which come under 
this head ignorance cannot be pleaded—except in the shape 
of forgetfulness; see Eth. N. v. 10.—as it may when the in- 
justice or mischievous character, or the degree of either, in a 

certain act, is the point contested: and therefore in cases 
where the issue rests upon the question of fact this topic 
may be safely dwelt upon, (or ‘employed’, ypnoréov, as the 
Scholiast reads,) in the others, not. §§ 1. 2. 

In the epideictic branch most of the argument, which is 
only indirect, is employed upon amplification (or detraction), 
the facts must be taken upon trust: the orator very seldom 
tries tu establish them by proof; or only when they are in- 
credible, or for some other special reason. § 3. 

In the public or deliberative branch of rhetoric, the four 
issues, that properly belong to the forensic, may be raised in 
the shape of a denial (1) of the future facts, i.e. of the conse- 
quences which the speaker attributes to the course of policy 
which he recommends ; or, admitting them, (2) of the justice, 
(3) expediency, or (4) importance, of the line of action sug- 
gested. But though the principal attention is to be directed 

1 I think none of the Commenta- 
tors has seen that this is the true 
meaning of the passage. Vict. appa- 
rently, and Major. expresaly, (Schrader 
as far as his note goes leaves the point 
open, but his translation seems to 

follow the other two,) interpret it as 

implying, that in thin status one or 

the other of the two parties is always 
and of necessity a rascal. That this 
is not true is seen at once by taking 

the simplest example that occurs. A 
acouses B of murder; B denies it, and 

the issue arises upon the fact. But B 
may be innocent, and yet the circum- 
stantial evidence so strong as fully to 

justify A in bringing the charge. 
Aristotle is referring to a particular 
class of cases, which he calls é» ow- 

ad\Adyuacw, Eth. N. v. 10 (near the 

end) where there is a passage pre- 
cise'y parallel to this; but more ex- 
plicit, and throwing light on Aristotle’s 
meaning here: such a case as that 
which Victor himeelf supplies, and 
Schrader borrows; the case viz. of a 

disputed loan or deposit, where unless 
either of them can justify himself by 
pleading lack of memory, (Eth. Nic. 

lc.) one of the parties must intend 
to defraud the other. 
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to the arguments which have reference to these main points, 
yet the speaker must always be on the look out for any false 
statement or false reasoning in the subsidiary and extraneous 
matter: for a direct inference may be drawn from falsehood 
or fallacy in the one to the existence of them in the other. 
§ 4. Of the two instruments of all reasoning, example, the 

rhetorical induction, is most suitable to the deliberative ; 

enthymeme, the rhet. syllogism, to the forensic branch: be- 
cause, the former being engaged mainly with the future, 
examples must be drawn from past events, which by 
analogy may help to enable us to foresee what is likely to 
happen under similar circumstances; whereas no future 
events admit of direct proof. In a law court on the other 
hand, the questions, turning upon the truth or falsity of 
alleged facts, and fact carrying with it necessity, admit to a 
greater extent, ~adXop, of a nearer approach to, the rigorous 
demonstration of syllogism, the conclusions of which are 
necessary. This is a mere question of comparative exactness 
in reasoning: no proof in Rhetoric is really syllogistic, Rhe- 
toric excludes all ngorous scientific proof: none of its conclu- 
sions are more than probable. § 5. As with the several facts 
in the epideictic Sepynais, (16. §§ 1, 2.,) so likewise here in 
the use of argumentative proofs, he recommends that they be 
not al] brought forward in a string, but interspersed with 
other topics, so as to relieve the weariness and assist the 
intelligence of the uncultivated audience. For a long and 
connected chain of arguments not only puzzles and con- 
founds a listener unaccustomed to continuous reasoning, but 
also wearies and overwhelms him; so that one argument 
coming upon another before he has fully perceived the force 
of the preceding, they clash together, come into conflict, as it 
were, and so the force and effect of the whole is weakened 

and destroyed (xarafXarres GAAnAa)*. In such things there 
is a limit of quantity which is soon reached ; as Homer says, 

1 Compare L. 3. 12, 13. I. 22. 2. 
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Od. A. 204.; where it appears that Homer had the same 
meaning, from his saying, not rotaira, but rédca. § 6. En- 
thymemes are not to be employed to prove things which 
are plain enough without them ; otherwise the same fault is 
committed as by those philosophers who apply their demon- 
strations to things more certain and better known than the 
premisses from which they draw their syllogisms’. To argue 
thus, to prove what is sufficiently clear already, is compared 
by Quint. v. 12. 8. to the absurdity of bringing out a candle 
into the light of the noonday sun, § 7. In painting emotion, 
or in working upon the feelings of the audience, use no argu-. 
ment: the effect of the argument and the feeling cannot 
coexist in their minds, one will expel the other : all ‘ motions’ 
mutually exclude each other, they are either obliterated or 
extinguished altogether, either they are mutually destructive, 
or else the stronger overpowers the weaker. Nor when you 
are trying to give an ethical character to your speech; for 
argument is independent of character and moral purpose. 
§ 8. But employ general maxims in narrative and proof, for 
they have an ethical colour. See 1. 21.16. This is illus- 
trated by an example of this use of a yvan. If your object 
is to move the minds of your hearers, the same sentiment 
may be thrown into a different shape. § 9. 

In this particular, as generally, public speaking is more 
difficult than forensic. This is in conformity with what was 
said at the commencement of the work upon the neglect of 
this the nobler and higher branch by the sophistical Rheto- 
ricians his predecessors, but differs from the opinion of Cicero 
and others who consider the judicial variety the more ardu- 
ous. And the reason is plain; because it deals with the 
future (which no one can prove), whereas the other is con- 
cerned only with the past; which, as Epimenides said, may 
be known even to diviners and soothsayers*—he accordingly 

1 Compare again the same two pas- ess meant by Epimenides as a sar- 
sages, p. 357, note. casm upon his prophetic brethren, 

* The xal rois udvreow, was doubt- who pretended to see into futurity. 
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never meddled with the future, but contented himself with 
interpreting the obscurities of the past. Besides this, plead- 
ers in a court of justice have the law for their theme, and 
being furnished with this as a basis and starting-point they 
can easily supply themselves with arguments. Again in 
public speeches, there are few landing places, as it were, 

pauses in the main argument, where episodical and extrane- 
ous matter may be introduced ; they admit, that is to say, of 
very few digressions, for which forensic speeches afford abun- 
dant opportunity ; such as attacks upon the opponent, excul- 
patory or panegyrical remarks upon oneself, or appéals to 
the feelings. For these there is less room in the deliberative 
than in any of the three branches, unless, that is, the speaker 
quit his proper subject. The public speaker accordingly 
when at a loss for topics must do as the orators do at Athens, 
and Isocrates who only writes public speeches; they must 
introduce alien matter; as Isocrates in his Panegyric ac- 
cuses the Lacedzemonians in the middle of his advice, and 

Chares in his cuppaytxos; ie. the epi eipnvns. § 10. 
In epideictic speeches matter may be supplied by laudatory 
episodes or digression; as was Isocrates’ practice who is 
always bringing in some one or other in this way. And 
this was what Gorgias meant when he remarked, that he was 
never at a loss for something to say. The praises of Achilles 
introduce those of Peleus, this brings in AZacus, then the 
God, next valour, and 7rd xai ro “so and so”, any thing 

else that may happen to be connected however remotely 
with the principal subject. And this is just what I have 
been describing. § 11. If you have argumentative proofs to 
bring forward you can employ the ‘ethical style’’, to con- 
ciliate the good opinion of the audience as well—the two 
however are not to be mixed, or used at the same time, Gua. 

§ 8.—if not, you must supply the place of direct argument 
with the latter. In fact it better befits a man of worth to 

“Even diviners,” said he, impostorsas Vict and Maj. take no notice of it. 

they are, “can prophesy what is past.” 1 The argument from character. 
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represent himself in his true character, than that his speech 
should be closely and accurately reasoned. § 12. Of enthy- 
memes, the refutative are more popular than the demon- 
strative ; the truth of the conclusion being much more appa- 
rent in the former, because they bring the two opposites 
into juxtaposition ; so that the inconsistency is immediately 
detected, and the fallacy of that which is refuted seen at 
once. §13. On the érgeyyos see above, on II. 22. pp. 262, 264. 

cuvayury) tay évavriwv. II. 23. 30. where the same remark 

is made about the comparative popularity of the two kinds 
of enthymemes. Introd. p. 265. 

The refutatio adversarii is no distinct kind of proof, or 

division of the speech. The adversary’s arguments may be 
refuted by évoracis, contrary proposition, instance of the 
opposite, objection; or by counter syllogism. See on these 
in the chapter on Avous. II. 25. supr. p. 267, seq. 

In the assembly and the law courts the ordinary and 
natural arrangement of proofs is for the first speaker, the 
opener of the debate, to prove his own case first, and then 
reply to what may be urged on the other side, either by 
direct refutation, or indirectly, by pulling to pieces, cutting 
up, (6sacuvpey) his antagonist’s opinions, arguments, or cha- 
racter, by anticipation. This order however is not always to 
be observed. If the anticipated opposition is very strong, 
and turns on a great variety of different points, it may be 
advisable to attack and expose these first, and then support 
your own case by direct arguments. The reason of this, 
which is not given by Aristotle, seems to be, that when the 
arguments that may be advanced on the other side are very 
numerous, some of them are likely to have occurred already 
to your hearers, and so may have instilled a prejudice against 
your side of the question, which may prevent the direct and 
positive arguments by which you seek to prove your own 
case having their due weight. (so Vict.) § 14. And for the 
same reason, the speaker who has to reply should adopt the 
latter order, and more especially if the counter arguments 
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are popular and plausible. § 14. He has as it were to make 
room for the reception of his own views in the minds of the 
audience, which is as it were preoccupied by those of the 
adversary ; the effect of insinuations or prejudices against a 
speech and its proofs, being exactly similar to that which 
they produce upon the estimate of the character of a man: 
they must be removed in both cases alike before the mind is 
ready to receive favourably (déyeo@a:) the one or the other. 
The speaker in reply must therefore first contend against all, 
or the most important, or the most popular and approved, or 
the most easily refuted, of the adverse arguments, and then 

proceed to confirm his own positions by direct proof as well 
ashe can. This is illustrated by an example from Euripides’ 
Troad. 969. (The first line quoted is the opening of Hecuba’s 
reply, the second the commencement of the argument.) The 
poet has here shown his usual rhetorical skill by making 
Hecuba in her reply to Helen single out the weakest argu- 
ment, toi evnberrdrov, of those advanced by her adversary 
against her, and place it in the forefront of her defence; in 
order that Menelaus before whom the altercation is con- 
ducted, may carry on to the rest the unfavourable impression 
derived from the exposure of the first. So much on the sub- 
ject of proof argumentative. § 15. As regards ‘ethical’ 
proof, seeing that there are some things which are invidious 
to say of ourselves, or tedious, or apt to provoke contradic- 

tion, or again which when said of others reflect upon our- 
selves, and convey the impression that we are abusive or ill- 
bred, we may in such case adopt the artifice of Isocrates in 
his ‘Philip’, 96. D., and avridects, § 8, and put them into 
the mouth of another’. The same is employed by Archi- 
lochus in lampooning the daughter of Lycambes, the scurri- 
lous insinuations against her character being represented as 
proceeding from the father himself: and again in another 

1 On the dyri8oois, in connexion is a still more artful application of it, 
with this device, see Victorius. Iso- to which perhaps Aristotle may more 
crates states it all himself,§8. There directly refer, &§ 142—149. 
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satire the same use is made of the carpenter Charon. The 
verses quoted merely mark the commencement of the 
passages referred to, just as in the preceding reference to 
Euripides’ Troades. And similarly Sophocles in the Anti- 
gone 683. seq. makes Hzmon in his altercation with his father 
convey against him through the medium of others those ac- 
cusations which a son and a subject dares not bring directly 
against a father and a king. 692. seq.§ 16. Lastly, enthy- 
memes may be expressed as general maxims yaa, and vice 
versa. See the same topic treated in 11. 21. 1, 2. 

Ch. 18. A favourite instrument of debate with speakers 
in the public assembly and law courts is the interrogation of 
the adversary. The object of this is to enforce an argument; 
or to take the adversary by surprise and extract from him an 
unguarded admission; or to place him in an awkward dilem- 
ma, by shaping your question in such a way, that he must 
either by avowing it admit something which his antagonist 
wishes to establish, or by refusing seem to give consent by 
his silence to that which the questioner wishes to insinuate; 
or to gain some similar advantage’. It may be made there- 
fore in this way subservient to proof, and so may properly be 
treated as an appendix to the chapter on wiotes. In this 
way we may vindicate, against Vater, (quoted in the note) 
the insertion of this subject here. Since question and answer 
play such an important part in the practice of Rhetoric, it 
will be advisable here to describe and classify their principal 
rorrot, or the occasions of using them. The first of these is 
called by the Greek Commentator 1d eis dromov amare, 

1 There is a fragment wepl épwr}- 

cews xal dmroxpicews by an unknown 

Rhetorician, printed by Spengel as an 

appendix to Aristotle's work in his 
edition of the Rhet. Graeci. It is a 

paraphrase of the six first sections of 

the 18th chapter of Aristotle’s third 

book, which it follows exactly, and to 

which it serves as a commentary; 

once or twice supplying an illustration 
which is wanting in the original. The 

author is a stupid fellow and misun- 

derstands Aristotle as often as he can. 
Interrogatio, says Vater, que non 

nisi ex formis pronuntiatorum una est, 

huc non pertinet: ejus tractands in 
prima hujus libri parte locus fuisset. 
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the reductio ad absurdum of the adversary. The opportunity 
for this kind of question occurs, when by the addition of 
a single interrogation to something previously said by the 
opponent the latter can be involved in a manifest absurd- 
ity. This is illustrated by Pericles’ answer to Lampon' the 
soothsayer. § 1. The second is 1d ra cpodroyoupeva epwrdy: 
and the object of this also is to entrap the opponent into 
an unforeseen admission fatal to his own argument. When 
in your syllogism the second premiss is so clear and simple 
that no one can fail to see it, and the conclusion also so clearly 
follows that the adversary must needs admit it, after stating 
one of the premisses, you may suppress the premiss which is 
unmistakeable, and then express the conclusion by way of a 
question. This will take your adversary by surprise and throw 
him into confusion, and is a pointed and lively way of put- 
ting an argument. The example is from Plato’s Apology 27. B, 
c, but somewhat differently expressed. Socrates is accused 
by Meletus of denying the existence of the Gods. He asks, — 
Don’t I believe the existence of ro Satudvoyv? this is ac- 
knowledged. The next question is, are not the Salpoves 
either the children of the Gods or some divine nature? the 
respondent assents. From this arises the first premiss of 
the syllogism. All that believe in da/poves believe in chil- 
dren of the Gods. The second or minor is omitted*; who- 

ever believes in a son must needs believe in a father; as 
too obvious to escape any one: and thus the conclusion is 
drawn in the shape of a question. All that believe in Sa¢- 
poves or Td Satudvov, of whom I Socrates am one, must 
needs believe in the father of them, the Gods. The Greek 

author (of the tract a. épwr. xal azroxp.) absurdly says that 
the omitted duoroyovpevoy is 6 Satpovia vopllwv Oeors voul- 
Get; which is the conclusion. § 2. The third method is to 

put a question (in order to make a man contradict himself 
out of his own mouth,) the answer to which must involve 

1 Lampon, Plut. vit. Pericl. 154. F. 2 So Vict. and Maj. 
Arist. Av. 521. 

” 
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a self-contradiction or paradox, which will shake the oppo- 

nent’s credit. An example of this is given by the Greek 
Rhetorician from Lysias* contra Eratosth. §§ 25, 26—§ 8. 
The fourth method is to put a question which only admits 
of a ‘sophistical’ answer, an apparent quibble, in reply; as 

‘it is and it is not,’ or ‘partly so and partly not,’ or ‘in one 
way yes and in another no’: for an audience is sure to 
show signs of disapprobation (to clamour or hoot) at an an- 
swer like one of these, as not straightforward, and evasive 
of the question. Beyond these four methods, which if pro- 
perly employed are all certain of effecting their object, it 
is not advisable to proceed in putting questions to an ad- 
versary: for if he should give you a check by interposing 
an ‘instance’ or ‘objection’, he will be thought to have 
gained a victory’: for you cannot carry on your questions 
so long as to meet and refute his objection, on account of 
the ‘weakness’ of a popular audience, who are unable to 
follow a long continuous chain of reasoning’; and for the 
same reason you should pack your enthymemes into as small 

a compass as possible. § 4. In answering, one thing to be 
attended to is carefully to distinguish the senses of ambiguous 
words and expressions by a regular explanation or defini- 
tion, (Ssarpotyra Acyw; Vict. and Maj., ‘longa oratione’, 
opposed to cuvrouws,) and not too concisely, which leads to 
obscurity: in replying to questions which tend to involve 

1 dwtryayes Tlohképapxor, 404; ra 
urd rdw dpxévruw rpocraxbévra Sediws 

érolovr. aba 8 dv ry Boudreurnply 

Bre ol Adyar e-ylvovro wepl Nusy; 7D. 

wérepow ouviybpeves Tors Kedevovow 

dwoxreiva: Advrédeyes;  dvrédevyou. 

Wwa ph dwoddvwper ; wa ph drodd- 

Wyre. fryoupevos huads Adica wdoxew 

4 Slkkaa; = Aix. elra, W oxe- 

rdwrare wdytwy, dyré\eyes py ba 

cdoaas, cuve\duBaves 5¢ tva awoxrel- 

vats; Liysias contra Eratostb. p. 122. 
§ 25, 26. 

* Thus L. Crassus put down Phi- 

lippus. Quid latras? asked the latter. 
Furem video, was the reply. Cic. de 
Orat. Quint. vi. 3. 82. This is not 
perhaps exactly an fcracis, but it 
is at all events a very effectual 
‘check’. 

* Here again the anonymous Greek 
author has missed the connexion. He 
mnakes this an independent precept, 
overlooking the ydép. Vict. gives it 
right. 
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you in a contradiction, give your explanation or solution at 
once in answering the first question, without waiting for 
the succeeding ones, or allowing the opponent to draw his 
conclusion ; for the point or drift of it is always easy enough 
to foresee. But all this may be better learnt from the Topics. 
(that is, the 8th book, where Aristotle shows how captious 
questions are to be avoided. Maj.) § 5. If the question it- 
self forms the conclusion of the implied syllogism, the respon- 
dent should annex the cause or explanation of his conduct, 
or whatever else it may be, to his reply; as Sophocles’ did 
in his answer to Pisander; and the Lacedemonian, when 
called to account for his conduct in his Ephory. To avoid 
the risk of being thus foiled, it is expedient at all events not 
to continue your questions beyond the conclusion that you 
design to draw from your adversary’s admissions; and in 
fact not to put the conclusion in the form of a question 
at all, unless it is so superabundantly clear and certain that 
it is impossible for the adversary to deny or evade it; for, 
as he says in the Topics, @. 2. 158. a. 7, an unscrupulous 
or determined opponent may spoil your argument by simply 
saying ‘no’ to your question. In fact it often happens, he 
continues, that an opponent will go so far as to deny a con- 
clusion regularly drawn from the premisses, trusting to the 
ignorance and want of acuteness of the assistants at the de- 
bate; and therefore a fortiori is an opponent likely to deny 
a conclusion deduced from premisses which are not fully and 
distinctly stated. § 6. For the full treatment of the subject 
of rd yedotov, ridiculum, (Cicero de Or. 11. 58. 236.) we are 
referred to some lost chapters of the Poetics. It is mention- 
ed here because it is found extremely serviceable in debate. 
By well-timed ridicule, or a well-applied joke, you may often 

| 1 This is not the poet, but an orator pedition in 413. B.0., who established 

and politician of the later period of _ the oligarchical government of the four 
the Peloponnesian war. He was, as hundred. He is mentioned also in 

we learn from this paasage, one of the I. 14. 3. 
wpoBovro, appointed after the disas- On the second example, see Grote, 
trous termination of the Sicilian ex- Hist. Gr. 11. 480. note. 
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silence an adversary whom you cannot convince: one of its 
uses being that which Gorgias mentioned in his ‘Art’, to 
spoil, namely, or destroy the effect of your adversaries’ earnest 
by a jest, or their jest by earnest’. One thing however 
must not be passed over. Of the several kinds of jokes 
enumerated in the work above mentioned not all are becom- 
ing to a gentleman. You must be careful therefore, as all 
kinds of jokes do not suit the same people, to select those 
which are suitable to yourself and your own character. For 
example, irony is more appropriate to a well-bred and culti- 
vated man than buffoonery; for the one is used for its own 
sake, with no ulterior and sordid object’; buffoonery looks 
to the reward of the applause of the vulgar. On eipwvela 
and Swporoxla, see Eth. N. rv. 13. sub fin. and 14 Comp. 11. 
7. In the former of these places there is a passage which 
explains the distinction here made. of 8 elpmves éri rd 
éxarroy Aéyovtes (using self-disparagement) yapidorepor wey 
Ta 710n haivovtar’ ov ydp Kxépdous Evexa Soxotor Aéyew, GAXa 
devyovtes 70 oyxnpdv' yarora §é xal obro: ta EvdoEa amrap- 
vodvtat, oloy xal Lwxparns érrole. And see further on pro- 
priety in jesting, Cic. de Off xxvim. 10—12; and de Orat. u. 
c. 59, seq. The distinction between the ingenuus and libe- 
ralis jocus is made to turn upon a different point to that 
of Aristotle. § 12. 

Ch.19. The last division of the speech is the ézridoyos ; 
otherwise called avaxeparaimwors “recapitulation” by the Greek 
rhetoricians; enumeratio, repetitio ; (in hac que repetemus... 
quod Greco verbo patet, decurrendum per capita. Quint. VI. 
1. 2.) the most important and indispensable part of its contents 
being put for the whole. It is in Latin peroratio, conclusio, 

} From Gorgias’ réx»y. The words Sauppe, Fragm. Orat. Graec. Topylas, 
are quoted by the Schol. on Plat. réyon, Fr. 4. Vol. mI. p. 131. 
Gorg. 473. &. (Ed. Tur. p. 910). rodro 2 aéro? perhaps masculine, The 
wapdyyedua Topylov, rd rds owovdds efpw» employs his elpwrea ‘for his 
Tay dyridixuw y&wr: éxdtew, rd 8@ own sake’, for mere amusement, with 
yedoia rais cmov8ais éxxpovew. See no ulterior object. 
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or cumulus. Quint. v1.1.1. This author, who treats of pero- 

ratio in the first chapter of his sixth book, describes its 
contents under two heads, enumeratio and affectus; the first 

and third of Aristotle’s division being included under affectus 
(1. c. § 10, 11), and the second, which is not expressly noticed, 
perhaps tacitly referred to the same. See likewise on this 
subject, Cic. de Inv. 1. 52. 98.—the division of the contents 
agrees with Quintilian’s—hec habet tres partes, enumeratio- 
nem, indignationem (de/vwotv), conquestionem (édeov) : these 
are then described in detail, cc. 52—55*. Auct. ad Heren. 11. 

30. seq. Rhet. ad Al. cc. 34, 35. Apsin. Ars Rhet. ap. 
Speng. Rhet. Greec., I. p. 384. 

The contents of the éridoyos according to Aristotle may 
be referred to four general heads: 1. to inspire the audience 
with a good feeling or favourable opinion towards yourself, 
and ‘a bad and unfavourable one towards the adversary; 2. 
amplification and extenuation; 3. affectus, exciting emotion in 
the audience; and 4. avauvnots, the recalling to the minds of 
the hearers by a summary recapitulation the main facts and 
arguments already brought forward in detail. The first and 
third of these are common to the exordium and the conclu- 
sion. Quintilian well observes, vi. 1. 10, and 51, that there 

is this difference in the mode of dealing with them in the 
two divisions. At the beginning you have the whole speech 
before you in which the required impression may be pro- 
duced. They may therefore be handled more sparingly, 
parcius; but in the peroration in which the final impression 
has to be made they are to be worked up more fully and in 

detail; “here if any where we may let loose the full stream 
of our eloquence”—this point is omitted by Aristotle. 
That the topic of recommendation of oneself and disparage- 

ment of the adversary is properly made to succeed the third 
general division of the speech, aréores, and to occupy the 
first place in the peroration, is shown by this, that it is 

1 Cicero elsewhere (ap. Vict.) di- amplificatio and enumeratio, doubtless 
vides the peroratio into only two parte, _ referring the affectus to the former. 
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plainly the natural order, after having proved the truth of 
your own case and the unsoundness of your adversary’s, to 
proceed next to praise yourself and vituperate the other 
party, and to dwell on, enforce, and elaborate’ these topics. 
Two things may be aimed at in this ; to make yourself out to 
be either absolutely, or relatively, good; and the adversary 
bad in the same way. The virtue assumed may be either 
virtue per se, and independent of all other considerations, 

as times, places, and persons—or in default of this, at any 
rate good to the judges or audience; as it may be, useful, or 
well-disposed. The topics which may be drawn upon to 
supply materials for this, have been already enumerated, in 
Bk.1.c. 9.§1. . Secondly, the facts having been already esta- 
blished, the next thing to be done in the natural order is to 
amplify the preceding topics: for it is clear that the facts 
must be admitted before you can venture to enlarge upon 
them; just as the enlargement or growth of the body 
arises, proceeds, from something preexisting. The topics 
of amplification and detraction may likewise be gathered 
from the analyses of foregoing chapters, as I. cc. 7. 9, 14. 11. 7”. 
§ 2. Where this has been done, the quality, ie. character, and 

magnitude or importance, of the facts being well understood, 
the next thing is to awaken any of the various emotions 
in the minds of the audience which the case and occasion 
may require; such as commiseration, indignation’, anger, 

integrity of the entire work, and the 

connexion of its three parts. 

1 Such seems to be the sense of 

dwixadxetew, ‘to reforge,” incudi red- 

dere, ‘retouch, recast, return again 

and again to the work in order to 
complete it and bring it to perfection. 
So Vict. It has reference solely to 

the first topic, as appears from yerd 
rolro at the beginning of § 2. 

2 These manifest references to the 
two preceding books, are quite suffi- 

cient to prove—if any proof were 

nueded—againat the impugners of the 

genuineness of this third book, the 

3 freos and 8eywois are both well 
explained in Cic. de Inv. I. §3. 100. 
and 55. 106.; and noticed by Quint. 

VI. I. 9. comp. VI. 2.27. In Aristotle 

however, from the company in which 

it is found, it seems to be the emction 

itself, what is usually called véuects, 
‘righteous indignation ;’ and not here 
the ‘exagyeration’ of style and manner 

by which it may be excited. Indig- 

natio est oratio per quam conficitur ut 
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hatred, jealousy, emulation, strife. (the last seems to be a 
pugnacious antagonistic feeling against the adversary or any 
one else, or a quarrelsome mood.) The analyses of these 
have also been already given in Bk. 11. cc. 2—11. § 3. It 
remains therefore to recapitulate the principal topics of the 
speech. Here we may do with propriety, what some writers 
of rhetoric absurdly recommend us to do in the exordium— 
he had said before, and repeats here, that all that we want 
on this subject in the procemium is a brief statement of the 
object of the speech—that is, repeat again and again any 
point that is difficult, or requires special attention, until it is 
fixed in the hearers’ memory. § 4. The recapitulation should 
begin with the remark that you have performed all that you 
have promised, and this will naturally introduce a restatement 
of what you have said and why. One way of doing this is 
by setting your facts and arguments in comparison with 
those of the adverse party, which admits of two varieties: for 
you may either go through those only of your adversary’s 
statements and arguments of which the subjects are common 
to both of you, setting your own in opposition to them indivi- 
dually each to each; or you may enumerate all those of your 
adversary together in one series, and then contrast your own 
with them, with all your own views and arguments, at the end. 
(This is Vict.’s expl.) The former method is «at dyrixpi, 
e regione collocare, to set them in direct and individual 
opposition one to another. Another mode of enumeration 
is ‘ironically —you may put for instance your own state- 
ments and arguments into the adversary’s mouth, and adopt 
his yourself’, “You know, he said so and so; and I so and 
so”—which they very well know you and he did not say: or 
thus; “I wonder what he would have done, what airs he 

in aliquem hominem magnum odium, _ nesti, Lex. Techn. 8.v. Demosthenes 
aut in rem gravis offensio concitetur. 
Cio. u.s. It ia employed in heighten- 
ing the atrocity of an action or event. 
Precipue Selywors in exaggeranda in- 
dignitate. Quint. vii. 3. 88. See Er- 

excelled all orators in 8elywors Quint. 

VI. 2. 24. comp, x. 1. 108. €Aeos de- 
precatio, miseratio, (Quint.) appeals to 

the tender and sympathetic feelings. 
1 So Major. 

24 
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would have given himself, how he would have borne himself, 

if he had only happened to prove what is right;—so and so, 

and so and so—as I did; instead of what is entirely false— 

so and so, and so and so—as he actually did. Or thirdly by 

interrogation, “ What have I omitted? have I not established 

this and that and the other?” or, “ what has he shown? has 

he shown this and that?” Lastly, you may simply enume- 

rate, without attempting to contrast them, all the foregoing 

topics of the speech; first what you have said yourself, and 
then if you please separately, what has been said by the 
adversary. § 6. ‘An asyndeton forms an appropriate conclu- 
sion to the whole, to make it a real éidoyos, and not a mere 
Aoyos’. Perhaps the meaning of this may be what is express- 
ed by Quint. vi. 1. 2, nam si morabimur, non jam enume- 
ratio, sed quasi altera fiet ratio. The asyndeton by its pithy 
brevity well marks the close. Victor. thinks that the inten- 
tion is to distinguish the ésriAeyos, something added as an 
appendage, a tail-piece, from the rest of the speech by the 
absence of the conjunctions; (but asyndeton is admissible in 
the body of the speech also;) to mark by this difference that 
it is a true émlAoyos. Major. takes much the same view of the 
meaning. 

The speeches of Lysias, against Eratosthenes, and Ando- 
cides, both conclude with an asyndeton of this kind. The 
first ends thus: aravcouat xatyyopav. axnxoate, éwpaxare, 
merrovOate, éxere. Sixatere.—which leaves no doubt as to 
Aristotle's real intention. 



APPENDIX A. TO BOOK III. CH. II. 

évopata «ab pjuara. This is the primary and funda- 
mental division of language, and even Plato carried it no 
farther. See Cratylus, 425.4, 431 8B. Adyos—7y Tay pnyuarwy 
xai dvonatov EivOecls dart. Theodectes and Aristotle (Dion. 
de Comp. Verb. c. 2. de adm. vi dic. in Demosth. c. 48. 
Quintil. 1. 4. 17.) added a third, ovvdecpos; and subsequent 
philosophers, especially the Stoics, (Dion., Quint., ll. cc.) com- 
pleted the division. The third division, civdecpos, is here 
left out of the account. This primary division is sometimes 
expressed in a grammatical form, as noun and verb, some- 
times logically, as subject and predicate, the two ultimate 
elements of language. As Logic and Grammar seem to 
spring up simultaneously, and always go hand in hand, and 
grammar may be considered a branch of logic—it is hard to 
decide whether the logical or the grammatical conception of 
this distinction is the primary one. Js thought really ante- 
cedent to speech? probably not; but it is a grave question, 
not to be lightly pronounced upon’. At all events, with our 
constitutions and habits, it seems that reasoning is impossible 
to us without language; no connected continuous train of 
reasoning can at any rate be carried on in the mind without 
it. And this seems to have been Plato’s opinion, as may be 
inferred from his constant descriptions of the conclusion of a 

1 Perception, in children, is doubt- children than myself. But with re- 
less anterior to the use of speech; 

whether these have the power of con- 

necting thoughts and forming judg- 

mente at this early stage of growth, I 

may have my doubts, but would rather 
leave the decision of the question to 
those who are better acquainted with 
the habits and faculties of very young 

gard to grown men and women, whose 
habits are already formed and faculties 
developed, I am persuaded that they 

cannot, or at all events do not, carry 
on a train of thought or of argument 
mentally without the suggestion of 

actual words, 

24—2 
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jase A reaming, © an act Af judgment, as the result of a 
mini cnucerwtin. Aristdles ordinary conception of the 
Kistivtun A Svopa awl pyya is plainly the grammatical. 
This ix unmistakably evident from the definitions in the 
Pinta, «, 20, GS, 9, aml the wdlustrations of the former in 
“, 21, bvopa is guovn ouvOern, onpavricn avev ypowou, and 
includes sulmtantives and adjectives; pyua is & 0. onparyrian 
pera ypivov. And to precisely the same effect are the defi- 
nitions of the de Interpr. cc. 2 and 3; and these terms are 
there applic to nouns and verbs. Nevertheless, to show 
how difficult it is to disengage the two modes ‘of looking at 
then, in the same treatise ¢. 10. 20. b. 1, they are regarded 
loyically, as subject and predicate; perarBéueva 5é ta ove- 
para cal ra pyyata tavrov onpalve, olov gots NevKds av- 
Bpwros, torw dvOpwiros Nevxds. Here it is ‘man’ and 
‘white, and not the verb gor, which are transferred, or made 

ty change their place: éore is not in question at all, and 
bvoua und piya must be distributed amongst the other two, 
and denote severally the subject and predicate. 

Under the grammatical classification of the Poetics, the 

‘udjective’ belongs to voyza; 80 that the same word may be 
yrummeaticully an dvouza, and logically a pjya. I think this 
will help to clear up the confusion which is noticeable in 
Aristotle's expressions on this subject ; and which likewise 
provailn in’ Dr Donaldson’s account of this matter, New 
Cratylus, § 125, 

In Arixtotle’n three-fold classification, Svoya, pia, and 
avpdecpoy, tho distribution would probably be this: évozara 
ineluden nouns, adjectives, and probably adverbs, (as a mere 
arog of the noun,) articles, and pronouns; pyyata are 
verba; and otvdecpos prepositions and conjunctions, con- 
necting particles; interjections being omitted; and thus all 
the parts of apecch aro accounted for. In the Poetics, 20, 6, 

we are told that ovvderpos is a dovn donuos, 7 ovre cmdves 
oltre mores hem play onuavricny; and afterwards, which 
explaing the other, that it is, an utterance which has no dis- 
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tinct sense or meaning of its own, is not ‘significant,’ except 
tn connexon uth other words, which make up together ‘a 
single significant utterance,’ wiav onpavrixny dwn: now we 
get a meaning. This is equally true of prepositions (which 
express a mere relation) as of ‘conjunctions’ proper. 

In the Poetics, 20. 7, dpOpov is added to the three other 
divisions. This also is an ‘insignificant’ utterance, and only 
has & meaning in connexion with other words; if it precedes, 
it indicates a notion following; if it follows, one that has 
preceded ; or else it defines, as ré gyi, rd epi (‘the words, 
gnul and rept”). 

1 This classification of the ‘parts 
of speech’ Poet. c. 20—s0 called by 
Aristotle, rs Adtews dwdaons 1d8’ 

dori rd pépn—ias no true grammatical 
classification, the members of it being 
heterogeneous. It consiste of eight 
divisions, of which only four, 4p9pos, 

Evoua, pfua, curdecuos, are in reality 
‘parts of speech.’ The remaining 
four are, croxetov (elementum, letter), 

ov\\aB8h, wriéocs (inflexion, change cf 

termination), and Adyos (the element- 

ary proposition, combination of noun 
and verb, Grifenhban, ad loc.). Aris- 

totle in defining Adyos, § 12, says that 
& proposition to be intelligible need 

not have a verb—as the definition of 

man, rational animal. Expressed no 
doubt it need not; but understood it 

must. ‘ Rational animal’ bas no mean- 

ing without the addition of ‘man is.’ 

Of the four true parts of speech, two 

are duval cnuayrixal, and two (&pOpor 

and ovvdecuos) donno, ‘words which 

signify nothing except in combina- 
tion.’ 

The distribution of the parts of 
speech under this fourfold classifica- 

tion is as follows: article; dyoua, noun, 

adjective (in the definition of jjua 
C. 20 § 9, Nevxés stands for an Sroua), 

Grafenhan, not. ad loc.’. 

pronoun, (unless that should be rather 
classed with the article, the two being 
originally identival), participle and 
adverb may either come under rraais, 

or both belong to the class dvoua— 
as regards the latter of the two, the 
adverb, this is the opinion of Guiifen- 
han, Gesch. der Phil. 1. 469, who 
refers to Rhet. 11. 9. 9. Tavdrd dé 

bvoua’ od 8 abrdy xal fwrra Preyes 

xaxus xal vw ypdges xaxds. This 

however is also quoted as a case of 
awrdows, to which in fact it is usually 
referred: the passage seems not to 
be conclusive on the point. That the 
participle is an 6youa, appears from 
Top. vi. to, where this name is given 
to woednxés and werownxds; and de 

Interpr. c. 3, where 6 Aéywr and 

6 dxobcas are similarly designated. 
And so the parts of speech are all enu- 
merated, except prepositions and con- 

junctions, which are both included in 
oiv8eopos, and interjections, which are 

not recognised as one of the parts of 

speech. Griifenhan thinks that the 
demonstrative pronoun is classed by 
Aristotle with the articles; both of 

them being called rpodidbpopo, ‘ addi- 
tional definitions.’ 
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On the primary double division, Donaldson remarks, New 
Cratylus, § 124, looking at it from the logical side, that the 
Greek verb usually includes the copula; which is therefore 
likely to escape notice at an early stage of inquiry. ayyp 
Badifer means the same as, and almost always stands for, 

avnp Babifwy écri. This is constantly implied by Aristotle : 
and similarly, 6 i7rvos Aeuxds is fully equivalent to 6 trios 
éorl Nevxds. See Sir W. Hamilton, Lect. on Logic, Vol. 
Ill. p. 228, and Mansel’s note on the copula and predicate: 
and on Aristotle’s classification of words, in Poet. c. xx. and 

elsewhere, see Griifenhan, Gesch. der Philologie, 1. 459—462. 
They may be classed, he says, under three heads, according 
to (1) the form, (2) the signification, (3) the ordinary use of 
language (sprachgebrauch). 

APPENDIX B. TO BOOK III. CH. II. 

On Metaphor. 

Aristotle’s definition of metaphor is given in the Poetics, 
c. 21.§ 7. It runs thus: “Metaphor is the imposition (the 
assigning to any object, designating by a word, ézipopd) of a 
foreign name, (adAorpiov, a name that does not properly 
belong to the thing, opposed to «vpsoy and oixefov) a transfer 
either from genus to species, or from species to genus, or 
from species to species, or proportionally (avadoyov, i.e. by 
analogy or resemblance).” This definition gives a wider 
extension to the application of the term than would be ad- 
mitted in our modern languages. The test of a metaphor 

in modern usage is that it must convey a direct comparison : 

and the merit of a metaphor consists in the ingenuity of the 
comparison, when remote resemblances are brought together; 
or in the suggestion of pleasing associations, as when a beau- 
tiful object, or one that has interesting associations, is substi- 
tuted for something else of an ordinary character which 
wants these qualities, by reason of the resemblance which 
it bears to the other in one or more points. Campbell, Phil. 
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of Rhet., Bk. 111. ch. 1. § 2, calls it “a comparison in epitome :” 
and Whately, Rhet. ch. 111. § 2, defines it, “a word substi- 

tuted for another on account of the resemblance or analogy 
between their significations.” It might seem from this that 
the three first species of metaphor distinguished by Aristotle 
would be excluded from our conception and use of it. His 
two first classes might be considered mere cases of synecdoche, 
which either (1) puts the part for the whole, as sail for ship, 
or (2) genus for species, as vessel for ship, or (8) species for 
genus, as ‘lilies of the field’ for flowers in general. These 
examples of synecdoche are supplied by Campbell, op. cit. 
Vol. 11. pp. 154, 159—the definition is given p. 158—and by 
Whately, Rhetoric, ch. 1. § 2; who also remarks that 
Aristotle includes synecdoche under metaphor’. And the 
metaphor from eldes to elSos might be regarded as a mere 
case of what is commonly called petwvupla or vradXayy 
(on the latter, Cic. Orat. c. 27), the substitution of one word 
for another; though of course this is never done unless 
there be some kind of resemblance, immediate or remote. 

Interpreted in this way the resemblance is insufficient to 
constitute a regular metaphor. At the same time Aristotle 
admits in Poet. c. xxi. 17, that resemblance is essential 

to a good metaphor, Td ev peradépery 1d 7d Suovoy Oewpeir ; 
and Topic. Z. 2. 140. a. 9. «dvres yap of petadpéportes 
KaTa TWa OopoloTnTa petadépovory. And in the de Gen. 
Anim. v. 4. 5—8, there are two exemplifications given of 

the metaphor, which show that the third at least of the 

four classes may really be brought under the meaning of the 

term in its proper and modern acceptation. Aristotle is 

speaking of ofus, corruption or putrefaction; a notion which 

he says may be applied to water, earth, and all material sub- 

stances of that kind. One of the species (eén) of corruption 
is the corruption of earthy vapour (yewdods dtpidos), which is 

1 Twining also observes in hisnotes long to the trope called since Aristo- 
on the Poetics that the two first of _ tle’s time synecdoche.’ 
Aristotle's divisions of metaphor ‘ be- 
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called ‘mould’. This particular form of corruption, mould, 
has therefore ‘vapour’, aryls, for its genus. ayn, ‘hoar 

frost’, is another subordinate ‘kind’, edocs, of vapour: the 
Jatter in the one case taking the form of, (differenced by, so as 
to make a species or kind,) freezing, €av mrayy ; the other, dif- 

ferenced by corruption, becomes the species ‘mould’. Now 
the comic poets are in the habit of comparing an old man’s 
white hair both to mould and hoar frost (wheuce ‘hoar hairs’, 
‘a hoary head’), and the ‘metaphor’ is a good one (ev pera- 
gépovor). In the one case the resemblance is in ‘genus’: 
both hoar frost and whiteness of hair are kinds of vapour— 
whiteness of hair is a corruption of vapour § 6; in the other, 

mould and the white hair are both cases of corruption, anys ; 
in the latter instance the resemblance lies in the eldos. 
What the difference really is between the two cases it is not 
easy to see: each of them appears to be an example of re- 
semblance in ‘kind’, eldos apds eldos. The words are, 7 pev 

mayvn (ravTov dott) To yéverr atpls yap dudw' o 8 evpads 
T@ elder’ anus yop aude. It is possible that he calls the 
one ryévos and the other eldos, because, for the purposes of 
the present classification, aris is the higher genus, and ovis 
is subordinate: still in relation to arpis, wayvn and modal 
are certainly species. I can make nothing of it, and believe 
it to be a piece of carelessness, such as is extremely common 
in Aristotle's writings: but at all events it furnishes a good 
example of a real resemblance, sufficient to justify the ap- 
plication of the term metaphor azrd rod eiSovs eri eidos. 

The same fourfold division is recognised, Rhet. 11. 10. 7; 

where it 1s added, that the metaphor xat’ avadoyiay is the 
most popular and approved. Quintilian, VIII. 6. 9, 10, like- 
wise gives a fourfold classification of metaphors, but resting 
upon an entirely different basis. 

The primary notion of metaphor (weradopa, peradépery, 
tralatio, transferre) is a mere ‘transfer’ of a word from one 
sense to another: it therefore includes in this original sense 
all cases of perwvupla, and viradAayn, and ovvexdoy7, as well 
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as metaphor proper. Isocrates, for example, avrid. §§ 284, 
285, employs the word to express the misapplication of names 
to the softening and disguising of defects, which are misre- 
presented by indifferent or flattering, or honourable terms. 
This is commonly called wroxopiopos, and is exemplified by 
evn Ons for a ‘simpleton’, ypyoros, 75vs, and yAvevs in Plato 
in a similar application ; by the use of diminutives, Rhet. I11. 
2.15; comp. 1. 9, 28, 29 for other examples, and Thuc. I. 
89. Isocrates applies peradépew to the abuse of the words 
evgveis, and ¢iAocodeiv which were employed by the sophists 
of his time to designate something very different from their 
proper acceptation ; wetadépovery amd Tay KadXioTwv Tpay- 
patwv ert ta davdcTata Tay éemitndevxpatov. And in a 
similarly general sense Cicero, de Orat. 111. 37. 149, quoted 
above on c. 2. note 2. The subject of metaphor receives no 
separate treatment in the Rhet. ad Alex. It is merely men- 
tioned, together with azrAovs and ovvOeros, as one of the 
three rpé7ros ovopatwy. c. 24. 1. 

Quintilian, 1x. 1. 4, classifies metaphor as one of seven 
kinds of ‘tropes’: Est igitur tropus, sermo a naturali et prin- 
cipali significatione translatus ad aliam, ornands orationis 
gratia: vel, ut plerique grammatici finiunt, dictio ab eo loco, 
in quo propria est, translata in eum, in quo propria non est. 
.-Quare in tropis ponuntur verba alia pro aliis, ut in pera- 
ope, perwvupla, avrovopacia, petadrmpea, cuvexdoyy, xata- 
Xpnoe, GAAyyopla: and describes and illustrates it at length, 
VII. 6. 4—18 ; transfertur nomen aut verbum ex eo loco in 
quo proprium est, in eum m quo aut proprium deest, aut 
translatum proprio melius est. The former of these two 
cases in which the metaphorical word is used by necessity to 
supply a defect in language, is spoken of by Cicero, de Orat. 
Mm. 38. 155, as the only source of metaphor: tertius ille 
modus transferendi verba late patet, quem necessitas genuit 
inopia coacta et angustiis, post autem jucunditas delectatio- 
que celebravit...Verbi translatio instituta est inopige causa, 
frequentata delectationis. The origin of metaphor is the im- 
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perfection of language; where there is no term directly ex- 
pressing # notion, the nearest analogy, the term which 

expresses that which most nearly resembles it, must be em- 
ployed as a substitute. Aristotle on the other hand, Rhet. 111. 
10. 2, traces the frequent use of metaphor, like so many 
other things, to the pleasure derived from learning some- 
thing; ‘this is produced in the highest degree by metaphors, 
which bring remote members of the same genus into com- 
parison with one another’, and so suggest unexpected re- 
semblances. With this may be compared the account given 
by Cicero in another place, Orat. xXxIx. 134, of the plea- 
sure derived from metaphors; ex omnique genere frequen- 
tissimz tralationes erunt, quod ea propter similitudinem 
transferunt animos et referunt et movent huc et illuc; qui 
motus cogitationis celeriter agitatus per se ipse delectat. 
Again de Orat. m1. 40. 159, 160., he attributes the frequent 

employment of metaphor and the pleasure it gives to both 
of those which are separately assigned in the two passages 
already quoted, and by Quintilian in conjunction: nam si 
res suum nomen at vocabulum proprium non habet...neces- 
sitas cogit, quod non habeas aliunde sumere; sed in suorum 
verborum maxima copia tamen homines aliena multo magis, 
si sunt ratione translata, delectant. And then this pleasure 
in metaphor is traced to four causes; we are delighted either 
by the ingenuity shown in passing over what lies before us 
at our feet (under our noses) and substituting something 
else that is far out of the way; or because the thought of 
the listener is transported to another region, yet without 
going astray, which is a principal source of delight; or be- 
cause a resemblance is briefly suggested and illustrated by a 
single word ; or because a well chosen metaphor realises the 
thing which it represents, and brings it vividly before our 
eyes. (m7po oppudrwy rrocei, Arist. Rhet. 11. 10. 6.) compare 
Orat. § 92. In de Orat. m1. 39. 187, metaphor is said to 
be, a contracted, concentrated, simile: and Campbell, Phil. 
of Rhet. Vol. 1. p. 152, has the same thought. 
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See likewise on metaphor, Auct. ad Heren. rv. 34; 
Demetr. 7. épunv. Rhet. Gr. 111. 280. (Spengel Ed.), with 
special reference to Aristotle; Harris, Philological Inquiries, 
p. 188, seq. and Campbell and Whately ll. cc. Bk. 111. ch, 1. 
and ch. III. § 2. 

APPENDIX C. TO BOOK III. 

“Appovla, puOpis, wérpov, wéros, wéyeBos (rijs davis): and 
especially on rhythm, in reference to iii. 8. 

There are three properties of sounds: (1) the pitch, that 
is, sharpness and flatness, depending on the number of 

vibrations (as of a string) in a given time; the more rapid 
vibrations producing the higher or acuter tone, the slower 
vibration the lower or graver: (2), the intensity or volume, 
which varies in proportion as the string is more or less 
removed from its state of equilibrium, or the force exerted 
greater; and the same applies to the voice: and (3), quality 
ot ‘timbre’, which is a sound of the same pitch and inten- 
sity as produced by different instruments; such as stringed in- 
struments, wind instruments, the human voice. From Lamé, 

Cours de Physique: on Harmonics, Vol. 11.; where also is 

explained the cause of sound, and the mode of its pro- 
pagation. 

That something of this was already known to Aristotle 
and the early Greek musicians, appears from the following 
passages of the de Gen. Anim. and Topics. ézet dé Bapv 
pév dor ev r@ Bpadetay elvar tiv Kkivnow, ofv &é & tH 
tayelay... de Gen. An. Vv. 5. 4 GN’ érretdy Erepov eore 
7d Bapd wal of) dv dovy peyadopwvias xal prxpopwrlas (Erte 
yap Kal ofidwva peyadodwva, cab pixpddwva Bapvdova 
dcavtas), 6uoiws S¢ cal xata tov péoov Tovoy TovTwy rep) 
av tiv dy tus Grp Seoplocev, éyw Se peyaropwvlay xal 
psxpopwrilav, i} mrnOer nal druyérnte tod Kivoupévou; Ib. § 7. 
See also § 12. gw ev ydp oketa 1 tayeia, xabatep 
 gacly of xata Tovs apOuovs appovicot. Topic. A. 107. a. 15. 
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“Appovia and puOuds are both of them general terms, from 
which they are transferred by metaphor and applied in a 
special sense to music, and composition either in poetry or 
prose. 

dpuovia is ‘adaptation’, from apydtey, or ‘fitting’; a 
suitable, appropriate, combination or arrangement—apta 
compositio, Cic. de Offic—of parts, serving a given purpose, 
or constituting a unity, or organized whole. In a fragment 
of Heraclitus, for instance, quoted by Plato, Sympos. 187. A. 
we have, appovia rofou xal Avpas, to denote the stringing, or 
adaptation to use, of the bow and lyre. In music it denotes 
the orderly succession of certain sounds, determined by defi- 
nite intervals, which appeals to an instinctive sense or taste 
in the human mind—some sounds, as some tastes and smells, 
and combinations or successions of sounds, are naturally 

agreeable, others disagreeable to the ear—and constitutes 
‘tune’ or ‘melody’’. Its elements are the ofv and Bapu, 
sharp and flat, acute and grave, produced by the ‘pitch’ of 
the voice or instrument; the indefinite matter, of which the 

musical intervals’, represented by numbers and ratios, are 
the definite, determined ‘forms’. See Lamé, u.s. In writing 
or composition, prose and poetry, that 1s, when they are 
delivered or recited aloud by the poet, rhapsode, or orator, 
the elements are the same; but the forms which they assume 
less numerous. Nam voces, (in singing and reading or 
reciting,) says Cicero, de Orat. 111. 57. 216., ut chorde sunt 
intents, que ad quemque tactum respondeant, acuta gravis, 
cita tarda, magna parva. These are the three ‘tones’ or 
‘accents’, rovot, rpoowdia, Arist. Rhet. 11 1.4. Tovos itself 
means ‘pitch’: it is the degree of tension; the raising or 

1 In Dionysius, de Comp. Verb. 3. given to the various musical ‘ modes,’ 

sub fin. et 13, it stands merely for 
‘compositio orationis, et juncture 

verborum’. Ernest. Lex. Techn. In 
Plato, Rep. 111. 397. 398. and Arist. 

Pol. viir. 7, the name of dppovia is 

Awpiorl, Avdiorl, Ppyvyiorl, and the rest. 

* Cic. Tusc. Q. 1. 18. 41. harmo- 

niam ex intervallis sonorum nosse 

possumus; quorum varia compositio 
etiam harmonias efficit plures. 
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lowering of the ‘tension’ of the strings of an instrument, 
and metaphorically, of the human voice, toa given degree, 
inorder to produce certain definite sounds, sharp or acute, 
flat or grave, and middle or circumflex, notes. The ‘middle’ 
(Aristotle) or ‘circumflex’ accent is produced by the combi- 
nation of the acute and grave. Béckh, de Metr. Pind. p. 16. 
On rovos, see Mr Donkin’s article on Greek Music, in Smith’s 

Dict. of” Antiq. at the beginning, and note. 
“PuOuo0s’ likewise, which signifies in general any regular 

measured movement; (as the strokes of the hammer in 
forging, the tread of horses’ feet, the tramp of an army on 
its march, the beat of oars, or of birds’ wings, the motion of 

the fingers, and the like;) which can be reduced to number,— 

6 5é rod oxnpatos Tis AéEews apiOuds puOpwos cori. Rhet. 
lL 8. 2.—or measured by number, (hence Lat. numerus,) is 
a genus, including several species. It may be applied to 
marching or walking in measured step, to dancing or gesticu- 
lation, to music, and to writing or recitation. Its element or 
‘matter’ is time; determined by fast and slow, tayv xai 
Bpadv, which in composition takes the form of ‘quantity’, in 
long and short syllables. Numeri lex est unitas plurium 
temporis articulorum. Bockh, u.s. p. 9. Quid igitur est 
numerus, nisi pulcra in temporis particularum successione 
forma’? Ibid. 

In the following passages the above description of dppovla 
and pu0ucs, as applied to music and writing, prose and 
poetry, is illustrated. Both of them belong to ‘style’, ré£ts, 
in literary composition, and to music. Plat. Rep. 111 397. B. 
398. D. Further on the different species of puOuds, and 

1 Fragm. Longin. w. pérpuw, ap. 
Ernest. Lex. Techn. Gr. s.v. Quid- 

quid est quod sub auriam mensuram 
aliquam cadit (dp:Oug wrepaiverat, Arist.) 
etiamsi abest a versu, nam id quidem 
orationis est vitium, numerus voca- 

tur, qui Grace AvOuds dicitur. Cic. 

Orat. xx. 67. It belongs to prose as 

well as poetry; Longin. u.s. 6 83@ 
(pvOpuds) éwi rot rpogopixod Adyou (in- 

tended for delivery or declamation), 

xara 7d paxpdv xal Bpaxd, Sowep ubvos 
kal pérpow Néyera’ obx éwl ray rown- 

Tixwy Te \byuww Taira pbvow Oewpetras, 

GdAG xal él rip prropexdy, 
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their elements Spayd xal paxpdv, 399. E—400. B. pérpop, 
pvOuos, and dppovia, are all included in poetry, x. 601. a. 
Comparing Legg. IL 655. A. mrept puOpov xad dppoviav otons 
trs povoixnys', with Phileb. 26. A. (see the entire passage, 

from 24, a.), we gather that the limiting principle, ré zépas, 
(or the ‘form’, as it appears in Aristotle,) which gives a 
definite shape and substantial reality to the infinite or 
indefinite, formless, chaotic, ‘ potential’, matter, entering into 

this as yet undetermined matter, the of and Sapv, the tayw 

and Spaév, produces in the one dppovia, in the other pubpds. 
This will apply to the words of written compositions as well 
as to music. In the Laws, IL 664.E, we are told, that 

whereas all animals alike have a natural tendency to motion 
and utterance, man alone has the conception of order, rafts: 
of this order, that which is expressed in motion is called 
pvOucs; that which is expressed by the voice in sound, 
arising from the mixture of the of’ and Sapv, has the name 
of appovla. In Sympos. 187, B.c., we find, drs (dpyovia) dx 
Scapepopévwy mpérepov tov o€éos xal Bapéos erecta Yortepov 
dpodoynoavrwy yéyovey vd THS povolKns Téyvns...domTep ye 
Kal 6 puOmos é« rod taxéos Kal Bpadéos Svevnveypévewv mpére- 
pov Yarepov Se ouoroynoavtwy yéyove. See also on the same 
subject Phileb. 17. c. D. FE. and Legg. vil. 812.D.& Ib. m 
665. A. TH THs Kwnoews Take puOpos bvopa etn, TH Se ad THs 
duvis, Tov te oféos dua xal Bapéos ovyxepavvupévoy, dppovla 
Svopa mpocayopevorro. 

Every kind of poetry and music, says Aristotle, Poet. I. 
§§ 4—6, carries out its imitation by means of puOuds, dppo- 
via, and Aéyos; only music wants the last. Dancers again 
represent character, passion, and action, by the aid of pududs 
alone. And again, Poet. vi. 3., the 7dvopévos Aéyos of tragedy 
is said to possess puOuos, adppovia, and péAos—the last being 

1 In Arist. Polit. vir. 7. sub init. lody or tune, as one of the component 
pedrorota or pédos is substituted for parts of music ; éred} rh» nev poveuche 

d&ppova, (as also in Poet. 1.§4.com- dpwyer 8d pedAoworlas xal pvduwr odcas. 

pared with § 13,) the element of me- Compare also Plat. Legg. 11. 699. 
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the musical accompaniment. Rbhet.111. 1. 4, has been already 
referred to. Aristotle there tells us, that those who studied 
the art of declamation or delivery directed their attention to 
three things in the regulation and management of the voice 
or enunciation; the intensity or volume, péye8os, loud or 
low; the pitch, in the distribution of the accents, ofedg, 
Bapela, and péoy, appovia; and the measure or rhythm, 
which regulates the time or quantity, puOuos’. See further 
in Rhet. 11 8., already referred to. 

The source of the pleasure derived from puOés is said 
to be the natural love of order, regularity, symmetry. Probl. 
XIX. 38. pudu@ Se yalpowev Sia 7d yuopipov Kal reraypévoy 
apiOuov eyewv, nal xweiv nuds tetraypévws oixeworépa yap 7 
Terayuevn Kivnows vce. Ths ataKTov, WoTe Kal Kata dvow 
peGddov. 

There is a chapter on fvOuces in Dionysius, de Comp. 
Verb., the seventeenth. He identifies arovs and puOuds; 7d 
& avtd nade adda xal puOpov; apparently neglecting the 
important distinction between BSadous, the unit of rhythm, 
and zrovs, the unit of metre. It contains an enumeration 

and description of the several metres in use. In c. 19, 
(p. 130. Reiske) he ascribes JuOuds as well as pérpoy to the 
Epic poets, in the sense of ‘feet’; and again c. 25. p. 186, 7. 

Burney, Hist. of Music, 1 p. 62, defines puOucs simply as 
‘time’. Aristides Quintil. 1. 31. (p. 64.) ovornpa ex ypdvev 
Kata Twa Taf ovyxerpévov, “ the assemblage of many parts 
of time which preserve a certain proportion to one another.” 
(Burn.) Ib. (a system composed of times put together in a 
certain order.) 

Cicero’s definition of numerus is, distinctio et equalium 

et seepe variorum intervallorum percussio numerum conficit. 
de Orat. 111. 48. 186. And to the same effect, Orat. 57. 194. 

1 These three qualities are assigned on Harmonics, did not recognise the 
to sound in general and to the human__—i third property of soun!, quality or 
voice also by Cicero, de Orat. 111. 57. ‘timbre’, defined above p. 379. 

216. Aristotle, and the ancient writers 
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(Ephorus is in error) syllabis enim metiendos pedes, non 
intervallis existimat. This seems to be a mistake. Rhythm 
in prose is determined, not by equal or varied intervals, but 
by the ratio of times in long and short syllables. Cicero 
seems to have had in his mind the recurring repeated strokes 
of a hammer, the measured tread of a company of soldiers, 
and such like. Or he may mean to express this ratio by 
intervallum; or spatium, which occurs in Orat. § 193. Com- 

pare §§ 194, 215, 217. But by these same ‘intervals’ in 
Tusc. Queest. I. 18. 41. he characterises ‘ harmony ’. 

On rhythm in prose, see the same author, Orat. cc. 54— 
60. de Orat. 111. 47—50. 

By Hermogenes, zrep) iSedv, a’, (11. p. 269. Rhet. Gr. Ed. 

Spengel,) it is thus described; 7 troia cvvGeats ray Tod NOyou 

Hepav, cal rd wt rws avatrerraidabat Tov NOYoV GAXA pr) dL, 
qmovet TO ToLevde aAXA p47) Tovovde elvac Tov puOpov. 

Médos has two distinct significations: it denotes music 
or melody with and without words. In the former sense it 
may stand for any kind of poetical composition, which has 
a musical accompaniment, in general; and amongst these 
especially for choral odes; and again more particularly for 
the choral odes of the Greek Tragedy and Comedy. ordou- 
pov, péros yopov. Poet. XIL 7.; and the Scholiast on Eur. 
Pheen. 210, (quoted by Hermann, Elem. Metr. Gr. Lib. m1. 

c, 22. § 1.) rotro rd pédros ordowpov Aéyerar. Srav yap 
6 yopes pera tiv mapodov reyn Ti pédos...cTaoLmov KadEtTAL. 
The arapodos is afterwards called @d7. In the latter of the 
two senses it is identifiable with appovia, tune or melody, or 
idn appovia, music proper, without the verbal accom- 
paniment. 

I will now proceed to illustrate these two senses by 
passages from Plato and Aristotle, from which it will appear 
that the term is certainly susceptible of both these inter- 
pretations. 

In Republic, 111. 398. D. wéAos is first said to be composed 
of three elements, é« tpiav dort ovyxelpevov, Aoyou Te, Kal 
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dppovias xal pvOuod, time tune and words: but a little 
farther on, 400. A., yéAos is distinctly opposed to Adyos; ods 
iSdvra roy Toda Tr@ Tovovroy NOyp avayxatery Erecbat Kai TO 
pédos, GAXG 27) NOyov 7rodi re Kal were. Here wédos together 
with zrovs, which stands for pu@uds or wérpoy in general, the 
metrical ‘foot’, (‘a part of rhythm’,) are expressly distin- 
guished from the ‘words’ of the song or ode, and employed 
either in the general sense of dpyovia, tune or harmony, or 
of the ‘music’ of the accompanying ‘instruments’. And 
still more distinctly in a passage of the Laws, 11. 669. D. E. 
oi Trountal pyOuoy ev Kal pnuata pédous ywpis AGyous idovs 
els pétpa tiBévres' pédos 8 ad xal pvOmors avev pnuator, 
Worn KBapioe Kal avrnoe mporypapevot. 

From Aristotle I have already quoted on the one side 
Poet. XII. 7., oracipov, pédos yopov; where the term must 
necessarily include the words, the musical accompaniment 
(which was essential to the performance), and rhythm or 
measure 1n its widest sense, the dances and gesticulations of 
the choreutz, as well as the metre of the verses. In Poet. I. 

§ 13, it is plainly used in the sense of melody or tune, as 
equivalent to dpyovia, for which it is actually substituted; 
compare § 4, where the same division is stated in different 
words. In this first Chapter the author, after stating his 
theory, that the whole art of poetry and music, to which 
are afterwards added dancing and painting, and the various 
species of poetry, are all imitative, and derived from the 
natural love of imitation inherent in the human race, proceeds 
to point out how this imitation expresses itself in several 
of the different kinds of poetry: and concludes the chapter, 
§ 13, with the following remark. “Some (poets) there are 
that employ all the above mentioned modes, I mean measure, 
melody, and metre, puOu@ nai pédrer nai wétpw—these had 
previously been designated, § 4, puOu@ xai Noyp Kai appovia; 
so that érpoy stands in § 13. for the ‘ words in their metrical 
form’, whilst wéXes represents apyovia—as the composers of 
dithyrambs, of hymns (voyor), of tragedy and comedy: they 

25 
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differ however in this respect, that some employ them all to- 

gether, others only partially.” The last words are explained 

by a passage of c. VI, which we shall also refer to as throwing 

some light on our subject. In § 2, is given the famous 

definition of tragedy. Two of its qualities are, that it must 
be 7dvaopéevm Ady, and ywpls éxacrov radv eidav év Tots 
popiots: the ‘imitation’ of tragedy is to be effected by means 

of language ‘duly sweetened ’, i. e. embellished and rendered 
pleasurable (Twining); but this embellishment 1s made up 
of several elements, the different kinds of which must be 

carefully kept separate (ywpis), and confined each to its 
proper sphere. The explanation of this is given in § 38, 4. 
“ By 7dvopévoy Aoyov I mean, puOpov nai appoviay Kai pérdos; 
and by separation of the several kinds, that the composition 
is to be effected in some parts by the aid of metre alone, in 
others again it must be aided by melody or a musical accom- 
paniment. This is my interpretation of the passage, which 
enables us to retain pédos in the text of § 3. In this case 
there will be a distinction drawn between dpyovia and péAos. 
The former is the harmony of language, which is charac- 

teristic of ‘metre’; whilst pédAos is the melody or music, 

Plato’s yer xabapiois xal avdAnows. Several of the most 
eminent commentators however, Victorius, Tyrwhitt, Her- 
mann, agree in rejecting peAos in § 3, on the ground that it 
is a mere repetition of apyovia: Victorius substitutes pérpoy, 
which Tyrwhitt objects to as a tautological repetition of 
puv@pos in a different form; and Tyrwhitt himself regards it 
as a gloss, and, with Hermann, would exclude it altogether 
from the text. This I believe I have shown to be unneces- 
sary. On the musical senses of pédos see Twining’s note 46. 
p. 246. (Ist Ed.). He distinguishes three; which seems to 
me to be further than they need be carried. 

In the last Chapter of the Politics Bk. virt. (or v. accord- 
ing to the revised order), on Music as applied to Education, 
#€Ao¢ is several times joined with, and at the same time 
distinguished from, appovla. We have already seen that in 
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some sense of both they are so nearly related that the one 
can be substituted for the other. ‘Appovlas throughout this 
Chapter is used, as by Plato in Rep. m1. to denote the 
musical ‘modes’, Awptorl, Ppuyiori, Avdiori, and the rest, 
which were characteristic of various races and countries, and, 

when employed by Greek composers, appropriated to distinct 
kinds of poetical composition. The style of the Dorian 
harmony or mode was grave measured and solemn; the 
Phrygian had a wild excited enthusiastic character, adapted 
to stimulate the emotions and arouse the enthusiasm of the 
participants in ‘orgiastic’ rites, such as those of Bacchus, 
and the Phrygian Cybele, from whose worship it seems to 
have been borrowed; the Lydian’ on the other hand was 
soft sweet and voluptuous. These ‘modes’ therefore were 
rather varieties of musical style and character, than distinct 
tunes or melodies, and therefore apyovia in the more 
general sense may be very well distinguished in the chapter 
referred to from péAn; whilst in the narrower and more 
special signification they are capable of being identified. 

Finally pérpa are defined by Aristotle, Poet. Iv. 7, popua 
Tay puOuev; that is they are ‘measures’, or ‘verses’; ‘ parts 

of rhythm’, which is indefinite and never comes to an end: 
Hérpov is rhythm, cut, as it were, into definite lengths. But 
this will be described more fully in the second part of our 
subject, on which we are now entering, the distinction viz. 

and definitions of puOyos and peérpor. 

pv0pbs, wérpov, Baots, dpots, Oéacs. 

The elements of rhythm are times; in writing, expressed 

in syllables short and long. This is the indefinite matter, 
Grretpov, amépavrov, into which rhythm introduces a law, or 
‘form’ (Ar.), or ‘unity’ (Plat.); (arepalveras apvOuq, Rhet. 111. 

1 Softly sweet in Lydian measures 
Soon he soothed his soul to pleasures. 

Dryden, Alexander's Feast. 

25—2 
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8. 2. conf. Probl. x1x. 38. 2;) a definite regularity which 
constitutes its harmonious effect. The unit of time is the 
short syllable, which occupies the shortest time in enuncia- 
tion: the long: syllable, the other element, is in value equal 
to two short. Rhythm then resides in the ratio of these 
times to one another in an indefinite succession of syllables. 
The early writers on Music—Plato ascribes the division to 
Damon the Musician, Rep. 111. 400. B.—distinguished three 
kinds of rhythm’ and no more. (1) the heroic or dactylic, 
including the spondaic and anapestic, which expresses the 
ratio of equality, or 1: 1; (2) the iambic and trochaic, with 
the tribrach, which has the ratio of 2: 1; and (3) the 
pxonic’, including the cretic (-~-) and bacchius (~--), which 
has that of 3:1. This is called by Plato, after Damon, 

the évdmdos puOuds*, as Schneider thinks, (not. ad loc.). 
This last is preferred by Aristotle for prose composition 
because it cannot be used alone in versification, is less marked 
than the other two, and therefore obtrudes itself less upon 
the attention of the audience, wadXov AavOaver, Rhet. UL 8. 

This ratio or proportion is marked by the dpows and Géors’, 
sublatio and positio; the ictus or stress of the voice usually 
(as a matter of fact) falling upon the long syllable, or the 
resolution of the long syllable, in each of the rhythmical 
Baces*. Plat. Rep. l.c. Arist. Rhet. m1. 8. Quint. 1x. 4. 
46, 47. 

1 On these compare Cic. Orat. 56. 
188. 

4 On the Peonio rhythm (rather 

than metre) see Herm. Elem. D. 

Metr. Lib. 11. c. xix. de versibus 
Creticis. On the évdwdcos pududs see 

likewise Herm. 1. c. 11. XXvVI. 27. and 

on the Schol. p. 371. of Arist. Nub. 

647. It was as the Scholiast on 

Aristoph. says, and Hermann thinks, 

an anapestic measure, at all events in 

ite ordinary application. The Scholiast 

however adds that others—perhaps 

Damon among them—gave this name 
to rdv dudluaxpor (—~ —), or the Cretic, 

which is identical in rhythm with the 
Peonic. Stallbaum’s note on the 
passage of Plato is not edifying. 

3 On dpors and Oéors see Bickh, de 
Metr. Pind. c. 4. 

« Baors in rhythm corresponds to 
rods in metre. It takes its name from 

the ‘step’ in marching or dancing. 
Stallb. ad Remp. u.s. Each of the 

three rhythmical ratios is a Bdors. 

Plat. Rep. 111 400. a. brs wey yap 
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We now proceed to the consideration of the distinction 
of puduos and pérpov. This is very clearly and well stated 
by Quintilian, Inst. Orat. 1x. 4. 45. “ rhythmi, id est numeri, 
spatio temporum constant: metra etiam ordine: ideoque 
alterum esse quantitatis videtur, alterum qualitatis.” [The 
first consists in a mere ratio of times or quantities; the 
second has the ‘quality’ in addition, that the syllables in 
which the ratio resides must occur in a certain order. Béckh 
quarrels with this, as against his theory.] Then follows 
a description of the rhythmical bases and their ratios. “Sunt 
hi,” he continues, “et metrici pedes (dactyl, peeon, iambus) ; 

sed hoc interest, quod rhythmo indifferens est dactylusne 
ille priores habeat breves an sequentes, (whether it be dactyl 
or anapeest, or indeed spondee). Tempus enim solum metitur, 
ut a sublatione ad positionem (from apovs to Béors) idem 
spatii sit. Proinde alia dimensio est versuum: pro dactylo 
poni non poterit anapestus aut spondeus: nec pron eadem 
ratione brevibus incipiet ac desinet. Sunt et illa discrimina 
(§ 50.), quod rhychmis libera spatia, metris finita sint; et 
his certz clausule, illi quomodo cceperant currunt usque ad 
peraBodny, id est transitum in aliud genus rhythmi: et quod 
metrum in verbis modo, rhythmus etiam in corporis motu 
est.” From this we gather; first, that rhythm, in composition 
at all events, is a measurement of tume alone; secondly, that 
the distinction between it and metre lies in three particulars; 
(1) rhythm has respect only to the ratio of the times or 
quantities of the syllables: in rhythm, dactyl, spondee, and 
anapest, are exactly equivalent: in metre, the long and 
short syllables must occur in a fixed order; the dactylic, 
anapestic, and spondaic, are different metres. (2) rhythm is 

rola Arra éorly eldn €& dy al Baces ovdAdAdB8y: where Bacis is described as 
wréxovrae ... reBedpevos Ay efroue. the measuring unit of sududs. Hermog. 

Legg. 11.670 D. al Bdoes ridv pulsar. x. lSedv, a’. (Rhet. Gr. 11. p. 269. Ed. 
Arist. Pol. 1. 5. dowep xdv ef ris... Speng.), xara 62 ras Baces don Saxru- 

wowhoese...Tdy pududy Bdow ulay, Me- ich re xal dvaracorixh, (is suitable to 

taph. N. 1. 1087. b. 34. cdy el warrl... the ‘sweet’ style). 
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indefinite, metre definite; in this sense, that the former has 

no natural termination in the sentence, it runs on till a 
change occurs, whenever that may happen: metre is finite : 
it is rhythm cut into lengths, as it were, forming ‘certas 
clausulas’, systems or verses, which are usually repeated, in 
some form or other, either as single verses or stanzas, till the 
poem ends. (3) puducs is a genus, méTpoy a species; as we 
have already noticed’. 

Now in all this there is not a word of anything but ‘time’ 
or ‘quantity’; rhythm is a ratio of times or quantities of 
syllables. Bockh however, de Metr. Pind. c. 5., would intro- 
duce a further distinction between rhythm and metre, of this 
nature. ‘Metre,’ he says, ‘is a system of syllables long or short 
disposed in a certain order, independent of arsis and thesis ; 
and it is in the ratio of arsis and thesis alone that rhythm 
consists.’ This is derived from ancient authorities, and is no 

novelty of his own. The only ancient authority that he pro- 
duces for it is Aristides Quintilianus, I. p. 49., where this is 
mentioned as a second, and apparently independent, theory. 
It seems to me, whether true or false in itself, to disagree at 
all events with all that has been above cited from Plato, 

Aristotle, Quintilian, &c., as to the conception of rhythm as 
it was understvod in their times. These authors, as far as 
can be gathered from their expressions, make it to consist 
solely in the measurement of time; and make no reference 
whatever to the varying intensities of sound in the voice, 
which constitute ictus, as belonging to it. Moreover Aristotle, 
in another passage of the Rhetoric, 11. 1. 4., expressly dis- 
tinguishes péyefos Tis dwvis from puOuds; and dpows and 
Gécis are nothing but different degrees of intensity of the 

1 See Suidas, quoted by Bickh, de 
Metr. Pind. Bk. 1. ch, 4. p. 19. note 
3- Also Mallius Theodorus, p. s, 
quoted by Herm. Elem. Metr. Gr. 
Bk. 11. c. 19. $2. Si qua autem apud 
poetas lyricos aut tragicos quispiam 

repererit, in quibus certa pedum oolla- 
tione neglecta, sola temporum ratio 
considerata sit, meminerit ea, sicut 
apud doctissimos quosque scriptum 
invenimus, non metra sed rhythmos 
appellari oportere. 
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voice ; and from this I think it may be inferred that rhythm, 
in his opinion at least, did not reside “solely in apovs and 
Géors and their relation”. 

Specimens of these rhythms in prose composition are to 
be found in Dionys. de Comp. Verb. c. 25. The Cretic—“ or 
if you prefer to call it so, the Paonic”—rhythm is illustrated 
from the opening sentence of Demosthenes’ speech pro Coron, 
tois Oeots ev-yopat Tact xal macais: the iambic from the 
words that follow, donv eivoray éywv eyo SaredXo: in the 
next Demosthenes reverts to the Psonic or Cretic, 77 méne 
kal maow viv TocavTny vmaptat por wap vyudv els TrovTovt 
TOV ayava. 

Demetrius, in his chapter, mepl peyadorperods, 7. épu. 
(111. 270. Rhet. Gr. Speng.), referring to Aristotle, Rhet. I11. 
8., exemplifies the Psonic rhythm—which he follows Aris- 
totle in recommending for use, and also in confining the use 
of it to the two kinds which begin and end with a long syl- 
lable, as 7p~aro 5€ and ‘ApaBia—by some words taken from 
Theophrastus, rav yey ep ta pndevds dia didocogoivray, 
This does not “in strictness consist of Pseons, but still is 

Pzonic.” The heroic rhythm is illustrated by a spondaic 
system, Kew nav eis THY ywpav; which is disapproved on 
the same grounds as those that are alleged by Aristotle. 
And similarly the iambic. 

Hermogenes, zr. ideay, a’, 11. 279 (Rh. Gr. Sp.), has some 
useful remarks upon rhythm in prose, and especially upon 
the amount of rhythmical feet that is required to give a par- 
ticular rhythm to a prose sentence. The iambic rhythm, he 
says,—herein agreeing with Aristotle and Demetrius—being 
that into which the Greek language naturally falls, and 
therefore most usual in ordinary conversation, is only suitable 
for a plain and simple style, and to be avoided by those who 
aim at an ornamental and dignified kind of composition. Of 
this he gives as a specimen, éyw yap, w avdpes ‘AOnvaior, 
mpocéxpovea avOpwrr Trovnp@ ; at the same time remarking’, 

1 See Cicero, Orat. 58—198, and 195. to the same effect. 
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that in order to constitute an iambic rhythm it is sufficient 
that such feet be introduced to a certain extent, and parti- 
cularly at the beginnings of the clauses; and that the number 
of iambuses and trochees in the entire composition should 
exceed that of the anapzsts and dactyls (for instance). For 
it is absolutely necessary that there should be a mixture of 
some other feet; otherwise the speech would be in metre, 
and not merely rhythmical. Cic. Orat. 57.194. Itaque ut 
versum fugimus in oratione, sic hi sunt evitandi continuats 

pedes, (viz. dactyl and iambus). 
Cicero also, in the Orator, 65, 219, gives a specimen of 

Peonic rhythm—though it is only accidentally so—from a 
speech of Crassus; which he says falls naturally into rhythm 
without any effort or intention on the part of the orator. It 
is an example not of numerus, but of numerosa oratio. In 
§ 196, he gives his final opinion about the use of rhythm in 
prose composition. Prose should be interspersed and tem- 
pered with it, neither wholly rhythmical nor altogether loose 
and measureless: the pon, in deference to Aristotle's 

opinion, should be most frequently employed, but blended 
with the other rhythms which he has passed over. Subse- 
quently, §§ 214, 215, he expresses disagreement with one of 
Aristotle’s rules, that the period should end with the fourth 
pon, ~~~-; Cicero prefers the Cretic in this position, 
§ 218. The remarks on this subject in the de Oratore are 
scanty and limited; it is treated much more fully in the 
Orator. 

APPENDIX D. TO BOOK III. CH. V. 

On avvdecpos. 

The word ovvdecpos, as a grammatical or rhetorical—for 
thetoric includes the art of composition—term, has in Ari- 
stotle a very wide and general application ; it seems that at 
least three different senses in which it is employed are dis- 
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tinguishable. Its general character is defined in Rhet. 11. 
12. 4, 6 ydp cvvdecpos ay roves ta TOANG; by which it seems 
to be meant that it unites a variety of single terms or notions 
or parts into one general conception; either words or sen- 
tences, as a connecting particle; or correlative clauses, as 
vév and 6é; or a whole volume, consisting of a multitude of 
parts, into one great whole, as the Iliad is said to be Noyos 
ovvdéopu els. In all these senses we shall find Aristotle em- 
ploying it. 

In a previous Appendix, A, it has been already stated 
upon the authority of Dionysius, that the distinction of ovw- 
Secor from ovdpara and fnuata was the second step in the 
grammatical analysis of language, and due to Theodectes and 
Aristotle. It seems however that Isocrates also recognised 
it;—he perhaps borrowed it from Theodectes;—for in a 
fragment of his réyvn preserved by Max. Planudes, ad Her- 
mog. V. p. 469, 8., and Joannes Sicel. vi. p. 156, 19 (in 

Benseler, Isocrates, Vol. 11. p. 276.), we find amongst his 

precepts for the regulation of style the following rule; «at 
Tovs auvdéopous Tovs avTovs py oUveyyus TLOévas, Kab Tov 
érrouevoy TH nryoupevp evOds avratrodidovat, The former of 
these clauses appears to mean, that the same conjunction or 
preposition or particle is not to be repeated in too close 
proximity to the other, that the phraseology or construction 

should be varied; the latter, that in correlative clauses the 
second member should immediately follow the first, and not 
after a long interval which leads to confusion. But in both 
cases cvvdeauos may be interpreted ‘connective particle’; in 
the latter of the two, the particle carries with and includes 
the correlative sentence to which it is attached, and of which 

it expresses the correlation. 
In the Poetics, xx. §§ 1, 6., the ovvdecpos is reckoned as 

one of the eight pdpia tis NéEews, partes orationis. In § 6, 

two definitions are given, the first of which is very corrupt 
and obscure. The term is however illustrated by the ex- 
amples pév, #rot, 57, which leaves no doubt that it includes 
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at all events conjunctions and particles. It embraces like- 
wise prepositions, Dion. de Comp. Verb. c. 22. p. 157, Reiske, 
where é7rf is called a ctvdeopos or mpoects. Inc. 25, dpa is 
an instance of ovvderyos. Demetrius, 2. épynv., rept cvv6. 
Aoyou, (Rhet. Gr. 111. p. 274, 5. Ed. Speng.) gives examples 
which include interjections, ded, al al, together with par- 
ticles, as pév, 5é, 57, vl: mporepoy is a ovvdecpos, (it is re- 
garded as a preposition) and again, p. 324, xal 

In Aristotle, ovvdecpuos, Rhet. 111. 6. 6, and 12. 4, plainly 

stands for a ‘connective’, or connective particle, as a single 
word: and also in Probl. x1x. 20. where it is exemplified by 
te—xal, And the definition of Poet. xx. 6, again describes a 
conjunction, preposition, or particle, by defining ovvdeopo0s, 
gwvr donpos (an unsignificant utterance, of course a single 
word) 4 obre xwdves ovTe trotel Gwovny play onpayticny: and 
secondly, hwy donuos éx mover udev dover ptds, (these are 
the words ‘more than one’ that it connects) onpavrixav 86, 
moe trepuxvia play onwavtixny dwvnv. [This last dav) is 
equivalent to Adyos, a sentence with a meaning. An ‘ut- 
terance’ may be applied to one, or to several words in con- 
junction.] From tbe former definition we learn likewise, that 
it may be placed either at the extremities (beginning and end) 
or in the middle of a sentence’; and it is illustrated by the 
single words, pév, Frou, é. In this same sense it is employed 
by the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 23. § 5. (Oxf. Ed.) pv 
Se xal cuvdécpous odbyous trovety (meaning here «ai, as the 
connective par excellence) ta mActota 5¢ Sevyvivas: which is 
fully illustrated by Rhet. 111. 6. 6, where we are told to say 
mopeveis SuehéxOnv, rather than sropevOels xai Srarey Gels. 

Harris, Hermes, Bk. 11. ch. 2, thus defines a conjunction. 

“A part of speech devoid of signification itself, but so formed 

1 éwel or Wore, for instance, may this, od woAdol pev rolro wooler, SA-yos 

stand at the beginning of a sentence, 3¢: but ydp at the end of an interro- 
and 3¢ or ydp at the end of it—8¢ so = gative sentence is by no means un- 
placed is extremely rare; one may common, as wis ydp; 
conceive however such a sentence as 
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as to help signification, by making two or more significant 
sentences to be one significant sentence”—a definition which 
manifestly comes from Aristotle. As, ‘Rome was enslaved’, 
‘Cesar was ambitious’ become one by being connected by the 
particle ‘because’, Soin Rhet. m1. 12. 4, the many signifi- 
cant terms aovvdera, 4AGov, SvedéyOny, ixérevoa, become one 
by the introduction of the copula, caf, Similarly in 111. 9. 1, 
the efpouévn réfts, the loose style, which is not rounded into 

organized periods, in which the clauses merely ‘hang to- 
gether’, or ‘are strung together’ like a rope of onions, is 
cuvdtcup pla; that is, derives the only unity and connexion 
that it has from conjunctions and particles, 

Aristotle’s definition will apply equally well to preposi- 
tions, as to conjunctions and particles, and no doubt is in- 
tended to include them. Prepositions also merely express a 
relation, as of time, place, cause, of one thing to another, and 

have no independent signification apart from the terms be- 
tween which the relation lies. They also give a ‘unity’ to 
the several particulars which they connect. 

These are the only parts of speech which come under the 
head of cvvdSeop05 in Aristotle's classification. 

Interjections, as mere exclamations, he seems not to have 
considered as parts of speech at all: at all events the defini- 
tion of cvydeopos does not include them: all the other parts 
of speech are included in the classification. By some later 
writers, as Demetrius, interjections are classed with ‘con- 

necting particles’; a description which is certainly quite inap- 
propriate to them. 

This however is not the only sense in which this word is 
employed by Aristotle and other writers: it sometimes carries 
with it the clause to which the connecting particle, as wér—8é, 

re—xcal, is attached, and signifies a connected clause with, and 

sometimes even without, its connecting particle; or correlative 

clauses, such as those coupled by péy and 5é Clear examples 
of this usage are found in Rhet. m1. 5. 2, 3, where the dvay- 
xatos clvdec0¢, the connexion which is de rigueur, obbligato, 
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is the apodosts, érropevouny tapadaBov avtovs, the corre- 
sponding clause (to the protasis), TO avramrodibopuevov: here 
the connecting particle is wanting, but the mporacus has its 
émrei expressed ; as also has the parenthetical clause, which is 

likewise called cuvvderpuos, its yap. Similarly of the two 
examples given of a ovvdeopos in Rhet. ad Alex. c. 26. § 2., 
the first may it is true be interpreted of the conjunctions péy 

and 6€ alone; but in the second, ov ydp xaxeivwy aitios éye- 
vou xal TouvTwy aitios ov, it would seem from the introductory 
words, 7radtv Stay 6 autos (avvderpos) cuvaxcdAovOos 7, that 
the repetition is meant to apply to the three words, xai, ov, 

and airios ; so that here we should understand it of the con- 

nected clause with its connective, «ai, or of the connected 

clauses alone. Another certain example of its employment 
in this signification 1s Rhet. 111. 5, 6., where the question is 
of sentences. 

There is also a third sense of the word which seems to be 
distinguishable from the two preceding in Aristotle’s writings. 
In Poet. xx. 13, epi “Epp. 17. a. 9 and 16, Anal. Post. 11. 93. 
b. 36, we have the phrase Adyos cuvdéopm els; to which in 
the first and third passages dozep 7 ’[Aias is added. The 
author is here distinguishing two kinds of unity of phrase or 
description, the one where the unity 1s conveyed by the 
meaning, 6 év dnAav, as the definition of a man; the other 
which is effected by cvvdeopos. This latter would seem to 
be most naturally interpreted of connexion in general. It is 
true that in the passage of the de Interpr. it is opposed to 
modXot &é, of OANA Kal pr) dv (SnrobvTeEs) 4 of dovvdSerot: but 
with the last word Aoyos is to be supplied, and not ovvderp01, 

—indeed aoivderot cvvdecuor would be a contradiction in 
terms. And besides this, if Aristotle had meant conjunc- 
tions, &c. in the phrase which we are endeavouring to explain, 
he would surely have said ovvdécpots and not cuvrdéopy. 

Ammonius, on Arist. de Interpr. p. 54. 6, (quoted by 
Harris, Hermes, u. s.) evidently referring to this distinction 
of the two kinds of unity in the Adyos, compares the first, 6 
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xuplas els, to a block of wood in its natural state, which is 
properly and naturally one; the second, that which denotes 
the combination of several existences, and appears to be 
made one by one (or more) conjunctive particles (at'vSeop0s), 
to a ship made up of various pieces of timber, and deriving 
its unity from the nails, pegs, screws, and other fastenings; a 
very good illustration of the nature and use of connective 
particles. 

Demetrius, zr. épy. l.c. properly distinguishes two kinds 
of cvvSeruor. The one, which may be called xvpzos, are con- 
nectives properly so called, because they actually do ‘connect’ 
words and sentences: such are pév, 56, 7rot, 7, érel, yap, &c. 
The other which he calls rapamrAnpwparixol, complementary, 
are such as ye, 57), ovv, apa, when not used as inferential, but 
merely continuative, restrictive, corrective or emphatic, (of 
which the emphatic xa/ is a good example). It is to these 
last that Demetrius refers interjections; which however 
strictly speaking are so far from being ‘connective’, that they 
break and interrupt the continuity of the sentence. Dio- 
nysius has the substantive trapam\npwyara in two passages ; 
de Isocr. Jud. c. 3., p. 540, Reiske, wrapamAnpapacs réfewy 
ovdéy wdedovcay; and again, de Adm. vi dic. in Demosth. 
c. 39, p. 1072. waparAnpapact Tay Gvopatwy ovK avayKaiots. 

APPENDIX E. TO BOOK III. CH. XV. XVI. XVII. 

apdicByntnces, oraces, status. 

The legal ‘ issues, afterwards called orace:s and status, 

appear in Aristotle in the embryo stage of auducBntncess, 
often referred to, never exactly defined, or employed as a 
well determined and recognised technical and legal classifica- 
tion. References to these issues, on which may be niade to 
turn the trial and decision of legal cases—more especially 
of criminal cases, to which Aristotle at least usually applies 
them—are scattered up and down the topics of his Rhetoric. 
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See for instance, I. 3. 6, 1.13. 9, 10. 111. 15. 2; 16.1, and 6; 17. 
1. The four degrees of criminality, arvynpa, audprnua, adi- 
«nua, adixia—or three, omitting (as is usually done) addéenua 
as distinguished from adccla—may likewise be construed as 
so many audichntyoets, or issues that may be raised in 
determining the nature of an alleged crime. They are most 
explicitly enumerated in 111. 16. 6. and 17. 1. They here 
appear as four; the question of fact, To 67¢, TO yeyovévas } 7; 
of harm or damage, rod SraBepov elvas, ei E8rarpev; of crimi- 
nality, rou adixov elvas 7 py, et Sixatws; and of quantity or 
degree, ef roooitov, 7 TndLKodTOV, Sts ov Togdvde. Inc. 16. 
§ 1, these are otherwise classified, and reduced to three, dre 

ort Setkas édy 4 darvcrov; Ste troudyv; 7 bre troady; fact, 
quality, quantity. This last coincides with one of the later 
and ordinary divisions. The first or fourfold division may 
however easily be reduced under the terms of the second, 
thus. The issue of fact is the same in both; we must know 

first of all whether the alleged fact is true or not. The 
second and third class of the former list may both be referred 
to the class ‘ quality’ of the second; the damage or injury 
and the criminality, the justice or injustice, may both be 
regarded as ‘qualities’ of actions. And the amount or degree 
of criminality of an alleged offence tocotroy, rnAtxovror, 
rocovee, is plainly identifiable with the ‘quantity’ of the 
second division. This last is in fact what was afterwards 
called the dpixy oraois, and by Cicero and the Latin Rhetori- 
cians ‘nomen’ or ‘finitio’. This issue is the ‘definition’ of the 
offence, the name or title which is to be given to it; and this 
may clearly be regarded as a question of ‘degree’ or ‘ amount’ 
of criminality, which gives its designation to the offence; 
determines what it is to be called, and consequently the 
court by which it is to be tried, and the legal process to 
which it 1s to be subjected. For instance, the same act may 
be construed as aixia or U8pis, and the issue may be raised on 
this point. aixéa ‘assault’ is a mere personal offence, and is 
the object of a private action or d/en; but an act of Ups is 
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an offence against the state, and subjects the offender to a 
ypadn or public prosecution. The augioBnrnces or oracets 
are likewise, as by Aristotle, indicated, not defined and clas- 
sified, in the Rhet. ad Alex. c. 5. § 8. 

The usual division of the oraceis, when they came to be 
systematically classified and defined by succeeding legists and 
rhetoricians, was threefold; (1) ordows oroyaotix«n, status con- 
jecturalis, conjectura, the question of fact; (2) dpc, the 
definition or ‘name’ that was to be given to the offence 
charged, nomen or finitio; and (3) ot. zrotornros, qualitas, or 
‘generis, the question of the justice or injustice of the act; of 
right and wrong; but including also that of rd cupdépor 7 
davppopor, utile an inutile, Aristotle's BAaBepov, the question 
of damage and loss. This appears from Hermogenes, c, 2. 2. 
orac. Siatp. Rhet. Gr. 11. 139. Ed. Speng., a chapter in which 
the divisions and definitions of the oraceis are clearly and 
well stated; the third class has many subdivisions. 

Cicero has more than one division of the status. In the 
de Invent. 1. 8. 10, 11, 12, and 16, he gives a fourfold classi- 

fication, which is also very clearly explained. The classes are, 
facti, nominis, generis, actionis: ut in facto conjectura, in 

nomine finitio, in genere qualitas, in actione jus intelligere- 
tur. § 50. The actio, or translativa constitutio, is when the 
question or issue to be determined has reference to the bring- 

ing of the action (which is here separated from the nomen or 

finitio); quem, quicum, quomodo, apud quos, quo jure, quo 

tempore, agere oporteat. This fourth division is abandoned, 

as unnecessary, in his later works. 
His ordinary division is threefold: Orat. xxxIv. 121. res 

(controversiam facit) aut de vero aut de recto aut de nomine, 

Sitne? quid sit? quale sit? de Orat. m. 30. 132. factum, 

quale, nomen. See also Topic. xxIv. 92—94. where the 

meaning of the word status is explained; in quo primum in- 

sistit (takes up a position to sustain an attack) quasi ad 

repugnandum congressa defensio. And Orat. Part. xxix. 101, 
factum, facti appellatio, qualitas (rectum, concedendumve). 
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In the Auct. ad Heren. I. 11—15., the divisions are also 

three but not identical with the preceding. They are, con- 

jecturalis, legitima, (when the issue is raised upon some legal 
point, as the interpretation of a law, the conflict of two 

antagonistic laws, and such like questions), and juridicalis, 

which corresponds to qualitas. 
Lastly Quintilian has devoted a long chapter, II. 6., to 

the discussion of the status, and gives more suo a multitude 
of different divisions. His own is to be found in § 66., com- 

pare § 86. There are three status rationales, conjectura, 

finitio, and qualitas; and one legalis, which he formerly 
subdivided into five species, scripti et voluntatis, legum con- 
trariarum, collectivum, ambiguitatis, translationis. The 

fourth, legalis, he now is of opinion, (§ 67.), may be with- 
drawn from the ‘general’ status, and the rationales alone 
remain as a general division. These are all examined in 
detail in the remainder of the chapter. In § 3 we are told 
that the first use of this technical term was attributed either 
to Hermagoras, or to Naucrates a pupil of Isocrates, or to 

Zopyrus of Clazomene: he is himself inclined to refer the 
earliest use of it to Aschines; who in the speech, c. Ctesiph. 
(§ 206. Bait. and Sauppe; p. 83. 22. H. Steph.) borrows from 
wrestling the term oraots, the position or attitude which the 

wrestler was obliged to assume, and applies it to the ‘real 
question at issue’, from which he charges Demosthenes with 
straying. The name he explains either, like Cicero, and 
fEschines, as ‘primus cause congressus’, the position or pos- 

ture for resisting an attack, or ‘quod in hac causa consistat’. 
The latter explanation seems to represent the ‘real gist,’ and 
‘essence’ of the case, that which it really turns upon. In 
the next and following sections the meaning of the term is 
discussed. In § 49, there is a notice (apparently corrupt) of 
a supposed division of Aristotle’s in the Rhetoric, either of 
the entire work, or of these oraces; on which Spalding’s 
note may be consulted. See on the whole subject, Ernesti, 
Lex. Techn. Gree. et Lat. 5. vv. 



ON THE 

‘PHTOPIKH TIPOZ AAEXANAPON. 

THIS treatise on the art of Rhetoric, long attributed to 
Aristotle and incorporated in the collection of his works’, 
derives its title from the letter prefixed, which purports to be 
addressed by Aristotle to his pupil Alexander during the 
period of his Eastern Campaign, with a present of one (or two) 
works on rhetoric; who is therein lectured like a school-boy 
upon the value and importance of the study of the art. The 
forger of the Epistle, whoever it may have been, or whatever 
may have been the motive of the forgery—Victorius opines 
that the object was to give an additional pecuniary value to 
the work by fathering it upon the distinguished philosopher— 
forgets, in the endeavour to observe, as he thinks, the proprie- 
ties of the situation, and to give an air of reality to his letter, 
by making Aristotle assume the style of a tutor in writing to 
his former pupil, how totally the relations between them had 
changed during the interval that had elapsed since he gave 
his lessons to the little Alexander at the Court of Philip, and 
that the time of instruction and education was long past. 
Never did a spurious document more manifestly betray itself 
by want of skill and inappropriateness in the composition. 

As to the treatise itself, though there is some general 
correspondence, in the treatment and topics selected and 

1 In the time of Athensus, that ready ascribed to Aristotle. Athensous, 
is early in the third century of the Deipn. 11. 508. a, quotes from this 
Christian era, not only the treatise letter, § 4, a definition of ‘law,’ rénos, 

itself, but the letter prefixed, was al- as Aristotle's, 

26 
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illustrated, between this author and Aristotle, yet the nume- 

rous and important differences in detail, as well as the marked 
inferiority in subtlety and spirit, power and interest, the 

entire absence of the logical element in this work, the strik- 

ing contrast of style between them—here, often obscure from 
its vagueness and indefiniteness though otherwise clear and 

simple, but feeble and inexpressive; there, also often obscure 

and elliptical, but characterised by a terse and pregnant 
brevity—the more scientific exactness, and the much higher 
moral tone that appear in Aristotle’s work, all unite to prove 
beyond the possibility of doubt that the two arts of Rhetoric 
could not have proceeded from the same intellect, taste, 
judgment, and moral standard. The Rhet. ad Alex. is a work 
proceeding from an entirely different and inferior order of 
mind and character. 

“It occupies,” says Westermann, Gesch. der Beredtsam- 
keit, § 69, “an intermediate position between the earlier 
writers on the art and Aristotle; for in spite of the numerous 
interpolations with which the original text is here and there 
corrupted and disfigured, we can at any rate distinguish so 
much as this, that the domain of Rhetoric embraced by him 

was much wider than that of his predecessors.” Allowing 
this, we must add that it presents a much nearer resemblance 
to the preceding Arts, and the sophistical school of rhetori- 

cians in general, than it does to Aristotle’s great work. The 
logical part is entirely omitted; it is totally devoid of all 
scientific character; and assumes altogether a practical as- 
pect, as a series of rules and precepts for the guidance of the 
orator in the assembly and the law court, quite opposed, as 
Spengel remarks (Art. Script. p. 188.), to the ‘theoretical’ 
treatment of Aristotle. Ifthe author followed any one of his 
predecessors in particular, it was Isocrates’; several of whose 
rules are borrowed, without his name, from his réyvy. In 
three or four cases, to be afterwards pointed out, this is 
certified by extant fragments; and most probably the same 

1 We shall see hereafter that this may be considered nearly certain. 
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guide is followed in many other cases in which we have not 
the same means of ascertaining the original authority. The 
treatise is the best representative which we have remaining 
of the actual nature of the teaching of the sophistical school 
of rhetoric; and of this indeed it seems in many points to be 
quite characteristic. All this, and the fact that it is in some 
degree a representative work, representative, that is, of the 
mode of treatment of rhetoric characteristic of the school of 
the Sophistical Rhetoricians, to which Aristotle’s school and 
rystem were in direct opposition and antagonism, may give it 
an interest and a value to us, which it would not otherwise 

possess, when it is examined and contrasted with Aristotle's 
great work. Some glaring instances of its highly immoral 
character I shall have occasion to notice more than once in 
the course of the following analysis. 

It may of course be said that Aristotle’s own Rhetoric, or 
any other system which teaches, as the art of Rhetoric must, 
to argue indifferently upon both sides of a question, is dan- 
gerous to put into the hands of novices, as all sharp and two- 
edged weapons proverbially are; and that it may most readily 
be perverted to an immoral purpose. Aristotle is perfectly 
aware of this, and apologises in his Introduction for the 
necessity he is under of treating it in this way; he suggests 
care and caution in the use of it, shows how it may be ap- 
plied in the cause of truth and justice, and emphatically 
warns the students of his treatise against the misuse of it. 
We may know how to argue on both sides of a question 
without taking the wrong side; but in a world full of fraud 
and trickery, and in assemblies and courts of law where the 
object is often to deceive, we must be prepared to meet bad 
logic and delusive arguments, in order that truth and justice 
may be made to prevail over falsehood and wrong. But we 
must not argue from the use to the abuse of an art: in dia- 
lectics we may study and analyse and illustrate sophistries 
and fallacies, as an exercise for our own minds, and that we 

may be able to detect them when employed by others; and in 
26—2 
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rhetoric we may be able to state what is to be said on both 

sides of the question, and show how an argument may be 

turned against an opponent; not to misuse our skill and 

knowledge, to throw dust in the eyes of a jury, to promote 
injustice or screen the wrong doer, but to use it in the 
interest of justice and of truth, for the benefit of society and 
for a moral end. The true distinction between the artist and 
the sophist lies in the animus or mpoaipecis: it is the bad 
intention, the vicious moral purpose of the latter which 
marks the character: the accomplished dialectician and 
trained rhetorician can see through and unmask sophistry, 
without himself abusing his art to the purposes of fraud and 
injustice. Rhet.1. 1. 12, 13, 14. Again Aristotle's work is a 
Theory, with rules for practical application in the shape of 
Topics: it must therefore be as complete as possible in all its 
parts.. Moreover it was never designed by its author to 
supersede the ordinary general education of a young man: 
for he expressly ascribes it to his predecessors as an imposture 

and a vice, that they did attempt to substitute it for the 
science of Politics, of which it is in fact only a subordinate, 
and comparatively unimportant branch; and so made it take 
the place of that complete and comprehensive science or 
system, which would, if duly taught, instruct the student in 
the ‘whole duty’ of a citizen’. 

But all this was entirely wanting in the systems and 
practice of his predecessors; and from this moral point of 

1 Spengel, Proleg. ad Anaxim. Art. 
Rhet. p. x., says on this subject; 

Hec enim ars in oratorum usum, ut in 

utramque sententiam probabiliter di- 
cas, composita est; quo fit, ut verum 

non curet, verisimile ubique sectetur. 

Id Aristotele prorsus indignum est; 

non enim. artem docet, ut quocunque 

modo adversarium vincas, sed ut in 

omnibus causis verum invenias et per- 

spicias, qui si semel itcrumque ad illud 

persuadendi genus delabi videatur, id 

artis levitate, non autoris consilio, 
factum esse credas. Nam longissime 
abest, qui hanc docendi rationem pro- 
fiteatur. It seems to me that Spengel 
in this very much understated the 
case against Aristotle's Rhetoric: the 
grounds, that is, on which it may be 
chargeable with an immoral tendency. 
The method of arguing on both sides of 
& question belongs to the Artof Rheto- 
ric, as such ; it is essential to it, as we 
have already fully shown, It there- 
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view we must include in our censure the treatise under 
consideration. They defined rhetoric as ‘ the art of persuasion’, 
and made this the sole object of their teaching: persuasion, 
or the making of a favourable impression, by any means, and 
at any price. This will be substantiated by the passages wo 
shall meet with in our review of the ‘“Pnr. mpos ’Aréfavdpor; 
and all that we know from Aristotle Plato and others of the 
actual contents of their writings upon the art leads us to the 
same conclusion with respect to the rest of them; of course 
with the posstble exception of Prodicus, or this or that other 
individual. Besides this abuse of logic—of which Corax’s 
torros of ‘the probable,’ exemplified by Aristotle amongst the 
‘fallacies’, Rhet. 1. 24 11, is a striking instance—these 

earlier ‘arts’ treated of style, of the divisions of the speech 
and the contents of each, and especially of appeals to the 
feelings; all of them according to Aristotle extra artem’. 
The students who passed under their hands had entrusted to 

fore pervades the whole treatise, and is 
by no means confined to ‘one or two 

places’, semel iterumque. The quali- 
fication of the object originally pro- 
pored by the art, which is implied in 
Aristotle's own definition of Rhetoric, 

referred to by Spengel in the first words 
printed in Italics, no doubt deserves 

to be taken into account. But so far 
as Aristotle’s system can be defended 

against the charge of a tendency to 
pervert, or at all events to invalidate, 
orencouragea disregard of, the natural 
distinctions of right and wrong, truth 
aud falsehood, it must be, as it seems 

to me, by the considerations I have 
suggested in the text. Whether in 
this point he is altogether free from 
reproach, I will not take upon me to 
decide: but it is certain that Plato’s 
indignant rejection of the Art as ono 
that prefers probability to truth, aims 
only at persuasion, and thereby ad- 

mits of imposture and deceit, belongs 

to a higher and a purer Morality. 

2 Such were the contents of their 

written treatises. For the practical 

training of their pupils, by the culti- 

vation of habits of readiness and dex- 

terity in speaking and argument, col- 

lections of ‘topics’ were provided, of 
two kinds: ‘probable,’ (or plausible, 

such as would be likely to persuade, or 

impose upon, an uncultivated jury or 

assembly) arguments, on both sides of 
certain questions and cases legal and 

political, known by experience to be 
of constant recurrence; which again 

may be illustrated by Corax's réros: 
and secondly, ‘ Elegant extracts,’ or 

choice specimens of rhetorical compo- 

sition, either selected from actual 

speeches of repute, or composed for the 

occasion by the teachers themselves. 

These last are what are called ‘com- 
munes loci’ by the Latin Rhetoricians. 
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them without check or warning this powerful instrument of 
mischief, with which they were at once let loose upon society, 
uncontrolled and unguarded by any moral or religious train- 
ing whatsoever; all other education being superseded—so we 
are given to understand—by this new art of rhetoric. 

As to the authorship of the treatise, it has been held by 
most writers of authority from the time of Victorius, who in 
his preface to the Rhetoric first gave this opinion, founded 
on the well-known passage of Quintilian, m1. 4. 9,—Buhle, 

(Aristotle,) who had been at first in favour of the older view 
which ascribed it to Aristotle, Pref. to Rhet. vol. rv. pp. 5—7, 
offer; in the subsequent volume, Pref. pp. Iv. seq., a most 
candid and complete retractation, convinced by the argu- 
ments and authority of Spalding in his note on the passage 
of Quintilian—to be the work of Anaximenes, the historian 
and rhetorician, contemporary of Aristotle, whose own Art of 
Rhetoric was preceded by this of Anaximenes at the interval 
of a few years. This fact is considered to be so completely 
established, that Spengel, who has done more than any one 
else to establish it; first in his Art. Script. pp. 182—191; 
secondly in a paper published in the Zeitschrift fir Alter- 
thumswissenschaft (in answer to Lersch), 1840. pp. 1258—67; 
and thirdly in the note to his Edition of this work, on Ch. I. 
p. 99; has gone so far as to print the name of Anaximenes 
as the author of the treatise on the title page of his edition. 
The evidence, which is not quite all that could be desired, is 
best given, and the whole case most convincingly argued, in 
his Artium Scriptores above referred to. It amounts to this. 
Quintilian, Inst. Orat. m1. 4. 9, has the following sentence. 
Anaximenes judicialem et concionalem generales partes esse 
voluit; septem autem species, hortandi, dehortandi, laudandi, 

vituperandi, accusandi, defendendi, exquirendi quod é£e- 
raorvxoy dicit; quarum due prime deliberativi, dus sequen- 
tes demonstrativi, tres ultime judicialis generis sunt partes. 
On which Spengel triumphantly remarks, Art. Scr. p. 190, 
that he knows no one else (besides Anaximenes) who has 
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ascribed two genera and seven species to rhetoric. And 
therein in fact lies the strength of the case; most of the 
remaining evidence adduced in its support is even contra- 
dictory. But first of all, does the author (of the Rhet. ad 
Alex.) recognise two or three genera or branches of Rhetoric? 
At the opening of his treatise he seems to tell us that rhetoric 
has, not two, but three divisions or yév7; ‘libri omnes tpia 
yévn’ Speng. not. ad loc.: Oh but, says Spengel, 1. c., Aristotle 
was the first that distinguished three classes or genera of 
rhetoric, and the alteration of dvo into tpia, and the inter- 
polation of 76 & émidevxerixov, (which is remorselessly ex- 

punged) were introduced by some later copyist or Editor who 
believed the work to be Aristotle’s, and naturally missed two 
of the characteristics of his system of rhetoric; and therefore 
we must alter the text, and read dvo yévn tay Tron. eios 
Aoywy; which he accordingly proceeds to do’. Victorius on 
the other hand for the same reason preferred altering and 
supplementing the text of Quintilzan in conformity with that 
of the Rhet. ad Alex. Doctors will disagree. 

The next piece of evidence is a passage of Syrianus ad 
Hermogenem, quoted in Art. Script., and the note of the 
Edition. Here we are told that Aristotle, (Aptotrorérns &é 
Svo yévn «.7..), not Anaximenes at all, recognised two kinds 
of troAsTexoL Adyot, and seven species; just as Quintilian 
gives them. But of course this presents no difficulty to the 
undaunted critic, who without hesitation pronounces that as 
the first and last syllables (is that so?) of the two names, 
"AptororéAns and ’Avakipuévns, are the same, the one might 
very easily be substituted for the other; and further argues 
that ‘some sciolist, knowing that Aristotle’s distinction of 
the classes of rhetoric was three-, and not, two-fold, and find- 

ing Aristotle’s name prefixed to the Rhet. ad Alex., altered 

1 There is another passage further three branches of rhetoric, and, as 
on, c. 18. (Oxf. Ed.) § 6. Spengel here, there is no various reading. 

Ed. c. 17. ult., where rpla ef6n seems I have commented upon this in my 
again to be applied to denote the analysis of that Chapter. (c. 17.) 
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do inty rpia, and added de suo 70 5 éxi8escricov. If 
“ApiororéAns’ in Syrianns ts a mistake, as I suppoee it must 
be, I sheald rather prefer accounting for it by supposing that 
Syrianus himself attributed the Rhet. ad Alex. to Aristotle. 
If Atheng-us in the 3d. century of the Christian era believed 
this to be the work of Aristotle, there is every reason for 
concluding that Syrianus, nearly two centuries later, should 
have held the same opinion. 

Another bit of evidence, No. 8, in the note from which 
We are quoting, is more convincing. 

The letter prefixed to the treatise concludes with the 
words, 3epl Tov Trodticav Kal Toy Sixavixay Tapayyed pater, 
Bev mpds éxdtepov avtayv evrropnoces x.t-r.; whence it 
seoms to follow that the author of the letter, found two, and 
net three, kinds or classes of rhetoric mentioned at the 

opening of the work. 
The fourth argument in the same note is to this effect. 

From the contents of the Art itself no one can prove that the 
author distinguished three kinds of rhetoric; the inferences 
are allin favour of two. Had his division really been by three 
genera, like Aristotle's, he could not have failed to state and 
onumerate them, like Aristotle also. But in fact he treats the 

topics of rhetoric under the heads of the seven species; not 
of two or three genera; and whereas we do find Aédyor Sexarcxol, 
mpoolusa Sixavixa, Sixavixn mpayyarela, and the same with 
Enpoyopixos, Snuryopetv, Snunyopla, whereby two genera are 
roally indicated; similar phrascology with émideterexos never 
appears, from which we should infer that this is not recognised 
ng a distinct branch. We do however find rpla eidn, meaning 
apparently threo genera or branches, at the end of c. 18. 
(Oxf. Kd.). Spongel of course condemns this as corrupt, and 
wubstitutes wavrwy. (comp. p. 407, not. 1.) 

Tho evidence of style, upon which, as far as I am aware, 
no writer on this subject has entered, seems to me upon the 
whole as far as it gocs to be rather against the Anaximenian 
authorship, Anaximenes was a professed rhetorician, and had 
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therefore studied Greek composition; and although Diony- 
sius, de Iseo Jud. c. 19, who nevertheless compares him as a 
writer with Isocrates and Gorgias and Alcidamas and 'Theo- 
dorus of Byzantium, gives an unfavourable account of his 
powers of making an impression, styling him tn this respect 
aoGevy nai ari@avov; yet he finds no fault with the purity of 
his style; and in fact one can see no reason why Anaximenes 
educated as he was should have been guilty of barbarisms in 
language any more than Isocrates himself. 

I have however noted a few objectionable or suspicious 
words and phrases, some of them apparently indicative of a 
later stage of the Greek language, of which I will give a list, 
with one or two observations. 

In c. 2.§ 19 (Oxf. Ed.) c. 1. p. 8, 28. (Speng.) we find the 

Homeric and Ionic form efyexa which Gaisford and Spengel 
retain, though three MSS. give the common form &£exa. 
Why Anaximenes, if he was the author, should have chosen 
to adopt this antiquated and poetical form instead of the 
one commonly in use I have no explanation to offer. 

idéa, for elSos or yévos, occurs in c. 4. § 6. (Oxf.) p. 20, 
19 (Speng.); and again, c. 7.§ 5. This in the general sense 
of a fashion, guise, manner, or even ‘kind’, may perhaps be 

defensible; Dionysius, for example, Ars Rhet. x. 14, has 

b6An pev idéa cupBovreuvtixy) Supyjoews ov Setras: but it 
seems to belong in this definite sense rather to the later 
Greek. [After all, it may imply nothing more in the author 
than ignorance of logic and its terminology. | 

In the next chapter, § 1, p. 22, 7, (Speng.) we have tho 
extraordinary word xaOurorrevOévrwy, offences or crimes 
“that have been suspected against us,” or, of which we have 
been suspected. No other authority is cited by the Lexi- 
cons except this passage. 

In c. 21 (Oxf.), c. 20 (Speng.), at the beginning, we havo 
madtAXoyia, for avaxepadralwors or éravodos, and mradsAXo- 
yety, in the sense of a ‘repetition’ or ‘recapitulation;’ and 
both of these frequently recur throughout the remainder 
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ef the treatise. This word again, occurs both in Homer and 
Herodotus. In the former, the adjective wansAXoyos, Il. A. 
126, madidAXoya TavdT’ errayelpey, but with a totally different 
signification, “re-collected.” In Herodotus ansAroyeiv is, 

as here, iterum dicere, repetere. Besides these two, neither 

of them a very good authority for the use of it by a writer 
of Attic Greek Prose, the word is found, so far as can be 
learnt from the Lexicons, only in a doubtful passage of Theo- 
phrastus, at the end of his first ‘character’; where, even if 
the passage be genuine, it is employed in an entirely different 
sense. See Ast’s note’. It does however occur also in Plut. 
Vit. Hom. § 32. as a ‘figure of rhetoric’; and with the same 
signification in two late and obscure Rhetoricians, Zoneus, 

and an Anonymous, in Spengel’s collection of Rhet. Gree. 
Ill. pp. 165, 182., where it is defined (alike in both), réEs 7 
dpacis Tov péev mporyoupévov Kaddov xatadnfts, tov 5é dpyo- 
pévov apxn, “a figure or expression, where the same word 

ends one clause of a sentence and begins the next.” [These 
three last do not appear in the Lexicons. ] 

Inc. 29, 4 (Oxf.), c. 28 (Speng.), the word rpoyupydopara, 

“preparatory exercises,” very common in the later Rhetori- 
cians, appears long before its due time. Spengel notices it 
merely ‘as the earliest use of the term’; not. ad loc. 

The use of yuyre, apparently for ovre—I can find no 
other explanation—twice in c. 30, 5. (Oxf.), c. 29. p. 53, 10. 
(Speng.), seems to savour of a later period of Greek compo- 
sition, when the distinction between the two forms of the 
negative had become partially obliterated: a trained rhetori- 
cian of the middle of the 4th century B.c. had no business to 
be guilty of such a solecism. 

The short chapter, 32. (Oxf.), 31 (Speng.), is in its entire 
structure and expression, a very indifferent specimen of Greek 
prose. Of single words, we have first, in most of the MSS.—no 

1 Photius gives, 8.v. wadi\\oyla, as used by Homer; and wadiAdoyla, 
ravro\oyla, HesychiushaswadMdoya, ravrodoyla: and Suidas the same. 
waduvet\Nexra, referring to the word 
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various reading is given by Bekker in the quarto Ed— 
Spauara in the most unusual, (indeed almost a solecism in 
prose,) application, for mpaypyara!, ‘acts’; for which after- 
wards mpdfets is substituted. Spengel however finds mpdy- 
para in three MSS., and introduces this into the text. Next 
comes the monstrum verbi, wpayparoXoyoivres, for which 
there is no authority earlier than Diogenes Laertius. Then 
we have wpoppnots, & traf Aeyouevoy in the sense in which 
it is here employed, ‘a previous, or preparatory statement’: 
and lastly another poetical form, ¢poluoy; though this is 
partially defended by Aristotle's employment of the verb 
(dpotusafer Oar) twice in Polit. Bk. vi1.; which is likewise 
found in three places of this treatise. 

Near the end of c. 38 (Oxf.), 82 (Speng.), we find the 
extraordinary phrase, t7y mporpomny mépats Spicat, (or 
oploas); which Buhle translates, propositio (did he mistake 
apotpoty for mporacty’) conclusione terminanda est. But 
to express that, if it really be the meaning, by ‘determining 
or limiting by an end or termination,’ is hardly worthy of a 
Greek Rhetorician of the 4th century. 

In c. 35. 7. (Oxf.), 36. p. 69. 14 (Speng.) the preposition 
apes is employed in what seems to me a very unusual appli- 
cation, which I do not remember to have noticed in any 
good Greek author. oi apds avréy is opposed to of tadatol 
mpoyovot, apparently in the sense of “near relations,’ — 
proximi, Buhle,—7rpés standing for, ‘in close relation to.’ 

The last word but two of c. 36, (85), is eidjoouev; which 

may indeed be partly defended by similar grammatical 
monstrosities in Aristotle, who in fact uses this very form 
himself, Top. A. 18, 108. a. 28. as well as eidjcas, and other 
enormities. Plato, (Laches,) and the same Aristotle, have 

oxérrecOa:; and Demosthenes in one place cxeyracOwoav”. 
1 It is true that Plato employs connotation; either to convey some 

Spaua im a certain sense for wpiypza special emphasis, or intentionally as a 
‘a deed’: see Heind. onThest. 150.4.: poetical word. 
but never, I think, as a mere syno- * I have a small collection of 
nym; always with some additional these irregularities of the best writers, 
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No shadow of authority for avaNoynréov, which is used in 

o. 37, 26 (Oxf.), c. 36. p. 78. (Speng.), in the sense of ‘recapi- 
tulating’ or ‘counting (Aoyos) over again’—the ava having the 
same force as in avaxepadatovcGar'—is found till we come to 
Plutarch, who in the Symposiaca, Probl. £, has, yespave ths 

vuKTos avaroyeiv Soxovons: but in the totally different signi- 
fication of “to be proportional (avdXoyoy), or, correspond, 
answer to.” 

In the same chapter, §§ 5, 6, 7, Urevayrios is wantonly, 
and without any difference of meaning, substituted three 
several times for évavrios, ‘contrary . 

These are the most prominent and glaring deviations 
from the standard of pure classical Greek that I have 
noticed in this work: whether they are sufficient when taken 
together to support a case of later authorship than Anaxi- 
menes time, I must leave to others to judge. I have 
already observed that Aristotle often employs forms of words 
for which there is no earlier authority, and which gram- 
marians pronounce to be solecisms; but no one would think 
of condemning on this ground alone any particular work of 
his as spurious, Plato and Demosthenes and the very best 
writers, as I have noted above, are occasionally guilty of such 
abnormal eccentricities, proceeding most likely from a 
momentary inattention or carelessness, and by sound judging 
critics are easily forgiven, and thought little the worse of on 
that account. 

Spengel, Art. Script. pp. 188, 9., has endeavoured to fix 
the probable limits of time within which the Rhet. ad Alex. 
was composed or published. The conclusion at which he 
arrives is the probable one, that it was between 340 and 330 

which this is not the proper place for 

enumerating. I hope to fiud a more 

favourable opportunity for doing so in 

the notes of the Edition that is to 
follow. 

1 Spengel, who seems not to have 
observed this, proposes in his note to 

read rhy dyridoylay waditAXNoynréop, for 

Thy alrlay dvadoynréor of the MSS.; a 

violent and unnecessary alteration. 
The MSS. give as various readings, 
dyadoyioréov, and the vox nihili, dva- 

Aoytr dow. 
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B.c.; that is, a little earlier than the publication of Aristotle's 
Rhetoric; a conclusion founded upon two or three chrono- 
logical references in the work itself. On the other point, the 
date of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, I have already given Spengel’s 
opinion (Introd. p. 88.), with his reasons for it, that it was 
not published till at least 330 Bc. From the essential 
difference in the conception and general treatment of the 
subject, as well as in numerous points of detail, we may 

certainly infer that the author of this work was not ac- 
quainted with Aristotle’s treatise, to which he makes no 
allusion whatsoever, direct or indirect. We also know that 

he was acquainted with Isocrates’ réyvn, from which he 
borrows in several places. This is no doubt, as far as it goes, 
in favour of the authorship of Anaximenes, though not 
absolutely conclusive: and still more so, the twofold division 
of rhetoric, supposing that we accept Spengel’s alteration 
of vo for rpéa, and the rest, at the opening of the treatise. 
For although it is quite possible, though perhaps unlikely, 
that a comparatively modern writer of the Christian era may 
not have had access to Aristotle’s Rhetoric, or not have 

chosen to follow it, it does not seem probable that, after 
Aristotle’s threefold division of the Art had been established 
and universally recognised, any subsequent writer on the 
same subject would have abandoned it, and adopted one 
which is so manifestly inferior and insufficient. 

Upon the whole I am inclined to think that the weight 
of evidence preponderates in favour of attributing this work 
to Anaximenes. The internal evidence derived from style 
and manner, being mere matter of inference, opinion, and 
taste, can never be absolutely relied on, as we rely upon any 
positive statement er external and independent matter of fact ; 
though these too are by no means free from uncertainties 
of their own. Thus in the case before us, it is certainly 
possible that Anaximenes may in spite of his rhetorical 
education and practice have been really chargeable with the 
solecisms which the text of the Rhet. ad Alex. presents: or 
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on the other hand these may be corruptions or interpolations 
of incompetent transcribers or critics: but as we have not 
attained to complete certainty upon the question I think it 

would be as well if the name of Anaximenes on the title 
page of Spengel’s next Edition were replaced by the more 
modest ‘Anonymus’. 

I now proceed to give some account of the contents of 
this Art of Rhetoric, chiefly for the purpose of comparing it 
with that of Aristotle, by bringing into view the numerous 
points of difference between them; and also of illustrating 
and confirming what I have elsewhere said of the mischievous 
and immoral character of these early rhetorical systems, and 
the sentiments and practice they inculcate, when used, as 
they were intended, as the sole instruments of education ; 
and substituted for a genuine moral and intellectual dis- 
cipline, tending to the formation of virtuous habits and the 
due performance of the duties of a man and a citizen, such 
as is recommended by the philosophers, 

Before we proceed to examine the details of the work, we 
will first enumerate one or two of the general differences 
which mark the divergence of the two works, and prove to 
demonstration that they cannot be ascribed to the same 
author. 

On the essential difference of style, tone, and character of 
composition I have already spoken. Another marked and 
characteristic difference between the two authors lies in the 
manner of tllustration employed by each. Aristotle, with a 
single exception’ in 111. 16., invariably quotes the speeches or 
writings or remarkable sayings, of others: the author of the 
Rhet. ad Alex. with precisely the same degree of con- 
.sistency, that is, with one exception corresponding to that of 

1 This is unnoticed by Spengel, who _ side, autor noster (Anaximenes) omnia 
in his Prolegomena, u.s., has the exempla ipse fingit; which in like 
remark, Ar. nullum de suo dat exem- manner leaves out of the account an 
plum: an omission which is balanced exceptional quotation from Euripides’ 
by one corresponding on the other Philoctetes, in chapter 18, 
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Aristotle, always manufactures his own illustrations to order, 
as the occasion requires. This says Spengel, Proleg. u. s., is 
characteristic. The one habit marks the ‘rhetorician’, who 
makes speeches himself; the other the philosopher, who 
seeks to give weight by the authority of others to his own 
precepts and observations. Spengel, Proleg. p. x, would in- 
clude amongst these general and characteristic differences 
the method pursued by each of them severally in respect 
of its moral tendencies and influences ; see above, p. 404. not. 
1. I have endeavoured, pp. 403—5. to estimate the amount 
of difference which exists between them in this respect. 
Some difference no doubt there is. Another, which Spengel 
notes, u. 8. p. XI, lies in the use of the personal pronoun 
when the author is speaking of himself: Aristotle always 
employs the plural (this I believe is the fact; I remem- 
ber no instance to the contrary in any of his writings) : ‘our 
author’, sometimes says, ScecAdouny, Siwpicaunv, SveEnrOov, 

elzrov, and so on. 

Ch. 1°. The treatise, if we adopt Spengel’s emendations, 
founded upon the passage of Quintilian, 111. 4.9, and the 
hypothesis thence deduced that Anaximenes is the author of 
it, opens with the statement, that there are two branches or 
classes (‘yévn) of ‘ political or public speeches’, rroAstexod Aoyor, 
the Snunyopixov, concionale, public or political oratory, ad- 
dressed to the general assembly, and commonly called cup- 
BovXeurixéy, deliberativum, deliberative, or hortatory; and 

Sixavixdy, forense, judicial or forensic, addressed to the judge 
or judges of a court of law: each of them being determined 
by its audience. This is a marked and very essential distinc- 
tion, in which the difference between this system and Ari- 
stotle’s first shows itself. Aristotle, as we learn from Quin- 

tilian, 111. 4, 1. and 7, 1., was the first writer on rhetoric who 

1 In numbering the chapters of this with the treatise itself. Bekker and the 
work I have followed Spengel, who Oxford text include the letter; so that 
very properly excludes ‘the letter’ Spengel’s jirst chapter becomes with 
from the enumeration, and begins it them the second, and so on throughout. 
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adopted the threefold classification, distinguishing the éw:- 
Sexrixoy yévos from the two others. This goes to prove that 
the Rhet. ad Alex. was antecedent to the publication of 
Aristotle's Rhetoric: all the subsequent arts recognise the 
tripartite division: the inference therefore is that the Rhet. 
ad Alex. was published before Aristotle’s, and so far is in 
favour of the authorship of Anaximenes. 

These two genera are subdivided into seven species, the 
hortative and dissuasive, the panegyrical and reprehensory or 
censorious, the accusatory and defensive, and lastly, one 

which appears nowhere else as a distinct kind of speaking, 
the inquisitory or critical, eraorixov': the whole division in 

this form being peculiar to Anaximenes: though the six first 
are found, under a different name and in a different classifi- 
cation, inthe Aristotelian system, as the constituent elements 

or materials of the three genera of rhetoric. These seven 
species or kinds may be employed in public speaking, and 
especially in addresses to the general assembly, in forensic 
pleading, and in private conversations. § 1. The analysis of 
the first two species follows, and occupies cc. 1, 2. In 

§ 3, definitions of wporpomry and dmotpomn are given: these 
two fall under the head of deliberative rhetoric In § 6. the 
réry (dv Set opéyecOat, the author does not use Aristotle's 
technical term,) of exhortation and dissuasion are introduced: 
and here again we have a division entirely different to that 
of Aristotle. They are six; the just, the legal, (the ‘just’ is 
the dypados and xo.vds vdpos, the ‘legal’ the yeypapypévos, 
the written and conventional laws of any given state,) the 
expedient, the fair and noble, the pleasant, and the easy: 

and in the last resort two others, the possible and the neces- 

17d dferacrixéy cf80s, is a kind 

seldom employed separately, but usu- 

ally in combination with the other 
species. It denotes ‘critical inquiry ’, 
either into a man’s life, character and 

actions; or into the administration of 

an office or of the government; or 

the criticism of a speech. Seec. 37. 
It is exemplified in Awchines’ speech 
against Timarchus, which is entirely 
occupied with the examination and 
criticigm of his conduct and character, 
Spengel, note on c. 37. init. 
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sary. These are the téA7 of one who has to exhort or re- 
commend: one who dissuades has to show, that the course to 

which he is opposed is one or more of the opposites of these : 
all actions are capable of either construction. This is the 
substance of §§ 3—11. Materials for applying these, for 
showing that actions, &c. are just, and so forth, and the re- 

verse, may be derived from the following romos. First, from 
the actions and things themselves; secondly, from cases 

analogous and similar, é« tay opolwy rovros ; thirdly, from 

things opposite ; fourthly, from ‘authority’ of various kinds, 
éx tay 75n Kexpisévwy vo Oeay 7 vr’ avOparrav évdokwr 7 
Ud KpiTaY 7 UT TOY avtaywuoray nuiv. Then follows the 
illustration of the application of these tézroz to the three first 
réXn of deliberative rhetoric. §§ 12—24. 

Ch. 2 treats of the subjects on which advice is given in 
councils and popular deliberative assemblies. These are 
seven, § 2: religion, laws, the constitution of the state, 

alliances, treaties, commercial and other, with foreign states, 

war, peace, and revenue. This differs, rather perbaps in 

form than in substance, from the list of subjects for a similar 

purpose given by Aristotle in Rhet.1. 4. Aristotle’s list is, 

revenue or ways and means, war and peace, the defence of 

the country, fortification &c., exports and imports, and legis- 

lation. These topics are treated in detail in the remainder 
of the chapter. The unscientific, if not immoral and unscru- 
pulous, character of the system which this treatise represents 
is well illustrated by some of the arguments suggested in 

§ 25. When your object is to dissuade from an alliance, you 
may argue, either that there is no necessity for it, or that 
the proposed allies are unjust, or that they have done your 
country wrong at some former time; or, if none of these can 
be maintained, that their situation is remote, and conse- 

quently that they would have no power to render assistance 
on an emergency : or in other words, that the proposed allies 
do not deserve such a favour or honour, or that they had 
forfeited their claim by previous injuries: as if a statesman 

27 
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would take any thing else into account but the advantage or 
disadvantage accruing to his country by the alliance in ques- 
tion. Now it may fairly be asked, what would be the use of 
suggesting such arguments as Nos. 2 and 3, for example, to 

a statesman or orator, whose sole object should be the true 
interest of his country, except for the purpose of aiding him 
in his endeavours, right or wrong, to carry his point or ‘ per- 
suade, and gain a temporary advantage over an opponeut? 
Is it consistent either with the science of Politics, or the 

duty of a citizen, to employ such like trifling, plausible and 
ad captandum arguments in matters of serious importance, 

and with such a purpose? And does it not savour of im- 
morality and recklessness to suggest any considerations to a 
speaker in a case where his country’s interests are at stake 
but such as have a real tendency to promote her welfare ? 
and will not the familiarity arising from the constant associa- 
tion with bad principles and bad reasoning necessarily en- 
gender and foster sophistry and vice in a man’s mindt If 
the facts on which these arguments are supposed to be based 

are true, they suggest themselves, and need not have a place 

in an Art of Rhetoric; if they are not, the only possible 

motives for employing them are such as I have stated. 
Ch. 8. This chapter treats of the analysis of the third and 

fourth species of rhetoric, the laudatory and disparaging or 

censorious. In §1, the terms, éyxwpacrixcy and vrextixoy 

are defined: and their réAy stated. These are precisely the 

same as those of the preceding species :—Aristotle on the 

contrary, Rhet. 1. 3., as we have seen assigns a single téAos 

to each of his genera; though it is true that in each case he 

elsewhere admits one of the others, as subordinate and sup- 

plementary to the principal and most prominent end which 

is distinctive and characteristic of the genus. For the ana- 

lysis and description of them we are accordingly referred to 

the preceding Chapter. Then follows, § 2, a brief general 

account of the mode of applying them to individual cases ; 

and, § 3, an illustration of three of these tomoz, 70 é« Tovrou 
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ériucupBatwvoy, the result; rd évexa rovrou, the motive; and 

TO jun dvev TovTov, the necessary condition. Next we have a 
series of topics of amplification avEnors, §§ 4—10; disparage- 
ment, tarreivwors, is effected by the employment of their op- 
posites. § 11. avfnois and tareivwous may no doubt be em- 
ployed advantageously in all the species alike, but their 
principal use and highest value appear in panegyric and 
censure.§ 12. Not a word 1s said of these two being sub- 
ordinate to any genus. There is no érdecetixov yévos here. 

Ch. 4 treats of the two species, accusation and defence, 
included in the forensic genus, “which deals with the busi- 
ness of the law court.’ These are defined, § 1. The aims or 
objects of the pleader in these two branches seem to be 
much the same as in the four preceding, § 2, comp. § 8: and in 
fact in c. 6. § 1. we are told that the just, the legal, the expe- 
dient, &c. are common to all the eiéy, though most especially 

applicable to the first, ro wpotpemrucov. The modes of en- 
forcing an accusation are given in § 3—7; and three methods 
of defence in § 8. The two first of these include the three 
general status, oragecs, constitutiones causarum; viz. the 

issue of fact, status conjecturalis ; and the status or constitutio 
juridicialis, subdivided into (1) absoluta which admits the 
fact but altogether denies the wrong; and (2) assumptiva, or 

mo.orys, Which admits the fact and the wrong, but denies the 
alleged amount, magnitude, or degree, of the offence charged. 
Speng. note, p. 147. Ernest. Lex. Techn. Lat. 

In §§ 9—11, adicia, duaprnua, arvyla, are distinguished, 
and the modes of handling them described ; and in § 12, the 
course of proceeding required in tyunrot and atiyntot ayaves. 
And this concludes the special treatment of the dicastic branch. 

Ch. 5. “E&éracts, 16 eFeractixdy eldos, the subject of the 
fifth chapter, is in general the “criticism” of purposes or in- 
tentions, actions, and language, by a comparison of these 
either with one another or with the rest of a man’s life and 
conduct, in order to detect any inconsistency that may exist 
between them, past or present. § 1. This is of course to be 

27—2 
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applied especially to the character and conduct either of the 
adversary in a process at law, or of a political opponent. 
§§ 1—4. 

All these species (Buhle) may be either blended together 
In one speech, or may form the subject of a separate treat- 
ment: for with great differences, there is still a considerable 
similarity between them, and therefore they are capable of 
‘inter-communion’ (émtxowwvotcr) in their application. In 
this respect they resemble the human race; who with many 
individual differences bodily and mental yet bear a general 
resemblance to one another. 

Ch. 6. After the particular examination of the special ely, 
the writer proceeds to give an account of the topics, argu- 
ments, modes of treatment, and divisions, common to all. 

Of these the ‘objects aimed at’ (Aristotle’s ré\7) have been 
already examined (inc. 1). Advdfnows and tamelywois, ‘am- 
plification’ and ‘ disparagement,’ are also common to all kinds 
of speeches, though especially appropriate to the laudatory 
and censorious. These also have been already treated, (in 
c. 3.). The third of these ‘common’ elements of rhetoric is 
wicreis, probable arguments, calculated to induce ‘persua- 
sion’ or ‘belief’ (whence the name), rhetorical proofs. For 
these again there is most room for employment in forensic 
pleadings, because accusation and defence admit of, or 
‘require’, more than all the other discussion pro and con. 
Aristotle has a similar: observation in his Rhetoric. The 
enthymeme, or direct rhetorical proof, he says, is most readily 
employed in the dicastic branch, because this is always 
referred to fact past; which admits more of argument or 
proof than the fact future or prospective to which the de- 
liberative or hortative speaker has to look. Besides these 
the following rozrot are common to all the species of rhetoric. 
IIpoxararmpis, ‘anticipation’ of the opponent's charges or 
arguments (c 18): airnzara, solicitations, prayers, petitions, 
to the audience or judges (c. 19): madsAXoyiat, recapitulation 
(c. 20): ptjxos Aoyou, petprorns unKxous, Bpayudoyla, amplifica- 
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tion, propriety, abbreviation, in composition, (c. 22): and lastly, 
épunvela, style or ‘expression’, choice of language, arrange- 
ment, or composition tm general (cc. 23—28). 

Ch. 7 is on wéstes. Of these there are two kinds; one 
arising immediately out of the speech itself, the circum- 
stances of the case, and the persons engaged—as the éféracts, 
for instance, or criticism of character and conduct—and 

constructed by the speaker in accordance with the rules of 
art; the other é7/@erot, ‘added’ (from without), adventitious, 
correspunding to Aristotle’s dreyvor miorets, (on which and 
évreyvos m. see Rhet. 1. 2.2. and 115). Of the former there 
are seven subordinate species; eixos, mrapadevyya, Texunptop, 
évOvpnpua, yvopn, onuetov, Ereyyos: of the latter only three 
are found in the text, waprupiar, Spxos, Bacavor: but inc. 14 

another is mentioned, Sofa rod Aéyorros, which Spengel 

inserts here. § 3. Follows, the analysis of eixos. In all 
these matters especially, which are connected with logic, the 
differences between this author and Aristotle are most pro- 
minent and glaring: and this again may serve as an argu- 
ment for the priority of publication of this treatise, and its 
Anaximenian authorship. If Aristotle’s logic and rhetoric 
had been accessible to the writer, it seems hardly possible 
that he could have thus passed them over without notice. 
If the author was Anaximenes, and not a later rhetorician, 

though contemporary with Aristotle he was altogether 
alienus a philosophie studiis, and might therefore very likely 
be unacquainted with the Organon, as he certainly must have 
been with the Rhetoric. To resume. eixds is defined, § 4& 
The definition is as follows; ‘That is probable which, when 
mentioned, immediately suggests similar or analogous cases 
to the minds of the hearers;” that is, what is in accordance 

with a man’s ordinary experience: and this is illustrated by 
one or two familiar examples. When a man hears another 
give utterance to a popular sentiment, or maxim of the 
current and prevailing morality; if for example he hears 
another say that he desires the greatness of his country, the 
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welfare of his relations and friends, and misfortune to his 

enemies, or anything else of the same kind, he thinks this 
probable, because he is conscious of the existence in himself 
of the same or similar sentiments and wishes. We must 
therefore in addressing an audience always be on the look 
out for this, whether we are likely to find them sympathetic, 
or conscious themselves of having the same sentiments and 
principles as we are about to enunciate: for to such they 
are most likely to lend a willing ear. § 5. The probable has 
three species, determined by the aa@n, &os, and xépdos, 
which all belong to human nature. Probability—so far 
at least as human actions are concerned, which are the 
principal objects with which rhetoric has to deal—rests upon 
the common human nature in all individuals; and probable 
arguments are appeals to this common nature, and derive 
their validity from these three classes of feelings motives 
and incentives to action; these are universally recognised, 
and everything done, or suggested as being done, in accord- 
ance with them seems ‘probable’: we must therefore employ 
them in our speeches as the origin and source of actions which 
we wish to account for. The md6n, or feelings, are scorn, 

fear, pleasure, pain, desire, and its opposite, either satiety or 
apathy, and such like. These we must (take along with, 
cupTapadauBavey,) associate with, express in, the speech in 
accusation and defence; because, being common to human 
nature in general, they are known to and recognised by the 
hearers, and a sympathy is thus established between the 
speaker and those whom he is addressing—they are brought 
in this way to understand one another. (This I presume to 

be the meaning of a rather obscure passage: the sense seems 
clear enough at a distance on first inspection, but melts away 
into a haze as we approach nearer to examine it closely.) 
The second motive which prompts to action is habit: the 
appeal to which in our speech again establishes an under- 
standing between ourselves and the audience, which makes 
what we say appear probable. And the third of these 
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common elements is profit, one’s own interest. This is so 

prevailing an incentive to action’, that men are often induced 

by it to act in violation of their own nature and character; 
and is as common to the whole human race as the feelings 
and acquired habits which are also the ordinary springs of 
human action. §§ 6,7. I have thought it worth while to 
give the substance of the last four sections at some length, 
because they seemed to me to be somewhat more ingenious 
than usual, and to throw some real light upon the subject of 
eixos and its treatment. This is followed by the application 
of +d etxds to speaking in its various branches, in illustration 

of the modes of rendering probable either things, facts, or 
human actions; §§ 8—11. In § 8, however, we return to a 

former topic, which belongs to the deliberative branch of 
rhetoric; the use viz. that may be made of ‘analogous cases’ 
in making facts appear probable: in the two latter, §§ 9, 10, 
we pass to the illustration of the modes of applying the in- 
centives and motives to action; only two of which are here 
exemplified, the a0 being noticed in § 16. 

In the remaining sections, 12—16, the defensive side (rd 

atroNoyetcOas) of forensic pleading is illustrated, and various 
feeble and shuffling excuses are suggested, for the purpose of 
‘persuading’ the judges that the pleader is innocent of the 
charge brought against him, or of transferring it to some one 
else. The ma0n are introduced in § 16; in the rest the 
arguments are derived from éos and xépéos. 

Here again we may note that the epideictic is not recog- 
nised as a distinct genus; the only two that are illustrated 
are the deliberative and forensic. 

Ch. 8, treats of zrapaderypa. Here also an important 

difference between this author and Aristotle shows itself 
in the total omission of the logical bearing and application of 
the ‘example’, which in Aristotle's system is predominant. 
See Rhet. 1. 2. 8, 19. 11 20; also above, Introd. p. 105—107. 

1 Inde nascitur, says Spengel in his note, Cassianum illud, cus bono, 
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The example is here defined; “Facts that have occurred 
similar, or opposite, to those which we are now stating.” 
They are to be employed when the topic of ‘probability’ 
fails us, as evidence of the truth of an incredible or im- 
probable statement, by the allegation of analogous acts or 
events that have actually occurred, § 1. They are of two 
kinds, the antecedently probable, those which occur xara 
Noyov, in accordance with ordinary reckoning and calculation, 
which are used to support our own case, and confirm our 
own arguments; and the improbable or unexpected, ta uy 
xaTa AGyov, which are employed to refute or invalidate the 
statements of the opponent, § 2. These are illustrated in 

§§ 3—6. If for instance it is our object to show that the rich 
are less disposed to dishonesty and wrong-doing than the 
poor, in this case the general rule or probability is on our 

side; and we can easily find examples in support of our 

assertion: but we may also want to prove the opposite, in 
the accusation of some rich man who has been bribed per- 
haps to betray his country’s interests; and then we must 
find instances of (improbable) exceptions to the general rule, 
which will make the commission of the act of treachery in 
question unexpectedly or against probability probable (eixos 
Tapa TO €iKos OF Tapa oyov), and invalidate the assertion 
of the adversary. In §§ 8—11 we have directions when and 
how to employ them; and in § 12, the sources from which 
they may be derived: these are actions and events past and 
present: all such are pervaded by a general principle of 
similarity which furnishes a ground for the proof of one by 
wnother'. If the same sort of thing which you are trying to 
establish has been frequently done or happened, especially 
if it be in accordance with a general rule, it is a proof of the 
probability that what you assert is also true. 

Ch. 9. rexpunpiov differs in toto from Aristotle’s rexpn- 
prov; see Rhet. I. 2. 16, 17. Introd. pp. 160—163. It is 

' The inan has concvived an indistinct notion of the argument from analogy. 
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defined here as an argument that may be derived fw an 
inconsistency or incompatihility between faota and the 
opponent's speech, or cuntradictiona in the apeech itaell! 
For from such inconsistencies and contradictions mot 
hearers at once draw a conclusion (repadpovras) of the utter 
unsoundness (pndey vysés) both of hia worda and actions; that 
the one must be false, the other wrung. 

Ch. 10 is on the enthymeme. The meaning here ai- 
signed to the term, as a special kind of argument, and the 
sense in which Aristotle employs it, have been already fully 
explained in this Introduction, pp. 100—105, I will here 
only add Spengel’s note on the passage. Aristoteli dvOvunyua 
genus est probationis, pyropixds oudNoysopds, QueVia Nanton. 
tia cul ratio addita est. Anaximeni, ut Isocrati, aliisyue 
oratoribus, species; sententia cui gualsounque dvavriwaig 
inest. I may observe in passing that we have here an indi- 
cation, by the correspondence in this point with Isocrates, of 
the rhetorical school from which the treatise proceeds, 

This évayrlwots, or opposition, is explained in its various 
applications in § 1. The argument is derived like the pre- 
ceding from the detection of any inconsistency or contradic- 
tion, either in the opponent's speech itwelf, or in his actions, 
to what is just and right, or legal, or expedient, or fair and 
noble, or possible, or easy, or probable, or to the character of 
the speaker, or to facts and events in general, The differ- 
ence therefore between this and the preceding ‘species’ of 
argument, is that this is derived frum ‘oppowition’ in general, 
the former from two particular cases of it. § 2 informs us 
how this kind of argument mey be inverted, and spplied to 
the establishment of our own case; and § 3 recommends 
that it should be brief, reduced to the narrowest winpuss, 
and treated with the smallest powible expenditure of words, 

Dvwun, c. 11, is caf dr0ov, (or perhaps Letter with Spen- 
gel, «aBorov) trav wpayucreov Soyparus Blov dydeou, oa 
expression of private opinion ou ‘things in general’: with 
caBorov the meauing is, “s goueral expression of vpiniou”, 
which is the usual definition. Io this sense it is vyuivaleut 
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to the Sdfa rov Néyovros of ch. 14. It has two varieties, 
like the example, évdofos and mapadofos. When it is of the 
former kind, a current and generally accepted maxim or 
opinion, there is no occasion to assign any reason for it, or 
adduce arguments in its support; but when it runs counter 

to popular opinion, these must be brought forward, but con- 
cisely, in order to avoid long-windedness and incredibility : 
the reasons, if short and pointed, are more likely to carry 
conviction. The ordinary signification, ‘a general sentiment 
or maxim’, is, if not included in the definition, at all events 

conveyed in the examples; § 1. They must be appropriate, 
oixelas TOY Tpaysnatwy. They may be derived from ras 
dias gicews, § 2; from virepBory, § 3; and from zrapopolw- 
ou, §§ 4,5. All these are illustrated. The points of agree- 
ment and disagreement between this author's yvoun and 
Aristotle’s, have been already noticed in this Introduction, 
p. 258, on Bk. 11. c. 21; to which the patient and tractable 

reader is referred. 
Ch. 12. In treating of onpetov, the subject of this chap- 

ter, the author omits as usual all notice of its logical import 
and value.—This is supplied by Aristotle, as we have seen, in 
hts introduction, Rhet. I. 2. 16 and 18, and Anal. Pr. 11. 27; 

and may also be found in mine, supr. pp. 160—163.—His 
definition is, ‘one thing is a sign of another—not any one 
chance thing of any other, nor everything of everything else, 
but that which is the ordinary concomitant of something else 
either before, or after, or simultaneously.’ Not only may a 
thing that has happened be a sign of something else that has 
happened, but also of something that has not happened; and 
in like manner that which has not happened may be a sign 
of what does not exist, as well as of that which does. § 1. 
One kind of sign produces mere opinion, the other know- 
ledge: the best is of course that which conveys actual 
knowledge, the next best that which carries with it the most 
plausible opinion. The first of these two seems to be iden- 
tical with Aristotle’s texynptov, who himself tells us in the 
Rhet. u.s. §§ 16, 17, that onpefoy is a general term including 
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Texpnpia and onpeia proper: and if so this will be another 
point of correspondence in this chapter between the two 
treatises; which, as they are so rare, should not be over- 
looked. The chapter concludes with an account of the 
sources from which ‘signs’ may be derived. 

Ch.13. On édreyyos. This seems to be according to this 
author, not, as Aristotle defines it, a contradiction of the 

opponent's conclusion, or refutation, by counter syllogism or 
enthymeme; but any conclusive argument, or, apparently, 
positive assertion, or statement that can’t be contradicted, 
either in support of something which we want to prove our- 
selves, or in refutation of an argument of the adversary. 
Spengel, following Ernesti, Lex. Techn., who supposes, s. v., 

that these éreyyor are always founded upon some kind of 
evidence, as witnesses, torture, documents, contracts, common 

rumour, says of them in his note, de testibus et questionibus 

dicitur éXeyyxos, unde hoc genus ad aréyvous pertinere rloras 
plures censent. One however at least of the kinds of it, ra 
g¢vce. avayxaia, has nothing to do with evidence of any sort ; 
as appears from the example, card gvow avayxaioy dotw 
oloy rovs Gavras otrlwv SeicGar; which is so absolutely cer- 
tain as to be unanswerable. We may argue in this way not 
only from what is naturally necessary, but from what we, or 
the adversary, assert to be necessary, (this is according to 

Spengel’s emendation, 7 avayxalwv os tyeis Aéyoper, K.7.r.] ; 
and similarly from what is naturally impossible, and from 
what we or the adversary assert to be so. The two last are 
thus illustrated; it is naturally impossible for a little child 
to steal more money than he can carry, and make off with it: 
and the refutation of an impossibility affirmed by the oppo- 
nent, or the proof of impossibility in one of his statements, is 
exemplified by this; it will be impossible, if he asserts that 
we signed the contract at a particular time at Athens, sup- 
posing that we can prove an alibi, that we were at that time 
absent abroad. Surely all this is rather trifling with an im- 
portant subject. 
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In Ch. 14, the author points out the differences between 

the various arguments above enumerated ; some of which I 
have already noticed, and the rest, being evident on the face 

of them, hardly deserve a detailed description. They do 
however in some sort serve as a commentary upon the pre- 
ceding definitions §§ 1—5. Having thus dispatched the 
direct logica] aioreus, or miorews proper, We may now proceed 
to describe the ériMerot (or dreyvot) mioters, the additional 
or adventitious proofs that may be employed in support of 
& case. 

The first of these is the Sofa rod Aéyovtos. § 6. ‘The 
speaker’s own opinion’ or ‘authority’, may be given with 
advantage in arguing his case, provided he shows the hearers 
that he is thoroughly conversant with his subject, and that it 
is his interest to speak the truth: [of course he would not do 
so if it were not.] the adversary’s opinion must be shown 
at the same time to be as worthless as himself. If this can- 
not be done, you must point out that even men of skill and 
experience (such as the adversary has been shown, or is 
known, to be,) are often liable to error: or if this again prove 

impossible—if you can’t show that he is likely to be mis- 
taken—say that it 1s against your opponent's interest to 
speak the truth. §§ 6, 7. I think I may venture to affirm 
that such a direct suggestion, if not recommendation, of 
slander and falsehood is not to be found in Aristotle's 
Rhetoric. 

Ch. 15 is on evidence, paprupla; and the subject is very 
differently treated by Aristotle, Rhet. 1. 15. 13—19. Evi- 
dence is defined, the voluntary (read éxovros with Spengel,) 
testimony, or admission, of one who was privy to the fact. 
This excludes all evidence but that of the ling and present 
witness, who, as Aristotle has it, shares in a criminal case the 

dcefendant’s risk. There are three kinds of evidence, distin- 

guished by the degree of credibility and value of each, the 
wGavov, amiBavov, aud audiBorov or ‘ambiguous. We 
have then a series of topics of argument, on both sides, pro 
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and con, similar, but very inferior to those of Aristotle, that 
may be applied to evidence, to confirm or invalidate it, 
according as it is favourable or unfavourable to our cause in 
attack and defence. In support of what I have said of the 
flimsy and feeble and unscientific character of some parts of 
this treatise, I will here quote one of the suggestions in § 1. 
“When the evidence is credible, and the witness to be relied 

on, the evidence needs no concluding summary, unless you 
might like to finish off with a concise ‘sentiment’ (youn), 
or enthymeme, for the purpose of giving point and smart- 
ness to it.” (rov aotelov &vexev). This is harmless, but un- 
necessary, and rather wm rod mpayuatos: but what shall 
we say to the following? One of the topics suggested (in 
§§ 5, 6) for the invalidation of the testimony of an adverse 
witness is xAémrrew Thy paprupiav, to pass off evidence in 
disguise or surreptitiously, to swear falsely in such a way 
that it shall not be detected, or at any rate not render you 
liable to a prosecution for perjury. The illustration is this. 
“Bear witness for me, Lysicles. No by heaven! not I; 
(replies L.) for I tried to prevent him when he did this”: 
thus seeming to refuse, ovxovy éy#, and then admitting the 
fact, which is assumed (from what follows) to be false; «al 
Sia rovrouv ev amodace rpevdopaptupnocat rrevdopuaprupos 
Sixnv ovy vdéEe. If the adversary has recourse to a like 
expedient, we shall expose his villany—so that it is acknow- 
ledged to be villanous—and bid him give his evidence in 
writing. Such a barefaced and audacious recommendation 
of fraud and perjury is most certainly not to be found in 
Arwstotles work : and further the immorality of the sugges- 
tion is only equalled by its absurdity: but how could it be 
right to put into the hands of young men, as an instrument 
of education, and a guide to their practice, a book that con- 
tains such a precept as this? 

The analysis of Bacavos, ‘the question’, in c. 16, 

bears a general resemblance to that of Aristotle in the 
fifteenth chapter of his first book, but the latter has much 
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more brevity and point. The arguments that may be em- 
ployed for and against the use of it are similarly given; but 
there is here no unmistakeable indication of opinion, as in 
Aristotle, of its cruelty, and uselessness for the ascertaining 
of the truth. The definition of it is ‘an involuntary admis- 
sion by a party to the transaction, or an accomplice, or one 
privy to it; the ‘compulsory’ character of the evidence dis- 
tinguishes it from the preceding, paptupia, or voluntary 
evidence, which is, GuoAoyia auveddros éxovrds. 

In c. 17, the ‘oath’ is very briefly treated in the same 
way as the two preceding ‘adventitious’ proofs; similarly, 
but again in very inferior style to Aristotle’s subtle analysis. 
According as it appears to be favourable or the reverse to our 
side, we must magnify, extol, enlarge upon its advantages 
(afew), or if we decline to take it ourselves or offer it to the 
adversary, we take the opposite course of disparaging, depre- 
ciating, vilifying it (razresvodv). The definition is, “a state- 
ment or assertion, unsupported by proof (avamddexros), with 
an adjuration or appeal to heaven in attestation of it,” (wera 
Gelas mraparmpews). The explanation of this last phrase has 
been already given above ; Introd. p. 207, n. 1. 

In the last clause of this chapter occurs another instance 
according to all the MSS. of the mention of tpla elén, which 
can mean, if it is allowed to stand, nothing else but the 
‘three kinds of rhetoric’, the deliberative, dicastic, and epi- 

deictic. There is no various reading. We may no doubt 
have recourse to the supposition that the same transcriber or 
commentator who ascribed the work to Aristotle, and conse- 
quently altered d5vo into rp/a at the beginning, made a similar 
change here and substituted tpia for the true reading, which, 
according to Spengel, who tacitly adopts this supposition, is 
mavrwy Tov eoov; which is as much as to say érrd. This 
conjecture is founded upon the hypothesis of the authorship 
of Anaximenes, and upon that alone. His note is merely 
this; @ tay rpiay cidav éott, heec corrupta sunt; [there is no 
evidence of this but his own conjecture] non enim tres sed 
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septem sunt species, érrd eidn, neque genera intelliguntur, 
duo enim genera probat autor, ut initio vidimus. This is 
again assuming the correctness of his other emendation at 
the commencement of the book, for which there is just as 
little MSS authority as there is for this, It is possible that 
Spengel may mean to found another argument upon the use 
of eles for a ‘branch’ of Rhetoric, which Aristotle always 

calls yévos: if so, I think it is worth nothing; for I have 
already pointed out that the author of this treatise is com- 
pletely ignorant of logic and its terms; and even if he were 
not, el5os and yévos being actually interchangeable according 
to their position in a logical classification, an elSos becoming 
a yévos in relation to its subordinate kinds, and a yévos an 
eldos in relation to that which is superior to it, any writer 
who was not bound at the moment to extreme accuracy and 
precision might easily be pardoned for substituting the one 
for the other; and the error, if it be one, is no proof of any- 
thing but carelessness. I really think that with so much 
negative evidence against Anaximenes’ claims to the author- 
ship of this work we should pause at any rate before we 
venture to print his name in the front of it’. 

It had been observed in c. 6, that of the various kinds of 

topics of arguments that may be employed in rhetoric, three, 
viz. the réAn, To Sixatov, rd cuudépov, and the rest, a’&nouw 

and razeiywors, and the wiorets, though in some sense com- 
mon to all the species, are especially appropriate each of 
them to one pair of these, the réA7n to the hortative and dis- 
suasive, the second to the laudatory and censorious, and the 
third to the forensic branch, accusation and defence. These 

have been all considered in detail, and it now remains to 

1 There seems to be an unconscious 
argument aguinst his own view in 
Spengel’s note: I will quote it, and 

leave my readers to judge. Tria sunt 

qu docuit (autor), vid. cap. 6: ra 

Tedcxd xepddara quorum usus imprimis 
in deliberativo genere est, tum adfnow 

xal rardrywow que in demonstrativo 
(i.e. genere) frequentantar, denique ras 
wlares quibus judiciale genus carere 

non potest. Is not this a distinct re- 
cognition, ascribed to Anaximenes, of 
the three genera of rhetoric ? 
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tition of the facts and heads of arguments previously brought 
forward, for the purpose of recalling them to the minds of 
the audience, who may have forgotten them altogether, or 
become insensible to their force and cogency. It may be in- 
troduced in any part of the speech ; but its most appropriate 
place is at the end, wept ras reXevras. It is this generality 
of application that constitutes the difference between it and 
the special and detailed avaxefadaiwois, or ‘recapitulation’, 
of the éridoyos. It differs in two points, universality and 
brevity. It has five species, S:sadoyifeo Paz, ‘division’; (a good 
example of this is supplied by Spengel in his note from 
Isocrates, Evag. § 69.); azodoyitecOas, ‘a reckoning up, 
enumeration’, (see the example in § 3, and one from Demosth. 
de F. L. in Spengel); apoa:petoOas, ‘a summary to show the 
purpose or general intention of our statements or arguments’. 
Spengel’s illustration from Isocr. Phil. § 154, is much more 
sllustrative of this topic than that which the author supplies 
de suo in § 4; awrpocepwray, ‘to put a question’ [mpos, ‘to’ the 
adversary or audience ; expresses ‘direction to’, as mpocevtel- 
vey Dem. Mid. wrpocopsdeiv ‘to associate with’.| such as, “and 
I should be glad to know...”, “and will the honourable 
member, or my learned friend, allow me to ask him, so and 

so, and so and so, and so and so?” 

The fifth species, eipwveda, forms the subject of the next 
Chapter, 21. 

Ch. 21. eipwveia. This topic properly belongs to the 
preceding, wadsAdoyia, of which it is one of the five divi- 
sions. This appears not only from the conclusion of this 
chapter, which, after the description of eipwveia, ends with 
the words, d:a rovrwy péev ovv cuvrépws avapipvnorKovres 
Tais wadtAX\oyiats ypnodueOa x.7.r. plainly including it 
with the other branches of ‘repetition;’ but also at the end 
of c. 33, it is enumerated again, with the remaining four 
species. 

The definition—“to say something whilst you are pre- 
tending not to say it, or to call things by their opposite 

names”—is in conformity with the ordinary application of 

28 
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the term ‘irony’. But the first example that is given of 
its application to mradAdoyia, in illustration of the first 
division of the definition, by which ‘ whilst we are pretending 
all the while to omit it, we give a succinct recapitulation of 
all the foregoing statements and arguments, (it is to be 

introduced by some such phrase as this, “and I suppose 
there is no occasion for me to remind you that &c.”; in which 
the ‘irony’ lies’), is by no means in accordance with the 
ordinary employment of the figure. Aristotle in the Nic. 
Ethics defines it “ mock humility,” referring the origin of it 
to Socrates’ practice: and in the passing notice of it in Rhet. 
i. 18. 7, says not a word of any ‘pretended omission of a 
recapitulation.’ 

The second example, which illustrates the latter half of 
the definition, the application to things of names opposite 
to those that you really mean, is a genuine exemplification 

of the figure in its ordinary acceptation. The adversary is 
styled ypnords, and you call yourself.¢airos; in both cases 
the exact opposite being intended. 

Ch. 22 treats of rd adoretov, the means of imparting spirit, 
point, grace, liveliness, a tone of pleasantry and sprightliness 
to the speech; and with it, of the modes of lengthening and 
shortening the speech at pleasure. Spengel remarks on the 
contents of this Chapter, multo accuratius hoc Aristot. Rhet. 
11. 10—11 enarrat, ut indignus sit noster autor qui cum illo 
conferatur. In fact Aristotle’s directions for giving point to 
style are altogether different. The former of these two 
branches is treated by the author in the most scanty and 
insufficient manner, in §§ 1, 2; the rest of the chapter, 
§§ 3—8, is devoted to the various modes of spinning out and 
abbreviating the handling of a topic. One remark is made 
in the concluding section which deserves to be quoted, that 
‘the characters of the speech should be made as far as possi- 
ble to coincide with the characters of the men,’ (I presume, 
who deliver them). If this is what is really meant, it will 
represent Aristotle’s 400s ev r@ Aéyovre. 

1 The ‘irony’ is in fact the ‘pretence’. 
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Ch. 23 seems to belong to épyunvela, the last of the ‘common 
subjects’ of c. 7. There are three kinds of dvouara, (substan- 

tives, and adjectives), simple, compound, and metaphorical— 
& most vicious division; the first two and the third belonging 
to two entirely different classes. And three kinds of compo- 
sition of words, determined by the position of the vowels and 
consonants at the junction’: that is, (1) when the first word 
ends, and the second begins, with a vowel; (2) when two 
consonants are similarly brought into combination; and (8) 
when vowel meets consonant. § 1. And four modes of 
arranging them (rafecs) in the speech ; (1) by placing similar 
words side by side or dispersing them over the sentence, or 
speech; (2) by employing the same words or exchanging 
them with others; (3) by applying one word or several to 
designate a thing. [‘to designate a thing by several words,’ 
is to give a description or definition of it, in place of its 
dvoua KUptov or oixeiov, proper name.] (4) to state the facts in 
their natural order, or transpose them by hyperbaton. [vzrep- 
SiBaferv, which Buhle translates ‘ preterire’! as if it were 

vrrepBaivery, or that had any meaning here.) § 2. None of 
these four are illustrated, and the application of the two first 
is by no means clear. The second, as he is speaking of 

1 The reading of all or most of 
the MSS. appears to be cupPodais, 
which is retained by Bekker, who 
gives no var. lect. Buhle and Spen- 
gel have cuv\\afais, which applies 
the same rule to the syllables, as the 

other reading does to entire words 
in sentences. It is hard to say which 
of the two is more appropriate to 
the sense and connexion in which the 
sentence stands. This stands between 
two sentences, the former of which 

treats of single words, to which ‘sylla- 
bles’ would be more appropriate: but 
that which immediately follows, to the 
end of the chapter deals with the 

combinations of words, with which 
cupBorais would be better connected. 
It scems to me too that a division of 

words founded upon the concluding 
and initial letters of their syllables is 
too trivial and valueless even for the 

author of the Rhet. ad Alex. A simi- 
lar classification of words with a view 

to their mutual position in composi- 
tion, is not quite so unimportant, as it 
involves hiatus (the meeting of two 
vowels), and has a direct bearing upon 

rhythm. One of these ‘ conjunctions’ 
or ‘clashings’, the hiatus namely, is 
mentioned in c. 25 § 1, as a succession 

or sequence to be avoided. 

28—2 
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tafe, cannot mean metaphor; and the literal acceptation 
of it seems almost too trifling to find a place in a grave trea- 
tise on Rhetoric, and also not properly to be included under 
the general head of composition or combination of words. 

We have next in the following chapters, 24—28, the 
treatment of épunvela, interpretatio, style, or expression of 
thought, or composition in general. 

Ch. 24. The first thing to be done in épunvela is éppnved- 
ety eis Svo; of the six modes of which this chapter proceeds to 
give an account with exemplifications. The author's intention 
seems to be, to give an elementary division or classification of 
language, or perhaps rather of topics of argument; exemplified 
by the analysis of a single topic, dvvayus, ‘faculty, ability,’ or rd 
Suvarer, ‘the possible,’ selected for the purpose, and analysed 
into six alternative divisions, which are supposed to exhaust 
it. This I think may be gathered both from the analysis 
itself in § 1, and the examples that follow to the end of the 
Chapter. The analysis of this topic is proposed as a model 
scheme or exemplar which may be applied similarly to all 
other topics alike. oyyyata piv ovy rod eis Sv0 épunvevew 
wde troinces ert tay TpayudTwv amavrwy Tov avTdy TpOTrOV 
perio. 

Spengel’s. views of the meaning of the classification are 
stated in his note on the passage, and, if I rightly under- 
stand them, do not quite agree with my own. He says, 
p. 189, In his facile grammatice et rhetorice aspicias pri- 
mordia; variis que fieri possunt sententiis certas imponere 
formas voluerunt, non Inepte, ut ex uno quasi fonte qua ra- 

tione diversa exirent, docerent; id autem fit imprimis subjecti 

et objecti quod dicitur mutatione. The last observation I 
confess I do not fully understand; nor can I see that any 
distinction of subject and object is implied in the classifica- 
tion. What follows I fully agree with; that we miss here 
the ‘subtilem perscrutationem, qualem philosophus v.c. in 
libro rept épynvelas explicat: indeed we have here a most 
striking indication of the difference between the two authors. 
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The chapter concludes with the notice that the next 
consideration as regards style and expression is perspicuity, 
to which we now at once pass on. 

Ch. 25. Zadnvea, ‘ perspicuity,’ in style may be attained 
by the observance of the following rules, First we are to 
call things by their proper or appropriate names, the names 
which properly belong to them, tois oixeious cvopacsy; [called 
also ra idta cvopara by Aristotle, Rhet. m1. 5, 3, who there 

gives a similar precept, ‘nostro accuratius, says Spengel. 
Isocrates also in his réyv7y had previously laid down the same 
rule: dvduate S¢ ypnoGat f peradopa pr) oxAnpa 7 TH Kadd- 

orm Kal TO Hevota werrompevp (ws Td ollew na Sodrros" 
Taita yap Terroinpéva) ) TO yvwptnwrare. Spengel, Art. 
Script. p. 162. et not. ad h. L Benseler, Isocr. Fragm. réyvys, 
Ir. 276:] and to avoid ambiguity. Secondly, the collision, or 
‘sequence,’ of two vowels is to be guarded against. This also 
comes from Isocrates’ Art. Sef r9 pev AEs ta Hovyjevra py 
ouprlirrew ywrov yap To Tovovde. Art. Scr. p. 161. Thirdly, 
the use of the ‘articles’ is to be carefully attended to; ‘in 
order to avoid obscurity,’ as is added in § 4. Fourthly, con- 
fusion in the order of the words, and hyperbaton, are vices of 

style, and tend likewise to obscurity’. Lastly, in respect of 
‘connectives,’ ovvdecpot, we must be careful to supply the 
proper correlative particle in the apodosis to that with which 
the protasis is introduced. This also is derived from Isocrates’ 
téyyn, quoted by Benseler, Isocr. 11. 276. and Spengel, Art. 
Scr. p. 161. The passage is more fully given by Joh. Siceliotes, 
vi. 156, from whom Spengel (not. p. 191) cites the following 
words. xai Tovs cuvdéapous Tors cadets pur) ovveyyus TiOévas, 

1 This fourth precept appears like- 
wise to be borrowed from Isocrates’ 
réxvn. The series of extracts from 
this work preserved by Maximus 
Planudes in his commentary on Her- 
mogenes, and by Johannes Siceliotes, 
and cited by Benseler amongst the 
fragments of Isocrates, 11. p. 276— 

already referred to in the text—con- 

cludes with these words: Scryynréow Se 

7d wp@roy xal Td dedrepory xal ra Ancwa 

éropévws' xal un wply dworeddoa 7d 

awparov éx’ Oddo léva, elra éwl 1d 

apGrov éwanévac awd roo ré\ous’ xal 
al dw? pépos 52 didvotar reAecovcdwoay 

ég davras weprypadéperas, 
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Kal toy édpevoy TH Hryoupévm evOds avratrodidovat, Tovs pev 
ws TO Ta’Ta pey ToLaiTa, exeiva pévTot éErépws, Tors Se 

ws Tov pev Kal Tov dé Kal TO ws Kal Td O’Tws. The same 

observation is made by Aristotle, Rhet. 11. 5. 2, probably 

also after Isocrates. §§ 1, 2. These precepts are then illus- 
trated, but in the reverse order, in the remaining sections 
of the Chapter. The use of connectives is exemplified by pué» 
—5é, and xal—xal. Confusion of language, by devoy éore 
TotTov Tovroy TUmrev: which may be amended thus, Sevov 
éort tovToy vireo TovTou TumrecOa:r. The proper use of the 
article is illustrated by obtos avOpwiros totrov tiv dvOpwtrov 
aéixez, On this it is observed, that in the present instance 
the introduction of the article makes the sentence perspicuous, 
the withdrawal of it would cause obscurity: but that some- 
times the reverse of this is the case: which I suppose can 
mean no more than this, that the (definite) article is used 
to define some particular object; when this is not required, 
the use of the article would only lead to obscurity. The 
caution against bringing two vowels into collision is next 
repeated: this can only be allowed “when the sense cannot 
be otherwise clearly expressed, or when there is a pause’, 

or a division of any other kind (in sense or sound).” The 
ambiguity which is to be avoided is illustrated by the incau- 
tious use of a word which has more than one meaning. The 
example given is, in spite of the aspirate, 6dds or od¢s: oloy 
odds tay Oupay Kal odds fv Babdifovow. Spengel remarks 
upon this, vetustissimus locus qui jam antiquis spiritum neg-. 
lectum esse in pronuntiando docet. Might it not rather be 
construed as an indication of a later date of composition of 

1 I have adopted Knebel’s emenda- 
tion dydravois for the MSS. reading 
dvamruits, which seems to be devoid of 

meaning here. The Lexioographers ex- 

plain the latter as equivalent to dydrAw- 
ors, an unfolding, revelation, or ‘expla- 
nation’; a sense in which it is found 

in Plutarch and Athensus. But I do 

not see how this meaning can be ap- 
plied here, Spengel has this note on 
the word, p. 193. clausulam quan- 

dam sententia intelligere videtur, ne- 
que tamen alibi hoc vocabulum id 
significat ; and then quotes Knebel's 
suggestion. 
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the work in which it is found than the third quarter of the 
4th century B.c.? When you have occasion to employ such 
an ambiguous word, the proper and special term, rd coy, 
that expresses it should always be added (cupzrapadapBavey). 

Ce. 26—28 treat of avrlGects, maplawors, and mrapopole- 
ats, on which see Introd. pp. 314—316 and p. 315 n. 1. (on 
Rhet. 111.9.) "Avri@erov is defined, that which conveys an 
opposition in word or sense between two contrasted members 
of a sentence; or in either one of these. These three cases 

of antithesis in word, in sense or the thing, and in both at 
once, are illustrated; and c. 26 concludes with the obser- 
vation that the opposition in both is the best, though the 
two others are also genuine antitheses. This threefold divi- 
sion of antithesis is adopted by Demetrius, 7. éppy. § 22. 
Speng. Rhet. Gr. 111. 265. With the definition of zraplewaus 
in c. 27, drav Svo ica NGynTat Kenda, that of Aristotle, Rhet. 

111. 9. 9. exactly coincides. A few long clauses may be made 
equivalent (in length) to several short ones; and the size of 
one be compensated by the number of the other. (This 
appears to be the meaning of the rather obscure, xa loa ro 
péyeBos icors Tov aptOuov.) The ‘equality’ in this figure 
lies merely in the length of the balanced clauses; it includes 
no other kind of resemblance, nor opposition. The definition 
of vrapopolwors differs from that given by Aristotle, Rhet. 
ur. 9. 9. The latter limits it to similarity, i.e. of sound, 
between the ‘extremities of the clauses’; that is, between 

the beginnings and ends of them, each to each. Here it is 
made to include equality of the clauses, as well as the simi- 
larity produced by the employment of ‘similar’ (sounding) 
words. This is illustrated by écov Se? ce AGyou plunpa, 
dépe 7d00u réyvacpa. [One can’t help noticing the want of 
skill shown throughout this work in the manufacture of these 
illustrative examples, which stands in striking contrast to 
the point and pungency and interest of those with which 
Aristotle’s wonderful memory supplied him. This author's 
examples are for the most part stupid and pointless: the one 
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here given does not even illustrate the ‘equal length’ of the 
two members of the clause.] The author scems to extend 
the ‘resemblance’ to all parts of the clause, with the remark 
however, that the most perfect similarity is produced by 
dpovoréneutoy, §§ 1, 2. 

The remainder of this chapter (29) is occupied with 
a recapitulation of the foregoing contents of the work, 
§§ 3, 4; and we now pass on to the consideration of the last 
subject of the treatise, the parts of the speech’, their order 
and arrangement, the topics appropriate to each, and the 
mode of handling them. These subjects, the order and 
arrangement of the parts of the speech, and the divisions 
that they severally belong to, are examined and analysed 
under four heads: of which the first includes the two kinds 
exhortation or recommendation, and dissuasion, which together 
make up the deliberative branch, and occupies cc. 29—34; 
the second, deals with the two kinds of epideictic speaking, 

the laudatory and reprehensory, in c. 35; a corresponding 
treatment of the forensic branch under the two heads of ac- 
cusation and defence, is contained in the long chapter 36; and 
the critical kind, ro éferactixov, similarly, but much more 
briefly dealt with in c. 37. The third of these branches, the 
forensic, is the only one of the four in which the fourfold 
division of the speech, mpoolusov, Sunynots, aioters (BeBalw- 
ais), éridoyos is expressly recognised: but in the first, the 
deliberative, it seems to be implied, by the order in which 
the topics which, as we learn from c. 36, are appropriate to 
the ézidoyos are taken for examination; the appeals to the 
feelings, the proper subject of the peroration, being intro- 
duced after the treatment of BeSaiwors—the third division. 

And though it is true that the separation between the two 

1 The fourfold division of thespeech, cc. 38. §.; rlores, including PeBalwois 

adopted by this author, agrees with confirmatio, and rd wpds rods drridl- 
that of Isocrates. (See above, Introd. _xous the answer to the adversary, refu- 

p- 331.) It consists of mpoolmuov; tatio; and éwfoyos, (c. 36. 48,) usually 

drayyeNla or dtfynois, c. 31. ult. styled in this work radAdoyla. 
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is not in this instance distinctly marked, still we may perhaps 
assume from the topics illustrated that the éridoyos is 
tacitly recognised. In the epideictic branch, c. 35, the nar- 

ratio and confirmatio may be included together in the topics 
of § 3—14, and the latter represented by the av&nows, which 
may be regarded asa sort of confirmation or aid to proof; 
and the summary repetition of § 14, with its concluding 
yvoun or enthymeme, may possibly be meant to serve for 
a peroration: however this supposition is not necessary, for 
the two topics of the ériAoyos are distinctly ascribed to the 
encomiastic branch, with the two others, in c. 36. 42. The 
omission of it in the chapter specially devoted to this branch, 
c. 35, shows the carelessness of the writer. It certainly 
seems that the fourfold division of topics was not considered 
by this author essential to all kinds of speeches. The sum- 
mary avduvnots is expressly mentioned in c. 38. 9. as included 
in the éridoyos. 

And first, common to the seven edn, and suitable to all 

occasions—herein differing from Aristotle, Rhet. m1. 13— 
1s the, 

TIpootusov, c. 30, which is described in general terms in 

§ 1. “The procmium, speaking generally, is a preparation, 
mapacxeun, of the audience (i.e. the putting them in a 
certain frame of mind by way of ‘preparation’ for what is 

to follow), and a summary setting forth or explanation of 

the subject of the speech, or the matter in hand, to an 
audience not as yet acquainted with it, that they may know 
what the speech is to be about, and be able to follow the 
argument, and to invite them to attention, and, so far as 
can be effected by the speech, give them a favourable dispo- 
sition towards us.” The employment of it in its application 
to the deliberative branch of rhetoric is then illustrated 
throughout the remainder of the chapter in a detailed and 
comprehensive analysis. The ordering of its four principal 
topics, the anticipation of charges and removal of unfavour- 
able impressions, the preliminary summary of the contents 
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of the speech, the invitation of the attention, and concilia- 

tion of the feelings, of the audience, and the occasions on 

which the first of these may be omitted, are briefly handled 
in the two last sections, 21 and 22. The treatment of the 

mpooipztoyv is to be directed towards securing the goodwill 
and attention of the audience, and meeting and anticipating 
any hostile suspicions that may have been insinuated, or 
charges that may have been made, (both included under the 
general head of dsaB8odn,) either directly by the adversary, 
or such as we know that we are rendered liable to by our 
character, circumstances, or past conduct; and this hostile 
feeling may be directed either against the person, or the 
thing, (the case, for instance any course of policy that we 
may be recommending,) or the (tone or line of argument of) 
the speech itself, § 8. 

And here the unscientific and immoral—or if not 1m- 
moral, at any rate wnmoral, regardless of all moral considera- 

tions—character, which not only pervades this treatise, but 
is distinctive also, as appears from all that is recorded of it, 
of the entire rhetorical school to which it belongs, is brought 
out into strong relief. Truth of fact and exactness of 
reasoning are the very last things at which the speaker has 
to aim: to persuade, or to gain one’s point, is the sole object 
to be kept in view; to gain this end any argument may be 
advanced, any fallacy maintained, any consideration urged, 
expedient or the reverse on public grounds, any falsehood as- 
serted : political science and the true interests of our country 
may be disregarded, and all our efforts are to be concentrated 
upon the promotion of our own. The refutation of an ad- 
versary, real or supposed, is the first consideration, to which 
all others must give way; and to attain this end any means 
may be employed, any sophistry or fallacy, any art trick or 
device, any shift, subterfuge or evasion, that ingenuity can 
suggest and recklessness venture to recommend. This I 
believe is no exaggerated description of the tendencies of such 
a system of Rhetoric as we are now engaged in analysing. 
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We learn from the comparison of some of the sections of 
this Chapter with passages of Isocrates’ speeches, quoted by 
Spengel in his notes, that the precepts and recommendations 
of § 11, 12, 15, 16, are probably borrowed from that author 
—see Speng. Comm. pp. 203, 4, 7, 8, 9.—which together 
with the coincidences already pointed out and others to be 
noticed hereafter, seem sufficient to establish a close con- 

nexion between this writer and the school of Isocrates, of 

whose ‘arts of rhetoric’ and mode of dealing with the subject 
in general this treatise is the sole surviving representative. 

Ch. 30 treats of what was commonly called S:rynots, 
narratio, ‘the statement of the case to be discussed or the 

policy to be pursued’, but by this author dzayyedla,—the 
ordinary designation is applied to it in c. 31.§ 3. It is 
described, § 1, as ‘a narration or recalling to the memory of 
the audience of past facts, or explanation of facts present, or 
statement of a future course of action’. And this also is 
applied in the rest of the Chapter to deliberative oratory. 
The first topic illustrated is the mode of delivering the report 
of an embassy, and excuses are suggested by which we may 
shift from ourselves the blame of failure. §§ 2, 3. When we 
are speaking in the character of counsellors, whether we are 
relating past facts and occurrences, or explaining present, or 
anticipating future, our ‘narrative’ must be brief, clear, and 
plausible: “clear, that the hearers may thoroughly under- 
stand what is stated; concise, that they may remember what 
has been said; and plausible (looking as if they could be 
relied on), in order that our statements may not be con- 
demned and rejected by the audience at first sight, before 
they have been substantiated and confirmed by evidence 
and arguments. The various modes in which these three 
objects may be attained are then described down to the end 
of the Chapter, § 9. 

On this subject our author is in two points in disagree- 
ment with Aristotle. The latter in Rhet. 11. 13. 3, ex- 
pressly disallows the Siyrynous except in the forensic branch 
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ation, or anticipation, separately and distinctly (cwpartoedy, 
each with its own substantial, definite, bodily shape,) after 

the proemium. This will be done by recounting the facts 
nakedly, each by: itself, from beginning to end, without 
including or mixing up anything else in the treatment of 
them. I have already noticed the accumulation of odd 
Greek words, and the general deficiencies in point of style, 
that distinguish this short Chapter. 

Ch. 32. Next to this comes S¢eSalwots, confirmatio, 

the confirmation by argument or evidence of our previous 
suggestions or the statements which we undertook to prove, 
and of their justice and expediency. When they are pre- 
sented in a connected series, the most appropriate to public 
speaking are, the evidence of custom in confirmation of the 
truth of a fact (that such things are usual), example, enthy- 

meme (so Spengel conj.: ézrevOupnuara, MSS., seems from 
what follows, § 3, to mean nothing more than ‘supplementary 
enthymemes.’) and the speaker's own opinion, § 1. Any 
other kind of rhetorical proof may be inserted parentheti- 
cally in the series. The order of succession should be, first 
the speaker’s opinion; or in default of that, custom; to show 
that what we state, or something like it, is usual. Next 
example, “and if there ts any resemblance, [what would be 
the use of employing it if there were not ?] we must apply it 
(so as to show its analogy) to our own statements.” “We 
must select examples that are most appropriate, or intimately 

connected, with our facts, and the nearest to the hearers in 

time or place; if there are none such at hand, we must supply 
their place with the most striking and remarkable and the 
best known that can be found. Next we must adduce a 
yvoun or general sentiment in point; and also the parts 
which contain the arguments from probability (Le. custom,) 

and examples may be ended with enthymemes and yvapac. 
§§ 2, 3. Proof of facts, when they are notorious, may be 
omitted; and its place supplied by showing that they are 
Just, legal, expedient, and the rest, § 4. The topic of ‘just’, 
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if our case admits of its application, must be placed in the 
forefront of the arguments, and we must then go through 

all the topics immediately connected with it, as that which 
resembles what is just, and that which is contrary to it, and 

that which has been pronounced just by authonity, or decided 
to be just: all of which may be similarly applied. The 
examples must also have this same character. Topics will 
be supplied by men’s private and individual notions of justice, 
(these 1 presume are the universal notions of right and 
wrong, implanted in us by nature,) or the special enactments 
of the city in which you are speaking, or in other cities. § 5. 
When all this has been gone through, and we have concluded 
the topic with our yvayas and enthymemes, if this part of 
the speech be long, we may give a concise recapitulation of 
its heads; if it be of moderate length and easily remembered, 

we may first sum it up in a definition, and then immediately 

Gn the same sentence) proceed to the next topic, as expedi- 
ency.” This valuable suggestion is illustrated by an example. 
Similar rules are applied to ro cupdépos. And so one part 
is to be connected with another, and the entire speech woven 

together into one web. §§ 6, 7. “When you have gone 
through all your proofs in support of your recommendations, 
then in a summary way, and with yreya: and enthymemes 

or ‘ figures’, show that not to do as you propose would be 
unjust, and inexpedient, and disgraceful, and unpleasant; 
and contrast with this, hkewise in a summary way, the 

jastice and expediency and honour and pleasure that will 
follow from complying with your counsels. And after you 
have enunciated sufficient general maxims, give a defini- 

tion of what you have recommended by way of conclusion. 
And in this way we shall confirm our previous statements— 
and now we will pass on to rpocataArwpis.” § 8. 

Ch. 33. wpoxaradmpis is the anticipation of the adver- 
sary's arguments or charges for the purpose of ‘pulling 
them in pieces’, exposing and refuting them. In doing this, 
you must make your opponent's arguments appear as trifling 
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and insignificant as possible, and at the same time ‘mag- 
nify’, and give importance to your own. When your own 
argument is superior, more convincing, than that of the 
opponent, you may bring them into contrast singly, one to 
one; otherwise they may be compared collectively, several 
to several; or one to many, or many to one; through all the 
various modes of contrast and comparison; your own mag- 
nified, your adversary’s depreciated. When this has been 

gone through, you may recapitulate, employing any of 
the above mentioned (in c. 20.) figures, Ssadoyiopos (divi- 
sion), azroAoyiopcs (enumeration), mpoalpecis, errepwrncts, 
eipwrela, 

The ‘anticipation’ of this chapter, and the final summary, 
complete the third division of the speech, SeSalwors. In 

the next chapter, 
Ch. 34, we pass to the last of the four, ér/Aoyos, conclusio, 

peroration; which though not actually named here, may be 
seen by comparison with c. 36, §§ 41, 2, to be the division to 
which the topics herein discussed belong. The technical 
term éridoyos, occurs in c. 36, 48, and 38, 9. The ovvropos 
Gyduvnots, which is represented both by this author, c. 36, 
41, and by Aristotle, Rhet. m1. 9. 1, as one of the essential 
elements of the érfAoyos, is here omitted. It is recognized 

as specially belonging to it, c. 38.9; but we had been told 
before that. it is everywhere appropriate. 

In recommending for example, the policy of aiding or 
defending any one, individual or state, it is most important to 
inspire those whom you are endeavouring to persuade to this 
course with the three feelings of love, gratitude, and pity: the 
motives and incentives of these three are then briefly (and 
very insufficiently) analysed, in order to show what circum- 
stances and what representations must be put forward in 
order to produce these emotions in the hearers, which will 
give them favourable inclinations towards the applicants for 

assistance, and probably a desire to comply with their request. 
They are to be employed in the following order; love first ; 
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if there be not ground for that, then gratitude may be 
appealed to; and, as a last resource, compassion. §§ 1—4. 
In dissuading a similar policy the reverse processes must 

be used; the order remains the same. § 5. But dissuasion 

may be employed by us either independently, (on our own 
bottom as it were, without regard to any one else, «af 
avtous ;) or in answer to the opposite recommendation of an 
adversary. The latter will require a slight alteration in 
the topics and their arrangement. We shall have now to 
state in the proemium what we are going to reply to, 
and then show that our adversary’s proposal and reasons 
are all unjust, disgraceful, inexpedient and everything else 
that is mean and wrong. But if this cannot be done, the 
next best way of proceeding is, in case he has established 
the justice of what he advises, to draw your arguments 

from the topics that he has omitted, and try to prove 
that it is disgraceful, or inexpedient, or laborious, or im- 
possible; or if he have expediency on his side, you en- 
deavour to show that it is unjust; and so on for the rest. 
Then, as in the hortative kind, exalt and magnify the course 
you yourself advise, and depreciate that which is recom- 
mended by the adversary; and, again as in the other kind, 
introduce general sentiments and enthymemes, meet and 
refute the opponent's ‘anticipations, and conclude with a 
recapitulation: §§ 6—9. And lastly, as in a hortatory speech 
you have to show in conclusion that those on whose behalf 
you are seeking aid are friendly and well disposed to the 
audience you are addressing, and have earned their gratitude 
by former services; so on the dissuasive side you must en- 

deavour to make them out to be deserving of anger or envy 
or hatred. § 10. Animosity may be engendered in them by 
showing that they have been illtreated against right and 
nature by the present applicants or their friends, either 
themselves or those that they care for: anger, in the like 
cases, by suggesting to them that they have suffered from 
them either ‘slight’ or injustice. Envy is directed against 
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those who can be shown either to have already met with, or 
to be in the present enjuyment of, or likely to enjoy here- 
after, undeserved prosperity; or have never been, or are 
never likely to be, deprived of any good, past present or 
future ; or who have had no experience past or present, nor 
have any future prospect of misfortune. This brings us to 
the end of the analysis of the wpozperrixov (including a7ro- 
Tpewrixoy) eidos, its divisions, topics, and materials. 

I have given the contents of this chapter almost in ex- 
tenso for the purpose of contrasting it with Aristotle's most 
acute and interesting analysis of these same za@y or emo- 
tions, and the characters and dispositions of their subjects 
and objects, and the motives and causes that excite them; 
Rhet. 1m. cc. 2. 4. 7. 8.10. On this contrast Spengel truly 
enough remarks ‘note p. 224.) ut ibi ‘apud Aristotelem) 
subtile et uberrimum dialectici, [why not philosopher, or 
man of science ?] ita hic sterile et vulgare rhetoris ingenium 
agnosces. Amidst all this striking dissimilarity however 
there is in one point a very curious cvincidence; each of 
them assigns as the sting or exciting cause of anger oAryewpia, 
‘slight’, the contempt and wantunness that aggravates the 
insult, nay may even take the place of the injury in stirmng 
the emotion. Aristotle’s definition of anger is, “an impulse, 

(or impulsive longing,) accompanied with pain, after an 
evident (one that the aggrieved person actually witnesses; 
otherwise there is no compensation,, vengeance, ansing from 
an evident slight, offered to oneself or to any of one’s friends, 
when the slight has nv justification.” [Tov odvywpeiv un mpoo- 
yxovros, if the slight be not due to us, where we don't deserve 
it, either by reason of the inferiority of our rank and con- 
dition, which might justify it as proceeding from a superior, 
or perhaps of some meanness of which we are conscious 

! AslI wrote this I happened tolook one feels oneself to be in the hands of 
at Aristotle’s chapter on anger, andthe a master, here of a—Rhetorician, as 

difference is really amazing. There Spengel says. 

29 
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in our character or conduct: no mere injury would justify 

‘slight’. ] 
The recipe for the manufacture of a laudatory and cen- 

sorious speech is supplied in the following chapter, 35. The 

order of the parts of the speech is first described in its appli- 

cation to these two kinds. The zpooiycoy is to be similarly 

constructed to that of the preceding species; only to the 

topics there given for attracting attention are to be added 

Td Oavpacrov xa tepipavés, the marvellous and striking. 

§$ 1, 2. For these are topics which are not appropriate to 
q@yaves, where the issue is a serious one, but rather belong to 

éridecEts. In the place of the dipynots, and next to the zpo- 

ofucov, should be introduced a division of ‘goods’, into those 
which reside in virtue, and those ‘outside of it’: our hero 

must of course be endowed with all of the former class. 
These are wisdom, justice, courage, and reputable pursuits 
and habits: the others are such as birth, wealth, strength, 

beauty. The former are the proper objects of panegyric 
(éyxwptaterac), the latter must be smuggled in («Aézrrerat) 
indirectly : for the strong, the handsome, the well-born, and 

the wealthy, ought not to be ‘praised’ but congratulated’. 
The first topic of this detail of virtues internal and external 
is yeveadoryia, placed here because this is the first indication 

that any animal can give of a disposition or probable ten- 
dency to virtue (fortes creantur fortibus, &c.). So that when 

a man or any other animal is the object of our panegyric, we 
must begin with his genealogy; if it be a ma@os, [meaning 
probably a disposition or character, an ‘affection’ in a wide 

1 Here the author agrees partially 
with Aristotle in making @rawos, or 

moral approbation, the test and mark of 
virtue, which is therefore distinguished 
from paxapliiew, He however deprives 
himself of any credit that he might 

have obtained from this distinction, 

by confounding it on the other hand 

with éyxdpuoy, for which it is repeated 

asa substitute: éyxwscdgew is in the 

next clause rendered by érauwety. I 

have already given an account of 

Aristotle’s distinctions of these three 

terms, with the opinions of others on 
the same point, in Append. B. to 

Rhet. 1. 9. Introd. p. 2123. foll. 
Compare especially with what is said 

here, Aristotle on éyxwpsov, Ib. p. 215. 
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but peculiar sense: not, I think, here “emotion”. Buhle, 

indolem. It may be merely ‘a quality, property, or accident’.] 
or an act, or a speech, or any property («rjua)', we may 
omit the genealogy, and start at once with any estimable 
quality that they may be supposed to possess. §§ 3—5. 
The topics of ‘genealogy’ are then illustrated. §§ 5—7. If 
your hero should be unfortunate enough to have no claims to 
admiration on the score of birth, you must depreciate all 
such advantages (nam genus et proavos, &c.), and argue that 
true nobility depends, not upon birth, but upon virtue; or 
criticise those that commend a man for his ancestors by 
saying that many a descendant of a noble line has turned 
out utterly unworthy of his distinguished forefathers; or 
point out that it is the man himself, and not his ancestors, 
that you are now employed in panegyrising. § 8. In a 
vituperative speech all this must be reversed, and the ob- 
ject of your censure charged with the vices of those that 
went before him. §9. The next topic of encomium is 
tvyn*, any natural gifts and advantages due to good for- 
tune; especially, as appears from what follows, those ac- 
complishments and excellences bodily and mental, which 
are natural gifts, comprised in evdula, and not acquired 
habits. The virtues, so far as they are natural and spon- 
taneous, are included: for we are told to be upon our guard 
in applying this topic to children against dwelling long 
upon it, because it is generally believed that these qualities 
in children are due rather to their tutors and governors than 
to themselves. § 10. And next, after the never-failing 
yvoun and enthymeme, first enumerate all the admirable 
points in character, pursuits, actions, of your hero, especially 
admirable considering his youth, and then apply to these the 

1 On the varieties of these éxidelfeas  yvyyty in the text as a substitate for 
see above, Introd. pp. 121—3. réxnv: which seems to me to be quite 

* Spengel has arbitrarily, and ‘au- unnecessary, and withal no improve- 
dacter’ as he himself says, without ment. 
any MS, authority, printed &2 rhe 

29—2 
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various topics of amplification, some of which are specified. 
§ 11. Then compare them advantageously with the acts and 
characters of others, “selecting for contrast the best parts of 
your own subject with the worst of the others;” and so 
on for other topics. §§ 12.13. Then more yvapas and en- 
thymemes, and a brief summary; and then proceed to the 
moral virtues, justice first, then wisdom, and last courage— 
‘if there be any’, é€av 7. § 14. All these sections, 3—14, 
seem, as I have already indicated, to represent the Serrynots 
and PeBaiwous of a deliberative or dicastic speech: the 

confirmatio is replaced here by the avfnots, yvomat, and 
enthymemes; the statements of acts and virtues constitute 
the narrative. 

The three remaining sections convey a few hints of a 
practical nature for the treatment of the style, in panegyri- 
cal and vituperative speeches. In the former ‘magnificence’ 
of language should be aimed at’, which may be effected by 
multiplying our words, 7roAXots ovopaciv,—that is, it is to be 

presumed, dwelling and enlarging upon a topic, and accu- 

mulating high sounding words in the individual sentences— 
and the same kind of amplification is to be applied to the 
vituperative topics of a censorious speech. In these latter 
no snecring or scoffing, oxwmrev, is to be admitted, but the 

man’s own life and conduct examined; because arguments 
(Aoyot; narrationes, Buhle.) are more effective than taunts 
or jeers in convincing the listeners, and wounding the object 
of censure. The reason of this is that such taunts may be 
aimed at a man’s personal appearance (é5éas) or ‘ belongings’; 
‘estate’, (things comparatively trifling—Buhle, ingenium, vel 
hominem omnino!) but serious arguments are directed to his 
character and manners. Carefully avoid foul or indecent 
terms in describing foul actions for fear of bringing an 
imputation upon, setting in an unfavourable light, your own 

} This rule may help to confirm my _ by the “ some writers” of Rhet. 111. 
conjecture, (Introd. p. 330, n. 2.) that 12. 6. 
Isocrates and his school are intended 
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character (or, the character of the speech)—fva su) S5taBarns 
7d 400s—such things are to be merely hinted, or the meaning 
obscurely and enigmatically intimated, and the facts are to be 
expressed by words denoting other things. In vituperative 
oratory again there is room for the employment of irony and 
derision of the adversary, especially in the things that he 
prides himself upon: in a private conversation, and with few 
listeners the object should be to discredit him or bring him 
into contempt—of course by serious argument—in great 
crowds, any common, popular, vulgar («owas), accusation will 
serve for a topic of abuse. avfey and razrewovy may be ap- 
plied in precisely the same way as in panegyric. §§ 15. 18.- 
Such are the contents of the chapter on the two varieties 
of epideictic speaking. 

Ch. 36 opens with the announcement that there only now 
remains to be treated the application of the preceding 
method, the analysis of the speech by its four divisions and 
their contents, to the forensic branch of rhetoric. The words 

however are these, Aovrdv nuiy eldos TO Te KaTyFyopLKOY Kat 
to ékeraotixov. Here Td azroNcyntixov seems to be omitted 
and éferacrixov to be out of place: for the latter is not 
treated with the two forensic e/5n in this chapter, nor 1s it 
exclusively confined to it. Spengel supplies the former, as 
usual against MS. authority, and explains the insertion of 
TO e€eracTixov as a piece of careless writing, which means 
no more than this; that it might be treated under this 
head because it can be introduced in the forensic branch; 

the insertion of it was simply due to the fact that the 
author was come to the end of his enumeration of the 
seven én, and thought it as well to make it complete; note, 

p. 240. It is neither true in itself, nor in place here; but 

let it stand, it does no harm. 

Having first briefly described the topics of this chapter 
in the order of their arrangement I will proceed to offer 
a few general remarks upon its contents. The arrangement 
is the same as that which is expressed in the analysis of the 
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hortative and dissuasive kinds, and apparently implied in 
that of the laudatory and vituperative; that is, the topics fall 
under the four general heads of the speech, mpootutov; 
atrayyedia; BeBaiwots or mioteis, here subdivided into the 

two subsequently recognised divisions, direct proofs in sup- 
port or confirmation of our own case, and the indirect 
‘confirmation’ derived from ta zpos avtidixoy, or the refu- 
tation of the adversary; and éziXoyos, otherwise vradwAXoyia, 

avaxepadaiwots, or recapitulation, so called from its charac- 
teristic feature. The fourth division receives this name in 
§ 48. In the first part of the chapter, to § 26, the accusa- 
tory kind is illustrated: the defensive kind occupies the 
rest. For the illustration of several of the topics mentioned 
we are referred to the previous analysis of the deliberative 
kinds, cc. 29—34. 

The mpootuiov of the accusatory kind, as in the preceding, 
bas three principal topics; a brief preparatory statement of 
the subject of the speech, an invitation of the audience to 
attention, and the endeavour to secure their good will. This 
last topic admits of several variations in the mode of treat- 
ment, according as the speaker is already regarded by the 
judges, either favourably, or with indifference, or with suspi- 
cion and dislike; and the last of these again may take a 
threefold direction, either against the speaker himself and 
his private character, or against what he is doing (as when 
& man is prosecuting a relation or friend), or the speech he 
is making. These prepossessions have to be met and removed, 
Avewy ScaBornv; and as the sooner this is done the better— 

because until it has been done they will listen to nothing 
with favour—the proper place for it is the proemium. The 
analysis of this carries us down to § 13. The azayyedda, or 
Sinrynots, is to be treated in precisely the same way as in the 
‘public’ branch of rhetoric. § 14. In fortifying our state- 
ment or case by arguments, GeBaiwors, the third division, 
when our facts are denied by the opponent, (constitutio con- 
jecturalis, oracis oroyactixyn) mistress are to be used in 
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reply; when the facts are admitted but the injury or wrong 
(injustice) in general denied, (constitutio juridicialis abso- 
luta, Cic. de Inv. 11. 24. 69.) the arguments are to be borrowed 
from the topics of justice and expediency. § 14. The wicreis, 
atexvor or émiGero. and évreyvot, are then enumerated in 
their order—these are the miores of c. 8. The érideros 1. 
witnesses, torture, oaths, must be put first. The remaining 
miotess, of the logical sort, must then be employed in ‘con- 
firmation’ of our case. The use of miorecs is confined to 
the proof of fact; if that is admitted, we must have recourse 
to Suxatoroyla, the plea of justice. Then follows, ta mpds 
avridixous, the ‘refutation’ of the adversary’s arguments; 
and under this head is treated the application of ‘laws’, 
according as they are favourable or unfavourable to our case, 
or ambiguous. §§ 15—22. If the facts are admitted by the 
defendant, and he is going to argue his case on the ground 
of the justice and legality of what he has done, the argu- 
ments that you expect him to use must be anticipated: if 
he admit both the fact and the wrong, and throw himself 
upon the compassion of the judges, you may anticipate him 
here by describing his proceedings as indicative of a bad 
700s, or declaring that a man when his crime is discovered 
is always ready enough to attribute it to mere mistake, and 
therefore if the judges show indulgence to such a fellow as 
this there is no knowing where it will stop. And other 
arguments by which his appeals to the feelings of the judges 
may be counteracted are suggested, §§ 23—25. Next the 
érixoyos, which is not here so called, but expressed by the 
word dvadoyntéov (see above, p. 411.), or ‘recapitulation’ 
which is characteristic of it, must contain first, a summary of 

the topics of the whole speech; and secondly, an attempt, 
as concise as possible, to excite in the judges feelings of 

hatred, anger, jealousy, against the opponent, (!) [merely 

because he is the opponent, observe, and we want to gain 
a victory over him, and for no other reason whatever.] and 
towards ourselves love, gratitude, compassion. The modes 
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of effecting this may be looked for in the chapters on hor- 
tative and dissuasive rhetoric: we now proceed to the second 
kind of dicastic speeches, the defensive. § 26. The topics 

of this branch are very much the same as those of the pre- 
ceding, with the difference, that we have not now a case to 

establish, but arguments to answer, and charges to defend 

ourselves against. We have rules given for dealing with the 
accusers paptupes and Bacavo., § 27, and for answering or 
evading his exora, § 28, mrapade’ypata, texpunpia, yyopat, 
evOupnpata § 29, and onpeta § 30. So in direct answer to 

arguments on questions of fact: in the constitutio juridi- 
cialis we have recourse to arguments from justice and the 
laws; or plead error, ignorance, accident, (three degrees of 
criminality). §§ 30—32. Then we have to meet the mpoxa- 
Tadmpers, anticipations, arguments already advanced by the 
accuser in anticipation of, to meet beforehand, what we are 
likely to urge in our defence: and amongst these anticipated 
imputations, that we are using prepared written speeches, or 
pleading for hire as a paid advocate, or teaching rhetoric, or 
writing speeches for others (acting as a Aoyoypados)—all of 
them represented as very gréve charges, which we must do 
our utmost to defend ourselves against—are particularly dwelt 
upon. §§ 33—37. Next the use of questions and answers in 
defence is illustrated. The answer to the adversary’s inter- 
rogation may either admit the fact, but with some reserva- 
tion or qualification which justifies the act or shifts the 
blame upon some one else; or, as in a case where two laws 

happen to be in conflict, you may deny (in a sense) the act 
of which you are notoriously guilty, affirming that it was 
the law, and not yourself, which was the real prompter of 
the deed. The only example given is, “Did you kill my 
son?” “No, not I, but the law.” §§ 38—40. So far of the 
Ta pos avridixovs. This brings us to the last division, here 
called as usual in this author waAuAdoyia, the recapitulation: 

which, it is added, may be introduced also in any other part 
of the specch, apa pépos “ partially”, as well as mapa eldos 
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“specially” here at the end of it. The other essential 
element of the éiAoyos, viz. the appeal to the feelings of 
the judges is included here in vradsAXoyia, because it has 
already been employed as one of the topics of the mpooimcov. 
The ésrinoyos or tradtAAoyla is especially serviceable in the 
accusatory and defensive kinds of rhetoric, though it is also 
of use in public speaking. For here we have not only to 
review the preceding statements of facts and proofs, and to 
refresh the memory of the audience, but also to secure the 
goodwill of the audience to ourselves, and render them 
hostile to the adversary; whereas in the two kinds of epi- 
deictic oratory this is not required. §§ 41, 42. The modes 
in which this summary review may be made are described 
in § 43. and, finally, the topics for conciliating the goodwill 
of the audience to ourselves and diverting it from the oppo- 
nent are given in detail to the end of the chapter, §§ 44—48, 
The easy indifference with which these suggestions for 
calumniating the opponent, if necessary, if not, for provoking 
against him hatred, envy, ill will, are, not merely brought 
forward in illustration of a theory, but actually recommended 
for use, 18 highly characteristic of this system of rhetoric. 

In fact, in this analysis of the defensive art in forensic 
rhetoric the vices of this system are revealed in all their 
naked deformity. It is a system of tricks, shifts, and eva- 
sions, showing an utter indifference to right and wrong, truth 
and falsehood. The truth of any statement has no value, 
except in so far as it carries with it an air of greater pro- 
bability, and is more likely therefore to ‘persuade’ an 
audience; and the only limit to the employment of any kind 
of trick, fraud, or chicanery, is the ‘possibility’ of its pro- 
ducing any effect upon the audience. édy S€ aur évdéyntas 
tovro, if this can’t be effected, you must then have recourse, 

xatadpevryecv—to some other mode of imposition. In §§ 9, 10, 
11, of this chapter the true character of some of these sug- 
gestions is conveyed with unconscious irony by the terms 
Tpopacers and mpopaciterGar which are there applied to 
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them; they are indeed mere pretexts, excuses, shifts, 
evasions. 

For the illustration of some of these arts and devices 
alike unscientific and unfair, I will now refer to one or two 

particular passages in which this vicious character by which 
the whole system is pervaded is more prominently exhibited; 
some others I have already noticed in passing in the course 
of the preceding review. In § 4 for instance, the accuser is 
recommended to flatter the judges by telling them that they 
are just and clever; that is, according to Aristotle’s metaphor, 
to warp and distort the very rule that he is about to use to 
determine what is right. Again, in the two common or 
universal topics of § 9; the accuser, who is himself exposed 
to antecedent suspicions and prejudices in the minds of the 
judges, if he thinks that there is anything in his person or 
character that they are likely to find fault with, is told to 
anticipate them, to take the words out of their mouth as it 
were, and find fault with it himself: and sécondly, if he is 

obliged to do anything in the prosecution of his case which 
may lay his motives or conduct open to suspicion or censure, 
he is to try if possible to turn the blame upon the adversary, 
or if this can’t be done, upon somebody else, alleging that he 
did not take up the case voluntarily, but was forced to it by 
the other party. And this is repeated in§12. “We must 
remove any prejudices that may have been conceived against 
us in consequence of anything that we have done (76 wpdaypa) 
in the prosecution of our case, by shifting the blame upon 
the adverse party, or by charging him with abusive language 
or injustice, or a grasping and greedy, or quarrelsome and 
contentious temper—the truth or falsehood of the charge 
being apparently a matter of pure indifference—and, assum- 
ing an air of indignation, imply that it was impossible to 
obtain justice in any other way.” 

In § 27 another practice is prescribed, which, though 
likely enough to be adopted by a pleader in a desperate 
extremity, one would hardly have thought a fit subject to 
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be noticed, and still less recommended, in a professedly 
scientific and educational treatise; and this is spoken of as 
a regular roros, 6 Tov TwapaXevrropévov torros. This consists 
in evading any fact or argument which can’t be disputed or 

answered by ‘passing it over’ or ‘omitting’ it, and going on 
to something else where you are on safer ground. The lan- 
guage in which part of this is expressed is so characteristic 
that I will give it in the author’s own words. toy 8 xarn- 
yopouzévwy (we are answering charges, in the ‘defensive 
kind’) @ péev eiSévas Tovs axovovtas érrolnce, (meaning appa- 
rently, what had been so fully substantiated by evidence and 
argument that the judges were quite sure of it) rapanelyoper, 
& S¢ S0€alerv, radta mpobéyevor...d:cadkvcouev. Any thing 
that has been fully proved against him the apologist is to 
pass over without notice; and go on to meet the other alle- 
gations, in which the facts and arguments of the accuser 
have not been so strong as to produce absolute conviction 
in the minds of the judges, but only probable opinion 
(So€aferv)*. 

Such are only a few specimens of the tricks and sophis- 
tries suggested and recommended for practice in this treatise 
—the appeals to the feelings have been already noticed—and 
it is precisely in this, the dicastic, branch, in which justice and 

truth of fact should be the sole considerations, that the utter 
unscrupulousness and disregard of truth and justice which 
characterise the system show themselves in their most mon- 
strous proportions. The general tone of morality at Athens 
was certainly low, and there is no doubt that most if not all of 
these unfair artifices will be found exemplified in the speeches 
of the most approved orators, Demosthenes not excepted. This 
however does not mend the matter; but rather shows what 
& pernicious effect these rhetorical systems, under which the 
orators were trained, must have had upon the public educa- 
tion and morality. The character which has exhibited itself 

‘ In further illustration of the im- ticularly the passage quoted above 
moral character of this work see par- from c. 15, p. 429. 
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in the review of this treatise, the sole surviving representative 

of the Arts of the sophistical school of rhetoric, agrees per- 
fectly with the notices of the earlier systems given by Plato 
in the Pheedrus and elsewhere, illustrates his language, and, 
as it seems to me, fully justifies his reprobation. It shows 
to what consequences an art and practice of ‘persuasion’, 
pure and simple and unqualified, may be made to lead. This 
treatise at least may fairly be called an Art of Cheating, and 
illustrates nothing but the principles and practice of a petti- 
fogging attorney. 

Ch. 38 contains a brief examination of the éferaotixdy 
eldos, ‘ the critical kind’ of rhetoric. It is first acknowledged 
that this kind of rhetoric is seldom found alone—Spengel 
mentions Atschines’ speech against Timarchus as a case in 
point—but generally mixed up with the other species; and 
it is most useful in controversy, that is, in the rd wpds avril- 
xous. However for the sake of completeness an analysis is 
given of this as of the rest, under the four divisions of the 
speech. The ‘criticism’ may be applied to the speeches, 
actions, life and conduct of a man, or the administration and 

policy of a city. § 1. The topics of the wpooiucoy are given in 
§$ 2, 3. and consist of various ‘excuses’ wrpopaces for ven- 
turing to undertake such an office; the Senynots and miores 
are represented by a statement of the sayings, doings, thoughts, 
motives, and intentions of the person whose character is 
examined, and by proving that they are all contrary to justice, 
law, and public and private expediency: and nothing is to 
be left undone which will bring upon the person subjected to 
criticism the utmost possible discredit. §§ 4,5. The character 
and tone of the speech however must not be harsh and bitter, 
but mild; because such a tone has a more persuasive effect, 

and is less likely to subject the critic himself to unpleasant 
imputations. The whole is to conclude with a wadwAdoyla 
or summary repetition of the principal contents, § 6. 

Ch. 38, to § 10, where the work really ends, is a sort 

of moral upon the preceding exposition. It has all the air 
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of gravity and seriousness, though its contents are so ludi- 
crous that it rather suggests the notion of a quiz, or burlesque 
application of the preceding system. No one as far as I 
know has expressed any suspicion of its genuineness; but it 
seems to me so unusually foolish that rather than believe 
that it could proceed from a man of Anaximenes’ reputa- 
tion, I would suppose that it was tacked on with the re- 
maining sections, 11—21, as an appendage to the treatise, 
to supply the moral, which had been inadvertently omitted 
by the author. The absence of all but one of the authors 
technical terms for the divisions of the speech, amayyeXa, 
BeBaiwors, wadidXoyia, which in this chapter are replaced by 
the three which afterwards became the received names, 8:- 

ynows, mioress and ta mpos avridicoyv, and éridoyos, is. very 
suspicious. It is true that all these terms do occur in the 
treatise, but not as the technical and only proper designa- 
tions of the three divisions. Spengel only remarks, note 
p. 273, quis risum teneat, aut sophistam non miretur [he 
has apparently a low opinion of Anaximenes,] arti tam 
deditum, ut ex hujus preceptis vite rationem nobis gerendss 
explicet ? 

The object of these first ten sections of the chapter is 
to show how life may be made to conform to the model 
of a speech, and a rule of life deduced from its topics and 
divisions. “In speaking and writing (he begins) we must 
endeavour to make our words correspond as nearly as pos- 
sible with our actions, and habituate ourself to facility in 
the use of them all. (viz. the words.)” For artistic speak- 
ing we shall derive our rules and precepts from the preceding 
work, “but our attention must not be confined merely to our 
words, but extended to our whole life, which is to be ordered 

and regulated according to those ideas: for (note the reason) 
the right conduct of our life contributes much to the power 
of persuading, and the attainment of a reputation for virtue 
and respectability”. The ‘reputation of virtue’ is required 
for the 700s év T@ AéyovTs, to give the weight of ‘character’ 
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to our statements, opinions, and arguments; so that after all 
the object and end of a virtuous life is to contribute to 
success in speaking. This goes a step beyond even Quintilian 
in the exaltation of the rhetorical art, who merely says 
that no bad man can ever be a perfect orator. §§ 1, 2. 
Then for the details. Our conduct is to be arranged ac- 
cording to the divisions of the speech, which will show us 
what should come first, second, third, and fourth. The 

procemium accordingly takes the lead in the direction of our 
conduct. Two of the ordinary topics of this are the con- 
ciliation of the good will, and of the attention, of the 
audience. These may be transferred to ourselves; good will 
may be conciliated by the observance of good faith, and 
steady consistency in friendship, habits and pursuits; the 
‘attention’ of others may be attracted by great and noble 
and useful actions [I don’t think this is by any means a 
fair application of the system. The methods of conciliation 
recommended in that are certainly very different.] §§ 3, 4. 
The actions that have these characters are described in § 5. 
From the rules for the composition of the 8Sijrynots we may 
learn to make our actions “rapid” and “clear,” (cag7 means, 
as it is afterwards interpreted, ‘intelligible to ourselves and 
others’; definite, precise, without overhaste or confusion in 
acting) and to be relied upon. These are qualities of the 
‘narrative’ (which here, by the way, receives the name of 5:- 
ynows instead of amayyed/a) in the system. How they are 
to acquire these characters is explained in § 6. The rules 
for the manufacture of miorecs may be applied to conduct 
in this, that they teach us when we have full knowledge, 

to act in accordance with it; when we have not, in accord- 

ance with the ordinary experience of the probable, or what 
usually happens. § 7. The next section, 8, purports to 
give the application of ta mpds avridixoyv to the rule of 
life. As the text stands it seems to say this: that as in 
these arguments against the adversary’s statements we con- 
firm our own by refuting his (é« ray AeXeyuévwv), so in our 
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ordinary dealings with others we shall secure our own safety 
and happiness (GeSacornta trepl tay Tromjcopev, in a double 
sense) by conforming our actions to the laws, written and 
unwritten, with the best witnesses of our conduct in definite 

times—Of the meaning of the ‘definite times’ I must confess 
my ignorance. Now it is true, as Spengel notes, that there 
is no true parallel here between the two cases: but the 
correspondence is very nearly as close as it is in the pro- 
cemium, and the amount of sense contained in the above 
interpretation 1s quite as much as one has a right to expect in 
such a chapter as this’. Spengel’s emendation at all events 
is violent and improbable. From the Epilogus, § 9, in which 
we recall what has been already said to the hearers’ recol- 
lection by a verbal repetition, we may learn to apply the 
same rule of repetition to our actions, and recall them to 
men’s minds by the repeated performance of the same or 
similar ones. Good will (another topic of the Epilogue) 
may be conciliated by doing what will be considered good 
services past present or future: and lastly we may apply 
the topic of ‘amplification’, (another of the ordinary topics 
of the peroration) aifew, here rendered by peydAa mpdrrew 
‘to magnify’, to the conduct of our lives by a multitude of 
noble actions’*. 

On the remaining sections appended to this chapter I 
will content myself with quoting Spengel’s note; que se- 
quuntur ex primo libelli capite excerpta et paucis mutata, 
lector ut pre ceteris que attenderentur digna repetiisse 
videtur. And this brings us to the end of the Rhetorica 
ad Alexandrum. 

IT will add here to the examples of doubtful Greek 
cited from this work, above pp. 409—12, a passage in which 

1 A certain amount of sense and the text. 
parallelism is obtained by giving a 2 The above is a literal abstract, 
double meaning to BeBaoiy, to con- without the least exaggeration or em- 

firm, and to secure, i.e. to ensure and _bellishment, of the contents of this 
render permanent, as I have done in very remarkable chapter. 
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two departures from the ordinary grammar occur for which 
I can see no reason or justification. They are found close 
together ef pév Ta 1rpaypata Tota }, and immediately after- 
wards, and in precisely the same sense as far as the particles 
and verbs are concerned, ei 8 elev of waprupes.... to which an 
indicative, if it were expressed, would follow as the apodosis. 
Now I am well aware that ei with the subjunctive is found 
in several places of good authors, and that Hermann in 
particular has laboured hard (with but limited success) to 
make out a distinction between that and other similar 
combinations; and also that e elev, if indefiniteness were 
meant to be conveyed, or if an optative followed in the 
apodosis, or in other possible cases, might be undeniable 

Greek ; but here in both instances there is no more than 

a simple hypothesis, and the indicative ought in both to 
have been employed. It looks to me like the careless 
inaccuracy of the composition of a later age, when gram- 
matical distinctions were lost, when the rules which once 

had regulated the usages of the language in its prime had 
fallen into abeyance, when 47 and ov could be interchanged 
without sensible loss of meaning. 
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